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EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as a service to the people and
organisations of the neighbourhood.
It is an "open access" publication
and will generally carry any material
submitted to it, subject to the laws of
the land and to edi~orial judger.lent.
The judgement is exercised by the
Editorial Comm ittee in order to preserve the independence and balance
of the Newsletter. The Committee
reserves the right to alt~r, abridge or
omit material which in its opinion
might rend the Newsletter the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional
interests.
Any contributor seeking further
guidelines i n this matter is invited to
contact the committee.

Hapy New Year
The Newsletter extends wishes for a
Happy New Yearto all its readers, and
to thank you for staying with us overthe
three years since the Community
Council took over from the previous
committee. The three years have flown.
We would like to think that while we
may have got older in the process, we
have also improved immensely the
service we offer to the people of
Maynooth. This we couldn't have done
without the workers on the Social
Employment Scheme. It is a source of
some satisfaction to us to know that
.these workers have acquired valuable
experience through working on the
Newsletter, which has been of benefit
to them in acquiring employment.
We are always happy to highlight the
huge range of activities which go on in
Maynooth. News, and indeed hot so
new residents are sometimes surprised
to find out that this sleepy commuter
community boasts of over sixty six
organisations, providing no excuse for
those who complain of nothing to do.
, We also see our function as informing,
and entertaining our readers by alerting them to development which are, or
will affect their lives in Maynooth.
In turn, we rely. on our readers to keep
us informed of what is going on, and of
what kind of service they would like us
to provide. So please keep up the
contact - we need your response.
. Of course, in the three years of our
existence, the price of the Newsletter
has stayed at thirty pence. Over the
years, the price of paper and printing
has increased, and we have also increased the size of each issue . It is
with some regret that we have decided
that we must increase the cover price
to cover our costs.
So, from . next
month,we will be charging forty pence
per issue. We hope you will continue to

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all of our contributors to
make sure their material is legible. If
possible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters, the best way to present
material is to u'se either neat legible
writing or block letters, on one side of
1',e paper one.
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COMMUNITY COUNCil NOTES
John McGinley was welcomed back to
the Council as a representative of
Greenfield Estate.
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support us. In return we will continue to
provide good value.
CAR PARKING AT THE CHURCH
The Newsletter vendors at the church
have long seethed with rage as they
witnessed the destructive carelessness
of mass-going motorists who parked
their cars on the grass triangle in front
of the church on Sunday mornings.
This practice not only destroyed the
grass, leading female correspondents
to write to the Irish Times to draw
attention to the woeful condition of this
area, but also constituted a traffic
hazard.
Now, with the use of a few traffic cones,
and the non-stop vigilance of the local
gardai, these motorists have had to
park elsewhere for the last few weeks.
Congratulations to the gardai fortaking
action at last. However, we cannot
expect the presence ofthe gardai every
week. How about some double yellow
lines, and some hefty fines for the
culprits?
GREMLINS
Eagle eyed readers may have thought
that the newsletter had abandoned its
cherished neutral stance, when they
read an item in the last issue entitled "A
Christmas Wish':. This item was, in
fact, the final paragraph of the notes
supplied by one of the political parties,
which had come adrift, and which came
to rest on a separate page from the
political notes section. Those reading
this paragraph may have thought that
we were' advising readers to join a
certain political party, and we apologise to those who may have been
offended. The Newsletter strives to
maintain a balance in its material at all
times and we regret that this error at
the lay-out stage may have inadvertently suggested otherwise.

We would like to thank the Parish Hall
for donating chairs to the Community
Council Office.
We would also like to thank Billies,
Patrick's, Country Shop Restaurant,
Jim's Shoes, Fresh Ideas, Tricia's,
Petals, Top of the Crop, Gerry Brady,
Brady's, Keogh's Delicatessen, Donovan's Newsagents and Maynooth Office Supplies fordonating prizes forour
Sixties Night which was held recently.
It was noted with relief that great improvements are evident in the town's
environment due to the extra work of

Kildare County Council.
Mrs. B. O'Brien has agreed to take
over the chair of the "Social and Recreational Committee. Our thanks are
due to John McGinley, Larry O'Brien,
Leo Bean and PatCorroway for erecting the Christmas Tree. Congratulations to the Chamber of Commerce for
lighting the street so well.
All committees in the town are invited
to contact the Community 'Council
Office with suggestions for activities
and to send a delegate to the committee. The dates for Community Week
are 16th to 25th June.
.
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Cluain Aoibhinn Residents Association met with the Students Union and
the College Authorities regarding the
problem of student parties. It ~as felt
that a very constructive meeting "had
taken place andthatthe Students Union
would police events and parties themselves. If this failed, the College themselves would be contacted.
It was also decided that the Community Council should write to Kildare
County Council regarding the reappearance of itinerants on the Kilcock
Road. The halting site is now full and

no one else can be accomodated. It
was felt that since the people of
Maynooth had agreed to and even
requested a halting site that it is unfair
to expect the Community to accomodate caravans in the area again.
The A.G.M . takes place on Monday 9th
January. All councillors are required to
attend, particularly in view of the low
attendance over the last few months.
Mulr,eann Ni Bhrolchain
Chairperson.
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Letters... Letters.
Dear Editor,
I read with interest the letter from Mr.
Peter Hollana, 72 Maynooth Park,
which you published in the December
issue of your Newsletter.
I think Mr. Holland should remember a
few facts which he seems to have
overlooked;
*My letter which had been previously
published in the Newsletter was a reply
to a specific request form a particular
association and the.information as set
out by me was and is accurate.
I voted against the Kildare County
Council Estimates in 1988 for reascms
clearly stated by me at that time i.e.
Insufficient funds to pay for services,

Loss of County Council workers jobS,
high rates and charges and diminishing services.
Deplorable roads.
£1 m water charge by Dublin City and
Council authorities to Kildare County,
same services free to residents of
Dublin.
A CHANGE IN THE METHOD OF
GRANT ALLOCATION BY THE MINISTER.
Needless to say I also voted against
this year's Estimates for the same
reasons.
Finally, as is usual for members of the
Branch of the Political Party of which

Dear Editor,
At its Annual General Meeting on 15th
November, 1988 the Academic Staff
Association of S1. Patrick's College,
Maynooth, the local branch of the Irish
Federation of University Teachers,
passed the following resolution: "In the
light of the prejudicial press reports
and political statements before and
during the recent trial of three Irish
defendants in Winchester, the Academic Staff Association urges the Irish
Govemment to use all avenues of diplomatic and political influence to ensure a more equitable climate in England for the forthcoming appeal to the
Court of Criminal AppeaL"
Prior to the charging of the three accused, the media, especially in Britain,
had effectively convicted them as IRA

terrorists and would-be assassins. Witness, for example, the headlines in
TODAY ("IRA TRY TO KILL KING")
and the DAILY EXPRESS ("IRA PLOT
TO MURDER TOM KING'~) both of the
1st of September 1987. During the trial
the prosecution admitted that they had
failed to find any links between the
accused and the IRA.
Fu rthermore, the Secretary of State for
Northern 1~land, Tom King, the alleged victim of the alleged conspiracy,
on the very day on which it was announced in the media that the three
accused were to exercise their right to
silence, held an impromptu press
conference to announce the proposed
changes in Northern Ireland on the
inferences to be drawn from the silence of a suspect. At this conference,
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he is a member, your correspondent
appears to have taken licence to make
personal allegations of hypocrisy,
malice etc, which I would never attribute to him particularly since he at least
appended his name to his affirmations,
but, perhaps in the interests of accuracy, he or the Editorial Committee fo
the Maynooth Newsletter would expand further on the final but obviously
unfinished paragraph of his letter.
Yours sincerely,
Bernard J. Ourkan T.O.. M,C,e.
It is not the policy of the Editorial Board
to expand on reader's letters!
Mr. King said that there had been a
systematic abuse of the right to silence
by people accused of terrorist offences.
The timing of this announcement and
its subsequent discussion by politicians
and others, including Lord Denning,
was extremely prejudicial to the outcome of the trial.
For these reasons the Academic Staff
Association urges the Government to
make every effort to ensure a more
equitable climate in England for the
forthcoming appeal.

,.

,.,/

/ .

Searnas 0 S,lochaln,
Secretary,
Academic Staff Association.

Doyles Shoe
Centre
The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Centre
WITH FULLY TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE
We wish a/l ourcustomeTS a very Happy
and Prosperous New Y88r

LADIES SLIPPERS
FROM
£3.99

KIDDIES

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING BRANDS BOYS & GIRLS SHOES
CLARKS, K SHOES" DUBARRY,
FROM £9.Y'}
SARAH JAMES, LOAKES,
WESTCOAST, GLAMOUR & NICKS
IRISH DANCING PUMPS & BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK
AS

A

C

GENTS SHOES LEATHER SOLES FROM £25.99
GENTS SHOES RUBBER SOLES FROM £16.99

OUTSTANDING VARIETY AND CHOICE

SUPER WINTER SALE NOW ON
10% OFF ALL REGULAR STOCK

LADIES' BOOTS
FROM

£10.99

Our. shoes fit
as well as
they look.
Do yours?

KIDDIES' BOOTS
FROM

£8.99

Doyles Shoe Cent
FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT OF TOWf:'I
5.

Maynooth Community Council
Comhairle Phobail Mha Nuad

PRESENTS
OLD MAYNOOTH PAINTING EXHIBITION

By Jarleth Finn
BOYS NATIONAL SCHOOL
FRIDAY 6th JANUARY '89 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
SATURDAY 7th JANUARY
ADULTS
ADM. £1
CHILDREN fREE IF ACCOMPANIED BY ADULTS
50p CHILDREN UNACCOMPANIED
20 PAINTINGS OF LOCAL INTEREST

FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB
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CLOCK HOUSE
Lou"ge BIi,. C./.E. B .. s Stop
C

UP

MAYNOOTH,
CO.KILDARE

PHONE:286225

SANDWICHES' COFFEE & MEAT PIES

Main st.,

o

~~ynooth,

Tel: 01/286628/286301

Co. Kil dare.

TO

Wishing all our Customers
a prosperous New Year.

Parts and accessories
for all makes of cars,
trucks and tractors.
Batter ies .Plugs
Exhausts) Brake Pads
6
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Main Street, Maynooth (01) 285946
Co. Kildare
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS

SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL
A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS
GALWAY &. CAVAN CRYSTALS
BELLEEK &. DONEGAL CHINA
WATcHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED
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49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
MAYNOOTH TEL: 285387
24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK (' ~
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Funeral Undertakers, Kilcock,.
Phone day or night
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MAYNOOTH RESIDENTS AGAINST LOCAL CHARGES
So finally, and it would appear most
reluctantly at a last-ditch meeting held
on Saturday, 3rd December, members
of Kildare County Council adopted the
1989 estimates on the casting vote of
the Chairman Cllr. Michael McWay,
(FG). At three previous meetings on
the issue a majority had voted against
the estimates which include £1 00 local
charges and with the probability of
disbandment of the Council by the
Minister for the Environment Padraig
Flynn if they refused to vote ina budget
looming near, they had a final decision
to make. In the event something "gave"
and Councillor Paddy Aspell (FF)
announced that he would now vote in
favour despite having voted against
five days previously and saying "I don't
take U turns". His change of heart
resulted in a 12112 split vote.
Most interesting is the breakdown of
Councillors' voting results. Fianna Fail
and Fine Gael over divided within their
own ranks, with Fianna Fail voting six
, in favour and three against, while Fine
Gael were splitfourfor and four against.
The three Labour and one Sinn Fein
Councillorsmaintainedtheirtraditional
ooposition to estimates which include

local charges. The sole P.O. Councillor Timmy Conway, with the independent Joe Bermingham, voted for the
budget. M.R.A.L.C. is pleased to note
that all five Councillors representing
North Kildare, namely, Gerry Brady·
(FF), Bernard Ourkan TO (FG), Jim
Gallagher (FG" Colm Purcell (Lab.)
and Emmet Stagg T.D. (Lab.) voted
against the estimates, although media
reports indicate that F.F. and F.G.
Councillors cited insufficient funds for
roads maintenance as their reason for
opposition to the estimates.
However, as a result of the Council's
decision, householders are again faced
with local charges for 1989, but there
can be no doubt that the tide of opposition to the charges is growing. The
lessons of the Leixlip Town Commissio
results have begun to be taken on
board by the two main parties and this
was reflected within the Council chamber. M.R.A.L.C. believes for 1989 that
the campaign against charges should
be stepped up and focused to bring
more pressure to bear on Councillors
outside of North Kildare to abandon
local charges. We also wish to highlight that for the first time since their

introductin in 1983 that no increase
has been levied on water and refuse
charges - they each stay at £50. Also
the suggestions of an extra charge for
sewerage did not materialise. These
are small but significant victories for
the anti-charges movement.
But how do Kildare's local charges
compare to other counties? Here is a
table showing charges in surrounding
counties.
Household service charges county by county comparison
Wicklow
Meath
Carlow
Kildare
Offaly
Laois
Dublin

£154
£104

£100
£100
£85

£70
No Charge

The county with the highest charges at
£160 per annum is Leitrim. Ironically
Leitrim is reputed to be the poorest
county in Ireland.
But even in Kidare different rates apply:-

Continued p9

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH

PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING
YVES ST. LAURENT, MENRAD, SAFILO, & BENNETTON
BUDGET FRAMES £8 -£23
TOP QUALITY LENSES USE IN ALL SPECTACLES
INCLUDING PLASTIC, ULTRATHINc
ZEISS~TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
SIGHT TEST £12
DRIVING TEST £7
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
"OUR FRAMES WILL PUT YOU IN THE RIGHT FRAME OF MIND"
8

Household service chargesCo. Kildare Breakdown

county Area
Naas

Athy

£100
£100
£75 or £85

(depending on valuation)

NEWSAGENTS

Almost a third of the population of the
country who live in Dublin city and
county do not have to pay a penny in
local charges. Why so? Because it is

CLOSING TIMES
11 p.m. SAT - WED
10 p.m. THURS & FRIDAY

politically impossible for charges to be
imposed in dublin. Households there
organised themselves and the Politicians got the message. Furthermore
.the prospect of mass public protests
on the streets of the Capital which
would attract widespread media coverage was too risky. Also can you
imagine the reception a water disconnection crew would encounter in BalIyfermot? So is it fair that the gullible
"culchies" are expected to pay on the
double?
We believe that our basic demand that
Councillors and Local Authorities nationwide should unite and insist upon
sufficient funds from Government is
more feasible now than has been for
some time. Continued opposition and
witholding of payments can and will
win out and M.R.A. L.C. looks forward
to the continuing and increased support of the householders of Maynooth
throughout 1989.
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WEDDING PHOTOCiRAPHERS

BACHELORS WALK, DUBLIN
Tel. 730532

382280

(Residence)

L

LU
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1.,

OPEN

TILl.

9pm EACH
8 pm.

NI(;HT .

Nat IOIl;d
[J)TITRY '

AUTIIORISED AGENT FOR
We now carry a complete stock of NATIONAL LOTTERY
groceries for your convenience
~
24 hour Film. Developing
~
Sernce
~f - SAME DAY i \
£3.99 & A Free Film
I;' DRY CLEANINGj '"
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
:n=:,:::::::::::::::::=nr~'"
All film only £1.50 per nigJ;1t
~.
. SUN DAY

-ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page
Ha!~ Page
ThWqPage
Quinter Page

£40
£22
£15
£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or over if payment is made in advance.

j

Kil19sbry Develo~~e_~!.s

• PLANT

HIRE ~

Civil Engineering Site Clearance
Building & General Contracting

A fee of £2 is charged for Classified
Advertisements if:
(1) the value of the article advertised
is £50 or more.
(2) the income from services adver~
tised is £50 or more.
Of course, there is no charge on
acknowledgements, notices. i.e.
birthdays, missing items etc.
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Exhibition Centre
Opposite the E.S.8. Showroom

Phone: 24501·1
MILL LANE - LEIXLIP
QUALITY CARPET - BEDS - FURNITURE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODLE IN SHOP

BEDROOM CARPE.T FR O M £3.99 Sq . Y ard a
BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WAS £750 NOW £550.00
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00
RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99
3' 6 LEG DIVANS £54.00

"

4 DRAWER SUPER 4'6 DIVAN SPLIT BASE

'

£l8(}~, .l'--·~···

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET
&

VINYLS FOR JANUARYFREE EXPERT FITTING (EX-CLERY'S)

HOUSE RN10VALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SUN 2 ..,. 6 WEEKLY 10 - 6
FOR THE SITTING ROOM
Long Lasting General Domestic Carpet £5.99 Sq Yard
,..---------1
( 5 year q~(Jd f dfl(ue )
S PEe I A L
Long Lasting Canvas Back Carpet all Colours
HALL, STAIRS & LANDING
(8 Y r g u a r a () tee )£ 8 .00 S q Y ;-iT tj
CARPET FITTED.
80/20 Wool Carpets,from £13.95 Sq . Yard
AVERAGE SIZE
80/20 Axminister Carpets from £19.95 Sq Yard
£199
Arm Chairs from £45.00
Queen Anne Cottage Suite. 3 piece £ 199.00
Cottage Suite all Colours £ 150. 3 piece 2 seater
Chesterfield Suite 3 Piece £299
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACESSORI[S INCLUDING
BEDROOM SEA TS £39.00 oddments £37.00

BEDROOM STOOLS £ 18.00
HOUSE REMOVALS AND DELIVERIES
Expert Fitting and Repairs (ex-Clery's)
10

JANUARY CROSSWORD CLUES
ACROSS
1. Seems sick at first, but can show by
example (10).
6. Just discovered (3).
9. E. T. is mixed up in the cot, and then their
were eight (5).
10. Looks like the seventh glowing cinder,
it's really the ninth (9).
11. If seems frantic to cite fern in this way
(8).
12. They may come out at night ifthey've
nothing to chew on (5).
14. 00, anger adds flavour to the cooking .
(7).
16. Some pray to her for a man (3).
17. In short, Cyril, the SS can mow or reap
(7).
19. The particulars show Des surrounds
the extremity (7).
20. Can 'e sail away when he's upset like
this? (5).
22. The vista includes a pot and a sheep!
(8).
25. At first, Sid reyersed, and stood in
opposition (9).
26. It may sound less, but there's more
than a pint in it (5).
27. Without her, we would all be heartless
(4).
28. Ed pal, up on this, you may find a job
(5,5).
DOWN
1. In short, Ronald and I can smooth things
out with this (4).
2. Allow liberally to those who want to rent
(3,6).
3. A stain on this material would upset us
(5).
4. In toto, sir, this is how the rice is cooked
(7).
5. Initially, the clerical assistant with the
pilot is up to date (7).
6. Almost seems like there's nothing to toll,
but it is illustrious (5).
7. I throw ness into confusion, but that's
ho"'{ to tell its value (10).
8. Mix the robot with the tee, and add to the
salad (8).
13. Sounds like Parnell, but it's used to lure
the customers in (4,6).
15. Expression on that suggest he's old
enough to know better (2,3,3).
16. As may be self-evident, I am a toxic
person (9).
18. Diana was one of them - she was the
greatest (7).
19. Where Maynooth strollers go when
confused on a dead day (7).
21. Confuse the stein with an extra page
(5).
23. A surviving trace of o.ld decency (5).
24. Yield possession of (4).

CROSSWORD NO. '",",

By 'SPRITE'

Send your entry to:
January Crossword,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall,
Mayno.oth.
To. arrive before 5.00 p.m. Monday, 16th
January 1989.
Name: ... . ..... . .... .. ...... ..... .
Address: .. .. ..... . .... . ... '" . .. . .
SOLUTION TO No.":'3

BELOW

Winner of Crossword No. 13
Name:
''The Navigator"
Address:
Mariaville, Maynooth.

POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
FINE GAEL NOTES
The Annual General meeting of the
Maynooth Branch of Fine Gael was
held on Tuesday, 22nd November, ir
the I.CA Hall, Maynooth.
There was a very large attendance at
the meeting including Bernard Durkan,
CUr. Jim Gallagher, Commr. Dave
Kearney, Leixlip Town Commission,
Vincent Kelly, Constituency Organiser
and member of the National Executive
of Fine Gael and the special guest
speaker, spokeswoman on the Marine, Deputy Madeline Taylor Quinn.
Cllr. Jim Gallagher chaired the Election of Officers, thanking the outgoing
officer board fortheir efforts during the
past year, including their invaluable
help during the Leixlip Town Commission elections. In welcoming the incoming officer board, he warned them
they would certainly fa,ce an Euro election in 1989 and perhaps a general
election also. Hethen handed overthe
meeting to, the new Chairman.

~
. W
W.OORKERS· PARTY
.~

NOTES

VET ANOTHER TAX SCANDAL
When the last coalition government
brought in the Deposit Interest Retention Tax (the DIRT tax), the then Fianna Fail opposition argued vehemently against it. Yet, in the first year
of operation, the tax brought in FIVE
times what the, government expected.
The tax amnesty announced in the last
budget brought in TWENTY times more
than was anticipated. Now comes
news that in the first two months in
operation, the self-assessment system for the self-employed has brought
in £150 MILLION more than the government projected.
It is now patently obvious that the
government has no idea whatsoever
how much income is being earned in
the self-employed sector, and that down
through the years, there has been
massive tax evasion by people operating in the sector. It must be borne in
mind that the tax brought in by the tax
amnesty and the self-assessment
system represents merely y.'hat those
involved have volunteerea as being
owed. It is more than likely that this is
just the tip of the iceberg, and that huge

The new Officer Board are as follows:
Chairman
Senan Griffin
Vice Chairman Gerry Smyth
Secretary
Clare Cullen
Treasurers
Margaret Howe &
Pearl Conlon
P.R.O.
Andree Eddery
Organiser
Michael Gaffney
In welcoming the new officers Deputy
Bernard Durkan stated the importance
of their role in the organis~tion. He
also spoke on the Estimates Meeting
which were ongoing and explained to
the members the Fine Gael stance at
council level.
Dave Kearney, T.C. in addressing the
meeting said he was the novice
amongst all his colleagues, but he intended to work hard for all the people of
Leixlip.
Deputy Durkan ~hen introduced his
party colleague, Deputy Madeline
Taylor-Quinn, spokeswoman on the
marine. Madeline spoke of her long
association with Bernard Durkan and
of his tremendous work on behalf of his
constituents. She outlined her policy

on the Marine and was hopeful thatthe
situation vis-a-vis Rod Licences could
be resolved in the near future. She
warned members that they should be
vigilant at all times in putting forward
the thinking and policies of Fine Gael.
She then thanked the Branch for inviting her as guest speaker and hoped
she would be invited again.
It was also brought up at the meeting
that grants for youth and sports groups
would be available from Kildare VEC in
January. Many clubs may be unaware
of these grants. Clubs such as football,
swimming, handball, foroige, scouts,
boxing and summer projects should
write for application forms to Kildare
VEC, Limerick Road, Naas.
The meeting closed with a cheese and
wine evening organised by the ladies
of the Branch. The evening was enjoyed by members and supporters and
a special word of thanks is due to the
ladies who organised the "eats". Well
done to you all.
We in Maynooth Branch would like to
wish everyone a very happy Christmas,
and a peaceful New Year.

sums are still owing. When one sees protest against government cutbacks
the effort being put into stamping out in its grant aid to the council. In the heel
social welfare fraud, and when one of the hu nt, however, not enough counsees disadvantaged people being sent cillors had the courage of their convicto jail for petty theft, one can readily tions, and the estimates were accepted
see the blatant lack of balance in the on the casting vote of the chairman. It
administration of justice in Irish soci- is now clear than many other councils
ety. Does any of our readers know of around the country were ready to take
anyone who has been sent to jail in their cue from Kildare, and that, had
the Kildare councillors not lost their
Ireland for tax evasion?
Recent figures also show that Irish nerve, a mas,s revolt against governfarmers have received an overall in- ment underfunding of local authorities
come increase of 40% overthe last two CQuid have forced the government's
years. Yet farmers are now paying hand on an issue which has caused
30% LESS tax than they were six years 'much anger and distress throughout
ago. Most of the latest income in- the country. It is now necessary to
crease has accrued to the select group increase pressure on our county counof big-time farmers who choose to hide cillors, and to ensure that sufficient of
behind their less well off brethren when them will no longer play ball with the
calls are made for more income tax Minister of the Environment the next
from the farming sector. Averages time the estimates come round.
mean nothing when one farmer may CHURCH GATE COLLECTION
have 300 acres and another 30 acres. Finally, we would like to thank all those
Yet, when Tomas Mac Giolla made the who supported us so generously in our
reasonable argument that rich farmers church gate collection in Maynooth in
should pay a fair portion of their addi- early December. The Workers' party
tional income in tax, he was accused cannot rely on big business donations
by an IFA spokesman of ''tireseome like the conservative parties, and has
rantings" and "hollow rhetoric". What to depend on what ordinary Irish working class people can afford to give.
do YOU think?
Never before has there been such a
LOCAL CHARGES
Kildare County CounCil came desper- need to defend the interests of these
ately close recently to refusing to ac- people; therefore, every penny donated
cept estimates for the coming year in to the Workers' Party is a penny very
well spent.
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COUNTY COUNCIL ELECTIONS
At the selection convention held on
17th November, 1988 Labour selected
3 candidatesforthe next County Council Elections in the Ce)bridge Electoral
Area. The candidates selected are
sitting Councillors, Emmet Stagg, T.D.,
and Cllr. Colm Purcell, and John
McGinley of 50 Greenfieid Drive. John
McGinley who is married with 3 children is currently Chairperson of
Maynooth LabourBranch~ An exective
member of Greenfields Residents
Association and memberof Maynooth
Community Council. He is well aware
of the problems facing Maynooth. As
secretary of Maynooth Community'
Council from 1984 to 1987 John was
insturmental in setting up the various
committees who act on behalf of the
community. His priority is the provision
of sporting facilities, be it a sports
complex or swimming pool, for the
people of Maynooth.
KILDARE COUNTY COUNCIL
STRIKES A RATE
It took two meetings of Kildare County
Council to strike a rate and agree the
estimates for 1989. The people of
Maynooth may be surprised to· learn
that one of their local T.D.'s is acting
hypocritically. Deputy Bernard Durkan
who voted in the Dail for the allocation
of funds to County Councils "by sitting
on his back side", voted against the

estimates for Kildare County Council.
One wonders why he changed his
position at local level. The only T.D. for
Kildare to maintain the same position
on opposing the stringent cut backs n
all areas is the LabourT.D. for.Kildare,
Deputy Emmet Stagg. At least we
have one honest politician.
TONY SMITH MEMORIAL WALK
At a party held on Sunday, December
11th, the proceeds of the Tony Smith
Memorial Walk were handed over to
the Maynooth senior Citizens Committee see photo elsewhere in Newsletter.
The amount raised in this year's walk
was £1 ,321. We would like to thank all
our sponsors and i!l particularwe would
like to congratulate the senior citizens
who took part in the walk.

written to Telecom Eireann asking for
a more reliable cash collection service
in Maynooth.
MICK FAY R.I.P.
Branch members learned with deep
regret of the death of Mick Fay of
Newtown, a life long member of the
party. We extend deepest sympathy to
his many relatives in the area.

BOND BRIDGE
Recently a pedestrian was knocked
down on Bond Bridge, Newtown. Once
again we call on those opposing the
provision of a one way traffic system
with raised footpath to stop objecting to
these proposals. The new bridge which
the branch in Maynooth are seeking is
still a good number of years away. it's
time now to provide safety for the
BOREEN
pedestrians in this area. We call on all
Arising from discussion with Maynooth
residents in the area to lobby public
Town Soccer Club, Deputy E. Stagg ·
representatives. As stated previously
has made representations to Kildare
Deputy Stagg is to further pursue this
County Council concerning the condimatter.
tion of the Boreen leading to the soccer
field. Deputy Stagg is hopeful of a
HAPPY XMAS
positive response.
Maynooth Branch Labour Party would
like to thank the people of Maynooth for
TELECOM EIREANN
their support in the last year. We wish
It appears that coin boxes are not being
everybody a Happy Christmas and a
emptied in Maynooth at the moment.
prosperous New Year.
lhe double kiosk in the centre of
Maynooth operates one for coins and
THANK YOU
the other on call cards. The kiosk
We congratulate the committee of.the
operating on coins is continually non
Maynooth Newsletteron the continued
functional due to the inadequate cash
excellence in the presentation and
collection service. The other phone
production of our community magaoperates on call cards, the cheapest of
zine.
whjch is £1.50. Deputy Stagg has

I

Left to
This is the 9th year of the walk organisedby the Labour Party on behalf of

the Senior Citizens of Maynooth. To
date £10,000 approx has been raised.
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This is
credit to the respect the
community has for the Senior Citizens
of Maynooth;

OLD FOLK COMMITTEE
We would like to thank again all who
AVNOOTH FLOWER AND Kindly convey our regards and bes
supported our sale of wod< in Novem- ,
, . GARDEN CLUB
ishes for Christmas a~d 1989 to al
ber the' total amount realised was Christmas Party in Moyglare Manor. Imembers and as~oclates. of . the
£3668.49. The Christmas Party was Date Jan: Monday, 16th 1989 at8 p.m. May~ooth Commun.lty Council With
held in the Divine Word Hostel on . Members and unmembers very wel- special word of prals~ and t~ank~ t
Sunday 11th December, there was a come. Inquiries from Secretary Imelda i!he FOI~ Group for their beautiful smg
jlng dunng our Mass last May and th
great turn out including visitors from Desmond.
Celbridge and Clane. It was preceded
Youth Band for entertaining all thos
by a folk Mass. Everyone had an Committee 1989
Eileen Burns
present at the Children's Sports Da
enjoyable time and Santa Claus made Chairman
BettyFarrell
on 31 st July.
his annual visit and gave out gifts and Secretary
Imelda Desmond
We hope to have both groups back i
Esther Hendrick
Cathal Brugha Bks., in the comin
spoke to all who were there. Also in Ass. Secretary
attendance was Mr. Emmet Stagg and Treasurer
Catherine Mulready ear.
some other members of the Labour Ass. Treasurer
Joan Weld-Moore ~an::;::...;;O;.:.:.N~.=E.:..;;:Ca:;;.;thal=;;...;;;;;;~=..;;;B<s~._--I
.Party. Mr. Stagg presented Mrs. Imelda Contest Secretary Bridie Brady
' :')" " ~
Delaney with a cheque for £1321 .00 Sale Table
Kathleen Cleary,
t
(Is ,, ~. ,
the amount raised by the Tor!Y,Smith
Diana Seery
- --~..
~
Memorial Walk,Rp.~twi$hE!!s to all for Hostess
Nell Byrne
l~ , 1(;) A .'
a peaceful and pro.sperous 1989.- ,
P.R.O.
Felicity Satchwell
,~. ' ~M£~~l t1~, ~

.

>'

LANTEr2N·CENTr2E
GERALDINE HALL, MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE. TEL: (01} ,285601

ENROLMENT FOR CLASSES 17th JANUARY
10 - 12 a.m. & 7.30 - ' 9.30 p.m.
AT THE SCOUTS DEN,. MOYGLARE ROAD.
OLD AGE PENSIONERS & UNEMPLOYED FREE
IIi). association.IMTith the V.E.C.
CLASSES INCLUDE
EMBROIDERY, ORNAMENTAL GLASSWORK,
WOODWORK.. ART.
2 HOURLY SESSIONS
DAY & EVENING CLASSES~

D'O NM,OORE
Carpet Care Services
Phone 271524 (Evenings)
PH. 271772 (Office Hours)

If it's Carpet
We fit it, stretcli it, stick it, lift it expert- fitting ,

CARPET CLEANING
Give your carpet a new lease of
life this Christmas.
Have your Axminster Carpet
steam cleaned from as little as
£15.00
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ROYAL CANAL AMENITY GROUP
WHERE IN MAYNOOTH

(PARISH)

(A) James O'Neill

1.

Is the Master on the Main Street.

2.

Marysfield

3.

1943 in,Stone

4.

Hidden Treasures

5.

J. Clarke near Carton Avenue

6.

6 times 1740

7.

A Memorial To Mr. John Dillion (non-cemetery)

8.

MDCCCXCIII

9.

An

10.

WINNER OF WHERE IN MAYNOOTIl
Gary Feeney
Celbridge Road
Maynooth.

(A) G.A.A. Field
(A)

Boys National School
(A)

Country Shop

On gate at entrance to Carton

(A)

(A) Connolly's Folly

(A)

(A)

Lady Chapel Church.

Aula Maxima College
(A)

Edwardian Letter Box

At cross roads after G.A.A. field

Where on Main Street is the name of a
Scottish Town or 1st Division Soccer Club
(A)

(A)

Water fountain on Main Street

Guest House in Carton Court

11.

A Business called Grand Prix

12.

The 1963 Gates

13.

The Fourth money Bank

14.

A Public building with Towers

15.

A Memorial to Mr. Hugh Maguire (non-cemetery)

16.

Cocked Hat Wood

17.

Written directions to St. Patrick's Church

18.

Back to the monkey puzzles what business faces north

19.

Pound Hill

20.

MGWR/I.S.O (and) 19

(A)

(A)

G.A.A. Gates
(A)

(A)

A.I.B. Branch in Coliege
DISALLOW

(should have read 4 Towers)
(A)

Connolly's Folly

Donaghstown (road from Taghadoe - Ladychapel)
(A) St. Mary's Church of Ireland
(A) Kiernan's Main St.

Geoghegan's Farm
(A)

ROYAL CANAL AMENITY GROUP
The Social Employment Scheme finished on the canal on Friday 18th
November. A very enjoyable party
was held by the group and the workers
in Slims on Tuesday, 22nd November.
A great night was had by everyone,
although it was tinged with some sadness as the camaraderie which had
bui It up overthe years was now coming
to an end.
There will be a new S.E.S. beginning in
January for 19 workers and anyone
interested should contact Norah
McDermott, Maynooth Community
Council Office, Main Street, or an:'
memberofthecommittee. Tel: 285922.
The latest fundraising event was a flag

Rail Bridge at Mullen Bridge
day held in Dublin on Saturday 19th
November. Thanks due to Christina
Saults, Carolann Reaper, Eileen Fitzpatrick, Matt Kennedy, Brian Horn,
Declan O'Connor, Norah, Philip and
Tanya McDermott, Mary McDonald and
Don Foley for organising and co-ordinating the collection.
The response to the raffle has been
tremendous and we thank all our supJ?prters and wish them all a happy New
Year.

National School: Christmas Draw.
1st
2nd
3'rd
4th
5th

Bernie Flynn
Treadstown, Maynooth.
Marie Duff
57 Greenfield Dr., Maynooth.

TOM FOX
K.McKone
Butlers House, Dunboyne Rd.,
Rose Hayes
69 Cluain Aoibhinn

We would like to thank the following for
their sponsorship to this draw: Des
Walsh - Butcher, Celbridge Shopping
Centre, Lpndis Supermarket Celbridge,
ROYAL CANAL NOTES
The following are the winners of the Kavanagh's Mill, Maynooth, and B & I
Royal Canal Amenity Group and Boys Dublin.
Muireann Ni Bhrolchaln
P.R.O.
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J. BARRY
NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONfECTIONERY
>.;.

OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m;
PHONE: 286304

crE

BOB'S KITCHEN
Choux Puffs with Plum Rum
Sauce
SeNes6
21/2 oz. plain flour
1 oz. caster sugar
2 oz. butter
114 pint water
2 eggs, size 3
For the Sauce:
11/2 lb. eating plums
4 oz. granulated sugar
1 pint water
3 level tablespoons cornflour or
arrowroot
4-6 tablespoons dark rum
2 tablespoons lemon juice
4 firm bananas, roughly chopped
Icing sugar
Piping bag and medium-star vegetable
nozzle
2 baking sheets, lightly greased
To make the choux pastry: Sift the
flour and sugar together. In a pan melt
the butter, then pour in the water. Bring
to the boil, then shoot in the flour and
sugar all at once. Beat with a wooden
spoon until the mixture forms a ball and
leaves the side of the pan clean.
Leave to cool.
Beat in the eggs, one at a time, beating
well after each addition to form a smooth
mixture.
Tum the paste into a piping bag fitted
with a medium-star vegetable nozzle.
Chill.
To make the sauce: Wash, dry, halve
and stone the plums and cut i.nto quarters. dissolve sugar in water, then fast
boil for 2 minutes. Add one third of the
plums and liquidise or process.
Blend cornflour with rum and lemon
juice. Add the pureed plums, bring to
the boil, to thicken, stirring. Remove
from heat, cool, then add the rest of the
plums and bananas.
Set oven to hot, Gas Mark 7, or 425 FI
220C.
Pipe 11/2 inch shells on to greased
baking sheets. Bake for 20-25 minutes ..
To serve: Dredge puffs with icing sugar,
and accompany them with the sauce.

~

...

Selection of Lighters
Large Selection of Jewellery

Commuter Tickets

Weekly, Monthly and

School Itans Parker Pens - Gift ware

CIXI<ED lvFATS A SPECIALI1Y
I.AG: SELECfICN <F 0\Rl)-1O':tS-GIFIS

Students Monthly

FAMILY ONE DAY

aRK CRYSTAL

MURPHY BROS.
UNO E RTA K E R S045/97397

045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO HAYNOOTH

AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045)97397 DAY or NIGHT
n

FUNERAL HOME NOW

A~~ILABLE n

LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONJ.:.: 286366

,-k-I

,- - - - - - - - - .

.

D.ermot J~elly
I....;

~

~

_

_

__

~

_

__

t.i~mitea_ ~
~

_

.~.~.

_

TEL: 281311

Kllcock

UNTIL JAN. 31st YOU CAN
SAVE UP TO £850 FINANCING
A NEW FIESTA!
FOR DETAILS RING US NOW
For Texaco

.6t..

_~_

IIP41'1"11

.-

Heating and Fuel Oil - Phone 287311

~ 8 ~ ~~

Phonl!:

28'.>3(){

rP· "~+1 Pc~l/tHrUl

I/Gi't:~~~

- TIred of waiting at the haIrdressers 1
Problems getting a babysitter while you have your
hair done?
Like your own personal stylist? Have your hair
styled by an experienced stylist in the comfort
of your own home at a time that sui ts you Des t.
Call Dial a Style at 285367 for your appointment
Lat<; Appointments
can be made for
Wednesday and Friday

1.6

Special family rates. Wash,
trim and blow dry for MUlTI,
Dad and four children II O_~.....

JANUARY CROSSWORD CLUES
ACROSS
1. Seems sick at first, but can show by
example (10).
6. Just discovered (3).
9. E. T. is mixed up in the cot, and then their
were eight (5).
10. Looks like the seventh glowing cinder,
it's really the ninth (9).
11. If seems frantic to cite fern in this way
(8).
12. They may come out at night ifthey've
nothing to chew on (5).
14. 00, anger adds flavour to the cooking .
(7).
16. Some pray to her for a man (3).
17. In short, Cyril, the SS can mow or reap
(7).
19. The particulars show Des surrounds
the extremity (7).
20. Can 'e sail away when he's upset like
this? (5).
22. The vista includes a pot and a sheep!
(8).
25. At first, Sid reyersed, and stood in
opposition (9).
26. It may sound less, but there's more
than a pint in it (5).
27. Without her, we would all be heartless
(4).
28. Ed pal, up on this, you may find a job
(5,5).
DOWN
1. In short, Ronald and I can smooth things
out with this (4).
2. Allow liberally to those who want to rent
(3,6).
3. A stain on this material would upset us
(5).
4. In toto, sir, this is how the rice is cooked
(7).
5. Initially, the clerical assistant with the
pilot is up to date (7).
6. Almost seems like there's nothing to toll,
but it is illustrious (5).
7. I throw ness into confusion, but that's
ho"'{ to tell its value (10).
8. Mix the robot with the tee, and add to the
salad (8).
13. Sounds like Parnell, but it's used to lure
the customers in (4,6).
15. Expression on that suggest he's old
enough to know better (2,3,3).
16. As may be self-evident, I am a toxic
person (9).
18. Diana was one of them - she was the
greatest (7).
19. Where Maynooth strollers go when
confused on a dead day (7).
21. Confuse the stein with an extra page
(5).
23. A surviving trace of o.ld decency (5).
24. Yield possession of (4).

CROSSWORD NO. '",",

By 'SPRITE'

Send your entry to:
January Crossword,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall,
Mayno.oth.
To. arrive before 5.00 p.m. Monday, 16th
January 1989.
Name: ... . ..... . .... .. ...... ..... .
Address: .. .. ..... . .... . ... '" . .. . .
SOLUTION TO No.":'3

BELOW

Winner of Crossword No. 13
Name:
''The Navigator"
Address:
Mariaville, Maynooth.

MORRIN CLEANING SERVICES '
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
STEAM SUCTION METHOD
.ALSO

CAR VALETING SERVICE

Telephone: 245164
~

REGISTERED FOR VAT . •

FUSCIAR I
FAST FOOD
Main Street,

<. ,

Maynooth

Tel: 286419
~.
~--. .
.

'-'-

a Peaceful and
Pr9Sperous
New Year

MAYNOOTH CYCLE ' CENTRE

~
MA~~L~T
28~~OOJE
FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY

WE ARE OFFERING ANY BIKE
IN STOCK AT COST PRICE
EVEN LESS IN SOME MODELS.
NO REASONABLE OFFER REFUSED.
OPEN 6 DAYS··9 a.m. - 6 p.m. WED. 1.30 p.m.

THE IRISH TIMES YOUNG
HISTORIAN AWARDS
Once again, the Irish Times is organising the Young Historian Awards competition. This year, provincial newspapers have joined with the Times in
sponsoring the competition.
The
competition is open to all ' history students at post-primary schools in the
Republic and Northern Ireland. In all,
there will be a prize fund of 5000
pounds.
The competition is designed to encouage young people to take an interest in the history of their local area and
to realise that each family, buildin'g,
street, village, or town has a fascinating history of its own. History is not all
about political developments and national movements; it is as much about
the lives of ordinary people and the
goings on of everyday communities,
There are four categories for which
students can enter:
Local History
Leaving Certificate/A Level Syllabus
History of a Business Enterprise
Bicentenary of the French Revolution
The ,closing date for entries was 9th
December, with the date for completed
projects on Friday 3rd, March, 1989.
Maynooth seems like an ideal location
for a project - how about a history of the
businesses in the town for instance.
Kavanagh's Mills is a venerable institution at this stage, and the College isa
treasure house qf history. The Convent goes back over a century and a
half, and the Parish Records must offer
considerable scope for tracing families.
The Newsletter looks forward to seeing the outcome of Maynooth students'
efforts - perhaps even publishing some
i2f their results?

'H ome Nursing
DA Y &. NIGHT CARL
PROVIDED

TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857
• Painting
• Interior
:

.~

... "~I'"~

r ,·1//,.

& D~orating •
& Exterior •

• ".

R[ASONAI\LE Rl\TES
~ONT ACT: C.

Cli fford S.R_N .

Q"",

~!""tY

Phone (0 I) 2858 J<

.

~~~;~:;,i~~:!n~~!l~~p~~~n~:st • ~
.:. '.'

.....::-!~.......,r-,. Brushes ' Vacuum & Screen.

• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed • .
f:<
.• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • .~

.
:

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages
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MINI-BUS
FOR

HIRE
FOr. ALL OCCASIONS

. SEAMUS GRANT
JJ Laurences AvP.nuf',
Maynooth, Co. Kildare

Tel:

286132

(tijpat
lARAGH
CRA: : . i

!=laid tt Co. Ltd ,
Ph 286508

MAYNOOTH

REPAIRS & SERVICE
DOMESTIC APPL IA NCES
WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC COOKERS
VA CUUM CLEANERS

POE TR Y
"TROUBLES"
by Deaglan 0 Connachtain
Grievance of Ages
From the womb emerging,
Bitter, the tears
Flowing from their eyes,
Land, tom and burning
Laden with Bodies,
Widows and Orphans
Kneeling side by side.

"ICE QUEEN"
by Mary E. O'Donnell
Night fog, then the white shock of
morning.
That dark breathing festoons hedges,
drapes birches like diamante .
. She does the high ordinary,
Ice Queen for a day,
tongue still cool,
cheeks quiet and blookless,
transcends roof and field,
open-armed, sends crows
in spinning circles, pagan fear,
commands the frozen kingdom,
intent on storming airways of desire.
Her fingers stroke titanium silence:
No ravenous sound to colour
what she gets up to
when the world plays games in white.
She is Ice Queen urgent in want of seeing
how blood is sucked and secreted needs no palette to quicken her.

DISHWASHERS
TUMBLE DRIERS

KETTLES Etc

Phone: 286508
QUALIFIED
EXPERIENCED
CHIROPODIST
VISITS PEOPLE
I N THEIR OWN HOME
PHONE 285326
7iT ~a ~6g
OEAUTY CLINIC
Irene McCloskey, C.I.D.E.S.C.O.
Diploma & Tutor
,Including Facial Treatment,
Remedial Camouflage, Aromatherapy, Special Classes,
Arm &. Leg Treatments ,
RlllC Guinot . Cathiodermie. Bio-Pceling ~ Geloide p'rcscription Facials

Bodv Treatments, Sun Bed, Electrolysis and Red Vein Treatments,
B UC KLEY'S LAN E. M AI N STREET, LEIXLIP.
(01)

2~~366/2~~971

GRADUATION

THE LIBRARY DIARY
To all groups , associati o ns and or
ganisations etc who organ is e eve nt s
for the Maynooth area , We would lik e
to draw your attention to the Diary In
Maynooth L ibrary The Diary is there
to be used by all, io log coming
events. In th is way all gr o ups will
knqwwhats on, when and where . By
making full use of this Diary we will
all avoid clashing dates and thiS
hould make for better running of

Brian Sheehan, 7 Cluain . Aoibhinn, .•
an is pictured with his girlfriend,
Maynooth who graduated from St. Celia, and friend David.
Patrick's College, Maynooth on No- David also received his B.Sc. Honours
. vember 9,1988 with a B.Sc: Honours Degree in Maynooth .
lS'.¥.lii.U.l~W-..IUL.._-------...l"Degree.
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GENERAL LOCAL NEWS

HONOUR FOR LOCAL TEACHER
Congratulations to Pat Watson of Leinster Park, a teacher at St. Wolstan's
school in Celbridge, one of whose
pupils obtained the highest m~rks in
Ireland in the Leaving Certificate Geography examination in 1988. In rec.ognition of her achievement, the pupil
in question, Yvonne O'Meara, was
awarded the Gwenda Hurst Memorial
Medal by the Association of Geography Teachers of Ireland at a ceremo~y
in Trinity College. This annual award IS
given in memory of the Associatio.n's
founder. Yvonne is currently studYing
for a degree in physiotherapy.
These scholarships are granted on the
results of summer examinations. Ais~i;.ng obtained first place in t~e biology
exam in 1987 and first place In zoology
in 1988.
LOCAL PROPERTIES CHANGE
HANDS
Two major properties in the vicinity of
Maynooth have recently changed
hands. Ballygoran Stud, including 257
acres, 85 loose boxes and four cottages, was sold to Sheikh Hamd~n al
Maktoum, who already owns Dernnstown Stud, near Ladychapel. Meanwhile the much-publicised sale of Straffan House to celebrated: Irish businessman, Michael Smurfif, has finally
gone through at a cost of some £4
million. The house is to be turned into
an international conference centre and
country club, including an 18 hole g~lf
course (costing an additional £3 million) and fishing and horse riding facilities.
MOYGLARE ON THE MAP
Moyglare Manor has recieve~ yet
another honour in the form of a listing
in The Good Hotel Guide 1989, published by the Consumer Association in
Great Britain. The hotel is one of thirty
one Irish hotels listed in this publication.
Mrs. Nora Devlin owns the hotel, which
is managed by well known Lion, M~.
Shay Curran. It has thirteen suites,
and is adding a further three. A numberof famous people have stayed there
- including we believe, J.R. Ewing, as
well as a host of others whose names
may not be familiar to the aver~ge
person in Main Street, but who Yield
considerable power in the world of
horses and business.
FISHY LABELS
Some. of our young anglers may be
lucky enough t catch a fish down at the

spending money we probably haven't
got, on things we don't really want or
harbour some of these days - although need.
the fish may not feel so lucky. Some of Whatever about the quantity of sgendthese fish may have a label with the ing, sometimes the quality of what we
lettered code CFB IRL, along with a buy brings disappointment. So, what
five digit number: These will have are our rights as a consumer?
been marked by the Fisheries Board Firstly, when you buy goods, you have
workers as part of their fishery man- a contract with the seller, whether it is
agement programme. The fiS~ ~~e la- written down or not. Under this conbelled with a tag sited in the VICinity of tract, you are entitled to expect that
the dorsal fin. Anyone who catches a goods will be of 'merchantable quality'.
labelled fish should furnish details of This means that they should be of
tag number, fish species, location reasonable quality, taking into account
where caught, length and weight to Mr. what was said about them, what they
Joseph Ca~rey, Central Fisheri~s are supposed to do, the price paid, how
Board, Mobhi Boreen, Glasnevl~, long they should last etc.
Dublin 9. The information gathered Will They should be 'fit' for their purpose',
provide sumciently deta~led informa- and they should be 'as describep'. You
tion to help in the effective manage- cannot claim for faults brought to your
attention, or for faults which ..should
ment of the canal fishery resource.
have been seen assuming the goods
The Fishery Board has been involved were e)l:amined.
in some research with fish along the The buyer is the only one who has a
Kilcock stretch of the canal for the last contract with the seller - a third party
year. In May, they stocked the canal who receives the goods as a present
with 400 pounds of bream, each one has no rights.
individually marked, so thattheirmove- If things go wrong, who is responsible
ments could be monitored. The bream for putting things right? In almost all
weighed between two and five pounds. cases, the seller is responsible, so
Unfotunately for the anglers, these always bring faulty goods back to the
bream proved ve"ry adept at avoiding retailer. Depending on what is wrong,
capture during the summer, leading to and how long you have had the goods
suspicions about their fate. It was you should be entitled to a full, ora
feared that some source of pollution partial refund, or to have the goods
may have put paid to them. The Fishrepaired. ·
.
. .
ery Board decided to send a search Some shops may display notices indipartyforthe little critturs in September, cating that money cannot be refunded
and by means of electrical discharges - this notice has no legal effect, and
in the water, succeeded in bringing your legal rights cannot be tak~n away
most of the wily bream to the surface. by such notices . . These notices are
Theywere a little stunned, but were re- sometimes displayed during sales.
leased back into the water, none the However, again, you are entitled to
worse.
expect that goods are of a merchantable
The Fishery Board concludes that ei- quality, fit for their purpose, and as
therthe bream are superintelligent, or described. If the goods are seconds or
the anglers aren't. In any case the bait are shop-soiled, you cannot expect the
they are offering are not too tempting same standard as in new and perfect
for the average bream. They provide goods.
valuable advice for those seeking to
If you fail to obtain satisfaction from the
entice the fish into the frying pan - preretailer, you may contact the manufacbait the swim and present maggots or turer, however, if you believe you may
worms, or a cocktail of both on small
have a legal right which the trader
hooks attached to 3 or 4 pound breakrefuses to recognise, you may have to
ing strain line.
consider taking legal action. It is normally only a Court which can require a
CONSUMER'S RIGHTS
trader to give compensation if the
trader does not wish to do so. If you do
If Autumn is the season of mists and run into problems it may be worth
mellow fruitfulness, then Christmas and contacting the Community Information
New Year represent the season of Centre, Public Library, Main Street,
macf(::onsumption of the fruits carefully who will be able to advise you.
saved over the year. We all go on a
spree around Christmas and the sale~,
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Jim's Shoe Repairs
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The Great Egg & Spoon
Race
New Years Day
at 1 p.m.
The Maynooth ! Kilcock Lions Club are
organising the annual Egg & Spoon
Race for the proprietors of business' in
Maynooth and other local towns, on
New Years Day at 1 p.m. The charities benefiting this year are once again
The Old People's Committee
Maynooth, The Royal Canal Amenity
Group and The Local Church of Ireland. We hope to have a large attendance with plenty of novelty side shows.
The event is walked from the top of the
town (Carton Gates) tothe bottom (front
of College) and anybody who has witnessed it in the last few years are
guaranteed a good laugh. The Club is
active in other areas at this time of the
year and would like to take this opportunity ofthanking everyone who bought
or contributed in anyway to the Lions!
R.T.E. 2 Food Appeal. This worthy
project ensured that the less well-off in
our locality had some food for Christmas. This Christmas we also donated
toys and clothes to the needy and
again we send out season's greetings
to all who helped.
The club now totals 40 members, each
active in his own way, and can .look
forward to 1989 with great relish as we
have an International Youth Conference in Clongowes Wood College in
July of 1989.
This is the first time a club in Ireland
has achieved this honour, and all hands
are on deck, to make it a memorable
one for our overseas visitors. As the
New Year is upon us we extend a
cordial and happy New Year to all our
supporters and Lions families alike.

Gents Leather Soles
Stitched On
Ladies & Gents Heels

While U Wait

Heels Lowered
Shoes Stretched

Now Loca ted End Un it., Oppos i 1 c Hear' Car' I' elf" k En I r' a nc(~

2
II • •

The Nat ion~d Lo[ ll'ry
;.\N Cf\/\NNCHUH !\i/\!SilH\j :,\

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL

Personal attention of Qualified Accountanf
VAT if PAYE if LEOGEHS if COSTING If :;TOCK
CONTROL if ANNUAl. ACCOUNT:; & IlETlJlm:;
CASH FLOW if 1'3UOGr:T~; If ETC.

Contact

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 StraHan Way, Maynooth.
Phone 285246
~Celbridge

Building Supplies & Servic

_~.... ",

38 Maynooth Road, Celbridge.
Tel: 288841

Joseph Wall

P.R.O

S 1\ 0 I' I' I N G C r: N'l"In:

,

~SPECIAL

CLEARANCE S

GREEN TORCH ON MINERAL FELT !~ri~~~Tf
£32
PERSLABS
ROLL FROM
INC. 99p
V. A. T. @
:7:i:.i:tl)'1Iili!J'~~1
PATIO
INC. V.A.T.
SAND, GRAVEL, CEMEMT BLOCKS
MORTAR AND DASHING
READY MIX CONCRETE
DELIVERED IN SMALL LOTS
CASH ON DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILA
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SPORTS
MAYNOOTH G.A.A. CLUB
UNDERAGE FOOTBALL
Our junior A football team was beaten
in our last game of the season by
Robertstown in the top four play off of
the senior league. We won many
games all the year but always seemed
to fail at our important games.
We were beaten in the semi final of the
championship in a game which we
could, and should have won.
Our junior 8 team had a good start to
the season but losttheir lastfourgames
which put them out of contention for
any honours. As we progress in competition more dedication and determination is required and this is something
we must keep in mind in the next season.

DUBLIN LEAGUES U/14
GAELIC FOOTBALL TEAM
The Maynooth U/14gaelicfootball team
playing their first year in the Dublin
leagues gave exhilarating performances in their last two games against
Naomh Mearnog and Erin's Isle, both

E

s

of which they won convincingly. In fact
in .the game against Erins Isle, the
Maynooth lads were so superior that
they held the Dublin team scoreless for
the entire game and in the process
scored 1 goal and 11 points themselves. When it is considered that a
number of players did not turn up for
some of the matches, it must be obvious to everyone that the sky is the limit
for this te(;lm in the Dublin leagues if all
of the players were to give their full
commitment in the New Year, so the
management would like to make a
special request to all of the players on
the panel to tu rn up for the games. Remember that not alone are you representing the Maynooth GAA. Club but
also your own county of Kildare in the
Dublin leagues. This surely is a great
honour and privilege for all of the UI
14's. Regarding the game against
Erin's Isle, the management would like
to give a special word of thanks to four
players who came along for the first
time and thus ensured we didn't hav-"

REENFIELD SH

to forfeit the match and those
players were, Eric and DamianFlynn,
Richard Cotter and Andrew Ashe. So
in future would every member of the
panel make an extra special effort to
turn up for the matches.
It is great to see Eddie Lacey and ,Ioey
Nevin have recovered from injuries
and that they will be back with us in the
New Year, so the management would
like to take this opportunity of wishing
all the players a very happy Christmas
and a prosperous New Year both on
and off the playing field.
.

SOCIAL EVENTS
We had two very enjoyable social
events during the year. One was a
weekend trip to Cork as quests of Nemo
Rangers that great Cork Gc1elic Football Club. Here we must pay tribute to
the Nemo Rangers for their kindness
to us and hope that one day we will be
able to return the compliment.
The other event was the presentation
of trophies, "Kilcock Tournament" ~t a
dinner dance in the Setanta Hotel; A
good time was had by all. When :we
consider that Maynooth teams played

CENTRE

M

•

SERVICE W·ASH & DRY •
Laundry Servjce,
Self Service &:
Linen Service.

10% Discount O.A.P.'s &: Students

We Need YOU R Custom
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Continued p25
fifty two games during the year and
never once failed to field a full team,
And never had a player sent off it can
be seen th'at the Club is in a very sound
Dosition. The management and selectors of all teams would like to congratulate our players on their excellent behaviour on and off the field.
We wish you all a very happy and
prosperous New Year.
Our annual general meeting will be
held in the ' Athletic Club rooms ,o n
January 8th 1989 at 2.30 p.m.

MAYNOOTH ATHLETIC CLUB

Patsy McCluskey was fourth overall
and the first lady home on the winning

vet ladies team which represented
Ireland in Belgium recently. This was
a splendid performance for Patsy, as
she had run in the Dublin City Marathontheweekbefore going to Belgium.
Lisa McCluskey also ran very well on
the Girls U/17 team, finishing 19th
overall. The second round of the Kildare cross-country championships took
place in Kilcock. In the Girls U/13
Patricia Purcell was second with Emina
McCluskey, Ashling Redmond and
Margaret Brennan joing her to take
second team award. Girls U/15 Fiona
Redmond 5th. Girls U/17, nice win
here for Lisa McCLuskey and Carmel
Noonan 2nd, unfortunately they were
one short for a team. In the vet. ladies
Bernie Dunne was 2nd in 0/30. A win
for Patsy McCluskey inthe 0/40. Helen
Redmond 3rd 0/40. Marie Gleeson
was also in the 0/40 race and these
three ladies won 3rd team. Liam
McNamee won his event and with Pat
Maher and David Jolly got 3rd team.
Liam McNamee won his event and
with Pat Maher and David Jolly got 3rd
team. Liam McNamee won his'event
and with pat Maher and David Jolly got
3rd team. Boys Ul13 Paul Flood 13th
and Niall Gillick 23rd. The l<ildare
grade 'B' even age juveniles and senior

men and ladies took place in Brutons
field Maynooth . (Thanks to Mr. Bruton
for the use of his field) . Conditions
tough
were good but it was quite
course. Girls U/1 0 Michelle Gillick and
Carol Dunne took part but didn't have
enough for a team. Girls U/12 Eimear
O'Sullivan, 2nd Margaret Brennan, 3rd
Aisling Redmond, 5th and 'Yvonne
REidy 12th. These girls got 1st team,
Girls U/14 Emma
WELL DONE.
McCluskey 2nd and Fiona Redmond
5th, again we were short of girls to
make a team 'here.
Niall Gillick Boys U112 and Paul Flood
took part in Boys U/14. Senior ladies
Patsy McCluskey 2nd, HelenlRedmond
5th, Marie Gleeson 9th, Bernie Dunne
11th, 2nd team award. Senior men D.
Cunningham 9th, Pat Maher 13th and
David Jolly.
Carbury was the venue forthe Grade B
un-even age championships for juveniles and the Intermediate men ana
ladies. Girls U113 2nd Emma McCluskey, 6th Ashling Redmond. U/13 Boys
Niall Gillick 20th. U/11 Girls Michelle
Gillick 14th. U/15 Gi rls Fiona Redmond 2nd. Ladies Intermediate, a win
for Helen Redmond, 6th Marie Gleeson and 7th Bernie Dunne, these ladies took 1st team award. David Jolly
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MAYNOOTH. TELEPHONE. 2865761 3 LINES.
Some of our special offers in our parts and accessories dept.
F==========IF== For A11 EnQ4.iries Can
Ronan
BATIERIES FROM £27
GRILLE WITH SPOTLAMPS
BULL BARS (for) PATROL £160 + VAT
MAIN OLDHAM AGENT SUITABLE FOR NISSAN SUNNY
NEW VANETTE £120 + VAT
1986 ONWARDS £68 + VAT
HAS YOUR CAR BEEN CHECKED FOR
ANTI-FREEZE
IT ONLY COSTS
£1.80 ! Litre
£3.50 A LITRE
'WE HAVE A FULL
WHEEL COVER SETS
OF GENUINE NISSAN
.
IN
WHITE OR SILVER
OIL-AIR~FUEL FILTERS - BRAKE PADS
FROM
£36 + VAT
LARGE RANGE IN STOCK OF
KEEP YOUR SCREEN CLEAN WITH
NISSAN WIPER BLADES
FROM £3.60 EACH + VAT

TYRES, BATTERIES, EXHAUSTS
CONTACT - GERALDINE
MAIN NISSAN DEALER NEW & USED CARS
WATCH OUT FOR NEW NISSAN MODLES
BEING LAUNCHED VERY ; SOON "
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was 22nd in Intermediate men.
Leinster Charnpionshipsround one
were held in Edenderry. Michelle Gillick took part in the U/11. Fiona' Red-·
mond 23rd and was on the county
team which was 3rd team. ,Girls U/13
EimearO'Sullivan and Niall Gillick Boys
U/13.
Ladies 0/35, we had 3rd club team

here with patsy McCluskey 1st, Helen
Redmond 8th and Marie Gleeson.
Patsy McCluskey and Helen Redmond
were also on the winning county team.
Bernie Dunne was our only novice lady
and she was also on a winning county
team. Vet. men 0/40 Liam McNamee
1st and David Jolly 16th, also on winning county team.

STREET TALKING
We're moving into the seasonal abyss,
the gaping, empty January days when
thing seemto be at a stands'tiII, and any
remaining Christmas lights , only increase the sense of darkness. the
urge to shout 'Take them down and be
done with it!' isn't far from my lips, and
of course getting on with it is the only
option really. Being an optimist by
nature, and someone who never makes
New Year resolutions, looking forward
is unavoidable, natural.
Having managed to avoid the serious
side of Christmas cookery for most of
my life - attending to an unwieldy turkey and stuffing and sewing that crawling cold flesh - I've come to realise that
Christmas is tough - for women. It's
slog-work, it's hot, it's worrisome, and
'Go mbeimis beo ag an am seo aris' i.s
all very well before the Christmas meal
commences, but I know women who

say 'Thanks be to God' when the whole available - a nice idea for men who
thing is over, who are sustained on realise tha the woman in the lives could
generous measures of gin while the possibly do with a bit of pampering.
house is in chaos.
It's great to see the new Maynooth
So speCially for them put aside a few Bookshop in the Square. Every sucquid ~nd pay a visit to Ann Carey of the ~ess to John Byrne and staff with It.
Cameo Beauty Clinic. It's situated just Perhaps this is the beginning of the
over the Country Shop and will soothe swing towards making The Square a
the most tattered nerves, will restore village square where people actually
calm to the ailing (Le. those who have shop. The shop stocks a wide variety
put on a few pounds during the festivi- of literature, to suit all age-groups and '
ties,those who feel that even if the gin tastes, and books can - naturally - be
made them sin, it sure as hell didn't do ordered. I bought Longman's Chronmuch for their complexions). Ann icle of the Twentieth Century (plenty of
trained in Bronwyn Conroy's Beauty copies of that in stock) for one of the
School in Grafton Street and is a spe- men in my life and even though it's not
cialistin all aspects of skin therapy. a dainty little thing you'd squeeze into
She offers Cathiodermie treatments, a back pocket, I reckon he's poring
electrolysis', waxing, Rene Guinot skin over it with considerable enjoyment.
care products and of course there's And it's not suitable for bed-time readalso the sunbed for those who want to ing either - unless you want to end up
restore last summer's golden skin to its with extraordinary biceps. Happy New
former glory. Gift tokens are also Year may it be a good one.

Congratulations to all who continue to
turn out week after week, especially
the children who don't always have full
teams. We would like to wish everyone
a Very Happy and Prosperous New
. Year.
B. Tracey
M.Noonan

Curryhills House
Hotel and R estaurant
Prosperous, Naas,
Co. Kildare, Ireland.
Telephone: (045)68150
INTERNATIONAL FOOD FESTIVAL AT
CURRY HILLS HOUSE HOTEL
PROSPEROUS
NAAS

=

FEATURING RUSSIAN, CHINESE, AUSTRIAN
AND SPANISH CUISINE
TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
JANUARY & FEBRUARY
£9.75 + 10% SERVICE CHARGE
TABLE D' HOTE
DINNER MENU ALSO AVAILABLE

For Reservations Phone (045)68150.
(Proprietors: Bill and Bridie Travers).
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How many objects in this picture begin with the letter B?

A
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eM yoo worlc it OrJt?
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are available
in the Community Council Office.

NAME _____________________________________________
AD DR ESS _______________________________________

AGE _______________________________________________
Closing date for entries Monday the. 16th January
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at 5 p.m.

Allied Irish Banks

a

MAIN STREET,IMANAGER~DOMINIC GUEST
MAYNOOTH, ,.
co. KILDARE.' TELEPHONE (01) 286355
CHEQUE BOOK ACCOUNTS
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
BANKLINK
CASH SAVE
VISA CARD
MASTERPLAN
r.=== CHILDREN'S

COLOURING COMPETITION (MAYNOOTII NEWSLETTER)

SPONSORED BY ALL I ED" I RI SH BANK

L!=========

FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIlUTpRIZE

NEW ACCOUNT £5 'TO START
CALCULATOR
MONEY BOX

Allied Irish.~8ank
-- -

.-- - -- - --

Maynooth Castle
Gerald, ninth earl of Kildare, 'Garret
Og' to the Irish as his father had been A FOCAL POINT OF LOCAL HISTORY
Mary Cullen
'Garret Mor', was born in 1487. He
diedinthe Tower of London in Decemnot been seen in Irlonde, synes anny
ber 1534, or grief on hearing the news
your moosst nobell progenitors had
that his son, Silken Thomas, had come
furstdomynioninthe lande,' Butitwas
out in open rebellion against the king of
also richly and beautifully furnished .
England, Henry VIII. This rebellion , The chronicler Sta.nyhursf describes it
proved to be the occasion of the final at the same time; 'Great and rich was
fall from power of the house of Kildare, the spoile; such store of bedds, so
so that it is both sad and ironic that it is many goodiy hangings, so , rich a
for the life-time of the ninth earl that we wardrbb, suche brave furniture, as turly
have the most abundant evidence for itwas aceompted,tor householde stuffe
the life-style of the Fitzgeralds at and utensiles, one pJthe richest earle
Maynooth Castle, just before it was his ' houses under the crowne of
swept away and destroyed for ever. Englande.'
The surviving evidence suggests that Still more striking is the evidence of the
the life-style was one of power, ele- inventories .tlelonging to the Fitzgergance and culture, and very much in aids, of the books and plate compiled
line with the development of The Euro- during the rule of the ninth earl. Two
pean renaissance culture of the pelists of the books in his library are
riod.
extant, one not dated a~d the othe r, th e
When Maynooth Castle was captured
later, dated 1525-6. The earlier list
by the king's forces a few months after must relate for the main part to books
the death of the ninth earl Sir William already in the library of tRe eight earl,
Skeffington reported to Henry VIII on with perhaps some additions in the
the strength of its fortifications . ' It was
time of his son.
he wrote in a letter dated 26th March
The Great Earl's biographer, Donagh
1535 'so strongly fortified both with
Byrne, analyses the earlier list as folmen and ordenaunce, as the liek hath
lows:- 'In his libr~ry, where Latin books
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oredominated, Gaelic manuscripts
;ame next in number. There were
more Frency books than English, The
French books were chiefly romances.
The English were similarly romances
and histories. Among the Lat,in were
works of Virgil, Jevenal ,and Terence.
Some of the Latin and mo?t of the
Gaeilic volumes, were devotedto relig- '
ion. There was a gilt copy of thePsalter
in Latin on parchment., In Gae.lic tliere
were the lives of various saints , but
therewere also 'Coucullyn'sActes' and
a 'boke wierin is the begynning of the
Cronicles oflrland.' Some oUhe additions by the date ofthe later listof 15256 are particularly intersting a.show that
whoever -was responsible , for their
presence was aware of and interest in
contemporary European developments
in renaissance scholarship al)d religious controversy. Among the Latin
works are SirThomas More'S UTOPIA
which was first published in 1;?17 and
LA URENCIUS VALLA, presumabley
wither a book abouUhe famous humanist scholar whcr contributed - so
much to the g(ftical approach to
docymentary eYl~~nce, or some of his
works.

f(~Continu,~d
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Among the later additions in English
are another WOrk. ,Qy Thomas More.
this time in defence of traditional relig.ious practices which were coming under
heavy attack by reformers, Sir Thomas
Moore hiS books Agayns the new opinions that hold agayuns pilgremags,
and a book by no less a person than the
King of England, Henry VIII himself.
This was Henry's venture into religious controversy in answer to Martin
Luther's ,attack on the seven sacrements. Henry's reply was first 'published in,1521 in Latin. Asseqi o ~
tern Sacramentorum, and wa's soon
translated into both German and English. ThePope, Le<?X, was 'extremelY
pleased with the bbok and conferred
on its author
the title 'Fidei Defensor' ,
.
defender of the faith. Although the
royal author's subsequ'ent career
caused Pope Paul III to deprive him of
the title the English monarchs retained
it and to this day it appears in abbreviated form on British coins as FlO, DEF
or simply F.D.
The invejltory of the plate belonging to
the earLR,f Kildare was drawn up in
1518 ap':f $0 again much of this must
have been in the possession of the
Great E,arl. The list is long and much of
this elabQrate plate ,must have come

from the continent. A few examples
will give the flavour of the collection:'A salt, with a lady holden it, xxii unces
at iiiis and vi d the unce, sterlyng.
A standyn couppe with gilt whit roseis
about fote and cover, weing xxvi unces
and a quarter.
Agylte salte, with dragons hedds inthe
cover, weing xviii unces.
An ewer, of an ostrycheis egg,
garnyshed with sylver, and gylt, and
stonys, weing xxv unces, quarte.
A stone cowppe of Turky making, garnesid with silver with a caver, and a
marmasett in the topp of hit.
An adder his tonge garnseltt.
An Almayne poU, parcell gylt, witha
man on the handell, weing iiii score vi
unces.
AnotherAlmayne pott ofthe same sorte
parGell gylte, with a marmaid on the
handell weing iiii score and x.'
A last personal note about the ninth
early will round outthe picture, it comes
again from the chronicler Richard
Stanyhurst: 'This noble man was so
well affected to his wife, the Ladie
Gray, as he woulde not, at any time,
buy a sute of apparell for himselfe, but
hee would sute her with the same
stuffe.' lihe furnishings, the books, the
plate, and the last small 'insight into

personal relation'ships, together suggestthat renaissance culture had made
more impact on Ireland than is sometimes imagined.. But the ninth earl's
life-time, which saw these developments also saw the beginning of the
end of it all, as the English Kings grew
more powerful and were less and le'ss
willing to tolerate what was, form their
point of view, the threatening power of
their over mighty subjects In Ireland,
the Earls of Kildare.

CARLTON
CLEANERS
Maynooth Shopping Centre

Leading SpeCialists in Sil
Suede Leather. Fur

Open 6 Days
Repair / Alteration$

·,OMESTIC ELECTR-J
MAIN ST . CELBRIDGE
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5194
SANTA
C OL 0 URI N,G C

WINNERS

Brenda Kearney
12 Straffan Way
Maynooth
Aged 3

Gillian Cor bally
22 Maynooth Park
Maynooth
Aged 5

David Coughlan
The Square
Maynooth
Aged 9

Josephine Gallagher
32 Laurence Ave.
Maynooth
Aged 10

Sarah Hetherington
25 Greenfield Dr.
MaynS>0th
Aged i1

Alan Folan
1 Celbridge Rd.
Maynooth

Elaine Tobin
108 Railpark
Maynooth

Linda Haren
58 Greenfield Dr.
Maynooth

~7

7
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COLLEGE NEWS
STAFF ON THE MOVE
Since the College began its modern
expansioin in the late 1960's, there
have been two major relocations of the
offices of the teaching staff. The nonresidential staff who were recruited at
the beginning of the expansionary
phase were initially accommodated on
the ground floor of New House, on the
Aula Maxima side of St. Joseph's
Square. Most of these were moved to
the new Arts Block when it was opened
in 1976, but such was the rate of expansion of the College at that stage
that by then the Arts Block was already
.unable to absorb all the departments in
the Arts Faculty. As the ground floorof
Humanity House (on the Bookshop
side of St. Joseph's Square) was already being used as offices for various
functions associated with the National
University side of the College, it was

decided in 1978 to move all remaining
staff in New House over to Humanity
House, which then was devoted exclusivelyto NUl activities, with New House
becoming exclusively a residential area
for seminarians.
However, with the College continuing
to grow, the last few years saw offices
creeping back into New House, a trend
which was accelerated this year with
the redeployment to Maynooth of a
number of staff from Carysfort College,
which was closed during the summer.
Thus, the College authorities have now
decided to turn Rhetoric House (where
the Computer Centre is located) completely into offices, and to move all staff
currently housed in both Humanity and
New Houses there. The latter will
again revert to exclusively residential
functions. This will require a lot of refurbishment work which is due to begin
early next summer, and the staff involved are scheduled to move into
their new offices next August or September. There will undoubtedly be an
amount of misgiving among a lot of the
staff concerned; who will be swapping
their present splendid views of St.
Joseph's Square for a new view of
unrecognisable male figures grunting
in the mud of Rhetoric pitch.

ACADEMIC STAFF ASSOCIATION
The College's Academic Staff Association, which is the local branch of the
Irish Federation of University Teachers, held its Annual General Meeting
recently. The meeting saw popular
local history lecturer, Mary C.ullen,
steppping down after three years in the
chair, to be replaced by Dermot Moran,
of the Philosophy Department. There
is also a new secretary, with Seam as 0
Siochain, of Anthropology, taking over
from Maire Ni Annrachain of NuaGhaeilge. The meeting also passed a
motion calling on the government to
ensure that the forthcoming appeal by
the "Winchester Three" be carried out
in a non-prejudicial environment.
SECURITY PROBLEMS
A serious security problem has recently emerged in the College's swimming pool and changing room area,
where articles of clothing and other
personal possessions have been stolen. There have also been thefts from
offices around the campus. The College authorities have introduced a
security presence inthe swimming pool
area, which appears to have eliminated the problem for the moment. At
the same time, all staff and students
have been asked to be extra careful,

MOULIN ROUGE
Dunboyne Road, Maynooth
Tel: 286618

~OUR FIRST STEP IN LA TEST FASHION)
Stockists of:
Libra Designs • Marian Donaldson
A.B. Anders • Jean Express etc.

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

THANKS FOR YOUR CUSTOM IN 1988
OPENING HOURS 10 a.m. TO 6 p.m. EVERY DAY
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE
LOOKING ·FORWARD TO SEEING ALL FQ~ ,SALE\i.JN JAN. ' 89
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and to report all suspicious activities to
. the autl:lorities.
HIGHER EDUCATION
Parents of sixth year students will
probably need no reminding, but January is the time for decisions. The
Central Applications Office form will
have be sent off before the end of the
month. Make sure that the form is filled
in with the utmost care, and that choices
have been carefully thought through.
Ask teachers and other parents who
have gone through the traumas of
deciding on third level directions for
advice. Mistakes made at this stage
can be very costly, in terms of time and
opportunities lost.

CHILDRENS SHORT STORY
COMPETITION SPONSORED BY

RYE RIVER BOOKS
SHORT STORY PRIZE WINNERS
UNDER 12
1. Hugh Denman, Leinster Park.
"Dinosaur World"
2. Colin Cosgrove, Barrogstown.
"The 75t Pothole"
3. Allen Gaffney, Mariaville.
"Pollution"
UNDER 10
1. Brian Boland, Laragh .
"Hiroshima"
2. Patrick Anthony Keefe, Manor Court.
"The Haunted Horror"
3. Ronan McGinley, Greenfield Drive
"The Mystery of the Ghost Train"
UNDER 8
1. Aengus Martin, Leinster Park.
"The Cormorant"
2. Donal Smith, Greenfield Drive.
"The Santa Mystery"
3. David Boylan, Barrackstown.
"A Haunted Night"
Sp ecial Prizes fo r age 7
and Under.
1. Andrew Blount, Rye House, Main
St., .
2. Niamh Kennedy, Brownstown, Kilcloon.
3. Mark Hallinan, Greenfield Drive.
In all there were over 200 entrants and
the stories dealt with every imaginable
topic. Unfortunately everybody could
not win prizes, but such is the nature of
the competitions. I am sure that readers will agree that the standard of the
winning entries in each category was
excellent. My thanks are due to Clairr
O'Connor who had the difficult task of
picking the winners.

"DINOSAUR WORLD"
by Hugh Denman
I checked my gear-raygun, inflatable
tent, rifle and a portable tomy-tronic 3D game converted into a radar scanner. I looked at the unknOwn planet
outside. I turnedto my assistant, David.
David said, "You Okay?". I said briefly,
"Yep", and then added, "What's the
atmosphere like out there?". "It's
breathable, but its very damp and moist"
was the response from my assistant.
Looking up doubtfully from his position
over the dashboard of our class IV
Explorer ship, christened "The
Starshooter", he asked me, "Look, are
you sure about this?". I sighed. "Look,
I saidwearily, "Scientists on Earth have
spent ages atthis question: "what killed
the Dinosaurs?". So, in order to find
out; they issue a reward of five million
bucks to anyone who can give them a
flawless reason with proof. Just think
two million and five hundred thousand
bucks each! Of course I'm damn sure!"
"Okay. okay, no need to tell the whole
universe", said DaVid. He checked his
gear, he also had a scanner and raygun
but instead of my tent and rifle, he
brought a first aid kit, a powerful torch
(with seNeral spare power units), and
a lightweight stove. So equipped we
set off into the unknown.
Once we were outside, the faint buzzing that we had heard inside the ship
arose to a deafening crescendo with
the odd chorus of perodactyles thrown
in. As if that was not enough, a choir of
stegosauruses joined in, accompanied
by a gallant (but by no means elegant)
soloist in the shape of a tyrannosaurs
rex. Just as the noises seemed to
reach its peak, an exceptionally loud
roar silenced all else. It is best not to
tell the king of the meat-eaters where
you are if he's hungry. There he stood,
the soloist from the recent concert, and
his piggish red eyes seemed to say,
"What ! You didn't like my performance! I'll teach you to dislike me!". His
teeth were as big as a mans hand, and
he could easily have stuck his head
into a third floor window. He slashed
out with one of his forelegs and hit
David on the head. It was such a hard
blow that had it not been "dampened"
by his helmet it would have sent his
head flying. As it was he was sent
rolling down a steep incline, at the
bottom of which there was a winding
river which was frothing about as a
million or more creatures spotted this
tasty meal. Now it was my turn. The
great monster (a tyrannasaurus rex, in
~()

case you haven't guessed) began to
run at me, gathering speed as he
lumbered along towards me. I dodged
between his legs and spun around
beginning to pepper his bottom as I ran .
backwards towards the drop in which
David had fell. With a scream of pain
the dinosaur fell to earth and rolled for
a bit. Then he lay still.
I looked down the incline. I saw that
one of the creatures was swimming
around in circles, apparently in agony.
I then witnessed the astounding sight
of a laser coming out of its back? Out
of the hole that the laser had made, I
saw a familiar figure coming out! David
jumped to the bank and scrabbling and
scrambling upwards, with several
amphibians hot on his heels. Finding a
hollow in which to sit, he made a stand
using his raygun to hold off the numerous creatures who were on his tail. He
remained like that for the best part of
half an hour, continuously aided by
me. Eventually he got out, though how
I cannot remember.
We decided to go up in our ship to get
an aerial view of the planet, so after
charging our power units, we left that
hostile planet. Once in space, we
could obseNe the planet at ease . We
noted mountain ranges , lakes, valleys
and several voicanos . We also saw a
great ocean to the north of where we
had been.
I found that it was a lot like prehistoric
earth. The land on the planet seemed
all to be centred around a big landmass
which must have been something like
7000 mi les in diameter. "I think . . .
"began David, but what he thought we
will never know. At that moment the
huge landmass began to split up.
Gigantic storms and cyclones swept
through the planet, wreaking damage
throughout the planet. We stayed up
there for several months, gathering
food. from other planets in the solar
system of nine (an interesting obseNation was that they were roughly spaced
out in the same way as our planets
were). During the period of time we
spent in space we took photographs
and made notes, several of which were
theoretical. When the storms had
ceased we decided to land once more
to continue obseNing this wonderful
place. On landing, we got out (w·e II ,
thats obvious, isn't it!) and began to
collect samples of rock, bone and dead
dinosaurs. Before moving the bones
and bodies, however, we photographed
them where they lay. After doing this
for about an hour we were forced to
leave due to bad weather.

On looking back forthe last time on the
planet, I started in amazement at the
sight that I saw. The various parts of
the main land mass had settled in the
positions of Arfice, America, Europe
and all the other familiar continents of
home! Their shapes were identical as
well. I turned to David to find him
trancelike, gasping in awe out of th~
viewport. After a few miutes, David
said, "If one travels farenough, they go
through a time warp and end up back
where they started from". "Yes", was
all I could say. In total silence we
returned to the controls. About an hour
later I broke the silence by saying:, "I
wonder how long it takes to count
$2,500,000". David'said. "I don't know,
but I plan to count very slowly!'
"THE CORMORANT"
by Aengus Martin
It was an icy morning in Novembe.
The freezing breeze stung the cormorants feathers like frosty bees. The'
cormorants were huddling together like
a mother and her new born ,baby.
PresenVy one of the young ones was
pushed out of the nest on to the rock
ledge. It tried again and again to get
back in hut without success. One more
got pus11ed out and pushed the one off
the ledge. The bird managed to flap its
wings and go out to sea so he could
gain height to get back to the rock
ledge. It eventually managed to reach
the rock ledge. But as it was going up
it hit its wings off another rock ledge.
Presently the birds started pecking and
kicking it because it was different from
them. After a while it was pushed over
the side and this time itfell into the sea.
Just at that time a young fisherman
was pulling in his nets and saw it he
took the young bird in. When he got
home he bathed the bird in warm water
and 'rubbed on some cream. Day by
day the bird became stronger. Once a
week he would bring it out and test its
flight. For three months the bird became a sort of pet. Aftertwo years they
trained him to be a bird acrobat. He
would do loop-the-Ioop. He could jump
through fire and he could land on a
plane. Then one morning the fisherman had a fantastic idea. It was this:
he and his wife would set up a bird
circus and make much more money.
, They would also use the boat for different tricks. His wife was in full praise_of
the idea. First of all he would have to
buy a caravan and lots of equipment.
Four days later he went to the neareRt
town. The only thing he did not get was
a pipe for the bird to go through. For

anti-aircraft shells burst unceremonlouslYlsending fragments of whistling
steel hurtling through the dense atmosphere.
Enemy fighter planes
swooped down like hungry vultures on
their prey. The pilot, white-faced and
ferret-eyed with taut nerves wove like a
terrified bird through the air. The rearguns sent spurts of hot lead through
the enemy planes with savage ferocity
sending one cascading with smoke
pouring form its engi nes to the ground.
In a gesture of resignation and enemy
pilot open up with a burst of machinegun fire and dived towards his aerodrome.
On arrival at the illfated target, Hiroshima, the pilot gave orders for a
bombing run. Theywere at40,OOOfeet
when they donned their protective face
mask and their dark goggles. Then
they dived, and on releasing the bomb
they sprung up as if slapped by a giant
hand, relieved ofthousands of pounds.
The bomb fell slowly at first but, gathered speed and hurtled down to the
doom of the city. Then, by an ingenious mechanism a parachute sprung
from the bomb immediately checking
its speed. At about five hundred feet
from the city the bomb let out a mighty
nerve-shattering earthquaking crack
HIROSHIMA by Brian Boland
and a blinding flash was emitted into
On the 6th of August 1945 Flight
the air. The explosion was so powerful
Commander Bob Reid and his crew
it propelled the aeroplane upward like
were briefed in a small cave which
a feather on a brisk breeze. With a
served as headquarters for the 47th
devastating,
inexplicable lurch the
Brigade of the American Air Force.
whole
city
seemed
to crumble to atoms
They were to go on an important and
of
dust.
Even
in
their
plane 20,000 feet
scientific bombing mission into Japan.
up
the
crew
could
feel
the scorching
Theirtarget was the great and industriheat
of
the
flames
that
licked
hungrily
ous city of Hiroshima. They were to fly
up
the
remaining
articles
that
were
in at a height of over 4,000 feetto avoid
strewn
haphazardly
across
the
counthe effects of the horrific and deadly
tryside be!ow them. What used to be a
bomb, yet it was a normal size bomb.
huge city was now a pile of schrched
Little did they realise the enormity of
debris
and licking flames. A screamof
the horrendous havoc and devastation
anguish
over the headsets of the crew
it was to mercilessly unleash on its illrevealed
that the bomber had not gone
fated target.
entirely
unscathed.
After they had
The first atomic bombs were develinvestigated
they
found
out that the
oped during the period of the Second
rear-gunner
had
been
hit
by
a piece of
World War in a project named "The
red-hot
iron
that
had
been
hurtled
up
Manhattan Project". This huge bomb
from
the
mass
of
debris
and
melee
contained plutonium and uranium.
lJelow penetrating therearof his head,
They took off in a *Beaufighter 111
killing him instantly.
thus,
plane armed with ten cannons and
On
the
journey home the crew at first
machine-guns. The day was perfect
were
filled
with utter delight at accomfor flying, but not for them. They had
plishing
their
mission. But slowly deep
hoped for fog, mist or low cloud banks
remorse
seeped
into the souls of the
to conceal them from the treacherous
crew,
now
saddened
by the fiendish
*flak and anti-aircraft guns that were to
and savage deed they had committed.
await them.
'
The journey was nerve-rackina and These men landed as heros.
tense with the crew fervently checking *Flak is a deadly anti aircraft shell with
and re-checking their eqUipment. On a timer which automatically exploding
arrival at the shores'of Japan *flak and the shells at a certain height.
the show name they called him "Cornac the cunning cormorant." But for
his ordinary name they called him
/.'Cormy". In two weeks they got a
fP.male for him to mate. When he got
enough money he brought the pipe.
Tom the fisherman and his wife Mary
were very excited 'the night before the
first show. The next day was very hard
because fo the preparatins. Theywere
also happy because they had a buyer
fortheirhouse. Tan-tan-Tara the show
began: Cormy's first trick was bursting
balloons with his beak. Five days later
and whoopee the house was sold. Their
life as circus people was very happy
especially whe n the cormorants mated
and got babies'. The circus kept going
for ten years until one fatal day. They
were riding along on the horse when a
motor car came and frightened the
horse. The horse bolted and the caravan shook and the cormorants were
bot~ killed. The two people were as
sad as ever and had to buy a house
and live a very lonely life until their
death which was in 1980, on the fifth of
January. They died of a heart attack
and lived a very happy life with their
cormorants in heaven.
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RUSSIA· A PUPIL'S VIEW
by

Monica O'Donnell
It was dusk on our arrival at Moscow
Airport and this gave the place a gloomy
and bleak appearance. Iwasdelighted
with the snow covered ground, somehow Russia wouldn't have been the
same withouUt.
After the tiresome formalities of passing through customs a friend and I sat
down to observe our surroundinQs.
Numerous furry hats bore underneath
solemn faces and their eyes we thought
were hard and impenetrable.
On the way to the Hotel we could see
the shadows of tall, bare trees in a
straight line along the road beyond
these were high sky-scrapers all lit up
and quite picturesque in the darkness.
Moscow held many fascinating contradictions. There were beautiful buildings with decorative roofs which had
been gilded in gold or painted in bright
colours and yet the majority of the
people dwelt in grey, featureless tower
blocks.
In Moscow we spent most of our time
visiting Red Square. We went to see
Lenin's tomb where his body is preserved. People queue for a long time
to catch a glimpse of their hero. He is
almost God like to them and they show
great respect and reverence towards
him. We were not allowed to bring
cameras, walkmans, etc., with us. We
had to walk silently in pairs, button up
our coats, take our hands out of our
pockets and remove our hat~.
Queuing see'med to be a part of life in
Russia, for example, in a· book-shop
where I was buying posters I had to
queue three times, fi~stly to select the
posters which were behind a counter.
This done, the girl handed me a ticket
with the,price written on it, I then had to
queue again to pay and receive a receipt, lastly I had to queueto the counter
and receive the poster. The shops had
a certain dull quality, having no advertisements, food was packed and
stacked on shelves and as I already
mentioned all items were behind counters, possibly eliminating the chances
of shoplifting. Even fruit didn't appear
as attractive because unlike our supermarkets, artificial lighting was not used.
The food was acceptable most of the
time. Rumours were Circulating in the
Hotel in which we were staying that we
would have the privilege of tasting
horse-meat some evening. This made
me decide to become a temporary
vegetarian. What surprised me was
the fact that the people ate a lot of cold

food even in winter. I remember seeing an ice-cream man making money
selling ice-cream while his customers
happily walked off licking the ice-cream
which was colder than the snow beneath their feet.
Western goods find a high price on the
Black Market. I was almost involved in
a transaction where I was going to
exchange a pair of track-suit bottoms
and £8 sterling for a real rabbit fur hat.
Unfortunately the transaction didn't take
IJlace and I h ad to take my goods home
with me. I was, asked on numerous
occasions if I would exchange jeans, tshirts, hats, anything that was a symbol of Western Europe. They also
exchanged money, usually for £1 sterling one could get 7 roubles, compared
to 1 rouble for £1 sterling which you
would get in a bank. I was amazed to
see that even young children were
involved in the Market, many trading
badges for sweets and chewing gum.
Transport obviously played an important role in our trip I would have loved
to have brought some of the C.I.E.
authorities with us for the Russian
Transport System was excellent. There
was hardly any need for time-tables
because buses and trains come often
and regularly. I was amazed to see
real trams for the first time in my life.
They reminded one of post cards that
I had seen of Dublin in the 'Rare Oul
Times'. I found the Metro to be very
interesting, the equivalent of 15p in
Russian money would bring you to any
destination along the route in the city.
The oth er passengers showed a mixed
reaction towards us. Some were irritated by our noises and others showed
sighs of amusement. The majority of
the people possessed Lada cars and
by the time that we were leaving jokes
had been invented about them. For
instance 'what do you call a Lada with
two exhaust pipes? .... A Wheelbarrow!' I think that I saw one Limousine
while I was there.
We travelled over night on the Red
Arrow express train from Moscow to
Leningrad. We slept easily, lulled by
the click-clacking of the train. The next
morning as we passed through the
country-side we all remarked on how
pretty the wooden houses with their
roofs heavily laden with snow were I
think that this wa$ the only chance that
we got to see how the country people
lived.
Leningrad itself appeared to have a
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more relaxed pace of life than Moscow.
This was due to the fact that it wasn't as
big and the standard of living was some
what higher. There are many tourist
attractions there, probably the most
famous being the Winter Palace and
the Hermitage Museum which contains millions of works of art and the
building itself can only be described as
awe-some. They saythatif you stopped
for on,e minute at every work that it
would take you 9 years to see everything.
During our stay in Leningrad we met a
group of Russian students who were
extremely friendly and open towards
us. We discussed our different life
styles and learned alot. They had
heard of U2, Elton John, The Beatles,
Queen and Rick Astley but surprisingly
they did not know of Madonna or
Michael Jackson. They questioned us
on our politics but once we asked them
about their's and their past history,
they just gave a brief comment and
changed the subject. However I did
find outthat Gorbachev, like Lenin, has
gained respect. I saw a man in a lift
wearing a badge, with a picture of
Gorbachev on it. Can you imagine an
Irish man walking down the street
wearing a badge of Haughey or his
like?
I also learned that although the people
are quite poor they are more or less
equal. Equality is also seen where
males and females are on the same
level where work is concerned. I saw
a woman in her mid-forties outside in12 C shovelling snow and breaking ice
along a kerb.
At the beginning of this account I said
that the people had solemn faces but,
I can honestly say that I never met
friendlier people in my life. I suppose
we should never judge a book by it's

cover.
All in all I found that the tour in Russia
was a very enjoyable one, it was an
experience that I will never forget and
I defin.'lttely will return there someday.
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COMMUNITY INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES ·
What to do in case of an accident?
1. STOP
,
The law requires that the driver of a
vehicle involved in an accident resulting in personal injury or death, or
damage to a vehicle, shall immediately stop his vehicle at the scene of
the accident.
2. P'ROTECT THE SCENE
Make every effort to prevent further
accidents. If possible have someone
stationed to warn approaching vehicles '
, If the accident happens at night, and
reflectors are available, put them out or
have somebody do it immediately; if
you have a flashlight use it to warn
other vehicles,
3. ASSIST THE INJURED
Check for injured persons. If somebody is seriously injured, try to get a
doctor or call an ambulance, whichever is quicker. Do not move the
injured person unless you know what
you are doing. Good intentions on your
part may result in further injury to the
victim,
4. CALL THE GARDAI
The law requires that the driver of a
vehicle involved in an accident resulting in personal injury or death shall as
soon as possible give notice of the
accident to the Garda Siochana.
Even when there are apparently no
personal injuries, it is advisable to give
this notice immediately so that the
Gardai can investigate the accident
promptly. The Garda official report
may assist you later if any claim of
liability is made.
5. GIVE PARTICULARS
Give your name and address and the
name and address of the owner of the
vehicle you were driving, the registration number and particulars of Insurance. Upon request produce your
driver's licence to the Gardai.
6. COMMENT
Do not comment on the accident. Keep
your notes and information strictly to

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
Ph 0

I') C :

2 f!: '{ :3 9 'I

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' x 6': £11.
ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLI ED

Fuel Merchant

Phone:

288468

lor ,mmed ,ate debvery .

Coal
Antracite
etc
your home .

Best quality Coal,Slack,Anthracil(',PC'i1t lir i<llH'tl(' S ,
and all types of· Solid Fuel s lIppiit'd.
~-----

....

~

Kiernan "s
MI\!N ,S TREET, MI\ YNOOTH

GROCERY, CONFECTIONARY, COOKED MEATS,
STATIONARY, NEWSPAPERS
CHOCOLATES, FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 am to 7 pm EACH DAY
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If

yourself. Admit nothing and sign nothing, even if you think you are in the
wrong. You may learn later that you
are not in the wrong or that the other
driver was equally to be blamed or
more so. Hasty emotional admissions
can be costly. It is fruitless to engage
in arguments with the driver of the
othervehicle orwith people claiming to
be witnesses.
7. OBTAIN PARTICULARS
Obtain the other driver's name, address, the registration number of the
vehicle he is driving; the name and
address of the owner of that vehicle
and the name of his Insurance Company.
8. WITNESSES
Obtain the names and addresses of
any and all witnesses as soon as you
can - both eye witnesses and all others
who might have some information about
any of the circumstances of the accident. After writing down their names
and addresses, attempt to obtain from
these witnesses a statement as to what
. happened and, if they will, have them
write it down at the scene.
9. MAKE NOTES
Always have a pencil and pad, as well
as this information, in the glove compartment of your car. Make your own
written notes of. all significant ciLcum- ~

t ODD'S

PLACE

stances concerning the accident. Show
the position of the cars after the accident. Step off exact distances of skid
marks and'other important distances.
Be certain that you can, at a later date,
point on the road to where the vehicles
collided or where a person was struck
and where the vehicles came to a stop.
If you or someone else has a camera at
the scene take pictures to preserve
skid marks and note the important
features; position of cars; mud and
grass on the road; and other physical
evidence that may disappear very
quickly after the accident.
10. ASSIST THE GARDAI
Remain at the scene until the Gardai
arrive. No one can force you to give an
opinion as to the cause of the accident
at the scene, at a Garda 'Station or
elsewhere. You have the right to consult a solicitor before making any statement and you should contact him as
soon as possible.
11. ARREST
An arrest atthe scene ofthe other party
or yourself does not necessarily indicate liability. An arrest and conviction
in connection with a car accident cannot ordinarily be used against you later
for damages. It is important that you
contact your solicitor as soon as possible before dadm[tting anX!hing or

1- 2- 3

IN ~
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making any stater:nent. A plea of guilty
may be used as an admission on
making any statement.
12. PAY NOTHING
Making no immediate payment of any
kind to the other party and do not
promise to make a payment. Any such
payment would be at your own risk.
The other driver cannot force you .to
make a payment without legal proceedings, nor can he hold your car
without legal action.
13. SEE A DOCTOR
Remember that serious and costly injuries do not always result in immediate pain or bloodshed. Have a check
up with your doctor as soon after the
accident as possible.
14. INFORM INSURANCE COMPANY
Make a complete report to your Insurance Company immediately; and ask
your solicitor to assist in making the
report (keeping a copy). Failure make
a prompt report may void your Insurance.
15. SEE YOUR SOLICITOR
Be very cautious in dealing with persons offering to settle your case or
anyone seeking to hurry you into a
settlement. See your own solicitor. He
is trained to assist you in handling the
problems which are created as a result
of the accident.
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WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL WINNING FORECASTS .
EARLY MORNING PRI~ES AVAILABLE EVERY DAY.
COME IN AND TRY OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
Lucky 15 PLACE POT. STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND £200 BONUS YANKEE DAILY.
\ ,WE PAY A SPECIAL 2
(
IF YOUR SELECTION
wiNS AT 10/1 OR OVER AND THE FAV.
STARTS AT LESS THAN 4/1.
~
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WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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YOUR MORE AT HOME WITH McCRORY ' S COAL
STOCK UP NOW WITH BEST QUALITY
COAL
SLACK
COAL BRIQUETTES
EXTRACITE
WONDER COAL
ANTHRACITE
~~
BACK B0 I LER BE AN S
~
.~.

NO DELIVERY CHARGE

FROM: BILLY McCRORY

117 Kingsbry, Maynoolh

PHONE =28 685 9

or'

251 20 2

.DOYLJEIVKJDJEOS
174 KINGSBRY MAYNOOTH PH. 285638
VIDEO ALL YOUR SPECIAL OCCASSIONS
WEDDINGS
PARTIES
EXHIBITIONS & FASHION SHOWS
MEDIA & SOCIAL EVENTS

G. MULCAHY
Family Butcher
Greenfield Shopping Centre
Maynooth.

DELIVERY SERVICE
PHONE GERRY AT: - 286317
Beef, Lamb, Pork, Bacon
Fresh Chi c kens
Cooked Meat
HOME COOKED HAM & SALADS DAtL Y
FRESH FISH TUESDAY TO FRIDAY

fRESH SAUSAGES MADE

ON THE PREMISES DAILY

OPEN 8.30 am - 6 pm Mon - Sat
DEEP FREEZE SPEClAUST
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BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVING:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

No Tax:- All Bets are tax free
bouble Result:- We pay on both F.P.P + R.O.R.
Morning Prices
.
There is a daily bonus yankee
There is a daily free tricast
We also give very attractive daily doubles
Each day we have a money back race If your horse finishes second we will return
your money
8. There is a draw each day on losing dockets
the prizes are 50p Lucky 15 each day
£1 Lucky 15 on Saturday
9. Our limit is £30.000
10. Horses taken at ~oard prices if S.P. is
greater we pay S.P.

~IT

-----------/
IS A PLEASURE TO LAY A PLEASURE TO PAY

~

JACK FROST

2iJdty

~

B.Comm.A.C.A

J.W. Mulhern & Co.

CHARTERED AccduNTANTS

KINGSCOURT
PHONE 286751
Naas,
Co. Kildare.
Tel: (045) 66535
FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENT
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Get up ...lack Frost, its far too late
It's time to go to school!
Get up and have your breakfast
I've boiled an egg for you.
I told you before at half past eight
but you would not take my word
So hurry up and have it
and don't delay, just take my word.
You can have cocoa, biscuits and
cake
so don't dilly dally on the way or
I'll give them to Mrs. Jake.
Geraldine Caulfield.

MAVNOOTH l.e.A. NOTES
The December meeting was held in
the I.C.A. hall on Thursday 1 sf December. Mrs Bridie Brady presided and
welcomed everyone. Mrs Bridie Brady
extended sympathy to Mrs. Sherry's
family, Mrs. Kenny, Mrs Cahalan and
Mrs. Bernie King on their recent
bereavments.
Congratulations to Mrs. Satchwellwho
was placed second in the National
Rathbourn Competition. Three of our
guild members, Mrs. Bridie Brady, Mrs.
Betty Farrell and Mrs. Rosemary Hanly
were presented with Brannera's at our
Federation meeting on November,
30th.
Brannera for handcrafts were pre sented to Ann Douhan by Mrs. Brady
and Mrs. Satchwell presented Brannera to Mary Halton for bread making.
Ecumenical service for deceased
members was held at our last meeting.
Mrs. Brady thanked Rev. Fr. B. Supple
P.P., and Mrs, N. Barry and Sr. Aquinas for attending the service.
This months competition "A decorated
Christmas Candle" was won by Mrs.
Betty Farrell, 2nd Mrs. Margaret Gee,
3rd Mrs. Ann Douhan. Next month's
competition is "A Slice of Christmas
Cake".
We have crafts on Monday night,
Badminton on Tuesday and Thursday
mornings, and Set Dancing on Wednesday night.
Mrs. Brady conCluded ttJe meeting by
wishing everybody a Merry Christmas.
Our next meeting will be held on January 5th at 8 p.m.

opportunity and are most grateful to
the hospital for the invitation and subsequent refreshments.
Competitions too also featured in our
calendar. The Band came third in The
John Mitchell Band Festival at
Baltinglass - this event takes place
annually during the Baltinglass Festival. In November we took part in The
Raheny Festival of Irish Music where
in addition to the Band competition we
also had seven solo participants viz
Leonara Naughton, Emma McArdle Emma won an award at this event last
year - Marie McMyler, Niamh Sheehan, Jackie Mooney, Mary Reilly and
Steven Boyd our drummer par excellence. At the time of printing results are
not to hand but we are confident.
Finally on behalf of our forty-two
members we thank you the Maynooth
Community for your generous support
at our Flag Day, we also thank the
parents for turning out the children so
well and a special word of thanks to all
those who helped with transport to the
various events and to the parents who
week after week, month after month
supervise in the Band hall on Wednesday and Saturday nights. A special
word of thanks to John Mitchell for the_
commitment and enthusiasm he brings
to the Band such as the level of interest
now that with forty-two members the
panel is full at the moment but we hope
to be able to take on new members
next Easter.
Belated best wishes to the Band
members, their parents and families
for Christmas and continued success
in 1989.

GOLD MEDAL AWARD
Kay Burns
P.R.O.

MAYNOOTH ACCORDIAN BAND
As our fourth birthday draws near the
Band can look back at their most successful year to date.
1988 commenced with an award for
our display and contribution to the St.
Patrick's Day Parade - two in a row.
The members played twice for the
Army, first entertaining formy Army
senior citizens and later in the year we
played at a sports day for children of
Irish Soldiers serving in the Lebanon.
We also played on a number of occasions for the patients in Peamount
Hospital - we were delighted with the

Congratulations to Celbridge student
Yvonne O'Meara and to her Geography teacher, Mrs. Patricia Watson of
Leinsterpark, Maynooth. Yvonne, who
was a pupil of S1. Wolstan's, Celbridge,
achieved first place in Ireland in the
Leaving Certificate Honours Geography Examination this year and was
awarded the Gwenda Hurst Memorial
Gold Medal by the Geography Teachers Association of Ireland.
She received her medal at a function in
Trinity College , Dublin on 23rd November. Well done to both student and
teacher! (Further details, if required,
may be obtained from Sister Josepheine, Principal, St. Wolstan'S Holy
Faith Convent School, Tel: 288571).
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PRESS RELEASE
"MA YNOOTH STILL SAYS NO!"
Forthe second year running , Maynooth
College Joint Board has refused to
ratify the Gay society.
The role of the Joint Board, which is
made up of representatives of the college authorities, academic staff and
students, is to review and assess
applications for ratification by college
societies. Without ratification, a college society is not entitled to a share of
the 'capitation fund' which is financed
by students themselves.
The Gay Society's application for rati fication was rejected by a 6-3 majority
at a meeting on Tuesday, 6th December. The three board members who
voted in its favour were the Student
Union President, Vice President and
Treasurer. Two other clerical students
on the Joint Board, although mandated
by the student body to vote in favour of
ratifying the Gay Society voted against,
with the college authorities .
The two academic staff members who
had already expressed their support
for the Gay Society could not be present for the vote.
A spokesperson for the Gay Society
said: "In the light of the recent outcome
of David Norris's European Court Case,
and the condemnation of the college's
prejudice and discrimination by the Irish
Council for Civil Liberties, it is all the
more remarkable that gay people in
the college continue to be denied basic
rights and recognition extended to
other students. The college authorities and the clerical students who voted
against the mandate of the people they
represented have utterly disgraced
themselves".

PLANN1NG PERMISSION
APPLICATIONS
Kilmacreddock: Permission sought for
drilling and septic tank by Michael
Coyne.
Main Street: Permission sought for
development of shop, offices, and
apartments at Main Street, Maynooth,
by E. Kavanagh.
Mill StreeUCastie Street: permission
sought for change of use of commercial and extension at corner of Mill
Street and Main Street by William
Maguire.
Railpark: permission sought for two
storey extension and alterations to
cottage, and install septiC tank at 205

'Railpark, by P. Donoghue.
Main Street: Permission sought for
retention of back stairs and entrance
porch of premises to North Kildare
Travel and retention of use of part of
ground floor to Travel Agents at Main
Street by P. Ennis.
P 10/10/88

Extension to existing club
premises, containing Squash
Court, members lounge and
bar, Refreshmentlfunction
area, kitchen, stores and
toilets.
Moyglare Road, Maynooth.

88/001000

Ms. F. Reidy,
c/o McManus Archs.,

P 19/10/88

Main Street, Maynooth,
Retention of back stairs and
entrance porch of premises to
North Kildare Travel and
retention of change of use of
part of ground floor.

88/001066

Main Street, Maynooth.
Keith Griffin
clo Studio 33, Ung yeun,

P 28/10/88

Retention of existing exten-

Maynooth, Co. Kildare
sion to rear of residence
Barrogstown, Obelisk Lane,
Maynooth.
88/001072

Michael Coyne,

88/001039

Kilmacredock, Maynooth,
William Drennan,
343 Old Greenfield,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

P 20/10/88

Erection of extension to
house
343, Old Greenfield,

P 03/11/88

Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
Erection of bungalow and
septic tank
Kilmacredock, Maynooth.

88/001005

B. Gannon,
50, Maynooth Park,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

P 11/10/88

Erection of bungalow

88/000978

Brian Connaughton,

P 05/10/88

Newtown, Maynooth,
Changes to parking area in

Newtown, Maynooth.

front of shop

P 21/10/88

Newtown, Maynooth.
Extension and alterations to
cottage and septic tank
205 Rail park, Maynooth.

P 11/10/88

Erection of bungalow on site

P 24/10/88

349 Greenfield Cottages,
Maynooth.
Change of use of ground floor
of residence to Doctors
Surgery.
No.8 Doctqr's Lane,

88/001035

Maynooth.
P. Ennis

clo Ciaran Hassett,
99, Carton Court,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Mary Boyd & family of Greenfield,
Maynooth, wish to thank most sincerely
all those who sympathised with themon the recent death of her father,
John Manning. Those who sent mass
cards, wreaths, those who attended
the removal of the remains mass and
funeral. Trusting this will be accepted
by all as an expression of our gratitude.
The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be
offered for their intentions.
MORAHAN
Parents & family of the late David
Morahan, Newtown, Maynooth, Co.
Kildare wish to thank all those who
attended the removal of his remains,
the funeral mass and burial, who sent
floral tributes and letters of sympathy,
those who called to the house or telephoned. We would also like to thank
the clergy of the parish, the ambulance
seNice, Dr. O'Rourke, the staff of Naas
Hospital and Oliver Reilly undertakers.
A very special thanks to all our neighbours for all their support. Mass will be
offered in appreciation and for all your
intentions.
SYMPATHY
Sons, Daughters, Sisters, Daughterin-law, grandchildren, relatives and
friends of the late .Edward William Raftery, Upper Parson Street, Maynooth.

Husband, Sons, Brother, relatives and
friends of the late Mary Goggin,
Killeaney, Maynooth.
Wife, Sons, Daughters, Sister, Brothers, nieces, nephews, sons-in-law,
daughter-in-law, sister-in-law, brotherin-law, grandchildren, greatchildren,
relatives and friends of the late James
(Jim) Kenny, Straffan Road, Maynooth.
Husband, Sons, Daughter, daughtersin-law, son-in-law, brothers, sisters,
grandchildren, nieces, nephews, relatives and friends of the late Eileen
Brazil, Ballygoran, Maynooth.
Brothers, sisters, nieces, nephews,
relatives and friends of the late Michael
Fay, Newtown, Maynooth.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Aisling Barton "San
Feliu" Mavnooth who ha's for the second y~ar ~btained a scholarship from
the Science Faculty of U.C.D.
SILVER WEDDING
Congratulations to Larry and Mary
(Dulie) O'Brien, Newtown who celebrated their 25th Wedding Anniversary
on November 6th.
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Would youike to nave your own SWimming hour? Estates, Youth Clubs,
Groups welcome. En~uiries: 288700
Wanted kind reliable girl for occasional
weeks to mind child in childs own home.
Phone 285204.
_
Boys Raleigh Arena good conditions,
suitable 10 to 13 year old. Price £45.
Contact 285486.
Economics, English, History,
Geography, Business Organisation
(Honours Leaving Certificate Etc.)
Experienced Teachers
(Competitive Rates)
Contact P.O. Box 101 c/O Mayriooth
post Qffice
LOST
Brown leather wallet type purse on 66
bus or at terminus (Aidan's) on 10th
November. Any information please
contact 28.5997
.

II---------------,--------------------l
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BUSINESS PRINTING
THkT IS RIGHT UP
EVERYONE'S STREET
T h e road to success may not run stfaightt
So it's reassuring to know thl,t"whaiiverJiew chal,
~

~

'"

lenge is waiting around the com~~,;fhef~;s; always

,

one thing you can depend on.
The Cardinal Press range of Business Printing
seIVices.
At The Cardinal Press we recog:r.ise that you need
seIVices which exactly match the unique circumstances
of your business.
That's why we always offer professional assistance,
service and advice.
For example, we'll put together a package of
printing services to suit your individual business needs.
Helping you seize new opportunities as they anive. And
pointing out things you may not have considered, too.
Because we don't have a fi."'(ed tariff, you'll also
find our charges very competitive. Just ask for a quote.
Ali,in,all, The Cardinal Press can help you
Because, when it comes to Business Printing,
Services, The Cardinal Press is simply streets ahead.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General J?rinting
Invoices, NCR Sets, Statements, Letterheads, Business Cards,
Tickets, & Posters
Books

Full Colour Brochures
Newsletters
Quality Wed <;ling Stationery
Continuous Stationery
Colour Copying
Office Stationery & Furniture
Typesetting (Laser & IBM)
Laser Printing' ..
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding

Printing
Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Telephone (01) 286440/286695
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BUSINESS PRINTING
THAT IS RIGHT UP
EVERYONE'S STREE'T
T h e road to success may not nm straight.
So it's reassuring to know that, whatever new challenge is waiting around the comer, there's always
one thing you can depend on.
The Cardinal Press range of Business Printing
services.
At The Cardinal Press we recognise that you need
services which exactly match the unique circumstances
of your business.
That's why we always offer professional assistance,
service and advice.
For example, we'll put together a packEge of
printing services to suit your individual business needs.
Helping you seize new opportunities as they anive. And
pointing out things you may not have considered, too.
Because we don't have a fixed tariff, you'll also
find our charges very competitive. Just ask for a quote.
All-in-all, The Cardinal Press can help you
Because, when it comes to Business Printing,
Services, The Cardinal Press is simply streets ahead.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Printing
Invoices, NCR Sets, Statements, Letterheads, Business Cards,
Tickets, & Posters

Books
Full ColoUi" Brochures
Newsletters
.Quality Wedding Stationery
Continuous Stationery
Colour Copying
Offis::e Stationery & Furniture
Typesetting (Laser & IBM)
Laser Printing
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding

Printing
Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Telephone (01) 286440/286695
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Having
a
Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(Delph/Cutlery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)
a'

,;

OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

Pet6p O'Bpi6R
GatcFiufj GO. ),t(}.
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"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MA YNOOTH. PHONE: 286566

Wl.SH I NG ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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EDITORIAL
MA YNOOTHNEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL

The Community Council
The Community Council held its Annual General Meeting in January. A
Editorial Board
report of the meeting can be read elsewhere in this issue. However, the
Kay McKeogh
Newsletter would like to remind readPeter Denman
ers of the importance of this manifestaAnn McStravick
tion of local democracy in our midst.
Suzanne Redmond
Elizabeth Uf Bhriain
Pending the establishment of a Town
Mary Simon
Commission, and subsequently, an
Carol-Ann -Reaper
Urban District Council, this is the only
body which adequately represent the
The opinions and statements ex- interests of the people of Maynooth, in
pressed in the articles are those of the its dealings with all levels of bureauccontributors and not necessarily those racy.
of the Editorial.
To date, the level of achievement has
All matters to be included in the next been quite impressive. The Council
Edition of the Newsletter should be has been the instigator of a number of
projects which have brought employaddressed to:ment to a significant number of local
residents. One can pOintto such events
The Editor,
as the St. Patrick's Day Parade, and
Maynooth Newsletter,
Community week, as evidence of the
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth,
Council's role in bringing people toTel: (01) 285922
gether. The Newsletter has developed
Maximum number of words 500 per into a substantial medium of communication, thanks to the work of the Social
article.
Employment Scheme workers.
There is a lot more that can be done, of
Copydate:
course. While the large attendance at
Monday 13th February 5.00 p.m.
the AGM could take pride in another
year of existence, the overall emphaEDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published sis at the meeting was on the prosas a service to the people and organi- pects for survival beyond the next few
sations of the neighbourhood. It is an years. It has not proved possible to
"open access" publication and will persuade residents of some areas to
generally carry any material submitted provide a representative on the Coun. to it, subject to the law of the land and cil. There is afeelingthatthere is a lack
to editorial judgement. The judgement of interest in the Community Council,
is exercised by the Editorial Commit- both in what it is doing, and in its great
tee in order to preserve the independ- potential. This will need to be tackled
ence and balance of the Newsletter. in the forthcoming months. The NewsThe Committee reserves the right to letter will do its part in enlarging the
alter, abridge or omit material which in profile of the Council in Maynooth. But,
. its opinion might rend the Newsletter .it is up to the people of Maynooth to
the promoter or mouth-piece of sec- play their part in supporting the activities of the Council. And this doesn't
tional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guide- mean merely putting their hands in
lines in this matter is invited to contact their pockets to help raise the five thousand pounds needed to maintain the
the committee.
Social Employment Scheme. There
are many ways in which people can
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make contribute; by becoming involved in
sure their material is legible. If pos- ' some of the activities - for example, by
sible, material should be typed, but as joining the Newsletter Committee.
not everyone has access to typewrit- The first Community Council in
ers, the best way to present.material is Maynooth died away, largely due to
to use either neat legible writing or lack of interest, leaving behind as a
lock letters, on one side of the paper. legacy, the Newsletter. The Newsletter would prefer not to see the demise
of the second community council - so
1

people of Maynooth, support local
democracy, and support your local
Community Council.
Participation in Education
It may surprise readers to realize that
Kildare school leavers have a smaller
chance of entering higher education
than pupils leaving school in County
Leitrim. A survey of school leavers
carried out for the Higher Education
Authority in 1986, shows that 24% of
school Ie avers from Kildare went on to
third level, compared with 34% from
Leitrim. Despite the small proportion,
this still represents an increase on 1980,
when just 16% of Kildare leaving certificate students continued their education. Despite the fact that we have a
University in the County, just over a
third of Kildare students attend University, while over one half attend vocational and technical institutions. And
parents may be interested in knowing
that over half of third level students
obtained a grant - mostly through the
European Social Fund. What this
means is that a considerable proportion of our young people do not continue their education - perhaps an
outcome of the lack of suitable third
level vocational/technical facilities in
the county. Perhaps it's ti me for a more
concerted campaign to expand the level'
of educational provision in the Kildare
region.
Lottery Funds
The identity of the winner of the quarter
of a million prize in the Christmas Eve
lotto must be the best kept secret of all
time. Many candidates have been
subjected to scrutiny of their Christmas
holiday destination, where their
spouses came from, the ages of their
children, and the licence number of
their cars. Nevertheless, despite the
fact that one lucky individual in North
Kildare has received largesse from the
National Lottery, this doesn't mean that
North Kildare in general is in any way
satisfied with the way in which lottery
funds have been disbursed. While golf
courses and other deserving causes
all around the country have benefitted
to a lesser or greater extent from the
Windfalls of the Lottery, North Kildare
has received nothing. There are a
number of organisations and individuals who would benefitfrom a grantfrom
the Lottery, notthe least of which would
bethe Community Council, which could

~ake considerable headway towards
Its goals, with the help of a few thousand pounds. Regrettably, it appears
th~t. the .absence of a government
minister In the Kildare constituency
may have something to do with this
stinginess.

MA YNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL NOTES
The fifth AG.M. of Maynooth Community Council took place on Monday 9th
January at 8 p.m. The Secretary reported on the activities of the council
over the past year.
SECRETARY'S REPORT
Office and Administration
In the last year the following people
have worked in the office, Kathy Robson, Janet Nolan, Debbie O'Rourke,
Louise Boyce on Teamwork. Since
January on the Social Employment
Schemewe have had ChristinaSaults,
Jarleth Finn, Imelda Guiney, Eileen
Fitzpatrick, Anthony Morgan, Mairead
Murphy, Michael Begley, Willie Kilduff,
Michael Joyce, Carolann Reaper,
Maurice Fitzgerald, Geraldine Hayden, Mau'ra Craddock and Marita Thompson, under the supervision of
Norah McDermott. We would like to
thank all those who have worked in
the office forthe past year, and fortheir
dedication and ,the extra times they
worked on a voluntary basis for the
smooth running of the office. Some of
the work carried out during the year by
the workers were as follows: The issueing of the Newsletter each month
The Old Maynooth Exhibition, Th~
Maynooth Trade Fair and some work
on the Maynooth Directory which will
be reprinted during 1989.
Sports Complex I Swimming Pool
Ongoing talks are still taking place on
a sports complex and swimming pool.
Community Information Centre
This centre still operates in the Library
despite the fact that last year it looked
like all centres would close down. It is
thriving well under the direction of
Frances Daly as organisor with Norah
mcDermott as Deputy organiser and

some new volunteers have been recruited for the coming year.

Newsletter
The Newsletter is going from strength
to strength with an increase in sales
Maynooth Enterprise Group
and advertising. It was decided to
This group are still meeting under the increase the price to 40p from Februdirection of Eilish Murray. The ultimate ary '89 . We would like to thank all the
aim of the group is to provide employ- office stafffortheirdedication and hard
ment in the Maynooth area and for this work during the year also for working
we need a dedicated band of commit- late and on Saturdays to ensure that
ted people to carry this through. We . the Newslettergottoprintontime. Our
also need expertise in all areas to carry thanks also to the Editorial Board for
out the aims of the Enterprise Group. their continued work for the Newsletter.
Community Council Meetings
Meetings were held every month ex- Social & Recreational Board
cept in July. Once again the ongoing Once again our thanks to this commitproblem of resignations and replace- tee and John McGinley for the organments have been with us for the past ising of the St. Patrick's Day Parade,
year and we still have areas who are 'Community Week and erection of the
not represented by community coun- Christmas trees. We would also like to
cillors.
thank the Chamber of Commerce for
Representations were made by the placing lights on the trees along the
Secretary on the following issues dur- streets. We are delighted to welcome
ing the year:- Piped T.V., Sports John McGinley back as Vice-ChairComplex, Social Employment Scheme, man of this committee .
Halting Site, Laraghbryan Cemetry,
General state of Maynooth and Kidlare Tidy Towns Committee
County Council, Transport, Problems Congratulation to Tidy Towns Commitbetween Students and ReSidents, By- tee on their efforts to make Maynooth
pass and "The Thing". The Piped T.V. a tidier place. This committee meets
has been ~uccessfully taken over by a every Thursday to do a clean up of the
new company - Maynooth Relays. We area. Their task is made' much harder
have two new bus services, i.e. 67A by the fact that people are not responand the extension of the 66. The sible in keeping Maynooth tidy. This
Halting Site has been completed and is committee are planning an Anti-Litter
week in 1989. I hankS also to this
now fully occupied. Kildare County
committee for running the Inter-Tidy
Council placed 6 SoCial Employment
Estates competition and best shop
Scheme workers in the Maynooth area.
front.
We also had a visit from Mr. Eamon
Rapple, Regional Director of FAS during the year, we learned from this visit
that Maynooth is one of the model
areas for the successful running of
Social Employment Schemes. We also
organised and ran the followi ng events
during the year, Battle of the Bands ,
Fiddlers Green in the Roost, Flag Day,
American Tea Party , 60's Night, Hank
Halfhead in Hitchin Post, Trade Fair,
Douai Boys Choir and Old Maynooth
Exhibition in July and Jan. '89.
SUB-COMMITTEES
Communications
On completion of the Old Maynooth
Exhibition in July this committee was
disbanded. The Editorial Board fo the
Newsletteris adirect sub-committee of
Community Council. We would like to
thank Jarleth Finn for all his work while
on the Scheme and particularly his
work and co-operation since he fin·ished in May.

Youth Affairs
Once again a small hard working
committee who take on and run the
Community Games in Maynootheach
year. We would like to thank all those
who helped in any way to make the
games successful and congratulations
to our 11 gold medal winners in the
County finals and 26 silver and bronze
winners. Our thanks also to the Community Council for their donation of
£400 to send the gold medal wi nners to
Mosney. We would hope that in 1989
we will ' get better co-operation from
collectors for our fundraising week, so
as to ensure that we will have enough
monies to support the games right
through to the National Finals.
General
.We would like to thank all Community
Council Members for their support, cooperation and dedication for 1988 and
look forward to an even a better year in
1989. We have helped in no small way
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The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Centre
WITH FULL Y TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
CLARKES,K SHOES,DUBARRY,
SARAH JAMES.LOAKES,
WESTCOAST, GABOR & NICKS
IRISH DANC~NG PUMPS & BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK

Winter Collection-Super
<.

.'

I

/

. J.'I/. . '

OUTSTANDING VARIETY AND CHOICL

FEBRUARY SPECIALS

FEBRUARY SPECIALS

NOW ON
OUR GREAT WINTER SAL E
LADIES BOOTS
from

£9.99
MENS
SHOES
from

£14.99

LADIES SHOES

from

£7.99

GIRLS FASHION
BOOTS
from
£7_99

MENS SHOES
from

KIDDIES SHOES
(oddments)
from

£16.99

£9.99

Doyles Shoe Centre
FOR IN TOWN SERVIC~ OUT OF TOWN
5

with the problem of unemployment in
Maynooth. At least 8 people that
passed through the office this year
have now secured full-time employment. We look forward to a successful
year ahead with 6 people working on
the Social Employment Scheme and
five working on a teamwork scheme.
This concludes my report for 1988.
Norah McDermott
Secretary.

TREASURER'S REPORT
The Treasurer expressed concern that
funding during the year was not very
successful and that the financial position is far from healthy.
CHAIRPERSON'S REPORT
Quite an amount of work has been
achieved during the year, despite recent impressions that all the energies
of the Council has been directed towards fundraising . I wish to thank the
following: the Executive for their hard
work and support, all the Council subcommittees, local traders for support
during events organised, the Editorial
Board, St. Patrick's ~ollege and JOhn
Saults, Maynooth Office Supplies and
Eileen Fitzpatrick, Joe Wall and the
Cardinal Press, Tom Flanagan and
Larry O'Brien.
My grateful thanks to the office staff
who have worked long hours, above
and beyond the necessary. They have
tolerated me and my demands with
patience. Every single worker has
worked more than the hours outlined
by the Schemes. The numbers who
have passed through the office may
seem long, but this is due to their
having obtained permanent employment. I would also like to thank Des
Murray of FAS for his help, advice and
co-operation during the year.
A new Social Employment Scheme
and a Teamwork Scheme began in
January. This ensures the continuity
of the Newsletter, the updating of the
Directory and other projects such as
providing history of Maynooth suitable
for tourism and a short version for
schools based on the research carried
out last year in conjunction with the Old
Maynooth Exhibition. The Teamwork
Scheme is designed to provide Q.Q.e.n
Access Community Arts .for the children and teen~gers of Maynooth.
I would like to thank the members of
the Council who have supported me
and the Executive during the year.
It has been a difficult year for everyone

and many people have become disillu- funding from the National Lottery was
sioned. But it is necessary to fund _ made it would be foolish to rely on it. In
raise and to continue the schemes and which case it would take 1700 people
keep the office open.
paying £200 each_pf 850 people paying £400 each and this propOSition will
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
be put to the residents of Maynooth by
Chairperson: Muireann Ni Bhrolchain the Community Council in the next
Vice-Chairperson: Peter Connell
month or so . The issue is a simple one.
Secretary: JohnMacGinley Do you want a Swimming Pool for
Treasurer: Dominic Nyland
Maynooth - YES/NO.
P.R.O.: Mary Simon
Would you be prepared to pledge a
total of £200 , £300 or £400 over a
Congratulations to John McGinley on maximum period of two years by lump
his re-election to the position as Secre- sum or monthly instalments. Such a
tary.
questionaire will be put to you and your
reply should be returned to your local
There was a lengthy discussion on the Community Council representative.
When the arithmetic is done if it adds to
financial situation.
£340,000 then a pool is a distinct posA handbill of the Community Council is sibility, if not then this project is dead.
to be drawn up and distributed to the Before anybody asks, the money colhousing estates in the town.
lected some years ago for a pool is
The Daisy Pat Lottery wi II take place on intact and will be handed over if the
S1. Patrick's Day in the G.A.A. field. pool project gets off the ground. This
Lines will be sold at£1 each. So watch assurance was given by the Developout for your local councillor and try to menf Association at a meeting last
win £300.
Summer, indeed the Development
Association also agreed to contribute
Mary Simon P.R.O.
£100 towards the cost of the above
mentioned survey for which, many
Your Community Council (and its sub- thanks .
committees) is responsible for the The second option involves the Colpublication of the Maynooth Newslet- lege, Community Council and
ter, the Maynooth Directory, Commu- Maynooth Post-primary School. This
nity Week, St. Patrick's Day Parade , is a much more grandiose scheme in
erection of the Christmas trees, Com- so far as it proposes a Regional Sports
munity Games, Tidy Towns committee Complex which would include gymnaand various recreational activities. Any sium, pool and other ancilliary sports
complaints or community problems facilities . The College has already
may be brought to the attention of your agreed to donate the site free of charge.
local councillor.
There would be some funds available
from the college students funds, there
The Harbour field and the playground would have tobe local contribution and
beside it are not the responsibility of of course the money already collected.
the Council. Any group wishing to use However, the bulk of the finance wou ld
the field must take out Public Liability be from the National Lottery. The
Insurance.
project would cost about 21/2 million
and without National Lottery funding
the project is a non-starter. The whole
SWIMMING POOL
project would be located on the Kilcock
The following is the position regard- Road and is at the moment before the
ing the Swimming Pool for Maynooth Minister for his consideration. A meetProject.
ing was requested with the submission
of the project but there has been no
Basically there are two possibilities . reply todate. Bei ng realistiC about both
The first was set out in a Newsletter possibilities the basic fact is if the people
several months ago i.e. a pool attached of Maynooth and District want a Swimto the Post Primary School with a free ming Pool then the likelihood is they
site would cost approximately will have to payfori1. You will be asked
£350,000 . Thefinance for which would therefore to return your pledge .of fihave to be raised locally. A survey on nancial support as ifthere was no other
the
viability of a pool costing and use source of finance or option.
_
etc., seemed to indicate that if a pool The Maynooth Annual Diary
were built it wou Id be supported and be To all groups, associations and organiself financing. While an application for sations etc., who organise events in
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the Maynooth area, we would like to
draw your attention to the Diary of
Events in Maynooth Community Council Office. The Diary is there to be used
by all to log coming events. In this way
all groups will know whats on , when
and where. By making full use of this
Diary, wewill all avoid clashing of dates
and this should make for the better
running of all events in Maynooth.
Dear Editor,
As invited by Bernard Durkan TD . In
your December issue I wish to reply to
some contraditctions and omissions in
his letter which he penned in response
to my criticisms of his published views
that 'residents who withold local charges
are responsible for redundancies in
Kildare County Council and for its financial crisis. I pointed out the factual
reality that K.D.D.'s underfunding is as
a direct resu lt of successive Governments' refusal to hand over to the county
taxes collected form its citizens by
meahsof PAY.E. and VAT.
Mr. Durkan highlights that he voted
against K.C.C.'s 1988 and 1989 Estimates but neglects to remind us that he
voted for them whilst Fine Gael were in
Government. I certainly welcome his
voting against Estimates which include
local charges especially as he cites for

Letters... Letters.

one of his reasons "insufficient funds to breaks, subsidies, etc., and overall tax
pay for services". I take it this means . returns show that PAY.E. workers
lack of funds from Government as the pay over 80% of the tax take. Indeed
alternative would mean increased lo- large farmers backed up by expensive
calor business rates which he states to financia l advisers only paid £42ml. in
be too high. Is this not a contradiction 1988 the same as in 1983. By contrast
of his previous view that residents of the PAY.E. sector paid £2 ,197ml.last
Kildare were to blame for our problems year with the average worker seeing
by withholding payments of local his tax bill increase from £1 ,900 in
charges.
1983 to over £3 ,000 in 1988. But on all
More surprisingly Mr. Durkan accuses of this Mr. Durkan is silent, choosing
me of making allegations of hypocrisy insteadto be personally affronted. Why
and malice against him personally. This be so defensive?
Lastly, I wish to refute Mr. Durkan's
is not so. I took issue with him in his
capacity as a public and political reprecharge that I or the party of which I am
sentative on the basis of his policy
a member - the Labour Party, deal in
statements. The last paragraph in my
personal attacks. We consistently deal
December letter refers to the scandal- with political issues and make no apol ously low levels of tax returns from the
ogy for promoting our socialist policies
private sector in Irish society. This
of greater tax equity, wealth re-distri sector enjoys generous grants , tax
bution and social ownership.
Yours Sincerely ,
Peter Holland

.

order to clear the name and reputation stwdents or at the same address the
Dear Editor,
I wish to inform you , and all other of the college and the vast amount of matter should be reported directly to
relevant parties about a meeting that decent students, that have had such a Professor Smyth who wilHnterview the
took place in Maynooth College before large imput into the community to date. students concerned.
Christmas. This meeting was in con- 2. The Resident's Associations wish to These measure are to be taken for the
nection with the behaviour of a small have normal life returned to the people good of both the community and stu amount of students in the last and who. have invested large amounts of . dents, who are large contributors to the
other terms . Present at the meeting money and time in their homes, not to business life of the town .
were representatives from Cluain be held under seige every time stu- Any person requiring more information
about the above should contact the
Aobhinn and Beaufield Resident's As- dents hay e a party.
sociations, the students union and In order to solve the above the follow- Community Council at their offices.
Professor Smyth , Vice-President of . ing was agreed if a student or number
the college. After a very frank and of students are causing unnecessary
Thanking you ,
informatiy e meeting, the following was disturbance the name and address of
Jim Doogen
agreed: ' .
the said students should be reported in
BEAUFIELD LAWN
1. The college and the Students Union writing to the Student's Union. If the
RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
wish to have the problem solved in
same happens again with the same

-----

f OR BES T DRINK S AND DE LI CIOUS PU B GRU8

P.BRADY
LOII"I" Btir, .CIE. BII' Stop

CLOCK HOUSE
MAYNOOTH,
CO.KILDARE

PHONE: 2 862 2 ~
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Residents' Associations News.
KINGSBRY
RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
Christmas Party
The Residents Association hosted a
Christmas Party in the Leinster Arms
Hotel for the children of the estate. A
marvellous time was had by children
and parents alike. The highlight of the
afternoon was the arrival of Santa who
. took time out from his busy preparations for Christmas to distribute some
lovely presents to all the girls and boys
atthe party. Our thanks to the Leinster
Arms Hotel and to our kind sponsors,
Donovans Newsagents, Mulcahy's
Butchers and Geraghty's Supermarket.
~

GREENFIELD ESTATE
RESIDENTS ASSOCIATION
Your Committee hope you all had a
good Christmas and a Happy New
Year. With all the festivities and very
little going on, we are delighted to
announce the forthcoming Supper
Dance. The date to keep available in
your diary (or for the yuppies your
Filofax) is the 18th February. The
venue is the same as last year - Ned

Slevin's. Thetime 9.30 p.m. -1.30 a.m.
All those who attended last years event
will r'ememberthe lovely food, the many
spot prizes and the great fun had by all.
The Neighbourhood Watch Scheme
has been temporarily delayed due to
the age of the last canvass. Your local
representative will be around to you
shortly to get you to sign the appropriate forms . We hope the response will'
be as good as the last time if not better
as we have all become more conscious of security. It may be of Interest to you to know that some Insurancecompanlesgivea reduction on
house Insurance If you are In a
Neighbourhood Watch area. That
should be an extra incentive if one
were needed!
We are now cetain that the Greenfield
Shopping "Complex" is to be up for
auction in the near future. A number of
the shop units have been purchased
and some fo the others are covered by
the planning permission forthe snooker
hall. We are hoping perhaps to interest
a community orientated body in its
purchase.

been dumping household refuse near
the shops please STOP. It is most
unfair to everybody else, and particularly to the generous people who have
repeatedly cleaned it up, when the binmen leave it and the dogs and crows
have a go at it. Further action on this
may be taken if our appeals fail to gain
a response.
The A.G.M. is to be held in early March
and you will be notified of the actual
date and the venue as soon as it is
settled. We look forward to seeing you
all , or as many as possible at both the
A.G.M. and the Supper Dance .

More news as soon as it is available.
Could the person or persons who have

The VISA,
Flower
Pot
ACCESS, AMEX
ACCEPTED BY PHONE 285386

THE GORILLA DELIVERS
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Carmel Hogan, P.R.O.

EL

ay

Take
GREENFIELD'SHOPPING CENTRE,
MA YN OaTH.
Monday Specials

Tuesday Special

20p reduction on 1 piece Sn()ck Box.
30p reduction on 2 piece Snack Box.
40p reduction on 3 piece SnacR Box ..
Burger & Chips £1. 20

Wednesday Special Fish & Chips £l.jO
BURGERS: CHIPS: FISH: CHICKEN: SAUSAGES: PIES
Chilled Drinks, Teas and Coffee. Also Sweets.
OPENING TIMES

noon --

OPENING TIMES

an ecson

e.o.COO
IF YOU HAVE

TH~

Mon-Sat

PROPERTY WE HAVE THE COUSTOMERS "

M.1. A. V. I.

, MA YNOOTH, CO .

~~

.

~~.
h

~J

~""'I&.;;;,II

EDUCATIONAL
BUILDING SOCIElY

.

WIlY NOT CALL TO DISCUSS THE SALE OF YOUR
PROPERTY WITHOUT OBLIGATION

Hitc11il1 Post
LEIXLIP

Phone 01-244704/245587

Every Sat. night relive yourholiday in Ibiza with Paul Duffy & his band.
Followed by disco. Dancing 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. with late bar. Adm; £4 incl. supper.
Every Sunday night the fabulous Cindy & Man Friday plus Smithwicks £2,500
talent competition. Now into finals. 8 p.m. - 11 p.m. Adm. £1.50.
Lounge available for weddings, 21st birthdays, Anniversaries & all Fundraising
activities, Ladies Clubs & Resident Associations welcome.
Music in our Arkle Lounge every Saturday night where complimentary cocktail
sausages are served.
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GR'EEN TORCH ON MINERAL FELT
£32 PER KOLL INC. V.A.T.
PATIO SLABS FROM 99p
INC. V.A.T.
SAND, GRAVEL, CEMEMT BLOCKS
MORTAR AND DASHING
. READY MIX CONCRETE
DELIVERED IN SMALL LOTS
.0.1
•.• '"
CASH ON DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE

Community
Information
Centre

COMMUNITY INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES
RIGHTS COLUMN 0
JANURA Y 1989 ·
Q. last week at the sales I bought a
dress. While I did try it on I couldn't see
it properly with the crowds. When I got
home I didn't think it suited me. The
shop had a sign up saying that there
was no exchange on sales items. I
read in the papers that this is illegal. 'If
I bring the dress back can I demand my
money back?
A. It is illegal for any store not to give a
refund. However, you are only entitled
to a refund ' under certain ,circumstances.
Under the Sale of Goods & Supply of
Services Act 1980, goods should be
(I) of merchantable quality
(Ii) fit for their purpose
(iii) they should be as described

The only complaint you have is that the
item didn't suit you. So, you wouldn't
be entitled to a refund on those grounds.
You could approach the store and see
if they would agree to exchange the
dress for something else. They are not
obliged to do this but they might in the
interest of good public relations. A
satisfied customer is more likely to
return again.
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public. Tel:
285477

'Home Nursing

lor ImmedIate dehv';ry.

Coal
Antracite
etc
your home.
Best quality Coal,Slack,Anthracit(',l'p(lI . Br iqlJ('lt('~.;.
and all types of Sol id Fuel slIppl it'ci.

~
~

.

pat (:laid tt Co. Ltd.
LARAGH

MAYNOOTH

Ph 286508

REPAIRS & SERVICE
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
WASHING MACHINES
DISHWASHERS
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE ' DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS

KETTLES rtc

Phone: 28'6508
MORRIN CLEANING SERVICES
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
STEAM SUCTION METHOD
ALSO

f)J\ Y &. NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

CAR VALETING SERVICE

• REJ\SONJ\I\LE RJ\ TES

Telephone: 245164

:ONTJ\CT:

t

Phone: 288468

Fuel Merchant

c.

CII fford S.R.N

• REGISTERED FOR V.A.T . •

Phone (01) 28583
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F.AO.I.

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS

DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH

PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING
YVES ST. LAURENT, MENRAD, SAFIW, & BENNEITON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES (HI) IN ALL SPECTACLES
INCLUDING ·PLASTIC, ULTRATHIN
ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES

MEDICAL CAR

& SOCIAL

WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR

APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip~'
Ph: 2:43964

Also Main St., Lucan.
Ph 282062

Rene Guinot approved clinic
Visit Cameo Beauty Clinic
Upstairs in the Country Shop
Cathiodermie Now available
Advanced Electrolysis for the treatment of
lhread Veins & Skin Tags.
Ear Piercing availebJe.
For R wide ranqe of Beauty Treatments.
Free Consultations and Skin Analysis on request.
37 Tube Turbo Sunbed.
GIFT TbKENS AVAILABLE

Ann Carey
C.I.D.E.S.C.O.

TELEPHONE: .
286272

OPENING IIOURS :

Friday, Saturday, \0 a.m . to 'i. l'i p .m.
TuesdaylThursday, 10 a.m. to H..30 p.m.
(Side entrance for late opening)

Wedne~day,

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Undertakers and Complete Funeral Furnishers

WREATHS

New Funeral

Parlour

HEADSTONES

At

MOURNING COACHES

Town C entre Mall

Maynooth

046/88230
046/68482

PROSPEROUS,
HAAS.
Co. Kildare

.

...

~.

JUH;r;]11V~;Uks
UNDERTAKERS TO HAYNOOTH MORTALITY SOCIETY
(Funeral Parlour Free to Society Members)
Particulars and Arrangements Contact:
Paddy NoJan,Sec.,
41 Greenfield Drive,
Phone 286312
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Kevin Murphy.
O'Neill Park.
Phone 28639g

OPEN
10a.m. -11 p.m.
Monday to Friday
108.m. - 9 pm.
Saturday
10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sunday

Leixiip Amenities Sports
& Leisure
Bulletin
1989/90

For Information and Enquiries Telephone
JOHN KENNY (Manager) ~ TELEPHONE 243050 - Or Contact any of our helpful Staff
ARCHERY CLUB

Tuesday Evenings 7.nO-9.00
Contact Richard Darcy 244991
every Tues and Thurs evening 7.00-8.00

ATHLETIC CLUB
BADMINTON CLUB

Mon and Wed evenings 7.00-11.00

BADMINTON CLUB(Junior)

Mon 4.00-6.00 and Fri 5.00-7.00
Matches Saturdays 3-5
Mens Club; Training on Sat morning 11.00-12.00

LUCAN BASlETBALL CLUB
LEIXLIP UNITED

Mens Training Tues and Thurs evening 8.00-9..- outdoor (matches on Sunday)
Phone John lenny at 243050

INDOOR SOCCER
lENPO lARATE

LEIXLIP ATHLETIC CLUB PRESENT

BUSHIDO lARATE lAI

Every Sunday night Bingo
Top Cash Prizes
Starts at 8.30p.m.
_____~3
________

VOLLEYBALL CLUB

~-X~~~~~~~~~~

LADIES MORNING BADMINTON
LADIES MORNING COACHING
LADIES KEEP-FIT STAY-FIT with Pauline Connelly
LADIES AEROBICS with Grainne Farrel
FRIDAY NIGHTS AEROBIC~ with Valerie

Centre Membership

FAMILY
SINGLE
GYM ROOM - MEMBERS ONLY
Junior/Student
SAUNA - MEMBERS ONLY
TURBO-SUNBED
NEW SPECIAL GYM AND SAUNA MEMBERSHIP
CHILDRENS ACTIVITIES
BADMINTON FOR JUNIORS boys and girls
JUNIOR INDOOR HOCK"EY

age 10-17 years

£15.00
£10.00
£ 5.00

boys and girls

JUNIOR BASKETBALL - boys and girls - a8e 8-17 years
MINI-SPORTS CLUB Age 5-9 years Boys and Girls
INDOOR.SOCCER boys and girls
For Information and Enquiries Telephone
JOHN KE.NNY (Manager) - TELEPHONE 243050 - Or Contact ~y of our help!ul Staff .

CRECHE

- Free creche available

LEIXLIP AMENITIES CENTRE WINTER/SPRING 1989 SCHEDULE
OPENING HOURS:

Sat. 10.00 a.m. - 10.00 p.m.
Sun. - Fri.10.00 a.m. - 11.00 p.m.
For Information and enquiries telephone 243050 or call to the Centre at
Collinstown, Leixlip. See John Kenny
or any of our helpful staff.
The forthcoming season has something for everyone both young and old .
Members can use our Gym which now
includes free weight as well as machine weights. Soccer sessions are
available to both men and children and
of course the Ladies.
Also available to the Ladies are our
Keep-Fit Classes and Aerobics which
include the use of our Sauna for relaxing those tired muscles after a strenuous workout. This facility is also available to Men (provided they are members) see times.
Forthose wishing a more active hobby
or pasti me th ere are many Spo rts clu bs
which are open to members these
include Badminton, Volleyball , Tennis,
Athletics and Martial Arts.

For children we have organised activities including Mini-Soccer, Mini-Sports ,
Junior Badminton, Junior Hockey, Basketball, Bushido and Kenpo Karate.
Hopefully you will find some activity to
suit your tastes among the activities
and various pastimes listed.
The management would like to take
this opportunity to thank all of our volunteers who give theirtime and energy
so selflessly throughout the year to
help make the Centre the success it
has been . .
Rememberthis is a Community Centre
and our facilities are open to all so feel
free to drop in and look around. The
staff will be pleased to answer any
enquiries you may have about any of
the items on the programme, and to
advise you of the best way to get involved with your choice of Leisure
Activity .
NEW EXTENSION
We are pleased to announce the
commencement of our new extension
to the existing centre at the Hitching
Post side of the centre . The extension
will consist of 6 new dressing rooms for

THE '89
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the many outdoor activities including
Soccer, Athletics, Gaelic and Rugby.
This will take the pressureoff the existing rooms which were· designed basi cally for our many indoor activities and
Tennis club activiities.
Also included will be a new Centre
Entrance and Foyer, Committee/Office Room and Coffee Dock area. A
glass wall/viewing area into the main
hall is also planned. This will be at
ground level. All in all the benefits to all
our clubs, groups, members and participents will be enormous, both indoor
and outdoor.

P. ConwayCup Soccer
The annuaI5-A-Side Blitz '88 was held
over the xmas and again was a great
success.
Eventual winners were "Shooting Stars"
from Usher Celtic and Neillstown who
beat Lucan side "Dancers" 3-1 .
Best for Leixlip were "Kellys Heroes"
whowerebeaten2-1 by Coo lock Celtic.
Thanks to all team competing and
especially M. Kennedy and B. Canlens
the referees .
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TEL: 281311

Kllcock

UNTIL JAN. 31st YOU CAN

SAVE UP TO £850 FINANCING
A NEW FIESTA!
FOR DETAILS RING US NOW

ROYAL CANAL AMENITY GROUP
The A.G.M. took place on Tuesday
13th, December in the Community
Council officep. The Chairman thanked
all those involved in fundraising during
the year. There is still a lot of work to
do in the Harbour area which is to be
opened officially in the Summer.
We have been accepted by FAS and
the new shceme will begin in February
'89. He also thanked the Community
Council for all their help during the year
and that we would not have been so
successful without this support.

Election of the Committee
The following are the membersof the
Committee : Matt Kennedy, Norah and
Philip McDermott, Eileen Fitzpatrick,
Declan O'Connor, Brian Horn, Hugh
Sullivan, Don Foley and Muireann Ni
Bhrolchain.
Our grateful thanks to the Lions Club
for their kind donation from the Egg
and Spoon race on New Years Day.
We were extremely disappointed with
the responsetothe 600 handbills which
were delivered to the houses in the
Maynooth area asking for new Committee members.
It will soon betimeforthe Canal Queen
to be selected for 1989, so look out for
information in the next issue of the
Newsletter.
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
P.R.O.
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third page
Quarter page

£40
£22
£15
£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or over if payment
is made in advance.
A fee of £2 is charged for Classified
Advertisements.
Of course there is no charge on acknowledgements, notices, i.e. birthdays, missing items etc.

I~

For Texaco .~f Heating and Fuel Oil - Phone 287311
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." Tired of waiting at the halrdressers?f
Problems getting a babysitter whde you have your
hair done?
Like your own personal stylist? Have your hair
styled by an experienced stylist In the COlli fort
of your own home at a time that suits you b('~t.
Call Dial a Style at 28)367 for your appointment
Lat~ Appointments
can be made for
WednesdC'.iy and Friday

Special family rates. Wash,
trim and blow dry for MUIlI,
Dad and four ctuldren LI 0.00

J. BAR'RY

OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m.
PHONE: 286304

NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONFECTIONERY
CIE Commuter Tickets

Selection of Lighters
Large Selection of Jewellery
School Itans Parker Pens - Gift Ware

Weekly. Monthly and
Students Monthly

FAMILY ONE DAY

I~:

ClXl<ID rv£ATS A SPECIAL IlY
J......AKE SELECfI<N <F ~-1Ur'S-GIFTS
~

CRYSTAL

LOTTERIES

'liT 2'-Ja ~og
BEAUTY CLINIC
Irene McCloskey, C.I.D.E.S.C.O.
Diploma & Tutor

,Including Facial Treatment,
Remedial Camouflage, Aromatherapy, Special Classes.
Arm & Leg Treatments.
R<.-,.c Guinot. CathiodcrmieeBio-Pcclinge Geloidc ')rescription I-acial~
Body Treatments, Sun Bed, Electrolysis and Red Vein Treatments.
BUCKLEY'S LANE~ MAIN STREET. LEIXLlP_
(01) 21111366/2114971
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MAYNOOTH SPRING TRADE FAIR

Once again it's that time of the year,
when all eyes focus on the Boys' Nationa School, the venue for the Annual
Spring Trade Fair which this year will
take place on the 29th and 30th of April
next.
As usual the Royal Canal Amenity
Group (Maynooth Branch), join with
the Boys National School to present
this trade spectacular which, judging
from last years show, will be well worth
a visit.
The success of the Spring Fair has
been based on a committee policy of
widespread and effective advertising.
To date this has included nationwide
adverts, an appearance on 'Live at 3' in
1987 and 1988 while Radio 2 broadcasted live from the Spring Fair in
1988. The wine competition will again
take place so Home Brew enthusiasts
be prepared. A free stamp, coin and
medal valuation service will be available. It is also hoped to have an
antique expert. Many other attractions
have still to be finished so watch out for
next months issue for further details.
This years Trade Fair is being coordinated by R.CAG. Chairman, Matt
Kennedy and all correspondance
should be sent to him at 83 Maynooth
Park, Maynooth. Tel: (01) 286463.
Traders should note that stand fees
are being maintained at the same low
level forthe third year running so early
booking is advisable. A postercompetition is being organised in the school
with good prizes to be won and it is
envisaged that the winning entry will
be show on R.T.E.'s 'Live at 3'.
All in all if this years endeavour is the
success it was last year then it will be
well worth a visit.

CARLTON
CLEANERS
Maynooth Shopping Centre

Leading Specialists in Silks
Suede Leather. Fur

Open 6 Days
Repair / Alterations

045/97397

UN D E RTA K E R S045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH

AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045)91391 DAY or NIGHT
" FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE: 286366

XNOOTH GLASS AND GLAZING
"" r

ALUMINIUM WINDOWS AND DOORS. '-':::-'=-=/==~~
OPEN 6 DAYS
PH. 286953
COMPLETE GLAZING SERVICE,
AND BOUBLE GLAZING.
GLASS AND MIRRORS SUPPLIED AND
FITTED (ENGRAVING TO YOUR OWN
DESIGN) .
TABLE TOPS AND SHELVES ..

_ _~_CHURCH OF IRELAND _ _ __
CONCERT

===============================.--IN AID OF ORGAN RESTORATION FUND
FEATURING
MA YNOOTH BAND AND FOLK GROUP
AND
JACQUELINE POMEROY
THURSDAY 2nd FEBRUARY 1989

TICKET £2.00
O.A.P. £1.00
ACCOMPANIED
CHILDREN-UNDER
12 yrs. FREE
REFRESHMENTS

in

ST. MARY'S. CHURCH, PARSON ST., MAYNOOTH
8 p.m. SHARP

COFFEE MORNING'& SALE
I.C.A. HALL

ON
SAT. 4TH FEBRUARY
10.30 - 12.30

IN AID OF
ST. ANNES SKIN
& CANCER HOSPITAL
NORTH BROOK ROAD
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POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
LABOUR PARTY NOTES

Successful Campaign
The fruits of a sustained campaign by
the Labour Party in Maynooth have,
literally come to light in the last few
weeks . Residents will have noticed
that the County Council have switched
on all public lighting since the beginning of the New Year. This reverses a
so-called economy measure supported
by Fianna Fail, Fine Gael and Progressive Democrats councillors, where by
one third of public lighting was switched
off in 1987. Labour councillors Stagg,
Purcell and Coleman opposed this ludicrous cut back at County Council
level and throughout 1988 and Party
organised a public petition in Maynooth
and throughout the county demanding
that the lights be switched back on.
The Party's campaign and the tremendous public support it recieved has
resulted in the Council backing down.

The Branch is persuing the issue of
local charges and proper funding of
Local Authorities in the same view.
With public support this issue too can
be won.
Travellers Settlement Committee
The Branch would like to congratulate
the Maynooth Traveller Settlement
Committee on the valuable work it is
doing in promoting the interests oftravelling families. Several members of
the Branch are active members of the
committee reflecting their concern that
there should be mutual understanding
between travellers and the settled community and .that travellers should be
able to avail of basic amenities for
livi ng which most of us take for granted.
Labour Party Draw
Congratulations to Anne Hegarty of
Carton Court who won £4,000 in recent national Labour Party Draw. Other
winners from Maynooth included Ted
Connolly, Imelda Dowling and Michelle Bergin all of whom won weekends
in a Ryan Hotel. The Branch would like
to thank all those who supported the
Draw.

Best Wishes
Best Wishes to Mrs Annie Connolly of
351 Greenfieldwhocelebrates her91 st
birthday on February 1sf. Annie, who
is currently a resident of Larchfield
Nursing Home, is a longtime supporter
of the Labour Party. Congratulations,
Annie and many happy returns.
"INDEPENDENTS"
Jim Bardon and John Colgan, Town
Commissioners for Leixlip.
In response to a request from the
Kildare County Manager, Mr. J.G.
Ward, Mr. Jim Bardon and Mr. John
Colgan, Leixlip Town Commissioners
have submitted the following program
for inclusion in the Midland East Regional Plan, now being drawn up to
avail of its share of the E.C.'s £4 billion
program.
1. Upgrading of exi sting Dublin
Maynooth Rail Link:Reinstall second track, Maynooth to
Clonsilla.
Open new stations at Confey and Blanchardstown.
Re-open stations at Cabra and
Drumcondra.

FINE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO COVERAGE
h "

" ~ _~~

OF YOUR WEDDING

~~~~~~~~

~

SPECIAL OFFER FOR WEDDINGS BOOKED IN FEBRUARY
MAHOGONY WOOD ALBUM PLUS VIDEO £470
FAMILY PORTRAITURE IN YOUR OWN HOME
\'
SUPERIOR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
..t..q...OLD PHOTOGRAPHS COPIED
FRAMING SERVICE

~

m
fil--

Hugh Durham Photography
64 The GroVe, Ceibridge, Co. Kildare.
TeL 271834

t"'lEJ'1BER OF IRISH PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATION
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Extend Commuter servie to Kilcock
and Enfield .
Introduce Commuter service on the
Cork Line serving Clondalkin, Celbridge, Sallins etc.
Intfoduce "from the cab" control of level
crossings.
Introduce battery powered DARTtrains.
Increase frequency of commuter service.
2. Upgrade existing B roadlinks between the National Primary Routes.
Leixlip to Derry Road, via Blanchardstown - Finglas, to Belfast Road and
Leixlip to Naas Road .
3. Extend Natural Gas grid to Leixlip
and Maynooth thereby serving; - Leixlip,
I.DA site at Collinstown, . Carton
House, Maynooth town and Maynooth
College and possibly existing stud
farms.
4 . Investigate Geothermal Heat
Sources and establish pilot District
Heating Scheme using existing Spa's
at Leixlip and Lucan as sources.
5. Develop Weston Airport for Tourism/Corporate/Leisure business.
6. Establish a hi-tech Regional Tourist
Agency to provide a Regional Booking
and Information Service drawing on

t

ODD'S

PLACE

our digital telephone exchanges.
7. Establish a Business orientated
Private or Joint Venture Third Level
College to Serve Maynooth, Leixlip,
Celbridge and Lucan.
Mr. Bardon and Mr. Colgan were
elected to the newly formed Leixlip
Town Commission as Community
Candidates standing on behalf of the
Combined Residents Associations of
Leixlip. Mr. Bardon was subsequently
elected the first Chairman of Leixlip
Town Commission .
J. Colgan has proposed a resolution
from Leixlip Town Commission to increase the number of Councillors from
five to six in the Celbridge Area and
reduce the number in the Kildare area.
A Letter to this effect is going to the
Minister.
Further information may be had from
John Colgan 244631.

1- 2-3
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. NOTES

DENTAL SERIVCE
In this issue, we 'focus on the totally
inadequate public dental service provided for insured workers and medical
card holders.
The Department of Social Welfare,
under the Treatment Benefit Scheme,
operates a panel of dentists who treat
insured workers. Currently there are
about 750 dentists on this panel.
However, when the Department sought
to extend this scheme to include the
spouses of insured workers, most of
the dentists - anxious to preserve their
more lucrative private practices - refused to co-operate, so that a second
panel of only 170 dentists have been
created for this aspect of the scheme.
There are only five dentists on this
panel for all of County Kidlare. The fact
that so few dentists are participating
means that most eligible spouses will
have to change dentists in order to
avail of the scheme. Since many of
those affected will have built up a
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F lood's Betting Offi ce
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MAYNO()TH
THE SQUARE
Phone 286096
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WE

PAY

WE

DOUBLE

RESULT

PAST THE POST AND
IF YOUR SELECTION
WAY YOU WIN)
ALL WINNING YANKEES.

i.e. WE PAY 1st
RULES OF RACING
WINS EITHER
PAY 10% BONUS ON

WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL WINNING FORECAST S .
~ EARLY MORNING PRI~ES AVAILABLE EVERY DAY.
(
COME IN AND TRY OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
Lucky 15 PLACE POT. STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND £200 BONUS YANKEE DAILY.
\ ,WE
wiNS

A SPECIAL 2 POJNTS___S~TRA ( .-.......IF YOUR SELECTION
AT 10/1 OR OVER AND THE FAV.
STARTS AT LESS THAN 4/1.

PAY
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degree fo trust and confidence in other
dentists over the years, they will be
reluctant to change, especially if the
participating dentists are hard to get to.
As a result, many people will continue
to pay for services to which they are
entitled free of charge.
To make matters worse, the Department of Social Welfare, in order to
finance the extension of ttie scheme,
had extended the number of contributions needed in order to qualify (from
26 to 39) and had also reduced the
range of treatments covered by the
scheme. Because ofthe low take-up of
the extended scheme, the Department
has actually made savings as a result.
Meanwhile, the position of medical card
holders continues to get worse. These
are entitled to free treatment at Health
Board clinics, but an inadequate supply of dentists has led to growing waiting lists, especially for specialist treatment. In a Dail reply on December 6,
last, the leader of the Workers' Party
Proinsias de Rossa, was told that the
numbers waiting for teatment in the
various districts of Kildare were as
follows : Naas (1 ,600), Newbridge
9880), Athy (720) , Kidare Town (780),
leixlip (340), Maynooth (185) , Kilcock
(75). This comes to an i ncreadible total

of 4,580 people awaiting treatment in
the county.
The worst situation of all arises with
respect to the orthodontist service. At
the moment, the Eastern Health Board
doas not directly employ a single orthodontist. A visiting specialist attends at
Naas for one day a week: the current
waiting list for this service is 1 1/2
years . Those who need more complex
"fixed appliance" treatment are referred
to a special clinic in Crumlin Health
Centre forthe waiting list is four years.
The shortage of public health orthodontists is directly linked to the fact that
no training is provided within Ireland,
plus the lucrative income which can be
gained from private practice . Currently,
an orthodontist in private practice can
expect ot make between £80,000 and
£1 00,000 a year, whichwillhardlycome
as a surprise to parents who have had
a stump up typical bills of £1,000 for
treatment. Many families of moderate
income have had to raise loans forthis
purpose, while most medical card holders simply have to go without.
Most recently, the Department of Health
has sought to introduce a dental service for medical card holders similar to
the choice of doctor scheme, whereby
those seeking treatment would attend

a private dentist instead of a health
clinic, with the dentist in question being
paid a fee by the health board. Predictably, however, the dentists association have refused to co-operate with
this scheme. Once again, question of
financial gain have been placed before
the nation's health.
The current crisis in the VHI underlines
the urgent need for a complete overhaul of the country's health service. It
is appalling in this day and age that in
a country as well off as Ireland, over a
million people live in constant fear of
getting sick, because they cannotafford treatment. A free comprehensive
and high-quality health service for all is
well within this country's compass, but
will require a radical restructuring of
administration, training and renumeration with respect to the health professions.

Curryhills House
H otel and Restaurant
Prosperous, Naas,
Co. Kildare, Ireland.
Telephone: (045)68 150
SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL
CUISINE

=

FEATURING RUSSIAN, CHINESE, AUSTRIAN =- MOTHER'S DAY =
AND SPANISH CUISINE
. ST. PATRICK'S DAY
TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
EASTER SUNDAY
JANUARY & FEBRUARY
FIRST COMMUNION
£9.75 + 10% SERVICE CHARGE
CONFIRMATION LUNCHES
TABLE - D'HOTE MENU
MONDAY TO SATURDAY
£12.00 + 10% SERVICE CHARGE

For Rese:tvations Phone (045)68150.
(Proprietors: Bill and Bridie Travers).
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MAYNOOTH
SAINT PATRICK'S DAY
PARADE
The Maynooth St. Patrick's Day Parade is organised by the Social and
Recreational sub-committee fo the
Maynooth Community Council. Despite the fact that last years parade
was bigger than the one heldin Cork,
the committees are hoping to have an
even bigger participation this year.
Businesses, voluntary organisations,
bands and marchers from neighbouring towns of Leixlip, Celbridge , Kilcock
and Clane would also be very welcome
participants, Indeed the committee
would welcome entries from elsewhere
in Kildare as well as in surrounding
counties.
Entries should be submitted to the
Community Council Offices before the
17th, February. Ring Christina Saults
at 285922 in the Community Council
Office if you want further information.
The entrance fee fr commercial participants is £25 and for all others £5. The
running costs fo the parade are now
£900 (insurance, trophies, prize money
etc.) .
The Organisation of National Ex-Servicemen will again be marching with
100 Ex-Congo vetrans, some of whom
were in the Niemba ambush. The first
time that they marched in public was
the Maynooth St. Patrick's Day Parade
of 1987.
The committee are delighted that they
have again agreed to participate.
Efforts are also being madeto have the
regu lar army participate, with armou red
cars, if possible. It is probably wishful
thinking that they would agree to
demolish 'The Thing' in the square
after the parade is over.
The backbone of our parade is of course
the businesses and clubs of Maynooth
who have supported us by participating and by financial assistance over
the years. A special word of thanks
must go to the bands that take part
each year namely:The Narraghmore Pipe Band
St. Mary's Brass and Reed Band
Rita O'Reilly Accordeon Band
Panache (Barretts of Maynooth)
The Social and Recreational Committee would not be able to organise the
event without the support of the many
Maynooth people who make their
expertise available to the committee.
And here a special word of thanks is
due to Willie Kiernanwho has provided
us, free of charge, with the public
address system for the duration of the
parade .
John McGinley
Secretary.

RAY CROFTON MOTORS
SALES & SERVICE
CELBRIDGE ROAD,
MAYNOOTH,

PH. (01) 271550
~iAIN

M A1t~

Mitsubishi DEALER

NEW COLTS

&

MI1 SUSI$HI

DEALER

LANCERS IN STOCK

Irish Dancing Classes
Geraldine Hall
M aynooth
SOLO

3.00

CElLI:;

S ET

- 4.30 p.m. EVERY FRIDAY

Phoebe 0' Donoghue
School
DONOVANS NEWSAGENTS
UNIT 7 MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
LARGE SELECTION GREETING CARDS
~~,~'

ALL YOUR STATINERY REQUIRMEN TS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99

~~

MAGAZINES CHOCOLATES VALENTINE CARDS
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

.
"

I /'UlJL '

PATRI CK's DAY AND EASTER CARDS IN STOCK
DIARIES CALCULATORS WATCHES

HIDDEN TREASURES
UPSTAIRS IN THE COUNTRY SHOP
SALE STARTS FEBRUARY 6th
GENUINE REDUCTION ON ALL NIGHTWEAR & DRESSINGOWNS
ALL REGULAR STOCK REDUCED 10%
ALL THERMAL UNDERWARE REDUCTED 15%
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OLD PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE
Over the. Christmas period hampers
and coal were distributed to the elderly
of the town and we would like.to thank
all those whose generosity throughout
the year made this possible. The most
recent donation was from the girls of
the 6th class in the Convent who held
a sale in the school - thank you very
much. We are also very grateful to Mr.
Tom Geraghty who gave vouchers
amounting to £1 00 which were given to
the old people living in the Greenfield
area: The elderly who are in hospital
were visited by committee members,
they are all in 'good spirits.
The Christmas dinner, given by Mr. &
Mrs. Peter O'Brien was held on January 8th . More that 150 old people from
Maynooth and Kilclone .enjoyed an
outstanding evening. We would like to
thank Mr. O'Brien for providing such a
fantastic meal, his family and employees for working so very hard, and Mr.
Tom Ashe and his family for allowing
us to use the Post Primary School and
for helping with the preparations.
Our thanks are also sent to all who
gave so willingly of their time and talents to provide such excellent entertainment at this function and throughoutthe year. Particularly we would like
to thank 2 committee members Kevin
McGovern and Josie Moore who have
given the back bone to the entertainment for a number of years. Other
commitments will prevent Kevin from
continuing - at Ie astfo r the present and
he will be sorely missed.
Best wishes to Ruth Morrisey who is
going forward in the over 55's Entertainer of the Year Competition organised by RTE/Lions Club.
The essay competition run during Active Age Week was a great success
with over 20 entries. Mr. C. Dockery of
the Post Primary School very kindly
suggested the titles and judged the
competition . He felt that the standard
was so high that it was necessary to
divide the entries into 2 sections - literary and non literary and a selection will
be printed in the Newsletter, starting
this month with those of D. Clifton, G.
Coyne and B. Saults. Do look out for
them and also a full lisIof prize winners. Congratulations to everyone who
submitted an essay.
LITERARY
1. Brigid Saults
Dympna Clifton
2. Kathleen Canavan
3. Eileen Fingleton

NON LITERARY
1. Gerry Coyne
2. Jack Cleary
3. Margaret Geraghty

The A.G .M. was held on January 10th
and the following officers were elected.
Chairperson: Imelda Delaney
Secretary: Rose Bean
Treasurer: Catherine Mulready
A reminder that social mornings are
held each Tuesday and Thursday in
the I.C.A. Hall (10.30 a.m. - 12.30
p.m.). Everyone over 60 is very welcome. On Tuesdays we have cards
and crafts (items made last year raised
£185 at the Christmas fair) . On Thursdays there is a bingo session and on
both mornings lots of tea and chat.
The Valentine's Party will be held atthe
S.MA Hall on Sunday, 12th February
at 4 p.m. It will be preceeded by Mass
at 3.30 p.m.
ESSAY COMPETITION
JOINT WINNERS
LITERARY SECTION

The Parish Mission
The Parish Mission or annual retreat ,
was a great occasion some years back.
It was announced a fortnight in advance.We looked forward to it very
much in those days. May was the
usual month. The church bell rang out
on the evening air. The faithful could
be seen making theirway nearly a halfan-hour before devotions would commence in order to secure a seat.
The Rosary was recited, then a hymn
in honour of Our Lady. The choir and
congregation raisedtheirvoicesin "Hail,
Queen of Heaven" or som~ of those
lovely hymns not so often heard now.
Then the missioner appeared. He gave
a full outline of the week's devotions
and plenty of encouragement for us to
attend.
Then came the sermon. Away back in
the thirties I so well remember a Redemptorist Father. His invitation was
the sacred quotation "Come, come unto
me, all ye who labour and are burdened and I will refresh you". All through
the week as his voice rang out on the
deadly sins and occasions thereof that
invitation was there to give hope and
encouragement to all. Each evening
the church was crowded with men,
women, boys and girls. Devotions

20

each evening at eight o'clock. Afterthe
sermon the hymn "God of ·Mercy and
Compassion", or "Jesus, my God,
behold at length the time" was sung
with great fervour. Then Benediction
all in beautiful latin - Osalutaris, the
Divine praises (in English) Tantum
Ergo. As the Blessed Sacrament was
riased in Benediction it was a most
solemn, soul-raising moment. As the
priest led us in the Divine Praises itwas
really like being in communication with
the Divine Presence. The "Adoremus,
Laudate, and Adoremus" again. How
beautiful it all was! The final hymn was
sung then. "Holy God we praise Thy
name", 9r"To Jesus Heart All Burning"
or maybe "Faith of Our Fathers" .
Anyway some of these lovely hymns.
The Mission mass was at seven a.m.,
followed by a short instruction. Again
there was a large attendance . Confessions were not heard on the Monday in
order to give us time to examine our
consciences. For the rest of the week
they were heard daily - morning, midday and evening. There used to be
blessing of pious objects purchased at
the stalls - pictures, statues, medals,
rosaries and prayer books, also scapulors. Of course, there was enrolling the
the Brown Scapular, and the Sacred
Heart Sodality.
The clOSing on Sunday was something
to remain with us long afterthe mission
had passed. It was most edifying . The
lovely farewell sermon, the renewal of
Baptism vows, with lighted candles
and the fervourwith which "Faith of our
Father" was sung at the end must
surely have rained blessings down on
our parish . Of course the highlight of
the closure for the missioners was our
Brass and Reed band out to pay their
tribute. I remember a missioner saying
"When we go back we'll tell them we
had the band out". In those days, ofthe
old Maynooth, people were not afraid
to raise their voices in the hymns.
Of course different Orders came
through the years. There were those
who preached very vehemently. The
reaction of one old man was to say he
would not go any more. When I asked
why he said, "Didn't he say Hell won't
be full till we're all in it? The Passionist
Fathers gave us a lovely retreat one
year - Father Austin and Father Gerard. They really made it easy for anyone who had lapsed to come back. I
remember coming up from the seven
o'clock Mass which the missioner,
Father Austin, I think, said on the

Monday (the day of his departure). He
had asked as many as possible to
come to it, as he was saying it for the
parishioners. There was a large at- .
tendence. On the way home. a man
said "we're fairly good now if we could
keep that way". I said 'Didn't he tell you
the weapon to use - prayer?" He
replied"l don't knowthen, the oul'boy is
fairly strong, too". I was a young teenager then. The world was a lovely
place. There was a great feeling of
fraternity between the people of the
parish then. I could write reams on '
those days.
So many of those dear people have
gone to their reward. May they rest in
peace.
Brigid Saults
THE EMERGENCY
"Go on", they said. "Go on, write
something aboutThe Emergency." My
friends, God bless them, are like that.
They are all well endowed with a fine
sense of humour, at least that's what I
attribute to their bubbling enthusiasm.
It cannot be that they trust me to chronicle the events of almost half a centruy
ago when they are forever coming to
the rescue in my quest for lost objects
put away safely only yesterday. They
have long since ceased to drop hints
and have taken to giving me useful
gadgets like whistling key rings and
pretty reminder note pads for each
room. They diligently search my pockets and bags when we leave the house
together and make no bones about
their horror of having to call the fire
brigade to get re-entry. Their anxiety
and gifts are deeply appreCiated. The
key ring is especially useful except that
it plays up unmercifully from time to
time. It refuses to activate·in a real
emergency and thinks its a cuckoo
when I am listening to my favoLJrite
symphony and has to be ·evicted.
"No matter" they said. "Sit down and
write something short, sweet and
simple." They had the 'simple' bit in
mind when they asked me in the first
place!
Well, at first I thought of hot-footing to
the library with one of my reminder
pads for a quick scan through the
shelves; a few jottings from this and
that and who knows, I could put paidto
nostalgia and instead come up with the
er'ltire history of WW2 re-written. That
is, until I remembered a thing called
. plagiarism and that there are folks
around who can smell it a mile off, so I
had second thoughts and settled for

honesty and a search for memories Those who had jobs were indeed fortuthat are fading fast.
nate because there were few, if any,
The Emergency for me coincided with handouts from any source.
youthful pastimes and activities. Look- All imports ceased: that forced us into
ing back, I probably spent the whole of self-sufficiency and a pretty good job
it gazing into the mirror wondering why we m.a.de of it too. The.shortaQe of fuel
I wasn't born with Ingrid Bergman's restricted motorists to a few profesbeautiful race, Betty Grable's long sionalslike doctors etc. The pony and
snapely legs, Ginger Roger's dancing trap came into its own and the bike was
feet and Deanna Durban's mellifluous invaluable.
tones. Nor could I reason whv the boy If you did not cut your own turf you
friends didn't measure upto the Robert relied on the turfman's visits in his
Taylor look-alikes, all immaculately horse and cart, the wheels for which
uniformed and Brylcreamed Qn the were all beautifully made locally. They
covers. of PICTURE POST FILM must have had an outer rim of metal for
WEEKLY etc., magazines many dec- you could hear them coming in the
ades out of circulation.
stillness of the morning long before
The Wireless - it was never called they reached the village. The coalRadio then - played an important part man, "Rashers" Fulham, would deliver
in our lives, no so much for its news bags of coal when available. We had
content and Lord Haw Haw but for the a branch of the LDF to look after secu'sounds'. Glen Miller, Benny Good- rity; we attended their functions and
man, Victor Sylvester, all had their applauded their duties. The regular
special tempo and could send us into army had a HQ in Carton for a time .
raptures about spacious ballrooms with All mail from abroad was censored and
shini ng floors and handsome partners. little coded messages from relatives
Reality, however, had a nasty habit of and friends experiencing the real horcatching up with us and would find us rors were frequently spotted by the
preparing for our own version of all this Censors and duly erazed.
glamour which took place at the Lein- Like the summers of long ago we are
ster Hall, Maynooth, now a shopping inclined to remember the good parts.
emporium. It was a Mecca for the Many people, however, suffered
youth of the surrounding village as gravely through death and destruction,
much as the locals, and the Sunday ' practically on our doorstep. The people
night 'hop' would become our Ballroom of Dublin will have many sad memories
of Romance. Many a romance blos- of The Emergency.
somed but, like all important arrange- By the time it had all ended we had
ments, weddings were postponed until begun to enter a more sopAisticated after The Emergency. We would hear or so we thought - period and gradually
and dance to our favourite ditties, sol- the Ration Book became less imporidly from nine to three. We had our Hot tant. Though we had not been so
House Flowers too but they were re- severely rationed as some countries,
served for the houses of the famous we did have dire shortages. Fresh fruit
andwe had Sting butthat usually meant was restricted to what we produced at
a quick retreat from a bed of nettles.
home, so, it was strictly seasonal.
Our parents had to eke out the food, Imagine the excitement of children
guard the Ration Books and cultivate seeing and tasting a banana for the
friends inthe 'know'. Anextraounce of firsttime! Newsofcon-signmentsbeing
tea could make the difference between off-loaded spread fast and so imported
having a cuppa or going without until fruit and vegetables remained in the
next week's ration. It was frequently lUxury class for a long time.
eked out by adding grated roasted "Nylon" was a new word and when it
carrot or fresh hawthorn leaves, dried appeared in stocking form - and very
and ground and added to the meagre short supply - we thought it was nothration. There were few brand names, ing short of miraculous, especially afeverything came in plain packets. We ter years of no stockings and painted
had no choice but for all that our food legs.
tasted good. Even the black flour was Maybe it is just as well that memories
wholesome; it had none of the nutri- dim, otherwise the promise of someents removed.
thing short and simple could becoliTle
Money? We had little or none of it. lengthy and complicated. My friends,
However, we were young and con- straightforward one and all, could well
sumerism hadn't yet arrived so our accuse me of 'awandering' so, never
expectations were. modest.
let it be said ...... .. ... :
Work was as scarce as it is today.
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WINNER: NON LITERARY
Gerry Coyne,
Olllons Row, Maynooth.

newtown StOlU
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I started to work when I was about 12

Ph 01 285833
Maynooth Co. Kildare
yearso!d the first job I got was carrying
water from the pump in the square to
GROCER - FUEL - GAS
my neighbours. I used to be looking
Fancy Goods - Sweets
forwarcf to getting a lovely round of
bread and jam every day of a slice of
Cards
Mags
curranf cake. I would get 2 shillings at
the erid,: of the week from them, my
mothet:would get the best part of it. I
pening Hours ' 7.30 am - 10 pm
wou ld get 6 pence for myself. I then got
a smali job in Dawsons delivering
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
papers and cleaning windows. I got 4/
6 a week from there. We got our
holidays from school, and we cut
thissels !nCarton until we went back to
TONY MENTON & SONS
schooL.,We got 12/6 a week and in our
r.~ '/4,
"
38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857
spare time we used to kill rabbits, you
,1"
"". II!,..,.
I'J,."
q
could rio~ beat acup of rabbit soup. We
• Painting & D~orating
,
used to',go down to the College gate at
-=~--"b;'1!Ii . Interior & Exterior
•
6 o'clock in the morning to carry a bag
• Professional Wallpapering .
for the .'students we might fish out 1/6
~;)I:......",..... " Chimney Cleaning at its best •
jf:i
•
or2 shillings if you were lucky. My first
,. Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
,:'::-' ''(', '
perman~ent job was in Robinsons of
:::", '
,
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
Crinstow n. I then went to work for the
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced . '~
:
Parist ~riest Rev. Fr. Killeen for about
You have tried the ' rest now use the best
ayearimd6 months. Fromthere I went
You
will
find us in the green pages & Golden pages
to Mr. Blake Kelly of Moygaddy. From
there I-went to Mr. Phil Brady, Clock
House:',_ When I got married I worked
Complete ACCOU NTI NG SE_RV I.CE available
for the :f'ost Office laying cables from
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TO O SMALL
Leixlip ' to Maynooth . On Thursday
26th Nc>Vember, 1947. On the 2nd of
Personal attention of Qualified Accountant
January', 1948, I went to Mrs. Coonan
VAT • PAYE • Lt:D<;t:HS • C ()~ ;TINC I :;TOCK
on Moili:lay 6th March 1949. I then
CONTROL • ANNUAl. ACCOUNT: ; & IIFTlJIlN:;
went tdMrs Kavanagh for 3 days a
CAS H FLOW • HUDCt:T:; I 1':'1'( : _
week I also worked for Shawn Weafer
when r\Yas in Coonans three days a
Contact
week. On May 5th 1952 went back to
M ICHAEL GLEESON, FC MA
Kavanaghs constant - May 11th 1953
retiredfr.0m work after 29 years 7/8/
5 StraHan -Way, Maynooth.
1978. Iwas always very happy at my
Phone 285246
work thank God. I was never idle, and
I do' feel! sorry for all the men and
women that are idle. I am getting tired ' .............
out now,will come to a close . I do hope
you will-' be able to make out my bad
spelling. and writing as I was never
much ofa scholar wishing you the best
ofluck:in your competition.

'I
tJ "
"I

Allct i onccr~

AND

Valuers
\'

Estate Agc nt :-.

M AIN STREET, MAYNOOTH
Co. Kildare
Telephone: 285257/21-1520)

HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED
IN ALL AREAS FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS
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BOB'S KITCHEN
Rice and Lamb Hotpot
4 medium onions, thinly sliced
1 celery heart chopped
150z can of tomatoes
Salt and pepper
2 teaspoons sugar
20z long grained rice
20z sultanas
4 large or 8 small lamp chops
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Celery salt

One)~

" HAIR DESIGN
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTII
~OVER COONAN AUCTIONEERS)
PH: 285711
MON - SAT 9.30 A.M. - 5.00 P.M.
LATE NIGHT FRI - 7.00 P.M.
STUDENTS & OLD AGE PENSIONERS
SPECIAL RATES

Put half the onions, celery and half well
drained tin of tomatoes in a large casserole. Add a little salt, pepper and half
the sugar. Sprinkle half the rice over
the vegetables then add half the SUltanas. Place the chops overthis layer.
Top the chops with the remainder of
the vegetables. Season lightly. Blend
the lemon juice, a little celery salt and
pepper with the tomato juice and
enough water to make up half a pint.
Pour over casserole. Cover casserole
and bake in centre of oven at 150/300
F or Gas 4 for 2 hours.

L

LW

LLLL
OPEN TILL 9pm tACH

~
l6J

SUNDAY

N!GHT.

Bprn

AUTHORISED AGENT FOR
NATIONAL LOTTERY

L4 hour Film Deveioping

Service
£3.99

Topping
40z soft breadcrumbs
20z Cheddar cheese
20z butter or margarine
Mix the topping ingredients together.
Sprinkle over casserole. Do not cover.
Return to oven with temperature raised
to 180/350 or Gas 4 for a further 30
mins.

N,11 j{ lIl.! I
l.( )1'11, HY'

& A Free Film

JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
All filmSonly £1.50 per night

~~.

lei

UNISEX HAIR SALON~1(
CENTREPOINT SHOPPING AR.CAOE

Pot Roast of Beef
21b topside brisket of beef
10z fat
2-3 fat bacon rashers, (derinded and

8ChmOPePd~udm)

potatoes
8 medium onions
8 medium carrots
Beef stock or water
Salt and pepper
In a large deep pan, heat the fat with
the bacon rinds, add the beef and turn
over a low heat until well browned.
Remove the meat and bacon rinds.
Add the meat, it should be supported
by a bed of vegetables and should not
be covered by liquid. Put the lid on the
pan, bring to the boil, and cook for 40 to
50 minutes. Check on the amount of
liquid once or twice .. ~erve the meat
with the vegetables' and thicken the
water for gravy.

HIGH TECH PERM COMPUTER

.

~.;_f:.'

REALISTIC'

COMPUTER PERM
NORMALLY
£25 NOW £20

SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS'
AN]) OLD fiGE PENSIONERS ff:. 'i'
--O-P":'EN':::'ING HOURS MON - SAT 9.30 - 600
LATE NIGHT FRIDAY 8 P.M.

---~===========~~---""""'---:'----I

CARLTON
CLEANERS
Maynooth Shopping Centre
Leading Specialists in Silks, Suede Leather, Fur
Open 6 Days
Repair/Alterations
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MAYNOOTH SUMMER PROJECT
Once again we have moved into a new
year and hop~fully it will be as good as
last year or better. The project has
grown to such a size that we nee~ to
double our Leaders for the coming
year. Any parent who would like to
become a involved should approaCh
any of the following:Mary Horn - Secretary - 286467
Catherine Mulready - Treasurer 286596
Delmea Walsh - Ass. Treasurer286420
Norah McDermott - P.R.O. - 285922
or any committee member.
We wish to thank all those who contributed in any way to the great success of
our recent Sale of Work. Our busy
committee are already planning the
Programme of Events for the summer.
Registration Day will be Wednesday,
5th July and the Project will run from
Monday 10th July to Thursday 3rd
August. The event calendar. will .include a camping weekend, sWimming
outings, trips to the bowling alley, visit
to Malahide Castle, trip to Donadea
and the Curragh piUS many more
events. More news in future Edition of
the Newsletter.
Norah McDermott
.
P.R.O.

18 and enjoy taking part in group work
CLUB BRU BOSCO
and enjoy drama, singing, or dancing,
First of all a happy ne~ year to all our
then come down and join our merry
members, their families and their gang. New members (and leaders)
friends. By way of enlightenment, the are always made to feel at home as
foliowing are the current leaders in our any of our members can tell you .
club: Johnny Dowling, John Gates,
Bye for now.
Brenda Gormally, Joe Merciea, John
McGarry, Joe McGuigan, Fiona O'ConMA YNOOTH FLOWER CLUB
nor, John O'Connor, Ellie O'Dwyer,
Brian O'Malley, Jeo Portelli, Dennis The Chairperson Eileen Burns wishes
Reidy, John Read, May Daly and her all the members and friends a happy
"band of workers" are in charge of the and prosperous New Year and hopes
crafts, while John O'Connor is in charge to see all at the demonstrations and
of Drama and Variety and Brian O'Mal- outings in 1989. The new programme
ley in charge of Quiz teams.
is out from the new season. Please
On 16th December last we had our note that the meetings and days are
Christmas celebration which com- changed, the new venue is:
mencedwith alovely Massduringwhich
The M,,~.D.E. Centre,
the members participated thus givi ng it
Post Primary School,
more meaning for them . Our sincere
Moyglare Road, Maynooth.
thanks to Fr. Florrie McCarthy S.D.B.
who was the celebrant. Followingthe Next meeeting: February 20th - 8.00
Mass we had our party ~ I'm always p.m. Demonstrators: Imelda Desmond
amazed at the amount of 'food' young and Felicity Satchwell.
people consume especially the sweets Competitions: Class A: Frugality. A
etc.
modern Exhibit space 18".
We are now starting to practice for our Class ·B & C: Now and Forever. A
C.Y.C. Rising Stars entry - which is a Miniature Exhibit.
new Musical written by John O'Connor Open Class for Valentines Day An ,
especially for us. John hopes to do at exhibit 18".
least as well as last time when we took Plant competition: 1 stem of any spring
three major awards . If 'you' are under flower.
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COUntry

Shop
Mill Street, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare• .Ireland.
Telephone (01)286766

>

MONDAY 6th FEBRUARY, 1989
ALL STOCK GREATLY REDUCED

SPECIAL OFFERS

HUGE REDUCTIONS
OPENING HOURS':

9.30 - 5.30
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MONDAY - SATURDAY

)

r-----------~""""---------------------------------------

....-

IARNR60
EIREANN
Irish Rail

II

FOR BUSINESS AND LEISURE TRAVEL WHY NOT TAKE
THE TRAIN AND GO IN STYLE
WE HAVE A NEW TRAIN SCHEDULE AND BARGAINS TO SUIT EVERYONE
1 DAY RAIL RAMBLER

£2.50

WEEKLY RAIL TICKET

£8.00
£4.00

FAMILY 1 DAY RAMBLER

UNLIMITED TRAVEL ON SUBURBAN
RAIL AND DART.

SCHOOL TOURS 1989

See our 1989 brochure and choose from the wide
range of school tours on offer.
Special discounts for tours booked before 30th
March 1989.

INTER CITY MAINLINE TRAVEL

We have cheap 1 day and monthly return fares to
all West of Ireland stations - Contact local
Stationmaster for details.

MAYNooTH TRAIN SERVICES FROM 9th JANUARY 1989
TO

M/F

M/F

M/F

M/F

M/F

DUBLIN

M/S

M/S

M/F

M/F

M/S

SUNDAYS ONLY

~-----r----:":-"-......-""';;"'--,-'--'-'---:--_r----r---+----······<·"·4-----r---'----r---=-'-··---<

Maynooth
Leixlip
Clonsilla
Ashtown
Connolly

16.23 17.08
17.15
17.22
17.31
16.55 17.44
r-------~--~--~--~~--.....;;...---~-~----~ From
<Sligo
Sligo
FROM DUBLIN

Connolly
Ashtown
Clonsilla
Leixlip
Maynooth
- ~-'-~~~~-<~

d 07.05707.53
d 07.12 08.00
d 07.19 08.07
d 07.28 08.16
a,07.42 08.32

d
d
d
d
a

08.15:09.12
08.22109.19
08.29 09.27
08.38 09.36
08.52 j 09.49

M/S

M/F

09.55 10.17
10.02
10.09
1@.18
10.32 10.45

M/F

M/F

M/F

05.45
05.57
06.08
06.15
06.23

07.00 08.15 08.25 09.07
07.12
08.37 09.19
07.23 08.32 08.48 09.30
07.30
08.55 09.37
07.38 08.44 09.03 09.45
To
Sligo

M/S

M/F

13.40 16.20
16.32
16.43
16.50
14.07 16.58
To
Sligo

F.O

19.00 21.12
19.07
19.14
19.23
19.36 21.40

F.X

12.06 121.02

12.35

From-~

Sligo

M/F

M/S

21~30

From Sligo

-

SUN. ONLY

17.15 17.17 17.55 18.30 09.15 :18.15
17.29 18.07
!
17.40 18.18
17.38 17.47 18.25
17.46 17.55 18.33
To
To
Sligo Mul/gar

M/S = Runs Mondays to Saturdays
F.X = Runs to Thursday only

M/F = Runs Monday to Fridays
F.O = Runs Fridays only

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"l
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Comp/efe -the drawings

Children s
Corner.

Winners of
January Colouring Competition
4-7 Years
1st:Laura Boland,
Laragh,
Maynooth.

Simde draWing
Copy them.

2nd: Brendan Gaffney,
Mariav'ille,
Maynooth.
3rd:Jean Ashe,
1175 Greenfield,
Maynooth.

8-12 Years
1st: Helena Muldoon,
1197 Greenfield,
Maynooth.
2nd:

Eilleen Bradley,
49 Cluain Aoibhinn,
Maynootn.

3rd: Joanne Cunningham,
79 Maynooth Park,
Maynooth.

Nighfscene
-..-----r-----.,:

"S

~
tb°n~

~(~

Fit the picture names into the squares going across.

.
'RANGE'AU... 7HIZEE-SIDEP
COLOUR SJlAPES
mE
LARBG'~;?:'I<S![':::":ER
SHAPES 8J..J./E
.., .
.
~
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Allied Irish Banks
MAIN STREET.I MANAGEH:-" DOMINIC GUEST

C:\Y:~~;:~dl

r.iiJ

TELEPHONE (01) 286355
CHEQUE BOOK ACCOUNTS
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
BANKLINK
CASHSAVE
VISA CARD
MASTERPLAN

CHILDREN'S COLOURING COMPETITION (MA YNOOTH NEWSLE;'ITER)
r.===========- SPONSORED BY ALL I ED- I RI SH BANK ...:.========ti
Children
4-7 & 8-12
Age Groups

FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE

NEW ACCOUNT £5 10 START
CALCULATOR
MONEY BOX

Allied Irish Bank
.. _ - - - -

YOUNG SCIENTIST EXHIBITION
Among the hundreds of entries at the
recent Aer Lingus Young Scientists
Exhibition held at the RDS in Dublin
was a project from Maynooth PostPrimary SchooL The project dealfwith
the extinguishing of traditional public
rights of way in County Kildare, and
was put together by two 14 year old
second year pupils, Ciara Egan of
Enfield, and Maria McMyler of
Taghadoe. Maria is daughter of well
known local figures, Maisie and Tom
McMyler.
The girls' interest in the project was
initially stimulated by local historian,
John Walsnof Timahoe . They got further help from another local historian,
Dick Cross of Allen and from the Land
Registry Office, which supplied maps.
Most traditional rights of way allowed
the public through private land for various purposes such as to provide short
cuts, access to wells, or access to land
which otherwise is cut off from public
thoroughfares. With increased use of
motor cars and piped water, rural
people have had less need to use such
. rights of way, and the ensuing indifference and neglect have given landown-

-

-

ers the opportunity to close off many of
them. In their project, CiaraandMaria
have several maps showing examples
of such rights of way whieh have been
closed off. One such rights of way was
a "mass path" used for processions to
the church at Allen (near Kilmeague)
from nearby Drumsna. A collage of
photographs illustrates this old pathway, most of which is now overgrown.
Not all attempts to close off rights of
way have been successful, however,
and the project gives accounts of court
cases brought before Naas Circuit
Court and the High Court in Dublin by
people objecting to closures. In both
cases, these objections were upheld.
Maria and Ci~ra feel that, although
rural dwellers may no longer need to
use these rights of way, they could
prove of great usefulness to urban
dwellers who are increasingly inclined
to go for leisure walks in the countryside.
In England, rights of way are publicly
signposted. The project concluded
that there was a need for more public
awareness about the dangers of rights
of way being extinguished, and more
vigilence to prevent this happening.
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MUSIC IN THE COLLEGE
Lunchtime Concerts ~II at 1.15 - 2.00
p.m., Education Hall, Old Campus.
Mon : 13th Feb. The Boys of the Schola
Canorum, Mullirigar, directed by
Shane Br~nnari. '.
Mon . 20th Feb. Kenneth Rice, violin;
John O'Keeffe; piano,;
Marlene .Hauttrnann-Voight,
mezzo soprano;
Anton Voight
(Concert presented in associat
ion with the Austrian Embassy).
Mon. 6th Mar. UCD Chamber Choir, director
Seamus Brett
Mon. 13th Mar. College Traditional Irish
Musicians
~
Mon . 20th Mar. Brahms ClarinetTrio:
. Michael Seaver, Clarinet;
Niall O'Loughlin, Cello;
Reamonn Keary, Piano.
Other Events
Tues. 31 st Jan. RTE Invitation Concert, at the
'.
National Concert Hall for the
Staff and Students of Maynooth
.
and UCD.
Sun. 12th Mar. ·Creation" by Josef Haydn. A
8 p.m.
performance by the College
Choral Society, Sinfonietta, and
soloists, Mary Hegarty ,
Emmanuel Lawlor, and Nigel
Williams .

{Vo i
CROSSWORD NO. 15

By 'SPRITE'

CROSSWORD CLUES

ACROSS
1. An upset lift grazed local historic family (10).
6. Diamonds are this gal's best pal (3).
9. 'E confuses her in a lane (5).
10. Become corrupted, like the kind of love in the
song (2,7).
11 . Tiles around the tub help make the foreign
film clear (8).
12. At last, I see not, but it concerns invigorating
sounds (5).
.
.
14. Nag eiro, about bodily matters (7).
16. The princess couldn't sleep on this (3).
17. Her tags confuse the assembly of things,
such as rosebuds (7).
19. Sounds like I showed my age, but my lover
made the appointment(5,2).
20. Jump over the strongroom (5).
22. Looks like time speeds up, but you go
hungry at the same time (4,4).
25. Just north of the US border, I see me before
ten, and I'm up to date (3.6).
26. This person may rue by making purchases
(5).
27. He was a big hit with the girls; he can still
swirl the waters (4).
28. Navel nites give a hint of love usually from
guess who (10).

Send your entry '0: February Crossword, Maynooth News/etter, Town
Centre Mall,
Before: Mon. 13th February, 1989.
Nal1)e: .. . .. . .., ... .. . .. .. .. . ... .

DOWN
1. In short, Father Edward might recall the
Flintstones (4).
2. Get a sprout at last in the annual programme
of expenditure (3,6).
3. The US soldier is jolly green (5).
4. Roll on first, body odour, and a facial twitch it's all quite mechanical (7).
5. Did the Rye almost toll? Well it did for
someone in Maynooth to the tune of quarter of
a million (7).
6. Language of lovers? (5).
7. Where romances end and lifelong partnerships begin , between many a chap and a girl in
Maynooth (10).
8. Put Sid off, by putting the cart before the tee
(8).
13. Desire a meeting place for romantic walks in
Maynooth (4,6).
15. To me, a lack of appreciation is seen (2,6) .
16. He keeps us going on the Straffan Road
(5,4).
18. In short, the clerical assistant has to be fair
to do well in this faraway place (1 ,6).
19. Sid, turn around and model, that's the way
to part with what you have (1')
21 . Sounds like you went, btr: haven't reached
the altar yet (5) .
23. In short, Deborah comes out initially at a
backwards trade union (5).
24. It's a sore thing, when he strikes, but lovers
don't mind (4).

Address: . . ; ........ .. ......... .
SOLUTION TO No.

FEBRUARY CROSSWORDSPECIAL PRIZE
V ALENTINE'S PRIZE
Voucher for thirty pounds for
Plough Restaurant

1~

BELOW

s;t
Winner of Crossword No. 14 ,
E.Gaffney,
P.agestown, Maynooth
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STREET

TALKING
Being back on this column after a few
months absence gives a suitable opportunity to look around and note
some of what has taken place on the
street during the latter part of last year.
Coming with a fresh eye, as it were,
means that the changes, which probably occurred over a period of time,
stand out with clarity.
Most striking is the new row of shops at
the Dublin end of the street, in what
was Finerty House. Aquarium and car
accessory suppliers now flank the babyclothes boutique which was the pioneer outlet in this area. Maynooth
Cabs continues to provide a much
needed facility from its base here, and
there is a magnificient splash of colour
from the fruit and vegetable display
outside the new green-grocers. This
can do as much as any shop front to
brighten a grey February day. While
there is indeed cause to regret the loss
of the facade of a fine old landmark
such as Finerty House, the new row of
shops does serve as a sort of link

between the shopping centre and the
main street.
And moving on towards the main street,
I see that Mullins and Henry, the opticians, have an eye-catching (!) new
sign over their premises. However,
that seems rather an insensitive intrusion on the frontage of Market House,
which otherwise is taking on a suitably
"professional" appearance.
In the Square, the ever-handy Aidan's
has been joined by the Maynooth
Bookshop and by Safe and Sound; the
business of the former is obvious from
the name, while Safe and Sound deals
in home security and educational electronics. And further down the street,
there is a new betting shop, and another video rental, "Flicks", which offers excellent selection and service
behind its stylish window.
All in all, there have been more openings than closures. Some of the new
outlets duplicate businesses already
in the town. We wish both the older
established shops and the newcomers well, and trust that the local community will support the local ventures
in proper measure, allowing all to continue and so promote the benefits of
competition for the consumer.
Meanwhile, it was good to make the
acquaintance of some old friends again
on returning; The Elite, with its delicious bread, the exotica of Kehoe's
Delicatessen, and the various delights
of The Country Shop, all contribute to
give Maynooth a unique and attractive
character. And of course the aisles of
yellow packery in Qui nnsworth provide
a further reminder that some things
remaincrashinglythe same. Speaking

•

Seas m

of which, a question: Why is it that thE:
"Express Checkout" at Quinnsworth is
always the slowest, item for item? Is it
that they let the learners practise on
the hapless customer in a hurry, or is
there some subtle marketing ploy at
work, trying to persuade us to fill a
trolley while we're at it and not bother
with just the six or seven things in a
basket? I think we should be told.
The Credit Union has been steadily
building up its membership, funds and
reputation in Maynooth of late, and
provides a useful savings resource for
the whole community. Next month
"Street Talking" will do a special feature on the organisation.
IRISH IN MAYNOOTH
A survey of attitudes to Irish among
business people in Maynooth has been
begun. The initial response was very
positive. Quite a few people said that
they would like to hear some Irish, to
encourage the use of basic greetings
in Irish and some would use a little in
transactions with customers. The use
of even the "cupla focal" would be
appreciated by many who get no opportunity to practise their Irish and may
encourage children in their efforts to
learn it.

UA

J. BUCKLEY.
CALOR
KOSANGAS .. MAIN ST . MAYNOOTH.

TEL: 286202

FEBRUARY SPECIALS
5'x5' STEP LADDER
FLOOR MOP'S
BRASs.- LOG BOX
PAINT BRUSHES
(SET OF 3)
~
9" PAINT ROLLER & TRAY ~
1 LITRE WHITE SPIRITS
5 LITRE UNO EMULSION/WHITE
2! LITRE DULUX MATT & SILK/WHITE

£25.75
£ 1.95
£26.95

25kg R/W NAILS

£16.95 Incl. V.A.T.

KEY CUTTING SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
CYLINDER, CAR, MORTICE, CHUBB, LOCKER

£ 2.99
£ 3.25
£ 1.10
£11.95
£10.25

CAR KEY £2, CYLINDER 90p, CHUBB £2.95
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PARISH HALL 11p.rn. - 2a.rn.
FINAL DRAW OF COW-PAT LOTTERY
ADM: £3
£2 Students
Music
YOUR LOCAL

by

the "KEES"

BLINDMAKER

INDEPENDENT

ambrid8e

We manufacture' top quality roller
veneL ian ,-md vert i ca I hi i llds.

counselloc
........ ........, •• ..,1..OS, ..

~lUO

FuLl

repair services to ill I

~f

typ(':-,.

...... ....aO...,1'1IIII11()Iit

E DIET

Have your old roller blinds
reversed and re-scal loped.

Slim Down to S,ze the Easy Way
• NO SPECIAL COOKING *
* NO SPECIAL EXERCISE *

Estimates Free.

DENIS MALONE
BLiNDMAKE:RS L TO.

-

8 COOlDRINAGH.lf IXllP.
CO DUBLIN

IT'S SIMPLE - IT'S SAFE
IT'S EFFECTIVE FOR MEN &WOMEN
PERSONAL ATTENTION GUARANTEED

1 ElEPHONE 244943
Ovt1r

20 year\

8 COOlDRINAGH,lEIXLlP,

f!X{.>tJIIUflUf

co. DUBLlN.TElEPHONE

--

--Phone 286613
~\tent\on
rned'ate ~
For \rn

244943

Manufacturers of Roller, Venetian, Vertical Blinds,
Blackout Blinds and Hospital Cubicle Rails

FOR ALL THE FACTS CONTACT
YOUR INDEPENDENT
CAMBRlbGE COUNSELLOR

MARY FARRELL
28 Carton Court, Maynooth
Phone: (01)286613

JDOYLJEIVIJDJEO§
174 KINGSBRY MAYNOOTH PH. 285638
VIDEO ALL YOUR SPECIAL OCCASSIONS
WEDDINGS
PARTIES
EXHIBITIONS & FASHION SHOWS
MEDIA & SOCIAL EVENTS

30

~

Ma),nocth Communit~
Council
*DA1S)' PAT LOTTtR)'*
to be held in

the footballfield on

17 MARCH

00
£300.

1 PR1ZtS **
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Maynooth. One thought that one had
seen it all when out of a car popped an
Ape Man. Straight from "Viking knows
where" and when these ape men had
bellies they didn't leave this one too far
behind. None other than Figures man
The Great Egg & Spoon
Padraig Fitzgerald. Then Bo Be the
Race
clown appeared up the street and if it
New Years Day
started to rain he would have had his
wide trousers fillec;l with lovely liquid.
LIONS COME BARKING DOWN
Again it was hard to see who it was. It
MAIN ST.
was the Proprietor of the new and
New Year's day in Maynooth started exciting Maynooth Book Shop John
with a bang. At ihe top of Maynooth Byrne.
Village appeared a lion. Little did the Now the stage was set for the great
unsuspecting public know. but that lion Egg and Spoon Race. The rear Lions
Joe Wall donned the mantle of our of Maynooth/Kilcock Lions Club started
favourite Leo and was getting ready to to arrive. Lion Bill Byrne was starter.
parade down the village. Then ap- Paul Mealy was money collector topeared St. Mary's Brass Reed Band. getherwith his affable wife Alikki. Local
As they were about to move to the medicine man Lion President Jim
Oomppah they were shocked to see McCormack was official starter but
Tina Turner appearing around the because of the length of the course he
corner and boy was she showing leg had to be half way down the street to
and too much of it. When she bent make sure the eggs were in plentiful
down to pick sixpence she showed supply. Well the runners are ready.
'she' had boxer shorts of beautiful col- Junior section to start, the Gardai stop
our scheme. She turned outto be none the traffic and away they go. The Band
other than Aidan Flood.
That had played so brilliantly as always down
newsagent from the metropolis of the street. So you could feel the tense

•

atmosphere as the Junior Runners
bega-n loosing their eggs.
Eventually Edward Keogh (with the
thing on his head) pipped the nearly
lady-like Paul Flood in a brillant turn
out.
Then it was time for the Senior business people to start - Robert Barry,
Noel from Bradys, John from the Roost
and all the models in their full regalia
were ready to start. Off to a blistering
pace from the gates went John (Bo Bo)
Byrne obviously well schooled by his
jockey brother Niall. The ape man
Padraig "Figures" Fitzgerald was in hot
persuit but he was not used to soft
eggs on hard spoons so he had to have
his replenished by Michael Doyle before they got to the lights. Bringing up
the rear was a bumpy Tina Turner who
didn't seem to know whether she was
coming or going and had to have assistance from Paul Mealy whilst she was
crossing the Bales of Straw outside
Kiernans. Passing the Leinster Arms
John Byrne seemed to be running out
of stamina but by the time they got to
Trevor's group of shops he seemed to
have found a new lease of life and
shrunted away to a well deserved vic-

.
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MAYNOOTH

Phone Us and
We're There
Tel. -286853

FOR TOP QUALITY FUELS
All in sealed bags weight guaranteed
STOCKiSTS OF CALOR AND FLO GAS

Customer is
No. 1
"If pleased tell others
If not tell us"

For Fast & Friendly Delivery". _
_BLACK DIAMOND POLISH
The premium Quality house
coal.

• ANTHRACITE
BEANS & GRAINS
For hopper fed appliances.

-FIRE FLAME TEXAN
The premium coal with a fast
Lighting, bright, attractive

• LOGS & BRIQUETTES
Quality logs & Briquettes.

~ENGLISH

-.

Finest quality house coal.
• QUALITY SLACK
The great coal stretcher.

- GAS
Large and
gas .

~mall

cylinders of

II>CDL SMOKELESS
High performance smokless

,WONDER COAL
The exclusive CDL coal
additive for intense heat.

Coal
"GOLD GLO
Grade 'A' Anthracite. The top
~uality fuel for appliances.

bSTANDARD ANTHRACITE
The eCDnomy priced
anthracite.
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tory to tumiltous applause. Lion Willie
Coonan could be seen struggling in
fourth place. John (The Roost) finished strongly to take second while the
ape man was still struggling in third.
Tina Turner (Aidan Flood) had trouble
with her high heeled shoes and she
promised she would be better 'shod'
next year. Tina Turner finished - tailed
off last.
Presentations were then made by Lion
President Jim McCormack to first and
second in the race and to the best
fancy dress which was won by ape
man Padraig 'figures' Fitzgerald. The
time keeper was Tom Fox. The judge
was Victor Egan, Keith Griffin appeared
as assistant. Clerk of the course was
Peter Robinson and Bill Byrne was
Clark of Scales.
We received apologies from Jack
Weaferwho was to be official judge but
he was detained on unofficial business
in London.
The proceeds approx £2,000 from
sponsors and donations will be distributed between 3 local charities Maynooth Old Folks - Royal Canal
Amenity Group and Church of Ireland
Organ Restoration Fund.
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Civil Engineering Site Clearance
Building & General Contracting

Tel: (01) 286776

[!iJdty

~

B.Comm.A.C.A

J.W. Mulhern & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

KINGSCOURT
PHONE 286751
Naas.
Co. Kildare.
Tel: (045) 66535
FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENT

Aidan Flood P.R.O.
Maynooth/Kilcock
Lions Club

Eye
Hear
Aiming High
Congratulations to Jim Walsh of Carton Court on his victory in the Final of
the ICS Cup recently. With the help of
his team mates in Team Roadspeed,
Jim provided an exciting two days of
Basketball for his fans in Maynooth,
who watched the finals on RTE.
Street Talking moves to the Tribune
The Sunday Tribune was so impressed
by our Street Talking columnist that
they lured her away from the Newsletterwith promises of riches and fame as
their new Drama Critic. However, the
Newsletter bears no grudges against
our sister publication, and we wish
Mary O'Donnell well in her starring role
- and never mind what Hugh Leonard
says. Who was it said he felt about
critics, as lamp posts feel about doas?

Ladjes & Gents Heels
Whjle U Wait
Heels Lowered
Shoes Stretched

Now Localed End Un I ' , Oppo:; 1 tc Hear· C;H" Pdr·k Enlrance

...
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Ml\lN3TREET, M/\ YNQOTH

GROCERY, CONFECTIONARY, COOKED MEATS,
STATIONARY, NEWSPAPERS
CHOCOLATES, FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 am to 7 pm EACH DAY
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DIARY DATES
2nd
4th
14th
18th
19th
24th

25th
3rd
11th
16th

17th
17th
17th

Feb:Church of Ireland:
St. Mary's Church
Maynooth 8.00 p.m.
Feb:Sale of Work:
I.C.A. Hall.
10.30 am - 12.30 pm
Feb: International Night
I.C.A.
Feb:Greenfield Estate
Supper Dance,
Dunboyne.
Feb:Monster Bingo:
Parish Hall.
3.00 pm.
Feb:Kildare Community
Games Social night
Lumville House.
8.00 pm.
Feb:Confirmation Day:
Maynooth.
Mar: Athletic Club
Social Night
Dowlings
Mar: Post Primary
Supper Dance
8.00 pm
Mar: Royal canal Queen
competition and
Disco + Bar Ext:
Slims 10 pm - 2 am. ,
Mar:Patrick's Day Parade
11 am.
Mar:Daisy pat Competition
G.A.A. Field 3 pm . .
Mar:Dance: Parish Hall
10 pm - 2 am.

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
~ MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH
~ TEL: 285239

Ctit

Come and see the largest selection of bikes around.
From kiddies Trikes to Mountain bikes

OPEN 6 DAYS

9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Wednesday 1.30 p.m.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS

BACHELORS WALK, DUBLIN 1
Tel. 730532

3 ~2 280

I

Rcs;(jrnce)

GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
Ph 0 I} e : 2

e '{ 39 'f

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
MAYNOOTH
MORTALITY SOCIETY
The Annual General Meeting of the
society will be held in the Band Hall on
Sunday, February 26th '89 at 3.30 p.m.
The annual mass for deceased members will be offered on the same day at
11 a.m. Celebrant will be Fr. John
Nevin. Members are invited to attend.
Members will be notified before the
A.G.M. of the committees new proposals for 1989.
The Committee would greatly appreciate your attendance at the A.G.M. as
they have several recomendations to
make and cannot implementthemwithout your approval.

ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6': £11ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPl.IED

SHELL PETROL STA TlON

The Natiana I Lottery
;\f\J Cf\i\['jNOJUi, I\J/\!~",jf'l ;,\

P. Nolan
Secertary
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Castle, and caused it to be made a
prebendal Church, instead of Larah
Bryan. The perpetual right of presentation, however, even to the College
Church, was still reserved to him and
his successors down to the disestablishment of the Irish Church. In
1521 this prebend being vacant, it was
at tfie Earl's request, annexed to the
Mastership of the College, the Vicar of
Larah Bryan should be Sub-Master of
the College, in which he was also to
reside, while retaining the cure of souls
in the Parish of Larah Bryan.
The profits of the vicarage were to be
added to the funds of the College, with
exception of £6 13s 4d per annum, to
be paid to the vicar. Five marks were
to be deducted from the profits of the
vicarage for his support in the refectory. A 'good and learned curate' was
to be provided at the expense of the
College, to celebrate the divine service
in the 'Cathedral' of Larah Bryan. The
Members of the College were generally prohibited from going to market to
buy corn, on any occasion however
urgent, even for feasts of Charity.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F..

The College founded with so much
enthusiasm and generosity was given
very little time to develop and prove
itself. Only fourteen years after 1521
Maynooth Castle was stormed and
taken by the King's forces in 1535, and
in 1538 the College was suppressed
together with many other religious.
However the new college was not the
only casualty of this stormy century in
Irish History. With it fell the power of
the house of Kildare and the ninth earl,
who had built the college, died of grief
in December, 15340nhearingthenews
that his eldest son had come out in
open rebellion against the King of
England. This was something that he
and his Father the Great Earl, in spite
of all the ups and downs of their relationship with English crown, had managed to avoid.
Gerald the ninth earl of Kildare was
called Garret Og , or Garret MacAlison
after his mother, Alison Eustace, by
the Irish annalists. As a boy he spent
some years at the court of Henry VII as
a hostage for his father's loyalty. These
however must have been pleasant

years for not only are there records of
the King ordering for his use such
items as black velvet and tawny satin
doublets, crimson and tawny hose, and
velvet gowns trimmed with white lamb's
fur, not to mention boots, spurs, shoes
and slippers, but before he returned to
Ireland he had married Elizabeth
Zouche who was a cousin of he King
himself. Back in Ireland he was appointed Lord Deputy soon after the
death of his father in 1513:
His career followed the pattern of that
of hisfatherin many respects. He lived
and acted in Ireland as an Irish Chief,
furthering the interests of his family,
while at the same time trying to keep
the king satisfied that he was acting
only in the defence and best intersts of
the English crown. Unfortunately the
time was fast approaching when the
kings of England would feel strong
enough to refuse to tolerate this situation any longer.

BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSIER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVING~-

NO
WE PAY ON BOTH WINNERS F.P.P & R.O.R.
MORNING PRICES DAILY
HORSES TAKEN AT BOARD PRICES IF SP IS GREATER WE PAY SP.
OUR LIMIT = £30,000
ON ALL HANDICAPS WE PAY t ODDS A PLACE
6-7 RUNNERS
1, 2.
8-15 RUNNERS
1, 2, 3.
16 OR MORE RUNNERS 1, 2, 3, 4.
FREE DRAW ON LOSING DOCKETS DAILY
50P LUCKY 15
EACH DAY
£1 LUCKY 15
ON SATURDAY
DRAW TAKES PLACE AT NOON
WE REMAIN OPEN FOR DOG RACING
BETS TAKEN ON ALL MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS
BRUCE'S SPECIAL BETTING:
DAILY BONUS YANKEE - BONUS IS AT LEAST £100
FREE TRICAST - £XOO FREE TRICAST DAILY
COUPLED DOUBLES - YOU HAVE TIlO=HORSES RUNNING
FOR YOU IN THE ONE RACE
MONEY BACK RACE - EACH DAY WE HAVE A MONEY BACK RACE
IF YOUR SELECTION FINISHES SECOND
WE WILL REFUND YOUR STAKE.
WE PAY 20% BONUS ON ALL UP YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY 31
AND LUCKY 63.
ON A LUCKY 15 WE PAY 4 TIMES THE SP ON ONE WINNER.
ON A LUCKY 31 WE PAY 6 TIMES THE SP ON ONE WINNER.
ON A LUCKY 63 WE PAY 10 TIMES THE SP ON ONE WINNER.

AT BRUCES BETTING OFFICE IT IS A PLEASURE TO LAY AND A PLEASURE TO PAY.
FREE BETS BAILY

FREE BETS DAILY

NO TAX
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Exhi b i t i on Cent r e
Opposite the E.S.8. Showroom

Pho n e : 2 4 50 1 1
MILL LANE - LEIXLIP
QUALITY CARPET - BEDS - FURNITURE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODLE IN SHOP

BEDROOM CA R PET FROM £3 .99 Sq.

Yard~

BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WAS £750 NOW £550.00
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00
RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET
&

VINYLS FOR

(FEBRUARy)

FREE EXPERT FITTING (EX-CLERY' S)
~ -.

-:.-::;,_

.

HOUSE REMOVALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SUN 2 - 6 WEEKLY 10 - 6
F O R THE SITTING ROOM
Long Lasting Genera l Domesti c Carpet £5 .99 Sq Y rir d
r--------I
(5 y ea r qUd l dflt e e )
S P E C I AL
Long Last ing Canvas Back Carpet all Colour s
HALL, STAIRS & LANDING
( 8 y r 9 u a r a n te e )£ 8 .00 S (1 Y ri r ( j

CARPET FITTED.

80/20 Wool Carpets from £ 13 .95 Sq Yard
AVERAGE SIZE
80/20 Axminister Carpets from £19 .95 Sq Yar d
£199
Arm Chairs from £45 .00
Queen Anne Cottage Suite, 3 piece £ 1 99 .00'
Cottage Suite all Colours £ 150. 3 p iece 2 seat e r
Chesterfield Suite 3 Piece £ 2 99
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACESSORI[S INCLUDING
BEDROOM SEA TS £39.00 oddments £37 .00

BEDROOM STOOLS £18.00
HOUSE REMOVALS AND DELIVERI E S
Expert Fitting and Repairs ( ex - Clery ' s )
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SPORTS NEWS
fact that they had failed to take a point
in ten league outings was some consolation to us, or so we thought. At halftime and 0-3 down league form was for
the birds. The second half revival
commenced with a goal from Skipper
Purcell, which only served to cancel
out the visitors by then 0-4 lead. Minutes later, however Grove made it 1-5.
Then battle commenced. Goals came
Despite a spate of injuries the most in rapid succession from O'Brien,
recent period up to Christmas saw a Canning, McGovern and in the 89th
good showing in all bar one fixture. We minute Murtagh's equaliser 5-5. Extra
are in the happy position of topping the time produced a winner for us mid-way
League Division 3 table at the Christ- . through the first period, compliments
mas break.
of a casual Canning back heel.

COLLEGE GREEN f.e.

Div 3 table after 11/12/88
P W D L Pts.
College Green 12 9
2 2 20
13 6
5 2 17
Clonee Utd
12 5 6
1 16
Dunleek
Stackcillen Rov.13 5
6 2 16
11
5 4 2 14
Dunboyne
Electro Celtic
9 6 2 1 14
Munsterconnaught
13 5
3 5
13
Shambo
12 2 7 3
11
3 4 4
10
Athboy Utd. ' 11
College Rovers 12 3
1 8 7
Claremont
20 0 0 20 0

RESULTS
College Green 2
Shambo 0
The battle betwen last. season's promoted sides resulted in a clear cut
home win for the 1987/88 Div. 4 Runners-up.
Dunleek (1) 3
College Green (1) 3
Gerry Murtagh equalised an early
Dunleek lead, only to see us slip 1-3
down. However, goals from battle
scared Paddy Govern (doing impressions of Kevin Moran) and Ciaran
McGroarty gave us ashare of the pOints.
This was a thriller and the large crowd
enjoyed a skillful, fast moving game,
later to be christened "the narrow
squeak in Dunleek".
College Green (0) 6
After extra time
Grove Rangers (3) 5
This was one to tell the grandchildren.
A "Lazarus like come back" the Evening Press called our recovery, from 15 down to win 6-5. the Div. 1A giants
jrom Drogheda were an intimidating
first round, Challenge Cup draw. The

If it is possible to single out one outstanding individual after that display,
then inevitably it hadto be young Cavan
Lad, McGovern.
College Green (1) 3
Dunboyne(O)O
Gerry Murtagh put us into the lead
agai nst the run of play. Only in the final
quarter did goals from John Hughes
and Ray Broughan allow us a comfortable margin. As always Dunboyne
provided us with a hard fought battle.
College Green (0) 1
Clonee Utd. (3) 5
The less said about this the better. A
minor aberration: hopefully! Paddy
McGovern got a late consolation penalty.
College Green (3) 3
Athboy Utd. (0) 2
A brilliant opener for Ray Broughan,
from a Paddy McGovern pass, set the
scene for a 3-0 half-time lead. Gerry
Murtagh added the other two. However this flattering half-time scoreline
was put into a more sensible context,
when Athboy pulled two back in the
second half. The visitors travelled home
probably feeling that they deserved a
share ofthe spoils and who could argue
with that.

Happy New Year
On behalf of the club I would like to
wish all our supporters, sponsors and
all at the "Newsletter" all the best for
1989.
Declan Forde
Chairman/P.R.O.
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MAYNOOTH G.A.A. CLUB
The Annual General Meeting of
Maynooth GAA. Club was held on
Sunday 8th January. There was a very
big attendance. In his welcoming
address M. Gillick, Chairman, thanked
all who helped in any way in the running of the club for the past year, also
those who sponsored the various
events. He had a special word of
thanks to the school teachers who did
so much good work with the juvenile
teams.
Our junior A & B teams competed well
in their respective leagues and finished very close to the top teams.
Our A team was beaten in the semi
final of the junior championship. As
most of our . players are young the
chairman said the future of the club
looks good.
The secretary, Tommy Fay, gave a
comprehensive report on the workings
of the club but his address was tinged
by a bit of sadness as he announced
that he was stepping down from the
position he has filled so well for the last
fifteen years . He said it was for personal reasons, but assured all that he
would always be a loyal Maynooth
supporter.
The treasurer, Jimmy McLoughlin, gave
a detailed account which showed that
the club is in a sound financial position.
A long discussion took place on the
proposed new pavilion for which planning permission is now being sought. It
was agreed by all that this should be
stepped up.
Officers elected for the coming year
Patrons: Fr. Supple, Rev. Williamson
Presidents: Jim Nolan, Josie Murphy,
DinnyBreen, Phil Brady, Paddy Dunne.
Vice Presidents: Ollie Reilly, Tim
Twomey, B. Edwards (Snr.).
Chairman: M. Gillick
Vice Chairman: M. Kelly
Secretary: D. Mee
Assistant Secretary : T. Fay
Treasurer: J . McLoughlin
PRO: M. Cadden
Team Manager and Trainer: M. Meally
Committee: Fr. Thynne, M. Meally, P.
Nevin, P. O'Toole, M. Ryan, J. Ennis,
J. Tracey, L. Lacey, J. Nevin, J. Lawlor,
M. Lawless, K. Connolly.

DUBLIN LEAGUES u/14
GAELIC FOOTBALL
Maynooth 8 goals 2 pOints
Na Fianna 2 goals 4 pOints
Maynooth G.A.A. got oftto a flying start
for the New Year when the UJ14 footbailers completely overwhelmed the
fancied Dublin side played inverywindy
conditions at Santry Ave., on the 14th

sion had been taken as Na Fianna
were dominating play and took a well
deserved lead with two excellent points.
Maynooth were finding life difficult at
this stage and but for some great play
by Michael Meally and Allen O'Shea in
the backs Na Fianna would have got
through for more scores. Man of the
match Edward Mitchell at centre half
forward came into his own at this stage
and a shrewd positional switch which
saw John Lynch go to left half forward
and Colin Browne to full forward completely transformed the forward line,
and resulted in Maynooth having a 10
point half time.
The Maynooth lads knew that a 10
point lead was not such a substantial

face so they set themselves the task of
building on the half time lead, and this
they did immediately scoring a goal
and a point in the first few minutes.
There was no way back for Na Fianna
at this stage and with Derek Fleming in
goals displaying a renewed confidence
the entire Maynooth team moved into
top gear and such was their dominance they led by 23 points at one
stage, and it was ·only in the last 5
minutes that the 2 goals were scored
against them but by then they had
done Maynooth and Kildare football
proud. Well done to everyone ofthe 20
players who travelled.

January. Na Fianna had set a very hot
pace in the league so the Maynooth
lads knew what had to be done right
from the outset.
Havingwonthetoss,Maynoothelected
to play with the wind. but for a time it
Michael Caden
looked as if perhaps the wrong deci____________________________~ie~a~d~c~o~n~si~d~e~rin~g~th~ewg~a~1e~~th~e~y~h~a~dwt~o_~____________~P.R.O. _______

MAVNOOTH TOWN F.e.

MAYNOOTH ATHLETIC CLUB

Fr. Murphys Athboy was the venue for
the Leinster cross-country championships for Vet Ladies 0/30 - 0/40, Vet.
men 0/35 and Girls U/17.
Once again our vet ladies kept the club
colours to the fore with a fine win for
Patsy McCluskey in the vet ladies 0/
40, Helen Redmond was 3rd and Marie
Gleeson fifteenth. These three ladies
gained first club award and were also
on the county team which was placed
second. Bernie Dunne was sixteenth
in the ladies 0/30 and was also on the
winning county team. Carmel Noonan
had herbest run of the season, coming
5th in the girls U/17. Also running well
in this race was Lisa McCluskey 9th
and Catherine Gleeson seventeenth.
Unfortunately they hadn't a fourth person to make a team. David Jolly was
our only competitor in the mens 0/35.
Monday 9th January was an outing of
a different kind when over 30 of our
juvenile members were tak~n to ~ee
"Cinderella" which they enjoyed Immensely.
Margaret Noonan
& Barbara Tracey

The committee would like to thank all
who supported our Christmas draw
and indeed our weekend draw in the
past year and we look forward to your
support in the coming year and WOUld ..
like to wish every one a belated happy
and healthy New Year.
Our annual Christmas night out was a
happy event and we renewed our
friendship with Henry Carthy (ex Caulfield's) in the Emmet Tavern in Trim.
Henry indeed looked after us well with
sambos and music. A good night was
had by all.
The next eventwason New Year's Day
when Kilbarrack Utd. came down to
Maynooth for a match which ended in
atwo all draw. Everybody was pleased
with the game and retired to Caulfields
where Mrs. E. Carey had laid on soup
which was very welcome, and another
gOQd night was had by all. In return we
have been invited to play in Kilbarrack
in the near future.
Well on the football and league scene
ourfirstteam played Celbridge on Sunday 15th Jan. it proved to be a very fast
game finishing up with a one all draw.
Our goal was scored by Tony .Kearns.
Well done Tony and welcome back
Noel Kearns after injuries, and new
players Ray . Lanigan and Maurice
McGeliget (Keeper).
All the team
played very well and really put every
thing into the game which a lot of
people say should have been ours.
Well played lads. The season is not
over yet and if our lads keep up the
good work we are still in a pOSition to
bring home a cup or two.
On the dull side we have been having
a lotoftrouble in and aroundourdressing rooms, what with cider parties,
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vandalism and such and both we and
the Gardai would welcome any inforniation. After all the pitch, dressing
room and indeed the club is for the
youth of the area, and what they are
doing they are doing to their own.
Again thank you for your support. All
the best in sport.
Following the Christmas break things
have been getting back to normal on
the playing front and while results have
not been outstanding, hopefully we
can look forward to better things in the
remaining months of the season. Our
chances have not been helped by injuries to key players and the curse of
emigration. Indeed someone remarked
recently that a team of "Maynooth Town
Exiles"would probably be good enough
to win the League. Nevertheless the
sigQs have been there that there is still
plenty of ability in the club and that all
that is needed is a bit more effort and a
little luck for results to improve dramatically. The First Team's results
have shown in recent weeks just how
the Second Team has been constantly
chopped and changed due to injuries
and the First Team calls, and this
explains the difficulty of getting results
in a very tough division. The First
Teams results have shown in recent
weeks just how competitive the Premier Division is and how narrow the
gap between top and bottom.
January 8th
Maynooth Town 2
Grangewoodblne 6.
This was an extraordinary result for at
no time were we four goals inferiorto a
side challenging for League honours
and it was only a series of defensive
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Main Street, Maynooth (01) 285946
Co. Kildare
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STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q & Q, DIGITAL

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD & SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS & LIGHTERS
GALWAY & CAVAN CRYSTALS
BELLEEK & DONEGAL CHINl\
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICS
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Repairs
Service
&
Maintenance

.

Switches
Sockets
Lights'

EXTRA SOCKETS & LIGHTS FI7TED
OUTSIDE LIGHTS FITTED

MAYNOOTH VIDEO CLUB
TOWN cENTRE MALL
MAIN ST.,

MAYNOOTH.

PH. 285748
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FRI

COOKERS
WASHING MACHINES
VACUUM CLEANERS
HEATERS

} - - Checked and Renewed

1p.m.
Ip.m.
SATURDAY
2p.m.
SUNDAY
BANK HOLIDAYS 2p.m.
~

286595

or phone

-

8.30
7.00
6.00
6.00

RENT A V1DEO MACHINE FOR 30 DAYS
& CHOOsE 30 FREE FIlM f S FOR £25. 00

,vv \

J

~'"V~4 V'--V-V-V-~v

FOR 1 Weeks £10 2 Weeks £15 3 Weeks £21 41

+ 7 Free Films
+ 14 Free Films
+ 20 Free Films

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

errors that made the difference. Tony
Keams and John Doyle scored.
January 15th
Maynooth Town 1
celbrldge Town 1
This was much more like It! No doubt
because of a "needle" element of a
local derby, the players responded
magnificiently and gave the league
leaders the fright of their lives. A large
crowd witnessed a tough but generally.
sporting battle, with good football and
chances to both sides. Following a
scoreless first half, Maynooth put strong
pressure and It was totally against the
run of play when a slack by-pass al- .
lowed Celbridge to take the Lead.
However the home side did not allow
this setback to upset them and continued to press strongly. They were
rewarded when Tony Keams finished
a left wing comer to the Celbridge net
half-way through the second half. After that play was fairly evenly divided
and a draw was probably a fair result,
though Maynooth had a glorious.
chance to win the game just before the
end. In a great team performance,
Noel Byrne, Paul McCourt, Philip Doyle,
Gerry Tracey, Tony Keams and Ray
McArdle were outstanding and the
feeling shared by most people coming
away frdm the match was: "Why can't
they play like that every week?".

-

Gerry Durack P.R.O.

BASKETBALL
Congratulations to "Team L" on winning the Basketball Tournament In the
Boys Natl9nal School. The teams Is as
follows:Brendan Hanley (Capt.)
John Higgins
Paul Flood
Alan Gaffney
John Paul McMahon
RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
At the halfway point In the 1988/89
HellalEcco Rally Championship the
Maynooth based rally team of Ted
Gaffney and Don Foley are leading the
series. Following the Co. Kildare Motor
Clubs' Heartbreak Rally on Saturday
the 7th January they now hold an eight
point lead over their nearest rivals.
Havlngflnlshed 3rdoverall In last years'
National Rally Championship they are
also ~trong contenders again this year,
but having missed two of the county
rounds run to date they have a lot to do
to take the overall title.

COLLEGE N EWS
Student Union Survey
of Pass Rates
The College's Student Union has recently completed a study of pass rates
among students between ·the years
1981 and 1988. For First Arts, the
study concluded that there has been a
gradual rise in failure rates over the
period concerned, from 17%in 1981 to
38% in 1987. The study also compares the number of students registering for First Arts with the number who
eventually get the B.A. three years
later. The number eventually qualifyIng has generally been around the two
thirds mark, although there was a signlficant drop to 56% in 1984.
The Students Union finds the growing
First Arts failure rate disturbing, although it!s difficult to explain It. It could
be due to a lowering in the quality of
students Elmtering the college, although
with entry standards rising all the time,
this Is unlikely. It i's also possible that
the growing pressue on students to do
well may be taking its toll. Other possibilities are that marking standards
are being raised bY'departments, or
that teaching standards are dropping.
As regards the latter, the Student Union has decided to carry out a survey of
teaching standards among students.
Although such surveys are common
practice, and officially supported in
North American universities, they tend
to be v!e.!Ned negatively by college
authorities on this side of the water. It
will be interesting to see what the results of this venture on the part of the
Student Union will bel
Security Problems
In a previous Issue of the Newsletter,
reference was made to a growi ng problem with thefts around the ColleQe.
Unfortunately, things appear to be going
from bad to worse. Several valuable
items of equipment have been stolen
from the residential area of the campus. One staff member had the boot of
.hls car broken Into In the Arts Block car
park and all the contents removed; in
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addition, his petrol tank was siphoned
dry. While this happened at nighttime,
much more disturbing was the fact that
a staff member had a substantial sum
of money stolen from her office, also in
the Arts Block, during the morning.
Again, the College authorities urges all
staff and students to be extra careful
with all personal effects, to lock all
offices before vacating them, and to
report any suspicious movements to
the security staff.
Young Scientists Exhibition
While the rest of the teaching staff
were enjoying the last few days of the
Christmas
break,
Proinnsias
Breathnach of ilie Geography department was busy helping out with the
judging for the Aer Lingus Young Scientists at the R.D .S. In fact, Prionnsias
was Chairman of the panel judging the
group.projects in the Social and Environmental Section, one of three sections into which the entries are grouped.
As panel chairman, Prionnsias was
involved in the final stages of the judging process, when the top prizes were
decided. Proinnsias, who is the only
college staff member on the panel of
judges, and who has been involved for
a number of years, tells us that it is
quite a hectic experience, but most
enjoyable and interesting nonetheless.
MusiC In College
Details of the programme of public
recitals organised by the College Music Departmentfor February and March
are provided in a separate panel elsewhere in this issue. The public are
welcome to attend the lunchtime concerts which are held on most Mondays
between 13.15 and 14.00 in the Education Hall (Old Campus). The major
forthcoming event is the performance
by the College Choral Society of
Haydn's "Creation" on Sunday March
12th, In the College Chapel. The guesr
soloists will be Mary Hegarty, EmmanualLawlerand NlgelWiIIlams. Tickets
for this performance will be in great
demand, and anyone intereted in attenqing should contact a member of
staff or the Music Department directly
at 285222.
.
MAYNOOTH PRAYER GROUP
A Charismatic Prayer Group is
held
in Salesian House Oratory every
Tuesday evening at 8.15 p.m.
Everybody welcome
If you playa musical instrument

I

O'Hagan Fashion
Boutique
Main Street
Leixlip
Co . Kildare

SUPER

~

(Beside E. S. B.

Showrooms)

Telephone 244666

PRICE SALE NOW ON.

FANTASTIC REDUCTIONS
ON ALL STOCK.
OPEN: MON-SAT.

9.30 - 6.30 eel ubs

c\

.2i
~~

in opera t {on)

LATE OPENING.
THURS &: FRI.

~

~~~~~'----------------~------------~jf~~

Young Folk

CHILDRENS' BOUTIQUE
Main Street
Leixlip
Co. Kildare

(8eside FRENCH Estates)

Pllone 244248

SUPER ~ PRICE SALE NOW ON.
BABYWEAR & CHILDRENS WEAR.

OPEN MON-SAT 9.30
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6.00

DON MOORE
Carpet Care Services
Phone 271524 (Evenings)
PH. 271772 (Office Hours)

If it's Carpet
We fit it, stretcli it, stick it, lift it expert fitting

CARPET CLEANING
Give your carpet a new lease of life
Have your Axminster Carpet
steam cleaned- from as little as
£15.00
Main st.,
~~ynooth.

Tel: 01/286628/286301

Co • K i l dar e .

Parts and accessories
for all makes of cars,
trucks and tractors.
Batter ies .Plugs
Exhausts) Brake Pads

YOUR

LOCAL

UNDERTAKERS
R()Ch
SC) II H
MOURNING COACHES, WREATHS, ETC.

re().-t &

Funeral Undertakers, Kilcock t
Phone day or night

Connaught st,

RiIC()Ck
R()CII (e('Jet
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DERMOT BRADLEY
49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
MAYNOOTH TEL: 285387
24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
AND
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YOUR MORE AT HOME WITH McCRORY'S COAL
STOCK UP NOW WITH BEST QUAL I TY
COAL
SLACK
COAL BRIQUETTES
EXTRACI TE
WONDER COAL
ANTHRACI IE
BACK BOllER BEANS

NO DELIVERY CHARGE

FROM: BILLY McCRORY

1'7 Kingsbry, Maynooth

PHONE:286859

or'

251202

YOUR LOCA~BLINDMA
FACTORY PRICES

DENIS MALONE
BLINDMAKERS LIMITED
Cooldrinagh, Leixlip
~
2 4 4 9 4 3 anytime
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
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WE MANUFACTURE
TOP QUALITY
ROLLER, VENETIAN AND
VERTICAL BLINDS.
FULL REPAIR SERVICES
TO ALL TYPES.
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER
BLIND REVERSED

MAYNOOTH POST PRIMARY

John Drennan

SCHOOLPARENT~EACHER

ASSOCIATION

One of the functions of the Association
is fundraising and they have recently
presented the school with another video
and T.V. set.
Dates for your Diary for other fundraising events.
February 9th: Monster Bingo in Parish
Hall (Sunday afternoon)
March 11th: Supper Dance in Parish
Hall. Tickets £5.00 other details later.
May (Date not set)
Table Quiz in Keane's
Lounge, Kilcloon.
Parents are now involved in hosting
Coffee Mornings in their own houses
with the proceeds (£2 per head) going
to the school.
William Cough an
Chairman P.T.A.
We wish to congratulate our following
past students who were conferred last
Autumn with their degrees.
Margaret Cremin
Elizabeth Dunbar
Noelle Donnelly
Michael Noone

Hugh O'Donnell
Vincent Murphy
Elaine Murphy

Owen Dockery

B.Sc.
Maynooth College
B.Sc.
Maynooth College
BA (Hons.)
Maynooth College
Dip in Mechanical
Engineering
Bolton Street
B.A. (Hons.)
Trinity College
B.Sc. (Computers)
N.I.H.E., Dublin.
Cert in Dental
Nursing
Trinity College
BA H. Dip.
Maynooth College

TRAVELLERS' NEWS
As everyone probably knows by now
Kildare County Council has provided a
halting site for the travelling population
of Maynooth. The site consists of 6
'bays' each with toilet, shower, washing and cooking facilities. The travellers su pply thei r own caravans and pay
£3 rent per week plus the cost of the
electricity they use. There is also a
play area (unfurnished at the moment)
and a grazing area for animals. A
fulltime caretaker is employed to take
care of rent collection and the day to
day running of the site.
The provision of this site has been welcomed by both the travellers and the

Breda O'Flaherty
Kevin Carey

Sophie Burns
Ann O'Connor
Joan Healy
Philip Crowe
Esa Nolan
Paul Powell
Declan Doyle

BA H. Dip
Maynooth College
BA H. Dip
Trinity College
B.A. Gold Medal and
Scholarship to Princeton, U.SA
Trinity College
B.S. H. Dip (Hons.)
Maynooth College
BA
Maynooth College
B.A.
Maynooth College
BA
Maynooth College
Dip in Geo-Surveying
Bolton Street
B.Sc. (Computers)
N.I.H.E., Dublin
Dip in Mechanical
Engineering
Bolton Street

THE TRIP TO ARMAGH

On Wednesday, 14th December the
Intermediate Certificate classes and
some of the secretarial students paid a
visittothe Planetarium in Armagh. The
trip was organised for the purpose of
developing an interest in science and
was both educational and enjoyable.
Visits to the Armagh Planetarium are
not a commori feature of schools in the
Republic. It was the first time that such
a tour was organised for Maynooth
Post Primary School but because of its'
huge success other tours are certain to
follow. As one of the teachers present
on the occasion I can strongly recommend such a trip as being both cultural
and interestinq.
The lecturers at the Planetarium gave
us a warm welcome because of their
association with Dunsink Observatory
and with Maynooth College.
Our students left Maynooth at about
settled community for very obvious
reasons and forms part of a long term
plan which will hopefully lead to a full
settlement and integration into the
community of the travelling families.
Experience has shown that the permanenet settlement of travellers, accustomed as they are to moving from
place to place for generations, is a slow
process. There are social, cultural and
economic. barriers to be overcome by
both the travellers and settled communityalike. Halting sites provide travellers with an introduction to permanent
settlement. The tendency is for families, once having experienced living on
the sites, to travel less especially dur48

9.10 p.m. travelling by Barton's bus,
and arrived in Armagh at about
11.35a.m. We then visited a resource
are<i of the Planetarium where the
students were allowed to operate
computers which gave information on
space travel and on many aspects of
the solar travel and on many aspects
of the solar system. The graphics on
these computers were excellent. Also
on display were a number of optical
experiments which are part of our science syllabus.
Our lunch break lasted from 12.45 p.m.
to 2.00 p.m. This gave time for a quick
visit to the town and some shopping.
At 2.00 p.m. sharp we entered the
Planetarium where a speCial show
called "The Star of Bethleham" was put
onforus. The room was darkened and
the projector went into action giving a
very vivid picture of the sky as it appeared to the Magi. During the show
various theories and demonstrations
were presented in an attempt to explain what these wise men might have
seen at the birth of Christ. Was it a
meteor, a comet, a super nova or a
conjunction of planets. While we can
never know for certai n what happened
in the sky during the first Christmas,
nevertheless, the presentation of various theories was fascinating.
After the slJecial show, our students
had time for a quick session on the
computers in the resource area before
boarding the bus of the return journey.
We left Armagh at about 3.30 p.m. and
arrived back in Maynooth at 6.00 p.m.
with happy memories of the warm welcome we had received.
Michael J. Walsh
Maynoot Post Primary School

ing the school year and to eventually
want to 'settle' in one area.
Through this process, education, both
formal and informal, plays a major role
in assisting travellers to gain the confidence and knowledge necessary for
integration into the settled community.
For this reason, in areas where sites
have been provided, "Settlement
Committees" have been established to
assist travellers with the provision of
educational and recreational faCilities.
The purpose of the committees is to
liaise with the travellers social worker,
caretaker statutary and non-statutary
bodies, schools and general public.
Such a committee has now been es-

·tablished in Maynootti. Its first task,
the provision of school transport has
been. accomplished and 20 children
startea ~chool on 16th January. 98%
of the cost is provided by the Department of Education, the remaining 2%
(£55 approx) will have to be provided
by the committee through fund raising
activities.
There are at present a numberof preschool children, and 5 young adults
living on the site. It is essential to
provide education and recreational facilities forth em; pre-school play groups
for the under six:s and structured recreational educational activities for'the
12-16 year olds.
To provide these services, a communal area will be needed on the site, e.g .
a pre-fab or other suitable building.
While the statutary and non-statutary
bodies will give grants towards some
of the costs, the committee will have to
raise a proportion of the funds themselves .
There is we know, a feeling of antipa-

thy towards giving "handouts" to travellers and many may be reluctant to
donate money to such a cause. The
Settlement Committee believes "handouts" to be detrimental in the long
term and seeks to help develop a sense
of independence among travellers.
Therefore, all ourfundraising activities
will be directed towards the provision
of educational and other such needs.
It is inthe long term interests of both the
settled as well as the travelling community that such provision be made.
Therefore, in forthcoming fundraising
activities we would ask you to be as
generous as you can . Another matter
we will seek to attend to is the fact that
despite the provision of the site, some
travellers are still living on the road
side . This situation has arisen because the site, which holds only six
families, is too small to contain all travellers indigenous to Maynooth . As
soon as a vacancy occurs the family
now living on the Kilcock road will move
into the site . .

Another matter which has come to our
attention is the harrasment many shops
suffered at the hands of the groups of
travellers a few weeks before Christmas.
On investigation we found that this
group were not connected with
Maynooth travellers, but were from
Dublin, 'dropped' into the town in the
morning and picked up in the evening.
this type of activity by 'outsiders' gives
all travellers a bad name which they
don't deserve. Indeed, inquiries have
shown tilat by and large, travellers
indigenous to Maynooth cause very
little annoyance and tend to keep to
themselves.
We would welcome anyone who is
interested in helping us orwho has any
helpful suggestions. We can be contacted via the Community Council Offices. Tel : 285922 . The Officers of the
Committee are as follows :

Chairperson: Margaret Clince
Secretary: Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
Treasurer: Kay McKeogh

.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
PLANNING APPLICATIONS
188/000995

Maynooth G.AA Club,
clo J.S. Deane Arch .,
11 Brookfield,
Anglesea Rd., Dublin 4.

P 09/12199

Extension to existing club prerr
ises, containing Squash Court
members lounge and bar.
Refreshments/function area.
Kitchen, stores and toilets
Moyglar~' Road, Maynooth .

88/001072

Michael .Coyne,
Kilmacre.qqock,
Maynoot!:l,.
Co. Kildare.

P 13/12188

Erection ,Of dwelling and septic
tank.
.,
Kilmacreddock, Maynooth .

88/001162

McGee Celbridge Homes Ltd.
Maynooth Rd.,
Celbridge, Co . Kildare.

P 05/12188

Retention of house as con
structed, i.e. conversion of
approved garage. to playroom
to sites 127, 129 and 130.
Beatty Park, Celbridge.

88/001178

T. Moore & M. Freeney
485, S'traffan Road, Maynooth
Co . Kildare.

P 09/12188

Erection of 4 bedroom bunga
low, garage and septic tank.
Ballygoran, Maynooth.

The family, brothers, sisters, relatives
of the late James (Jim) Horan, Newtown wish to thank mo'st sincerely all
who sympathfsed with. them in their
recent sad be'reavement, those who
attended removal,
mass,
and funeral,
.,-to-.'
those who sent mass cards, floral tributes, serephi~icars, letters of sympathY, the kind \heighbours. A special
word of thanks to the ':Timlin family
Ballina.
Please accept this ,
accknowledgement asa token of our
appreciation~ The HolYSacrefice of
the Mass wlif be offeredi9r your intentions.
FAY - The brothers,' sisters, nephews,
nieces and family of the late Michael
(Mikie) Fay, Newtown, Maynooth wish
to', thank most sincerely;all those who
sympathised with them in their recent
sad bereavement Those who sent
Mass Cards, Everlasting Gift, Letters
of Sympath\, and Floral Tributes. Those
who attended removal of Remains
Mass and Funeral. A special word of
thanks to Dr. Cowhey, local Gardai,
Oliver Reilly Undertakers and his many
friends in the Labour Party. Trusting
this will be accepted by all as an expression of( our gratitude. The Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered for
the intentions of all.
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Eileen McGovern and the Flynn and
Browne families wish to thank most
sincerely all those who sympathised
with them on the recent sad bereavement of Brid Browne, those who attended the removal, Mass and funeral.
All those who sent Mass cards 'and
wreaths. As it would be impossible to
thank everyone individblally, we trust
that this will be accepted as a token of
our appreciation. Mass will be offered
for all your intentions.

Kenny - The wife and family of the late
James (Jim) Kenny 480 Straffan Rd.,
Maynooth, wish to thank most sincerely
all those who sympathised with them
in theirrecent sad bereavement. Those
who sent mass cards, wreaths, letters
of sympathy, attended removal of
remains and funeral mass. A special
word of thanks to Dr. and Mrs Waldron
and the nu rsing home and Naas hospital, Fr. Supple and Fr. Cogan, Dr.
Cowhey and all our good neighbours
and friends. As a token of our appreciation the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
will be offered for your intentions.

SYMPATHY
To Eileen McGovern, Greenfield on
the death of her sister the late Breda
Browne, Timahoe .

Sympathy t0' wife, sons, daughters,
brothers, sisters, nephews, nieces and
relatives of the late Gerry O'Neill,
England formerly Greenfield.
Sympathy to Tom Gaffney, Greenfield'
Drive on the death of his mother in
Dilleshan, Laois.
Sympathy to son, daughters, sister,
son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brotherin-law, sister-in-law, grandchildren and
relatives fo the late Catherine Walsh
Mooneycooley, late Cashel, Castlebar.
Sympathy to brothers, sisters, nephews, nieces, relatives of the late James
(Jim) Horan, Newtown.
Sympathy to Mrs. Ciss Waldron, O'Neill
Park, Maynooth and Mr. James Dowling, Greenfield, Maynooth onthe death
of their sister Mrs. Bridget Taffe, England.
Sympathy to Mr. Jim Moore, O'Neill
Park, Maynooth, on the death of his
mother, Mrs. Mary Ann Moore from
Drogheda.
Sympathy to Mrs. Molly Heslin, Smithstown House, Maynooth, on the death
of her mother Mrs. Alice Moore from
Dublin.
Sympathy to the family, relatives, of
the late Mrs. Kathleen Walshe,
Mooneycooley, Maynooth and late of
Old Carton, Maynooth.
Sympathy to Miss. Gertrude Hyland,
The Harbour, Maynooth on the death
of her brother, Mr. John Hyland from
Dublin.
Sympathy to Sister Aquinas, Presentation Covent, Maynooth on the death
of her mother Mrs. Christina Gannon
from Dublin.

WELCOME
Lyreen Residents' extend a warm
welcome to Mrs. Cassidy, who has
taken up residence in Leinster Cottages.

Tomas and Michael Martin
would like to extend a
warm welcome to their
parents, Bernard and Greta
Martin who have recently
come to live in Maynooth.

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Congratulations to Michael and Eileen
McGovern, Greenfield who celebrated
their 9th Wedding Anniversary on Jan.
26th from their five daughters, Karina,'
Stacey, Michelle, Debbie and Regina,
with lots of love & best wishes.
PEARL
Congratulations to Paddy and Bernadette Barlow, Greenfield who celebrated their 30th Wedding Anniversary. Feb. 4th.
WOODEN
Congratulations to Tony and Bernadette Price (nee Barlow) Prosperous, who celebrated their 5th wedding
anniversary, Feb. 6th.
Congratulations to Mary and Jack
Simon of Railpark on their Fifteenth
Wedding Anniversary on the16th February.
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
Octogenarian
Very best wishes to Phil Brady, clock
House, who celebrates his 82nd birthday on Feb. 19th, this comes from all
the patrons of Clock House.
Thomas Fay, Parson St., Age 13, Jan.
29th.
Bernadette Price (neer Barlow), Prosperous, Jan. 28th.
Eva Barlow, Lucan, Age 9 Feb. 2nd.
Darren Naughton, Gre~nfield, Age 9,
Feb. 14th.
Ray Troy, Av?ndale, Le,ixlip, Jan. 8th.
Mrs. P. Burke, Ballygoran, Jan. 8th.
John Saults, Parson St., Jan. 10th.
Mrs. G. McTernan, Parson St., Jan.
11th.
Her grandchildren, Maeve. McTernan,
Avondale, Leixlip, Age 12,Jan.24th.
Gillian McTernan, Highfield, Kilcock,
Age 7, Jan. 24th.
Her sons, Larry McTernan, Highfield,
Kilcock, Feb. 25th.
. Gerard McTernan, Greenfield, Feb.
27th.
Mrs Shirley Cummins, Highfield,
Kilcock, Feb. 12th and daughter Niamh,
Age 5, Feb. 5th.
Mrs. Mary (Doolie) O'Brien, Newtown,
Jan. 23rd.
,!Ii1rs. Mary Halligan, Station Rd., Leixlip,
Feb.3rd.
Congratulations to Patricia, Dempsey
who cel~brated her 21 st birthday on
the 31 st January.
Belated Happy 21 st Birthday to Noel
Tracey,'Greenfield, Dec. 20th.
Happy Brithday to Nanny Connolly
Larchfield Nursing Home, 91 years 1st
Feb. Love from Madge, grand children, great grand children.

'Congratulations to Siobhan Bennett
who celebrated her 21 st birthday on
the 14th January.
'Happy Birthday to. Karina McGovern,
Greenfieldwho celebrated her 8th birthday on Jan. 14th from Nannie, Una &
Uncle Kevin.'
To Doreen Tracey, Greenfield, Jan.
17th, to David Tracey, Jan. 17th and
Lisa Morrisey Baltracey, Jan. 17th.
To Una McGovern, Greenfield, Feb.
2nd and Barry Collins, Mariaville, Feb.
5th and Brian Collins, Feb. 10th.
Orla McStravick, 18 on 29th January.
Happy Birthday, Manus McCarronn, 2,
Greenfield 15th Feb., Yvonne McCarron 3 yrs 27th Feb., Denise McCarronn
11 yrs, 20 Mar. Love from Nana Imelda
and Peter.
Congratulations to Emer McDermott
and Ed Du Vivier of Rail Park on the
birth of a baby girl, Una in December.
CLASSIFIED
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weight, shape up, get fit or just have
fun? Aerobics classes have recommenced each Monday night in Leinster
Arms, Maynooth (Upstairs). Beginners class 8-9 p.m. Advanced 9-10
p.m. Membership £5, there after £2
nightly. Qualified figure therapist Ms.
Marie Maye. Enquiries (044) 75200.
Lady seeks part/full time employment.
Office and shop experience. Honest
and Conscientious. Refs. available.
Tel: 286016.
FOR SALE
VW Golf GTI full set of seats
2 sets alloy rims
Sirocco for breaking
Ted Gaffney,
Pagestown, Maynooth.
Tel: 286684
Irish Grinds given by Secondary School
Teacherto Honours Leaving Cert.leveL
Tel: 286868

-

Experienced Teacher ,is
willing to give grinds
up to leaving Cert.
level in Biology,
(Inter. Cert. Science
also) for information
please phone:28522 Ext.478.
he Newsletter would like to take this
pportunityto thank a Newsletter reader
or her kind donation made in January.

NEVER TAKE "NO"
FOR AN ANSWER
Yes
Q1.

Are you ready to meet

th~

costs of educating your children?

Q2. If you die or become disabled is your family protected?

No

DD
D. D

Q4. Are you paying too 'much for house/motor/shop insurance?

DO
D'D

Q5. .Are you happy with the amount of income tax you pay?

DO

Q6.

DO

Q3.

Is your money getting you the best (tax free) return?

Have you reviewed your existing investments/savings/insurance
plans recently?

Ifyou have ticked 'NO" to even one ofthese questions its time you talked to us. We
design and administerplans to meetyour needs. We also specialise in Endownment
Mortgages, Mortgage Protecti04 Pensions, Early Retirement Planning and .Investment
ofRedundancy lump sums.

Remember
We represent all the leading Financial and Insurance companies.

Contact us today
FRANK REGAN & ASSOCIATES lTD.

INDEPENDENT
INVESTMENT - FINANCE -INSURANCE
MAIN ST., MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE
Tel. 01-285377
Fax 01-285516

Our adVice is free and Impartial

z
BUSINESS PRINTING
THAT IS RIGHT UP
EVERYONE'S STREE'T
T h e road to success may not nm straight.
So it's reassuring to know that, whatever new challenge is waiting around the comer, there's always
one thing you can depend on.
The Cardinal Press range of Business Printing
services.
At The Cardinal Press we recognise that you need
services which exactly match the unique circumstances
of your business.
That's why we always offer professional assistance,
service and advice.
For example, we'll put together a packEge of
printing services to suit your individual business needs.
Helping you seize new opportunities as they anive. And
pointing out things you may not have considered, too.
Because we don't have a fixed tariff, you'll also
find our charges very competitive. Just ask for a quote.
All-in-all, The Cardinal Press can help you
Because, when it comes to Business Printing,
Services, The Cardinal Press is simply streets ahead.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Printing
Invoices, NCR Sets, Statements, Letterheads, Business Cards,
Tickets, & Posters

Books
Full ColoUi" Brochures
Newsletters
.Quality Wedding Stationery
Continuous Stationery
Colour Copying
Offis::e Stationery & Furniture
Typesetting (Laser & IBM)
Laser Printing
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding

Printing
Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Telephone (01) 286440/286695
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a
Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(Delpb/Cutlery/Glass/Table LinenZTables and
Chairs etc.)
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OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

Pot6p O'Bpi6R
Gatspinf1 GO. },l;().
"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH. PHONE: 286566
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EDITORIAL
MA YNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL

PUTTING THE PAT
INTO pATRICK

The Travellers

Travellers have been in the national
news recently, as Dublin County Council has attempted to pursue a policy of
Editorial Board
siting halting sites throughout the
Kay McKeogh
county.
These plans have been rePeter Denman
sisted
by
various
interests, despite the
Ann McStravick
plea
from
the
ArChbishop
of Dublin, Dr.
Suzanne Redmond
Desmond
Connell
for
some
compasElizahAth Ui Bhriain
sion
in
this
area.
Mary Simon
Most of the protests against the siting
Carol-Ann -Reaper
of halting sites relate to the anticipated
The opinions and statements ex- problems - vandalism, crime, dirt, falls
pressed in the articles are those of the in property values, assuming that all of
contributors and not necessarily those these are inevitable, while little attention is given to the needs of travellers
of the Editorial.
All matters to be included in the next for decent accommodation.
Unfortunately, many of the protesters
Edition of the Newsletter should be
are
decent people, who sincerely beaddressed to :lieve that they are the ones who are
being made to suffer, andthatof course
The Editor,
the
travellers should be accommoMaynooth Newsletter,
dated,
but of course, not on their doorTown Centre Mall, Maynooth,
step, and preferably as far away as
Tel: (01) 285922
possible. The fears of settled people of
Maximum number of words 500 per the consequences of halting sites in
article.
their locality may have some basis in
reality, sometimes caused by the settling
in problems of a small minority of
Copydate:
traveller
families . However, given tolMonday 13th March 5.00 p.m.
erance and understanding, and a dose
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
of the same generosity of spirit which
The Maynooth Newsletter is published moved the Irish nation to send overten
as a service to the people and organi- million pounds to help the poor and
sations of the neighbourhood. It is an homeless of Africaduringthe Band Aid
"open access" publication and will campaign, these problems can be
generally carry any material submitted resolved.
to it, subject to the law of the land and We have a halting site in Maynooth
to editorial judgement. The judgement since last October. Maynooth must be
is exercised by the Editorial Commit- unique in that there were no marches,
tee in order to preserve the independ- no demonstrations. The Community
ence and balance of the Newsletter. Council was consulted on the issue ;
the Committee reserves the right to the matter was fully debated; a Travelalter, abridge or omit material which in ler Settlement Committee composed
its opinion might rend the Newsletter ' initially of members of the settled
ithe promoter or mouth-piece of sec- community is working in liaison with
Ition al interests.
the travellers to help resolve the prob:Any cont ributor seeking furthe r guide- lems which residents of other areas
Ilines in th is matter is invited to contact fear will arise. So far, no major probith e committee.
lems have arisen, and the travellers
!
who were formerly forced to live in
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
shanty condition~ on t~e side ~f t~e
IWe requ eslallourcontributorstomake . road, can now live With the dignity
sure thei r material is legible. If pos- ' provided by privacy, and some small
sibl e. material should be typed, but as fa?ilities including a hard stand: w~ter,
inot everyone has access to typewrit - t?llets and showers. Th~ f!1edla hlghlers . th e best way to present.material is light the ugly scenes, giVing the Im'to use eith er neat legible writing or pression that trouble is inevitable and
block lette rs. on one side of the pape;) that travellers are unwelcome every"'------------.--.
where. Perhaps they should come to
Maynooth for a different picture .
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S1. Patrick's Day this year promises to
be an occasion of hilarity, as the
Community Council have laid out a day
of fun, starting with the parade, and
finishing with a dance in the Parish
Hall. The Parade is expected to be
bigger and better than ever, and RTE
have promised they will come this year.
For those soher enough to take it , the
afternoon will be spent in the Harbour
Field, watching Daisy Satchwell contributing the most desirable pat that
has ever been lusted after. Daisy's
whereabouts will be a closely guarded
secret, to prevent any attempts to bribe
her with castor oil or other inducements to put her pat on a particular
portion of the pasture. For those who
have been out of the vicinity , we refer
of course to the Daisy Pat Lottery, on
S1. Patrick's Day - the square where
Daisy decides to drop the first pat will
net its 'owner' some £300.

THIS ISSUE
A new feature has been included in
our pages this issue. Martin Doyle
contributes an article on the effects of
the recent budget on our wallets. If
other readers have ideas about features which they would like tocontribute, orwhich someone else cou ld write
up, we are always happy to hear from
them.

SHORT STORY
COMPETITION
Yes it's short story competition time
again.
Once again we call on all writers to
enter our annual short story competi tion. There are three age groups :
Under 12 years, 12 to 18 years, and
over 18 years. Stories may be about
any subject, and should be no longer
than 1500 words. To help the judges,
entries should be legible, either typed,
or written in block letters, and on one
side of the paper only;
Entries should be addressed to :
Short Story Competiton,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Community Council Offices,
The Mall,
Main Street, Maynooth
to arrive no later than
5.00 p.m., Monday, 15th May.
Details of -prizes will be given in the
next issue. Good Luck!

Doyles Shoe
Cen t r e
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The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Centre
WITH FULL Y TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDAi'J~f;

STOCKisTS OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
CLARKES,K SHOES,DUBARRY,
SARAH JAMES.LOAKES,
WESTCOAST, GABOR & NICKS
IRISH DANC~NG PUMPS & BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK
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super spring collection
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GABY AND GABOR LADIES FASHION SHOES NOW IN STOCK
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Out shoes fit as well as they look.
Do yours?

DoyZes Shoe Centre
FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT OF TOWN
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on the weekend of the 17th and 18th of
February. We thank you for your contributions.

Patrick's Day

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL NOTES
The M.C.C. meeting was held on
Monday, 13th February in The Council
Office. From next Month the meetings
will be held in the Boys National
School, ourthanks to Mr. P. O'Conneli
for this facility.
It was agreed to write to the college, at
the request of The Students Union, to
ask them to "Freeze the fees" considering the astronomical rise over the
previous eight years.
A handbill is being prepared for delivery to each housing estate by the
community councillors, outling the Aims
and Directions of the Council.
The Tidy Towns annual collE3ction was

, CommU'ni"tv
-Information
C~ntre

.

COMMUNITY INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES

All clubs, business and associations
have been circulated and we would
appreciate a reply as quickly as possible. Take this opportunity to buy your
lines or cards for the Daisy Pat Lottery
to be held in the Harbour Field at 2 p.m.
Michael Dillon has kindly consented to
judge the Daisy Pat for us, and we
hope that he will appear on the reviewing stand.
Come along to the dance in the Parish
Hall that night to see the final line
drawn for a prize of £300, dancing to
the "Kees", 10-2a.m. Raffle with spot
prizes. Where else would you be on
Paddy's Night?

Travellers Settlement
The McDonagh family who were on the
Kilcock Road have moved into the
Halting Site. We are writing to K.C .C.
regarding the provision of a Transient
Site to accomodate families who move
through the town.

A. These reduced rate pensions were
introduced last October to cater for the
people who came back into compulsory insurance in April 1974 when the
income limit was removed.
In an effort to identify those likely to
qualify, a special Pension Check leaflet was issued. It invited anybody who
could answerVes to the following three
questions to apply.
1.
Did you payfull rate social insurance contributions (stamps)
early in your working life?

NoD

vesD

Q. A friend of mine has been granted

the new pro-rata old age pension. My
work record was very similar to his but
when I made enquiries I was told it
didn't apply to me. It was something to
do with the fact that when I came back
in to compulsory insurance in April
1974 I was only paying the Widows
and Orphans rate . I paid the full stamp
up to the time my income went over the
limit and so this doesn't seem fair. Is
there an hing I can do?

2.

Did you stop paying social insurance contributions before April
1974?

NoD

vesD
3.

Did you start paying contributions again on April 1st, 1974, as
a direct result of the earnings
limit for compulsory insurance

We have been requested to write to
C IE regarding the change of timetabling
in the morning train schedule. We
have received numerous complaints
about this change. We are also writing
to Dublin Bus to complain about the
last bus leaving Dublin before the allocated time.
We are also writing to K.C.C . regarding
the general disrepair of the footpaths in
the town, but particularly in Rail Park.
Due to the recent water disconnections the footpaths are particularly
dangerous. We are also writing to
Kildare County Council to ask them to
insure the playground and to renovate
the equipment.
The Community Council wishes Breda
Connolly a speedy recovery.
The Councillors would appreciate information on problems and complaints
in their areas. Would people also please
contact the office in writing regarding
complaints.

being abolished?

vesD

NoD

Your answer to these questions would
be Yes and you should apply immediately.
The Regulations which gave effect to
these pensiolJs require you to have
become an 'employed contributor" in
April 1974 when the income limit was
removed.
The fact that you came back in at the
low rate for Widows and Orphans
doesn't necessarily appear to exclude
you at the moment.
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public.
Wed. 10 a.m. -12 noon
Thurs. 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 10 a.m. - 12 noon
Fri. 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Phone 2854n during off.lce hours

********
W ISH I N GAL LOU R REA D E R S A HAP P YEA S T E R

********
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TO CELEBRATE OUR FIRST YEAR

THREE

OPEN IN CELBRIDGE:

AY

SAT. 04th, MON.

IVEA AY SALE
06th, TUE. 07th. MARCH 1989

BIG REDUCTI.ONS ON MANY ITEMS FOR THREE DAYS ONLY::

PEN SAT

04th,Mon. 06th, Tue. 07th, March.

9 8.m ... 6.00 p.m

OUR STOCKS ARE LIMITED SO HURRY TO OUR SALE
6

DOMESTIC/ ELECTRIC
EWO aspesl~~

BENDIX AUTOMATIC
WASHING
MACHINE
IR£344.00

• FREESTANDING 4 BURNER 'SLIMLINE ,INDESIT AUTOMATIC
GAS COOKER
_
.
~
WASHING
• CHOICE OF COLOURS - BROWN OR
MACHINE
, • irrJ'~VEN WITH GRILL
• DROP DOWN DOUBLE GLASS DOOR
FOLD DOWN LID

I R£ 289.00

STEAM
IRONS

MICROWAVE
OVEN

IR£19.99

IR£ 189.00

AKA VACUUM
CLEANERS
5 YR. GUARANTEE
FROM

HAIR CURLING

BRUSH
IR£ 2.99

IR£ 79.00
FAM VACUUM
CLEANERS
10 YR. GUARANTEE
FROM

HAIR
DRYERS

IR£9.99

IR£99.00

MOULINEX
LARGE
FOOD BLENDER
IR£ 18.90

ELECTRIC
UNDER BLANKET
DOUBLE

ELECTRIC
DRY IRON

ELECTRIC
COOKERS
ALL ONE PRICE

IR£ 7.95

IR£139.00

iR£ 16.80

RECONDITIONED

ELECTRIC
TOASTER
TWO SLICE

IR£ 18.90

VACUUM CLEANER
FROM

AUTOMATIC
JUG KETTLE

HOUSEHOLD
FIRE ALARM

IR£43.00

IR£17.99

IR£10.99

MOULINEX
DEEP FAT
FRYER
IR£ -38.90

ELECTRIC
UNDER BLANKET
SINGLE

IR£ 13.90

THIS SALE APPLIES TO OUR CELBRIDGE BRANCH ONL Y - LiMITED STOCKS Oi=EACH IT~M ABOVE
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POLITICAL PARTY NOTES

WORKERS' PARTY.

~

taln~d

.

NOTES

The Budget

.
The extra assistance to the long-term
unemployed and those on low pay
..
.
provided for In the rece~t B~dget IS
most welcome, although It stili falls a
long dW~Yb sh~rtcof th~ I~vels r~co~~
.la
~e~ e YT~ e . ommls~lon 07- C
e are.
e Income ax re Ie s Included in the budget will make very
little difference to the average taxpayer,
as the main benefits will be enjoyed by
those on high incomes. This is a typical reflection of this government's priorities. The budget contented itself
with tinkering with the tax system, and
shied away from the radical overhaul,
including taxation of the corporate
sector and large properties, and effective tax collection from the self-employed, which are urgently needed. As
a result, the PAYE sector will continue
to bear a disproportionate share of the
national tax burden.
The Workers' Party is opposed to the
proposed means test for Children's
Allowances, as it favours the principle
of a direct payment to mothers who
. have no other direct income of their
own. While the proposed means test
may be set at a high level, past experience shows that these are never
adjusted in line with inflation, with the
result that more and more people are
affected every year. It would have
made more sense to have left the top
rate of income tax as it was, and re-

t

.

the universal payment of children s allowances.
The main weakness in the budget was
that it presented no evidence that the
government has any overall strategy
for tackling the country's most press. .
...
Ing problems, namely, high levels of
unemployment and emigration. Given
thatthe Budget Statement is supposed
to be the government's key statement
on economic policy, then it is disturbingly clearthatthere simply is no such
policy.

century, it is vital to have a strong,
professional and well resourced trade
union movement.
The proposed
merger marks a major step in this direction. The provision of additional
.
f
b
d h· .
services or mem ers an t elr Wives,
such as holidays and insurance, which
the new union intends introducing, is
also welcome, as are the more democratic organisational structures which
are envisaged.

Youth Conference

The current controversy over travellers' halting sites in Dublin is possibly a
fair reflection of just how "Christian"
this country really is. Closer to home,
an attempt by a Fine Gael member to
move an anti-traveller motion at a recent meeting of Leixlip Town Commission received no support, after being
attacked by Workers' Party members.
Maynooth has given a very good example to the rest of the country by
accepting a halting site in the locality.
While there have been some inevitable
problems, in general the site has been
asuccess. The local Travellers' Settlement Committee, set up by Maynooth
Community Council, is doing excellent
work in maintaining contact between
those occupying the site and the local
settled community. The Workers' Party
fully supports the work this dedicated
committee is doing in attempting to
improve the lot of perhaps the most
disadvantaged group in Irish society.
We urge all Maynooth residents to give
the committee all the backing they can.

The Workers' Party Youth Conference
was held in Dublin during the last
weekend in January. The conference
was the occasion of the launching of
the party's Social Guarantee Plan for
the young people of Ireland. The principal points in the Plan include full time
education and training for all young
people up to 18 years of age; guaranteed full-time employment at reasonable pay levels for all school leavers;
protection against exploitation for young
workers; adequate leisure and sport
centres in all communities; and proper
"Lifeskills" programmes in all second
and third level education institutions .

Union Merger Welcomed
The proposed merger between the
ITGWU and the FWUI has been welcomed by the Workers' party. At a time
when workers' rights and working
conditions are coming under the most
vigorous and vicious attack for half a

Travellers' Rights

MAYNOOTH RESIDENTS AGAINST LOCAL CHARGES
Here We Go Again!
Well 1989 was hardly a couple of weeks
old and with indecent haste Kildare Co.
Council had presented us all with their
dreaded demands for water and domestic refuse collection charges for
1989. No doubt residents will have
been immediately struck by the novel
use of two red stars on the remittance
slips.
This seems a rather curious use of a
reward system often used by the teaching profession to compliment pupils on
the excellence of their homeWOrk.
Surely this is a totally inappropriate
device for K.C.C. to applytothe householders of Kildare who have consistently treated these bills with contempt
by either ignoring them completely or
by paying them rnost reluctantly, bit by
bit, and then only under the very real

threat of withdrawal of refuse collection and disconnection of water.
Also we note on the refuse bill that in
the smaller of the red stars the words
"A very valuable service" are placed
implying that without this charge refuse collection would not be possible.
M RALC feels that this is most misleading and wishes to restate that all services are already well and truly paid for
by PAYE and VAT. But more threateningly on the water bill and words "Your
most essential service" are used as a
thinly veil~d threat that if you don't pay
their disconnection crew will soon be
vandalising the pathway and shutting
off your water. Nice people these
K.C.C. officials, Ronald Regan could
have used their talents when drawing
up his "Star Wars" programme.
Further evidence ofthe Council's blink-

ered determination to impose me
charges at any cost is their plan to
supply marked green bins to householders whose bills are paid. Thereafter only green bins will be emptied on
bin day. MRALC is currently investigating the cost of purchasing the thousands of these bins and indeed the
country of their manufacture.
We will keep you informed.
Finally we note that proposals to replace and lor to add to local charges a
new form of domestic rates are being
considered at national level. Again the
committee of MRALC are examining
these suggestions and we would welcome comments from any resident or
indeed residents associations on this
matter. Please send comments to the
Secretary, Mariaville, Dunboyne Road,
Maynooth.
• iI'
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MAYNOOTH BY-PASS
MOVES CLOSER

Ie 1 :C285521

Tel 1285521
The main road network in County Kildare will be transformed over the next
few years asa result of a series of
decisions made recently by the Minister for the Environemnt. One of these
gave Kildare County Council the goahead to purchase the land required
for the Leixlip-Maynooth-Kilcock ByPass. It is now hoped that actual construction work on the project will begin
in 1990.
The Minister has also instructed the
County Council to prepare plans for
the future extension of the new bypass road as far as Kinnegad. It is
expected that this will involve a muchneeded by-pass of Kinnegad itself. With
work on the Chapelizod by-pass now
proceeding rapidly, this additional
project would mean a continuous dual
carriageway - most of it of motorway
standard - from Heuston Station in
Dublin to beyond Kinnegad, a distance
of almost forty miles.
The Minister has also sanctioned the
Newbridge By-Pass, work on which is
expected to begin this Summer. This
will link with the Naas By-Pass, and
pass east of Newbridge, connecting up
with the dual carriageway across the
Curragh which was built some time
ago. Contrary to what many people
think, the existing dual carriageway
between Naas and Newbridge will not
form part of the project.
It is intended that a spur from the
Newbridge By-Pass, beginning near
Athgarvan, will act as a by-pass for
Kilcullen, joining up with the Carlow
road south of Kilcullen. This will be
welcomed by those who have ever
experienced the present main road
between Naas and Kilcullen. However, approval for this part of the project is still awaited.
Kildare County Council has also been
asked to prepare plans for the extension of the Naas/Newbridge motorway
as far as Portlaoise, including a bypass for Kildare (and presumably
Monasterevin also). This is long over- ,
due, as the stretch of road just south of
Kildare Town is simply appalling, given
that it is part of the main road ' from
Dublin to Cork and Limerick - the most
important road in the country.

OPEN DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
8-30arn to 6-30prn
(late opening Thurs. & Fri.)
HAPPy EASTER TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

GET YOUR HOT CROSS BUNS FOR GOOD FRIDAY
AND EASTER GATEAUX.
ALL PRODUCE HOME BAKED ON PREMISES

pat
lARA GH

aid tt Co . Ltd.
MAYNOOTH

Ph 286508

REPAIRS & SERVICE
DOM ESTI C APPLI AN CES
WASHING MACHINES

DISHWASHERS

ELECTRIC COOKERS

TUMBLE DRIERS

VACUUM CLEANERS

KE1TLES ftc

Phone: 286508
TONY MENTON & SONS
38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857

',~
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• Painting & De;::orating •

q

.

• Interior & Exterior'

~

:

. 41:
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~~~!~:;i~~:!n~~~l:~p~~;n~:st.

~I:..--r-, . Brushes Vacuum & Screen •

• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced •

~

.
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You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages

Irish Dancing Classes
Geraldine HaJJ
Maynooth
SOLO

CEIL!::

~j ET

3.00 ' - 4.30 p_m_ EVERY FRIDAY

Phoebe 0' Donoghue
School
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CARVER L N HE
SERVED DIY 12 - 3 p.m.
SUNDAY LUNCHES SERVED

12 - 3

p.m.

REST
·5 - 10 p.m.
TH FULL
·KINGS F R
21 tete.
286323/285772 .
v

FULL CAR PARKING FACILITIES·

FOR 100 CARS

ROYAL
CANA L
N EWS

ROYAL CANAL AMENITY GROUP
A submission was made to Kildare
County Council on behalf of the
Maynooth branch, informing them of
our activities and asking for assistance
in eithe r monetary terms or gene ral cooperation. They agreed to co-operate
with the sealing of paths, rebuilding of
road bridges and lighting the area.
It has not been possible to fill the places
on the FAS Social Employment
Scheme. The office of Public Works ·
are visiting the site to give advice concerning the building ofthe walls around
the slipway. In the absence of a
scheme, voluntary work must begin
again on the Canal. We would welcome anyone who has time to spare to
come along and muck in - bring the
wellingtons along. Tools will be provided.
The Trade Fair is up and running with
stands coming in very quickly.

BRU BOSCO NOTES
Our sincere congratulations to Johnny
Dowling and Ellie O'Dwyer on their
magnificent achievement on being finalists in the Don Bosco Youth Awards
held on the 28th January in the National Concert Hall. Each finalist was
presented with a specially struck medal
and certificate by Archbishop Desmond
Connell. President Hillary attended
and was delighted with the good work
being done by young people around
the country.
On Friday last, 10 February, we had

CANAL QUEEN: A disco will be held in
Slims on Thursday 16th, March, dancing 10 - 2 a.m. Admission £4 - those
interested may enter the competition
on the night.
Thanks to Cassidy's Roost for running
the raffle for us.
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain P.R.O.

MAYNOOTH SPRING FAIR
The arrangements for this year's Spring
Fair on the 29th - 30th April, are well
under way and so far it looks like it will
be a big success:
For the last two years the committee ,
comprising members of The Royal
Canal Group and The Boy's National
School have endeavoured to make
The Spring Fair a family occasion and
this year is no different. There will be

our Valentines Disco and the comments have all been really favourable.
Our 'fab' D.J. John (Read) kept the
music, chat and requests flowing and
in the shop Fiona (O'Malley) kept the
orange flowing to quench the thtrst.
Our happy dance-songster group are
busy practicing on Thursday nights
and Saturday mornings for Rising Stars.
We are all busy with our thinking caps
looking for a suitable theme for our St.
Patrick's Day float.
This year we intend taking part in Cooperation North again. If there are any
young people of 15 plus out there wAO
would like to take part in this really
worthwhile twinning exchange please
contact Eilish 285131 evenings for
further details. To date we have had
exchanges and work projects in Dundrum, Co. Dublin and Belfast - totally
different but very interesting and good
fun .
We end as we began, "Congrats" to
our members who make their confirmation · on Saturday 25th. Have a
really lovely peaceful day. A very
happy St. Patrick's Day to all our
members, friends and their families .
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two experts in attendance to value and
give advice on coins, banknotes,
medals and stamps.
Michael Giffney is an internatlonat
dealer in fine stamps and is a specialist in all aspects of Irish Stamps and
postal history. He has published books
relating to Irish Stamps and is a member of the Irish Plicatelic Traders Association (I.P.T.A.). He will give face .
valuations on all coins, banknotes, and
medals. He is also a collector of Militaria which takes in military items like
badges, uniforms, books, photographs,
helmets and equipment. In addition he
is a collector of postcards and sports
programs especially GAA, Soccer and
Rugby.
For information on any aspect of The
Spring Fair contact M. Kennedy,
286463.

MA YNOOTH FLOWER &
GARDEN CLUB
Members and friends had a most enjoyable.evening inthe Moyglare Manor
for their Christmas party. A delicious
beef supper was served by Shay and
head chef Jim. After all the good food,
the games, all joining in the fun.
"The Parcel game" was won by Mrs.
Joan Howard Williams. "Place the tie
on correct spot" was won by Maureen
Dermonity. The Christmas Bring and
Buy made £100 for 'Femscan', the
committee thank all the ladies who
helped and supported this very worthy
cause.
"Tour of the Garden" Illustrated talk by
Dermot O'Neill, Live at 3 fame. Monday, 20th March, 8 o'clock sharp,
M.A.K.E. Centre, Maynooth.
A.O.I.F.A. A.G.M.
Wednesday, 22ndMarch 1989, 11 a.m.
Wesley House, Leeson Park, Dublin.
Demonstration "The Beauty of Nature"
by Robert Barlon, N.A.F.A.S.
Felicity Satchwell P.R.O.

MAYNOOTH
CREDIT UNION LIMITED
On the 5th March, 1988 Maynooth
Credit Union opened its doors to the
public. What a wonderful year it has
been. We now have 350 members,
many having transferred from other
Credit Unions with their shares a~d
loans. You can be sure of a "Cead Mile
Failte" in Maynooth Credit Union.
Our A.G.M. was held in January and
many members attended. Not as many
as we would have wished, but our
members must feel confident with
how the Credit Union is being operated
otnerwise they would have come to
voice their objections.
Sean MacKeon from the Irish League
of Credit Unions attended. He complimented the Board on the business like
manner in which our C.U. is run and in
particular the way the A.G.M. was
conducted. He paid particular attention to the way in which the reports
from the various committees were
presented.
Vera Daly from Chapter 25 also attended, and she expressed satisfaction at the manner in which our C.U. is
operating.

During the year we took part in the St.
Patrick's Day parade. We also had a
stand atthe Spring Fair. Our representatives attend Chapter meetings regularly on a monthly bases. Two delegates attended the lri.sh ~eague of
Credit Unions convention m Galway.
Any seminars which the Leag~e have
organised have been patr~msed by
our directors, and or supervisors.
So you can see we have a very b~sy
time. These are in addition to runnmg
the C.U. efficiently and in a business
like way. Which of course is our primary concern. But by attending all of
the above we are extending our knowledge and expertise.
.
We do require more assistance. So If
you are a member please do ~ot feel
shy about offering your services ~s
was pointed out at the A.G.M. there IS
a place for everyone in the C.U.
We urgently need more Tellers as it
would be impossible for the Board of
Directors and the Supervisors to operate the C.U. in a business like way
without the assistance of good reliable
tellers. Those we recruted during the
year have been wonderf~1 and the
Board would like to take thiS opportunity to pay tribute to .them. They. have
been without exception 100 Yo reliable.
Unfortunately we have lost some ofthe
tellers to other committees such as
Credit and Supervisory committees.
You seethey have gotten the C.U. bug.
I am sure they will prove to be just as
conscientious with the various tasks

they have taken on as they were as
tellers.
Congratulations to Anne McGarry who
received the Person of the Year award
at Chapter 25. This is a very great
honour for Maynooth Credit Union
especially at this stage of our development.
Anne has many years of experience of
C.U. and she is one of our founder
members.
We would like to extend our best wishes
to Bridie Brady, who is ill in hospital in
England. Bridie is one of our founder
members. May she have a speedy
return to good health and be fit to join
us again in the not too distant future.
Do come along and support your local
Credit Union. We assure you of complete confidentiality in all your. business with us. Again we would like to
stress that if you have a particular
problem you would wish to discu~s
with us, we have an interview room m
our office in the Harbour. We do not
have this facility in the Office at Quinnsworth's mall.
OPENING HOURS
The Harbour
Thursday 7p.m. to 8.30 p.m.
Saturday 1Oa.m. to 12.30 p.m.
The Mall
Thursday
Friday

7p.m. to 8.30 p.m.
7p.m. to 8.30 p.m.

J=2:X L
! #=l

Maynooth Credit Union Board of
Directors and Supervisors pictured
with Ann McGarry who recently won
Credit Union person of the year.

. Pat Hearney, Chairman of Maynooth
Credit Union presenting Ann
McGarry with her trophy on her great
achievement on winning Credit
Union person of the year for this
area.
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Telephone: ((:)1)

285466

SUPPLIERS OF

ELECTRICAL CI\BLES - CONDUIT I\ND FITTING~
HALLOGEN FLOODLAi\t\PS - CONSUMER UNITS
PLUGS, SOCKETS I\ND SWITCHGEAR
IMMERSIONS AND Tl~\ERS - FLORESCENT FITTiNGS
FANS AND CONTROLS - COOKER ELEMENTS
EXTENSION LEADS - \V I\SHING MACHINE RUBBERS

VACCUM CLEANER & DOMESTIC ETC. REPAIRS ~
OPEN MON - FRI 8.30 a. m. 1.00 p.m. and 2.00' p.m. - 6.00p. rn
SAT 9.00 a.m. - 6.00 p.m.
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Flood's Betting Office
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THE SQUARE

MA YNO()TH
»

Phone 286096
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~

WE PAY DOUBLE RESULT
~~~~~==~~~----------~

WE PAY 1st PAST THE POST AND
RULES OF RACING IF YOUR SELECTION
WINS EITHER WAY YOU WIN)
PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL WINNING YANKEES.
i.e.

WE

o

ASP ECI AL 2 PO J NTE__ uSC T RA (.--.IF YOUR SELECTION
AT 10/1 OR OVER AND THE FAV.
STARTS AT LESS THAN 4/1.

\ (W EPA Y
~rNS
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WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL WINNING FORECASTS.
EARLY MORNING PRI~ES AVAILABLE EVERY DAY.
(
COME IN AND TRY OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
Lucky
15 PLACE POT. STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND £200 BONUS YANKEE DAILY.
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Residents'
Associations
News.
RAllPARK
RESIDENTS' NOTES
What a grand summer we had this
Winter, and now that Spring is on the
Agenda, the Railpark Residents' Association emerges from hibernation. The
Annual General Meeting is to be held in
early March, and details will have been
circulated to residents by now. A full
report will be given in the next issue.
Meanwhile, just to remind residents of
the pre buingaloid phase of Railpark
history, some Census figures from the
last century indicate that the residents'
association in those days would have
been a fairly select gathering. In 1841,
there were three houses, and 19 people
in the Railpark townland. Two people
either left or died during the famine
years, as the number had dropped to
17 people, and two houses in 1851.
The population fluctuated fairly substantially for the sixty years - there
were twenty people in 1861, 10 in
1871, 24 in 1881, 16 in 1891, 20 in
1901 , and then, a population explosion
in 1911, when the Census recorded 43
people. This is presumably due to the
increase in houses to ten in 1911,
compared with only four in 1901 Census. HoW many of the forty three are
still alive now?
Unfortunately, no figures are available
after 1911, as the information is no
longer published on a townland basis.
Perhaps the new committee might
consider doing a headcount.

Dan Logan Co Ltd

Barberstown.Maynooth.
Phone: 288lt68

Fuel Merchant

lor .mmedlate deltvery.

Coal
Antracite
etc
Del i vered to your home.
Best quality Coal.Slack.Anthracite.l'pal Hr i<l'wl{(':,_
and all types of Sol id Fuel suppll('ci.

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
~ MAIN 5T MAYNOOTH
~ TEL: 285239 c-tre
ED

FOR BEST PRICES ON CYCLES AND LAWN MOWERS
PETROL MOWERS FROM £175.00
REPAIRS CARRIED OUT TO ALL MAKES OF CYCLES
AND LAWN MOWERS
OPEN 6 DAYS 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Wed. 1.30 p.m.

•
045/97397

UN D E RTA K E R S045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO HAYNOOTH

AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045)91391 DAY or NIGHT
" FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE: 286366

MAYNOOTH SUMMER PROJECT
The project committee would like to
welcome Sheila Jolly, Mary King and
Carmel Nolan who have joined us in
response to our plea for more leaders.
Already plans for Project '89 are well in
progress and trips to Donadea, Baldonnell, Malahide Castle, Bowling and
swimming have been booked.
. Registration day is July 5th and the
project will run from July 10th to August
3rd with camp from August 4th to 7th.
Lookout for more information on the
project in future editions of the Newsletter.
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OR BEST DRINKS AND DElICIOUS PUB CfWfl

CLOCK HOUSE
MAYNOOTH,
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SOUP, SANDWICHES

~\1

COFFEE

& MEAT
14

PIES ALWAY~ AVAILAOLE.

SETANTA HOUSE HOTEL
CELBRIDGE. TELEPHONE :(01)271111
BAR LUNCHES SERVED DAILY 12 noon - 7 p.m. IN OUR NEW CELBRIDGE LOUNGE
STARTERS
Home Made Soup of the day
Egg Mayonaise
Melon Wedge

95p
1.25
95p

MAIN COURSE
Scampi with french fries & side salad
Home made Lasagne with salad & french fries
Spagetti Bolognaise with parmesan cheese
Mild chicken curry off the bone served with
rice or french fries
Roast leg of Kildare lamb with mint sauce,
fresh vegetables and potatoes
Roast sirloin beef, horse radish sauce,
fresh vegetables . and potatoes

£3.50
£3.50
£2.75
£3.00
£3.50
£3.75

SETANTA SPECIAL MIXED GRILL
(4 ounces Sirlion Steak, Lamb Cutlet,
Rashers, Sausage, B/W pudding, egg,
tomatoes and french fries)

£5.50

SALADS
All salads fresh every day
(Ham, Beef, Lamb, Cheese or Chicken)

£2.50

Ploughman's Salad
(Ham and Cheese with Coleslaw, pickles and
Salad

£2.75

SANDWICHES
(Ham, Beef, Cheese, Chicken) served with
Coleslaw, salad, garnish

-~~ .•. -

.-- ~--.:

---. .

'
-...:.....:.~

£1.25

WEDDING PARTIES CATERED FOR
ALSO 21st's AND DEBS DANCES
WHISPERS NITE CLUB

Open weekly Friday - Sunday
Girls free Admission before 10.30 p.m. Friday, Saturday & Sunday.
Everybody free admission before 10.30 p.m. Sunday.

ENJOY A FEAST OF DANCING.
. . . AT W.HISPERS NITE CLUB
15
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1989
WHAT THE BUDGET MEANS
Personal Tax Highlights
* Standard rate of tax reduced from
35% to 32%
* Top rate of tax reduced from 58% to
56%
* Tax bands widened (see below)
* Mortgage interest relief reduced from
90% to 80% of qualifying relief, subject
to maximum of

Single
Married
Widowed

1989/90
£1,600
£3,200
£2,320

1988/89
£1,800
£3,600
£2,610

*Life assurance relief restricted to 80%
of previous relief
* Additions to exemption limits of £200
per child for low income families
* PRSI ceiling increased from £16,200
to £16,700 but rate remains unalterd.
Health contributions ceiling increased
from £15,500 to £16,000
* PRSI for self-employed is increased
to 4%. The ceiiing has been increased
to £16,700

Business Taxation
.. The System of self assessment intro-

duced for income tax purposes by the
1988 Finance Act is to be extended to
companies this year. The effective
date to be announced later.
* With effect from 1 April, 1989, the rate
of coropration tax for companies is
43%.
.. the rates of capital allowances on
new plant, machinery and industrial
buildings.
75% of cost for investments made
before 31, March 1989
50% of cost thereafter
.. A system of one annual remittance of
PAYE/PRSI and VAT for small businesses is proposed. Definition of small
businesses will be given in the Finance
Act, the system will come into effect on
6 April 1989 for PAYE/PRSI, and on 1
September 1989 for VAT.
* VAT rates remain unaltered
* Ceiling for employer's PRSI contributions is to be increased from £16,200 to
£18,000. Employer's contributions for
Class A 1 employee will reduce from
12.4 to 12.2%.
.. Qualifiying expenditure limit for capital allowances and running expenses

on. Plotor cars !ncreased from £6, 000
to £7,000 from 25th January, 1989.

Farmer's Taxation
* Stock relief extended for another 2
years
* Clawback period in the event of
destocking is reduced from 10 to 7
years for stock increases after 5 April,
1989
* VAT refund rate to unregistered farmers increased to 2% (from 1.4%)

Excise Duties
Pint of Beer
1p
Glass of Spirits
2p
Wine (Bottle)
4p
Cider
25p
(Gal, regular strength)
20 Cigarettes
4p
Gallon of Petrol
5p
(Does not apply to lead free petrol)

As a 5p reduction is due on petrol, the
excis.e increase will negate the price
reduction, thus there is no increase in
the consumer price of leaded petrol
and a 5p decrease in lead-free petol.

ublln Road,
ay·nooth

RepaIr or
Exchange UnIts

120r24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611

------~"----J
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INCOME TAX COMPUTATION
Impact of the Budget Proposals:
Example: Married couple with one salary of £14,000. Mortgage interest £2,500 and life
assurance premiums of £800 are paid.

Salary
Less:

1988/89
14,000

1989/90
14,000
4,100
2,000
320
800
286

Personal Allowance
Interest Relief
Life Assurance
PAYE Allowance
PRSI Allowance

7,506

4,100
2,250
400
800
286

7,836
6,164

Taxable Income

6,494

6,494@ 32%
Tax:
14,000 @ 5.5%
PRSI
& Levies 14,000 @ 1.25%
14,000 @ 1%

2,078
770
175
140

Total Tax Payable

3,163

3,242

£10,837

£10,758

Take Home Pay

6,164@ 35%

2,157
770
175
140

Tbis couple will be £79 better off after the budget.

--

Hitc11i11 Post
LEIXLIP

Phone 01-244704/245587

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT SHADOWS NITE CLUB PRESENTS
"STAR DISCO SHOW" with Ireland's top D.J. Mark Lane
Lots of spot prizes

& giveaways

DANCING 10 - 2 a.m. with late bar
ADMISSION £4 (Ladies free before 11 p.m.)
Every Saturday night live band followed by disco.
DANCING 10 - 2 p.m. with late bar
ADMISSION £4 including supper.
•
Every Sunday night dance to the fabulous Cindy and Man Friday
with special guests appearing
Coming attraction Sunday 5th March: Sonny Knowles
Music

in our Arkle Lounge every Saturday' night where cocktail
sausages are served free.
No cover charge.

Hot Lunches & Snacks served every day.
Bookings now taken for meals, 1st Communions, Confirmations etc.
Loung available for weddings, 21st birthdays, Anniversaries, Dinner Dances
and all fundraising activities.
Ladies Clubs

& Resident Associations welcome.
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MOTHERS DAY
SUNDAY MARCH 5th

Say it with Flowers
at

The Flower Pot

CHOOSE FROM:

* SMALL BUNCHES OF FLOWERS
*MIXED BOUQUETS
* BASKETS OF FLOWER~
*FRESH & SILK FLORAL
ARRANGEMENTS

TOWN CENTRE MALL
MAIN ST.,

(Opposj te A . 1. B.)

Phone:

285386

AND AMERICAN EXPRESS
ACCESS & VISA CREDIT CARD
TAKEN OVER THE PHONE

SUNDAY DELIVERIES
AS MEMBERS OF INTERFLORA WE CAN SEND FLOWERS TO YOUR LOVED ONES

AROUND THE CORNER & AROUND THE WORLD

JLJI

,

\

..

~

ALL WORK GUARANTEED & APPROVEri

~ ~'fI 4©~

BY

~~~

LE~DING INSURANCE COMPANIE~
BALLYGORAN MAYNOOTH
CO. KILDARE
PHONE NO. 285532

CRASH REPAIRS, SPRAY PAINTING COLOUR MATCHING
SALES & SERVICE. RECOVERY SERVICE
WINDSCREEN SUPPLIED AND FITTED
VANETTE DIESEL
PEUGOT 505 SR
MAZDA 626 GLX OPEL KADETTE EST
OPEL ASCONA DIESEL
OPEL ~ADETTE EST
FORD 'SIERA
RENAULT 4L
DATSUN VIOLET
GOLF DI~SEL
'WISHING ALL

O~

CUSTOMERS - A HAPPY EASTER _
18

'87
'87
'87
'85
'83
'83
'83
'80
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OLD PEOPLE'S COMMITIEE
I am sure that many of you will have
enjoyed reading the essays in last
month's newsletter. There is a further
selection printed in this issue and all of
the essays are displayed in the Library.
Many thanks to the Football Club for
their contribution of £30, proceeds of a
match between married and single club
members, and to the Lions Club for
their donation of £900 raised by the
New Year's Day Egg and Spoon race .
This money will go towards the cost of
fuel for the Maynooth old people.
The Valentine's party was held in the
SMA Hostel on February 12th. About
80 senior citizens came including 15
from Kilcock. The entertainment was
most enjoyable, as well as old and new
favourties sung by Josie Moore, we
were treated to an original short musical based on HMS Pinafore performed
by members of the Kilcock ICA. This
was followed by a lovely selection of
pieces played by 4 members of S1.
Mary's Brass Reed Band .. Thank you
to everyone who gave us their Sunday
evening on our behalf. We send our
best wishes to the 2 ladies from Kilcock
who fell as they were leaving and hope
they are now fully recovered.
The next party will take place on March
12th, in the SVD Hall, starting with
Mass at 3.30 p.m.

JACK CLEARY
Second in Non Literary
Section of Essay
Competition

possessed an old Model T Ford. He
was fairly bulkey, about 16 stone. Once
he was installed behind the wheel was
hard to shift. He did all his direction
The 31st September, 1939 was a day workwith a referees whistle. Heobliged
to remember, when World War II broke us by driving us to Kilkenny, (any port
out and was to continue until 1946. in a storm) but on our way there, Tom
Anybody who remembers that period blew the whistle and announced we
will never forget it.
had a puncture. All had to get out only
Byway of rationing and ration cards, all to find there was no spare, he had a
household goods ang hardware of brain wave, we had to go to the side of
every kind. Petrol too was very hard the road and pull a bundle of grass and
hit. Only one coupon to the gallon t\ stuffsameunderthetyre, all well again,
every month per H.P. was all you were Tom blewthewhistle again, but I regret
allowed, after that it was black market
to say the final whistle had gone at the
at £1 .00 per gallon, when it was only 3/ q match when we got there.
6 at the pump.
Electricity wasn't heard of until 1926,
Groceries were worst hit, espeCially when the Shannon scheme started,
the 1/2 oz grain of tea, very little to do,
but it took years before it reached the
forawee~rce. There
general public. Where would we be
was always a rush when they were witho~t it today, everything is done bY jl
seen coming to the shop and it was pressing a button now. It was very·
under the counter from there on, un- hard to see the departing of the horse
le~s you were prepared to buy Ameri- from the farm who, for so many years f
ca~eywereteriib1e. Noth- kept us in our bread and butter, what a
ing escaped rationmgfrO'm the bit of contrast today, are we happier or betSO~Pdo~ntot~~~IiS~_~shoes .
ter off? There was nothing better to
I knew 0 one ac smith who used to
look atthan a harvest scene, the twone
make bootnails, necessary for men binder in the golden field of corn.
working in the mines .
Next to go was the lovely old thrasing \
Fuel ~et. The bogs set, how we enjoyed the days th rash- \,
were very much in demand, as they ing, big shopping had to be done to ,
had to supply all institutions and as for cater for abut 25 men for the day,
cQ~ld. Hardware and
including 1/4 barrel fo porter and minbuilding material were also hard hit, erals .
you w,ere lucky if you could get a pound ~ So to finish wouldn't be complete withof nails and cement was very bad on out the old accordian and knock sparks
ration too. I knew of one landlord who out of the floor with a dance.
tried building a mud house, but after
Jack Clery,
spending a lot of money on thatching
3, The Square, Maynooth
etc., it collapsed.
Labour was very cheap then, I bui lt a
What the Emergency Meant to Me
bungalow and the carpenters wages
1939 - 1945
were ·10/. per day without food. I found~\
by Kathleen Canavan
it hard to sell afterwards to £600.00 in
1946.
Security was very important during World War II or the Emregency as we
those years, there was the L.S.F. and called it in Ireland meant, there were
L.D.F. It was necessary to have a force some very serious moments, when we
trained to reinforce the army, whish listened to the radio news and heard of
had to be at full strength . It was neces- 'v\ the terrible disasters in other European
sary for the L.S.F. the local Security countries, especially in England as it
Force to do night duty in the event of was so near, and so many of cousins,
paratroops being dropped from enemy and indeed nearer relativeswerethere.
planes. Damfile had some bombs I was in my early twenties then, and I
dropped on a cemetery and in Dublin at realized how much better off we were'l
Fairview and Eastwall, suffered very in the 26 counties, also much happier
bad.
than anywhere else in Europe. Food
One funny incident I will never forget, was rationed , but not to the extent that
as being a great follower of the G.A.A. it was in England.
to get to all the matches was so impor- If one happened to reside in a country
tant, whether it was the old bicycle, if place in Ireland, there was a scarcity of
you were lucky enough to have a good young men, as several had joined the
pair of tyres. Anyway a few of us British army and helped significantly to
decided to ask one local man, who fight the war, others joined the Irish
THE EMERGENCY
by
Jack Clery

I
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army, although they had no fighting to
do they endured quite a rigorous train~ ing. This left fewer men in the dance
'\ halls and cinemas.
As far as I can remember, tea, sugar,
~flour, rashers and bacon also ham was
rather scarce and rationed, we were
given ration books, we could only buy
a certain amount of each item per
week. For instance 2 ounces tea per
person. Needless to say some of these
commodities could be had for a special
price on the "Black Market". In these
days there were no supermakets, one
had to be served by the shop assistant
across the counter. Each individual
got his or her ration of food, but there
was always an extra amount kept by
the shop proprietor under the counter, It
this was more expensive and held for
friends or friends of friends, this indeed
would be ."Black Market" produce.
Older people especially those who lived
alone found the ration of food far too
little and rather tough, as some depended very much on a good strong
cup of tea. If and when I returned home
on holidays to the country I helped my
mother overcome some of her trouble
in procuring tea, rashers etc., by cycling several miles to certain shops
that no doubt had the reputation of
having extra stock. Now and then I
was disappointed, my journey would
be fruitless . On these occasions I
became depressed as I knew my
mother could not then help some of the
older inhabitants of the district.
Larger families did not have trouble
about food to such an extent, as in
most cases where there were very
small children and babies, whose ration cards could be used for the older
members , strangely enough small
children were allowed as much tea,
sugar etc., as adults. Baby food such
as eggs and milk were not rationed .
Just about the time the war started, I
had finished my training as hotel Catering Manageress in Northern Ireland.
I then got a position as Catering Manageress in a large popular hotel in the
South. The lady proprietor of this hotel
had stores very well stocked, with all
kinds of food except perishable goods,
which we could not have in abundance
in those days as we had no deep
freezes . I was responsible for the ordering of goods and arrangement of
menus with the head chef. As everyone knows some chefs are tempermental , and I could not say 'NO' to his
demands this applied to our clientele
as well. Our hams and bacon were a
biq worry, I will explain about these

later.
De Valera, who was then 'Taoiseach'
had laws passed, on and then regarding food, he also appointed inspectors
to check on hotels and restaurants.
We were only allowed to serve one
rasher and 2 slices of bread for breakfast, no bread could be served with a
bowl of soup. You might ask why
bread was so scarce, in those days we
did not grow our own wheat, all grain
except barley and oats were imported,
in those days we did not have our own
fleet of cargo ships, so we had to
depend on other countries for our
imports. Afterwards De Valera started
our own small fleet of cargo ships which
as you know has recently been sold.
To return to the bread situation, we
could only buy or get brown flour, as

KATHLEEN CANAVAN
Second in Literary
Section of Essay
Competition
refining or manufacturing white flour
caused it to be more scarce . As I
mentioned before the Government
employed inspectors to check on food.
The hotel I had been employed in, had
a very good dining room turnover and
it was a constant worry to keep up the
supply of food on demand. Inspectors
came from time to time, most times
everything was on order, until one
particular day an inspector walked into
my office and asked my name and if I
was responsible forthe serving offood.
I gave my name, then he proceeded to
say or threaten me by saying "Whatever you say now will be written down
and used in evidence against you" .
For a moment I was startled, wondering if I was in breech of the law, or if a
client suffered food poisoning orworse.
Then he explained that he had a meal
in the dining room and a customer
sitting atthe next table, had been served
a slice of bread with his bowl of soup by
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a waitress. I replied I had no knowledge ofthis, that our staff already understood the law and were careful not to
serve bread when unnecessary. Suddenly the door burst open and a middle
aged waitress (native of Dublin) who
had been employed for the Summer
season came in and explained, it was
her fault she understood the law, but
had served one slice of bread with
soup as she felt sorry for the customer
and was prepared to take full responsibility, and also to pay a fine.
The inspector turned to me and asked
if itwas possibleto have herdischarged
from her duties, I replied 'certianly not'
she was one of our best waitresses, I
refused to let her go for such a small
offence. Strangely enough we parted
good friends and he promised there
would be no court case provided we
adhered to the law. For a period we
had visits from several inspectors regardingourbacon and ham situation, it
had been reported we served ham to
all who requested it . My explanation
again was we bought sides of pork and
legs of pork and our chef cured them by
putting them in brine for a period . This
really did happen we had a special
store for the purpose . I could never
understand why porkwas plentiful and
bacon rationed .
To get away from the hote l, nearly
every town in Ireland during the emergency cou ld boast of at least 2 shops
that nearly always had plentiful supplies , procured no doubt on "Black
Market". The real trouble started when
those shop owners ran short of supplies, then his customers refused to
believe him as most people thought
there was an unlimited supply under
the counters . For a short period he
became very unpopular and was a real
target for abuse, but when supplies
returned again all ill will was forgotten .
Regarding the "Black Market" there
were some very amusing stories told,
unfortunately I have not time to relate
them.
I must add that petrol was also in very
short supply only doctors and priests
got the extra petrol coupons . The
bicycle or the pony and trap were the
only means of transport . The Emer-\
gency added colour to our daily lives ,
but atthe same time , we were always
reminded by the media, how lucky wer
were in Ireland, and how much the
people of Europe suffered especially
England people, some of whom were
our own friends.
We all hope and pray that regarding
World War II history will never repeat
itself •
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F.A.O.I.

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS

DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH

PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING
YVES ST. LAURENT. MENRAD. SAFIW. & BENNETl'ON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES~ IN ALL SPECTACLES
INCLUDING PLASTIC. ULTRATHIN
ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TftIO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES

MEDICAL CAR & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St.. Leixlip~ Also Main St.. Lucan.
Phi 243964
Ph 282062

OLIVER R·E ILLY LTD.
New
046/S8230
046/68482

PROSPEROUS.
NAA$.
Co. Kiact. ...

JUH~r;ll I {)mJlks
UNDERTAKERS TO MAYNOOTH MORTALITY SOCIETY

(Funeral Parlour Free to Soclety Member:;)
Particulars and Arrangements Contact:
Paddy Nolan,Sec.,
41 Greenfield Drive,
Phone 286312

;.

..

l-leatlng

-~.~'-~ '.

KeVin Murphy.
0 ' Ne I j I I' i:i':' k .
Phone ?86~99

. .. ::. .

Service
,.' ."

DERMOT BRADLEY
"."".
49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
MAYNOOTH TEL: 285387
24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
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TURBO SUNBED

SUMMER TAN
Buy your summer sunbed
Course (10) now for the
month of your choice
at Winter Price of £18
Normal price £30
OFFER one month only
AT
VANITY FAYRE
HAIR &BEAUTY
THE MALL
MAYNOOTH
PHONE: 286137

FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY NITE
FULL EXTENTION &SUPPER
OPENING HOURS 10 - 2 p.m.
WEDNESDAY NITE
AUDIO VIDEO DISCO 7.00 - 11.00 p.m.
NO COVER CHARGE ON WEDNESDAY NITE

"Just For You"

Knitting and Sewing

Do you want a once off outfit for your special person.

First Communion, Confirmation, Deb's and Wedding Dresses.
Why not order your child's First Communion Dress and get a hand
knitted cardigan free.
"Just for you" provides individually designed clothes and
Designer Knit garments.
Crafts, Cushions, Rag Dolls, Furry Toys.

Call to:
Antoinette Byrne,
35 Laurences Avenue~
,Maynooth.

All'~ust

For You· and your

special occasion.
ORDER_NOW FOR _BEST SELECTION AND EARLY FITTINGS.
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.Crossword No: 16 By Demon

Across
1. Is Alan able to make ours royal? (S)
4. Rub the wrong way after taking bus back to
outskirts of town (6)
9,10. A do for the staff on the left (7,S)
11,18,21 . The sort of case liked by customs
officers and gardai (4,3,4).
12. These deformed monsters are so grand! (7)
13. Carton contains this water, or grass (3)
14. How a slurred shout makes one stop (4)
16. The answer to this clue is not difficult (4)
20. P? Maynooth drivers are to be seen doing
it on the pavements (7)
24. 2/6 used to be half a one, but Charles is still
waiting for it (S)
2S. Book here for a read in the Main St ... (7)
26. .., and amble along the street with a small
cake of bread (6)
27. Kill Edward and it's over and done with (S)

Down
1. Beast leads youngster to Lone Ranger, for
instance (6)
2. Courage! Never change! (S)
3. Vegetable not wanted in plumbing, we hear
(4)
S. Not first, second or third - nap clued unreliably
(8)
6. Turns up or sot digs up (7)
7. 0, by his confusion this must be acting like a
young lad (6)
8. A team apart (S)
13. Getting into Lara? That's reasonable (8)
lS. Feature of 1 Across names field and street
(7)
17. Pepper, pimento, mace, for example, are
parts of little girls' make up (6)
18. Nimble, I had a leg wrapped around and ..

. (S)
19.. .. remained intertwined yet sad (6)
22. Listened to, it sounds like a lot of cattle (S)
23.Skillful in taking top off table (S)

Name . .. . .. . ... .... ... . . . .... .. · ·· • .
Address . ...... . . . . . . .. ... . . .... .. . . .

SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD NO:15 BY 'SPRITE'
BELOW

Send your entries to:
Maynooth Newsletter,
Community Council Offices,
The Mall,
Main Street,
Maynooth.
Entries must arrive by
Monday, March 13th, at 5 p.m.

WINNER OF
CROSSWORD NO: 15:
EILEEN McGOVERN,
820 GREENFIELD,
MAYNOOTH.
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Extra copies of the chiidren's colouring competition page are avaIlable
in the Community Council Office.

NAME __

~

______________________________________

ADDRESS ______________________________________

Allied- Irish Banks

MAIN STREET.IMANAGER~DOMINIC GUEST
MAYNOOTH, leo. KILDARE.I TELEPHONE (01) 286355

lIa
~ !I

CHEQUE BOOK ACCOUNTS
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
BANKLINK

II

1,_

CASHSAVE
_ -

VISA CARD
MASTERPLAN

CHILDREN'S COLOURING COMPETITION (MAYNOOTH NEWSLEI"fER)

r.========- SPONSORED
Children

4-7 & 8-12
Age Groups

BY ALLIED - IRISH BANK

FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE --,-,

NEW ACCOUNT £S TO START
CALCULATOR
MONEY BOX

DUBLIN ARTS DIARY
The Olympia Theatre promises a feast
of activity to cater for every taste over
th~ nextfew months. From March 13th
17th, Kildare born singer/songwriter,
Christy Moore will perform his inimitable brand of music to no doubt, packed
houses. March 20th and 21 st sees the
appearance of Hale and Pace, two
British comedians best known as Ron
'n' Ron, the management. They're
thick-headed bouncer types who hate
long hair, hippies, beards, moustaches,
polonecks, jeans; brown shoes .. . in
fact, they hate anything that you might
choose to wear to their club. Hale and
Pace recently finished a successful sitcom series on lTV.
Opening March 25th, for three weeks,
is the Hank Williams story, an Irish
Premiere of the hit West End musical
which recreates the American composer's last scheduled concert, one
that he never gave. He died in a car
crash en-route to a performance. This
musical will be staged as a "Posthumous Concert"with the backing of some
of our finest country musicians.
Bookings are now being taken for the
above and also forthe first Irish staging
of the musical Evita (with Rebecca
Storm) which opens on May, 16th in

'0

the Olympia.' -- - -For further imformation ring (01)
782153, and for bookings (01) 771020
Joe Dowling has recently had
enormous success and glowing acclaim for his direction of Twelfth Night
at the Gaiety Theatre on Cavendish
Row. He shifts his talent to the Gaiety
for what promises to be a vibrant interpretation of O'Casey's 'The Plough and
the Stars' in March. The cast includes
Donal McCann, Rosleen Linehan and
John Kavanagh and the previews will
take place on March 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
6th. 'The Plough and the Stars' opens
on Tuesday 7th March and should not
if at ali possible be missed.
'
Look out to for the film 'My Left Foot'
which is currently being shown in town.
The World Premiere of the Irish based
film took place on Feb. 24th in the
Savoy in aid of the Rehabilitation Institute of Ireland. 'My Left Foot' is based
on the book of the same title by Christy
Brown. Set in and around Dublin the
film covers the life of the handicapped
author from his birth in 1932 to 1959.
The cast includes Daniel Day Lewis,
Hugh O'Connor, Ray McAnally and
Brenda Fricker and was produced by
Noel Pearson.
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P OE TRY
-"Cnoc an Dord Feinne'
Ie
'Deaglan 0 Connachtain
Aisling Beo trf thine,
Guthanna na Taibhsf imithe,
Realt an Speir Gheal ar lasadh ,
Fearg anfharraige Elubh eadochasach .
Scread an Gaoth Uaighneach
Ar bharr An Chnoc Naofa,
Ainm na Laochra Phoblachtanach
Ata anseo gan fheiscint ar einne.
Mac an Phoblacht Maorga,
File, Saighduir Ard,
Suile an Chrof Eireannach
An bheal a d'abhaircreidimh an Mhuintir.
Forogra na hEireann Beannaithe,
Gan fheiscint nios mo ins na scoileanna,
Ag feachaint anuas dorn
Thar bharr mo leaba;
An Tine Bheo ag feithimh,
An Dord Feinne ag ghlaoch orm
"Or6 'se do bheatha bhaile"
Ach, nil an tSamhriadh tagtha go f6ill .

Children s Corner. !-low many bubbles?

How ,"",",,"

,oo~",'~m'

01

WINNERS OF
fiJ.[ ( ,0 .FEBRUARY COLOURING COMPETITION
}r Jf(~
.
4- 7 Years
. 'r

The lien lefl

How does the hen get out?

~

CL\/)fJ
7

J I ~J

1st:

Claire Hogan,
70 Maynooth Park,
Maynooth.

2nd:

Brid-Ann O'Shea,
Smithstown,
Maynooth.

3rd:

Aileen Devaney,
19 Greenfield Drive,
Maynooth.

~

\

Jl

8-12 Years
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1st:

Deirdre Murphy,
Castle View,
Maynooth.

2nd:

Eithne Cunningham,
58 Laurence Avenue,
Maynooth.

3rd:

Sarah Adderley,
105 Railpark,
Maynooth.

SWEETS - CARDS
ICECREAM - CHILDR[N'S BOOKS
MAGAZiNES FRUIT
~
BOXES.OF CHOCOLATES GROCERY ~

BOB'S
KITCHEN

1~~,,~j~~?L~?~,~~~'Y

Orange and Lemon Mousse
1/2 oz Gelatine
1 Tablespoon lemon juice
1/2 Pint orange juice
2 oz caster sugar
1/4 Pint double cream, lightly whipped
2 Egg whites

T

SHELL PETROL STATION

.,

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMAlL

Personal attentIOn of Qualtfled Accountant
Decoration : Orange Slices
Disolve the gelatine in the lemon juice
with 2 tablespoons orange juice over a
saucepan of hot water. Stir in the
sugar while the mixture is warm. Cool
and blend with the rest of the cold
orange juice. Allow the mixture to
stiffen slightly, then fold in the cream.
Whisk the egg whites until stiff and fold
into the mixture. Spoon into a serving
dish. Top with orange slices and chill
before serving.

Frosted Coffee Gateau
3 oz Butter softened
3 Large eggs
5 oz Caster sugar
3 Teaspoons instant coffee powder
3 tablespoons boiling water
80z sponge finger biscuits
20z walnuts
Decoration: 1/4 pint double cream
Few halves walnuts
Whisk the eggs and sugar in a heatproof
bowl over a pan of very hot water until
thick and creamy. Gradually whisk in
the butter. Remove from the heat.
Dissolve the coffee in the boiling water
and whisk into the egg mixture. Allow
to cool. Crumble the sponge fingers
into fine crumbs. Chop the nuts.
Blend the biscuits and the nuts with the
coffee mixture. Linea 1/2t02lbloaftin.
Spoon in the mixture and freeze until
firm. Turn out. Whip the cream until it
stands in peaks. Spoon overthe top of
the coffee Gateau. Decorate with the
wall nuts.

VAT If PAn: ill LED(;r:H:; Il C:O:;Tl Nt; I :;"("OCK
CONTHOL Il ANNUAL ACCOUNT:; &: IlFTIJHN:;
CASH FLOW Il HUDGr:T:; 1I ETC.

Contact

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 Straffan Way, Maynooth.
Phone 285246

CARLTON
CLEANERS
Maynooth Shopping Centre
Leading Specialists in Silks, Suede Leather, Fur
Open 6 Days
Repair / Alterations

DONOVAN'S LLLL
t~
NEWSAGENTS It.< )

N,III{)ll.d,

OPeN TILL 9pm r.:;ACH

~
l6J

:; lJ N [) A Y

rI 1·l<Y

N!GHT

Ii p rn

AUTHORISED AGENT FOR
NATIONAL LOTTERY

.--.---i)

14 hour Film Developing
Service
£3.99

& A Free Film

JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
All filmsonly £1.50 per night
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SAME DAY ~
~I/ DRY CLEANTNG~
I{

'A~::-=:J

G. MULCAHY
Family Butcher
Greenfield Shopping Centre
Maynooth.

DELIVERY SERVICE
PHONE GERRY AT: - 286317
Beef, Lamb, Pork, Bacon
Fresh Chickens
Cooked Meat
HOME COOKED HAM &. SALADS DAtL Y
FRESH FISH TUESDAY TO FRIOA Y
fRESH SAUSAGES HADE
ON THE PREMISES DAILY

OPEN 8.30 am - 6 pm Mon - Sat
DEEP FREEZE SPECLALIST

The Square, Maynooth

HOME SECURITY:

~l·

'. ----

PHONE NO. 286960

Burglar Alann D.I.Y. kits ~(
.---Security Lighting
. .~
Fire Extinguishers
.
~
Fire Blankets
. ~
Smoke Alarms

MUSIC TAPES
SELECTION

OF

SOME OF OUR TOYS:
AMBI Dutch Toys
MECCANO Sets
QUESTRON Electronic Books
PLAYONS Play Crayons
CRAYOLA Sets
POLYDRON Construction sets

GIFTS

TELEPHONES:
Business/Domestic Telephone Systems
Telephone Answering Machines
Cordless Telephones
Restrictors/Monitors
Range of Accesories

ambi

tqys

COMPUTERS;
SANYO & PHILIPS Personal Computers
EPSON & STAR Printers
BBC • COMMODORE· ATARI HOME COMPUTERS
RANGE OF SOFTWARE

Caroline's Montessori
Maynooth .Co. Kildare

Pri~ate

hoot

Montessori

IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT,MAYNOOTH.
AGES:

2 Y2. - 6

HOME ADDRESS:

YEARS.

Glenidan Court,
Enfield, Co. Heath.

FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT.

----~~~~~------------~~~-------------~-

TO ENROL FOR EASTER OR SEPTEMBER '89

CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - FRI. AT 3.00 p.m.
*Limited number of vacancies available.*

TEACHER:

MONT. DIP. IN ED
2 -12 YEARS
CERT. IN-SPECIAL ED.

Mr s. Ca ro 1 ioo Foran
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Muintir Mhaig h Nuad
BILL DONOVAN
One of the most familiar faces around
Maynooth must surely be that of Bill
Donovan who has been involved in the
business life ofthe town for many years.
Bill is a native of Narraghmore and you
could say that he was bred to the
grocery trade. His grandfather was a
grocer and butcher and his father also
was a grocer. Along with the rest of his
family he helped in the shop from the
time when he was able to count. His
brother became a butcher and now
has four shops, one in Limerick and
three in Dublin.
At the age of sixteen Bill started to
serve his time in Staples-Dowling's bar
and grocery in Naas. His wages when
he started was a half-crown per week
which .were doubled to five shillings
afterthe first year. He points out though
that he was lucky to be getting paid at
all because were it not for the fact that
his mother was related to the owners of
the shop he would have had to pay for
his apprenticeship.
The grocery business in those days
was much differentto nowadays. There
was very little pre-packaging and man~ I
commodites had to be weighed in the
shop. Bill recalls the Monday morning~
was weighing time when they weighed!1
enough tea, sugar etc to last the week.
. The war was raging at the time and
rationing was in force which made the
grocery trade more complicated particularly when customers were in the
habit of bringing their usual shopping
day forward bit by bit and eventually
became confused as to what, week
their coupons related to.
As well as working in the grocery during the day he worked in the bar and
among his duties was the bottling of:
the seventy two dozen bottles of stout!!
costing 61/2d. Each of which was
needed to satisfy the thirst of the bus
passengers who stopped outside. The
shop was the official bus stop and Bill'
recalls the late Oliver J. Flanagan as
one 9f the more notable travellers.
After two years in Staples - Dowlings,
Bill went to work in Paddy Fitzsimon's
bar where he spent six months before
going to work for Paddy Kavanagh.
Due to the fact that the boss spent a lot
of time travelling to fairs dealing in
cattle, Bill was left more or less managing the grocery and the business. He
spent ten years in this job but then
decided to take up a completely new

L to R Bill Donovan, 1 Maynooth
Park, Dinny Guiney, Main Street,
Joe Keenan, The Square.
Photograph taken outside M.P.

O'Brien's shop.
In the early 1960's
Window dressed by Bill Donovan,
Manager for Corpi Christi Procession

career as an insurance agent with the
Royal Liver. He gave up his job but
before hetookupthe insurance he had
a change of heart mainly on the advice
of a friend. So he was left with no job.
This situation didn't last long however.
While in M.P. O'Brien's shop in Naas,
on a message for his mother, he was \~
offered six weeks holiday work. This
six weeks turned into thirty years and
he was never told that he was permanent. Although he was an exprienced
hand in the retail trade he started at the
bottom in O'Brien's, sometimes driving
a van and, also, doing the window
dressing which was a speciality of his.
He was two years in O'Brien's when
the General Manager, Mr. O'Kennedy
died. He was replaced by Joe Morrin
who was manager of the Maynooth
branch. Bill was asked to bacome
manager of the Maynooth brancn but
declined. He had just bought a house
near Naas and was reluctant to move.
Eventually he agreed to move to
Maynooth in October as a temporary
measure until the position was filled.
He was promised that the position
would be regularised by Christmas.
However, things dragged on as they
often do and when he was offered the
manager's position again he accepted.
The .turnover when he started the job
was:'£300 per week and this had increasedto£1,OOOaftertwelve months.
Bill greatly enjoyed his long career in

O'Brien's where he was given a fre€\,\
hand in the running of the business.
To him therefore must go the credit for
making O'Brien's store known far and
wide for its quality and range of goods.
From the mid-sixties onward it coped
with the major upheave I in the grocery
trade brought abQut by the birth of the
major supermakets. Bill believes that
it is very difficult but possible for an
independant retailer to compete with
the big multiples provided there is the
will to do so. The goodwill built up with
suppliers over long years of trading
can make upforalotofthepowerofthe
big guns. However he acknowledges
that the agressive marketing' and
campaigns such as the present bread
price war make it increaSingly difficult
to compete. He says that image is very
important in the trade and the customeris inclined to go where the image
is of low prices, whether real or imaginary.
In recent years and particularly since
the sale of O'Brien's to Quinnsworth
Bill was concentrated on business interests of his own. He and his family
now have two newsagents, a coffee
shopandthepostofficewhich,despite
much controversy initially, seemsto be
functioning well in its new location. He
is pleased with the fact that he has
been able to provide employment for
all of his family although one of them,
Mary, has left the Greenfield shop to an .
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Continued

Continued
to Australia for a year. Sean is in the
Greenfield shop, Breda in the
newsagents in the Shopping Centre
Arcade, Annette and Martina in the
Coffee Kitchen and Eoin is the postmaster.
Apart from his career in the grocery
trade Bill has had a lifelong interest in
music. From the age of ten he was
practising with the Narraghmore Pipe
Band. His uncle also played in the
band and his son Eoin also plays the
pipes. Despite the fact that musical
instruments are expensive and all the
competing attaractions there is still
great interest in the band. Bill also
played saxaphone in McGarr's dance
band and, indeed, this was one of the
reasons for his reluctance to move to
Maynooth since it was a welcome
supplement to his wages at the time.
He is still very active in the ballrooms
but now on the floor rather than on the
bandstand. He and his wife, Jane,
attend dances at several venues
around Kildare and neighbouring counties.
Bill's other great interest is Gaelic football and he has been a lifelong supporter of the Kildare team although he
does 'admit that they haven't given him
much to cheer about in recent times.
An interesting G.A.A. connection is
that Jane is a niece of the famous
Stanley brothers, Larry and Jim.
When he left O'Brien's Bill tried to live
a life of retirement but found that he
was unable to. He says that more than
anything else he missed the company
of people, something which he was
used to all his life. Thankfully, he
shows no signs of retiring and , hopefully, he will continue to contribute to
the business life of the town with the
good grace and geniality which has
been his trademark for many years .

J. BARRY

OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m.
PHONE: 286304

NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONFECTIONERY
CIE Commuter Tickets
Weekl y. Monthly and
Students Monthly
FAMILY
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Selection of Lighters
Large Selection of Jewellery
School Itans Parker Pens - Gi ft Ware
CIXl<ED rvFATS A SPECIAL IlY
LAR:E SELECfICN (F ~-'Kh'S-GIFTS

CXlRK. CRYSTAL

LOTTERES
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Civil Engineering Site Clearance
Building & General Contracting

J im's Shoe Re p airs
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Gents Leather Soles
Stitched On
Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait
Heels Lowered
Shoes Stretched
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Jim Cunningham

~ Kiernan~s
MI\!N SIRE [T) MI\ Y NQO TH

\'

GROCERY, CONFECTIONARY, COOKED MEATS,
STATIONARY, NEWSPAPERS
CHOCOLATES, FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 am to 7 pm EACH DAY
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WINDOWS

WITH OVER 30 INSTALLATION'S
IN MAYN OOTH AREA.
SUPPLY THE fOLLOWING:
ALUMINIUM, STANDARD,
THERMALLY BROKEN AND CLAD
UPVC IN WHITE AND
MAHOGANY WOOD GRAIN.

• Windows

Sheer Comfort & Warmth --..

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS

• Patio Doors

FREE ADVICE &
QUOTATIONS
WHY NOT VISIT OUR STAND
AT THE HAYNOOTH TRADE fAIR
29th - 30th APRIL 1989
• Conservatories
3A RATHGAR AVE. DUBLIN 4

PHONE 966555 - 966298
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COLLEGE NEWS
Watch this Space!
It is probably appropriate that Maynooth
College, with its traditional involvement with the after life, should develop
a special scientific interest in the heav~ns. The person mainly responsible
for this is Dr. Susan McKenna Lawlor,
Associate Professor of Experimental
Physics in the college. Susan has
carved out for herself a leading international reputation in the field of astronomy, and, in doing so, has attracted
considerable publicity for the college
also.
Such is Susan;s involvement in international space research that she has
launched her own commercial company - Space Technology Ireland
Limited (STIL) - which is based on the
Maynooth campus. This type of 'campus company", involving joint ventures
between academic researchers and
private investors, is becoming increasingly common elsewhere in Ireland and
abroad. STIL specialises in designing
and manufacturing components for incorporation in space probes, satellites,

etc.
Susan McKenna Lawlor's latest venture is related to a Soviet space mission to Mars. This mission is named
Phobos afterone ofthetwo tiny moons
which are in orbit around that planet.
Having recently reached its destination the Phobos speceship will orbit
rvta;s ~ntil April, and one of the scientific objectives of the project is to investigate whether Mars has a magnetic
field of its own. A number of different
experiments are being conducted for
this purpose, and that in which
Maynooth College is involved is called
SLED (Solar Low Energy Detect()r).
This experiment has been designed
and developed in conjunction with the
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies
and the Max Planck Institute of West
Germany. Most ofthe hardwareforthe
project was build in Maynooth by
Michael Martin and Derek Gleeson. At
the moment, Susan McKenna Lawlor
herself is in the Soviet Union monitoring the project.

In April, the spaceship will move on to Table Quiz, a concert by Scullion and
investigate Phobos itself. Phobos is a Tadhg Mac Dhonnagain, and a Ceilf
tiny moon - a mere twelve kilometres Mor. We hear that the "craic" was
long by eight kilometres wide. This "maidhti" at times during the deireadh
unusual shape - almost like a potato seachtaine!
has given rise to specualtion that it may HI-Yo Sliver Away!
be a stray asteroid which got caught in There was another first for the College
Mar's gravitational field, rather than recently when the Riding Club. won th.e
being a true moon. The spaceship will National Student Championships at Ins
hover just fifty feet above the moon's Kellett's riding school. This was an
surface, from where a landing device outstanding achievement for a club
will be sent down to study the moon's which was found only eight years ago,
make up. STIL personnel, including but which had already shown its potenJohn Maloco, Nigel Russell and Peter tial by finishing third in last year's
Rusznyak, were also involved in devel- competition. Strong point of the teams
oping this device. Peteris a Hungarian performance this year was the dres7
scientist who is currently doing a two sage section, inwhich Ruth Geoghegan
year stint with STIL.
and Paula Murray finished in second
In addition Nigel and John were in- and third place, respectively, to give
volved with other experiments on the Maynooth a clearfirst place. The team
probe.
made fifth place in both the team
Nigel built the power supply electron- showjumping and Prix Caprilli section,
ics for a German project, while John and this was enough to finish in the top
developed the programming software spot overall. Our congratulations to all
for an Austrian venture. All of the concerned.
above STIL personnel are residents of
Maynooth: Michael Martin in Kingsbry,
New Fire Alarm System
Derek Gleeson in College Green, NIParts of the campus took on a First
gel Russell and John Maloco in GreenWorld War appearance recently as
field Drive, and Peter Rusznyak in
trenches suddenly appeared all over
Manor Court.
the place. However, no invasions from
Meanwhile, STIL is simultaneously
hostile quarters are imminent. Instead,
involved in a number of other projects,
the function of the trenches is to acincluding a study of satellite receiving
commodate piping through which the
stations in conjunction with the Eurowiring for the College's new fire alarm
pean Space Agency (E~A), a~d st~d
system passes. This is part of the plan
ies of magnetiC fields In conjunctIOn
currently being implemented to upgrade
with both ESA and NASA (the National
fire precautions in the old campus. A
Aeronautical Space Agency of the
major review of these preca~ti~ns ~as
USA). Latefthis year, STIL will begin
conducted following a tragic fire m a
work on an ESA project on board a
convent in St. Stephen's Green in
satellite going to the sun. This, preDublin some time ago in which several
sumably, will be the hottest project the
people died. Very subst~ntial sum~ of
company has been involved in to date!
money will be expended In the commg
years as a result of this review, involvIrish Times /Gael Linn Debates
ing the enclosure of staircases, the
The annual Irish Times! Gael Linn Irish
installation of fire doors and escapes,
language debating competition forthi rd
etc. This is necessary in order to
level colleges was held in Maynooth
comply with the very strict fire regulathis year, over the weekend of Februtions which are in operation nowadays.
ary,10-12. For the first tim~ since the
competition was initiated In 1976, a
Wedding Bells
team from Northern Ireland demerged
Congratuation and best wishes to
as winners from a total entry of sixteen
College employees Mary Butl~r and
colleges, when Queen's University,
Ray Manning, who were marned reBelfast edged out University College,
cently. The ceremony took place in
Dublin, inthefinal. Thefinaldebate, on
Wexford, with Fr. Art Mcyoy, O.F.M., a
the motion; ''Tos6idh ra 6rga an
cousin of the bride, officiating .. The
chomhphobail i 1992") was presided
honeymoon was spent in Lanz.a~ote.
over by the Minister for Agriculture,
On their return, Ray and Mary Jomed
Michael O'Kennedy, himself a graduwith their families and friends for a
ate of Maynooth.
lovely social evening atthe Tow~ ~ou~e
Apart from the serious debating activiin Naas. While currently hvmg In
ties a number of social functions were
org~nised forthe weekend, including a Kingsbry, the newly-weds will shortly
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be moving to a new home at Rosetown ,
Kilcock.
Having worked together in the College
Administration for many years, Mary
from Falcarragh in Donegal, and Ray,
from Kilcock, are looking forward to
many years of further close co-operation. And some of us thought, with St.
Patrick's Athletic doing so well lately,
that Ray was experiencing enough
pleasure these days!

Photo: Right
Ray Manning and Mary Butler at a
function in the Town House, Naas
following their return from their
recent honeymoon. Mary and Ray
work in the Maynooth College
Administration

STREET TALKING
Just twelve months ago, on March 5th
1988, MaynoothCredit Union was
est~blishedto provide a saving and
lending facility for the people . of
Maynooth. Now, one year on, it is
thriving with 350 members and plans
to consolidate its position in the community. Funds are building up well in
the books, with many transfers from
other credit unions, and one of its voluntary board of directors, Ann McGarry,
has just recieved the annual award of
the national watchdog body, the Irish
League of Credit Unions, for her work
in the movement, and things appear to
be on the up and up for the local body.
"Street Talking" recently had a word
with Ann, wh.o }1elps to handle public
relations for the Maynooth C.U. She
explained that the Credit Union is a cooperative and voluntary organisation,
owned and run by its members. Its
aims are to encourage saving arid to
provide its members with a loan facility
which is an alternative to the commercial banks and finance companies and at rates which are more favourable. One of the fundamental requirements in constituting a credit union is
that its members have some identifi-

able "common bond'; in this case the
common bond is that all members are
drawn from those who either live or
work in the area of Maynooth, as defined by the parish boundary. Wantto
join? Thentry togetalongtoeitherthe
Quinnsworth shopping Centre Mall
between 7 and 8.30 p.m. on Thursday
or Friday, or else to the Harbour (7 to
8:3().)on Friday evenings, or1 0 to 12.30
on Saturday mornings). There you will
be asked to fill out some forms, pay a
£1.00 joining fee, and after that it's up
to you to start saving.
After three months a member of the
union becomes eligible to apply for a
loan; the amount available for borrowing will of course depend on various
factors, not' least the funds available,
but complete confidence is assured at
all times. That confidence extends to
the life assurance which comes as part
of the membership package; at no
extra charge this will payoff any outstanding amount owing to the society
by a member who dies before paying
back a loan in full, or, depending on'
age, will double the share which a
member has in the Union.
There is an umbrellatoody, the Irish
League of Credit Unions, which acts in
an advisory capacity to individual credit
unions. It also has field officers who.
may ask to inspect the accounts without prior notice. Indeed, accounts of
the Union's finances are presented
monthly, so that a close eye is kept on
the position of the organisation . . But
the real assurance comes from;' the
knowledge that the credit union's af-
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fairs are in the hands of its own members drawn from the community, and
underthe able guidance of such as Pat
Harney (Chairman), Marie Kelly (Secretary), and Pat Arthurs (Treasurer) .

College Rag Week
Maynooth Student's Union hosted Rag
Week from February 13th - 17th. A
wide range of events were held in an
effort to raise money for the chosen
charities. Events such as "Blind bate",
a "Rag Week" Debate and a
"Drinkathon" in the local pubs finishing
the the S.U. proved verY popular.
Throughout the Week, bands such as
up and coming "Shimpu Zig Zag" "LeeA-Zon" and the ever popular "Century
Steel Band" and "Runaway Boys"
played to packed houses in the Students' Union.
The money raised is expected to be-in
the region of £1 ,000 - £1 ,500 and is to
be donated to the Anchor Trust, a
centre to help the unemployed in
Maynooth and the Maynooth Community Council.
According to Eric
Gaughran, President of the Students'
Union, "Rag Week was a great success. The students enjoyed the week
immensely and the Students' Union is
only too glad to help contribute towards the needs of the unemployed
and to support the Community Council
in all its work".
The students would like to take this
oppOrtunity to thank the managers of
Brady's, L.A., Caulfieldsandthe Roost,
all the local businesses and the general public for their co-operation and
-tolerant support.

GREE FIELD SHOPP. G CENTRE

M

•

OOTH

SERVICE WASH & DRY .
Laundry Service,
Self Service &:
Linen Service.

lOS Discount G.A.P.'s &: Students

We Need YOU R Custom

,

II

II

MAIN STREET, CElBRIDGE
Tel: 288211

MITSUBISHI RENTAL PURCHASE
21" FST. T.V. + E10 VIDEO
£6.99 per week over 48 months - A.P .R. 20.9%

Short Term Video Camera Hire
..

!

--;--' IN-HOUSE REPAIR SERVICE TO MOST MAKES OF T.V. & VIDEOS

T.V. & Video Rental
Microwave Ovens at very keen prices
Full Range of Electrical & Gas Appliances & Accessories a/ways in stock

ASTRA
From
..February transmissions from the ASTRA SaUelite will start.
We intend to sell and instal the Receiving Dishes. All enquiries welcome.
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EYE HEAR
Aids in Uganda
Sally Fegan, daughter of Mrs. Pamela
Fegan, formerly of Pound Hill in
Maynooth, was home recently for a
holiday, having spent the last thirteen
years in Africa. Sally is the Director of
the UNICEF programme in Uganda,
which has a mandate to tackle the
causes of child mortality, such as water and sanitation, food, nutrition and
disease.
In an interview with the Irish Times,
Sally described the tragedy which has
affected almost one in four of the population in the form of AIDs, or 'slim',
which is what Ugandans call the wasting disease. This in turn is having an
effect on the children -1 0 per cent of all
AIDs deaths are among infants who
are born to parents who have the virus.
Considerable progress has been made
in the last few years, helped by a supportive government under President
Yoweri Museveni. Sally comments
that Uganda is not the worst afected
African country, rather it is more honest about the problem than some of its
neighbours.
A cure for this plague of our times has
still to be found. We can only applaud
the courage of people like Sally Fegan
who continue to work to find solutions
in very difficult circumstances.

Now, if onlywe could persuade them to
drop in on the 'Thing' in the square!.

An Educated Guess
From the what are they teaching them
in our institutions of higher learning
department - this extract from the Union of Students in Ireland newspaper
may cause some puzzlement to the
residents of Maynooth.
The piece is ext raced from an article
investigating the value of the property
on which our universities are located,
and reads as follows:
'St. Patrick's College, Maynooth.
Probably the least desirable site in
Ireland, due to its being miles away
from any centre of population.
Maynooth is about 30 miles east of
Dublin, and Maynooth town consists of
a petrol station, a bank and fourteen
pubs. The college stands on about 100
acres, split between two sites which
are bisected by the main Dublin-Galway road, and many families would
have to be bribed to occupy the houses
on such a large site. About 1.5 - 2
million would get you the land, a relatively modest sum, and included would
be one of the scariest, low-cut pedestrian fly-overs in the country'.
Indeed, but where have the other ten
pubs gone to, and has Dublin moved
fifteen miles eastwards while we weren't looking?

Heritage Funds
Great Gas Over Maynooth
Maynooth residents who have sometimes felt that the little planes flying
overtheir gardens from Weston Airport
were too close to the ground for comfort, and who expect one to drop in
sometimes, may be interested to hear
ofthe close encounterwith disaster experienced by a Dublin man and his son
early in January. David Hooper and
Gary his son, from Templeogue were
on a flight from BleSSington, not in a
plane, bLlt in a hot air balloon, to Carton
Demesne, when the balloon touched
some wires and burst into flames.
The balloon had just crossed Carton
wall when it hit the wires. The occupants were lucky enough to escape
alive. Twelve homes in the area were
without power for a few hours.
When reporters were describing the
scene of the Lockerbie disaster for
Irish listeners, they likened the town to
Maynooth. Luckily, Maynooth escaped
this time. After all, Tullamore was
destroyed by fire caused by a hot air
balloon back in the eighteenth century.

It seems that there's money in history
these days. At least the Government
has decided to fund heritage projects
tothetuneof3.5millionpounds. Among
the projects funded are interpretive
and visitor centres at a numberof sites
around the country, including Boyne
Valley Archaeological Park, Kilkenny
Castle and Roscrea Castle. What's
wrong with Maynooth Castle we ask?
How about setting up an interpretive
centre based around the castle, the
college, Carton Demesne? This could
generate considerable local employment. No doubtthe Community Council is at this moment ringing up Mr. Noel
Treacy, Minister for State at the Department of Finance, asking him to
rememberus inthe next round of grants.

The Maynooth Model
I hear that a certain political party who
of course shall remain nameless, or
should it be blameless, have circulated
a document to other branches around
the country giving away the franchise
for winning votes and influencing
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people. It's called 'The Maynooth
Model'; no, not a steamy saga concerning man eating Maynooth maidens, merely a step-by-step guide to
how to develop a party structure
through good works and involvement
in local issues. The Newsletter even
comes in for a mention. However, lest
any of our readers come across this
fascinating document, we would like to
assure them that the Newsletter is
compl~.te~y independent of any politica~ affiliation and practises a policy of
stn~ neutrality in relation to all political
parties. That's why our lips are sealed
?oncerning the identity of the party
Involved.

ESB
Press Release
On Wednesday 18th January, 1989,
the E.S.B. held a Seminar in Leixlip for
a representative group of Domestic
Customers in the locality. Invitations
were sent to a random selection of
Residents' Associations in Leixlip,
Maynooth, Celbridge, Dunboyne, Straffan and Newcastle and to voluntary
orgtanisations operating in these areas.
In line with the stated E.S.B. objective
of providing a good and reliable service the Seminar was an effort on the
part of Local Management to further
improve the flow of information between the E.S.B. and its customers.
Presentations were made on a range
of activities including Public Lighting,
Appliance Repair, After-hours service
and Billing matters. LiYely and informative discussion took place on many
topics and the E.S.B. agreed to followupon issues raised by the representatives ofthe various Community Groups.
Information on who to contact in the
E.S.B. organisation was also provided
and the E.S.B. hoped that this would
enable the customers to have ready
access to whatever form of service
they require.
Meetings of this kind are seen as a
forward step in enabling the staff of the
E.S.B. to provide a Quality Customer
Service and is in line with the Boards'
declaring 1989 as the year of the
Customer.

Please
Support
Our
Advertisers

DO YOU HAVE WATER PROBLEMS?
HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SMELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
d

.

We can test--~~t:Fand recomIDend an
economical solution to the problem

~ ~:~~~~!tii:~~t~~f~~~~:~~~:~t!~~
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and

SALES AND SERVICE
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrens town (Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.

1111

slurr~

Tel. 01-259631 (24 Hours)
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Rene Guinot approved clinic
Visit Cameo Beauty Clinic,
Upstairs in the
Country Shop
,
Cathiodermie, Bio-peeling,Geloide Facial,
Prescription Facial,
Electrolysis, Waxing etc.
Advanced Electrolysis for treatment of Thread veins

& Slantass.

37 Tube Super Turbo Sunbed.

Gift tokens available
Openillg hours: Wed fri Sal 10 am Lo 5.15 pm
late nighLs lues &: lhurs 10 am Lo 8.1JtO pm
[Illry lhrough side pnlrancp. for lale opl'ninq

Ann Carey
.I.D.E.S.C.O.

MAYNOOTIf fURNITURE REMOVALS

COLLECTION

&

DELIVERY SERVICE

1194 Greenfield Maynooth
S. Flanagan

ANYTHING ANY EVENING ANY

~1ERE

. 7 p.m. - 12 p.m.
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TELEPHONE:
286272
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A FOCAL POINT OF LOCAL HISTORY
Mary Cullen
The arms of the eight earl of Kildare as and all ill-fated. The two eldest died
theyappearedonhistombinS1.Mary's young andthe other five died with their
Chapel, Christ Church Cathedral, nephew on Tyburn Hill.
Dublin, commemorate both his mar- But all this tragedy was in the future,
riages. The two lower shields show the and could hardly have been foreseen
Fitzgeraldarmsimpaledwithfirst,those when Garret Og, the ninth earl, sucof the Eustace family of his first wife ceded his father as the king's deputy in
Alison or Alice, and secondly. with those Ireland in 1513. His rule, as was noted
of the S1. Johns, the family of his sec- in the last article, followed the pattern
ond wife Elizabeth. Alison was the . set by the eight earl and, like his father,
mother of the ninth earl and of six)( he too married twice. His first wife,
daughters. Two of these sisters of the Elizabeth died suddenly at Lucan in
ninth earl made names for themselves 1517 and was buried at the monastary
in Irish history. The formidable Marga- of the Friars Observant at Kilcullen.
ret married Piers Butler, the eighth Ear¥- The Earl found his second wife in
of Ormond. This may have been in- England also, On this occasion he had
tended by her father as a politic union been accused of seizing crown reveto bind the two rival families in ties of nue and lands for himself and his folfriendship, but, if so, the plan misfired~ lowers and of forming alliances withY
Margaret took Piers' side against her the King's 'Irish enemies'. He was
brother Garret Og and her strong per- summoned to England to answer the
sonality and ability made her a serious charges in 1519 and while there he
threat. She is also remembered as a ,married an~VIII.
woman with a mission to bring English'6. This was Lady Elizabeth Grey whoY
hygiene to the Irish of Ormond. Richard shared a commn grandmother with the
Stanyhurst described her as follows: King. Elizabeth Woodville had been
'The Countess of Ossorie, Kildare's married twice, first to Sir John Grey, by
sister, a rare woman, and able for which marriage she becamethegrandwisdom to rule a realm, had not her mother of Elizabeth Grey, and secstomach over-ruled herselfe. Through ondly to Edward IV by which she bethe singular wisdome of this Coun- came the mother of Henry VII and
tesse a lady of such port, that all the Grandmother of Henry VIII. After this
estates of the realme couched to her, prestigious marriage Kildare accomso politique that nothing was thought panied the King to France for his fasubstanially debated without her ad- mous meeting with the French King,
vice; man-like, tall of stature, very rich Francis I in 1520, called the 'Field of the
and bountiful, a bitter enemy, the only Cloth of Gold' from the lavish splenmeane, at those dayes, whereby hir dour displayed by both monarchs.
husband'scountrywasreclaymedfrom Finally the earl was acquitted of the
the sluttish and unclean Irish custome charges brought against him and reto the English habits, bedding, house- turned to Ireland in 1523. His brother-, I
keeping and civilitie.'
in-law, Piers Butler, Earl of Ormond i
Another sister Eleanor was an equally was now deputy and the rivalry and
strong personality, who as we shall hostility between the two intensified.
see lalter, played a major part in saving Kildare had the advantage now of the
the heir to the earldom of Kildare after active support of his new relations in
the death of her brother and the execu- England, the Greys, and when in 1524"
tion of her nephew Silken Thomas and Commissioners were sent to Ireland to
of her five half-brothers.
judge the rights and wrongs of the
After the death of Alison Eustace, of perpetual quarrelling of Ireland's two
grief, it was said, at her husband's most powerful earls, they found in Kilimprisonment in the Tower of London, dare's favour and he was re-appointed
the great Earl and his second wife, deputy, though he had to promise not
Elizabeth S1. John had another family .to make war without the consent of the
of seven children. These were all sons 'I Council.
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But he was soon in trouble again. His
cousin the Earl of Desmond was accused of treason and the King ordered
Kildare as deputy to arest him. This he
failed to do and was accused of helping X
Desmond instead. In 1526 he was'
backin London and lodged inthe Tower.
The story is told that the King's chancellor, Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, tried
to have him executed without the King's
knowledge and was only foiled by a
last minute appeal to Henry himself.
But the state papers show Wolsey as
anxious to retain Kildare as deputy in
Ireland - and hence alive - on grounds
of expediency. Wolsey considered
that the Butlers could not succeed as
deputies because they could not control Kildare and his Irish allies. It was
the story as it had been in his father's
day when the bishop of Meath had
complained that 'all Ireland cannot rule
this man' and the King had replied that
then Kildare must rule all Ireland.
Indeed the ninth Earl actively tried to
make it impossible for anyone but
himself to govern Ireland in the King's
name and in 1528 he was in disgrace
again for trying to stir up trouble in
Ireland so that his own return to quell it
would seem imperative.
He seemed to make his point when he
returned to Ireland in 1530 with a newly
appointed English deputy, Sir William
Skeffington. Within two years Henry
had recalled Skeffington and reinstated
Kildare in Office. But the end was now
in sight. The following year he was
again summoned to England to answer the latest set of charges. Before
he left he nominated his eldest son
Thomas, Lord Offaly, as vice-deputy to
act in his place, advising him to 'behave yourselfe so wisely ... ' Reports
came back to Ireland that he had been
beheaded in the Tower of London.
Offaly resigned his deputyship in a
dramatic scene where tle threw the
sword of state on the table in tile coun
cil chamber in St Mary's Abbey and
came out in open rebellion against the
King. His father heard of tillS latal
imprudence as he lay in tile lower and
the shock and sorrow were so great
Hlat he died there on December, 12th,
1534.
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WIiY NOT CALL TO DISCUSS THE SALE OF YOUR
PROPERTY WITHOUT OBLIGATION

$~
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;ffflapnootb 3fetuellcrs

Main Street,. Maynooth (01) 285946
Co. Kildare
STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
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~
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SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q & Q, DIGITAL
A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD & SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS & LIGHTERS
GALWAY & CAVAN CRYSTALS
BELLEEK & DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED
MOTHERS DAY GIFTS DEPOSITS TAKEN

SeOSAm
CALOR

UA bUACALtA

J. BUCKLEY.

KOSANGAS. MAIN ST.

MAYNOOTH •

TEL: 286202

FEBRUARY SPECIALS
5'x5' STEP LADDER
FLOOR MOP'S
BRASS LOG BOX
PAINT BRUSHES
(SET OF 3)
~
9" PAINT ROLLER & TRAY ~
1 LITRE WHITE SPIRITS
5 LITRE UNO EMULSION/WHITE
2i LITRE DULUX MATT & SILK/WHITE

£25.75
£ 1.95
£26.95
£ 2.99
£ 3.25
£ 1.10
£11. 95
£10.25

25kg R/W NAILS

£16.95 Incl. V.A.T.

KEY CUTTING SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT
CYLINDER, CAR, MORTICE, CHUBB, LOCKER
CAR KEY £2, CYLINDER 90p, CHUBB £2.95
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THE MAYNOOTH
ACCORDION SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
The Annual General Meeting of the
above school took place on January
25th . It has achieved excellent resu lts
despite its short number of years in
existence. This is mainly due to the
very dedicated piano accordion
teacher, John Mitchell,who only missed
one teaching session in the past year
due to being detained in Wales by a
storm.
In 1988 the pupils played at many
venues both at competitive and non
competitive levels. They entertained
the patients in Peamount Hospital on
two occasions - February and July.
They were invited to Dublin in May and
July to play for the organization of Exservice men and women. On the home
scene they provided a session of Irish Music in the Square during Community
Week and they also played their part in
the entertainment section forthe Olde
Fair Day.
The Accordion Band section achieved
1st place at the Raheny Festival of
Traditional Irish Music last October.
They also took the 2nd award at the
Baltinglass Band Festival.
They didn't lose out in the St. Patrick's
Day parade in Maynooth either - they
got 1st prize in their section and are
hoping to enter again this year. Some
pupils r~ached the All Ireland Accordion Competition and performed very
well.
Practice is also taking place for Mr.
Mitchells' Band Festival which will take
place in the Parish Hall on Sunday,
April 23rd, at 2 p.m. This festival brings
most of Mr. Mitchells' pupils, from various teaching venues, together in competition. Following the competition
there is a total Band Recital.
So don't forget the Parish Hall, Apri l,
23rd at 2 p.m. Anybody interested in
Irish Music will enjoy it. Further detai ls
later.
Finally I would like to extend sincere
thanks to Mr. & Mrs. Phil Brady and
staff for their kind attention to John"
down the years. As he himself says "I
am very well looked after".

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SH EDS KILCOCK
P h o f)c: ?e'{

J'n

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILAB LE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
x 6':

6'

£11.

ALL TYPES OF F£NCING AND TIMBER S UPPI.IE D

Aucti()neer~

AND

.,-

,,1
~~

';: , -I ~
I r

Valuers

Insurance AgC::·iHS

MA I N STREET, MA YNOOTII
CO. Kildare
Te:lephone:: 285257/2H52o.1

HOUSES URGENTLY REQUI RED
IN ALL AREAS FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS

Yl3dty
KINGSCOURT

~

B. Comm.A.C."

J.W. M ulhern & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

PHONE 286751

Naas.
Co. Kildare .

Tel : (045) 66535

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENT

TEL: 287311

Kllcock

UNTIL JAN. 31st YOU CAN
SAVE UP TO £850 FINANCING
A NEW FIESTA!
FOR DETAILS RING US -NOW

Maise McMyler,
Secretary

For Texaco

I~

_~,
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Heating and Fuel Oil _- Phone 287311

Ex

ntre

ition

Opposite the E.S.8. Showroom
1.

Phone: 245011

MILL LANE - LEIXLIP
QUALITY CARPET - BEDS - FURNITURE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODLE IN SHOP

BEDROOM CARPET FROM £3.99 Sq. Yardn
BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WAS £750 NOW £550.00
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00

,

.
I

, I '

.-

"

'-

I '

RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99
3' 6 LEG DIVANS £54.00

"

4 DRAWER SUPER 4'6 DIVAN SPLIT BASE

£180~, .1 •__

,d . . .

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET

& VINYLS FOR (MARCH) FREE EXPERT FITTING (EX-CLERY'S)
HOUSE REMOVALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SIJN 2 - 6 WEEKLY 10 - 6
FOR THE SITTING ROOM
Long Lasting General Domestic Carpet £5.99 Sq Yard
(5 yeal (JUdI drltee)
-I
S P ECI AL
Long Lasting Canvas Back Carpet all Colours
HALL, STAIRS & LANDING
(8 }lr guarantee )£8.00Sq Y,nd
CARPET FITTED.

80/20 Wool Carpets ,from £ 13.95 Sq Yard
,
AVERAGE SIZE
80/20 Axminister Carpets from £19.95 Sq Yar(j~ £199
Arm Chairs from £45~00
-~- _ _ _ _ _
Queen Anne Cottage Suite. 3 piece £199.00
Cottage Suite all Colours £150. 3 piece 2 seater
Chesterfield Suite 3 Piece £299
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACESSORI[S INCLUDING
BEDROOM SEA TS £39.00 oddments £37.00

L

BEDROOM STOOLS £ 18.00
HOUSE REMOVALS AND DELIVERIES
Expert Fitting and Repairs (ex-Clery's)
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y~~ f\EW HOLLAi\D
Telephone

(01) 287444+287500

UOfi1il.
li~~A'

The Mount~ Kilcock,
Co. Kildare, Ireland.

-~----
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MAIN

C

DEALER.

ME CI
DEALER

&

MAl OH'N ER.E
TRACTOR & MACHINERY
DEALER
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
KILCOCK CO. KILDARE
TEL. 2874444 - 287500
AFTER HOURS CONTACT COlM BRENNAN
01 - 255586
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COMMUNITY GAMES
It's back to that time of year again and
this is a reminderto get training foryour
respective event. Once again we will
have athletics, swimming, art and
gymnastics. We may even have a
choir competition this year if we get a
manager to do the same. We will have
our usual team games of GAA. Hurling, Soccer, Badminton, Tennis and
Draughts. We also could have rounders, pitch and putt, basketball, chess
etc., if we had managers for these
teams. Children continually ask every
year if we will have rounders teams,
but unfortunately there seems to be no
adults out there who can spare the time
to devote to these children and get the
PRESENTATION CONVENT

PARENTS ASSOCIATION
Maynooth, Co. Kildare
It is now four months since the new
committee of the above association
were elected. The committee are working very well together and our first
venture was a raffle held before Christmas which was a great success. We
would like to take this opportunity to
thank our sponsors who contributed so
generously to the raffle: Aidan's, S.
Murray, O'Donovan's, Barretts, Mulcahy Butchers, Elite, Cassidy's Roost,
Caulfields, Hula-Bou, Top of the Crop,
Buckley's, Conroy and McCormick
Chemists, T. Geraghty, Casey Courts,
House Pride, M. O'Gorman, D. Duignan and Mr. & Mrs. P. McGuire.
At the moment the Annual Subscription Fee is due to the Association. The
fee of £2.00 per family still stands and
:we hope that all parents will make an
effort to contribute this year. These
funds are used to purchase sports
equipment and special items for the
school, finance for which is not .avai/able from any other source. They also
provide refreshments for your children
on their Sports Day. So we hope that
ea,ch family will contribute this year
an'd we would like to thank all parents
and friends of Presentation Convent

rounders going. There is no shortage
of children to play the game but there
are no adult managers. So maybe this
year could be our lucky yearwithadults
coming forward with time on their
hands, to give to the children of
Maynooth for Community Games.
As and from our A.G.M. entry forms for
the Community Games will not be
required as in other years. It was
decided that all individual events i.e.
Gymnastics, Swimming, Art and Athletics will be open to all participants
within their own age group i.e. Boys
and Girls U/8, U/10, U/12, U/14, U/16
and u/17. So come on all you boys and
girls and take part in as many events as
you like in your age group in your
Community Games. Watch out in the
coming months for posters· in your
schools and areas advertising Community Games events.
This is also the time when we would
request all holders of Perpetual Trophies to shine them up, have them
repaired, if broken, and return them in
good order to the Community Council
Office before 30th April. This request
goes out each year, but in a lot of cases
Girls School fortheir generous support
over the years.
The committee would like to extend
their deepest sympathy to Sr. Aquinas,
Principal, on the recent death of her
mother. Finally may we wish you all a
very happy and peaceful 1989.
Sheila Fleming, 286475
Secretary, Parents Association G. N.S.

I.C.A. Notes
The .month/y meeting took place on
Thursday, 2nd February. Mrs. Maise
McMyler presided and welcomed everyone. Mrs. McMyler extended sympathy to the families of the late Miss
McGuire, Mrs. Donnelly; and to Sr.
Aquinas on the death of her mother.
Congratulations to Breda Cunningham
who was runner up in the Kilcara National Knitting competition "An Oldest
Irish Coin" was won joint 1st place by
Mary O'Gorman and Ursla Walshe and
2nd place Breda Cunningham. Next
months competition "A Dressed Rag
boll".
An open Irish night will be held in the
I.CA hall on Wednesday, 8th March.
Anyone interested in good Irish music
and dancing come along forthe "Ceoil
agus Craic".
The guest speaker this month was Mr.
Ray Bonar. He is an officer with the
Eastern Health Board. He spoke on
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it falls on deaf ears and it means the
Committee have to go door to door to
collect in Trophies, also in lots of cases
to clean and repair them before the
Games. So we the committee, wOlJld
appreciate getting them back in time
and in proper condition.
The committee for this year is as follows:
Chairperson - Eilish O'Malley
Vice Chairperson - Paddy Hanley
Secretary - Norah McDermott
Treasurer - Madeline Stynes
P.R.O. - Ann Cott~r
Committee - Philip McDermott
and Breeda Gormally
We are sorry to lose Phil McLoughlin
who worked very hard on our Committee and we wish her and her husband
and family the best in the future . We
wish all our competitors for 1989 the
Best of Luck in their competitions.
We would like to congratulate Norah
McDermott and Eilish O'Malley who
have just completed 10 years on
Maynooth Community Games Committee.
stress, and mental health, one of the
most common illness' of the eighties .
He gave a most informative and detailed talk aided with slides. We extend
our gratitude to Mr. Bonar for his ad vice, and giving of his expertise and
time.
Crafts continue every Monday night 8
- 10 p.m. and Set DanCing at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in the I.C.A. hall. Badminton every Tuesday and Thursday
morning 11 a.m. - 12.30 in the parish
hall. Next meeting will be held on
Thursday March 2nd, in the I.CA hall.
Kay Burns P.R.O.

KILDARE COUNCIL
OF TRADE UNIONS
Later this month, on Monday, March
14th, the Kildare Council of Trade
Unions holds its annual general meeting in Newbridge. This body provides
a forum for the various trades unions
representing members employed inthe
county; it also seeks to aid those who
are unemployed, and has taken an
active part in the setting up of Resource Centres for the unemployed at
various localities - Newbridge, Athy,
Naas.

Maynooth
Community Council
Established June '84 by democratic
election, second Council elected March
'87. 25 members, President of S.U. a
member ex officio, College representative nominated by President of the
College. Umbrella group for and the
official voice of the Maynooth area and
community.
AIMS: Promote wellbeing of the community; secure facilities it considers
lacking; assist local authority in the
exercise of its office; provide, orhelpto
provide employment in the Maynooth
area.
ACTIVITIES: 5 sUb-committees: Social and Recreational, Youth Affaris,
Tidy Towns, Editorial Board of
Maynooth Newsletter, Travellers Settlement. Planning Document to Kildare County Council, liason re
Maynooth By-pass and Link Road,
lighting, housing estates, the "Thing",
the Playground, general maintenance,
Halting Site requested and opened July
'88. Management of Harbour Field.
Community Survey profiles '86, '89,
set up Community Information Centre,
public lectures on alcoholism, drugs
etc. Tidy Towns liase with Residents
Associations, care for general cleanliness. Summer activities for children.
Petition against movement of Post
Office. Representations to councillors, T.D.'s Ministers: new ownership
of Cable T.V., establishment of Residents AssOCiations, Neighbourhood
Watch, co-operation with Gardai, extension of 66 bus route, provide 67A,
improve train service. Tidy Estates
competition. Close .Iiason with local
clubs: Soccer, GAA, RCAG, Swimming, Golfing, ICA etc. Plans to build
Swimming Pool with Post-Primary
School or Sports Complex with the
University. Organise St. Patrick's Day
Parade, Community Festival, dances,
discos, concerts, Open Day Carton
House '87, Community Games.
OFFICE IN MAIN STREET
Employs 14 people on FAS Schemes:
seven on a Social Employment
Scheme, seven on a Teamwork
Scheme. Secretarial, organisational
support to subcommittees and voluntary bodies, typing, photocopying, information, posters, use of address and
Tel. no. forvariousbodies. advertising.
production of Maynooth Newsletter layout. making ads. etc .• Maynooth
Information Directory '86, updating
'89. working on Tourist History of

Community Council Executive Committee 1989
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain. Chairperson
L to R Back: John McGinley. Secretary. Peter Connell, Vice Chairperson and Mary Simon, P.R.O.
Front Dominic Nyland, Treasurer,
Maynootn for adults and children, Old
Maynooth Exhibition - 20 pictures and
histOrical background.
TEAMWORK organising classes in
drama, music, art, crafts, free of charge.
70% permanent placement in contrast
with 40% FAS average.

THIS IS YOUR COMMUNITY SUPPORT YOUR
COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
Chairperson

DAISY PAT LOTTERY
Watching a cow wander around a field
may not seem at first glance to be the
most riveting of entertainment. But if
you happen to have a vested, profitable bet invested in where that cow
performs and drops a Cow Pat on the
field - then it becomes of much greater
interest!
A Daisy Pat Lottery is being organised by Maynooth Community Council
as a fund-raising exercise on St. Patrick's Day at 2 p.m. in the local pitch.
The T.V. personality Michael Dillon
has kindly consented to come along as
a supervisor and adjudicator for this
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rather unusual event. He will lead a
cow into the centre of the field, which
will have been sectioned off in 80
squares of 3 foot square. Each square
is being sold in the form of 30 lines per
square and at the price of a £1 per line!
When the cow performs the 30 lines
contained in that square will go into a
drum or a hat and the final winner will
be drawn on St. Patrick's night at a
Patrick's Night Dance in the Parish
Hall, Maynooth.
In conjunction with the usual St. Patrick's Day Parade, the biggest in Kildare, this event will offer some off-beat
entertainment in the town for the afternoon. The Patrick's Dance that night
will provide long-needed facilities for
everyone leaving the pubs at 11 .30
and having to head off home while the
rest of the world celebrates our feast
day! Music will be provided by "The
Kees", headed by a local musician, AI
Brady. Bar facilities will be available
and all that for only £3.00 for the general public, and £2 for students and the
unwaged. Apart from the attraction of
watching the winner of £300 in the
ultimate draw that night, there will be a
Grand Raffle during the night. Music
and dancing from 11 - 2 a.m. What
more could anyone ask for on Patrick's
night.?

Continued

Continued
Lines forthe raffle are being sold by all
Community Councillors and enquiries
about buying lines may be made to
Maynooth Community Office,
Town Mall, Maynooth,
Tel: 285922 (Christina Saults).
Clubs may buy an entire square at a
cut-price of £25.
(Find enclosed poster and diagram of
field and rules and regulations for the
Lottery).
Poster and layout courtesy of Jarleth
Finn, Maynooth.

DONOVANS NEWSAGENTS
UNIT 7 MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
LARGE SELECTION GREETING CARDS

LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1. 99

"'Scale The Heights" are:
Liam Kirkpatrick
David O'Driscoli
Paul McAlister
Tony Doherty

W'

~~~

MAGAZINES CHOCOLATES VALENTINE CARDS
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
PATRICK's DAY AND EASTER CARDS IN SlUCK
. DIARIES CALCULATORS WATCHES

Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
Chairperson, M.C.C.
MAYNOOTH BASED BAND
RESLEASE 'DEBUT SINGLE'
'Scale The Heights' are a four piece
band who have been together for two
years and are based in Maynooth. For
the past year they have been gaining
an increasing amount of attention from
the music industry in Ireland, most
notably from the magazine Hot Press
which has consistently promoted them
as one of the more talented young acts
in the current Irish Rock Scene.
On June 2nd 1988, Scale The Heights
won the prestigious Carling/Hot Press
band of the year competition; in February, 1988 they reached the final of
the Borderline/HMV Band of '88 contest; they appeared twice on T.V. and
took part in the Radio 2!Hot Press lark
in the Park in July. Their music, which
is all original material, has been described as 'humourous, melodic. dance
floor rock', by Hot Press. 'Scale The
'Heights' first single "Goodbye To All
That', (on WEA records) has just been
released and is in the record shops
now.
An Irish Tour has been planned for
March which will include a residency in
,the Baggot Inn (1st, 8th, 15th, March,
upstairs). Look out also for a Late Late
Show appearance this month and a full
interview in the current issue of Hot
Press.
The band hopes to play in London in
April and are planning to release their
second single later this year.

~~

ALL YOUR STATINERY REQUIRMENTS

7iT ~a ~og
BEAUTY CLINIC
Irene McCloskey, C.I.D.E.S.C.O.
Diploma & Tutor

'\Including Facial Treatment,
Remedial Camouflage, Aromatherapy, Special Classes,
Arm & Leg Treatm~nts,
Rt~e Guinot. CathiodcrmieeBio-Pccling.. Grloide p'rescription "aciah
i

Bodv Treatments, Sun Bed, Electrolvsis
and Red Vein Treatments ,
.
BUCKLEY'S LANE. MAIN STREET, LEIXLIP
(01) 2lJlJ366/2lJ4971

MORRIN CLEANING SERVICES
CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
STEAM SUCTION METHOD
ALSO

CAR VALETING SERVICE

Telephone: 245164
• REGISTERED Fon V.A.T , •

flcwtown StOtctl
NEWSAGENTS
Maynooth

Co.

Kildare

Ph

01 285833

GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Bass
Vocals
Drums
Guitar

~
. ~'. '-

Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards

~

Mags

pening Hours 7.30 am -

10 pm

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

1.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
IU.
II.

12 .
\'3.
III .

I,).

This event. will take place intheHarbourFieldat2p.m.

on 17th March

The Lottery entails dividing a section of the field into 80 squares.
Squares will be 3 sp. ft.
Each square is represented by a card containing 30 lines.
Lines are sold at £1 each .
A cow will be releAsed into tile field at 2 p.m.
The cow will be led to the centre of the field to wander from there.
The square in which the cow pat lands will contain the winner
The fined winning line (of £300) will be drawn at a function in the
Pnrish lIall that night.
The first cow pat will be the only one considered.
The square ill which. the majority of the cow pat lands will be the only
OIlP. c onsidered.
U n(>~ may be bought in any number ' of squares.
Clubs, societies, associations may buy a card for £25.
(:OIllIllUlli ty COllnc i] lors will be selling lines ..
Lines can be bought in the Community Council Offices.

~
f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

~
~L~~
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CILLO AQUATICS
TERAPINS
CAGE BIRDS, CAGES, TROPICAL
AND COLDWATER FISH, AQUARIUMS
AND EQUIPMENT, RABBITS, GUINEA PIGS
GERBILS & ALL PET NEEDS

DUBLIN ROAD, MAYNOOTH
TEL: 286911
MAYNOOTH VIDEO CLUB

TOWN CENTRE MALL
MAIN ST. lJ
MAYNOOTH.

PH. 285748

MON _ FRI
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
BANK HOLIDAYS

Ip.m.
Ip.m.
2p.m.
2p.m.

-

8.30
7.00
6.00
6.00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

RENT A V1DEO MACHINE FOR 30 DAYS
& CHOOSE 30 FREE FILM I S FOR £25 .. 00
-,,,----y--,-V -v-y-y-y-v-r-"-v-n;
1 Weeks £10 - + 7 Free Films
2 Weeks £15 - + 14 Free Films
3 Weeks £21 - + 20 Free Films

v V \

FOR

~

FINE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Professional Photography and Video Coverage

~-

~
..
...~.

,FAMILY PORTRAITURE IN YOUR OWN HOME
SUPERIOR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
OLD PHOTOGRAPHS COPIED
FRAMING SERVICE
:::z:

.

~

__ ,_ . .. _,
_~

Hugh Durham Photography
64 The GroVe, Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
Tel27l834

MEMBER ' OF IRISH PROFESSIONAL

PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATION
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SPORTS NEWS

MAYNOOTH ATHLETIC CLUB
The Leinster Senior, U112, U/14 and U/
16 Cross Country Championships were
held in Kilkerley. Running well for the
club in the girls U112, were PatriCia
Purcell, Ashling Redmond, Margaret
Brennan and Eimear O'Sullivan. Our
two girls in the U/14 race Fiona Redmond and Emma McCluskey also put
in a good performance as did Paul
Flood and Niall Gillick in the Boys U/14.

MAYNOOTH TOWN F.C.
Not a great deal to report 0 n the playing
side as results have not been all that
good. The most encouraging news
was the Second Team first win of the
season, a convincing 4-0 victory over
high placed Brookfield. The goals, all
of the spectacular variety, were scored
by Johnny Thompson and Willie Saults,
each of them scoring twice. The First
Team once again suffered the disappointment of making an early exit in the
Sheeran Cup, losing 3-0 at hO,me to
Lansdowne Celtic. The team was
admittedly understrength but itwas still
a game that could and should have
been won. On the League front ;
weather conditions have caused quite
a few postponements in recent weeks,
s6 let's hope that when games are
resumed that, with all players available, past disappointments will be forgotten. We are all looking forward to
the St. Patrick's Day parade and hopingto play an active part as in previous
years. As a 'curtain raiser' , we are
pleased to announce that we will be
staging a Sports Table Quiz in the
Hitchin Post on Thursday March 16th.
The entry fee is £12 for each team -of
four people and the top prize will be
£100. Further details may be had from
any of the committee, so let's see all
you budding Jimmy - Magee in the
Hitchin Post on the 16th'Gerry Durack
P.R.O.

Best performance of the day was
Carmel Noonan 6th in girls U116 and
Lisa McClu$key 11th, these two girls
made the county team. As usual our
Vet Ladies did very well, this time running as a senior ladies team, they were
Patsy McCluskey 10th, Helen Redmond 23rd, Marie Gleeson 31st and
Bernie Dunne 32nd. The following
week the Vets made the long journey
to Rostrevorfortheir'AII Ireland Champsionships'. Patsy McCluskey was a
worthy winner of the Vet Ladies 0/40;
Helen Redmond 'keeping up her good
form came 3rd 0/40 these two ladies
were on the winning County team;
Bernie Dunne also ran well in the ladies 0/30 and came 2nd. Thes,e three
ladies also took the 2nd club award.
Despite not feeling the best Liam
McNamee came 3rd in men's 0/40,
also running well in this race was David
Jolly.
Some of our juvenile club

MAYNOOTH
BADMINTON CLUB
The club entered four teams- in the
Dublin League, three mixed and one
Ladies team. Competition in all grades
was very high. Our 1st team were
narrowly beaten in their section. One
point stood between them and the
quarter finals .
.
Well done to Michele Farrell and Olive
O'Shea who won out the Ladies'
Doubles of the American Tournament
which was played on 16th Dec. '88.
Runners up were Marie Connolly and
Frances Murphy. Winners of the Men's
Doubles were Paddy Nolan and Paul
Murphy. Runners up were Hector
Dalton and Mick Lynch.
The Kildare League is now underway
and the Club would like to wish all five
teams (four mixed and one Ladies) the
best of luck. Competition for places on
these teams was very keen. The club
has vacancies for players of League
Standard only, preferably in Grades
C,D, and E. All enquires should be
made to the Sec. Tel: 285440 or
Chairman Derek Gleeson Tel: 285668
Congratulations to former member
Mary Butler on the occasion of her
recent marriage to Ray Manning.
Olive O'Shea
Secretary
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members also had success in the
schools cross country championships
inthe Kildare Schools ; Carmel Noonan
was 1st, Lisa McCluskey 2nd, thus
helping their team to a win for the
school, Emer Farrelly also ran well in
the championships coming 5th. Despite the much stronger competition in
the West Leinster schools Carmel
'Noonan was 3rd and Lisa McCluskey
9th.
The juvenile 'All Ireland Cross Country'
were held in Killarney. Congratulations to Carmel Noonan who was our
only medal winner. Carm~1 got a well
deserved silver medal in the girls U/16.
Lisa McCluskey also ran a good race
coming 4th. In the girls U/13 Emma
McCluskey was 46th and Fiona Redmond 32nd in girls U/14. Very good
results for these girls who travelled to
Killarney and put so much effort into
their training to get there.
Barbara Tracey
Margaret Noonan

U/14 GAELIC FOOTBALL
Maynooth
O'Tooles

1 Gaol 5 Points
1 Goal

Maynooth made somewhat heavy work
of defeating a determined O'Toole's
team in this game played in Maynooth
on the 4th Feb. Maynooth dominated
play for long stages of the game ~ut the
atrocious conditions meant that It was
very difficult for smaller Maynooth team
to play their usual high sta~dard of
football and hence found sconng anything but easy. With Kenneth Killora~,
Peter Lacy and Padraig Hogan dominating the back line, Maynooth were
able to easily cope with the O'Toole
forwards so much so jhat it was only in
the last five minutes that O'Toole's got
their only score Of the game.
Joey Nevin and Gerard Horn won the
midfield battle and constantly gave their
forward line plenty of poss~ssions, but
with the exception of a good goal scored
by Cathal Ryan, they fai led to make
greater use of the possession they
enjoyed. Yet both teams should be
complemented on their eff?rts to p!ay
good football at all times In the Wind
and rain. Outstanding for Maynooth
besides those already mentionedwere
Patrick Farrell, Stephen Noonan, Martin Donnelly, Hughie Nevin, Eddie
Lacey and Richard Cotter.

Cont i nued

G.A.A. NOTES
After a brief period of recruitment many
new players have been attracted to the
club, and we now have a pool of over
fifty players.
Training nights in the G.AA field,
Moyglare road starting at 8 p.m. All are
welcome to come along and take part.
Friendly matches have been arranged
against senior teams and this has
proved very successful for us. Mick
Mealy "team trainer" should have his
teams well prepared for the coming
season, which kicks off on the second
Sunday in March.
We are entering the St. Patrick's Day
parade again this year and we are
asking all you G.AA fans out there to
come out and join in with us .
Michael Caden
P.R .O.

Home

urstng

red here are Ruth and Husband Pa t Kevin McGovern, and host Derek
Davis, R.T.E.
LIVE AT THREE
Congratulations to Ruth Morrissey, family, members of the Lions Club and
Baltracey, Maynooth who was recently Kevin McGovern who played for Ruth
picked to appear on R.T.E.'s Live at 3. in earlier rounds. Ruth would also like
Ruth, having won in earlier competition to take this opportunity to thank all
rounds was picked to appear on the those who supported and helped her in
January 16th programme.
any way over the last few weeks espeA great day was had by all who trav- cially Keith and the members of
elled to R.T.E. which included Ruth's Maynooth Lions Club.

SAY IT

ALL~

THEM SAY IT FOR
ON

MOTHERS DAY
PETALS
Maynooth

Shopping

Centre

FLOWERS AND POTTED PLANTS FOR
ALL OCCASIONS AND SITUATIONS
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BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVING~-

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

NO TAX-

& R.O.R.
MORNING PRICES DAILY
HORSES TAKEN AT BOARD PRICES IF SP IS GREATER WE PAY SP.
OUR LIMIT = £30,000
ON ALL HANDICAPS WE PAY t ODDS A PLACE
WE PAY ON BOTH WINNERS F.P.P

6-7 RUNNERS
1, 2.
8-15 RUNNERS
1, 2, 3.
16 OR MORE RUNNERS 1, 2, 3,
7.

4.

FREE DRAW ON LOSING DOCKETS DAILY
50P LUCKY 15
EACH DAY
£1 LUCKY 15
ON SATURDAY
DRAW TAKES PLACE AT NOON

8.
9.

WE REMAIN OPEN FOR DOG RACING

A.

DAILY BONUS YANKEE - BONUS IS AT LEAST £100
FREE TRICAST - fLOO FREE T~ICAST DAILY
COUPLED DOUBLES - YOU HAVE TWO=HORSES RUNNING
FOR YOU IN THE ONE RACE
MONEY BACK RACE - EACH DAY WE HAVE A MONEY BACK RACE
IF YOUR SELECTION FINISHES SECOND
WE WILL REFUND YOUR STAKE.
WE PAY 20% BONUS ON ALL UP YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY 31
AND LUCKY 63.
ON A LUCKY 15 WE PAY 4 TIMES THE SP ON ONE WINNER.
ON A LUCKY 31 WE PAY 6 TIMES THE SP ON ONE WINNER.
ON A LUCKY 63 WE PAY 10 TIMES THE SPON ONE WINNER.

B.
C.
C
D.

E.
F,

BETS TAKEN ON ALL MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS
BRUCE'S SPECIAL BETTING:

AT BRUCES BETTING OFFICE IT IS A PLEASURE TO LAY AND A PLEASURE TO PAY.
FREE BETS BAILY

NO TAX

NO TAX

FREE BETS DAILY

TEL: 286644
50% on all up yankees,
lucky fifteens, lucky 31's & lucky 63's
Covering th~ Adult meeting on anyone day
or covering the races over the 3 days.
Credit. or Deposit accounts welcome over the phone.
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YOUR MORE AT HOME WITH McC RORY' S COAL
STOCK

UP NO W WI TH BE Sf

QUAl I

J

Y

COAL

SLACK
BR I QUI I T( 5

COAL

EXTRACITI
WONOf R COAl
ANTHRACITI
HAC K 13 0 I I f R 131 A W; .

NO DELIVERY CHARGE

FROM: BILLY McCHOHY
11'{ Kingsbry,

Haynooth

PH ONE :286859

CoPoL MOTOR
FACTORS

or'

251202

Main st.,

01/286628/ 2 8 63 0'

to'.aynooth,
Tel:
Co. K i 1 dar e .

Part s

cUl(j dCU")')(}f

it ",

for all rmkf' ~; (Jf Cdr'),

trucks and

trd( ' \(}f').

f3D t tc r i C ~) Y lUll';
[ xhau sts) Brak!' Pij(j<,
!

I

~

A I·DAN 'S
MAYNO OTH.
-Tobacconist -

Gr o
Cerje3

Newsagent-

LARGE SELECTION OF
MOTHERS DAY CARDS
FO R MOTHERS DAY AT
REASO NABLE ~RICES
-Free delivery
within 3 miles of shop
on MOTHERS DAY
!

l

l---------------________

~

_________________________________·
!
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PATRICI(S DAY' DRNeE

PARISH HALL

11p.m. - 2a.m.

FINAL DRAW OF COW-PAT LOTTERY
£2 Students
ADM: £3
Music

by

the "KEES"

THE '89
NISSAN RA l'JGE

AT
f!?addicl PllAcrn Ptd

GREENFIELDS, MAYNOOTH, co. K ILDARE.
Telephone: 286576/286418
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YOUR

R () (-II f-c)

MOURNING

.-t &

LOCAL

UNDERTAKERS

COACHES,

Sc, I) S

WREATHS,

ETC.

Funeral Undertakers, KiJcock.
Phone day or night

Connaught st,

Iii J(e()(ek

R(,ell f-('Iet

I\:

BLINDS
YOUR LOC~A~BLINDMA

FH.

FACTORY PRICES

WE MANUFACTURE

OENIS MAI--tONE

TOP QlJ AI. ITY

BI~INhMAKERS I~IMITED

ROLLER, VI':NETIAN AND
VERT1CAl, BLl NDS.

Cooldrinagh, Leixlip

FULL REPAT R SERVTCI':S

~
2 4 4 9 4 3 anytime
OVER 2() YEARS EXPERIENCE
WIDOWED PERSONS
ASSOCIATION
Leixlip and surrounding areas , for example, Celbridge, Maynooth, Kilcock,
Clane, Straffan, Lucan etc., New branch
just formed. All local widows and widowers welcome.
Meeting Parish
Centre, Celbridge Road, Leixlip, first
Monday of every hiOhth.
Enquiiies - Telephone 2888S2

SOCIETY OF
ST. VINCENT DE PAUL
I wish to express our appreciation and
grateful thanks to the parents, teachers and pupils of the Boys Post Primary
School for their efforts in raising the
sum of £1,000 towards the charitable
works of the Society in the Parish.
Thanks again to all concerned.
P. DUnne, President

ease

Support
Our
Adve isers
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TO ALL TYPES.
HA VE YOUR OLl) ROI.J ,ER
BLIND REVI':RSI,:n

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third page
Quarter page

£40
£22
£15
£12

DiscoUnt of 20% for new businesses '
on first advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements l
taken for six months or over if payment
is made in advance .
I
A fee of £2 is charged for Classified !
Advertisements.
.
I
Of course there is no charge on aC- 1
knowledgements, notices, i.e . birth "
days, missing items etc.

PLANNING PERMISSIONS
89/000057

High Degree Construction
c/o Pat Mooney,
9, Straffan Way,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Thefamilyofthe late Mary Sherrywish
to thank most sincerely, those who
sympathised with them in their sad
bereavement. Those who attended
the removal of remains, mass and funeral. Those who sent mass cards and
floral tributes. A special thanks to Fr.
Supple and Fr. Cogan also to the Doctors, nurses and staff of S1. Vincent's
Hospital, Athy, and to all her old neighbours andJriends who helped in every
way. As a token of our deep gratitude,
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be
offered for their intentions.
Kenny - The wife and family of the late
James (Jim) Kenny 480 Straffan Road,
Maynooth, wish tothank most sincerely
all those who sympathised with them
in their recent sad bereavement. Those
who sent Mass cards, wreaths,letters
of Sympathy attended Removal of
Remains and Funeral Mass. A special
word of thanks to Doctor and Mrs.
Waldron and the nursing staff of Larchfield Park nursing home and Naas
Hospital, Fr. Supple and Fr. Cogan, Dr.
Cowhey and all our good neighbours
and friends. As a token of our appreciation the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
will be offered for your intentions.

WEDDING CELEBRATIONS
The Leixlip Tennis Club would like to
congratulate Mary Butler on her recent
marriage to Ray. We wish them both
lots of happiness and the very best for
the future.
The senior Badminton Club of
Maynooth would liketowish Mary Butler
many years of happiness after her
recent marriage to Ray Manning who
also works in MaynoothCollege (Ray
is Mary's boss which must be a nice set
up there for Mary). Some of her team
members had a very enjoyable night
with them at their celebration in theTown House. Once again w~ wish
them the very best and hope Mary is
back with us soon again.

LUCKY TOM DOES IT AGAIN

CLASSIFIED ADDS

On behalf of the Matter Hospital Pools
Ltd., congratulations to:

FOR SALE
Hotpoint Tumble Dryer
Excellent Condition
Tel: 286684

Mrs. Anne Rooney,
87 Maynooth Park, £250
Mrs. Rowan,
38 Carton Court, £50
Mrs. Condron,
45 Laurence Ave. £10
Ms. May Dunne, £50
Shopping Voucher
for Quinnsworth
and finally
Star Prize £1,500 (Dec. 31 st)
to
Mrs. Nell Byrne,
748 Greenfield, Maynooth
Best Wishes for the coming year to all
my customers
Seller:

Tom Nolan
'Hillview',
85 Newtown,
Maynooth.

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
Larry McTernan, Highfield, Kilcock,
Feb. 27th and son Paul age 12 Feb.
4th.
Gerard McTernan, Greenfield, Feb.
25th, and sori Gerard Barry age 11
March 4th.
3rd March, Best Wishes to Mary Ann
Muldoon, 1197 Greenfield, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare from her loving husband
Thomas, also her children, Helena,
James, Mickie and Thomas.
Happy 21 st Birthday to Damien
Murtagh 12th, Feb., from his Mam &
Dad.
Congratulations to Ashling Barton "San
Feliu", Maynooth who celebrated her
21 st Birthday on 16th February. Ashling hosted a party in Spririgfield Hotel
attended by 150 relatives and friends.

MINI-BUS
FOR

FOR SALE
Record Player, Speakers & Stand
Tel: 286684
Bicycles For Sale
Gent's 5 Gear Sports £70
Gent's Single Speed Sports £50
Call to 61 Cluain Aoibhinn
(After 7 p.m.)
FOR SALE
Electronic Typewriter
Brother AX-30 Portable
Many special features, including
*Memory, *Interchangeable Daisywheels, * Automatic Correction,
* Accents for Irish and foreign languages.
A lovely little machine,
in excellent condition. £290.00
Tel: 285464
WANTED
Bungalow - 4 Bedroomed
with Garage on 1 - 2 acres
within a radius of one mile of
Maynooth
Phone: 280353
WANTED
Secondhand Sialem Canoe
must be in good condition
Tel: 285751
OPPORTUNITY!!!
Earn an extra income. Part-time
Tel: 286684
At Leixlip Education Centre, Main Stret:
Intensive preparation to Leaving and
Inter Cert., Honours standard in
Mathematics, also, in Oral and written
Irish, French, German. Tel: 285777 for
further details, after 6.30 p.m.
Hand Knitting to design or order.
Reasonably Priced
For further information please
phone 285905
after 7 p.in. any evening

HIRE
FOr. ALL OCCASIONS

SEAMUS GRANT
JJ Laurenc-es Averlul~,
Maynoolh, Co. Kildare

Tel:

53

2861 .32

All-Ireland Volley Ball Champion is
willing to coach volleyball in
Maynooth.
Anyone interested should contact
Larry O'Brien, 510, Newtown,
Maynooth.

FMK
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QUINNSWORTH SHOPPING CENTRE MAYNOOTH
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'" INTRODUCING

YOUTHSWEARfC>~~~~'J
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FOR THE FASHION CONSCIOUS YOUNG MAN IN YOUR HOME

SELECTION OF GUARANTEED IRISH KNITWEAR
PLUS GUARANTEED IRISH SLACKS AND JEANS
TOP BRAND NAME
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD
DRESS HIRE SERVICES AVAILABLE
54

NEVER TAKE "NO"
FOR AN ANSWER
Yes

No

Q1. Are you ready to meet th~ costs of educating your children?

DD

Q2.

If you die or become disabled is your family protected?

D

Q3.

Is your money getting you the best (tax free) return?

DO
D'O
DO

Q4. Are you paying too 'much for house/motor/shop insurance?
Q5.Are you happy with the amount of income tax you pay?
Q6. Have you reviewed your existing investments/savings/insurance
plans recently?

D

DO

Ifyou have ticked WO" to even one ofthese questions its time you talked to liS. We
design and administerplans to meetyour needs. We also specialise in Endownment
ortgages., Mortgage Protecti04 Pensions., earlY Retirement Planning and Investment
ofRedundancy lump sums.

Remember
We represent all the leading Financial and Insurance companies.

Contact us today
FRANK REGAN & ASSOCIATES lTD.

INDEPENDENT
INVESTMENT· FINANCE -INSURANCE
MAIN ST., MAYNOOTH, co. KILDARE
Tel. 01-285377
Fax 01-285516

Our adVice is free and Impartial

'..-------~

z

BUSINESS PRINTING
THAT IS RIGHT UP
EVERYONE'S STREET
T h e road to success may not run straight.
So it's reassuring to know that, whatever new challenge is waiting around the comer, there's always
one thing you can depend on.
The Cardinal Press range of Business PriIlting
services.
At The Cardinal Press we recognise that you need
services which exactly match the unique circumstances
of your business.
That's why we always offer professional assistance,
service and advice.
For example, we'll put together a package of
printing services to suit your individual business needs.
Helping you seize new opportunities ~s they anive. And
pointing out things you may not have considered, too.
Because we don't have a fixed tariff, you'll also
find our charges very competitive Just ask for a quote.
All-in-all, The Cardinal Press can help you
Because, when it comes to Business Printing,
Services, The Cardinal Press is simply streets ahead.

• Ge-neral Printing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invoices, NCR Sets, Statements, Letterheads, Business Cards,
Books
Tickets, & Posters

Full Colour Brochures
Newsletters
Quality Wedding Stationery
Continuous Stationery
Colour Copying
Office Stationery & Furniture
Typesetting (Laser & IBM)
Laser Printing
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding

Printing
Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Telephone (01) 286440/286695
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IN THIS ISSUE
Letters to the Editor
Sports News
Points of View
Video Reviews

Political Party Notes
Street Talking
Gardening Tips
History of Maynooth Series

Having
a

Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(DelphiCutlery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)

I

~I
I

OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

Peoop O'Bpi6R
Gat6Pinf1 GO. b l;().
"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH. PHONE: 286566

.F

EDITORIAL

MA YNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL

Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Suzanne Redmond
Elizahp.th Ui Bhriain
Mary Simon
Carol-Ann 'Reaper
The opinions and statements expressed in t he articles are those of the
contributors and not necessarily those
of the Editorial.
All matters to be included in the next
Edition of the Newsletter should be
addressed to :The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth,
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:

Monday 17th April 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published
asa service to the people and organisations of the neighbourhood. It isan
"open access" publication and will
generally carry any material submitted
o it, subject to the law of the land arid
o editorial judgement. The judgement
is exercised by the Editorial Commitee in order to preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter.
The Committee reserves the right to
alter, abridge or omit material which in
, its opinion might rend the Newsletter
he promoter or mouth-piece of secional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
he committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible, material should be typed, but as
not everyone has access to typewriters, the best way to present.material is
o use either neat legible writing or
lock letters, on one side of the paper.

LOCAL CHARGES
The local charges issue appears to
have taken a sinister direction in recent
weeks as some Maynooth residents
have found to their disbelief. The
County Council has taken a hard line in
relation to cutting off those who are
withholding payment of water and refuse charges in protest against the
imposition of what they regard as
double taxation .
A number of residents have decided to
end their protest, and to pay up their
arrears. One would think that the
County Council wou ld be satisfied with
this action. However, in a number of
cases, the reac,tion towards these
residents has been nothing short of
vindictive.
In at least one case known to the
Newsletter, water was cut off, even
though the resident had paid up arrears. When a senior County Council
official was contacted, the resident was
threatened with court injunctions. A
visit to the County Counci l offices in
Naas by the resident turned into an
interrogation session. The resident
was informed that the water supply
would not be reconnected unless the
names of those who were carrying out
reconnections were given! It was,only
through the concerted efforts of two
local politicians that the County Council was prepared to even discuss re, connection, and then at an extortionate price.
This type of behaviour by public officials, whose salaries are paid for
through our taxes is inexcusable. The
County Council relies on the co-operation of residents in carrying out its work
- we would point out the successful
m

introduction of the travellers' nalting
site as one instance. Here, the County
Council's work is made immeasurably
easier through the co-operation of local
residents who serve on the Travellers'
Settlement Committee. There are
many other examples of co-operation
which could be cited. Certainly, if the
Counci I allows its officials to get too big
for their jackboots, and to abuse the
trust which has developed over the
years, it may prove difficult to secure
such co-operation in the future.

FOR WHOM THE
ROAD TOLLS?
Motorists will have noticed the pace of
improvement in the road system in
recent months . Already journey times
to Dublin have reduced by ten to twenty
minutes as a result of the Lucan bypass. However, whispers have reached
us about the possibility of toll charges
on the Leixlip to Kilcock by-pass, a
proposal which would be a cause for
concern. Why should motorists have
to pay for this long overdue improvement? The issue of double taxation
occurs again here - we pay road tax,
tax on petrol, VAT on cars , and in any
case, most of the money will come
from the EC. As one resident' commented, we're being charged extra for
travelling to work! If the charges on the
East Link toll bridge are anything to go
by, the additional cost of travelling to
work could be 4.50 pounds perweek or
216 pounds per year. What is more
likely to happen of course is that local
motorists will continue to use the old
road network, to avoid toll charges,
thereby bringing very little advantage
to traffic congested towns such as
Maynooth and Leixlip.

Community Affairs
It was brought to our attention that a lot
of refuse was thrown over the wall at
the Halting Site.
All representatives on the Council have
been requested to listthe environmental
improvements needed in their area for
submission to Kildare County Council.

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL NOTES
The last meeting of the Community
Council took place on Monday 13th
March at 8 p.m.

3

It was decided to buy two horses forthe
Race Night organised by the Boys National School.
The,St. Patrick's Day Parade will be as
last year. Afull report next month.

Elections
The date of the next election was discussed. It was decided to hold it in
February 1990 with the new council to
take effect from March 1990.

Letters... Letters.

~

Town Commission Status
It was decided to write to the Minister
for the Environment looking for Town
Commission Status. A population of
1,500 is necessary and the signatures '
of 21 householders. Agreement must '
then be reached regarding the boundaries.
The advantages are as follows :
1. The County Manager must aHend
Town Commission meeting and deal
'
with the problems ir)volved.
2. A part-time Town Clerk will be paid
for by Kildare County Council.
3. There may be finance forthcoming
for the rental or purchase of office
space.
4. Greater publicity and media coverage by local newspapers.
5. It is a recognised local authority.

Greenfield,
Maynooth
13/3/89

Dear Editor,
I am a housewife currently enjoying the
"Secretarial Course' in the Post Primary School, Maynooth.
There are no fees charged forth is very
useful and extensive course. It covers
Computer Skills, Word Processing,
Shorthand, Typing, English, BookKeeping and Telephone Technique.
I strongly recommend this course to
any person young or like myself "old".
The young people will find that no
maHer what career they wish to pursue

Peter Connell was thanked for his Dear Sir/Madam
production of a handbill on the Community Council which will be delivered '
Next month the third Maynooth
to each house in the town.
Spring Fairwill feature a free Valuation
Service for postage stamps, stamp
Mr. Tom Ashe has completed the collections andold stamped letters and
handbill on the Swimming Pool which postcards.
will also be delivered by Community
Enclosed is a copy of a letter
Councillors.
dated 16th January, 1832, wriHenfrom
Carton House by the Duke of Leinster
The unrepresented areas have not to London. Free postage was a 'perk'
replied to our request asking for a enjoyed by members of the House of
councillor for their area.
Lords and the House of Commons,
Ministers of State and Court Officials
We received a letter from Mr. F. Leavy from 1652. MembersofourOireachtas
regarding the Harbour Field and the to-day still enjoy this privilege.
travellers.
There were a number of conditions to qualify for free postage. The
A complaint was received about bark- main ones were that the writer's resiing dogs disturbing the Carton Court dence was not more than twenty miles
residents. We request that dog own- ,from the posting area; the name of the
ers control the behaviour of their pets
sender complete with the date arid
at night.
place of posting had to be written on
, the letier; there was a limit on the numThe Tidy Towns Committee wish to , ber of letters to be sent and received in
thank those who gave $0 generously , anyone day. The law provided thatthe
during their recent collection.
person could be deported for several
years
for forging the signature of a
Finally, it has been decided that more
,
member
of parliament or other quali~
detailed information on Community
,
fied
persons.
In about 1630 the cost of
Council corespondence will be pubsending
a
letter
was 2p for eighty miles,
lished in the Newsletter so that the
community may be made aware of the 4P.for distances between 80 and 140
represent/ations made on their behalf. miles and 6p for each letter over 140
NB* Please note that the diary for miles.
Up to abOut 1707, the word
booking the Harbour Field, and other
FR
EE
was written by hand on each
events, is now in the Community Counletter
that
qualified and from about that
cil Office.
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
date
onwards
a special circular stamp
Chairperson'
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that 'Keyboard Skills' will be invaluable, the same can relate to boys or
girls.
For the more mature student you can
update your skills or learn from scratch
as I have done.
If you wish to enrole for this very worthwhile course for Autumn '89, get along
to the Post Primary school at once and
make your intentions known.
I guarantee you will enjoy yourself and
it allows young students an extra year
to consider their futures.
Thank you for taking the time to read
this leHer.
Yours sincerely
Anne McGarry

was applied to each letter in either
Dublin, London or Edinburgh. The
deSign of these special hand stamps
changed over the years.
There was widespread abuse of
the free-posting privilege because
some members of the Aristocracy,
Court OffiCials and Post Office officials
made certain that letters belonging to
their friends travelled free. The ordinary postage system which charged
by distance had to pay the bill. Postage was expensive. A letter from
Donegal to Dublin cost one shilling
while a leHer from Donegal to Kerry
cost two shillings. The charge was
doubled if there was an enclosure in
the envelope. There was widespread
agitation in the 1830's for an uniform
penny post and finally on the 10th of
January, 1840, the free posting privilege was abolished. By way of setting
an example the young Queen Victoria
voluntarily renounced her right to free
postage;
This particular letter was written
on the side of one sheet which was
then folded, sealed and addressed. If
,a separate sheet had been enclosed
the Dukeof Leinsterwould have had to
pay postage.
Be sure to bring along your old
stamps, collections, letters and anything of a postal nature to the Spring
Fair and meet Mr. Mike Giffneywho will
offer a valuation and advice. Children
are very welcome to bring their stamp
collections along. Declan O'Connor

Continued
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De livered to your home-

COMMUNITY INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES

Best quality Coal,Slack.Anthracite,Peat Briquettes,
nnd all types of Solid Fuel supplied.

R.lGHTS COLUM·N
Q .. My husband is going to work in
England next month. I will be remaining here with our three school going
children. Will this affect our Medical
Card? What will happen to our Children's Allowance?
A. As the dependants of an insured
worker you will be entitled to a Medical
Card here under E.C. Regulations. The
Health Board will need confirmation
from the DHSS in the UK that he is an
insured worker.
The position regarding your Child
Benefit (Childrens Allowance) will be
as follows:
(i) If you are not working your Child
Benefit will be paid from the UK
(ii) If you are insurably employed you
will come under our regulations and
will continue to receive your Child
B~nefit here. You will also be entitled
te receive a top-up amount from the
UK to bring your total amount up to
the U.K. rate.
(iii} Hyour husband is seH-employed in
the Uk then there will be no charge and
you will continue to receive your Child
Benefit here.
For further information you should
contact the E.C. Section in the Child
Benefit Section, Oisin House, 212/213
Pearse Street,Dublin 2. Tel: (01)
711911

T/Jis column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public,

Wed. 10 a.m. -12 noon
Thurs. 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 10 a.m. - 12 noon
Fri. 2 p.m. - 4p.m.

TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857

- ··1

Painting & D~orating •
Interior & Exterior
Professional Wallpaperinge
Chimney Cleaning at its best.
~a::.-'""I'II"'-. Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced •
•
•
•
•

~

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages
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TIred of Will tmg at the hairdressers '?
Problems getting a babysi tter while you have your
hair done?
Like your own personal stylist? Have your h ..ur
styled by an experienced stylist 10 the cOlldof 1
of your own horne at a time that sui 1s you b('~\.
Call Dial a Style at 2&.5367

fOf

your appointmcnt

Lat<; APpointme. nt:]special- fanliTy--ratcs.- Wash,
can be made for
trim and blow dry for MUIII,
Wednesday and Friday
Dad and (our children £ 10.00

DONOVANS NEWSAGENTS
UNIT 7 MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
LARGE SELECTION GREETING CARDS
~~

!LL.¥OuR STATIONERY REQUIRMENrS
LARGE SELECTION OF

T~YS

FROM £1.99

~~

MAGAZINES CHOCOLATES VALENTINE CARDS
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
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The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping ('enlre
WITH FULL Y TRAINED STAFF IN ATIEND.~N_<::_E
STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
CLARKES,K SHOES,DUBARRY,
SARAH JAMES.LOAKES,
WESTCOAST, GABOR & NICKS
IRISH DANC·I~G_ PUMPS & BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK

t\'~S\\

~t~S

..._- '-

super spring collection

*

OUTSTANDING VARIETY AND CHOI(~F~)

GABY AND GABOR LADIES FASHION SHOES NOW IN STOCK
/
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Our shoes fit as well as
Do yours?

they look.

Doyles S hoe Centre
~

FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT OF TOWN

g".-"~
.-- ----~--------------""
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CHIMNEY MAINTENANCE
SERVICES
Chimneys Re-lined and Repaired,
Cowls Fitted, Fireplaces Repaired,
Smoke problems Solved.

ROYAL CANAL
AMENITY GROUP

Insurance Work Undertaken

The FAS Social Employment Scheme
begins on Monday 20th March, so the
work will commence again on restoration.
There will be a Card Game in Keane's
Lounge, Kilcloon on Friday 7th April at
8 p.m. It will be a Progressive 25
Game.
The Trade Fair will take place on 29th
and 30th April in the Boy's National
School.
Watch out for the next Boat Push on
May 25th.

Telephone: 268638

Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
P.R.O.

NEW MAGAZINE
ON MARKET
March 15th saw the launch of a new
tabloid magazine called Alpha. It is a
fortnightly publication which gears itself towards a broadly alternative
market, covering such issues as Ireland's relationship with other countries;
the relationship between religion and
social & economic infrastructure; sport;
art and literature. Alpha is politically
orientated in so far as it looks upon
itseH as a radically critical magazine of
the existing status quo. What makes
Alpha especially different from other
publications of this nature is its inherent constructivist approach - an outlook which tries to combat the negative
cynicism which is becoming an integral
part of Irish analysis. It poses alternatives to problems of social, economic
and political aspect, offering fresh and
realistic indicators to solutions.
Maynooth's input to Alpha is especially strong; Kevin Barry (from the
college's English Dept.) is centrally
involved while regular conributers include Enda McDonagh (Theology
Dept.), Frank McGuinness (English
Dept.), former student Michael Doherty
and Donal O'Donoghue (currently
studying English). It is available in
most newsagents and also on sale in
the college.

OPEN 6 DAYS
Garden Sheds
S 6 Rustic 179.00 Supplied & Fitted
.Full rang-e of Patio Paving Hexes
Square Colour
Supply & Fitting Service
Sand Gravel Stone Cement
Blocks Mortar Dashing

".~ Hugh Durham oS-~

tJ

Photography~; ~:

64 The Grove, Celbridge, Co. Kildare.

Tel21l834
FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION HIRE A PROFESSIONAL
HUGH DURHAM PHOTOGRAPHY
CEUBRIDGE
271834
8

Residents' Associations News.
GREENFIELD ESTATE
RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
The Association Supper Dance was
held on the 18th February in Ned
Slevin's as planned. The evening was
most enjoyable and a great time was
had by all. The food was beautiful and
plentiful. There were salads of every
sort and colour and the many piled
plates were cleared with gusto. The
fresh fruit salad really was fresh and
delicious and the apple pie certainly
met with unanimous approval. Everybody got a spot prize and some people
got more than one. The atmosphere of
the evening was matched only by the
generosity of the sponsors of our spot
prizes. While all ofthe spot prizes were
lovely and very much appreciated (a
full list of sponsors appears below) two
were deserving of special note. Paddy
Ryan Ltd., gave us a super set of car
spot lights and the Moulin Rouge
Boutique donated a beautiful dress.
These were considered too substantial to be handed out at random and a
raffle was held for them. The spot
prizes and their donors were:Greenfield Supermarket (Voucher)
Donovan's Newsagents Shops (Box of
Chocolates)
Mulcahy's Butchers (Voucher)
Paddy Ryan Ltd. (Spotlights)
Dial-a-Style (Voucher)
Eileen & Michelle (Voucher)
Terry Edwards (Vegetables) (Voucher)
Dan Logan (Bottle of Whiskey)
Barret's (Toaster)
Coca-Cola (24 Cans of 7UP & 24 Cans
of Coke)
Westend Furnishing (Flower Stand)
Rye River Books (Book) "
Patrick's Restaurant (Voucher)
McNamara's (Box of Chocolates)
Country Shop (Pottery Bowl)
Country Shop Restaurant (Bottle of
Wine)

CARTON COURT
RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
The committee are arranging a meeting with the County Colincil regarding
taking c.h arge of the estate, The
committee are opposed to any suggestion of a cost being ihvolved to the
residents asthe council are clearly at
fault for allowing the bond to lapse,
The committee will also re-iterate its
opposition to the Straffan Rd. being
used as a link road to the motorway,
Ther€ have been numerous complaints
about dogs barking at night. There is

Barry's Newsagents (Purse) .
Billie's Boutique (Voucher)
Allied Irish Banks (Savings Account)
O'Neills Butcher (Voucher)
Hula Bou (Scarf & Tights)
Barton's (Voucher)
Maynooth Cycle Shop (Bicycle Light)
Ulster Bank (Bottle of Whiskey)
North Kildare Travel (Holiday Voucher)
Coonan's Estate Agents (Bottle of
Sherry)
McCormack's Chemist (His 'n Hers
Toiletries)
C.P.L. Motor Factors (Car Accessories)
Maynooth Electrical Supplies (Travel
Iron)
Petals (Voucher)
Quinnsworth (Box of Biscuits)
Conroy's Chemist (TOiletries)
Doyles Shoes (Pair of Slippers)
Sports Locker (Voucher)
Head to Toe (Shirt)
Jim's Shoe Repairs (Voucher)
Ultravision (Clock Radio)
F.M.K. Casuals (Voucher)
Carlton Dry Cleaners (V6ucher)
Cillo Aquatics (Bird Feeder)
Farrell's Greengrocer (Voucher)
Maynooth Jewellers (Donegal China)
Jim Smyth Butchers (Voucher)
Sean Power Bookmakers (Voucher)
The Elite Bakery (Cake)
Brady's (Bottle of Wine)
Caulfield's (Bottle of Whiskey)
Aidan's (Box of Chocolates)
Safe and Sound (Candle Stick)
Bank of Ireland (Bottle of Gin)
Carvery, Leinster Arms (Voucher)
Top of the Crop (Voucher)
Kehoe's Delicatessen (Bottle fo Wine)
The Roost (Bottle of Whiskey)
Maynooth Labour Party (Bottle of
Whiskey)

Slevin's put on for us they are well on
the way to having a hat-trick as the
venue for the Association Annual
Supper Dance. Roll on 1990!!
The Annual General Meeting of the
Association will take place on the 14th
March in the New Arts Block of the
College. The meeting will start at 8.30
p.m. Before the meeting the longawaited launch of the Neighbourhood
Watch Scheme will take place with a
presentation by a member of the Gardai. This will start at 7.30 p.m. on the
same night in the same place. We
hope to see a large tum-out to both
meetings. The main event of the evening will be the election of the new
committee. Nominations for the election of Officers of the Association will
be accepted up to 14 days before the
meeting: Names of nominees may be
handed'in to any member of the present Committee.
Names and Addresses of Present
Committee :
Peter Holland, 72 Maynooth Park,

Chairman
Nuala Farrell, 2 Straffan Way,

Secretary
Tom Purcell, 49 Laurence Avenue

Treasurer
Carmel Hogan, 52 Greenfield Drive

P.R.O.

Committee Members

Thank you very much to each and
every one of you for your kindness in
helping us to have a great night. As the
Chairman said with the spread which

Mary Farrell, 11 Greenfield Drive
Antoinette Byrne,
35 Laurence Avenue
Michael Quinn, 2 Straffan Way
Mary Farrell, 60 Maynooth park
John McGinley, 50 Greenfield Drive
Jim Doyle, 13 Straffan Way
Matt Callaghan, 14 Straffan Way
Maureen Redmond,
2 Greenfield Drive
Richard Farrell, 11 Greenfield Drive
Pat Kinsella, 11 Laurence Avenue

no excuse for depriving your neighbour of peace and quiet.
Sign's have been erected by the residents association regarding the house
numbers.
The committee are in the course of
preparing a submission to the Community Council on the local environment.
Headings for the submission will include the link road, recreational facilities, activities of local businesses etc.
The Residents' Association is in the
process fo drawing upa new constitution. Copies of this will be distributed

shortly, An E.G.M. to adopt the new
constitution will take place in April or
May.
If you are using the telephone box
please ensure that you leave the area
tidy after you .
We would like to extend our sympathy
to the farnily of Bridie Brady on their
recent bereavement. She was well
known to many of the residents of
Carton Court and will be sadly missed.
May she rest in peace. ".. .
Micnael Kelleher
P.R.O.
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CLUAIN AOIBHINN
RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
NOTES

7ir 2Va 2\109
OEAUTY CLINIC
Irene McCloskey, C.I.D .E.S .C.O.
Diploma & Tutor

Including Facial Treatment,
Remedial Camouflage, Aromatherapy, Special Classes,
Arm & LegTreatmt:nts,
Rl,.C Guinot. Cathiodermie.Bio-Pccling~ Grloide I)rescription Facial ..
Body Treatments, Sun Bed, ElectrolysIs and Red Vein Treatments,

BU CKLE Y'S LANE, MAIN STREET, lEIXLI P
(01)

;>1111)66121111971

Agents for Irish Building Society
Auctioneers
Valuers

Estate Agents
Co. Kildare

Telephone: 285257/285201

HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED
IN ALL AREAS FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS
Complete ACCO UN TING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR Ton SMAl L

Personal attentIOn of Quallfled Accountant

VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS & RETURNS

~'.

•

.

CASH FLOW

*Contact
BUDGETS * ETC.

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 Straffan Way , Maynooth.
Phone 285246

Irish Dancing Classes
Geraldine Hall
Maynooth

\'

CElL.E

3.00

Here we are again in March and it is
nice to see some action agai n after the
winter recess as residents come out of
hibernation.
Residents will have noted that trees
have been planted anew or replaced in
various locations on the estate, and we
would ask you to tend to the tree or
trees adjacent to your dwelling until
they are strong and hardy . The date of
the annual clean up has not been final·
ised but more about this and the forth·
coming A.G.M. in April later.
The committee would like to wish a
speedy recovery to past chairman
Paddy Holmes who is currently under
going treatment in the Eye and Ear
Hospital and to Sarah Sheehan who
will shortly receive treatment at Cappagh Hospital. Sincere sympathy to
the following who had family bereave.ments inthe recent past: Jim and Marie
Ryan, Pat and Catherine Darby and
Tess McDonnell, John and Kate Filbert, and Christy and Anne O'Brien.
We will shortly be losing some of our
residents who are moving on to better
things we hope, they are : Martin and
Philomena McLaughlin and Family, Pat
and Catherine Holmes and Family and
Christy and Ann O'Brien and Family.
We wish them success in the future.
Congratulations are extendedto Danny
and Jossie Casey who celebrated
twenty five years of Wedded Bliss on
St. Patrick's Day. We wish you both
happiness for another twenty five.
Finally congratulations to Fred and
Mary O'Melia on the recent birth of
their son Eoin.
A table quiz is being organised in the
Roost on Wed. 5th of April, also a £300
Draw.
This is being done in orderto purchase
a new lawnmower. We would be grateful for as much support as possible.

- 11.30 p.m. EVERY FRIDAY

Phoebe 0' Donoghue
School
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ATTENTION!

~~ COME ON 1N THE· PRICE IS RICHT

~ MAY
~

M

S 0 LY
£1 S
P
,

OT

E0

LESS

Centre Point Mall, Maynooth
(Beside Patricks Restaurant)
DROP IN AND CHECK US OUT

WE STOCK •SHAMPOOS,WASHINGUP LIQUI ,
HOUSEHOLD GOODS,COSM"ETICS,
TOYS,JEWELLERY,& LOADS MORE
NICK N'ACKS
GREAT GREAT VALUE

k.....

"~
~.

BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVING:TEL:

1.

286644

~........
;!

..
'\

~

Horses taken at board prices or morning prices if SP is greater we
pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus.on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY 31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place 6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd.
8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,.,& 4.
4 . . Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonu~ Yankee, Choice trebles, Special Doubles.
£100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..
11

~O~IIICAL

ORKERS' PARTY
NOTES

~

Euroelection Candidates
Selected
Among the candidates selected to
contest the forthcoming elections to
the European Parliament on behalf of
the ~o~ers' party is Catherine Murphy
of Lelxhp, who will be standing in the
Leinsterconstituency. Catherine, along
with her party colleague, Sean Purcell,
was elected on the first count at the
Leixlip Town Commission elections last
October. She will be joined on the
ticket by Councillor Mick Enright, a
member of Wexford Corporation.
A leading member of the Leixlip Combined Residents' Association and KiIdare Residents Against Local Charges
Catherine has been to the fore in cam~
paigning for better public services for
the North Kildare area, which she believes has been caught in a "no man's
land" between Dublin and Kildare with
the re~ultthatthere has been no p;oper
planning for the rapid growth of the
area. As a result, vital services such as
public transport, policing, employment
exchanges, FAS centres and community facilities are either non existent or
extremely underdeveloped. Catherine
will also ~igorously oppose any pro,posals to Introduce toll roads in County
Kildare.
As in every other part of the country,
h?wever, the central issues in North
Kildare are unemployment and its
unwanted partner, emigration. Catherine will be campaigning both for
adequate funding from the EEC to
tackle Ireland's backward economic

LABOUR PARTY NOTES
Annual Conference
Twenty seven delegates from
Maynooth attended the Labour party
Annual Conference in Tralee on the
weekend of March 10th - 12th last.
Over 200 delegates attended from thEl
Kildare constiuency. Most of the 'Kildare ~ntingent stayed in the Earl of
Desmc:>nd Hotel just outside· Tralee
which proved te>:be a very comfortabfe
velllJe. Apart from being a very enjoy'"
able Yieekend sociaUythe Conference

...

•

1(1

PARTY NOTES.

status within the Community, and for
the ~se ofthis funding forthe purposes
of direct employment creation. At the
moment, most of the money coming·
from the EEC goes into the pockets of
wealthy farmers, or into indirect projects such as roads ~whic~ line the
po?~ets of construction firms) and
trammgschemesfornon-existentjobs.

Left Co-operation
On the basis of past election results,
the Left has an excellent chance of
gaining seats in the Dublin, Leinster
and Munster constituencies in the
European elections. This, however,
will depend on a disciplined transfer of
votes between socialist candidates.
The Workers' Party has made approaches in partiCular to the Labour
Party to agre~ on a strategy of mutual
transfers for this· election.
It was disappointing, therefore, to note
that the Labour Party Annual Conference rejected a motion calling for an
electoral pact with the Workers' Party.
It would appear that the Labour Party
leadership is more concerned with
establishing a dominant position within
the Irish left than itiswith promoting the
socialist and working class movements
in general. At a time of, unprecedented
public sector cutbacks and attacks on
the position of workers and the unemplyed, the need was never greater for
a broad co-operative approach to the
defence and enhancement of working
class interests in Ireland.
If the Labour Party maintains its present attitude, it will mean that there will
be NO socialist Irish members in the
next European Parliament, where there
could be at least three. The Workers'

decided orra nurriberof important policy
issues including a new set of policies
on the economy.
Emmet Stagg TO, as Agriculture
spokesman, presented the first major
review on Agriculture in twenty years.
The review, which is to. be the basis of
discussion throughout the Party over
the next year, argues for a political
alliance betwSlm PAVE workers and
working family· farmers.
Two Kildare delegates were elected·to
the,Administrative Council of the Party.
Pat Moynan· from Maynooth was returned on the first count for a second
term of ,office and Padcjy Kane from

,n
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partyremainshooefulthatameetingof
minds, in which the needs of irish
~Orkers constitute the common objectlve, may yet prove possible.

Local Charges
Ki!dare County Council has recently
raised the level of its campaign against
those who have been opposing the
payme~t of ater and. refuse double
taxes, mcludmg the Introduction of
some nasty practices. In particular,
some people who have decided to
make their peace with the Council have
been refused reconnection unless they
name those who have allegedly been
c~rrying out reconnections of houses
disconnected by Council staff. This is
a particularly reprehensible tactiC,
which clearly goes beyond the Coun·
cil's legal powers,. and conveys under·
tones of a totalitarian police state.
Alternatively, the Council has been
making outlandish demands for recon·
~ection fees, on top of demands for
Instant repayment of all outstanding
arrears. In addition, those subjected to
th.ese de~ands have also had to put up
with hostile verbal attacks in which
general anti-North Kildare sentiments
have been to the fore.
The Workers' Party believes that . ClPybody who took '. a.·, principled stand
~gainstthese impositions and who now
finds, through personalorfarTlily cir·
cumstances, or through outright vic·
timisation by County Council staff, that
they have no option but to comply,
should be allowed to do so with dignity,
and in a manner in keeping with their
ability to pay. We therefore call on
County Council staff to abandon their
tactics of harassment and intimidation,
and on all County Councillors to bring
pressure to bear accordingly.

v:

Athy was successful at his first at·
tempt.

Laurence's Avenue Access
Emmet Stagg has made represe nta·
tions on behalf of· the residents of
Laurence's Avenue to Kildare Co.
Council with regard to closing th~en·
trance tothe Celbridge Road from the
Avenue. A recent survey of the resi·
dents in the area on this issue showed
that in the interests of safety the vast
majority favoured removing access to
the estate from the main road. The
Branch intends pursuing this i·ssue with
the Co. Council until the wishes of the
residents are met. .

MAYNOOTH MORTALITY
SOCIETY
Registered Office,
Pound Street,
Maynooth.

A vote of thanks was extended to Mr.
Sean Reilly, Prosperous,for his most
generous donation to society funds.
It was unanimously agreed to retain
Mrs. Oliver Reilly, Prosperous as undertakers to the society for the coming
year.
The committee on behalf of the members would like to express their most
sincere thanks to the following for voluntary services during the year.

The one hundred and fifty second
Annual General Meeting ofthe Society
was held on Sunday February 26th
1989 at the registered office and drew
a large numberof members. Mr. Gerry
McTIernan presided.
The Chairman Mr. McTiernan was very Damien Maguire, Solicitor.
Maynooth Newsletter.
outspoken as regards defaulting
Frank
Donnelly, F.CA (Auditor).
members, and appealed to members
Gerry
Brady & Co., Patricia Hyland,
to try and recruit some younger, and
Kathleen
O'Neill.
new members into the society. Mr.
Saults,
St. Mary's Brass & Reed
John
Frank Donnelly F.CA, Hon. Auditor,
Band
and
Freddie
Leavy.
read the balance sheet which stated
We
would
also
like
to thank Fr. Supple
that during the year 1988 twenty six
P.P.,
Fr.
Cogan
C.C.,
Fr. Peter Dowlmembers died at a cost to the society
ing
and
Carol
Barton
for
their co-opof over £7,000 showing a running loss
to the society of £1,500.00. Despite eration with the offering of the annual
this loss the assets otthe society remain Mass Tor aeceased members.
The following were elected for the
at over £6,000.
coming
year:The secretary P. Nolan and Ass/SecSpiritual
Directors - Fr. Supple, Fr.
retary thanked the Committee and
.
Cogan,
Fr.
Kevin, Fr. Dowling, Fr.
members for their co-operation during
Begley.
the year.
.

Jim Nolan
President
Gerry McTiernan
Chairman
O. Byrne
V/Chair
P. Nolan
Secretary
K. Murphy
Ass/Secretary
Leo Bean / Jim Brady
Joint Treas.
Frank Donnelly
Hon. Auditor
Terry Byrne
Kilcock Rep.
Percy Byrke
Leixlip Rep.
Paddy Finn Contey.
Damien Maguire
Hon. Solicitor
Committee
L. O'Brien, Sean Fay
Billy Nolan, T. FLanagan,
J. Mee, Derek Horan,
Mrs. B. O'Brien, Paddy Malone,
Mrs. B. Saults, P.J. Rochford

LEIXLIP STUDY CENTRE
!'JAIN STREET. LEIXLIP

(Situated over Leixlip Financial and Secretarial Centre)
are currently running intensive preparation for Inter, and Leaving Cert.
Languages (oral and written): Irish
French
Gennan
Also ~1att1erna.t i cs
Snall Tutorial Groups, All subjects to honours Leaving Cert. standard
~e

Tirretable:
MJndays:
Wednesdays:
Thursdays:
Fridays:
SaturddYs:
For further detai ls phone: 285777

7 to 9 p.m.

Maths

7 to 9 p.m.

Irish
French
German
French (Beginners)

7 to 9 p.m.
7 to 9 p.m.
10.30 to 12.30
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I.C.A. NOTES

MRS. BRIDIE BRADY R.I.P.

MAYNOOTH FLOWER
& GARDEN CLUB

An extraordinary meeting was held on
The members of Maynooth Guild of the Our February meeting was cancelled
Wednesday 22nd February, in the ICA . I.C.A. were deeply saddened last month , owing to the sad death of our esteemed
hall. A vote of sympathy was exto learn of the death of their esteemed member Bridfe Brady. We extend our
deepest sympathy to the Brady family.
pressed to the family of our late PresiPresident - Mrs. Bridie Brady.
dent, Mrs. Bridie Brady. The meeting
Mrs. Brady was a committed I.C.A. Bridie loved flowers, and she organconcluded. The monthly meeting took
member, having joined Maynooth Guild ised many wonderful trips around the
place in the ICA hall on Thursday 2nd
inthe mid 1950's. Over the years she country, to flower festivals and famous
March. Mrs. Maisie McMyler presided
filled most of the officerships at Guild gardens. Last year in Galway we visand welcomed everyone. The month's. level, and also gave trojan service at ited the beautiful garden of Lorna
competition "A dressed Rag Doll" was
Federation level, having been Grianan McMahon on a lovely Summer's day.
won by Jean Shannon, 2nd Mary Doyle,
Teachta and was a current Arts pro- She was a person who held out her
3rd Mary O'Gorman. There are two
moter. Bridie touched everybody's life hand in friendship and passed on that
competitions next month, first - "B.I.M.
in Maynooth, because she gave of her side of life op all those who knew her
Fish dish for four people" and second , talents, and enormous energy to every and those who came into her com"Cappequinn Chicken recipe" suitable good cause. Generous to a fault she pany.
for a main course.
could never say "no", and because she "When the last sunshine of expiring,
On Friday 31st March at 8 p.m. a mass was so willing to help, everyone called day, in summers twilight weeps itself'
will be celebrated in the Parish Church on her very good nature. Bridie was a away, who hath not felt the softness of
for the late Mrs. Bridie Brady.
legendary good cook, and over the the hour sink on the heart, as dew
Lord Byron
The badminton ladies are working hard years collected many Brannrai and along the flowers?"
each Tuesday and Thursday morn- many brides will remember her wedSITE SOLD
ings 11 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. Crafts con- ding cakes.
Messrs EA Coonan & Son, M.I.A.V.1.
tinue every Monday night with dress- Bridie was such a warm personality,
Auctioneers & Valuers, Maynooth and
making, crochet and soft toys. Set that she could never say a bad word
Athy, Co. Kildare have recently sold by
dancing continues on Wednesday at 8 about anyone, never in bad humour.
Auction a site on the Main Street in
the ready compliment always came to
p.m.
Maynooth for the sum of £67,000.
Our next meeting will be held on April her lips. To her family we extend our There was quite a lot of interest in this
deepest sympathy - theirs is the great6th in the I.C.A. hall at 8 o'clock.
property and the Auctioneers exest loss and we pray that "in iothlainn
pressed themselves pleased with the
, de go geastar sinn". I.CA, P.R.O.
K. Burns P.R.O.
result.

THESES

CVs

Presentation Documents
Graphic Presentations

Brochures / Leaflets
Overhead Slides

Data Base Processing Facilities
Data Analysis / Visual Interpretations
HIGH QUALITY PRINTING SERVICE
HI-TECH COMPUTER PROCESSING
LASER PRINTING
jj @@@(JO@]@@(JU@O @@@] fJfl@OU@!PJO@ ~fJWU@@
{P{}u@@@ @7J Q~f!)rMJ@@
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MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS KI LCOCK
Phone: 287397

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' x 6': £11.

ALL TYPES CF

me If\(;

AI\[)

TIM:£R SJPPL IED

AIDAN'S
MAYNO OT H.
-Tobacconist -

Newsagent-

CLOSING TIM ES

~.

11 p .m.

SAT - WEn

10 p.m.

THURS & f RIDAY

MAYNOOTH VIDEO LLOB
VIDEO

CLIiB

'!'OWN CENTRE MALL
MAIN ST ••

HAYNOOTH.

PH. 285748

FOR

MON - FRI

Ip.m. - 8.30 p.m.

Ip.m. - 7.00 p.m.
SAWRDAY
2p.m. - 6.00 p.m.
SUNDAY
BANK HOLIDAYS 2p.m. - 6.00 p.m.

1 Weeks [10
2 Weeks £15
3 Weeks £21

-

+ 7 Free Films
+ 14 Free Films
+ 20 Free Films

Jim's Shoe Repairs
f~vtroTH ~If\(;

Gents Leather Soles
Stitched On
Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wail
Heels Lowered
Shoes Stretched

CENTRE
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MA YNOOTH CREDIT UNION
LIMITED
The news of the death of Bridie Brady
came as a sad shock for her many
friends and fellow workers in the
Maynooth Credit Union.
Almost two years ago when the Study
Group was formed she was one of the
most enthusiastic members and on the
formation of the Maynooth Credit Union she showed her usual great interest and willingness to help, by becoming one of our Founder Directors.
For those of us who had the privilege
of knowing and working with her, not
alone in the Credit Union but in other
Clubs and Associations down the years
have lost a loyal and trusted friend. A
void has been created that will be very
hard to fill again. To her family we
extend our sincerest sympathy.
"Ar dheis De go raibh ah-ainm."
Now that our first brithday celebrations
are ended it is back to work as usual.
The Irish League of Credit Union's field
officer recently paid us a visit and his
report was most heartening, he congratulated the secretary on the manner
in which the minutes are being re ~ 
corded, and the treasurer on the manner of book-keeping. He felt confident
that Maynooth Credit Union is on a
very firm footing and can do nothing
now but prosper. This gave us a
wonderful boost of confidence and
augers well for our future .
We now have £120,000 in shares and
£75,000 out on loan to our members, Our surplus is wisely investecfwith the
Irish League of Credit Unions. Of
course we would prefer to have a
greater percentage of our shares on
loan to our members, so hurry and
make yourself eligible for a loari.
Our Chapter delegates, John Butler
and Michael Mooney, were congratu lated at the chapter A.G .M. for their
100% attendance record at Chapter
meetings. I think they like the nice tea
they get there.
When you visit the Spring Fair be sure
and call to our stand. You can have all
your questions on Credit Union an- swered there. So don't forget to visit
us, we will be in the P.E. room. C.U.
there.

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
~ MAIN ST. MA YNOOTH

CY&. TEL: 285239

~o

FOR BEST PRICES ON CYCLES AND LAWN MOWERS
PETROL MOWERS FROM £175.00
REPAIRS CARRIED OUT TO ALL MAKES OF CYCLES
AND LAWN MOWERS

BRU BOSCO NOTES

A.

I'
L

This month seems to have flown, St.
Patricks Day and Easter are here and
the weather has been great even for
the confirmation.
We have been very busy in the club
lately. Last Saturday we took part in a
C.Y.C. competition - "Rising Stars".
John O'Connor had written a show and
the group were really great. We dqn't
know yet whether we are through to
the final but really participation and en'oyment are what its all about.
Sf. Patrick's Day ou r float will have
.(lle of 'European Year for Canthe
cer', we intend to ~how how youth can
lead the way in banning the "Weed".
We will also have Zig & Zag on ourfloat
to help keep all the boys and girls on
the sidelines happy. To round off the
day we are having a disco for club
members and friends. Again we are
practising forthe C. Y. C. table Quiz and
hoping to do as good as last year. We
had Mary and Geraldine from C.Y.C. to
give a demonstration on exotic candle
making and "Quilling" which is making
shapes with spirals of paper. Is there
anyone interested in taking part in Cooperation North? Anyboyorgirlof 1518 could get in touch with us, ask those
who have taken part if you would like to
find out just how much it can be.

OPEN 6 DAYS 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Wed. 1.30 p.m.

•••
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SHELL PETROL STA nON

The Nationa I Lottery
Jl1J' GRAf\ffiLR NA.I SI LNTA
~yal

Q!:attal ~mttt tty Ql}toUP
(:ma}!ttOotfJ 1.fLltattdJ)

Partners 25
in

Keane's Lounge, Kilcloon
on
Friday 7 t h April

*

.
£140 In Prizes

Commencing 9 pm

Tickets - £3

THE ST. RAPHAEL'S .
PARENTS AND FRIENDS
ASSOCIATION
On behalf of the St. Raphael's Parents'
and Friend's Association, we gratefully
acknowledge the generous contributions to the Annual Flag Collection
from the people of Maynooth.
The sum raised by your efforts was
£687.61 and was a significant contribution and was sincerely appreciated.

DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC COOKERS

VACLlM CL.EAf\ERS

DISHWASHfR(,
TUMBLE DRIf P

KETTLES Etc.

Phone: 286508
16
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OLD PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE "
The members of the committee would
like to extend their heart felt sympathy
to the family of Bridie Brady. She gave
so much in the way of caring and hard
work, on behalf of the elderly for many
years and was currently our vice chairperson, we shall all miss her.
The March party was held in the SVD
Hall and was preceeded by Mass which
was said for Bridie Brady. About 70 of
the elderly attended and the entertainment was provided by Josie and
members of the Maynooth Accordian
Band. Their performance was ve ry
much enjoyed by everyone - thank
you.
Coal was distributed during the third
week of March and we would like once
more to thank all those whose generosity made this possible.
Our TL~esday and Thursday morning
sessions will resume on April 4th and
6th after a 2 week break for Easter.
There will not be a party in April- details
of the May party will oe given in the I'!ext
Newsletter.
The two essays in this months issue
came third in the essay competitions
run by the old people's committee.
Non Literary Section,
3rd Place: Margaret Geraghty
Literary Section,
3rd place: Eileen Fingleton:
P.R.O.

GROWING UP IN A WORLD
WITHOUT MACHINES
by Eileen Fingleton
I grew up with my parents and sisters
on a dairy farm in the Golden Vale
where, (as my mother would say) we
were married to the cows! In any other
branch of farming a day off now and
then was feasible and certainly most
Sundays were free - but cows had to be
milked twice daily seven days a week.
Thus, our farm was our world and all
the chores of the year evolved around
those cows and their offspring. Our
hands and feet were our machines; we
could never have envisaged a machine as agood substituteforfourof us
- experienced hand milkers - and we
had a rapport with each animal which
no machine could provide. Furthermore, how on earth could we operate a
machine without electricity or any other
source of power?
Ours was an undulating farm nestling
in the shadow of the magestic Galtee

Ei leen Fi ngleton

-----------------Mts. The townland - Glencushabinna

speaks volumes. Sweet, indeed, was
the music of the multitudes of birds that
made their homes in nearby Glen of
Aherlow and their songs gained volume as they re-echoed off the mountains. We grew up at our own pace in
a quiet spot close to nature where the
wild flowers in the fields and 'pinkeens'
in the streams were our main source of
entertainment. Recreation time was,
of necessity, rationed because all hands
were needed to accomplish the daily
tasks. The work varied with the seasons so there was never a dull moment.
Spring time brought new arrivals all
round the farm- calves, lambs, a foal
and lots of chicks, ducklings, goslings
and turkeys. A few bonhams were
bought in for fattening so we were
assured of a plentiful supply of meat.
To each of us was allotted the care of
some of the babes and what fun we
hadchoosingnamesforourcharges! I
remember once announcing at suppertime that Percy - the smallest lamb
was about to make his will (thiS was our
novel way of saying it was dying). At
once Dad disappeared from the table
and in a few minutes was kneedling
beside the lamb giving it drop after
drop of his favourite medicine - poteen
- until eventually, Percy reversed his
decision and staggered to his feet.
Somehow we all learned the skill offirst
aid; one day when my sister and I
found a tiny chick had a broken leg, we
made a wooden splint for it, bandaged
it and wrapped it in an old sock, then
placed it in my father's boot close to the
fire - heat was a cure for all ills. We also
learned to recognise the numerous
medicina1 herbs around the hedges
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and we were sent to collect the
appropriate one when an ailment was
diagnosed - a veterinary surgeon made
a poor livelihood in our locality!
We were always busy in a relaxed and
peaceful atmosphere, rainy days didn't
bother us as there was an ample supply of ol~ coats an~ hats - w~en w,e
went out In the wet ~Ields we did so In
our bare feet (Wellington boots and
plastics were, as yet, unheard of) .
During the day if we ~ot thirsty we
drank from the pure spnng well where
there were a couple of enamel mugs in
little niches close by, and often at milking time we treated ourselves to mugs
of warm, frothy, fresh milk.
As summer arrived all stock were put
out in the fields and that made a weicome change from cleaning out cow
byres etc. We children had more time
to enjoy our simple games in the fields
and fishing for pinkeens in the stream.
Tea and freshly baked scones tasted
infinitely better in the meadow than
around the kitchen table. When, at
last, the hay was fit to pike, a few
neighbours turned up to lend a hand.
Every problem, every joy and every
sorr()w was shared by neighbours.
Summer passed all too quickly and
Autumn brought us an abundance of
fruit. Not content with what was grown
inourorchard,wetookdelightinclimbing the old plum and cherry trees which
grew all along one of our boundarY
hedges. The main crop we.grew was
potatoes - we ate lots of them and so
did the pigs, poultry, cows and even
the horpes. In October and November
they were harvested. Three men would
be busy digging them out aU day and
after school we had to pickthem-often
finishing by the light of the moon . This

Continued -

task went on for 2 or 3 weeks and they
were stored in long pits in the orchard,
covered with straw and soil. We also
stored our surplus vegetables which
could not tolerate frost, such as turnips
and beetroot. Finally, we spent hours
and days collecting and chopping timber to store in a shed for our Winter
fires.
When Winter came, work in the fields
ceased but there was plenty of yard
work because the animals were housed
again. During the long, dark nights our
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IT IS INTERESTING TO
REFLECT ON THE
PROGRESS OF TIME
by Margaret Geraghty
Machinery is a great help to everyone
and it is sad to think it reduces labour.
It is particularly helpful in the factories,
the assorted mills, large farms, large
shops, large bakeries and garages etc.
In the 1900's the men did not allow
their wiv~sto work out, but a few shilfi,ings fromthei r spare time was acceptable. The wages were small (about £1)
so the men worked after six on the
farms. They planted the neighbours
gardens, white washed the yards or
toilets. Another occupation was to go
to the woods and get sticks, chop them
up and give to old people and neighbours.
On Monday morning the "washings" of
six hundred students in the college
, was collected and devided according
to space. The women on the Kilcock
road spreadthem on the hedges and
some school boys earned 6 pence to
mind the clothes till dark after school.
The experts at washing received baskets of linen, cotton and wollens and
they finished off the linen pillow slips
and gent's plainer shirts with the softening iron on the frills. The older
\lwomen collected sacks in the mill and
'repaired them. Some collected work
from the clerical tailor, who had tacked
on canvas or hair cloth on front Of
jackets al1d waist coats. They put
rows of hand sewing on the canvas
and the tailor finished them off when
returned. Some handy men collected

II
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home was a hive of industry. My father
would be soling our boots and shoes,
repairing the horses' harness or putting new sugans on the kitchen chairs
whilst my mother made our clothes an
her treasured sewing machine. An
aunt, who spent long periods with us,
spent hours knitting our jumpers, stockings, caps and scarves and she did
some beautiful crochet quilts. Naturally, all those crafts were passed on to
us.
I conclude by sayinq we led a happy,
-

.

repairs in the college to SUitS and soutanes. Their wives helped with seats in

simple life - happy because we got so
much satisfaction from work done by
our own hands and simple, because
we were very close to nature and reality. We were almost self-sufficient with
our own milk, butter, eggs, meat, lots of
fresh vegetables and full from ourtrees
and "sceach" hedges. Today, machines do most ofthe work - both 6n the
farm and in the house and I believe that
if we had fewer of them we would have
more employment and less bor~dom.
However, progress is something we
cannot and must not impede.
w

\I

SPRING FAIR

pants, elbows, pockets and collars als? Readers of the "Newsletter" are by
repaired .. The neighbours n~eded,thelr now aware that the Spring Trade Fair
hems adJust~d and the children s let takes place atthe BOY's National School
down. The Insh crochet lace was very . on the 29th and 30th of April with
popular at the time and worn ~y the business been conducted between
clergyandaltarboysonthesurphce. ~ 10a.m. and 6 p.m. on both days.
teacher came and taught the seml- .The Trade Fair is not just about busiinvalids for months. Then she return~d ness however, it is an outing for all the
with order of yar?s of lace and certain family with activities for all ages. As
depth and supplied the thread.
. mentioned inthe last issue there will be
The older .boys dro~ped potatoes on~ a medal, coin, stamp and antique
the farms In the Spnng and collected evaluation service so people can feel
and sorted them inthe Autumn. They freetohavetheirantiquemedals,coins
cut thistles for months in the Summer or stamps expertly valued without any
and for December they cleared the. obligation. We can also confirm that
grazing parks for the cattle. Some old the new Sam Maguire Cup will be on
men washed bottles in the three pubs display during the Fair. Also confirmed
when the stout came in woo?en bar- . is the Space Technology stand with
rels on the canal from Dublin. The Prof. Susan Lawlor who will assist with
boats on the canal also brought coal, the official opening.
cement, timber and allthe heavy cargo. Children, don't forget the "Poster
The boat often took the day to do !he Competition" which is taking place in
trip with two horses and a small engine conjunction with the Trade Fair.
to rest the horses.
If Complete your poster now as the closThe electricity came to Maynooth a~ut 1\ ing date is Thursday April 6th. Getti ng
1929. The wealthy people got machln- back to the business end of the Fair,
ery when th~y ~ad p?wer to ru.n it. We booking of the stands are very heavy
had about SIX lights In the main street but there are still some vacancies. For
.
information ring the Trade Fair Office
and the two churche~ were lit.
In 1959 we got water In the taps. With at 286463. Some traders might like to
the aid of machinery the County Coun- advertise inthe Trade Fairprogramme.
cil sunk large pipes from Wicklow. to If so ring Julie-Ann or Bernie at 286463.
Kildare under ground. The follOWing Home brew enthusiasts are reminded
year we got sewage pipes through our to have their brew ready for the Home
gardens. And by most of the people Brew Competition which also takes
payingforthe entrance Ofthewate:the place during the Fair.
council was able to proce~d. Since By supporting the Trade Fair you are in
then we h~ve got fire brigade and effect supporting your own children
ambulance In the Harbour. Both a~e and your community; your children in
very useful as people can have help In the educational sense since half the
a few minutes. We cheer the men and proceeds goes to the school and the
women of that period w~o worked as community in which you and your
hard and now we have light, heat and families reside; in the recreational and
water in the house.A~d nowt~e house environmental sense as the other half
wife's burdep is- relieved With more goes towards the restoration of the
cash for food. And so ~e thank God Royal Canal.
and man for progress.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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IARN·ROD
EIREANN
Irish Rail

TAKE A

RAILBREAK
IN'89
• Killarney Showtime Express Weekend £49
• Weekends in 10 provincial centres form £39
• 4 day Family Holidays from £ 125

THE CLASS OF '89
WILL 00 PLACES

• Weekends in Dublin from £52
• Coach sightseeing tours from £59
• Saturday Family Day Excursions from £20
• Weekends in Great Southern Hotels from £55
For details on all our special holiday offers for
1989 call 363333 (ext. 4083/4087) for our
free Rallbreaks Ireland '89 brochure.
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Phone us now at Dublin 363333 ext. 251 1 and
we'll send you a copy.

SCHOOL TOURS '89
FROM DUBLIN
• FREE FULL COLOUR
BROCHURE!
• EARLY BOOKING
DISCOUNTS!
• "ALL-IN" PRICE
INCLUDES
RAIL/BUS
TRANSFER
AND
INSURANCE
FREE PLACES
FOR TEACHERS

IIIf ~aRj'~"
larnroo Eireannllrish Rail
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DART
THERE IS NOTHING LIKE THE TRAIN!

I THERE IS NOTHING LIKE THE TRAIN! I
VISIT OUR STAND AT THE MAYNOOTH SPRING FAIR 29th/30th APRIL
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Maynooth Castle
'Silken Thomas' was the eldest child A FOCAL POINT OF LOCAL HISTORY
and only son of the ninth earl and his
r'
..
Mary Cullen
first wife, Elizabeth Zouche. He was ing some negotiations with the citizens
born in 1513, the year his grandfather, of Dublin laid siege to Dublin Castle.
the Great Earl died. When his father He was also supported by such chiefs
was summoned to England forthe last as O'Neill, McMurrough, O'More,
time in 1534, Thomas was a young O'Connor and O'Byrne which showed
man of twenty known by the title 'Lord a fairly wide cross section of readiness
Offaly'. Before his departure his father to resist Tudor rule. But the rebellion
nominated him as vice-deputy of Ire- never attained very serious proporland in his place and advised himto be tions. The attempttotake Dublin Castle
guided by the advice of his uncle, Sir failed and the murderof Arch-bishop of
James Fitzgerald, and his cousin, Sir Dublin, John Alen, by Offaly's followThomas Eustace and also by Sir Wal- ers alientated the sympathy of many.
ter Deladide of Moyglare and his wife, The archbishop was attempting to flee
Lady Janet Eustace, who was an aunt the county but his ship ran aground on
of Sir Thomas. Lord Offaly was now the sand near Clontarf. Offaly caught
chief governor of the country, but he up with him at Artane. The story goes
was far too rash and head-strong a that Offaly uttered the ambiguous words
personality to deal successfully with 'Beir uaim an bodoch', i.e. 'Take the
the situation which faced him. This churl away from me' meaning no harm
was the gradual but firm extension of to the prelate, but his retainers misincentralised control by the English gov- terpeted his meaning.
ernment which was a feature of Tudor The king of England's reply to the Kilrule at this period when Thomas dare rebellion was to send Sir William
Cromwell was in power. Cromwell ~~d '-xC Skeffington back to Ireland as lord
already begun to control the counCIl In deputy in October, accompanied by a
DublinwithwhomOffalywouldhaveto forcetoenablehimtowinbackcontrol.
work, and would tolerate no longer Offaly was in posseSSion of a number
than was absolutely necessary the of garrisioned and fortified castles,
continuance of a- semi-independent Maynooth, Rathangan, Lea, Portlester,
lord-deputy, or chief governor, in Ire- Athy, Kilkea, Castledermot and Carland, Lord Offaly either did not possess low. His chief opponent in Ireland was
or did not exercise the diplomatic skills Piers Butler, earl of Ossory. The war
displayed by his father and grand-fa- proceeded with much taking and retakther, who had always been careful to ing of castles and the gradual dropping
avoid any openchallenge to the Eng- away of some of Offaly's allies, but it
lish King. When in June of 1534 a was recognised thatthe key to Offaly's
rumour reached him that his father had continued defiance was the great castle
been executed inthe Tower of London, of Maynooth, the centre ofthe power of
Thomas determined on open defiance the Kildare Geraldines, strongly fortiand revenge. It seems that some of his fied, still untouched and considered .
friends and allies encouraged him in impregnable. It was not until March of
this policy, while others advised against the following year the new deputy arit. However he summoned the council rived at Maynooth to up the challenge.
to meet him at St. Mary's Abbey and on Meanwhile Lord Offaly had succeeded
11th June 1534, he rode though the to the earlship of Kildare when his facity of Dublinwith a guard of 140 horse- ther died of grief in the Tower of Lonmen dressed in coats of mail, and with don on 12th December, 1534.
selken fringes on their helmets which In January 1535 the English forces
gave him the name by which he is still burned the town of Maynooth, and in
remembered. He crossed the river March Sir William Skeffington laid siege
and came to the Abbey where ii"1 a pas- tothecastiewithallhisforce. The earl
sionate speech to the council he re- himself was not there. He had fortified
nounced his allegiance to the crown of the castle so strongly that he was
England. 'I am none of Henrie his convinced it could not be taken, and he
Deputy, I am his fo. I have more mind had left his foster brother, Christopher
to conquer than to governe; to meet Parese, in command while he himself
him in the field than to serve him in wentto raise forces in Offaly. Skeffingoffice'. In spite of all efforts to dissuade ton placed his artillery on the north
him, hethrew down Hhe sword of office side, beyond the river, On Crew Hill,
and rushed out to join his forces who and from here the castle was bomwere gathered on Oxmantown Green. barded day after day. It withstood the
He received considerable support from assault until 23rd but then it fell to the
the gentlemen of the Pale and , follow~ besiegers. It is still not quite certain
,

.
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whether Silken Thomas was right or
wrong in thinking that the castle was
too strong to be taken by force, since
two conflicting stories of how it fell survive. Skeffington's own report described the daily battering of the guns
until a 'large entrie' was made on the
22nd, and was followed by a successful assault on the 23rd. But the chronicler Stanyhurst Parese, who, in return
for the promise of a money payment,
made the watch drunk and then admittedsomeofthedeputy'sforces. Whichever account is true, Parese did not
benefit as he and 24 others were
summarily executed when Skeffington
took possession of the magnificent
castle. 'Great and rich was the spoil',
says Stanyhurst, 'such store of beddes, so many goodly hangings, so rich
a wardrobe, such brave furniture, as
tru Iy it was accompted, for householde
stuff and utensiles, one of the richest
earle his houses under the cro'lme of
Englande'.
The fall of Maynooth was the end of the
rebellion. When it was reported most
of Kildare's forces dispersed and returned to their homes. He had one
further minor encounter with Skeffington at Clane. His Irish allies also began
to submit, and his other castles were
taken, except for Crom and Adiue.
Finally in August Kildare submitted to
Sir Leonard Grey the newly appointed
commander of the English forces.
Ironically, Grey was the brother of the
ninth earl, Garret Og's second wife,
and so the uncle of Silken Thomas'
half-brothers and sisters. The earl was
'sent to England and the Tower where
he was joined early in the following
year by his five uncles, James, Oliver,
Richard, John and Walter, the surviving sons of the second marriage of
Garret Mor, the great earl, to Elizabeth
St. John.
At least three of these, James, Walter,
and Richard had actively opposed their
newphew's rebellion, but this did not
save them now. An act of attainder
was passed against all six, and Silken
Thomas and his five uncles, James,
Oliver, Richard, John and Walter, the
surviving sons of the second marriage
of Garret Mor, the great earl, to Elizabeth St. John.
At least three of these, James, Walter
and Richard had actively opposed their
newphew's rebellion, but this did not
save them now. An act of attainder
was passed against all six, and Silken
Thomas and his five uncles were executed as traitors at Tyburn Hill on 3rd
February 1537.
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Main St reet , Maynooth (0 1) 285946
Co. K ildare
STOC KISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
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SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC , Q &. Q, ()IGIT AL
A LARGE SELEC TION OF
9c t GOLD JEWELL ERY , ROLL ED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELL E RY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS
GALWAY &. CAVAN C RYSTAL S
BELL EEK &. DONEG AL CHIN .'\
WATCHES & J EWELLgRY REPAIRED

MAYNOOTI1 FURNITURE REMOVALS

COLLECTION & DELIVERY SERVICE
1194 Greenfield Maynooth
S. Flanagan

ANYTHING ANY EVENING ANY

~fERE

7 p.m. - 12 p.m.

YOUR

LOCAL

UNDERTAKERS

Rf,(ell(·.'.-_ &

MOURNING

COACHES,

Se'IIS

WREATHS,

ETC.

Funeral Undertakers, Kilcock,
Phone day or night

Connaught st,
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Allied Irish Banks
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MAIN STREET MANAGER:-DOMINIC GUEST
MAYNOOTH,
CO. KILDARE. TELEPHONE (01) 286355
CHEQUE BOOK ACCOUNTS
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
BANKLINK
CASHSAVE
VISA CARD
MASTERPLAN

CHILDREN '.S COLOURING COMPETITION (MAYNOOTH NEWSLE"IiER)
r.===========- SPONSORED BY ALL I ED - I RI SH BANK
====::;-;
Children
4-7 & 8-12

FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE

NEW ACCOUNT £5 TO START
CALCULATOR
MONEY BOX

-

S POR_I _$ NEWS.

Results of Club Draw
8/3/89

MAYNOOTH SWIMMING
CLUB SPLASHNEWS
The current swimming term began «:>n
Saturday, April 1st. This will continue
up to and including June 1Oth. There
will be no swimming on June 3rd due to
the holiday week-end. The fee temains the same and must be paid by
April 15th.
At the time of writing this article, we are
preparing for the St. Patrick's Day
Parade;. we will publish the names of
the winners of the fancy dress competition in the next issue. At this stage
we would Hke to thank in amlcipatloh all
those who are helping with the prepar.lions, in particular the Lawlor and
.Dunne families for providing the float,
·-it's transpol1aton and storage.
Deirdre Hetherington
P~R.O.

season, training really hard all winter in
all sorts of weather. Well done to all th e
youngest juveniles who took part in
cross-country too. Our Vet ladies haVe
really swept the boards with all their
successes and we wish everyone the
best of luck in the forthcoming track
and field season. Training for this will
be commencing soon.

MAYNOOTH
ATHLETIC CLUB
At the recent cross-country races held
by Na Fianna Lisa McCluskey was
third in the U/16 girls. Also running well
for the juveniles were Ashling Redmond and Fiona Redmond. In the Vet
Ladies race Patsy McCluskey won the
ladies 0/35, Helen Redmond was
second in the ladies 0/40. These two
ladies with Marie Gleeson gained third
team award.
Last week wasjlmernational week with
races in Rostrevor, Dundalk and Enfield. Our two Ul16 gins took part in
Enfield, Carmel Noonan was third and
Usa McCluskey was fifth. These two
girls have brought great honour to the
club throughout the cross country ·

£100 Patrick Tierney c/o Bingo
£50 Betty & Johnny, Lady Chapel
£20 John Heffenian c/o B. Tracey
£10 M. Fitzgerald, Maynooth Park
£5 T. McDermott, Kellystown
£5 P. Paud, Greenfield Drive
£5 Gleeson Family, Straffan Way

G.A.A. NOTES
Our Junior A team got off to a great
start in the league on Sunday 12th
March when we beat Kilcullen, one of
the better teams in that division, on a
score of 3.3 to 3.2 with a solid display

C)
from our backs and a brilliant performance by our midfield players. Danny
Casey and Jim McAullife ourforwarders
got enough of the ball to notch up the
winning scores.
There seems to be a new sense of
commitment in the club at present and
if this is maintained, it should be a very
successful year for the club.
Planning permission has been granted
for a new pavilion and we will be hearing a lot more about this in the near
future. We are having a stand at the
local spring show. The Sam Maguire
Cup will be on display and some more
entertainment so come along and see
us. You will be all very welcome.

under 14 leagues will be starting in
April and now that the weather is improving we want all players and beginners to attend these training sessions.
.Ou r biggest problem in this area is that
we haven't enough people to coach
and help to train those teams. I would
hope that some of you fathers or anybody else with hurling experience
would come forward and help to promote hurling in Maynooth. For further
information contact M. Gillick at 286556.

HURLING
Juvenile hurling training continues
every Saturday morning from 10.30
a.m. to 11.30 a.m. for beginners, under
12 and under 14. The under 12 and

JUNIOR HURLING
We have entered a team in the Junior
League and Junior Championship.
Details of fixtures at a later date.
Wishing you all the best of luck for the
season.

U/14 HURLING
Maynooth 8-5

Maynooth hurlers travelled to Rathdown on February 18th to play St.
Olafs inthe Dublin League in atrocious
weather conditions. Playing against
the wind in the first half Maynooth
defended well with M. Gillick in goal
and J. Doyle making some fine clearences and D. Tobin and P. Farrell
made attacks on St. Olafs goal but
failed to score in the first half. E. Deacy
playing his usual brilliant game full
back had to retire before half time with
a hand injury. On the change of ends
long puck outs by P. Leacy helped
Maynoothto launch attacks on St. Olafs
goal. With J. Nevin picking up some
time scores well assisted by the Flynn
brothers and M. Bennettt Maynooth
came out fine winners.
Well Done Everyone!

St. Olafs 5-1

SENIOR FOOTBALL LEAGUE 1989 DIVISION 4
Round 1: Sun. 12th Mar. :3 p.m.
MOORETOWN
V
CLONGOREY
V
KILCULLEN
MAYNOOTH
ATHGARVAN
V
BALLYKELLY
ARDCLOUGH
V
NURNEY
EADESTOWN
V
CARAGH
CAPPAGH
V
CONGEY

Round 2: Sun . 26th Mar. 3 p.m.
Round 3: Sun. 9th April
NURNEY
V
CLONGOREY EADESTOWN
V
CARAGH
V
KILCULLEN ARDCLOUGH
V
MOORETOWN
V
CAPPAGH
CAPPAGH
V
MAYNOOTH
V
BALLYKELL Y BALLYKELLY
V
EADESTOWN
V
ATHGARVAN MAYNOOTH
V
ARDCLOUGH
V
CON FEY
MOORETOWN
V

Round 4: Sun. 23rd April 3 p.m.
ATHGARVAN
V
CLONGOREY
V
ARDCLOUGH
CAPPAGH
BALLYKELL Y
V
EADESTOWN
V
CARAGH
MAYNOOTH
MOORETOWN
V
NURNEY
V
CON FEY
KILCULLEN

Round 5: Tues. 9th May
CLONGOREY
V
BALLYKELL Y
V
ARDCLOUGH
V
MOORETOWN
V
CARAGH
V
NURNEY
V

3 p.m.
CLONGOREY
KILCULLEN
NURNEY
CARAGH
ATHGARVAN
CON FEY

7.30 p.m.
Round 6: Tues. 16th May 7.30 p.m.
CAPPAGH
KILCULLEN
V
CLONGOREY
KILCULLEN BALLYKELL Y
V
CAPPAGH
MAYNOOTH EADESTOWN
V
ARDCLOUGH
EADESTOWNNURNEY
V
CARAGH
ATHGARVAN MOORETOWN
V
MAYNOOTH
CONFEY
ATHGARVAN
V
CON FEY

Round 7: Tues. 23rd May 7.30 p.rn.
Round 8: Tues . 13th June 7.30 p.m.
Round 9: 20th June 7.30 p.m.
CLONGOREY
V
BALLYKELL Y KILCULLEN
V
ATHGARVAN CLONGOREY
V
ARDCLOUGH
CAPPAGH
V
KILCULLEN EADESTOWN
V
CAPPAGH
KILCULLEN
V
EADSTOWN
V
MOORETOWNARDCLOUGH
V
BALLYKELL Y CARAGH
V
CAPPAGH
ARDCLOUGH
ATHGARVAN
V
NURNEY
NURNEY
V
MAYNOOTH NURNEY
V
BALL YKELL Y
MAYNOOTH
V
EADESTOWN CARAGH
V
MOORETOWIATHGARVAN
V
MOORETQWN
CARAGH
V
CONFEY
CLONGOREY
V
CONFEY
MAYNOOTH
V
CQNFEY
Round 10: 27th June 7.30 p.m.
Round 11: Tues.
CLONGOREY
V
CARAGH
CLONGOREY
V
NURNEY
KILCULLEN
KILCULLEN
V
MAYNOOTH CAPPAGH
CAPPAGH
MOORETOWICARAGH
BALL YKELL Y
V
ATHGARVAN
V
ARDCLOUGHNURNEY
V
CON FEY
CON FEY
EADESTOWN

4th July 7.30 p.m.
V
MAYNOOTH
V
MOORETOWN
V
ATHGARVAN
V
ARDCLOUGH
V
EADESTOWN
V
BALLYKELL Y

RULES
1. No Postponements, and any request for change rnust be in writing to:- R. WHELAN, at least 7 days before
the game is due and must contain an agreed Q.tlQr date, which must be signed by the opposition secretary.
2. Teams who do not play on Official Dates will both lose points.
3. The top team will be the winner in Div. 2,3,4. In div 1 the top two (2) teams will play for the "Leader Cup".
4. Three teams will be promoted and demoted as appropriate.
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Tanya McDermott.

Emer O'Sullivan.

Pearse O'Connell. Damien Farrell.

2 4

CONFIRMATION DAY - MAYNOOTH

Patrick and Tom McDonagh.

Mary O'Reilly

Bishop O'Mahoney

r

Nell and Ann Mc:ponagh

25

Katliieenand Eileen McDonagh

Crossword No: 17 By Demon

ACROSS
1. Dual cafe is rebuilt on Main Street (10).
7. Gets laid, and goes around a circle
followed by urge (5,3).
8. Shape of 7 and 21 Across, and of 13
Down (4).
9. Hands back in exchange (4).
10. Cocky Maynooth drinker in store or
maybe pub has to hesitate (7).
12. & 12 Down. floats through Maynooth
once a year (8,3,6).
.
14. I follow five in test pursuit? (7) .
16. & 5 Down. Biting doctor before operations will get you sweets (4,5) .
19. Melodies played backwards seem not
to call up this false God (4).
20. Out of fuel, even though this hour is the
last minute! (8).
21. Gets greaseto melt confectionery (6,4) .

DOWN

1. Angry word like this (5).
2. The opostite direction to this word ends
with a beginning; Cheeky! (7)
3. Enemies have fortresses surrounded
(4).
4. Yellow insides not found in 21 Across
(3,5).
5. Rain, perhaps (5).
6. Got a telly not long ago (6) .
11. Aim flint to get part of light-bulb (8)
12. See 12 Across.
13. Gets laid ! Avoid urge (4,3) .
15. A house in the village (5).
17. Fruit? 17th and 24th are those for 12
and 21 Across, for instance (5).
18. Drink in 1 Across (4)

Name ... .. .... . ...... .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .
Address . .. . .... ..... ...... . .... .

SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD NO:16 BY 'SPRITE'
BELOW
,

Please send your entries to:
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall,
Main Street,
Maynootl1.
Before Monday, 17th April
at 5 p.m.

WINNER OF CROSSWORD NO: 16

Avril McGrath,
Class 2, Post Primary School,
Maynooth.
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TEL: 281311

Kllcock

Contact Us First For:
* New and" used cars & vans
* Body repairs
* Service and Parts
.I~

For Texaco ~~f Heating and Fuel Oil - Phone 287311
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VIDEO REVIEWS

B.Comm.A.C.A

JaW. Mulhern & Co.
KINGSCOURT

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

PHONE

Naas,
Co. Kildare.

L86751

Tel: (045) 66535

FRES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENT

M RPHY BROS.
045/91391U

N 0 ERTA K E -RS045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS

PHONE: NAAS (045)97397 DAY or NIGHT
" FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY OESMONI)
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE: 28636('

I

Every month we are going to review 2
videos rented from one of our local
video outlets. In these reviews we
hope to outline the basic story and
whether or not it is suitable for our
younger viewers, family entertainment
or adult only. We are open to suggestions and will try to cover a range of
videos available. So, if you fancy
yourself a Barry Norman or have seen
a video you like or dislike, write in and
let us print your review. And remember
to give us a rating mark out of 10 for
each video review.
THE PRINCESS BRIDE
Staring: Cary Elwes, Mary Patinkin,
Chris Saradon, Andre the Giant, Peter
Falk, Robin Wright, Peter Cook, Mel
Smith etc.
Directed by: Rob Reiner.
This film starts with a grandfather (Peter
Falk) telling his young sick grandson a
story of love, adventure 'and heroism.
Toe story line is about a young couple
and their fight for one a~9ther. He is
supposedly killed and she has to marry
the Prince of their country. She is
kidnapped by an evil little man. A
masked macho-man is heavily on their
trail followed closely by the Prince and
his guards.
This fairy tale is full of adventure and is
excellent viewing for all the family. It
is approximately 94 mins. long.
Rating: 7 out of a possible 10.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7
Tel. 381420

FRIDAY THE 13th
Staring: Betsy Palmer, Adrienne King,
Kevin Bacon, Robbi Morgan, Jennie
Taylor etc.
Directed by: Sean S. Cunningham
This horror film is about a deserted
, summer camp that is being reopened
after several .years of being derelict.
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The camp has a bad history of suspicious accidents. Six people are hired
to make ready the camp and its surrounding lake and forest forthe coming
summer months. But on Friday the
13th some of the employees start to go
missing. If I say anymore I'll ruin your
frightening experience.
And what an experience it is. Make
sure you have a large pillow to cover
your face during the scary bits. Its
approximately 92 mins. of terrifying
viewing. Its definitely not suitable for
anyone younger than 18 nor for the
squemish with bad heart conditions.
Rating: 6 out of a possible 10.
These videos are available for hire in
most of the video outlets in Maynooth .
And depending on where you go the
price range for renting these videos
per night is 99p - £1 .50
More next month!

In summary, charges and rates in Kildare are generally higher than those in
adjoining Meath and have been inby John Colgan
. creased at higher rate - many times
the rate of price inflation of consumer
The message form Kildare County
goods - in the past few years. In fact,
Council- including its elected Councilthe increase in Rates in the £ was the
lors - is frequently that "we haven't the
second highest in the country and the
money to mend the pot holes, provide
overall increase in local charges was
services etc. with all the cut-backs and
the third highest in the country in 1988.
early retirements . . ." etc. Although
Arrears for domestic serviCe ch"arges
local authorities employ over 37,000
forwater and refuse were, at £1 .5M (1 I
persons nationwide and spend some
1/1987) the second highest in the
15% of national charges much more
country. Last year arrears had grown
rapidly that the rate of inflation, as the
to £1 .9M, still second highest to Co.
rollowing table shows:
Dublin.
(John Colgan is an independent
Rates and Charges in 1988:
member of Leixlip Town Commissioners and is Chairman ofthe Consumers'
Kildare Meath Difference
Association of Ireland).
Rates in £
£25.50 £19.1
£6.38
.
(up
(up 50/,
8.5%
on '87
on '87
Water
Charges
£50.00 £50.00
Nil

KILDARE COUNTY COUNCIL
- THE FACTS

M INI-BU S
FOR
HIRE

Refuse
Charges

£50.00 £35.00

Overall
Increase on
previous
year

£15.00

FOr. ALL OCCASIO NS

SEAMUS GRANT43%

13%

JJ laureores Avenue ,
Maynooth, Cu. Kildare

Tel:

286132

Curryhills House
Hotel an d RestalJ,ran t
Prosp er ous, Naas,
Co. Kild are, Ireland.
T elephone: (045)68150
FIRST COHHUNION AND CONFIRMATION LUCHES - 12.30 - 3 p.m.
by reservation only .
Full a-la-carte dinner" menu 7.30-11pm.
TRADITIONAL IRISH MUSIC FRIDAYNITE
SING-A-LONG SATURDAY NITE

ForRe~e ..vations

Phone (045)68150.

(Proprietors: Bill and Bridie Travers).
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HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICS
domestic.
lrelectrical
maintenance
or phone
Repairs
Service

J-

to

&

Maintenance

S~tlitches
Sockets

EXTRA SOCKETS & LIGHTS FITTED
OUTSIDE LIGHTS FITTED

286595

COOKERS
WASHING MACHINES
VACUUM CLEANERS
HEATERS

}Checked and RencVlcd

Lights

ublln

Repa/ror
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611

NP

WER

Turf Accountant
Main Street, Maynooth
Tel: 28664
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OPEN
10a.m. - 11 p.m.
Monday to Friday
10 B.m. - 9 pm.
Saturday

Leixiip Amenities Sports
& Leisure
Bulletin

10 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Sunday

1989/90

For Information and Enquiries Telephone
JOHN KENNY (Manager) - TELEPHONE 243050 - Or Contact ~y of our helpful Staff
SPRING/~£R

SCHEDULE

"YffiA - FOR ALL"
Relaxation for the mind and body
Classes to commence at centre soon
Ph: 243050.
I NXX)R SOCCER

Ladies: - Thurs - 7-8pm.
Ven: Sunday Morn Session - 9-10am. Ph. Centre
12-1pm.
INDOOR SOCCER - 5 - A SIDE
Girls Tournaments at the centre.
r-:::"Iii::""' U/14 - 15th Apri 1 - Ptl0ne Centre
U/17"'- 22nd April - for details

LADIES
'-'~t)fl

MINI-V~THO~

MEET AND TRAIN

'is'-the time to start training
for the Annual Whit Weekend

LAD IES 1OK ~1I NI-fvAAATI-DN
Our meet and traln seSSlons will
commence in April. Times to be announced.
Ph:Centre.
ATTENTIGJ ALL

I3AS<ElBI\l[

LOVERS

The centre presents basketball sesslons
starting Tues 11th April - 9-11pm
every tuesday.
Idea 1 for begi nners. and players the
sessions commence with professional coaching.
Hopefully a club will be formed
within the caning rmnths in vie\rJ of
-competing in next years Ladies and Gents
Dublin Leagues.
PH. CENTREFffi rvmE DETAILS
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MAYNOOTH TO BENEFIT
FROM EURO PLAN'?

'.

f~

,

Maynooth could be a major beneficiary
of the extra funding which the EEC is to
make available to Ireland to strengthen
its economy before the Single European Market comes into operation ~f
ter 1992. This is one of the main
messages from a consultants' report
which has come the Newsletter's way.
This report was preparedforthe County
Managers of the counties in the Midlands-East Region, one of seven regions into which Ireland has b~en divided for the purpose of draWing up
plans for the disbursement of the extra
EEC funding. This region contains all
the counties of Leinster except Dublin,
Kilkenny, Carlow and Wexford. The
report is being submitted by the County
Managers to the Working Group set up
by the Department of Finance to compile a plqn for the expenditure of EEC
funds within the region.
The report has divided the region into
four zones, and Maynooth is located in
the so-called "Dublin Peri-Urban"Zone,
comprising that part of the region in
the hinterland of Dublin. In this region,
the report sees the best prospects of
economic development in "Knowledgebased" industries (for which a high
quality of environment and access to
communications facilities are of key
importance), and the expansion of the
bloodstock and horticultural/nursery
industries.
The report attaches particular importance to the role of Maynooth College,
as the only university in the region, as
a magnet for the attraction of "hightech" knowledge based industries.
Accordingly: the report plans for an
investment of £29 million in the College, including a Science Building,
Science Park, a Science and Technol ogy Research;
Development and
Training C~ntre and a Business Studies Finance and Marketing Centre (see
"College Notes" for further details).
Readers may also like to know that the
report provides for the establishment
of a Regional Sports Centre at the
College, costing £3M, with work earmarked to begin in 1990. There is also
provision forthe creation of an Ecclesiastical Museum in the College, at a
cost of £100,000. The report also
mentions a Maynooth "Town and
Gown" project, to be sponsored by
Kildare County Council, but gives no
fu rther information as to what this might

be!

The report also envisages Carton being
turned into an hotel and sporting centre
at a total cost of no less than £30
million. As this no doubt reflects KiIdare 'County Council's current view of
the future use of the estate, it will come
as a disappointment to those who
would like to see it come under public
ownership and be developed as a
Heritage Centre.
The latter would appear to be more in
keeping with another section of the
report, which states that "the region
has the largest spread in the State of
historic and architecturally important
buildings of Norman to 18th century
age:, and specifically mentions Carton
in this respect. The report goes on:
"These represent an important part of
the built heritage of Ireland and of
Europe and, if properly maintained and
developed, would be a major tourist
resource for the State". Indeed, the
report, very much in line with current
government thinking, sees tourism as
playing a major role in the economic
development of the region generally.
Maynooth, with the College, Castle,
Carton, the Obelisk, the Royal Canal,
~c . , must constitute one of the major
concentrations of tourist attractions in
the whole region, meriting considerable investment in tourist facilities.
The report, predictably, provide forthe
early completion of the Maynooth ByPass. More interestingly, the report
also refers to the Drogheda-Maynooth
road (including the notorious Dunboyne-Maynooth stretch) as a regional
road which experiences traffic volumes
in excess of those on national roads
elsewhere in the country, and calls for
it to be upgraded accordingly. Such a
status might , hopefully, allow it to be
upgraded accordingly. Such a status
might , hopefully, allow it to attract
funding to direct it away from the walls
of Carton Estate, which are underthreat
from heavy traffic.
In fact, perhaps we might eventually
see the longed-for diversion via Blacklion o.'ter ihe Canal, linking on to the
By-Pass via the inner relief road which
is already in the long-term plans for
Maynooth. This would divert traffic
coming from the Dunboyne direction
away from the centre of Maynooth.
Such traffic comingfrom the Du nboyne
direction away from the centre .of
Maynooth. Such traffic is likely to .Increase substantially with the opening
of the By-pass, and will need to be
diverted if Maynooth is to derive th~ f~l!
benefits of being by-passed. This IS
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especially important if Maynooth is to
offer the clean and pleasant environment necessary to attract the knowledge-based industries mentioned
above.

EYE HEAR
Local climbers scale the charts!
Local band, Scale the Heights are
continuing their onward climb to fame,
with the recent release of their first
single on WEA records. The Maynooth
based four who won last year's Carling/Hot Press Band of '88 competition
have just released their debut single.
'Goodbye to all that', described by In
Dublin as 'a tasty slice of guitar-based
pop'. The group are now on a .nation
wide tour - saying hello to all their fans,
no doubt.

HAYON'S CREATION
We're told it took six days to create the
world. It took approximately two hours
to sit through the most glorious account of these most productive days in
earth's history. The venue for the telling of the story of creation accordingto
Haydn was the College Chapel, bn
Sunday, 12th March . The 200 strong
College Choir, together with the RTE
symphony orchestra, and soloists Mary
Hegarty, soprano , Emmanuel Lawlor,
Tenor, and Nigei Williams, Bass, provided a memorable evening for the
audience who included Mrs. Hillery,
the President's wife, as well as members of the diplomatic corps. While
Haydn's oratorio may be less familiar
than Handel's ubiquitous 'Messiah',
some members of the audience were
inclined to find this work more pleasing. The beautiful choral singing, and
the duets magnific ently sung by Mary
Hegarty and Maynooth graduate,
Emmanuel Lawlor were highlights of
the evening.
Professor Gerard Gillen, and Dr, Patrick Devine of the Music Department
in the College are to be congratulated
for their efforts in malsing this feast of
music available on our doorsteps.

BAND BULLETIN
Despite rumours to the contrary the
'Bulletin' has not been taken over by
Robert Maxwell, Tony O'Reilly or, The
Leinster Leader, justthe writer taking a
"career break" to recharge the battery,
refill the pen and re-read the dictionary. Its good to be back again in these
columns and hope my readers feel
likewise.
That said there's a lot of catching up to
be done so straight away let me announce (fanfare) the committee for
1989Paddy Dunne
President
Michael Dempsey
Chairman
Cliff Murphy
Vice-Chairman
Patricia Dempsey
Secretary
Mick Hyland
Ass. Secretary
Oliver Bright
Treasurer
Committee
Mick Murphy
Mick Dempsey

t ODD'S

PLACE

There have been many changes since
the last Bulletin with the Junior Band
blossoming forth one which now forms
into the bigger part ofthe Senior Band.
After much hard work on the part of
these budding (pardon the pun) musicians we can now boast of Fantastic
Flutes, Super Saxophones, Tremendous Trombones, Excellent Euphoniums, Brilliant Baritones, Crazy Cornets and Clarinets and (H) outstanding
Horns, altogether a most memorable
musical miscelleany. To be quite serious though the boys and girls have
come on in leaps and bounds and hope
to display their talents publicly overthe
next six months.
It's apparently obvious already thattheir
reputation has "gotten" around and the
committee has already had toturn down
St. Patrick's Day requests from Kilcock,
Enfield, Clondalkin and Wicklow and
even had to send Narraghmore Pipe
Band to fulfil the one in the U.S.A.
(ha,ha) . At the time of writing we are
looking forward to our own home town
parade on Paddy's Day and a return to
the scene of our previous victory in
Limerick on the following Sunday. The
Munster Trip will be a first for the
younger members in so far as this is
their first ever competitive outing and

1-2-3
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they can only benefit from this experience.
We shall bring news of these events in
the next Bulletin which I hope will once
again become a regular Newsletter
column - no more career breaks are
planned for a while at least.

KINGSBRY ESTATE,
MAYNOOTH
t

Following representations made by
Councillor Gerry Brady in relation to
the finishing of roads etc in Kingsbry
Estate, the County Engineer sent the
following reply :
''The overall situation is that 219 houses
have been built in this estate with 27
houses yet to be built. The undeveloped sites are at the rear of the estate
and are owned by various builders who
purchased the sites from the main developers, Drumconnor Construction.
Drumconnor Construction have proposed to the Council thatthey will fini sh
off their section of the estate if the
Council agree to take it over. A survey
is now being carried out to determine
the full list of outstanding works to be
completed in this section."

OR

MORE

RUNNERS .

Flood's Bett ing Off ice
MAYNO()TH
THE SQUARE
Phone 286096

~

PAY

WE
WE

DOUBLE

RESULT

I
f'V

i.e . WE PAY 1st PAST TH E PO ST AN l>
RULES OF RACING IF YOUR SELECT TO N
WINS EITHER WAY YOU WIN)
PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL WINNING YANKEE S .

WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL WINNING FOR ECA STS .
EARLY MORNING PRICES AVAILABLE EVERY DAY .
COME IN AND TRY OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
-Lucky IS PLACE POT. STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND £200 BONUS YANK EE DAILY.

c

J

\ ,WE
WINS

PAY

A

SPECIAL

IF YOUR
AT 10/1 OR
STARTS AT

2

POJNTS___ ~XLRA7. ~--...-

SELECTION
OVER AND
LESS THAN
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THE FAV.
4/1.

Ij

EL DORADO

Take Away
GREENFIELO'SH OPPIN G CENTRE,
MA YN OaTH .
Monday Specials

Tuesday Special

LOp reduction on 1 piece Snack j',ux.
30p reduction on 2 piece Snack Box.
40p reduction on 3 piece SnacK. Box ..
Burger & Chips [1.20

Wednesday Special Fish & Chips [1.30
BURGERS: CHIPS: FISH: CHICKEN: SAUSAGES : PIES
Chilled Drinks, Teas and Coffee. Al so Sweets.
OPENING TIMES
OPENING TIMES

tiiO·-

~

2 noon -- 12.30 a. m. Mall-Sa t
5 p.m. - 12 . 30 a.m. Sun day

DOYLE/VIDEOS
.

+---

--.

174 KINGSBRY MAYNOOTII PH. 285638
VIDEO ALL YOUR SPECIAL OCCASSIONS
WEDDINGS
PARTIES
EXHIBITIONS & FASHION SHOWS
MEDIA & SOCIAL EVENTS
EXTRA VIDEO CASSETTE with events covere~.

G.MULCAHY
Family Butcher
Greenfield Shopping Centre
Maynooth.

DELIVERY SERVICE
PHONE GERRY AT:-

286317

Beef, Lamb, Pork, f'\ac on
Fresh ChIckens
Cooked Meat

HOME COOKED HAM &. SALADS DAtL Y
FRESH FISH TUESDAY TO FRIDA Y

fRESH SAUSAGES MADE
ON THE PREMISES DAILY

OPEN 8.30 am - 6 pm Man - Sat
DEEP FREEZE SPEClALlST
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CONQUERING MARS
by Tara Boyd
Going to the North is an invasion,
A bringing of territorial claims
And cultural biases
Like prepacked lunches in a shopping
bag . .
Through the bus window
I gaze, a Connacht warrior,
At the barrier of mountains
Rising beyond Dun Dealkgan;
Today Cuchulainn will be
A British soldier at a customs post
And the Brown Bull the constellation
Taurus
Domed in Armagh's planetarium.

A courthouse caged in wire mesh.
Yet passing people look the same Even pupils in their rival uniformsAs those inhabiting the Republic Though one reminds oneself
That undemeath such normalcy
The Christian gunman lurks
Like the snowpatch on a hillside.
At night this place transforms itself
Into a no man's land
Between the sloganed tribal hatreds:
Not an inch, Brits Out, No Pope,
IRA, UVF, INLA, UDA, Sinn Fein . ' .'
That one must set one's heart One's history - corrupted heart - against
To listen for tomorrow's birth squall.

In the darkness of the planetarium
The show director's eager voice
Speaks of East and West co-operating
To send a mission out to Mars,
Proud Ulster entrenched behind your
ramparts
Shall we not journey out together?

SHELLFISH
by Martin Gates

This land through which we drive
Is surely rock and clay of Ireland,
So one seeks manmade alteration;
A slightly different architecture,
Road signs minus Gaelic placenames,

It's not really there and it can't see me,
I know it's paranoid and I know it's not
real,

But it's trying to change me, and it
might win,
It's all the same to me but I feel it
watching me when I'm sitting,
Strange and small it threatens my very
existence,
It has a face and a mind but cannotfeel,
it's cold and never worried but lives in
my shoes,
it's not my foot, but it has a face,
It needs space to understand it's
meaning, but it can't see,
It wears a coat of ink which is warm in
time and sense.

OVERCAST FEELINGS
by Martin Gates
I travel, shrouded by my feelings,
Through an empty space of thoughts,
I watch by day and night,
The sky so full of silver tears,
I feel so lost and lonely,
in the middle of my fears,
Although I have my doubts,
I need to feel some pain,
To understand my sadness,
And as the sky darkens,
And the rain begins to fall ,
My tears will go un-noticed,
Washed away by the rain.

< t

Rene Guinot approved clinic
Visit Cameo Beauty Clinic
Upstairs in the Country Shop
Cathiodenmie Now available
Advanced Electrolysis for the treatment of
Thread V~ins,Skin Tags,Warts and Moles.
For a wide range of Beauty Treatments
Free Consultati6ns and Skin Analysis on request
GIFT TOKENS AVAILABLE
OI'ENIN(; 1l0l ' RS :
Wednesday. Friday. Sa!urday. \0 a .m . (() '; . 1';
Tuesdayrrhursday, II) a.m . to 8.30 p .lll .
(Side entrance for late opening)

Ann Carey
C.I.D.E.S.C.O.

~OR

P.BRADY
LOIH'I' BM, c.rE. SIU Stop

!OUP

rill .

BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB

TELEPHONE:
286272
GRU~8~

CLOCK HOUSE
MAYNOOTH,
CO.KILDARE

SANDWICHES

PHONE:28622~

COFFEE ·& MEAT PIES ALWAYS AVAILAOLE,
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WHAT 1992 IS ALL ABOUT
by Martin Doyle
The Single Market
Although the European Community
was established in 1957, it has not yet
achieved the original objective of creating a single European market. While
tariffs and quotas have been abolished,
a wide range of non-tariff barriers such
as national technical standards and
national public procurement policies
still exist. This means in effect that at
present the Community is made up of
twelve separate national markets,
rather than one single market which
was intended originally.
In June 1985, the Commission presented its White Paper on Completing
the Internal Market by 31 December
1992, and listed 300 legislation changes
necessary to create the single market.
The White Paper proposals were unanimously accepted by the 12 nations in
the Single European Act which came
into effect on 1 July 1987.
Trading: The Current Position
In orderto understand the purpose and
benefits of a Single European market,
it is important initially to appreciate
how trade is carried out within the EC
at present.
Take a simple example of an Irish
company which wants to expand business by exporting its products to other
EC Countries. Those products must
first meet certain technical standards
and be approved by the Authorities in
each separate country. This takes a lot
of time, effort and money. Later, if the
company achieves the required standards, it can expect to encounter long
delays at border crossings with customs documentation etc., when it
comes to actually exporting its goods.
The result of such bureaucracy is reduced trade between countries within
the Community, and bUsinesses concentrating on servicing markets intheir
own countries. The European market
is therefore fragmented and intra-country trade is stifled.
Mutual recognition of national technical standards, simplified border formalities and replacing a plethora of
documents with the Single Administrative Document (SAD) will alleviate the
problem and encourage cross border
trade and traffic.
Purpose of a Single European
Market
The major purpose of a Single Euro-

pean Market is to provide European
companies with a "home" market of
320 million consumers in order that
they can compete on equal terms with
the US and Japanese.
The removal of phYSical, technical and
fiscal barriers will increase competition
within the EC and make European
enterprises more competitive when
welling in Europe.

maintain their profit margins. Increased
competition will reduce transportation
and insurance costs. By lowering costs
therefore, European businesses will
become more competitive and enable
them to compete more effectively on a
world wide basis.
How will non EC companies react to
the the Single European market? After
all, the business of US and Japanese
companies for example, must be affected by these changes. Although we
can only speculate the following scenarios are worth consideration.

Reforms Necessary to Create
Single Market
As mentioned above 300 legislative
provisions will be implemented to
achieve the Single Market by 1992. It
Non EC companies (US, Japais important to recognise that Europe (i)
nese
etc) currently selling into
1992 will be a process rather than a
Europe
from their home counsingle event. Already, in excess of 200
tries
may
consider opening facprovisions have been either adopted
tories, service centres etc. in
or are in the process of being adopted.
Europe, thereby creating emExamples of reforms in some areas
ployment.
would be:
- free movement of workers will enable companies to recruit throughout
US and Japanese companies
Europe and facilitate staff movement (ii)
might establish a foothold in
within Europe.
Europe by purchasing European
- simplified internal border formalities
companies,
operating joint venwill encourage cross border trade and
tures or licence agreements.
traffic.
- competition in road transport and
insurance should reduce freight costs.
US and Japanese companies
- approximation of national company (iii)
already in Europe may consolilaw and the creation of European
date their operations by concompany law will facilitate mergers,
centrating production at one or
acquisitions and joint ventures.
two locations and closing the
- public contracts will be open to tender
remainder.
throughout Europe instead of being
limited to national suppliers.
- liberalisation of banking and financial
services, insurance and the free moveWhile the US and Japanese are taken
ment of capital e.g. an Irish car owner
as examples above, the list of councould insure his/her car in London.
tries affected is not limited to these two.
For example, the impact of the Single

Effects of a Single European Market European Market on countries like
As we have seen, the liberalisation of Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan will be
trade and freedom in the movement of considerable. . Europe. imports vast
people, goods and services will in- amountsoftextlles, clothing, electronic
crease competition in Europe The .components~ndconsumergQQd.s1rmn.
ultimate objective is that Eu~opean :hese countnes. Tough .anti-dumping
companies will become more efficient aws c?uldforce companies from these
cost effective and able to compete o~ ~~~~tnes to ~ra~sfer. production to
more favourable terms with US and . pe to aVOid vlo~atlng these proviJ
.
.
slons. New factones etc would inapanese companies, not only In the crease employme t' E
European market but throughout the
n In urope.
world.
But how will European businesses
become more competitive?
Increased competition generally leads. Ireland - Opportunities and Threats
to lower prices to the consumer. Pro- So where does this leave Ireland?
viders of goods and services will need Companies here will no longer have to
to invest in new modern plant and concentrate on s~lIingtheir products
equipment to reduce their costs and primarily in Ireland. Lifting the barriers
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to trade in Europe will open up opportunities for Irish companies to export
into a much larger market (100 times
greater than the Irish market). If Irish
producers avail of these opportunities
and expand their operations, employment here will increase.
However, it has to be said, that companies form other European countries
will now be free to sell their products in
Ireland creating greater competition
for Irish co mpanies.
A further opportunity for Ireland lies in
the area of attracting foreign companies to establish factories here to
manufactu re products to serve the
European market. As mentioned earlier, many large companies in America,
Japan and other countries must consider moving production to Europe in
order to compete in the "new" Europe.
Ireland has particular strengths and
experience in attracting foreign companies to locate here. Ireland has a
well-educated and productive young
workforce, and offers the best tax and
grant incentive package. This puts us
in a strong position to secure foreign
investment and create welcome employment for all our people.

GARD.ENING
TIPS

A few tips on gardening; I am not an
expert gardener. If you want to have a
good crop of vegetables you cannot
beat the ·farm yard manure. I don't
fancy artifiQial manure but it is alright
on the land. Now is th e time to get your
garden in order. If you have the garden
all dug you can start it right away. Start
atthetop if there is nothing in yourway.
Put down youtlil1e and get your spade
and dig a trench 1112 f1. deep. Put
down a layer of manure, before you
shift your line put a peg each end of the
trench and shift your line 2 feet. Then
put the soil you take out of the second

THE '89
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trench and put it in the first trench.
Carry on the same until you have
enough to plant your vegt?bles. You
can plant all sorts of cabbages in the
ground you have ready and also peas
and beans. Plant your potatoes and
rurnips in drills. I don't manure car~otts
or parsnips but if you have a bit of
ground that was manured. th.e year
before give it a good deep digging and
it.will do. Forthe rest of the vegetables
Ciligin the manure not too deeply. March
is th e time to prune back your rose
trees and shrubs. For bush rose trees
prune th em back - the very strong ones
to th ree eyes and the lighter ones to
two eyes. If you have a green house or
frame you can sow all sorts of seed for
the garden. If you have a bed of
cabbage plants that stood the winter
you could chance a few rows now.
Don't sow anything out as the weather
is too cold and wet. Wait until the
ground is dry.
.£,..l-=-_Gerry Coyne
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CONTACT PADDY OR OLIVER FOR SALES
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GREENFIELDS, MAYNOOTH, co. KILDARE.
Telephone: 2865761286418
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WATER PROBLEMS?

--------------~---=------=-~~

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SMELL,
,BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
.-§

..

~--==~======
-~~,~,==~~======--~-

We can test water and recommend an
economi~al solution to the problem

-

I'"

J'f

~~2~====~==~~

Water Softeners, filters, Domestic,
I
Commercial, Farm and Industrial use
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
SALES AND SERVICE

John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrenstown (Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.

Tel. 01-259631 (24 Hours

Cl House Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth

Co. Kildare

PHONE NO 285544

Large range wallpaper from
£1.99
Lamp shades Small £2.50 Large £2.99
Glass Shades Small £3.99 Med £7.99 Large £9.99

Wallpaper Paste
Chandelier Shades

from

90p
£3.99

FULL RANGE OF GARDEN TOOLS IN STOCK
5 Litre Matt Emulsion £4.99
2! Litre Gloss
£10.99
2! Litre Ceiling Paint £7.99

5 Litre Super Gloss
2! Litre Undercoat .

£10.99
£ 9.99

~
Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Pri~ate

Montessori School

IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT,MAYNOOTH.
AGES: 2V2.- 6 YEARS.
HOME ADDRESS:

Glenidan Court,
Enfield, Co .. Meath.

FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT.

----~------------------------------------

TEACHER:

TO ENROL FOR
SEPTEMBER t 89
CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - THURS. AT 3.00 p.m.
*Limited number of vacancies avai1able.*
MONT. DIP. IN ED
2 -12 YEARS
Mrs. Caroline Foran
CERT. IN SPECIAL ED.
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CHRISTY MOORE IN
MAYNOOTH COLLEGE
Anyone who was present in the Aula
Maxima of Maynooth College on the
night of Wednesday first of March
should consider themselves highly
privileged. Christy Moore isn't just one
of this Country's greatest exponents of
popular folk music. To my mind - and
I'll admit to a bias, as I've long been a
confirmed fan - he is the best and on
the night in question he was at his best.
Its just over sixteen years since I first
saw Christy Moore on stage one Saturday night in January 1973 in the old,
long since departed Hangar Ballroom
in Sarthill, Galway. Many of the audience in the Aula on the first of March
weren't much size then but its one of
Christy's strengths that he has attracted
new young fans along the way to add
to his older ones. I've seen and heard
him in his various incarnations overthe
years, with Planxty and Moving Hearts
and with different acoustic and electric
combinations on his records but the
Christy we saw the last night was the
Christy I like best - alone with his guitar.
Christy wouldn't claim to be any virtuoso. He 'boasted' on the Late Late
Show some years ago that he knew

eight or nine chords. He mustn't have
been in any humour to show off the
other night because as far as I could
make out, 'he only played six. But he
showed that there is a hell of a lot more
to being a great performer than knowing where to find C Sharp diminished
seventh, or whatever, on the guitar.
Christy sings and plays from the heart.
The hands do just enough any more
would be an intrusion.
The set which he played demonstrated
the wide range of material of which
Christy has command. The only problem is that he always has to leave out
many great songs purelyforreasons of
time. In the public mind in recent times
he is probably talking songs ; 'Usdoonvarna, Dilerium', themes etc. He produced these on the night plus a few
other gems. This hilarious Rose of
Tralee song brought the house down
as did his mixture of tribute to and slagging of Bishop Casey of Galway.
One of his greatesttalents, however, is
how he can suddenly change the mood
of an audience, who one minute are in
tears of laughter, by staring them into
silence with a song like his angry lament to the tragiC Ann Lovett of Granard. The songs cover a wide range of
topical issues; apartheid, emigration,
Northern Ireland and, in a lighter vein,

the European Soccerfinals (Joxergoes
to Stuttgart) and many others and they
are all sung with great conviction.
Except for one by Jimmy McCarthy
which I recognised I don't know which
of the newer songs are from Christy's
own pen but it doesn't really matter.
Every song Christy sings becomes his
own.
The set lasted about an hour and forty
minutes and very little ti me was wasted
talking. Such talk as there was consisted of the usual witty banter like his
jibes at an obtrusive photographer of
his comments on the temperature of
the hall. I'm told his crack about it being
the first time that he had to wear a
jumper during a gig wasn't true . He
had to do the same the last time he
played the Aula. Can nothing be done
about the heating?
Congratulations, also to the group from
the college who opened the night. My
none to keen ear thought there were
some turning problems with the steelstringed guitar but nevertheless they
played a-nice set. The girl whose name
escapes me, is a fine singer.
Finally many thanks to Cuallacht
Cholrncille who promoted the gig and
brought one of Kildare's favourite sons
to perform in the GQunty.
Jim Cunningham '

WEST END CARPETS
& FURNITURE
MTLT,ST., MAYNOO1H. TEL: 285682

WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE
COME ON IN AND PICK UP A FEW BARGAINS
LIKE THESE BEDROOM CARPET S
STARTING @ £2 SQ. YDS,

~

3 FT. ORTHOPAEDIC

.

SINGLE BED £59

KITCHEN LINO £3.99 SQ. YD

4'6" ORTHOPAEDIC

5 DRAWER CHEST £35

DOUBLE BED £95

Opening Hours:

SINGLE WARDROBE
WITH MIRROR £55
T.V. VIDEO UNITS £35,
SITTINGROOM SUITES STARTING
FROM
£199.

Mon-Thurs 9.30-6 p.m.
Fr19.30.9 p.m.
Sat 9.30-5.30 p.m.

STOCKISTS OF NAVAN, CURRAGH
& ULSTER CARPETS
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OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Undertakers and Complete Funeral Furnishers
WREATHS
HEADSTONES
MOURNING COACHES

New Funeral

Parlour

At

Town C entre Mall
'\!·

..

e

PROSPEROUS,
HAAS.
Co. Kildaro

"

Maynootll

.

.~ .....

]uH;r;lIIV;ealks
UNDERTAKERS TO MAYNOOTH MORTALITY SOCIETY

(Funeral Parlour Free to Society Members)
Particulars and Arrangements Contact::
Paddy Nolan,Sec.,
Kevin Murphy,
41 Greenfield Drive,
O'Neill Park,
Phone 286399
Phone 286312

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS

DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH

PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING
YVES ST. LAURENT, MENRAD. SAFIW. & BENNETTON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES~ IN ALL SPECTACLES
INCLUDING PLASTIC, ULTRATHIN
ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TfiO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES

fv£D ICAL CAf\D & SOC IAL V£LFARE REC IPI ENTS CATERED Fffi
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip~ Also Main St •• Lucan.
Ph: 243964

Ph

282062

LI DS
YC)UR

LC)C~AL

BLINI)MA

FACTORY PRICES

DENIS MAl"ONE
BLINDMAKERS LIMITED
Cooldrinagh. Lcixlip
~
OVER

24 4 9 4 3
2()

anytime
YEARS EXPERIENCE
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ER
WE MANUFACTURE
TOP QUALITY

ROLLER, VENETIAN AND
VERTICAL, BLINDS.
FULL REPAIR SERVICES
TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER
BLIND REVERSED

.)

YOUR MORE AT HOME WITH McCRORY'S COAL
STOO( IF

t{JN

WITH fEST <lJALITY

IOOAL

SlAO<.
OOAL BRI a£TTES

EXTRAClTE
\\rnIR COAL
AN"n-IOC ITE
so.O<. 00 IL£R E£.ANS

NO DELIVERY CHARGE

FROM: BILLY McCHORY

117 Kingsbry, Maynoot.h

PHONE:286859

CoPoL MOTOR

~in

or'

251202

St.,

Tel: 01/286628/286301
Co. Kildare.

~ynooth,

FACTORS

Parts and accessories
for all rmkes of cars
trucks and tractors,
Batteries, Plugs,
Exhausts, Brake Pads
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cludesfish to.the value of£10.00to get
your collection started. The specimens in Bob's shop range in price from
SOp to £14, and there are some Sixty
types to choose from.
As well as tropical fish, Cillo Aquatics
can also provide coldwater and pond
fish, and everything necessary to set
up a garden pond. And low-voltage
garden lighting, which is not only decorative, it also adds to home security at
night.
A cheap idea for some wild life is to buy
a bird feeder for the back garden, fill it
with suitable food, and watch the flutter
of tiny wings as they flock to eat.
The display of rabbits and guinea-pigs
in the window, and the jerbils and terrapins inside, make ideal pets for the
caring youngster. And at the back of
the shop, not readily seen by the customer, are the finches and budgerigars
which Bob breeds.
Customers from Lucan to Mullingar
have so far beaten a path to Bob's
door, noUo mention the passing schoolchildren who call in to look at the fish
and animals, and so get some practical
experience of natural history in the
friendly atmosphere of the shop.
Among the specialised equipment Bob
can supply, along with the food mixes
for rabbits, hamsters, etc, are the lATA
approved pet carriers, which ·are required by airlines if you plan to travel
with your animals. So go on, take puss
to the Canaries this summer!

TALKING
One of the more unusual and interesting shops on the street is Cillo Aquatics, which has been tradi ng now for
nearly five months from the premises
inwhatwas Finerty House onthe Dublin
Road. Cillo Aquatics can supply pets,
pet-food and equipment, and caters for
a need which is not easily met by other
outlets in the vicinity. It is run by Bob
Harte, who has extensive experience
in the retail trade in England, but now
commutes from his home in Kilcock to
the shop where he can combine business with pleasure: keeping tropical
fish is a hobby of his, and he sells a
range of tanks and specimens - anything from a gold fish to a shark (a small
one!).
Watching the colourful fish swim around
is more relaxing than televiSion, some
people say - and cheaper. An 18"
glass tank, with all the accessories
necessary - hood, heater and thermostat, pump, filter, lighting and control
unit, a net of food and gravel for the
base comes to £80.05. And that in-

are often two such checkouts on the
go, and service at each is now quite
rapid.
So, here is another niggle, why is the
fresh meat at the butchers counter
always priced per pound, but weighed
and sold in metric weights? I do get
confused! But that said, the meat
department is one of the better features of our local Quinnsworth.
Homepride, the hardware shop in tile
shopping centre, recently completed a
refurbishment of their display. The
whole rearrangement was done while
continuing to trade, and they.now offer
a greater range of wallpapers, and a
clearer display of hooks, nails, screws,
etc.
The Country Shop now has a fine range
of Stephen Pearce's pottery, semiglazed, brown and white .. Expensivish,
but worth going in just to look at.
Welcome to the new 'Pound Shop' in
Centrepoint Arcade, near the shoe
shop.
And good news to endon: Paddy Ryan's
Garage now has unleaded petrol at the
pumps. Congratulations to him and
Maxol on making this available in
Maynooth.

I don't know if it's anything we said, but
a couple of months ago this column
remarked on the slowness of the Express Checkout at Quinnsworth; recently. it's been good to note that there

,FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY ~ITE
FULL EXTENTION &SUPPER
.=-,~- OPEN·I NG HOURS 10 - 2 D. m.
WEDNESDAY NITE
AUDIO VIDEO DISCO 7.00 - 1:1.00 D!m.
NO COVER CHARGE ON WEDNESDAY NITE
i

Exhibition Centre
Opposite the E.S.B. Showroom

Phone: 245011
MILL LANE - LEIXLIP
QUALITY CARPET - BEDS - FURNITURE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODLE IN SHOP

BEDROOM CARPET FROM £3.99 S q. Yard n
BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WAS £750 NOW £550.00
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00
RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET
&

VINYLS FOR

~ April)

FREE EXPERT FITIING (EX-CLERY' S)
-

-:-..;.- .

HOUSE REMOVALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SUN 2 - 6 WEEKLY 10 - 6
FOR THE SITTING ROOM
Long Lasting General Domestic Carpet £5.99 Sq Y;lrrJ
r---------I
(5 year <jUd i dfl(ee I
Long Lasting Canvas Back Carpet all Colours
(8 yr guarantee)£8.00SqY,Hd

S P E C T A I,
HALL-,
&--I~N])lNC

STAIRS

CARPET FITTED.

80/20 Wool Carpets ,from £ 13.95 Sq Yard
,
AVERACE SI!',I':
80/20 Axminister Carpets from £19.95 Sq Yarri~ £l9()
Arm Chairs from £45.00.
Queen Anne Cottage SLJlte. 3 piece £199.00
Cottage Suite all Colours £ 150.- 3 piece 2 S8C1tpr
Chesterfield Suite 3 Piece £2.99
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACESSORI[S INCL U(JING
BEDROOM SEA TS £3a.oO oddments £37 .. 00

BeDRQOM STOOI..$ £ 18.00
HOUSE REMOV AI-S AND DELIVERIES
E~pert Fitting and Repairff{ex-Clery's)
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POINTS

UP THE SWAN NY
I have been sitting here on this stretch
of water for the past four years, being
bombarded by everything from hailstones to brown bread, being peeked
at, stared at, talked about and photographed and not once was I asked how
I felt. Not as much as a "Would you
prefer something otherthan an apple?"
or "Do you really feel like paddling
through concrete and bullrushes to get
to the bank and taking a polite nibble
for a potato crisp?" No. The presumptions made about myself and my partner are of a condescension which can
only be termed 'almighty' and have led
us to accept that humans will believe
anything as long as its romantic to the
point of nausea. Never, I repeat,
never, have either I or my ancestors
pined away and died after the death of
a mate. What an utterly extraordinary
notion! What in the name of Leda, do
you take us for? Occasionally, if a cob
(a male) looses its mate (a pen) early in
the breeding season, he will sit upon
the nest for a suitably respectable
numberofweeks before launching into
a new relatonship. Indeed, I have had
occasion to do this myself - mourned
for three and a half weeks and then met
up with my partner, who for your information, has an enormous ring attached
to her leg which loudly displays the
appelation "2BX". lam known to the
Irish Wildbird Conservancy (andto any
human who cares to glance at my leg)
as "IBS". We were unceremoniously
ringed during an unfortunate lapse of
awareness by the above organisation
in order that they might keep an accountofourmovements. Astheviewer
from the bank, you are asked to report
sighting the ringed number of any of
our kindred (all of us are mute swans)
to the IWC (01-804322).
In actual fact, we are rather grateful to
the I.W.C., for despite the indignity of
being forced to sport such an object

about the ankle, we find that the organisation protect us in as far as it is
possible to do so. They campaign
against the appaling scale of pollution
in our environment and assist us when
disaster strikes. A number of our
friends were killed recently when 1,000
litres of oil 'escaped' into the canal near
Dublin. The remainder were saved by
the I.W.C. who removed the fatal substance from their feathers.
Now, how can humans allow this to
happen? How would you like it if we
arose en masse and savagely flooded
your sitting-rooms and kitchens with
undiluted poison?
We are also anhe mercy of cables and
high wires (which can kill us in flight)
and from toxic residue from angler's
lead weights. Where does this leave
your romantic perceptions of our 'ideal'
lives?
Most of us do, in fact, mate for life,
although we wait for at least three
years before finding a partner. Our
early years are spent with our own
flock where in we eventually find our
mates.
"2BX" and myself have had many children (cygnets) -often upto nine babies
in anyone season. Life is unbelievably tragic for our young as half usually
die three months after hatching. At the
moment we have no children living
with us - the last couple migrated to
Kilcock not four months ago. You will
see only the pairof us here in Maynooth
for the next few months as this is our
territory. No other swans will be allowed near the place as we are in the
process of building our new nest and
preparing for the next family. And let
me tell you all, if one of you as much as
steps within a yard of our nest we will
personally demolish you on the spot.
We're not often aggressive, but during
breeding season we become danger-

ous. You can't say you haven't been
warned. In the meantime do pop byfor
a chat. We enjoy human - made environments and are partial to the odd bit
of human made food. But forthe sake
of our sanity, would you ever bring
along something more adventurous
than plastic. Thank you.

Photograph taken whilst
in
one
of my more
sedate
momemts
of
introspection.
(I
am
not a brooder by nature).

"Just For You"
Toys, Crafts, Rag dolls, Bean bags,
(Cuddly Toys)
First Communions, Confirmation,
Deb's & Wedding Dresses
All "JUST FOR YOU" and your
Special Occasion
CALL TO:

Antoinetter Byrne,
35 Laurences Ave., Maynooth.
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STUDENTS UNION ELECTIONS
On Wednesday, March 15th the elections of President and Vice President
of the Student's Union in St. Patrick's
College took place. This year saw nine
candidates go before the voters, five
for President and four for Vice president. On Wednesday evening Pauline
Maddigan from Limerick and John
O'Sullivan from Listowel were deemed
elected. They will take office on July
1st, replacing outgoing sabbatical officers Eric Gaughran (President) and
Liz Murphy (Vice President) and will
remain therein until June 30th 1990.
This year's elections saw a greater
bustle of activity than in recent
years,with more people than usual
turning up to vote. Posters were
everywhere in evidence - including a
series of endorsements nailed to the
trees outside the college gates. Rumours of 'unfair play' abounded due to
the mysterious resurrection and distribution of one candidate's two year old,
irrelevant and somewhat scurrilous literature.
One of the newly elected officers will
have a seat on Maynooth Community
Council, at present held by Eric

Gaughran, which represents the 2,300
strong student community in the town.
The President and Vice president also
represent the student body at college
administration level and a considerable amount of their time is spent attending the various meetings of the
even more varied college committees.
Their other responsibilities include the
maintenance and management of the
Student's Union businesses (bar, shop
etc.); the provision of welfare information and facilities for students and the
orchestration of the ongoing campaign
for greater public accessability to third
level education.
The incumbant sabbatical officers have
stated "that it is our policY to strive for
improved and satisfactory relations
between the student body and the
local residents, andforareaterinvolvement in the affairs of one aroup by the
other ,Havina met informally with members of MaYnooth Community. John
·and I feel it is essential that we do our
utmost to break down the existina
barrier between students and the residents of Maynooth. The members in
qUestion were extremely co-operative
and we hope this relationship shall
continue",

BOYS NATIONAL SCHOOL
Last Novemberthe pupils of Maynooth
Boy's National School were involved in
a Readathon to raise funds for the
Multiple SclerOSis Society of Ireland.
The total amount raised was £1,084.84.
I would like to congratulate all the children involved on their fantastic effort.
Well Done! You can be sure that
through your reading you have helped
people with Multiple Sclerosis to have
a better life and the hope of a cure.
Unfortunately we did not win one of the
big prizes, but we shall be receiving
some books and certificates and because of our outstanding effort, a special certificate forthe school personally
signed by Roald Dahl. I would like to
thank parents and teachers for their
support and encouragement and sponsors for their generosity. The children
enjoyed participating in the Readathon
and hopefully the love of books which
was germinated will continue to blossom.
Caroline Keenan (N,T.)

MITSUBISHI RENTAL PURCHASE

DUNNE'S T.V.
MAIN STREET, CELBRIDGE
SAL E S . 288211 S E R V ICE' 288303

MITSUBISHI RENTAL PURCHASE
SPECIAL OFFER

21" FST. T.V.
TELE TEXT FITTED

EIO VIDEO
T • V.. VIDEO STA~1)
E180TAPE

£6.99 per Week. NO DEPOSIT OVER 48 months
APR 20.9%
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MAYNOOTH ACCORDIAN BAND
PRESENTS

SINDY AND MAN FRIDAY
HITCHIN POST
FRIDAY 7 APRIL 8.30

ADM.

£2

JOHN MITCHEll ACCORDIAN BAND FESTIVAL
SUNDAY APRIL 23rd 2 p.m.
10 BANDS
PARISH HAll MAYNOOTII
FEATURING MASS BAND RECITAL
ADDMISSION FREE
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Civil Engineering Site Clearance
Building & General Contracting

BOB'S
KITCHEN
TEL: (01) .286776

Hearty Casserole
This recipe is suitable for the very
beginning of April when the weather is
rather changeable.
11b Round Steak
11b Sirlion Steak
11b rib Steak
5 Chicken Wings
3 Chicken Breasts
2 Pork Chops
1 Lamb Chop
11b Liver
1 Teaspoon custard powder, curry
powder, bread soda,
1 large bottle Pepsi Cola (must be
Pepsi not Coke Cola or cheapies).
Put all the meat in a large casserole
dish. Add in the pepsi cola and leave
for two days. Blend together the Custard, Curry and Bread Soda with half
pint vinegar, pour over meat and cook
for 6 hours in a very hot oven.

Jelly Surprise
1 Rasberry Jelly, 1 Lemon Jelly
11b cooked potatoes
1 onion, roughly chopped,
1 turnip
1 cauliflower
Make the jellies as directed. Pour over
the potatoes. Add the onions and
turnip. When jelly is set decorate with
cauliflower. Serve with Ice Cream and
chopped parsley.

CARLTON
CLEANERS
Moynooth Shopping Centre
Leading Specialists in Silks, Suede Leather, Fur
Open 6 Days
Repair/Alterations

DONOVAN'S tEiE1'
NEWSAGENTS I'N~'~n;'
(PEN

~
/" •

/'

TILL 9pn ~Q1 NIGHT
SJ\[)AY 8 Il1l

U >TT ER'(

AUTHORISED ACENT FOH
NATIONAL LO'rn:I{Y
i)

L4

hour Film Developing
Service

--- - - - - -- __.
i )---------'
(;
SAM,.E ,DAY ~
I, DRY "LI',AN' N('

£3.99 & A Free FUm

JOIN OUR VIDEO .CLUB

.

All films only £1.50 per night

~-:;.~

Ikwtown StOlCU
NEWSAGENTS
. Maynooth Co. Kildare

Ph

01 2858331

GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards

Mags

~

pening Hours 7.30 am - 10 pm

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
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munity Council Office by the 30th April
in a clean and repaired condition. We
would like to welcome a new member
to our existing committee- Ann Kinsella, 30 College Green. The following
are the dates for our area finals:
13th May - Art - Post Primary
14th may - Swimming Stewarts
18th May - Gymnastics - Parish Hall
21 st May - Athletics GAA. Field

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
GAMES

and to County Finals dates are:

Already we have our entries gone in for
our indoor team events and they are
Badminton, Draughts, Variety and for
the first time in Maynooth, Volleyball.
By now you should have seen all the
posters inviting you to take part. We
are still trying to find a Rounders
manager as we have located a coach
who would be willing to look after and
train teams. But we must have a
manager based. here in Maynooth to
organise training and games. We have
a Volleyball coach who has very kindly
offered to train teams for this event.
As we have already stated, there will
be no entry forms this year for the
games. Competitors can take part in
as many individual events as they wish
in their own age group. All participants
must be under their respective age on
the 31st July. Once again we would
ask the holders of all perpetual trophies to leave them back to the Com-

...

27th May - Variety - Newbridge
11th June - Art - Curragh
17th June - Swimming - Athy
18th June - Gymnastics - Leixlip
24-25th June - Athletics - Crookstown
All these dates at the moment are
subject to availability of premises. We
will have confirmation of all dates in
next edition of the Newsletter and times
of all events. Watch out for posters
advertising team events.

~Home

Nursing

D/\ Y &. NlLHT CARL
PROVIDED
RE/\SON/\I\LE R/\ TES

c.

:ONT/\CT:

Clifford S.R.Nl

Phone (OJ) 28')83

I
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I

M /\ ! N SIR 0: T, MAY N 00 T Ii

PLANNING PERMISSION
APPLICATIONS
A 26/01/89
Erection of Bungalow and
garage, Newtown, Maynooth.
P 27/01/89
Retention of Double Garage,
10 Convent Lane, Maynooth.

89/000066 E. Lennon. Esq.,
c/o McManus Archs.,
Main St. Maynooth.
Co. Kildare.
89/000075 M. McMahon,
c/o 10 Convent Lane,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
£40

Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Page

£22
£15
£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or over if payment is made in advance.
A fee of £2 is charged for Classified
Advertisements .
Of course, there is no charge on
acknowledgements, notices, i.e.
birthdays, missing items etc.
INDEPENDENT

mbrid8e

GROCERY, CONFECTIONARY, COOKED MEATS,
STATIONARY, NEWSPAPERS
CHOCOLATES, FANCY C(X)[)S. TOYS

"'"

nselloc

"11Qtft lOI1 .............. 0

Iilllll'lf'CI Doa4U11C10...,1"lIIII'nIOM

LARGE SELECTION OF CREETING CARDS

. OPEN 8.30 am to 7 pm EACH DAY

J. B

y

OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m.
PHONE: 286304

NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONFECTIONERY

Slim Down to Size the Easy Way
• NO SPECIAL COOKING'
• NO SPECIAL EXERCISE'

- Phone 286613
~\\en\\on
for

IE Commuter Tickets
Weekly, Monthly and
Students Monthly

FAMILY OIiE DAY

.....-

Selection of Lighters
Large Select ion of Jewellery

\rnrned~

IT'S SIMPLE - IT'S SAFE
IT'S EFFECTIVE FOR MEN &WOMEN
PERSONAL ATTENTION GUARANTEED

Schoo I I tans Parker Pens. - Gi f t Ware
<Dl<ED 1v£ATS A SPEr::1ALIlY
l.ARE SEl£CfI(N (F ~-1U't'S-GIFTS

FOR ALL THE FACTS CONTACT
YOUR INDEPENDENT
CAMBRlbGE COUNSELLOR

MARY FARRELL
aRK CRYSTAL

LOTTERES

~--------------------
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28 Carton Court, Maynooth
Phone: (01)286613

SETANTA HOUSE HOTEL
CELBRIDGE. TELEPHONE :(01)271111
BAR LUNCHES SERVED DAILY 12 noon - 7 p.m. IN OUR NEW CELBRIDGE LOUNGE
STARTERS
Home Made Soup of the day
Egg Mayonaise
Melon Wedge

95p
1.25
95p

MAIN COURSE
Scampi with french fries & side salad
Home made Lasagne with salad & french fries
Spagetti Bolognaise with parmesan cheese
Mild chicken curry off the bone served with
rice or french fries
Roast leg of Kildare lamb with mint sauce,
fresh vegetables and potatoes
Roast sirloin beef, horse radish sauce,
fresh vegetables and potatoes

£3.50
£3.50
£2.75
£3.00
£3.50
£3.75

SETANTA SPECIAL MIXED GRILL
(4 ounces Sir lion Steak, Lamb Cutlet,
Rashers, Sausage, B/W pudding, egg,
tomatoes and french fries)

£5.50

SALADS
All salads fresh every day
(Ham, Beef, Lamb, Cheese or Chicken)

£2.50

Ploughman's Salad
(Ham and Cheese with Coleslaw, pickl es and
Salad

£2.75

SANDWICHES
(Ham, Beef, Cheese, Chicken) served with
Coleslaw, salad, garnish

- -.:0:

£1. 25

WEDDING PARTIES CATERED FOR
ALSO 21st's AND DEBS DANCES
WHISPERS NITE CLUB

Open weekly Friday - Sunday
Girls free Admission before 10.30 p.m. Friday, Saturday & Sunday.
Everybody free admission before 10.30 p.m. Sunday.

Sunday lunches a specialit y
bring the children for a sunday treat
book for reservation or enquiries.

ENJOY A FEAST OF DANCING .
. . . ·AT WHISPERS NITE CLUB
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only university in the State outside a
large urban settlement, and as such
will, if developed, prove attractive to
industry in terms of campus linkages
with leading edge technology operations. There is a proposal for the
expansion of the
technology specialisms of the University, and the development of a science
park in this prime location for knowledge-based activity".
In its list of proposed projects for the
part of the region within the Dublin
Ambitious Expansion
hinterland, the report gives top priority
Proposals for College
to a Science and Technology Research, Development and Training
Maynooth College has been allotted a Centre at Maynooth College, costing
central role in the future development £8 millions, of which £5M is earmarked
of the Midlands-East Region in a major forthe period 1989-91. The report also
report produced by a firm of planning provides for a Science Building and
consultants. This region consists of all Science Park in the College at a total of
of the Leinster counties except Dublin, £20M, of which £12M is due to be
Kilkenny, Carlow and Wexford, and is spent by 1991 . Other projects recomone of seven regions into which the mended for ' ·the Colleg~ · include a
country has been divided for the pur- Business Studies Finance and Marpose of administringthe increased flow keting Centre (costing £1 M), a Reof structural funds to Ireland over the gional Sports Centre (£3m) and an
next five years. These additional fU!1ds Ec;clesiastical Museum (£100,000).
are designed to strengthen the Irish It is not possible to say for definite that
economy in advance of the coming into any or all of these projects will come to
operation of the Single European fruition. The report in question was
prepared for the county managers in
Market after 1992.
The report, prepared by CMS Envi- the region, and forms their submission
ronmental Services Ltd., in associa- to the Regional Working Group which
tion with Jonathan Blackwell and As- is preparing an overall development
sociates, places particular emphasis programme for the region . This Workon the potential of knowledge-based ing Group has representatives from
industries, located in environmentally- various organisations within the repleasant surroundings, as a basis for gion, working under the direction of the
future economic growth. Maynooth Department of Finance .• The Group's
College, as the only university in the final report will be co-ordinated with
region, and with a location which is similar .reports from the other six reboth central to the region and adjacent gions, from which an overall national
to Dublin (where high-quality trans- plan for the disbursement of structural
port, communications and other serv- funding will emerge. However, given
ices are available), is considered las that greatly increased funding will be
having a particu lar role to play in at- available and given the particularstress
. tracting such industries to the region. placed on the development of
Maynooth College in the present reTo quote the report:
". . . there is a university at Maynooth. port, one remains hopeful that big
This represents a particular opportu- things may yet be in store for the Colnity for the region in so far as it is the lege.

COLLEGE NEWS

SYMPATHY
Kevin McNamara, Castle Stores on
death of his brother in Dromod, Co.
Leitrim.
Sister, sister-in-law, nephews, nieces,
relatives of Mary Alice Maguire, Mill
Street.
Sons, daughters, brothers, sons-in-law,
daughters-in-law, grandchildren, relatives of Thomas Larkin, Kilcloon.

Wife, sons, daughter, brothers, sisters, daughters-in-law, son-in-law,
nephews, nieces, relatives of Sean
Byme, Drumcondra formerly Rail Park.
Daughters, sons, daughters-in-law,
sons-in-law, grandchildren, relatives of
Bridie Brady, St. Brigids, Kilcock Road.
Sean Buckley (Staff), St. Patrick's
College, death of his Father in America.
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Intervarsities
This is the time of year when most of
the sporting and other competitions
between the Irish universities (popularly known as "intervarsities") take
plaqe. Maynooth this year acted as
hosts for the basketball competition,
and had the satisfaction of taking the
Shield competition (for first round losers). The hurlers gained entry to the
Fitzgibbon Cup properforthe first time
in many years, and gave a good account of themselves, being edged out
eventually by Waterford RTC by a mere
two points,
The Gaelic footballers have been
among the College's most likely intervarsity contenders in recent years, but
never seemed able to realise their
potential when it really mattered. This
year, again, they were edged out by
UCD in a qualifying game which they
could have won. The camogie team,
by contrast, emerged from a period in
the doldrums to qualify for the league
final in which, unfortunately, they were
beaten by a strong Queen's side playing at home in Belfast.
Perhaps the most notable performance by Maynooth College in this year's
intervarsities was pulled off by the
student Geographical Society. This
year the Society hosted the Irish Student Geographical Congress, in which
the main feature is the competition for
the Edward Fahy Memorial Trophy,
awarded for the best academic paper
delivered at the Congress. This year,
Maynooth took the first two places in
this competition. First place went to
Alan Kehoe, of Portlaoise , for his paper on "The Glaciation of the Slieve
Blooms". In second place was Pat
McKenna, of Summerhill, who spoke
on "Irish Migration to the Argentine".
Both Alan and Pat are Third Year Arts
Students. Heartiest congratulation to
them both.

Sisters, sisters-in-law, nieces, nephews, relatives of Gerard Cruise,
Maynooth, late of Straffan.
ALICE MOORE R.I.P.

The family of the late Alice Moore ,
Reeves, Straffan , and Mount Thunder,
Confey, Leixlip, wish to thank most
sincerely all who sympathised with them
in their recent sad bereavement.
Those who attended the removal , Mass
and Funeral, all who sent Mass cards,

Continued

floral tributes and letters of sympathy.
A special word of thanks to Fr. Michael
Fitzgerald, Fr. Peter O'Reilly, Fr. John
McKee, Dr. Desmond Kelly, the staff
and all her many friends at the Rye
Vale Nursing Home, Leixlip. The Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass will be offered for
the intentions of all.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Iii

Iii

The family of the late Catherine (Kate)
Walsh, Moneycooley wish to thank
most sincerely all those who sympathised with them in their recent sad
bereavement. Those who sent floral
tributes, mass cards, serephic cards,
letters of sympathy, those who called
to the house, attended removal of
remains mass and funeral. A special
word of thanks to our good and kind
neighbours and friends who helped in
many ways. Thanks also to Fr. Suppple,
Fr. Cogan and Fr. Thynne and to doctors and nursing staff of St. James
Hospital. Trusting this will be accepted
by all as an expression of our gratitude.
The Holy Sacrifice ,of the mass has
been offered for the intentions of all.

The Husband and Family of the late
Mary Smyth (Dundrum 0 .16) wish to
thank most sincerely, those who sympathised with them on their recent sad
bereavement, those who attended the
removal of remains, Mass and Funeral, those who sent Mass cards and
floral tributes. A special thanks to all
our neighbours and friends who were
very helpful. As a token of our appreciation the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
will be offered for your intentions.
,

I
[
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APRIL BIRTHDAYS
Birthday Greetings to:Ashley Thompson, Summerhill,
(April 2nd)
Gerry Thompson, Fernslock
(April 4th)
Julia Donovan, Greenfield (April 5th)
Joan Coughlan, Woodgreen,
London, formerly of Maynooth
(April 5th)
Patrick Judge, Edenderry, Aged 6
(April 6th)
Paud Thompson, Summerhill
(April 11th)
Stacey McGovern, Greenfield, Aged
6 (April 13th)
Jackie Coughlan, Laragh April 19th
Bridget Thompson, Fernslock, (April
22nd)
Tom Collins, Woodgreen, London
(April 24th)
Sean Tracey (Sen.) Greenfield (April
24th)
Siobhain Tracey, Greenfield (April
30th)
Happy 6th Birthday to Stacey
McGovern, Greenfield, April 13th with
love and best wishes from Nannie,
Una & Uncle Kevin.
Belated Birthday Wishes to Jason
O'Keeffe, Enfield who celebrated his
13th Birthday, on March 5th from Una
McGovern & family in Greenfield,
Maynooth, also to James Coughlan,
Laragh . March 2nd .
Happy 6th Birthday to Stacey
McGovern, Greenfield, April 13th with
love and best wishes from Noel, Marie,
Richard & Thomas.

WEDDING
Congratulations to Mary O'Riordan,
The Bungalow, Greenfield, and Kieran
McCourt, Coneyboro, Celbridge who
were married in St. Mary's Church,
Maynooth, March 3rd.

Birthday Greetings to
Catherine (Kitty) Dunne,
Celbridge Road, Maynooth
Congratulations on your 90th Birthday from all your family.
Also Caroline Dunne, Greenfield,
on her 19th birthday.

SILVER WEDDING
Congratulations to Kevin and Rose
Comerford, Greenfield who celebrated
there 25th Wedding Anniversary, March
5th. Party to celebrate the happy event
held in their home was attended by
family and friends.

CLASSIFIED

Please
Support
Our
Advertisers
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ATTENTION LADIES!
Don't miss this great opportunity tc
win

3 nights accommodation in Ireland
or
2 flight tickets to America
For Enquiries phone 286684

FOR SALE

Trailer Tent
Phone 286104 after 5 p.m.
Shape up for Summer!
New session (8 weeks)
of aerobics classes recommencing
Monday 3rd April
in U~inster Arms, Maynooth
(upstairs).
A must for those who want
o look good and get fit for Summer
Total price £20.
(May be paid over 2/3 weeks)
Qualified Figure Therapist

- Ms. Marie Maye.
Enquiries (044) 75200

CLASSIFIED

Rally Bomber
, 21/2 - 3 yrs old P.M.O.
Tel: 286400

FOR SALE
1983 V.W. Golf Diesel
Telephone: 286391

NEVER TAKE "NO"
FOR AN ANSWER
Yes

No

Q1. Are you ready to meet the costs ..of educating your children?

DO

Q2. If you die or become disabled is your family protected?

D, D

.Q3.

Is your money getting you the best (tax free) return?

Q4.

Are you paying too 'much for house/motor/shop insurance?

QS.Are you happy with the amount of income tax you pay?
Q6.

Have you reviewed your existing investments/savings/insurance
plans recently?

DD
O'D

DO

DO

Ifyou havetieked 'NO" to even one ofthese questions its tlmeyou talked to us. 'We
design and admiiJisterplans to meetyour needs. We also specialise In Endownment
ortgage~ Mortgage Protectio4 Pension~ EarlY Retirement PlannIng and Investment
ofRedundancy lump sums.

Remember
We represent all the leading Financial and Insurance companies.

Contact us today
FRANK REGAN & ASSOCIATES LTD.

INDEPENDENT
INVESTMENT - FINANCE -INSURANCE '
MAIN ST., MAYNOOTH, CO. KILDARE
Tel. 01 -285377
Fax 01 -285516

,O ur adVice IS free and ImpartIal

--------------------------~------------------------------~····· ~~------~z
~-

.

BUSINESS PRINTING
THAT IS RIGHT UP
EVERYONE'S STREET
T h e road to success may not run straight:
So it's reassuring to know that, whatever new challenge is waiting around the comer, there's always
one thing you can depend on.
The Cardinal Press range of Business Pri..-tting
services.
At The Cardinal Press we recognise that you need
services which exactly match the unique circumstances
of your business.
That's why we always offer professional assistance,
service and advice.
For example, we'll put together a package of
printing services to suit your individual business needs.
Helping you seize new opportunities as they anive. And
pointing out things you may not have considered, too.
Because we don't have a fixed tariff, you'll also
find our charges very competitive.Just ask for a quote.
All-in-all, The Cardinal Press can help you
Because, when it comes to Business Printing,
Services, The Cardinal Press is simply streets ahead.

• General Printing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invoices, NCR Sets, Statements, Letterheads, Business Cards,
Tickets, & Posters

Books
Full Colour Brochures
Newsletters
Quality Wedding Stationery
Continuous Statione'r y
Colour Copying
Office Stationery & Furniture
Typesetting (Laser & IBM)
Laser Printing
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding

Printing
Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Telephone (01) 286440/286695

Issue No. 142

MAY 1989

IN THIS ISSIE
Whil itares Swills
Slgerts News
Peints'ef View
Visee ~eviews

Pelitical Party Netes
Street Talking
Reck Colu mil
Histery 8f MaYl!l0eth Serjes

priCe4tlV

Having
a
Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(Delph/Cutlery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)

I

OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

P600P O'BpioR
Gat6Fiuf1 GO. htd.
"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH. PHONE: 286566

EDITORIAL

MA YNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Suzanne Redmond
Peter Hussey
Mary Simon
Carolann Reaper

The opinions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the
contributors and not necessarily those
of the Editorial.
All matters to be included in the next
edition of the Newsletter should be
addressed to :The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.

WHO GOES TO COLLEGE?
The Newsletter has already drawn our
readers' attention to the report entitled
Who Goes to College? published by
the Higher Education Authority. Some
interesting statistics have emerged
from this report which may be of some
concern to parents and aspiring leaving certificants. For example, of the
432 students entering Maynooth College iii 1986, just 48 in all were from the
entire county of Kildare. Sixty five
Kildare students headed off to UCD,
while 141, or 28% of all Kildare students who went on to third level went to
Carlow RTC. This report has shown
that Kildare has one of the lowest participation rates in Higher Education.
The provision of opportunities for access to education must be expanded a Regional Technical College is badly
needed to provide technician level
education, as a start.
However, other areas of education are
also being neglected. Not so many
years ago, there was a full programme
of evening classes in the Post-Pr!m8ry
School; these have fallen victim to CUI
backs . Literacy schemes are chronically underfunded and rely on the
dedication of volunteer tutors. More
and more, it is clear, that the answerto
the question of who goes to college, or
any other form of education is anyone
who can pay can go, if not they can stay
away.

ers are recommended to go along and
contribwte to the Royal Canal Amenity
Group, and the Boys' School - both
worthy causes. It's a family day out,
and gives an opportunity for local businesses and organisations to display
their wares. And, dear readers, this
includes us. Come and see us at our
stand - we'll be very happy to hear your
comments on the Newsletter.

SHORT STORY
COMPETITION
Details of the Short Story Competition
are now available. Entries should be
submitted before 5.00 p.m., on Friday,
9th June 1989, to
The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Community Council Offices,
The Mall, Main street,
Maynooth.
Prize winners will be announced during Community Week.
There are three categories:
Aged over 18 years prizes £30, £10, £5 book token
12 years to 18 years prizes £25, '£10, £9' book token
Under 12 years prizes £10, and five prizes of £5 .

Copydate:
22nd fuy at 5 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
Prizes are sponsored by the Bank of
The Maynooth Newsletter is pubIreland, the Ulster Bank and the
Iished as a service to the people and
Maynooth Bookshop.
organisations of the neighbourhood. It
is an "open access" publication and will
This is the opportunity for all who'd like
generally carry any material submitted
to see their thoughts in print to come
to it, subject to the law of the land and
forward. Prize winners' stories will be
to editorial judgement. The judgement
TRADE FAIR
printed in the Newsletter. So, take up
is exercised by the Editorial Commitee
your pens, write anything you like, as
in order to preserve the independence This issue coincides with the Annual long as it is printable in a family newsand balance of the Newsletter. The Trade Fair in the Boys' School. Read- letter!
Committee reserves the right to alter, --------------....:...:.:..:...;.~----------..,..abridge or omit material which in its
St. Patrick's Day Parade
opinion might rend the Newsletter the
A vote of thanks was passed to John
promoter or mouth-piece of sectional
McGinley, Bridie O'Brien, Christina
interests.
Saults and the Social and Recreational
Any contributor seeking further guideCommittee for the hard work which
lines in this matter is invited to contact .
~m)
resulted in an extremely successful St.
the committee.
Patrick's Day Parade. It was suggested that the range of prizes should
be broadened to include such floats as
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
the
most topical, the funniest float for
We request all our contributors to make MA YNOOTH COMMUNITY
example. A full report including photosure their material is legible. If posCOUNCIL NOTES
graphs to be found elsewhere in this
sible, material should be typed, but as
issue.
not everyone has access to typewriters, the best way to present material is The Community Council meeting took
to use either neat legible writing or place on Monday, 10th April in the Student Affairs
block letters, on one side of the paper. Commuinity Office . Pat O'Brien, the The Community Council were delighted
representative for the recently formed to receive a donation of £450 from Eric
Moyglare Village Residents' Associa- Gaughran of the Students Union. This
was 20% of the proceeds from Rag
tion was welcomed to the meeting.

r1

I ( rY

Cont ' d overleaf

Week held in February in the College.
He was thanked for this fine and generous gesture by the Students Union.
It is an indication of the increased
goodwill on behalf of the student body
and results in greater co-operation
between the community and the students. In total £2,755 was raised during the week 9-nd the remainder was
donated to other causes such as The
AnchorCentre, Bru Bosco, Leukaemia
re.search and to help AI DS victims.

Finance
With the money raised by the Daisy Pat
Lottery combined with this generous
donation it ensures that the financial
position of the Community Council is
again reasonably secure. The Treasurer expressed satisfaction and relief
atthe improved financial situation which
reduces the necessity to fundraise so
strenuously. We would also like to
acknowledge the donation of a carpet
from the Youth Club and to thank the
Teamworkers who painted the two
offices recently. The work environment has certainly improved!

Community Problems
It was stated that there was an outbreak of car stealing in the Carton
Court area and suggested that the
Residents' Association should begin a
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme on the
estate. We were informedthatthe new
Superintendent in Naas, Mr. Walsh,
has been extremely supportive in this
area and that he is prepared to come to
talk to groups interesed in setting up
the scheme. The Tidy Towns committee have been requested to contact
Kildare County Council concerning the
roadsweeperwhich is used in the town.
It would be of great benefit if this were
used on the estates as well.
There were some complaints that the
Sky Movies Channel was provided on
the piped T.V. without request by the
consumers. It was clarified that it was
purely experimental atthe moment and
that it would be optional in the future.

Sub Committee Reports
Tidy Towns reported that they will be
taking a stand at the Spring Fair. Kildare County Council have written to us
requesting our views on what to do with
the "Thing"! The committee will be
enquiring as to the opinions of the
community on this matter! They will
also request skips from Kildare County
Council once a year for the estates.

this issue.
Bru Bosco Youth Club have booked
the Parish Hall for the 21 st April and
are organising a concert for the Telethon.

Travellers Settlement
The committee have been in touch
with Barnardos regarding a Mobile Unit
which provides educational facilities
forthe travellers. There is a possibility
that a Mobile Unit will be available and
there is also a Mobile Toy Library
which visits the various sites. The
committee gratefully acknowledge the
donation of £27.50 from the fundraisers who were involved with Rag Week
in the College. Once more the students have shown great community
spirit.

Social and Recreational
The forthcoming Community Festival
was discussed in great detail. It was
decided that each sub-committee of
the Council should undertake to organise an event. It was considered best
that the Executive should be the steering committee for the Festival.
The Teamwork project will organise a
poster competition for the children in
the Art classes. They will also produce
a stage production on Friday 16th June.
The Royal Canal Amenity Group will
liaise with the committee with a view to
organising a field event and a flotilla of
boats on the Canal for Sunday, 18th
June. The Inter-Estate soccer will
again feature along with the Inter-Stud
competition.
The owners of Carton House have
agreed to our request to open the House
to t~e public. The Secretary and the
Chairperson met with Michael Barry
the manager of Carton Demesne and
the agreed dates are Saturday and
Sunday 10th and ,11th June from 2-6
p.rn. The arrangements will be similar
to the previous opening in 1989.

Town Commission Status
The Secretary is in the process of
getting the necessary 21 signatures of
householders and the application will
be sent to Minister for the Environment. The signatures will be accom~anied by a map outlining the boundanes of Maynooth.
Environ~entallmprovements
All Councillors are requested to list the
environmental improvements in their
areas so that a full report may be
submitted to Kildare County Council.

Youth Affairs

Maynooth Spring Fair

The dates for the various events in
Community Games have been decided and will be found elsewhere in

The Community Council will have a
stand at the Spring Fair and there will
be a shop attached to the stand.
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DAISY PAT LOTTERY
The Community Council were very
pleased with the tremendous generosity shown by the people of Maynooth in
the recent fundraising exercise which
centered around "Daisy McMyler".
As everyone must know by now, the
'pat' was firmly planted on St.Patrick's
Day in Maynoothwhen Tom McMyler's
young heifer was released onto the
Harbour field at 2.45 p.m. on Friday,
March 17th. There was a long excruciating wait for the small select, dedicated band of followers and watchers
who staunchly stood or sat for two
hours. "Daisy"finally performed a small,
compact and undisputable pat in square
34. There was no question or argument over lines and some of the onlookers returned to a local hostelry
greatly relieved that It was over! The
winners were St. Anne's Hostel who
had bought square 34 for the cutprice
offer of £25.
I would like to thank all those who
bought lines or full cards and the sellers; as well as those whose encouragement for the rather bizarre project
made it possible for me to believe that
it would succeed! It is invidious to
mention names but some people must
be ~ing!ed out for their overwhelming
dedication and last minute assistance.
The vast majority of councillors made
tremendous efforts to sell their cards
which represented the 80 squares but
some were prepared to sit in the cold
outside Quinnsworth at the weekends
and sell at the local bingo session.
Richard Farrell, Gabril Martin, Dolores
Quinn and Christina Saults deserve
special mention along with Peter
Hussey of the Social Employment
Scheme and Michael Hughes and
Martin O'Brien of the Teamwork
Scheme.
Apart from buyers and sellers ttiere
were those who assisted in the background. Special gratitude is due to the
McMyler family for giving us the loan of
the heifer who finally performed. A
family pet, she was totally unperturbed
?y th~ attention and the increasing
Impatience of the onlookers. We hope
that she has now recovefed from her
ordeal. We extend our thanks also to
Mr. Michael Dillon and his wife who
waited forthe two hours before "Daisy":
performed at 4.53 precisely. The
Council are extremely grateful for their
co-operation and involvement. Thanks
t? Don Foley and John Paddy who
lined the field in 80 squares while the
rest.. of Maynooth celebrated in the
traditional manner. Our gratitude to St.

Coot'd p1ge 6

The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping C'enlre
WITH FULL Y TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE
.
. - ----- -

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
CLARKES,K SHOES,DUBARRY,
SARAH JAMES.LOAKES,
WESTCOAST, GABOR & NICKS
IRISH DANC·ING PUMPS & BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK
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super 5pring collection

GABY AND GABOR LADIES FASHION SHOES NOW IN STOCK
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~ ME~ANIE
OREGON
Our" shoes fit as well as
Do yours?

JET-THRUST

they look.

Doyles Shoe Centre
FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT OF TOWN
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Patrick's College, Maynooth for providing the stakes and twine which
were used to fence off the squared
area of the Harbour field . Last, but no
means least, my unending gratitude to
Christina Saults for co-ordinating the
cards, sellers, looking after the money
collected and reconciling the finances.
Considering the dedication which she
had already expended on ,the parade
she is doubly due our gratitude.
Due to the work carried out by such
people the Community Council can
now relax the intensive fundraising
campaign and concentrate onits main
objectives - serving the people of
Maynooth.

ST. PATRICK'S DAY
PARADE
The Community Council would like to
take this opportunity to thank all those
who helped to make this years parade
the brilliant success that it was. In
particular we would like to thank the
following:
1). Our guests on the reviewing stand;
Tom Ashe, Pierce O'Connell, Fr.
Supple, Emmett Stagg T.D., Gerry
Brady, M.C.C., Colm Purcell M.C.C.,
Mrs. Maisie McMyler, Paddy Dunne,
Phil Brady, Mairead Corrigan.
2). Paddy Desmond for his excellent
commentary.
3). Leo Bean for all his help with the
stand.
4). The Flower Club and Flower Pot for
decorating the stand.
5). Pat Travers for providing the trailer
for the stand and for the chairs and
steps (courtesy of the Parish Hall).
6). St. Patrick's College for giving us
the carpet for the stand.
7). Michael Hyland and Proinnsias

Breathnach for transporting the carpet.
8). The Boy Scouts and St. Mary's
Brass and Reed Band for supplying
the flags.
9). To Quinnsworth Supermarket for
opening the gates of their car park to
allow the parade to turn around.
10). Willie Kiernan who yet again provided the public address system and
who ' gave ' of his time from 8 in the
morning installing the system.
11). Eddie Sherry and Shay Corbally
for cleaning up the town.
1~). The Garda fortheirtotal co-operation and for providing the No Parking
cones.
13). The Presentation Convent for allowing the use of the car park.
14). The Leinster Arms for providing
our guests with tea and sandwiches.
15). Emmet Stagg T.D. and Charlie
McCreevy T.D. fortheir support in trying
to get the army to participate. It appears that we will need to book them
now in order to have them for next
years parade.
16). All the stewards who again performed their task professionally.
17). Maynooth Tae Kwon Do School
fortheir display of the Korean Art of self
defence.
18). The Scanlon School of Dancing
for their beautiful display.
19). Owen Byrne our Mayorforleading
our parade .
20). Christina Saults for all the hard
work she put in.
21). Bridie O'Brien and her Social and
_Recreational Sub~committee forgiving
the Maynooth Community something
to be proud of.
The participants without whom there
They performed in front of a live audience at Dublin's John Player Theatre.
Six youth groups made itto the finals of
the 1989 "Rising Stars" competition,
follOwing two days of heats. Theywere
Club 1000, from Clondalkin, Shalom
Youth Club, Crumlin, Patrician Youth
Club, Finglas, Uberties Music and
Dramagroup,St.Brendan'sYouthClub
Raheny and ourselves.
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would be no parade. And this year the
quality of the floats was very high.
Prizes were awarded as follows:
a). Best Commercial Float - The Flower
Pot, Town Centre Mall.
b). Best Club Float - The Gun Club
c). Best Band - St. Mary's Brass &
Reed
d). Best Rock Band - During Stone
Down
e). Best Marchers - Boy Scouts
f). Special Prize - Naas Majorettes
g). Shop Windows
- Ua Buachalla
- Kiemans
- North Kildare Travel
John McGinley
Secretary

Your Community Council (and its subcommittee) is responsible for the publication of the Maynooth Newsletter
the Maynooth Directory, Communit;
~eek, St. Patrick's Day parade, erection of the ~hristmas Tree , Community
Games, Tidy Towns committee and
various. recreational activities. Any
complaints or community problems
may be brought to the attention of your
-'ocal councillor.
The Harbour field and the playground
beside it are not the responsibility of
the Council. Any group'wishing to use
the field must take out Public Liability
Insurance.
*N.B. Please note that the diary for
booking the Harbour Field, and other
events, Is now In t he Community
Council Office.
Mulreann Nf Bhrolchaln
Chathaoirleach
main character, Matt (Matilda) embodies two contrasting personalities . In
her mother's eyes she is perfect; an
extremely hard worker who is, determined to be the sole breadwinner in
herf,amily. However, on the street she
is quite different; the leader of a notorious street gang . . .. but is she as
tough as she seems?

CAST

BRU BOSCO NOTES
Talented young people from all over
Dublin Archdiocese were singing and
danCing their hearts out in the annual
Catholic Youth Council Variety competion.

Bru Bosco presented
"Matt"
written by

John O'Connor S.O.B.
The action 6f the musical took place in
the kitchen of Matt's home where slie
resided with her mother; in the local
pub; and finally in a prison cell. The
6

Matt ............. Patricia Purcell
Mother .. . ........ Margaret Brennan
Davie ............ Damien Birchell
Josie . .. . ......... Yvorine Reidy
Ella ............. .Celina O'Donoghue
Guard. . . . . . . . . .. Deirdre Gillespie
Old Woman .....•...Sarah Carroll
Bar Person .. . ........ Darina O'Malley

Cont'd

Extras ......... . . . .From Dancers
Written and produced by: ......... .
John O'Connor SDB
Choreography ... .. ......... . . .. .
John Reao , Fiona O'Connor
Musician . . . ................... .
David McEvoy
Costumes and Make Up .......... .
Eilis O'Malley, Ann Purcell, Josepha
Townsend
Props ... . .. . .......... . ...... .
John Dowling, Joe Portelli, Joe Merceia.
Lights ... ... . . . .. .. . . .. ...... .
Brian O'Malley
Transport .............. .. . . ... .
Eilis O'Malley

S.E.S.
The FAS Social Employment
Scheme commenced on Monday
20th March, and to date there are 20
workers on the scheme. There Is
room for 5 more and anyone Interested should contact Norah McDermott In the Community Council
Office 285922. The weather has not
exactly been kind to the employees
since work began, but hopefully this
will improve with the onset of summer.
It is hoped that the slipway will be
completed by June in time forthe Community Festival and that the official
opening of the Harbour will coincide
with events during those 10 days.
FUNDRAISING
This has become top priority again due
to the commencement of the S.E.S.
We extend our grateful thanks once
again to the Lions Club for their donation of £500. They have been involved
with us since we started our project on
the canal and have come up with the
necesary funds when needed. We do
hope this contact will remain as long as
the scheme lasts. A card game was
also held in Kilcloon on Friday 7th April.
Our thanks to Eileen for organising
same and to the following fortheir raffle
prizes - Maynooth Office Supplies, The
Roost, Kehoe's Delicatessen.
The following events are being planned
to raise funds : The Maynooth Spring
Fair 29th - 30th April - see a full report
on Spring Fair elsewhere in this issue.
Also forthcoming is the Concert in the
Aula Maxima which is Gerry Fitzpatirck's contribution to the financial
effort. This takes place on Monday,
15th May at 8 p.m.
Acts include performances from

On behalf of the cast, the producer,
John 0' Connor S.D.B. accepted the
adjudicator's special award forthe most
original musical compositions. These
songs echoed the theme of the Musical which revolved around the character of Matt.
We've been very busy lately - practices
for Rising Stars took a lot of time particularly during the Easter Holidays.
Our disco on St.Patrick's night was
such a success that we decided to
have a fundraising marathon disco on
Saturday, 15th April. It started at 12
Noon and finished at 10.30 p.m. We
raised £112.00 which was really a fun
way of fundraising especially for the
dancers. The leaders are still seeing

ROYAL CANAL
AMENITY GROUP
Maynooth Brass and Reed Band,
O'Donoghue School of Dancing, John
Burke (Magician), Tina, John Roche,
Sara Darlington (Soprano from Celbridge), Regina Eviston (Violin), Mary
Willis and Country Comfort with host
and compere Paddy Fallon. The concert also affords the Teamwork Scheme
of the Community Council to perform
their Variety Show which is in preparationforthe Variety section of the County
Community Games Competition.
Next on the fundraising agenda are
the Flag Days on 18 - 21st May.
This is again closely followed by the
Boat Push on the 25th May, primarily
organised by Hugh Sullivan.

ROYAL CANAL QUEEN 1989
The competition is organised and run
by the Royal Canal Amenity Group,
Maynooth, in conjunction with their
efforts to fundraise for the restoration
of the Royal Canal. The competition is
now in its second year and was held in
Slim's Night Club (above the Leinster
Arms) in Maynooth. The outgoing Royal
Canal Queen, Sandra Kenny, was on
hand to receive a token of appreciation
from the Roya l Canal Amenity Group.
She thanked everyone with whom she
had been in contact throughout the
year and said how much she had en7

stars from all the lights!!
As our contribution to the "People in
need" Telethon we have organised a
concert for the Maynooth area ' as a
fund raiser.
Next on the agenda are the Quiz
competitions and the teams are getting
together for the ir practices.
This year we are hoping to twin with a
youth club ' in Belfast called fISt. Peter's". Some of you will remember
Ciaran Dallat who was a leader with us
forfo.u ryears. Well Ciaran is ordained
and in charge of the youth club in St.
Peter's so we would be sure to have a
great time in Belfast. More news next
month.
joyed her role as the first Royal Canal
Queen.
To decide upon the new Queen was a
very prestigious judging panel; Brenda
Hyland, former Rose ofTralee,Noreen
White, a staff nurse from Castleknock,
Geraldine O'Sullivan a resident of
Maynooth, Steve Tanner from Celbridge, who is Chairman of the Naas Sub
Aqua Club and lastly Hugh Crawford,
Chairman of Kildare Community
Games. All the committee members
present had their work cut out preparing and serving a lovely supper to all .
present. Special thanks must be given
to Quinnsworth who supplied the majority of the foodstuffs .
The overall winner selected and Royal
Canal Queen for this year, was Paula
Buckley who hails from the Dunboyne
Road, MaynQoth. Paula, a secretary in
Dunboyne, is currently doing a modelling course with the Betty Whelan
Agency in Dublin.
Paula's prizes included dinner for 2 in
the Setanta House Hotel, a day of
beauty care in the local salon "Vanity
Fair" and a gift from the MoulIn Rouge
Boutique.
Among Paula's duties will be the opening of the town's Trade Fair at the end
of April, attending Fashion Shows and
anyotherfunctions run by the R.C.A.G.
Paula says she is looking forward to
being the new Royal Canal Queen and
intends to enjoy it;,
Second prize, vouchers for McCormack's Chemist and Billie's Boutique,
was won by Joanne Doonan, Greenfield. Third prize, which consisted of
vouchers for "Studio One" hair salon
and Maynooth Jewellers was given to
Jacqueline'O'Donneli. All prizes were
sponsored.

Cbnt'd

MAYNOOTH SPRING FAIR
BIGGER AND BETTER
IN 1989

Chairman: Matt Kennedy
Canal Queen: Paula Buckley

For the weekend of the 29th and 30th
April the Maynooth Spring Fair will be
the biggest event in North Kildare, West
Dublin, and South Meath. Now into the
third successful year the Spring Fair
has never been just a trade fair because it includes lots of fringe activities
in addition to 100 stands ranging from
high technology to crafts. These extras include:Stamps: Michael Giffney, an international dealer in fine stamps, and a
specialist in all aspects of Irish stamps
and postal history he has also published books relating to stamps and
collecting and is a member of the Irish
Philatelic Traders Association (IPTA)
Michael will be atthe Spring Fairforthe
weekend to give free valuation and
advice relating to stamps and collecting. Albums and acccessories will also
be sold.
Coins: John Colgan will give free valuations on all coins, banknotes and
medals. He is also a collector on
Militaria which takes in all military items
like badges, uniforms, books, photographs and helmets in addition he is an
expert on old postcards and sports
programmes, especially GAA, Soccer
and Rugby. John will be delighted to
discuss and value any of these items at
the Spring Fair without charge or obligation.
Design a Stamp Collection
For primary school children. Details
have been sent to over 80 national
schools and judging will take place on
Satuday afternoon 29th April at the
fair.
Wine and Beer Competition
This was a great success in 1988. The
competiton has five categories for wine
andoneforbeer. It is confined to using
natural ingredients only, for wine this
can be anything from Birch sap to
grapes. The entry fee is SOp per bottle
and we will have home brewing advice
available free.

Meet Sam Maguire

At the presentation of a cheque for £500 to Royal Qmal Group fran the
lions Club were, left to right: P. ~tt, M. Kennedy. E. Fitzpatrick
A. Flood, J. Kennedy, T. W3k:ins. and J. M::Chnmck.

The new "Sam" (Sam Og) will be a
welcome visitor for the entire weekend
thanks to the Meath County Board'
GAA.
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BRADLEY
49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
MAYNOOTH TEL: 285387
DERMOT
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Main St ••
Maynooth. Tel: 01/286628/286301
Co. Ki 1dare.
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Parts and accessories
for all makes of cars
trucks and tractors,
Batteries, Plugs,
Exhausts, Brake Pads

Rene Guinot approved clinic
Visit Cameo Beauty Clinic
Upstairs in the Country Shop
Cathiodenmie Now available
Advanced Electrolysis for the treatment of
Thread Veins,Skin Tags,Warts and Moles.
for a wide range of Beauty Treatments
free Consultati6ns and Skin Analysis on request
Ann Carey

OPENING HOURS:
Wednesday, Frida"y, Saturday 10 a.m. to s.lS p.m.TELEPHONE:

C.I.D.E.S.C.O.

Tuesday/Thursday 10 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.
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286272

MITSUBISHI REN

E
SAL E S

PURCHASE

El

288211 S E R V ICE

•

•

288303

MITSUBISHI RENTAL PURCHASE
SPECIAL OFFER

21" FST. T.V.
TELE TEXT FITTED

E10 VIDEO
'f.V . VIDEO STAND
E180 TAPE
£6.99 per Week. NO DEPOSIT OVER 48 months
APR 20.9%
The exemption limitfor a married couple
aged under 65 is £6,000. So, a couple
with 5 children with a gross income of
£7,000 would be exempt for tax. As
your gross income is £9,500 p.a. you
are not entitled to a tax exemption orto
the £200 exemption allowed for each
dependent child. Instead you are entitled to the normal tax free allowance
which does not include an increase for
your children.

COMMUNITY INfORMATION
CENTRE NOTES

RIGHTS COLUMN
Q. I am married with five school going

children. My gross income is £9,500
p.a. Am I entitled to the £200 Chjld Tax
Allowance?

Wed. 10 a.m. - 12 noon
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Thurs. 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri.
10 a.m. - 12 noon
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public.
...-------=~------

A. The tax allowance for child dependants has not been restored. What has
happened is that the exemption limits
for persons on low incomes has been
increased by £200 for each dependent
child.

ifi5'~Y
JL
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~

~•.. -:7

!------------~~'~~~--~
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DIARY DATES
April 29th - Spring Trade Fair in
Boy's National School
April 30th - Spring Trade Fair in
Boy's National School
May 4th - Battle of the Bands, Leixlip
May 6th ~ First Communions, Maynooth
May 12th - Coffee Morning in aid of
Femscan, Mariaville 1 0~30 -12 o'clock.
May 13th - GAA. Dinner Dance
May 13th - Community Games Art.
Post Primary 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
May 14th - Community Games Swimming, Stewart's Hospital 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
May 15th - R.C.A.G. Variety Concert,
Aula Maxima 8 p.m.
May 18th - Community Games, Gym in
Parish Hall 5 - 7 p.m.
May 21 st - Maynooth Community
Games, Athletics
May 25th - R.C.A.G. 'Boat Push,
Dublin .
May 27th - Community Games
Variety in Newbridge

May 28th· Brie·a·brae Jumble Sale,

b~~~:~a~ ~;e~~;~'IUb Supper

Maynooth Commun ity Counci l
Comhairle Phobail Mha Nuad

COMMUNITY

FESTIVAL

JUNE

16 - 25th

ANY GROUP, ORGANISATION OR CLUB
WHICH HA$ IDEAS OR EVENTS
WHICH THEY WISH TO ORGANISE

CONTACT:

Me 'GINLEY ,
SECRETARY,
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY COUNCIL,
JO~

MAIN STREET,

MAYNOOTH.

Tel: 285922

Maynooth Community Council
Comhairle Phobail Mha Nuad

OPEN DAYS IN CARTON HOUSE
SATURDAY 10TH JUNE

2 - 6 P.M.

SUNDAY 11TH JUNE

2 - 6 P.M.

Refreshments available.
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Residents' Associations News.
GREENFIELD ESTATE
Since the Annual General Meeting of
the Association, which took place in
March, the new Committee elected
there has had its first meeting. This
took place in the New Arts Block of the
College on 3rd April, 1989. The present financial position of the Association was discussed. Funds are extremely short and it was thus agreed
that the subscription would need to be
increased to £10.00 per annum. The
cost of the up-keep of the Shopping
Centre will have to increase in line with
the subscription to the Residents. Shop
proprietors will be asked for £30. The
financial situation in brief for 1988-89 is
as follows:Income from Subscriptions:
£760.00
Expenditure on Mowers
and Insurance: £1,050.00
These are unpleasantfacts which must
be faced if the Association is to continue to function. If all of the residents
pay the subscription, there would be
very little need for fund-raising, which,
with all the other demands being made
would be the ideal situation.
The new Committee elected was:Peter Holland, 72 Maynooth Park
Chairperson
Nuala Quinn, 2 Straffan Way
(not Farrell, as I said last time),
Secretary
Tom Purcell, 49 Laurence Avenue
Treasurer
Michael Byrne, 35 Laurence Avenue
Ass. Treasurer
Carmel Hogan, 52 Greenfield Drive
P.R.O.
Committee Members
Mary Farrell, 11 Greenfield Drive
Richard Farrell, 11 Greenfield Drive
John McGinley, 50 Greenfield Drive
Matt Callaghan, 14 Straffan Way
Antoinette Byrne, 35 Laurence Ave.,
Michael Quinn, 2 Straffan Way
Pat Hogan, 70 Maynooth Park
Gerard Higgins, 'Rosslinn',
Laurence Avenue
David Kearney, 12 Straffan Way
Michael Garvey, 28 Greenfield Drive
Michael Cadden, 46 Maynooth Park
Mat Kennedy, 83 Maynooth Park
Plunkett McStravick,
35 Greenfield Drive
Kevin Galligan, 6 Maynooth Park

RESIDENTS" ASSOCIATION
The old Committee welcomes all the
new members and looks forward to the
new year. As you can see each area is
well represented so if you wish to
suggest anything that could improve
the estate, or contribute in time or
energy, please contact any of the
members listed above. The condition
of the small mowers gives rise to concern and the imminent need for either
their replacement or disposal was discussed. The big sit-on mower is surviving well despite very heavy use over
the years, thanks to the generous time
and attention given by Mr. Matt Callaghan and others. The Committee
expressed its thanks to Mr. Michael
Garvey for cutting the grass all overthe
estate at his own expense. Having this
first cut done really does reduce· the
load on the mower and on the voluntary team who regularly mow our
greens.
The Maynooth Travellers' Committee
has asked for a pledge of support from
the Association.
The Association
sponsored the entry of a team for the
Cluain Aoibhinn Table Quiz.

NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
SCHEME
The Neighbourhood Watch Scheme
waslaunchedonthe 14th March, 1989.
The following agreed to be involved:
Name

Area of Responsibility

David Kearney
Brian O'Malley
Antoinette Byrne
Mary Lysaght
Pat Hickey
Mick Garvey
Jim Phelan

Straffan Way
1-29 Laurence Ave.
30-58 Laurence Ave.
1-44 Maynooth Pk.
45-88 Maynooth Pk.
1-31 Greenfield Dr.
32-60 Greenfield Dr.

If you see anything going on in the
estate, please feel free to contact your
street co-ordinator. IN THE CASE OF
AN ACTUAL CRIME, PLEASE DO
NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT THE
GARDAI AS YOU WOULD ALWAYS
HAVE DONE. The local signs will be
erected as soon as the Residents
Association can afford to do it. So the
Neighbourhood Watch Committee will
not need to raise funds itself for this
purpose. Please do take note of the
name of Street Co-ordinator.
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MOYGlARE VILLAGE
RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
Moyglare Village Residents' Association are pleased to announce that their
organisation is now well established
having been in operation since September 1988. Ours is a new estate still
in the embryonic stage of development
with a total of eighteen families so far.
The final projected number of houses
is in the order of approximately ninty of
various deSign thus ultimately creating
a village atmosphere - hence the name.
Since the Association's inauguration,
the Committee has been most active in
representing the residents' interests
and it is to the credit of the residents
that so much interest and support has
been forthcoming in such a short period of time. We are in the process of
joiing A.C.R.A. and are keen to establish links with Maynooth Community
Council and the other Residents Associations since we all have objectives in
common such as the state of the roads
and service charges to mention but
two.
Executive Members
Matt Kirwan
Chairman
Pat O'Brien
Secretary
Gerry McCann
Treasurer

I look forWard to further communication with the Newsletter and to sharing
our problems, views and ideas and
hopefully achievements as our Association develops.
Pat O'Brien
Hon. Sec.

RAllPARK RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATION NOTES
The Annual General Meeting of
Railpark Residents' Asosciation was
held on Monday 10th April in the Geraldine Hall. The meeting, which was
well attended, was somewhat depressing, in view of the shape of the Association's finances, which are, as usual',
red. The Treasurer's report, presented
by Earnonn MacKeogh, shows that the
efforts to straighten the trees, and the
Neighbourhood Watch Scheme, together with the usual grass cutting
service, had emptied the kitty. However, all agreed that the improvements
brought by this expenditure was well
justified, especially in view of Railpark's
victory in the tidy estates competition.
However, to payoff the overdraft, and
to bring in enough to finance next year's
activities, it will be necessary to increase subscriptions to £1 0 per household - so Railpark residents, expect a
visit from the committee.
As usual, the election of officers and
committee was not quite on the scale
of Dail elections - once nominated,
you're elected without further ado.
Frank McCarrick, accepted nominations for Chairperson, on condition that
he be allowed to step down next year we'll see about that! Kay MacKeogh
agreed to act as Secretary/PRO,
Eamonn Mac Keogh continues to cook
the books and the following agreed to
join the Committee - Aine HearnsKennedy, Eddie Tobin, Pat Mcintyre,
John Byrne, Tommy Killian, Joe Buckley and Mary Simon . Wewill be getting
together to plan the usual activities in
the near future - midsummer barbe-

cue, skips, grass cutting etc. Any residents who have suggestions, should
contact either Frank at number 3, or
Kay at Number 92.
Aine Hearns Kennedy delivered a full
report on the first year of operation of
the neighbourhood watch scheme. No
major burglaries have been reported,
but lots of suspicious characters and
vehicles have been reported to the
gardaf, with at least two arrests resulting from neighbourhood vigilance. Aine
urges all residents to keep an eye out
for unusual activity, and to report to
her, or to the local co-ordinator, if
anything suspcious arises. The garda
patrol car awaits the appointment of
the new superintendent in Naas, but
there may be moves soon.
Other issues discussed included travellers; the meeting welcomed the recent establishment of the Maynooth
Travellers' Settlement Committee, and
wished it well in it's work, The issue of
the feeder road to the by-pass was
brought up in view of the possible impact
it might have in bringing more through
traffic into the estate, seeking to avoid
the Celbridge Road junction, It was
agreed that the County Council be
asked to place a roundabout, rather
than traffic lights at this junction. It was
noted that with summer approaching,
more and more children are playing on
the roads in the estate. Some motorists persist in speeding through the
estate, and it is likely that some child
will be killed if something is not done.
The committee will look into the possibility of erecting signs.

KINGSBRY RESIDENTS'
ASSOCATION
The Kingsbry Residents' Association
held their Annual General Meeting
recently, The meeting was chaired
by Don Broderick. The meeting was
informed that the developers have
undertaken to complete the estate, This
work has just commenced. Various
problems regarding unfinished work
etc. have been submitted to the developers.
As a result of Kildare County Council
having disbanded their Parks Dept.
(which was responsible for grass cutting) the responsibility for grass cutting
in the estate now lies with the residents
as and from this year.
The following officers were elected for
the present year:

Michael Kearney,
Chairman
Robbie Dunning
Vice Chairman
Liam Kavanagh
Secretary
Yvonne Comerford
Treasurer
Gerry Delaney & Colman Smith
PRO's
Committee Members
Maureen Fitzsimons, Cathal Gaffney,
Marie Tute
On a lighter note, commiserations to
Barry Cunningham who was part ofthe
Belvedere College Rugby team which
were unsuccessful in the final of the
Leinster Senior Schools Rugby Cup on
St. Patrick's Day.
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ClUAIN AOIBHINN
RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
NOTES
CLUAIN AOIBHINN'S TABLE QUIZ
We would like to thank all the community who came out to support our table
quiz, which was held in the Roost.
It was a great night and from the feed
back everyone enjoyed themselves and
said the atmosphere was marvellous.
I would like to thank Con Hayes and
Jim Ryan for organising the event and
Paddy Byrne who set questions and
acted as question master, he came out
from Dublin at his own expense with no
thought of reward.
A special thanks to John in Cassidy's
(Roost) for the use of their lounge and
fortheir raffle prize. Also Fergie White
for his donation of tickets far the 300
draw.
These evenings could never be a success if it was not for the generosity ef
our supporters, shopkeepers, banks
and friends whO' donated prizes forthe
raffle and we would like to thank them
sincerely.
Noel Cassidy, the Roost
Freddie, Dlffneys, Capel Street
Danny, Casey's Ceurts
Lelxlip Dry Cleaners
Bank of Ireland
Weatherall Windows
Burke & Carroll
Conway's Diggers
Surg I-col Ltd.
We deliberately did not call to all our
local businesses as we felt that they
are called on teo often and it is unnecessary to have a multitude of gifts to
make a successful evening but again
thanks to all who made the evening a
great success.
The prizes in our 300 draw were won
by:
Marian Brennan, 1st
Noel Dalton, 2nd

We expect to have our new lawnmower
very soon and can only hope that there
will be an upsurge of interest from all
the residents in the upkeep ef the estate especially due to all the changes
which have taken place this year.
Thanks to all.
Tom McMulion
Chairman.

LEIXLIP SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES
SUMMER CAMPUS 1989
(Colaiste Chiarain, Leixlip Community School)
Tuition on:
For:

French &: German
Ages 10 Yrs and upwards

. Levels:

Beginners &: Advanced

From:

TWO WEEK AND FOUR WEEK COURSES
3rd July to 28 July and
31st July to 25th August.
9.30 to 4.30 p.m. Monday to Friday.

Times:

Languages and recreational activities in an
International Student Environment.
Price:

2 week course - £60 4 week course £120
(5% reduction for bookings before 19th May)
PLACES ARE LIMITED BOOK NOW
FURTHER DETAILS

PHONE 285777

BOOKING FORM
(To be returned with a mlnlmum of £12 deposit to Leixlip School of Languages
17 Kingsbry Maynooth. Acknowledgements will be issued within two weeks)
AGE
PARENT OR

NAME(S) OF STUDENTS

---------------------

GUARDIAN
(Block Letters)
LANGUAGES:

French

German

Date of Course

State level

July /

BEGINNERS

August/

ADVANCED

I enclose cheque / postal order I bank draft (crossed) for £
·Signed •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

---

Date ••••.••••••.........
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Adam's of Blackrock Fine
Art Auctioneers
Will have their representative, Bryan
Greene, at the fair on Saturday the
29th from 2 - 6 p.m.
They carry out fortnightly Auctions on
furniture, paintings, silver etc., and so
have a very up to date knowledge on
values.
Recently they sold a painting by
"Maurice Wilks" for in excess of £7,500
which came from the Lucan/Leixlip
area. At the Spring Fair emphasis will
be on furniture, paintings and silver,
odd objects or photographs.
On the day there will be plenty of advice and assistance available.

Goods, Services, Crafts
Can all be purchased from the stands
at the fair so look out for bargains.

Car Parking
Parking is supervised and free: Dublin
bus are providing extra buses for the
weekend on the 66 route. We also
have a good train service.
As usual the Spring Fair will be held in
the Boys National School, and Professor Susan McKenna-Lawlor, will officiate at the opening on Saturday at 2
p:m. Professor McKenna-Lawlor, recognized as one of the worlds leading
space physicists her company Space
Technology Ireland Ltd. ' (STIL) operates from Maynooth College. The
European Space Agency's (ESA)
"Giotto's Mission to Halley's Comet
included one of Dr. McKenna-Lawlor's
experiments. At present she is involved in the "Phobos" mission to
Mars and will be in the Soviet Equivalent of "Mission Control" in Baikonur,
USSR as the Irish experiment is rocketed towards Mars. Her exhibiton on
space technology will be an added
attraction over the weekend.
There will also be a restaurant where
you can get a welcome cup of tea a
sandwich and a cake. Combine your
visit to the Fair with avisit to other great
attractions in Maynooth, the 'restoration work on the old Royal Canal Har-.
bour, St. Patrick's College and Church,
Maynooth Castle and Taghodoe
Round Tower.
The proceeds from the Fair are equally
divided between the Royal Canal
Restoration and the Boys National
School.

MA YNOOTH RESIDENTS AGAINST LOCAL CHARGES
As many householders will know to
their cost Kildare County Council has
mounted in recent months an unprecedented and sustained operation of
water disconnection in Maynooth and
many other towns. This determined
drive, involving fleets of Council vehicles and dozens of Council staff of
various grades and crafts, has been a
deliberate attempt to "break" north
Kildare residents who have so bravely
with-held payment of these charges
since 1983. This campaign is not unlike life in a South American dictatorship with Generalissimos Gerry Ward
and Tom Keogh directing operations
from their Council bunker in Naas.
Regretfully some trade union members working for Kildare County Council have participated in water disconnections despite the fact that it is official I.C.T.U. policy to oppose these
charges. When confronted with this by
their fellow trade unionists whose water
supply they are about to disconnect,
their stock reply is "I'm only following
orders". How many German Officers
on trial for war crimes in Nuremberg
after World War Two used the same
excuse!?
In an attempt to end trade unionist
participation in the Councils campaign
MRALC wrote to Kildare Council of
Trade Unions and at their AGM they
reiterated their opposition to the
charges. In an effort to translate this
opposition into "blacking" disconnections MRALC will shortly be joining our
colleagues from Leixlip, Celbridge and
Kilcock in a delegation to meet the Unions.

European Elections
June 15th
In accordance with our belief that only
political action will finally abolish local
charges we intend to use the Euro
election as a means of maintaining
pressure on all political parties. Therefore we have sent the following letter to
all candidates in the Leinster Constituency.
"We in M.RAL.C. have been
organising a campaign of opposition to
Kildare Co. Co.'s water and refuse
charges since their introduction in 1983.
A large majority of Maynooth householders are opposed to these charges
and have strongly supported our petitions to local County Councillors, protest marches to the local Council offices and many have withheld part or
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all of payments demanded. Despite
this Kildare County Council have ignored residents protests and are implementing a sustained campaign of
non collection of refuse and water disconnections.
While we appreciate that this
issue is not a "European" one, it is one
of emergency proportions for the electorate of Maynooth and therefore we
wish to enlist your support in the following way.
1).
That you' contactthe Minister fo r
the Environment, Mr. Padraig
Flynn and request that he in
struct the Co. Managerto cease
immediately his campaign of
water disconnections and to
resume full refuse collections.
2).
That you contact all your party
colleagues on Kildare Co. Co .
and request that they tell the Co.
Manager to stop his campaign
and also to abandon Local
Charges for the future.
Please note that we are conducting our
campaign against the charges on the
principled basis that they have already
been paid for through PAVE taxes.
Also we note that other lTIore wealthy
sectors of society are not paying their
fair share of tax.
We would request that you reply to this
letter in writing so that we can advise
the residents of Maynooth of your position on this issue priorto the elections
on June 15th".
We also suggestthat individual householders should write to the below aspiring M.E.P.'s.
Flanna Fail
Paddy Lawlor T.D.
Main St., Abbeyleix,
Co'. Laoise.
Jim Fitzimonds T.D.
Ard Sion,
Dublin Road,
Navan, Co. Meath.
Fine Gael
Paddy Cooney T.D.
Gamafaleighe,
Athlone, Co. Weatmeath.
Charlie McDonald,
Larchfield House,
Ballinroan,
Portlaoise, Co. Laoise.

Progressive Democrats
John Dardis,
Belmont House,
Newbridge, Co. Kildare.
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HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICS
domestic
electrical
maintenance
9, Cluain Aoibhinn, Maynooth
Repairs
Service
&
Maintenance

I

to
}S,,',itches
Sockets

EXTRA SOCKETS & LIGHTS FITTED
GUTS/DE LIGHTS FITTED

286595

or ohone

COOKERS
WASHING MACHINES
VACUUM CLEANERS
HEATERS

}Checked and Renevlcd

Lights

KEVIN P. FREENEY
4lli (JENEIWI ON

Ph. 28· 67· 83
18 PARSON ST., MAYNOOTH, CO.KILDARE & POWERSCOURT TOWNHOUSE, DUBLIN 2

YOUR

LOCAL

UNDERTAKERS

IIC,{OllfoC).ot & Sf'II"

MOURNING

COACHES,

WREATHS,

Funeral Undertakers, Kilcock.
Phone day or night

Connaught St,

Ii i I (.()(el.
It () (Oil fG(c)

.-t
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p LITICAL PARTY NOTES
Lighting for Maynooth Castle

LAB OU R PARTY NOTES

Emmet Stagg T.D. has written to the
Office of Public Works requesting that
flood lighting be installed in Maynooth
Castle. Deputy Stagg has pOinted out
that flood lighting would greatly enhance the appearance of the castle
which is one of the most impressive
historic monuments in the country. As
the proposal would involve a relatively
small outlay, the Branch are hopeful
that it will meet with a positive response.

Sixties Night

European Elections
The Labour Party's candidate for Leinster in the forthcoming European election, Michael Bell T.D., attended a
recent meeting of the Kildare Constituency Council. Addressing the meeting, Deputy Bell criticised the Government's National Plan submitted to the
European Commission. He said the
plan would do nothing to solve the
chronic problems of unemployment and
emigration which affect Kildare, as they
do other areas of the country. He said
that there was a real prospect that
ordinary working people in Ireland
would suffer all the adverse effects of
1992 without being able to enjoy any of
the benefits such as lower indirect
taxation and higher standards of social
welfare. This could only be averted if
the Irish people were represented in
Europe by M EPs committed to fighting
forthe interests of working people rather
than the interests of capital and big
business which seemedto bethe main
concern of Fianna Fail, Fine Gael and
PO's.
As a former serving officer in the defence forces, Deputy Bell said that he
understood the anger and frustration
felt by army personnel at the very
shabby treatment they had received
recently at the hands of the Government and that he would be continuing
his campaign to see that justice was
done as far as pay and conditions for
army personnel were concerned. In
particular, he said that Fianna Fail treatment of the army was an important
issue in Kildare where the Curragh
Command was such an important institution.

On Friday, May 19th the Confey branch
of the Labour Party in Leixlip is holding
a 60's night in the Springfield Hotel.
Music is being provided by none other
than Podger Renaldo and his band late of the Brendan Boyer showband.
Entertainment starts at 9 p.m. and bar
facilities will be available until 1.30
a.m. All Welcome.
Carton Court Improvements
Following representations from Carton
Court Residents' Association, Emmet
Stagg T.D. has written to the Association indicating that the County Council
has agreed to spend £2,300 on improvements to the estate. £1,800 is to
be spent on public lighting and £500
has been allocated for the repair of
footpaths.
Replacement of Trees
Emmet Stagg T.D. has written to Kildare County Council requesting that
the Council immediately replace a
number of trees which over the years
have been removed from Main St.
Maynooth. The Council have been
asked on a number of occasions to
undertake this work which would involve planting a small number of reasonably mature trees at locations where
in the past the Council themselves
removed trees.
Greenfield Phase 2 and 3
Following representations from residents in the area, Emmet Stagg T.D.
has asked Kildare County Council to
immediately undertake work to improve
the conditions of the back entrance to
Phase 2 and 3 of Greenfield estate. At
the moment this road is in a disgraceful
state - the puddles and deep potholes
are a hazard to the residents.
Maynooth Branch P.R.O.
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ARO-FHEIS
The Workers' Party annual Ard-Fheis
was held inthe R.D.S., Dublin, on April
7-9 last. Unlike the social jamborees
which pass for annual conferences
among the main political parties, the
Workers' Party Ard-Fheis is characterised by a high level of serious debate,
and this year was no exception. Despite media attempts to portray the
Workers' Pary as a secretive and centralised party, in fact it is the most open
and democratic of all thej:Jolitical parties. In particular, party policy is determined by branch delegates at the ArdFheis, and must subsequently be
adhered to by the party's public representatives and Ard-Chomhairle (Central Executive Committee). Hence the
seriousness with which the Ard-Fheis
debates are taken. It is curious how
the media present the idea that the
party representatives should adhere to
democratically determined party policy as being somehow "unde mocratic".
_ Amongthe highlights of this year's ArdFheis were addresses by representatives of the South West Africa People's
Organisation (SWAPO) and the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO). As
usual, however, the main-higrllightwas
the address of thepa·rty President,
Proinnsias de Rossa T.D. In a stimulating and challenging address, Proinnsias de Rossa called for a re-examination of the events of 1916 and their
place in Irish nationalist ideology, and
a review of Articles 2 and 3 of the Irish
Contitution, which claim jurisdiction
over Northern Ireland for the Dublin
government. Proinnsiasde Rossaalso
criticised John Hume for being prepared to conduct lengthy talks with the
political representatives of IRA terrorism, while refusing to talk with the
democratic representatives of Northern Unionists.
Proinnsias de Rossa also called for a
re-assessment of the vision of socialism among party members and among
the public at lar.ge, in the light of developments of the Soviet Union and fundamental changes in Western society.
Ultimately, he said, the essence of
socialism is to put people, not profit, at
the centre of society. This requires a
renewed commitment to the ideals of I
liberty, equality and fraternity which~

Chnt ' d overleaf

WORKERS' PARTY NOTES
underlay the French Revolution, whose
200th anniversary is being celebrated
this year.
Proinnsias de Rossa reiterated the
Workers' Party commitment to international working class solidarity in a united
Europe. Again, the media seem to
have got the idea that this is a new
departure for the party. However,
during the debate on the Single European Act, the Workers' Party insisted
that it's opposition to the Act was not
based on opposition to the European
Community, but on the absence from
the Act of appropriate safeguards for
Irish neutrality and the well-being of
Irish workers after 1992.
EURO-CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED
The Workers' Party campaign for the
forthcoming European Parliament election in the Leinster constituency was
launched on March 31 last in Wexford.
The party's candidates are Mich Enright, a teacher and member of Wexford Corporation, and Catherine
Murphy, from Leixlip. Catherine was
elected to the Ard-Chomhairle of the
Workers' Party at the recent Ard-Fheis
- appropriate recognitionforthe party's
showing in the Leixlip Town Commission elections last October. Anyone
who would like to assist in any way in
the party's election campaign in the
Maynooth area should call 285241.

LEINSTER EURO
CANDIDATES 1989
Labour Party

llint' dfran I8ge 15

Michael Bell T.D.
clo I,T.G.W.U.,
Palace Street,
Drogheda, Co. Louth.
Workers Party
Michael Enright,
c/o Wexford Co. Co.
Wexford.
Catherine Murphy
c/o Leixlip Town Commision,
Leixlip, Co. Kildare.

Sinn Fein
Kevin Dunphy,
Mooneoin,
Co. Kilkenny.
Ms. Terry Moore,
Newbridge,
Co. Kildare.
Pearse McGeough,
Castlebellingham,
Co. Louth.
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FlANNA FAIL
The monthly meeting of Maynooth
Fianna Fail Cumann was adjourned as
a mark of respect to the late Mrs. Bridie
Brady.
Councillor Gerry Brady said that Mrs.
Brady was a life long and highly respected member of Fianna Fail. She
will be sadly missed, most of all by her
own family but also by a very large
circle of friends in the area.
After a silent prayer the chairman adjourned the meeting.

EMIGRATION - A PERSONAL VIEW
Laen Ni Chleirigh
Teamwork
I left Maynooth College in May 1988. A
month later I was due to emigrate to
England. The last minute plans and
goodbyes during that week were unforgettable. I loved Ireland, hated
having to leave, and yet I was angry
that such a major decision had to be
taken. I had to decide whethertogoto
England and take the chance that I
might not find the work that I wanted, or
to stay in Ireland, and take the chance
that I might have to stay on the dole for
months on end, or work in a menial job
like I did the summer previously. I had
my degree, and a diploma - surely
there was something better awaiting
me in England? We left Ireland on
June 5th with approximately £200 each.
The following morning we arrived in_
Bristol. We settled into Student's Halls
of Residence, spending the first week
becoming acquainted with the city.
Money dwindled at an alarming rate
and in the first week alone we each
spent about £70 on food, bus fares,
telephone calls, etc. We were lucky in
that we didn't have to pay rent in advance but rather at the time of our
departure.
By the end of that first week we all had
work arranged for the following Monday, organised through Government
Job Centres, or private Employment
Agencies. We started our jobs hoping
to stay there until something better
turned up.
After spending a month in the Halls of
Residence we found a house, in a nice
area with a sympathetic landlord, who
demanded 2 weeks rent in advance_
i.e. £200.
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From there on most things went pretty
smoothly, apart from the work situation. I was unable to get a job in which
I was interasted and which was relevant to my qualifications. I began to
realise that Bristol was not for me - it
was full of work in the white collar
sector, but as regards culture and the
arts it was relatively empty.
By October I made up my mind to
move home from Bristol. It is now 2
months later, and I am settled into a
great job in Ireland. The pay is not
fantastic, but at least I'm working in my
own field. It's taken me ten months to
realise that the quality of work is more
important than the quantity of money
one receives. At least now I'm working forthe benefit of Ireland, and giving
back to my country a little of what I
leamed while at University. Perhaps if
more educated people stayed behind
the unemployment situation in Ireland
would not be quite so bad, but as it is,
the educated people are the ones who
are leaving, thus resulting in a brain
drain.
Next month I will deal with more practical advice on emigration such as
names and addresses of agencies/
hostels etc. in both London and Bristol.
I would like to emphasise strongly
though that it is not a good idea to go to
any strange city without having previously arranged accommodation. Also
it is worthwhile considering other cities
in England apart from London where
rents are very high and accommodation is very scarce.
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Main Street, Maynooth (01) 285946
CO. Kildare
OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANOS

~

SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, OIGaT AL
A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS
GALWAY &. CAVAN CRYSTALS
BELLEEK &. DONEGAL CHIN:\
WATCHES & JEWELLKRY REPAIRED

#
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CILLO AQUATICS
NOW IN STOCK
PRE-FORMED GARDEN PONDS, POND FISH,
WATER FALLS, GARDEN & POND LIGHTING AND PUMPS
ALL PET SUNDRIES
STOCKISTS OF:
I.A.T.A. APPROVED PET CARRYING BOXES

DUBLIN ROAD, MAYNOOTH
TEL: 286911
OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS

DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH

PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING
YVES ST. LAURENT, MENRAD, SAFIW, & BENNETTON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES~ IN ALL SPECTACLES
INCLUDING PLASTIC, Ultra-thin
ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACl,ES

fv£D ICAL CAffi & SOC 1M.. \\ELFARE ~CI PlOOS CATERED Fffi
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip~ Also Main St., Lucan.
Ph: 243964
Ph 282062
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Staff Social Club Launched
The newly formed college staff social
club, the "5.05 Club", organised a
highly successful inaugural functon - a
table quiz - in the Leinster Arms on
13th April last. This particular quiz had
two innovative features: firstly, the
teams were drawn at random from
among those attending (a device which
was both socially successful and prevented the table quiz "heavies" from
dominating the prizes), and secondly,
all the receipts were given out as prize
money.
Co 1m Nelson performed the duties of
quizmaster in admirable fashion, despite drawing on himself the ire of
some of the botanists and geographers present, who took exception to
questions on perennial vegetables and
the relative sizes of Irish counties
(respectively) !
The Club Committee, including Dan
O'Shea, Fionnuala Ni Mhordha,
Suzanne Redmond and John Maloco
(as well as the aforementioned Colm
Nelson), are now plotting their next
venture, and , although nothing definite has yet been decided, staff members could be thinking of dusting off
their walking boots!
Travellers are an ethnic minority group.
There are approximately 22,000 living
in Ireland. Fifteen thousand Irish travellers live in England while there are
10,000 in Georgia, U.S.A.
Travellers are not drop outs from the
famine. We have been mentioned in
history well before this time - there are
records going back to the 9th century.
We have our own culture, our own
language. This language is known to
us by many names - Cant, Gammon
and Shelta are some of these. The
reason why you see travellers in the
big cities .today is mainly because of
the dole.One time, going back only
about 25 years, travellers used to earn
a living by 'tindmiyhinh' (smithing), seiling swag and selling horses. They
would go around from farmer to farmer
selling these and they could therefore
support their families. , But then the
plastics moved into these small littl~
towns and counties so that the travellers couldn't possibly survive so they
moved to the bigger cities such as
Dublin. Galway, Limerick and 8eHast.
We have to support our families on the
dole, supplimentary weHare, and by
going to the tips for scrap metals, scrap

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES
Congratulations to Maire Ni Annrachain, of An Roinn Nua-Ghaeilge, and
Tony Fahey, of the Department of
Sociology, on the recent arrival of their
daughter, Deirdre. Fad saol d6ibh go
leir!
We also note, with regret, the recent
departure of Michael Martin, late of the
Department of Experimental Physics
and Space Technology Ireland limited, who has taken up an appointment
with the European Space Agency in
the Netherlands. Michael will shortly
be joined by his partner, Pauline Maguire, of the Library Staff. We will miss
them both greatly, and wish them all
the best in their future careers.
PAST VERSUS PRESENT
A pleasant tradition among the Gaelic
Games clubs in the college is the annual
Past Versus Present matches, whereby
a motley collection of stalwarts from

POINTS OF VIEW
CULTURE ON THE MOVE
From the point of view of John
McCann, memberofTravelllng Community.
cars, seling carpets and going to the
markets and selling clothes.
Travellers used to believe in match
making - setting their son's and daughter's marriages at young ages, but this
custom is slowly dying out now. Another part of our culture is that we all
seem to have big families. If a traveling
family has five or six kids, well, this is a
small family. The average number is 9
or 10 but in a lot of cases the amount of
children is in the 20's.
John McCann
John McCann is a memberof the Dublin
Travellers Education and Development
Group's Youth Programme in Dublin.
He was one of four young travellers
who assisted The Traveller's Committee with the Awareness Day in the
College on April 18th - this included
talk/sketch by the group and an exhibition of photographs reflecting travelling culture.

a
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previous years is pitted against the
current college team in the relevant
code. Frequently, it has been observed that the intervening years have
~ot been too kind to the veterans, who
find themselves literally weighed down
by excess as they attempt to come to
grips with the super-fit current incumbents of the college jersey. However
this doesn't really matter, as the gam~
itself is essentially an excuse for coming together for a pint and a chat about
old times.
The camogie and hurling clashes are
always played on the same day (a
cunning device to get an up-date on old
college flames!), and this year that day
was Saturday April 15. On this occasion, the "Past" turned up with quite a
strong team who eventually won the
day in a hard-fought encounter against
an understrength "Present" XV. It was
delightful in particular to welcome back
Fachtna O'Driscollwho, with his brother
Gus, graced many fine Fitzgibbon Cup
teams back in the 1970's. 80th Fachtna
and Gus are now priests in the S.M.A.
House in Maynooth. Although by no
means the slim figure of yesteryear, he
still brandishes a mean hurley,
The language of the travelling people
is a derivation of gaeilge. Most commonly known as Shelta, it is rarely
spoken today (usually by the older
generations only). There is a great
deal of secrecy surrounding the use of
She Ita - travellers admit that they are
reluctant to teach the speech to settled
people and they tend to use it as a
medium for conveying information
which they do not wish to share. It has
been suggested that this is a defence
mechanism on their behalf - the desire
to hold on to at least one element of
their culture which has not been totally
eradicated by societal change or assimilated into settled culture. The
D.T.E.D.G. are currently conducting
an educational programme which aims
to teach the language to the younger
travellers. They have experienced an
exceptional revival of interest in this as
in other elements of travelling culture.

Further information about the work of
the D.T.E.D.G. can be obtained by
contacting them at their offices in 161
17 Beresford Place, Dublin 1. Tel;
732802.

10th JULy

TO
28th JULY
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10 a.m.
to
3 p.m.

MAYNOOTH COLLEGE
,.
TRANSPORT
AVAILABLE
FROM
KILCOCK
MAYNOOTH
CELBRIDGE
LUCAN
AND
SURROUNDING
AREAS

This Camp is
specially designed
for younger
children
to give them the
the opportunity
for creative and
stimulating play
under the expert
eye of an
experienced
Montessori teacher

FUN FILLED
ACTIVITIES
include
Swimming,
Ball Games,
Crafts, Pottery,
Painting, Sing-Songs,
Music & Movement.
A SMALL ADULT TO
CHILD RATIO ENSURES
INDIVIDUAL ATIENTION

For information telephone
045·69272 or 01·26566 1
10th JULY

TO
28th JULy
1989

MAYNOOTH
SUMME CA MP
TIME: 10 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.

AGES: 4 years - 1 5 years

SWIMMING
CANOEING
JUDO
TEAM GAMES
BALL GAMES

MIME/DRAMA
CRAFTS
POTTERY
CAMPING
VIDEO MAKING

Expert tuition will be offered in all areas and special guidance
will be given in areas which may be unfamiliar to students.

Transport available from all surrounding areas

Details from:

Mary Dillon on 045·69272 or 01 ·26566 1

L
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STUDENT NEWS

Kin.gsbry Developments

Maynooth Delegation at
U.S.I. Congress
The annual Union of Students of Ireland Congress was held from 6th - 9th
April in the Great Northern Hotel in
Bundoran, Co. Donegal. Maynooth
Students Union sent four delegates
with two observers.
Their motions included ones on extraditon, on the Rape Crisis Centre (calling for additional govemmentfunding),
on discriminaton (mainly against travellers) and on the status of women in
society.
The most contentious issue at Congress was a motion on women's autonomy (Le. that only women should vote
forthe women's rights officer). Patricia
O'Rourke, one of Maynooth's delegation, took the unusual step of speaking
against college mandate on the issue
of a woman's right to choose (and
consequetly mace the pages of one of
the national Sunday papers).The Student's Union here, as a result of a
referendum in December '87 have a
policy supporting pro-life which Ms.
O'Rourke felt unable to defend. She
also criticised the Student's Union for
refusing to distribute USI news which
contains telephone r:lumbers pertaining to the right of information debate).
"This policy", said Ms O'Rourke "is just
one in a line of anti-women policies formulated by Maynooth Student's Union
and I felt it was imperative that the
minority view was voiced."

HIRE

Civil Engineering Site Clearance
Building & General Contracting

CA

LSTE

ET
STE

SU

I

ION ME
ALSO

CAR VALETING SERVICE

Telephone: 245164
• REGISTERED Fon V.A.T . •

1111

045/91391

UNO E RTA K E R S045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS

Congratulations to

Mr. & Mrs. D. Breen

PHONE: NAAS (045)97397 DAY or NIGHT

on celebrating their
Golden Wedding Anniversary

" FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"

from

LOCAL AGENT PADDY O[SMONJ)

Royal canal Group
&:
Bru Bosco Club

MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE: 286366

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Page

PLANT

it

i40

i22
£15
£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only;
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or over if payment is made in advance.
A fee of i2 is charged for Classified
Advertisements.
Of course, there is no charge on
acknowledgements, notices, i.e.
birthdays, mis$ing items etc.

...
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MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH
GROCERIES. CONJ:"'ECTIONERY, COOKED MEATS,
STATIONARY, NEWSPAPERS,
CHOCOLATES. FANCY GOODS,TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 a'.m. to 7 p.m. EACH DAY
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hildrens
Corner.
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GUESS WHAT ?
Guess what the Artist has

drawn

WINNERS OF APRIL
COLOURING COMPETITION

4·7 Years
1st: Emma Flemming,
63 Maynooth Park.
2nd: Sinead Smyth,
Lock House, Maynooth.
3rd: Helen O'Dowd,
Brownstown, Kilcloon.

•

8· 12 Years
1st: Gerard Meally,
1', Rail Park.

t

2nd: Catherine Commane,
77 Rail Park.
3rd: lisa King,
43 Greenfield Drive.
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WHO DARES, SWILLS
As part of our service to our readers ,
the Newsletter commissioned a crack
troop to make a raid on night town
Maynooth, and to report back on their
mission. Tara MacAdam, Commanderin-Chief of the elite corps of the SAS
Brigade has filed her report from her
Dunker:

It was a dark night, (but isn't it always
dark at night?), ideal for our mission.
Ou rfirst objective was reached at 9.35.
We marched up to the barrier, sorry,
the bar of Caulfield's, alias the Geraldine Lounge. There was no sign of
Geraldine, maybe that was why there
were only a couple of solitary drinkers
reading the advertising mirrors on the
red flecked gold wallpaper.
The barman obeyed the orders rapped
out by Comrade Lucy Jacuzzi. One
pint of Harp, perfectly chilled, one glass
of red wine (mediocre, strewn with cork
remains), Paddy whiskey (water offered), one glass of Guinness (cool
and pronounced 'lovely') and one gin
and Slimline tonic (with ice and slice,
without being asked) . "What has it all
come to?", Comrade Lucy asked
"£6.85" he replied ..
Comrade Peer Gynt was detailed to
reconnoitre the male bunkers, Comrade Lucy raided the ladies'. Mentioned in the despatches were the
excellent condition of the ladies' - 100
paper, hot water, soap, hand drier, all
clear. Comrade Peer found the gent's
to be cleanish, no graffitti, hot water,
hand drier, soap. But the men in
Caulfield's are made of sterner stuff
than the ladies, or perhaps their bottoms are - why the hard shiny stuff in
the gent's, while the ladies are treated
to the Andrex. This is valuable intelligence information which sheds light
.on many of the undercover activities in
Maynooth. Is this why the Stagg party
meets here?
The next objective in our misson was
the Clock House, alias Brady's. We
clocked in at 10.10. - this time we allowed Comrade Torre Molinos, Hero
of Snots Landing, to bark the orders,
which were obeyed in rapid fashion.
The barman's confusion and overgenerosity in relation to change coincided with an outbreak of ambience

and character in the back parlour. The
briga€le's attention was first drawn to
this enclave by the welcoming fire, so
reminiscent of our days in the lower
Hymnalayas. A marital dispute caused
us to retreat in good order.
Comrade Diana Death, leader of the
Leinster division, called for a few lettuce leaves to put in the vinaigrette
served as red wine. The barman cheerfully replaced this with wine poured
from a newly opened bottle. Wine
drinkers are a rare breed in these parts.
we conclude. The Harp was slightly
flat, other drinks were pronounced fine,
and all for £6.29 .
The Brigade then took the opportunity
to survey the environs - very ambient
and full of character, the cosmopolitan
hum of passing French men, the plaintive wail of an accordeon. The bunkers
were functional -Ioo paperof the cheap
blotting paper variety, but plenty of it
(all over the place). No soap ortowel,
but scalding hot waterto kill the bacteria.
Ever onwards, the Brigade mustered
to its feet and proceeded to the Leinster Arms. Despite efforts to have
progress undetected, some ofthe local
populace recognised and attempted to
kidnap Comrade Peer. After a brief
struggle, he was liberated and we
occupied the LA where no resistance
was offered by the barman. Ou r orders
were given by Commander Tara, who
bravely carried on despite the attack
on her ammunition supply - £7.12 was
the price of leadership here. But there
was no Harp, so Heineken had to do
(but it didn't really) , and wine was served
in 187ml bottle. No lemon was offered
with the gin and tonic, but the barman
surrendered one slice from his rations
under the counter when ordered to do
so.
Camouflage is required in this dugout
- whoever chose the furnishings must
have been blinded by the Rainbow
Warrior - a riot of colour and pattern
makes it difficult to spot the enemy.
The wooden partitions are designed to
test the clientele; the brigade recommends that this terrain be used to train
comrades in getting in and out of labyrinths.
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It was 1OAOwhenthe brigade inspected
the bunkers. Appalling devastation
awaited us. Loo rolls stuffed down
sinks, towel dispenser empty, cold air
in the hand drier, dicky lock on the 100
door, splashes of unidentified liquid,
urinal stuffed with Cigarettes, arsenals
the same. Lighting was excellent,
however. The brigade retreated in
good order. This was a Monday night
- we request that Head Office not order
a Saturday night raid .
It was 11 .1 6 when our comrades finally
came to Roost. Making ourway through
the smog, we intrepidly mounted the
stairs in the back lounge, code named
the Pink Elephant. Comrade Diana's
despatches from the bar indicated that
there were casualties. Comrade Torre
refused to take any more whiskey (a
court martial will be held soon) , and
took to the Ballygowan (90pfor a 250ml
bottle), and there was no wine to be
had. The round of ammunition would
have co me to £7.05 if all comrades had
been at their posts.
The decor was an assault on the
senses of our more tired and emotional
comrades . Were our numbers really
doubled, or was it just the mirrors, or
perhaps the drink? As for the bunkers,
well, an interesting antidote to the external decor, perhaps, but some improvement required. No 100 pape r at
that hour, no soap, but a hand drier in
working order.

Conclusions and recommendations to
Head Quarters: The natives in all outposts friendly and willing to surrender
whatever provisions are required . A
general clean up required in the last
three outposts, but the time of night
might explain the conditions. After the
revolution , we will detail deserters to
keep the bogs clean all day and night.
All tastes will be catered for as regard
decor - cosy and traditional in CaUlfield's, very traditional in Brady's, wild
and yuppy in the LA, and a mixum in
the Roost. Over and out:

Tara MacAdam,
Commander-in-Chief,
Sober as Seminarians
Brigade.

Repa/ror
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611

YOUR LOCA

BLINDMAiER

FACTORY PRICES

DENIS MAI--tONE
BLINDlVIAKERS LIMITED
Cooldrinagh. Leixlip

~

2 4 4 9 4 3

anytime
OVER 20 )"EARS EXPERIENCf;

WE MANUFACTURE
TOP QUALITY
ROLLER, VENETIAN AND
VERTICAL, BLINDS.
FULL REPAIR SERVICES
TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER
BLIND REVERSED
,

.

\\., DO YOU HAVE If

WATER PROBL S?..
HARDWATER. (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SMELL~.
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
h
\
We can test ~atl:t; and recommend an
economical solution to the problem

-

~~L=~====~==---

Water Softeners, filters, Domestic,
Commercial, Farm and Industrial use
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurr
John J. Dinsmore & Co..
Warrens town (Trim Road),
Drumree.
Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 0

Hours
25
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NAME
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AGE
Entries must be in by Monday 22nd May at 5.00 p.m.
All entries must be original wor~ of entrants.
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Extra copies of the children' s
colouring competition page
are available
in the
Community Council Office _

Allied Irish Banks
MAIN STREET MANAGER :- DOMINIC GUEST
MAYNOOTH,
co. KILDARE. TELEPHONE (01) 286355
CHEQUE BOOK ACCOUNTS
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
BANKLINK
CASH SAVE
VISA CARD
MASTERPLAN
CHILDREN'.S COLOURING COMPETITION (MAYNOOfH NEWSLr:'liER)

rr========- SPONSORED
Children

4-7

& 8-12

Age Groups

numberof recent closures and transfers on the street, among them one
which we particularly regret. Rye River
Books brought a valuable presence in
its pioneering venture of opening a
bookshop on the street. A bookseller is
always a valuable asset to any community and plays a part in the intellectual and spiritual life of the town as well
as the commercial. During recent years
Rye River provided an outlet for good
literature, and its closing will diminish
the resources of our community.
One feature of our street which we
would not be sorry to loose is the jacks
in the square. The present writer did
not know Maynooth when the square
provided an open space at the heart of
the town, but obviously it provided a
focus at the centre of the street. Any
local politician who succeeded in getting it removed would be assured of a'
bunch of first preferences. Could not

BY ALL I ED I RI SH BANK

FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE

-===========ti

NEW ACCOUNT £5 TO START
CALCULATOR
MONEY BOX

I'

STREET TALKING
tlie Community Council set itself the
definite aim of dismantling the wretched
edifice, and so win the plaudits of all
Maynooth? Fundraiserssettingouton
a building project often invite subscribers to 'buy a brick"; why not work it in
reverse here, and try selling the bricks
in the square. I'd buy a trailer load if
only I were allowed to take them away.
If someone were accidentally on purpose to crash into the "thing" with a
JCB or a bulldozer, it would be the best
~OR

excuse for a street pqrty that the town
has ever had. If only we could flush it
down itself!
Fusciardi's take-away have recently
put up a new shopfront, continuing the
line of Superflics and O'Neill'S. It is a
considerable improvement to the
townscape, and congratulations are in
order.
Some comments reached Street-Talking recently from a group of traders in
the town who felt that the column had
not given them enough attention. While
we would dispute the substance of
their claim, we would like to make it
clearthatthis column always welcomes
any news from the commercial and
business concerns in the town. We are
not an advertising feature, and reserve the right to make fair comment,
but we should be glad to publicise any
events ordevelopments. Just pass the
word on to the Newsletter, please!

BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB

--~

P.BRADY
LOW"I' 811'. C I E.

BWI

Stop

CLOCK HOUSE
MAYNOOTH,
CO.KILDARE

PHONE:28622~

SOUP, SANDWICHES, COFFEE & MEAT PIES ALWAYS AVAILAOL[.
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CROSSWORD NO 18 BY DEMON

1 Ac, 5 Ac, 9 Ac, 19Ac, 25 Ac, 2 On, 5
Dn, and 12 On are all in 10 Ac - as
indeed is 10 Ac! (For those who know
their 1OAd well, there are two possible
answers to 9 Ac, with a difference in
the second letter only; either answer is
acceptable).
ACROSS
1. See Introduction (7)
5. See Introduction (5)
8. She has nothing to exist for this girl

(5)
9. See Introduction (7)
10. I larked about here! (7)
11. Some ofthe amount I loan up to the
time that ... (5)
12 . . . our P.P. gets pound when
embraced by a girl! (6)
14. Operation Maynoothwill have, with
1 Ac and 2 On (2-4)
17. Prone to deceive? (5)
19. See Introduction (7)
22. Copy it in a time of readjustment (7)
23. Some (about a thousand?) were
killed at this river (5)
24. Slide around slily (5),
25. See Introduction (7)

Name ........ _. ... . .. _... . .... . .... .
Address ... . ... . .. _.. . ...... . ....... .

DOWN
1. Run down the runway here? (5)
2. See introduction (7)
3. The final is a home game, in part (5)
4. Used foot to give thrill to Ed. (6)
5. See introduction (7)
6. Separate: see - - - - -, confused
(5)
7. Puffs, result of healthy involvement
in -active sex (7)
12. See Introduction (7)
13. Bags travel in boots - or on racks (7)
15. A dash around me leaves you disgraced (7)
16. Return thanks to nurse and listen
(6)
18. I strove, like many old trees and
walls (5)
20. Just a chiseler, the boy follows
mother (5)
21. Put up men in the middle of rear it's a wash-outl (5).

Please send your entries to:
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall,
Main Street,
Maynooth.

Winner of Crossword No. 17
Breda Cunningham,
79, Maynooth Park,
Maynooth.

Copydat..E1 22nd May at 5 p.J.ll.
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Summer Holiday Specials
1989
EARLY MAY

Portugal

14 Nights

£179 + 16

Corfu

07 Nights
14 Nights

£135 + 16
£149 + 16

Crete
--

07 Nights

£125 + 16

Menorca

07 Nights

£129 + 16

06 Nights
14 Nights
CHECK THESE BARGAINS AND MANY MORE
FROM OUR OFFICES BELOW

£167 + 16
£249 + 16

07 Nights
14 Nights

£225 + 16
£229 + 16

Malaga

07 Nights
14 Nights

£179 + 16
£229 + 16

Majorca

07 Nights
14 Nights

£169 + 16
£189 + 16

Turkey

14 Nights

£205 + 16

Las Palmas

Mai n St., Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285308
Contact: Paula or Michelle

Tenerife

~

_

-

.....

Captains Hill, Leixlip
Tel: (01) 245268
Contact: Marie or Catherine

CONT ACT

THE '89

SALES

NISSAN RAi'JGE

AT

~lluld~ f%yan 93td
GREEN FIELDS, MAYNOOTH, co . K ILDARE .
Telep ho ne: 286576' 286418

:

I

I

SEE TI-1E NEW

200SX
MAXIMA
PRAIRIE

MICRA
L__._SUNNY
, - .. .- - --.
ANDlliE ·89 .
l.____ BLUEBIRD

_;;;;;;_

II

I!

FlU)"t "\I'-' ,\'\.

"nul.

~RYON.1=51

A-MNNfiE"R

~II ' ~ If-1--tzj ~ I
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"A TR ICIt'S DAY'

"From Bed to Worse"

'The Picture says it all"

30

"The spritely O.N.E."

Congratulations to Maynooth winners in the Ulster Bank Henri
Hippo Competition.
Left to Right: (Back) Terry Rafferty, Manager, Beatrice O'Brien Staff, Ulster Bank.
(Front) Michelle Cunningham, Maynooth Park. Sharon McLoughlin, Smithstown,
Catherine Devaney, Greenfield Dr.

,

r
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Exhi iti n

e tre
.. ~

Opposite the E.S.B. Showroom

Pho ne: 245

f

11

MILL LA N E - LEIXLIP ;
QUALITY CARPET - BEDS - FURNITURE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN"
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODLE IN SHOP

BED ROO M CA R PET F RO M £3 .99 Sq .

Y ard ~

BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WAS £750 NOW £550.00
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00
RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99
3' 6 LEG DIVANS £54.00

"

4 DRAWER SUPER 4'6 DIVAN SPLIT BASE

£180~, .j ,_...,;.~...

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET
&

VINYLS FOR (

MAY

)

FREE EXPERT FITTING (EX-CLERY' S)
-..; -

.

HOUSE REMOVALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SlJN 2 - 6 WEEKLY 10 .- 6
FOR THE SITTIN G ROO M
LONG LASTING GENERAL DOMESTIC CARPET £5.99 SQ YARD
(5 YEAR GUARANTEE)
LONG LASTING CANVAS BACK CARPET ALL COLOURS
(8 YR GUARANTEE) £8.00 SQ YARD
80/20 WOOL CARPETS FROM £13.95 SQ YARD
AXMINISTER CARPETS FROM £19 . 95 SQ YARD
ARM CHAIRS FROM £45.00
QUEEN ANNE COTTAGE SUITE, 3 PIECE 2 SEATER
CHESTERFIELD SUITE 3 PIECE £299
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACCESSORIES INCLUDING
BEDROOM SEATS £39.00 ODDMENTS £37.00

P ECI AL
I HALL,S STAIRS
& LANDING
CARPET FITTED

~0/20

AVERAGE SIZE
£199

BEDROOM STOOLS £ 18.00
HOUSE REMOVALS AND DELIVERIES
Expert Fitting and Repairs ( ex-Cle r y ' s)
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FRESH IdEAS~~i!

_>

- - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ff'Y,X,\"M
\,tv,,-\f- ': -llDublin Road, Maynooth, Co. Kildare. Tel:' 0'1-287289.

FRESH FOOD, GOOD VALUE, PERSONAL SERVICE
FARRELL'S FRESH IDEAS
Fish,

Meats,
Collar Bacon
3 Lb Bananas

Fruit

Vegetable

Quality Mushrooms 3 lb chip
1 lb of Streaky Rashers +
1 lb Sausages
15 Apples

£1.29 lb
£0.99

Shoulder Bacon

and

£2.49

£1.65
£1.49
£0.99

Full selection of cold meat; cheeses and pate; Fresh fish daily; Pizzas made
to order;
Home made coleslaws; Finest .quality fruit and veg; Best Quality
Bacon & Poultry.
Ph - In Orders 285607

"BIGGER IS CHEAPER"

"BUY BY THE BOX"

Fresh Id
In the past few years cinema going has
traditionally increased in popularity
directly after the annual Academy
Awards due to the media type surrounding the ceremony itself. This
year's main attractions in Los Angeles
were Rain Man, Dangerous Liaisons
and The Accused - all of which have
proved to be exceptionally popular in
Dublin.
Dangerous LIaisons in the Adelphi,
Mid Abbey St., is especially worth
seeing - Glen Close's performance
alone (as the woman "born to dominate [the male] sex and to avenge my
own") makes the film compulsive viewing. As a study of sexual intrigue and
gender suppression it is quite exhilirating - both funny and terrifying by
turns.
Patty Hearst , Paul Schrader's film
based on the book by Patricia Campbell
Hearst, is a brilliant exploration of urban terrorism and its effects upon the
mind of a single woman. Kidnapped by
the Symbionese Liberation Army in
1974, Patty Hearst (daughter of millionaire Randolph Hearst) became so
confused and ruled by fear that she
eventually joined the S.L.A. when given
the alternative option of freedom. The
first half of the film uses the medium to

DUBLIN ARTS DIA RY
an extreme degree of originality strange camera angles, semi darkness
and constant chinks of light puncture
the overwhelming sense of claustrophobia achieved by Schrader, and
Natasha Richardson is nothing short
of brilliant in the leading role. Patty
Hearst is currently being show at
Screen Cinema in College Street.
A new play by ex-Maynooth student,
Michael Harding opened in The Peacock on April 17th. Una Pooka, whose
plot is loosely draped around the effects of the Pope's visit to Dublin includes Barry McGovern and Gabrielle
Reidy in the cast. It is Harding's second play to be staged in The Peacock,
the previous one being Strawboys
(August 1987). Some readers may
remember Babble - On, one of the
productions Harding wrote for the
College Drama society which was
staged in the Aula Maxima while he
was a clerical student in 1981. Since
then he has published two books - the
first of these Priest, was set in
Maynooth during his early studenthood.
Hardings style is similar to that of playwrite Tom Macintyre - a theatre of POv-
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s
ertywhere rhyme, ritual and image are
predominant and where linear development of plot is redundant. Una
Pooka should be of speCial significance in his development as a playwright given that he has had almost
two years to work out a distinct direction of his own in this radically original
style and that this production is directed by the brilliant Patrick Mason.
Booking: 787222 8.15 p.m.
Currently on show in the Olympia is the
Bill Kenwright Ltd. presentations of
Joseph and His Amazing Technlcolor Dreamcoat. It closes on May
6th and tickets range from £6.50 to
£8.50. Opening on 16th May is the
musical EVIT A starring Rebecca Storm
as Eva Peron.
The following shows are being heavily
booked in the Olympia so you are advised to get your tickets now.
Clannad In Concert
June 19th - June 24th
Dirty Danc ing - the concert tour
July 3rd - July 15th
Snow White and
The Seven Dwarfs
June 19th - August 26th

CURTA] S

No 1. Town Mall.
Speci al Of f ers To Open
~ .
o

OPENING HOURS
Closed
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
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tially, the Maitlands believe they have
been rescued as they find themselves
back home. Slowly the truth sinks in they are ghosts haunting their own
home.
Their home has been bought by a
vulgar big city family who have furnished it in the most appallingly bad
taste. The Maitlands, repulsed by their
hideous surroundings use their new
found supernatural powers as ghosts
to frighten the owners away. However,
forthe new owners, their haunted abode
rates highly as the best thing which has
ever happened to them. In desperation the Maitlands call for Beetlejuice
the exorcist. And their problems are
only beginning.
Rating 8/10.

VIDEO REVIEWS
Well, only our second month of reviews and we have had a great response to this column. Our reviews
this month come from Geraldine Herbert, who reviews Beetlejuice and A
World Apart. Thanks to Geraldine for
the reviews and don't forget the more
the merrier!

by Geraldine Herbert

Beetlejuice: Stars Alex Baldwin,
Michael Keaton, Jeffery Jones, Greena
Davis etc. - Warner (15).
He's probably one of the unlikeliest
screen heroes for a long time. A downat-heel exorcist, Betelqeuse - pronounced Beetlejuice - comes to the aid
of a young couple, Adam and Barbara
Maitland who die in a car crash. Ini-

t ODD'S PLACE

A World Apart: Stars Barbara Hershey, Yvonne Bryceland, Jodi May.
Distributors: Blue Dolphin (P.G.) Director: Chris Menges

approach to his central characters and
to the African Nationalist cause excells
in both effectiveness and compassion.
The film is based on the true story of
Ruth First, South African journalist and
committed A.N.C. supporter.
Her
daughter Molly finds her life disrupted
when her father is forced into hiding
and her mother imprisoned and interrogated under the new Ninety Day
Detention Act for two consecutive
periods. The heart of the film is the
troubled relationship between mother
and daughter, driven apart by political
necessity and the emotional tribulations of a white family in a black country.
This beautifully constructed and truly
moving film bears testimony to Ruth
First's courage and.dignity and reveals
the appaling plight of the victims of
Apartheid.
Rating: 7/10
by Geraldine Herbert

Menges portrays the traumatic event$
of Johannesburg 1963 through the
adolescent eyes of Molly. While the
film is reminiscent of Attenborough's
Cry Freedom, Menges' more intimate
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IN HANDICAPS

12 OR MORE RUNNERS

Flood's Betting Office
MAYNl)()TH
THE SQUARE
Phone 286096

~
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DOUBLE
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TH E POST AN IJ
YOUR SEl.ECTION
IF
WAY YOli WIN)
ALL WINNING YANKEES.
PAST

PAY 1st
RUl.ES OF RACING
WINS EITHER
PAY 10% BONUS ON
i
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WE

WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL WINNING FORECASTS .
~ EARLY MORNING PRICES AVAILABLE EVERY DAY .
(
COME IN AND TRY OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
Lucky 15 PLACE POT. STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND . £200 BONUS YANKEE DAILY.
'\ ,WE . PA Y

WINS

A

SPECIAL

IF YOUR
AT 10/1 OR
STARTS AT

2

POI NTS nEXTR A

SELECTION
OVER AND
LESS THAN
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THE FAV.
4/1.
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SeOSAm UA\
J. BUCKLEY.
CALOR
KOSANG AS . MAIN ST • MAYNOOTH •
SPRING SPECIAL' S

-

CJl

TEL: 286202

------------1-

GREAT VALUE IN GARDENING SECTION

Ul
Ul
CTl
r -l

300ml Moss Peat
LGE Potting Compost
Garden Fork from
Garden Spade from
Bark Mulch
Veg. Seed's

LGE Slug Pellets
MED.Slug Pellets
25kg Lawn Sand
25kg Lawn Fertilizer
Rake & Handle
Watering Can

£8.95
£4.95
£8.25
£7.45
£5.50
£0.49

£2.75
£1.95
£9.49
£9.50
£3.50
£2.95

~
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'<
("")

>=
rt
rt
1-"
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GARDEN SPRAYER, GARDEN HOSE, HEDGE CLIPPERS
SECATURS, GARDEN STAKE'S, TRELLIS
DECORATING - GREAT VALUE

>-,

21 Ltr. Dulux Emulsion
5 Ltr. Stormcoat
5 Ltr. Weathershield

£10.25
£14.55
£18.95

9" Paint Roller and Tray £3.25
10 Ltr. Maxi Matt
£17.95

Dulux, Uno, Valspar, Permoglaze, Sadolin, Wood Dye's, Varnish.
Large selection of paint at keenest prices.
Timber
Cement

--1

BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVING:1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Horses taken at morning prices or board prices, if SP is greater
we pay SP.
Morning prices on all races daily.
We pay 4 times the SP on one winner on a lucky 15.
We pay 6 times the SP on one winner on a lucky 31.
We pay 10 times the SP on one winner on a lucky 63.
We pay, a 20% Bonus on all up YANKEE'S
Lucky 15
Lucky 31
Lucky 63.
We have special board betting daily.
We lay odds on all major sporting events.
On all handicaps we pay t the odds a place.
Our limit = £30,000.
We pay F.P.P. unless ROR is requested, but if yo ur horse finishes
secQnd and after a stewards inquiry is placed f irst we will
refund your stake.
Each day we h~ve a free ,draw on losing dockets - draw takes
place at noon.
50p lucky 15 draw each day
£1 lucky 15 draw on saturday.
With Bruce
It is a pleasure to lay a pleasure to pay.
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KINGSCOURT

B.Comm.A.C.A

ROCK COLUMN
MAY GIG GUIDE

J.W. Mulhern & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

PHONE 286751

Naas.
Co. Kildare.

Tel: (045) 66535

FFES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENT

~:~ Hugh Durl1am oS~~
..1 Pho
hy~;
64 The Grove, Celbridge, Co. Kildare.

Tel21l834
FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION HIRE A PROFESSIONAL

J22T))f

HUGH DURHAM PHOTOGRAPHY
CEUBRIDGE
271834

MAYNOOTH VIDEO L'LOB
VIDEOMAIl..
CLUB
'!'OWN CENTRE
HAl

ST

HA~OO'l'Ii'

•
PH. 285748

=:.~.

@
TOP
TITLES
£1

1p. m. -8. 30 p. m.

SATURDAY
Ip.m. - 7.00 p.m.
SUNDAY
2p.m. - 6.00 p.m.
BANK HOLIDAYS 2p.m. - 6.00 p.m

~~

Fj

A VIDEO MACHINE FOR 30 DAYS
& CHOOSE 30 FREE FILM'S FOR £25.00
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1 Weeks £10
2 Weeks £15
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+ 7 Free Films
+ 14 Free Films
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+ 20 Free Films

Hire 2 Videos on Tues or Weds
& Get one Kiddies video free
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HAIR DESIGN
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH
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OVER COONAN AUCTIONEERS

PH: 285711
MON - SAT 9.30 A.M. - 5.00 P.M.
LATE NIGHT FRI - 7.00 P.M.
STUDENTS & OLD AGE PENSIONERS
AND UNEMPLOYED AT SPECIAL RATES
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American heavy metal band W.A.S.P.
will be bringing their thunderous presence to bear on the Top Hat, Dun
Laoghaire for one show only on May
9th (tickets £8.50). On a completely
different scale are the versatile Fairground Attraction whose year it most
definitely was in 1988 (No. one single
Perfect, best selling album First of a
Million Kisses). They arrive at the
Olympia for two gigs on 11 th and 12th
May (tickets £7, £8 & £8.50)
i

....

I
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Fans of Scottish band Deacon Blue
will be treated to their only Dublin gig at
the National Stadium on May 1st. Currently taking the ch.arts by storm, this
group will no doubt play to sell-out
audiences so get your tickets now.
These are priced at £7 and £8.
McGonagles, home of the alternative/
punk/decaying 'goth' set, play host to
The Fields of Nephllm on the 4th, 5th
and 6th while Then Jerico play one
show at the S.F.X. on the 5th (tickets
£7).

The National Stadium sees its busiest
month so far this year with Elvis Costello playing on the 19th and 20th
(£11.50, £12.50) and the totally original, wholly unpredictable 10,000 Maniacs giving their first Dublin concert
there onthe 24th (£7.50,£8.50). Meanwhile, Lansdowne Road prepares for
the music event of the month when
Frank Sinatra, Llza Mlnnelli and
Sammy Davis Jr., arrive for the Irish
leg of their world tour. Tickets are a
mere, a paltry even, £65 and £50 but
there are 'concession' prices of £35
and £20. The showtakesplace on the
3rd and 4th of May. For those who
prefer to stay closer to home while
remaining financially solvent, there is
the annual Battle of the Bands in
Leixlip (May 4th in the Rye Vale).

Maynooth Castle
Silken Thomas had been earl of Kildare for just over two years at the time
of his execution. tie had married
Frances Fortescue but left no children.
The next in line to the earldom was his
young half-brother, Gerald, son of the
ninth earl, Garret Og, and his second
wife, Elizabeth Grey. Gerald was bom
in 1525 and was only ten years old
when his brother was arrested. After
the executions he could not be recognised as earl because in 1536 the Irish
parliament had passed an act of attainder against the 10th earl and his heirs.
An act of attainder deprived a person of
civil rights by declaring him guilty of
treason. The Fragerald estates were
now declared forfeit to the crown and
our castle became known as 'the King's
Castle at Maynooth'. It also became
the favourite residence of the lord
deputy until it was restored to the
Geraldines in 1552. Sir William Skeffington, the deputy who had taken the
castle in March of 1535, lived there
until his death towards the end of that
year. Lord Leonard Grey, who succeeded him, lived at Maynooth until he
was recalled to England in 1540, and
his successor, Sir Anthony St. Leger,
then took up residence. But while the
castle may have been a highly desirable residence the surrounding countryside had suffered terribly. The state
papers recorded that the lordship of
Maynooth, which had been worth 400
marks per year, was devastated and
that six of the eight baronies of County
.Kildare had been burned.
Henry VIII was anxious to have the
young heir to the Kildare Fitzgeralds
brought to England where his mother,
brother and sisters already were, and
so avoid the danger of his becoming a
rallying-point for the supporters of the
Geraldines. One of Gerald's sisters,
Elizabeth, was famous for her beauty
and known as the 'fair Geraldine'. She
became a maid of honour to the princess Mary, eldest daughter of Henry

A FOCAL POINT OF LOCAL HISTORY
Mary Cullen
and a future queen of England. The
SOldier-poet, Henry Howard, earl of
Surrey, wrote in praise of her the poem
which begins:
'From Tuscane came my lady's worthy
race;
Fair Florence was sometime her ancient seat .. .'
recalling the descent of the Geraldines
from the Cherardini of Florence. The
unfortunate poet, like Elizabeth's older
brother Thomas and his own cousin,
Catherine Howard, fifth wife of Henry
VIII, later became a victim ofthe King's
unpredictable fury and was executed
in 1542.
But the young Gerald was not taken by
the government and sent to England.
Instead the Geraldine League, or
Confederacy, composed of relatives
and friends throughout Ireland,
emerged to keep the Kildare heir out of
the King's hands. The Kildare tradition
of marrying into both the Irish and English nobility meant that there now existed an extended network of relations
upon which to build. Alarming reports
reached the government to the effect
that most of the English pale was 'so affectionate to the Geraldynes, that for
kindred marriage, fostering, and adhering as followers, they covet more to
see a Geraldine reign and Triumph,
than to see God come amongst them.

,

The driving force behind the league
se-ems to have been Gerald's aunt,
Eleanor, daughter of the great Earl,
who married Donal McCarthy Reagh
of Cart;>ery in west Cork. The government was also informed that Eleanor
had succeeded in creating an alliance
among many former antagonists, and
that due to her 'pestiferus working',
there was never yet 'seen in Ireland so
ogreat a host of Irishmen, and Scots,
both of the Isles and the main land of
Scotland . ..' When Silken Thomas
was arrested Gerald was first taken
into Offaly to his sister Mary, who was
the wife of Brian O'Connor Faly, chief
of Offaly. From there he moved into
the O'Brien country of Thomond and
the care of his cousin James Delahide
of the Moyglare family. In February
1537 they went south to Eleanor
McCarthy: Pressure was put upon the
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earl of Desmond to hand overthe boy,
and Eleanor, who was now a widow,
agreed to marry Manus O'Donnell of
Tyrconnell in the hope offinding a safe
refuge for her charge. They moved
safely north through the whole length
of Ireland through the territories of the
Geraldine allies, just those of O'Brien
of Thomond, then through the lands
under the control of the Upper and
Lower MacWilliams, the present counties of Galway, Mayo and Sligo, and
then into Tyrconnell, the modern county
of Donegal. But by 1540 Eleanor was
beginning to distrust her new husband
and to suspect that he might betray
Gerald to the government. So she
seized the opportunity to smuggle him
out of the country on a merchant vessel
from St. Malo in Brittany which happened to be in Donegal Harbour.
Gerald reached Brittany safely. He
lived in France, Flandersandthen Italy
during the following years, under the
protection first of the king of France
then Emperor Charles V, and finally
Cardinal Reginald Pole, moving from
one country to another as pressure
from the English government became
embarrassing for his current host. As
soon as Henry VIII died in 1547 he
went to London where his family were.
His sister Elizabeth had married Sir
Anthony Browne, master of horse to
the new King, the young Edward VI.
Gerald was soon married to Mabel
Brown, his Sister's step-daughter, and
received into favour by the king who
restored to him his Irish estates in
1552. Two years later he was restored
with the title of earl of Kildare and
baron of Offaly by Queen Mary. Gaelic
Ireland rejoiced at the return of the
Geraldines to Kildare. The Annals of
the four Masters recorded that there
'was great rejoicing throughout the
greater part of Leath-Mhogha ... for it
was thought that not one of the descendants of the Earls of Kidlare . . .
would ever come to Ireland'.

~--------
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House Pride
11/ 12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth

Co. Kildare

Quality service and value
PHONE NO 285544
FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME

5 Lit. Budget Paints

£4.99

2\ Lit. Berger Gloss

5 Lit. Masonary Paints £11.99

2\ Lit. Berger Undercoat

5 Lit. Berger Superflat £10.99

2\ Lit. Crown

+

2 Gloss

£10.99
£9.99
£11.99

5 Lit, Berger Super Silk £11.99

--------

Come and

see

our extensive range of wall paper in stock
at keenest prices

SEAN POWER
Turf Accountant

Main Street, Maynooth
Tel: 286643.

The collections at the supermarket and
the Church gates, on March 18th and
19th raised £840 and we are very
grateful to everyone who gave so
generously.
As a result of the collections and various 'fund raising activities (including
the Lions Club Egg and Spoon Race) it
was possible to provide an Easter gift
of 2 bags of coal to the old p.eople of
Maynooth.
Greg Kenny gave us our {::aster Egg
which was raffled, raising £150. Many
thanks to Una Kiernan, Katherine Fay
and Bridie O'Brien who worked so hard
selling the' tickets.
Everyone extends theircongratulations
to Mrs. C. Dunne who celebrated her
90th birthday on April 17th and to Mr.
and Mrs. D. Brien whose golden wedding anniversary was on April 26th.

OLD PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE
We are all very pleased for Mr. & Mrs.
Morrisey who spun the wheel and won
£7,500.
The next party will be on May 14th in
the SVD Hall, starting w~M~ss at

3.30 p.m. The outing this year wil be
to Bray. It will take place on Saturday
3rd June.
We would like to extend our sympathy
to the family and friends of Maureen
Troy and Julia Fennell who died during
the month.

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

83 KINVARA PARK. NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7
Tel. 381420
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24 Hour Film Developing
Service

AUTIIORISED
NATIONAL

£3.99 & A Free Film
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
ALL FILMS ONLY
£1.50 per night

I.C.A. NOTES

National

~~~"o~
I.CYnERY

SAME DAY
DRY CLEANING

~CelbrldgeBuilding Supplies & Servlce~;
,

38 Maynooth Road, Celbridge.
~ "
Tel: 288841
~

E cc!

,'L )\\

OPEN 6 DAYS
Garden Sheds
8' 6" Rustic Sheds £179.00
Supplied & Fitted
full range of Patio Paving Hexe,~.·
Square Colour

l'::

I

.

.'

C

Supply & Fitting Service
Sand Gravel Stone Cement
Blocks Mortar Dashing
C.O.D. Service.

Ilcwtown StOtCU
NEWSAGENTS
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Ph

01 2858 33

GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards
Mags
pening Hours 7.30 am - 10 pm

The montly meeting took place on the
first Thursday of April. Mrs. McMyler
presided and welcomed everyone.
Congratulations were in order to Mrs,
Masie McMyler for being elected our
Federation President. Well done Masie,
and we wish you a happy reign.
Madame President congratulated Mrs.
Mary Farrell on the birth of her daughter on March 23rd.
The winner of the montly competiton a
"B.I.M. Fish Dish"wasMrs. Mary Doyle.
The competition for May is "The Walter
Raleigh Potato Dish" suitable for a
main course meal for four people. Mrs
McMyler expressed gratitude to Fr.
Thynne for celebrating Mass for the
late Mrs. Bridie Brady on Friday 31st
March. Best Wishes to the ladies who
will be competing in the McCarthy table
quiz on April 18th in the Red House
Hotel. Our crafts promoter Mary O'Gorman is holding a crafts and fashion
show in the l.e.A. hall on May 12th at
8.00 p.m. "The make and model" will
be held on 25th May in the Red House
Hotel. Thanks to the A.I.B. for their
cheque of £35 towards a scholarship in
An Grianan.
This month's demonstration was a
display of Mountmellick Embroidery,
given by Mrs, Brick and Mrs. Bruton.
This is a very old fine craft of white
embroidery worked on fine linen, producing an intricacy of patterns and
. designs. Many thanks to Mrs. Bruton
and Mrs. Brick for their. help and advice.
Badminton continues each Tuesday
and Thursday mornings 11 a.m. -12.30
Crafts on Monday night at 8 p.m. Our
next meeting will be Thursday May 4th
at 8 p.m. in our hall.

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY

Fuel Merchant

K. Burns
P.R.O.

Phone:?88lt68

Coal
Antracite
etc

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Del i

vered

SEAMUS GRANT
33 Laurences Avenue,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

to your home_

Best quality Coal,Slack;Anthracite,Peat Briquettes,
"nd all types of Solid Fuel supplied.
40

Tel:

286132
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MA YNOOTH CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE
The Chamber recently held its A.G .M.
at the Post Primary School in
Maynooth, where an annual review of
the Chamber's activities was made
together with lively discussions on the
planning of activities for the following
twelve months. The Chamber was
pleased to announce that the Christmas Lights on the Main Street had
again been a great success, and had
included more trees than last year. It
was pointed out however that the cost
of the lights was substantial and that
same was using up the vast majority of
the monies received by the Chamber
by way of subscription from its members. Michael Stapleton was re-elected
as President of the Chamber for the
third year in succession and was
thanked by the members for his dedication to the task forthe previous years.
The new committee consists of Michael
Stapleton (President), Eugene Gargan
(Treasurer), Declan Foley (Secretary),
Pauline Burke, Lucy Weafer, Paddy
Ryan, Liam Flood, Willie Coonan, and
Trevor Reilly (Committee).

CARLTON
CLEANERS
MoVnooth Shopping Centre
Leading Specialists in Silks. Suede Leather. Fur
Open 6 Days
Repair/Alterations

--

J im's Shoe Re p a irs
HAYNOOTII SHOPPING CENTRE
Gents Leather Soles
Stitched On
Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wai t
Heels Lowered
Shoes Stretched
Now Located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.

MA YNOOTH FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB
The March meeting was opened by the
Chairperson Eileen Burns, who welcomed the members and friends to
their new "home" - The MA D.E.
Centre.
She then thanked the
Maynooth I.C.A. for the years they
were using their hall which has now
become too small for the meetings.
Dermot O'Neill gave a most interesting
talk with colourful slides on herbaceous
border plants and shrubs.
Next meeting May 15th. Demonstrators Nancy McKeever and Margaret
Martin. Display of Egg Faberge by
Mary Moore. Coffee morning in aid of
"Femscan" Friday 12th May, 10.30
a.m. - 12 p.m. at Mariaville Maynooth.
Plants, Bric a Brac and Cakes. All very
welcome, Subscription £1. The Annual outing is to Mrs. Eve Kennedy's
garden who is also giving a short
demonstration in her studio on the 6th
June. More details on the day from
Imelda Desmond, Secretary.
F. Satchwell

(ilt)pat Raid tt

Co.

ltd

Laragh Maynooth Ph: 286508

REPAIRS & SERVICE
WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC COOKERS
VACUUM CLEANERS

DISHWASHERS
TUMBLE DRIERS
KETTLES ETC.

Phone: 286508
T O NY MEN T ON & SON S

38 Ced a r P ar k. Tel. 244857
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• Painting & D~orating •
~~q
Interior & Exterior
o Professional W
allpapering e
~
.d~--nr-"' '' Chimney Cleaning at its best •
A~
• Brushes Vacuum & Screen .
vy
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
}
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • ~
.
~~.

You have tried the re$t now use the best
You will find us in the green pages & Golden pages

P.R.O.
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OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Undevtakers and Com plete Fu neral Furnishers
WREATH S
HEADSTONES
MOU RN ING COACH ES

New Funeral

Parlour

At

Town Centre Mall

MaynooLl1

PROSP EROUS.
HAAS,
Co. Kildare

]UH;r;J/ I {)mdks
UN DERTAKERS TO MA YNOOTH MO RTALI TY :,0 (; J t-:TY

(funeral Parlou r Free to Society Members )
Particulars and Arrangements Contact::
Paddy Nolan,Sec.,
Kevin Murphy,
41 Greenfield Drive,
O'Neill Park,
Phone 286399
Phone 286312

Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Pri"ate Montessori School
IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT, MAYNOOTH
AGES 2! - 5 YEARS
FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT
TO ENROL FOR SEPTEMBER '89
CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - THURS. AT 3.00 p.m.
*Limited number of vacancies available*
TEACHER: Mrs. Caroline Foran. HOME ADDRESS: Glenidan Court, Enfiel d.
Montessori Dip. in Educating 2 - 12 Years
Certificate in S ecial Education

BOY'S NATIONAL SCHOOL
The committee of the above association wish to thank most sincerely all
those who attended our race night in
Moyglare Manor, on Friday, 14th Aprjl,
1989. We guaranteed a great night's
entertainment and, by all accounts, we
delivered on our promise.
Sadly, the obvious thing on the night
was the lack of parental support. Of all
those in attendance, approximately
10% were parents who have children
in the school. This can be very disheartening for the committee who put
an awful lot of time and energy intQ
making this night a financial and social
success. While we would never expect a 100% tum out at any event, I am
sure you will agree that 10 families out
of approximately 350 was a very poor

\

PARENTS' ASSOCIATION

showing. After all, we are doing all this
fundraising for your childrens' benefit,
and the more support we get the less
often we will have to come calling Qn
you.
We would like to thank all those who
bought horses, took out advertising
space in our race card and those who
gave donations towards our funds.
We would like give a big thank you to
the sponsors of our twelve races :

Logan's Coal,
The Electricity Supply Board,
Sean Power
Dawn Milk,
Gene Gargan - Esso Filling Station
Sam Spudz
Derrlnstown Stud
_David Chu - Kwong Wah
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Chinese Take.:Away
Flood's Betting Office
The Irish Permanent
Building Society
Corbally stud
and last but by no means least

Frank Regan and Associates
who sponsored the Auction Race.
Lastly, congratulations to all those who
won prizes on the night, as owners of
horses, and all those who backed a
winner or two.
P.S. Please look olit for details of a
proposed Duck Derby in June, as part
of Community Week.
Ann Howley,
Secretary

DAY NURSERY, MAYNOarH.
Open September '89
Qualified Child Care Worker. Services include full day care.
Hot meals provided, competitive rates.

Friendly, stimulating, homely atmosphere.
Toddler Group 1V2 - 2 V2 years.
Montessori Group 2112 - 5 years.
Afterschool children catered for.

Limited places!
For further details contact:
Ger Scanlon - 285633

BAND BULLETIN
The two big events last month were the
St. Patrick's Day Parade and ourtripto
the Limerick Marching Band Competitions.
St. Patrick's Day was an appropriately
sunny day to welcome our younger
members their first real test as a
marching band and they measured up
remarkably well. Having spent just a
few nights "learning to tell their right
foot from the ir left" in the Band Hall they
rememberd it all on the Big Day and
helped win the Senior Band Trophy in
the Parade. We hope this will be the
first of many prizes for them.
The trip to Limerick on the following
Sunday was really something else.
Although our bus left at 7.30 a.m. there
was not a sleepy head in sight all wide
awake and rarin' to go. Come to think
of it though there was one member
who secretly nodded off on the journey
down but our genial comet player 'Doc'
Carroll soon made sure that he didn't
sleep for too long.
The competition itself was if nothing
else a real experience for the younger
boys and girls as we had the entire
Main Street of Limerick to ourselves

not win a prize it was a most enjoyable
occasion. In contrast to our st. Patrick's Day Parade Limerick was like
something from the Great Deluge with
continuous rain for almost all of the
event. We escaped the heaviest of the
downpour but others were not so lucky.
One band in particular, from Florida in
the U.S. of A. must have wished that
they had stayed at home as they paraded in rain-sodden raincoats, a far
c~ from the mini-skirted high stepping
display normally associated with these
groups.
Needless to say we did not dally too
long in lashing Limerick and headed
back to Roscrea where a welcome
meal had been laid on in the Racket
Hall Hotel. Afterwards a fully fed Band
adjourned to the lounge for an impromptu 'recital'. Rumour has it that
we have been barred from there next
year and that the Hotel has not been
named after the !Racket' we caused.
Seriously though a great time was had
by all and we look forward to Limerick
1990.
That's the news for this month and
hope to have details of our Summer
schedule in the next Bulletin.

LEIXLIP REGION
WIDOWED PERSONS'
SOCIAL CLUB
Holding a Social Evening in Parish
Centre, C~lbridge Road, Leixlip on
Monday 1st May 1989 at 8.00 p.m.
New members always welcome.
Enquiries Phone 288832
Next event coming up:-

Table Quiz
will be held in
Captain's Inn, Leixlip
on
Monday 22nd May, 1989 "
at
8.45 p.m.
CASH PRIZES

.----P--=--l------.
ea s e
SUp port

0 Ur
Advertisers

duringthe~dg~gandalthoughwed~----~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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MAYNOOTH COMMITTEE
FOR TRAVELLING PEOPLE
We have recently met the Dublin Traveller's Education and Development
Group who are anxious to help us in
whatever way they can and whose cooperation we greatly appreciate. The
D.T.E.D.G. work in three main areas.
a). Direct educational and organisational activities with members of the
travelling community.
b). Establishing links and working with
individuals, groups and organisations
in settled community.
c). Developing and influencing policies
which affect travellers at local and
national level.
During the meeting we discussed a
number of prospects of both practical
and educationally-formative nature,
rangi ng from the organisation of intersite sporting activities to the hosting of
an Awareness Day in the College . The
D.T.E.D.G. agreed to conduct a series
of talks (with slide shows and exhibitions) for the successfully informative
Awareness Day on April 18th. We are
currently considering inviting Team
Theatre Company to Maynooth to

perform their latest production ("The
Native Ground" by Antoine O'Flaharta
which explores minority and majority
culture through the narrative issue of
the travelling culture) - Thiswiffdepend
entirely upon the availability of premises and of finance.
8arnardos (a mobile education project
which seeks to assist parents in setting
up and running community based services for children, and which also provides pre-school facifityforthe children
of Travellers), have been contacted
regarding the provision of one of their
mobile units as a preschool facility for
the halting site. In the meantime, they
have offered to provide their mobile
Toy Library Service for the children
(this contains toys and equipment which
reflect the culture and lifestyle of both
the travelling and settled communities).
We extend thanks and appreciation to
all those who contributed financially on
the Awareness Day and to our other
generous supporters (college students
who raised money during Rag Week;
Social Action Group in the College;
Vincent de Paul: Labour party; Community Council).
Fu rther donations are always welcome

and indeed necessary, as we have a
considerable number of projects currently underway. These can be sent to
Kay McKeogh,
Treasurer,
Maynooth Traveller's Settelment
Committee,
c/o Community CounCil,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth.
The Traveller's Committee is a subcommittee of Maynooth Community
Council. Anyone interested in helping
or joining the committee can contact
Margaret Clince, c/o CommunityCouncil Office. Our meetings are at 8.30
p.m. final Thursday of every month in
above offices.

SPORTS LOCKER LTD.
TROPHY MANUFACTURER & WHOLESALER

GREAT VALUE IN CLEARING LINES OF
TRAINING SHOES AND FOOTBALL BOOTS.
1) All sizes in Roller Skateboots.
2) All sizes in Skateboards.
3) Casio watches to suit all
The family & All water sports
4) Full range of Tennis Raquets for all
ages (incl) Dunlop, Hurst, Donnay.
5) Golf trollies & Golf bags in stock.
Plus a full range of Golf shoes
6) A huge range of Trophies and
medals for all summer events.
SERVICES INCLUDE:
Racquet Restringing & Engraving, Football Repairs,
Watcn battery replacing , T. Shirt Printing.
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MINOR FOOTBALL
Our minor team has played three games
. so far in the league. They have won
just one game and lost two - we were
beaten by Celbridge and by Robert
Emmett's.
We beat Johnstown Bridge on a score
of2.8t02.5.lnthisgamewehadsome
great displays from D. Flaherty, J.
Nevin, J. Gillen, D. Stynes, F. Leavy
and S. Molloy.
Ul14 HURLING DUBLIN LEAGUE
Noah Mernog 7.3 Maynooth 4.2
Maynooth playing this game at home
could only field 13 players. Noah
Mernog fielding big strong players
scored 3 early goals in the first quarter
before our smaller and younger players realized that size meant nothing.
M. Bennett began to playa stormer at
corner back clearing the ball out to D.
Tobin and J. Nevin who at this time
were playing a blinder delivering to our
"Tony Doran", in the shape of B. Patrick Farrell who began scoring. S.
Griffin and J. Lee putting pressure on
the visitors, scores began to come with
N. Gillick and E. Flynn coming more
into the game we got score for score.
R. Cotter in goal and the Leacy brothers defended well. M. Nolan & D. Flynn
playing their hearts out, but we could
not overtake the visiting team. Ourtwo
trainers were delighted at the outcome.
Well done lads and keep up the good
work.
These lads Ul12 and U/14 need help
and encouragement. Some of them
must have Mammys and Daddys in
Maynooth, so come out and give them
your

SPORTS NE S
MAYNOOTH BADMINTON
CLUB
The Club entered 4 mixed and 1 Ladies
League teams in the Kildare League.
Our second and third Teams have
reached the final stages of the competition. Our fourth team may yet be in
there with a chance of a runner up
trophy. Full details of same in the next
issue.
Congratulations to Frances Murphy on
her engagement to Christy Burke.
While Frances was enjoying her engagement, her Badminton partner Josie
Casey was also celebrating. Josie and
Danny Casey celebrated their Silver
Wedding Anniversary in the Setanta
Hotel on St. Patrick's night.
Congratulations are also in order for
Mary and Tommy Sheehan who are
married 25 years round about now.
Also bon voyage to Mick and Pauline
Martin who are off to foreign parts.
Our former Chairman Joe Farrell is
recovering from an operation in Cappagh Hospital. We wish him a speedy
recovery and.. hope to see him in the
Club very soon.
Finally, once the Kildare League is
over our Annual Club Tournament will
commence. The committee look forward to full participation in all events.
Good luck to all participants and don't
forget presentation nightwhichwe hope
will be as successful as in previous
years.
Olive O'Shea
Secretary

MAYNOOTH TEAM
RETAIN TITLE
The Maynooth Rally Team of Ted
Gaffney/Don Foley have clinched the
Hella/ECCO East Coast Rally Championship forthe second year in succession. The final outcome of this year's
championship was in doubt right up to
the last round on the 1st April. A
nailbiting struggle took place between
the Maynooth crew and their nearest
rivals - Robert Bolton/Ian McCulloch.
So intense was the struggle that the
newly crowned National Champions
were over 20 minutes behind in 3rd
place at the end of the 160 mile Rally.
Gaffney/Foley led the Rally from start
to finish and thus clinched their second
title in three years by just one pOint.

MAYNOOTH SWIMMING
CLUB SPLASHNEWS

The St. Patrick's Day parade was a
most enjoyable event and particularly
so as it was such a fine, sunny morning. The Swimming Club Float was a
representation of "The Children of Ur".
The artwork was done by Noeleen
McCloskey. Noeleen is 15 years old
and is a student at Maynooth Post
Primary School.
Congratulations
Noeleen, your work is greatly appreciated.
The fancy dress competiton was judged
by Ann Finn and Bernadine Dullaghan.
Theirs was not an easy task, as all the
children were very imaginatively
dressed. and the outfits were the result
of considerable effort.
The winners were:

St. Patrick's Day Parade 1989 Swimming Club Winners of Fancy Dress
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1st "Zig & Zag",
Tracey Horan, Annette McCullagh
2nd "Edwina Curry"
Anne-Marie O'Farrell,
Sarah Sheehan
3rd "Bride and Groom"
Tracy Kearney
4th "Little Red Riding Hood"
Emma Flemming.

MAYNOOTH TOWN F.C.

MAYNOOTH G.A.A CLUB
Since reporting in last month's issue of
the Newsletter on the performance of
our A team in winning the first game in
the senior league, it is my pleasant
duty to report that they have won two
more games since then, making it three
wins on the trot.
Not to be outdone, the Junior B team
won their only game played in the
semis. A feature of our team's display
so far this year is their superior fitness,
a result of all the hard training done
over the past few months. Our club is
gaining a lot of respectfrom other clubs
around the county at p'resent and also
much local support.
Our annual dinner dance will be held
on Saturday night 13th May in the
Hamlet, Johnstown Bridge. Tickets
can be had from Michael Kelly or any
committee member. Next month I hope
to be reporting on progress with our
new development plan.
Michael Caden P.R.O.

Not much to report on the playing side
over the past few weeks, as we approach the end of what has been a
largely disappointing season. The first
team has had some encouraging results in the premier division ofthe league
and their survival in the top flight looks
fairly safe. The hopes for a good run in
one of the cup competitions have unfortunately not been realised as, at the
time of writing, only the Dowdall Cup
remains. The second team has found
the task of surviving in a very competitive division to be very difficult, but they
have stuck courageously to the task
and the spirit has been remarkably
good. Also, the fact that the team has
not been the same on two successive
Sundays has not been a help.
On the social side we have had a
number of successes. The turn out for
our Sports Quiz in the Hitchin Post was
very pleasing and the night was enjoyed by all present. The response to
the idea was very positive and it is
hoped to continue it in the future. The
club also took part in the St. Patrick's
Day parade, although the turnout here
could have been better. Finally, our
Supper Dance is scheduled to be held
in the Grasshopper, Clonee, on June
2nd. Further details may be obtained
from any member of the committee.

A tiny petal
Falls from the tree
To the river
Gently
No sound is made
As it flows downstream
Softly.
Another petal is blown by the breeze,
It shivers shyly
In delicate contrast
To the grass,
Whereon it falls!
Someone walks by the window.
He tramples on the grasses,
He crushes the petal into the moist,
lush earth!
He didn't even notice its quivering
beauty.
Laen Ni Chleirigh
1985 May.

G. Durack P.R.O.
GRAND NATIONAL SWEEP DRAW

MAYNOOTH ATHLETIC
CLUB
Lusk Co. Dublin was the venue for the
road races on St. Patrick's Day. In the
girls U/16 Carmel Noonan was our
only competitor and ran a very good
race coming in 3rd. Our vet. ladies
also had success in their race. Patsy
McCluskey was 2nd overall and with
Helen Redmond and Marie Gleeson
gained 2nd team award. Dunboyne on
Easter Sunday was the next venue for
road races. The athletes found the
wind very strong over part of the course,
despite this we had some good results.
In the junior races the first 10 home
won trophies.
.
GU/12 Eimear O'Sullivan 8th, Ashling
Redmond 12th. GU/i6 Carmel Noonan
4th and Lisa McCLuskey 7th. Vet.
Ladies 0135 Patsy McCluskey 2nd:
Vet. Ladies 0/40 Helen Redmond 4th.
These two ladies and Marie Gleeson
won 2nd Senior team award. Bernie
Dunne also ran very well here as did

POETR Y

David Jolly. The "All Ireland 5 mile
road Championship" was held in Galway. Patsy McCluskey in her usual fine
form had a win in the Vet. Ladies 0/40,
Helen Redmond 3rd 0/40 with Marie
Gleeson they gained 2nd team award.
Carmel Noonan took part in a training
camp in Antrim during the Easter holidays and found it very beneficial.
Training has now commenced again at
7 p. m. Tuesday and Thursday nights at
G.A.A. grounds, Moyglare Road. New
members, juvenile and over, are very
welcome to come along and join us.
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1st Finisher £100· Little Polvelr
Elaine Flanagan Ladychapel,
Maynooth.
2nd Finisher £50 • West Tip
Tracey Horan clo Bingo
3rd Finisher £25 • The Thinker
Brendan Travers, Newtown, Maynooth.
4th Finisher £10
• Last of the Brownies
Nancy Scully c/o Bingo
5th Finisher £10· Durham Edition
May Moran c/o Bingo
6th Finisher £10 • Monamore
Liz O'SUllivan 908 Highfield Pk., Kilcock
Leader Beechers 1st time £5 •
Stearsby
Tom Purcell Laurence Ave.
Favourite £5 • Dixton House
P. & F. Nolan 271 A Station Rd., Leixlip
Leader First Circuit £5
• Little Polvelr
Elaine Flanagan, Ladychapel,
Maynooth
Last Finisher £5· Mr. Baker
A. Daly, O'Neill Park, Maynooth.

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH
TEL: 285239
FOR BEST PRICES ON CYCLES AND LAWN MOWERS
PETROL MOWERS FROM £175.00

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
GAMES

REPAIRS CARRIED OUT TO ALL MAKES OF CYCLES
AND LAWN MOWERS

Ou r area competitions are almost upon
us. Our dates remain the same i.e.
13th May - Art, Post Primary
10 - 1 p.m.
14th May - Swimming, Stewart's Hospital 6 - 8 p.m.
18th May - Gymnastics, Parish Hall
5 - 7p.m.
21 st May - Athletics, G:AA Field
12 p.m.

OPEN 6 DAYS 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Wed. 1.30 p.m.

I AN 'S
MAYNOOTH .
- Tobacconist -

Newsagent -

CLOSING TIMES
11 p.m.

SAT - Vv'EJ)

lOp. fT1 •

THU RS & I-'R I DA Y
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TEL : 281311

Kllcock

Contact Us First For:

* New and-used cars
* Body repairs
* Service and Parts

& vans

AIIf~

For Texaco _~_ Heating and Fuel Oil - Phone 287311

27th May - Variety - Newbridge
11th June - Gymnastics - Leixlip
17th June - Swimming - Athy
18th June - Art - Curragh
24th - 25th June - Athletics - Crookstown
All indoor and outdoor team events will
be co-ordinated by the team managers. Don't forget to return all trophies
immediately as our 1st competiton is
on the 13th May. Good luck to all in
their respective competitions.

8EAUTY CLINIC
Irene McCloskey. C.I.D.E.S.C.O.
Diploma & Tutor

Including Facial Treatment.
Remedial Camouflage. Aromatherapy. Special Classes.
Arm & Leg Treatm~nts.
Rc~u~ Guinot. Cathiodcrmie.Bio-Pceling~ Geloidt· I)r~ .. criplion Facial ..

Body Treatments. Sun Bed. ElectrolysIs and Red Vein Treatments,
BUCKLEY'S LANE, MAIN STREET, lEIXLIP
(01)

Watch out for posters for further details
on all competitions. After all our pleas
we failed to get rounders managers so
we will not be taking part in this outdoor
event. Our Draughts teams are practicing away at the moment as is our
Variety team. Our house to house
collection will take place from Thursday 27th April to Thursday 4th May, so
do please support us when we call as
this is ourfundingforthe yearto run the
games. As stated already competitors
can take ~part in as many individual
events as they wish, in their own age
group. There has been a Slight change
in the Co. final time-table.

?4q366/?qq973
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Please
Support
Our
Advertisers

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR Ton SMAl L

Personal attention of Qualified Ac c ountant

VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS & RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.

BOB ' S
KI T CHEN

Con/act

"

, .

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 StraHan Way, Maynooth.
Phone 285246

Australian Pineapple Pie
100g/4oz Flour
50gl20z Cornflour
75g130z Butter
75g/30z Caster Sugar
2 Egg Yolks
Little milk, see method

Irish Dancing Classes

Geraldine H.aJJ
Maynooth

Filling:
Small can pineapple rings
2 Cooking Apples
2 Bananas
1-2 Tablespoons lemon juice

CEILE
3.00

-

~.30 p.m.

EVERY FRIDAY

Phoebe 0' Donoghue
School

Icing:
100g/40z Icing Sugar
1 Tablespoon lemon juice
1 Tablespoon pineapple syrup
Sift together the flour and cornflour and
rub in the butter. Add 50g/20z sugar,
the egg yolks and enough milk to make
a firm rOiling consistency. Divide in half
and roll out one portion to fit an 18 to
20crrVto 8 inch flan dish.

Agents for Irish Building Society
Auctioneers

AND
Estate Agents

Valuers
Co. Kildare

Telephone: 285257/285201

HOUSES ·QRGENTLY REQUIRED
IN ALL AREAS FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS

~

BARTON'S LL
tEiE
LL

1::
\

•••

NEWSAGENTS CONFECTIONERS
TOBACCONISTS
National
SWEETS - CARDS - STATIONERY · LOTTERY
ICECREAM - CHILDREN'S BOOKS
MAGAZINES .FRUIT
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES - GROCERIES
2 SHELL PETROL STATION
The National Lottery

AN CRANNCHUR NAISIUNTA
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(Cook in the servmg dish as the pastry
must be very thin) . Drain the pineapple
well and chop the fruit finely. Peel and
grate, the apples. Slice the bananas
and sprinkle with lemon juice. Put the
mixed fruit over the- bottom round of
pastry; add the 25g/1 oz sugar. Roll out
the second portion of pastry to fit the
dish. Damp the edges of the bottom
pastry, put on the top layer, seal the
edges and bake just above the centre
of a moderately hot over (200C/400F
or Gas Mark 6) for 10 minutes, then
reduce the heat to moderate (180CI
350F or Gas Mark 4) for a further 20
minutes.
Blend the sifted icing sugar, lemon
juice and pineapple syrup and spread
over the top pastry. Leave for 2 to 3
hours to set.

PLANNING PERMISSIONS
89/000268
D. Tracey
c/o McManus Archs.,
Main Street, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
P/16/03/89
Extensions to dwelling with granny flat at
rear. 279 Greenfield Cottages, Maynooth.
89/000269
P. Nevin
c/o Dublin Design Group,
Studio 33, Obelisk lane,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
P 16/03/89
Demolish part of extension garage and
build new extension at side of residence
and new roof at rear of residence.
Obelisk Lane, Barrogstown, Maynooth.
89/000273
Manus McCarran,
2, Private Sites,
Greenfield, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
P 20/03/89
Conversion of attic space into 2 bedrooms and toilet.
2, Private Sites,
Greenfield, Maynooth.
89/000315
Pat King,
Mariaville,
Moyglare Road,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

............~ a ,5~ ~~-+J

rP -~

I/Gi'l: SLrlin.y ~

of waiting at the hairdressers? Problems
' getting a babysetter while you have your hair
done? Like your own personal stylist? Have your
hair styled by an experienced stylist in the
comfort of your own home at a time that suits
you best._
Call Dial-a-Style at 285367 for your appointment.
Late Appointments
can be made for
Wednesday and
Frida

Special family rates.
Wash, trim and blow dry for
Mum, Dad and four Children.
£10.00

DONOVANS NEWSAGENTS
UNIT 7 MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
LARGE SELECTION GRE ETI NG CARDS

J.J. Thompson, 11 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
22nd May
Michael Hughes, Community Council
Office, 15th May.
Louise Boyce, Community Council
Office, 15th May.
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain, Community
Council Office, 15th May.
Happy Birthday to our grand-daughter
Sandie Foy 1253 Coarse More, Straffan, May 12th, from Paddy, Bernie and
family.
Happy birthday to Sandra Moran, May
9th and her sisiter Michelle, May 17th
from all the gang.
Best Wishes from Tria
Keith Graham, Greenfield, 18 (April
14th)
Mark McEvoy, Greenfield, 19 (April
8th)

~~

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99

~'

~~~

MAGAZINES CHOCOLATES GREETING CARDS
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

M,ULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK

P 30/03/89
Retention of Dwelling House,
Mariaville, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

MAY BIRTHDAYS

P:;::JH!;

Phone: 287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' x 6': £11.

ALL TYPES CF FOC I~

,8J\I)

TIM£R SJPPL IED

J. BARRY

OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m.
PHONE: 286304

NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONFECTIONERY
ClE Commuter Tickets
Weekly. Monthly and
Students Monthly

FAMILY O/iE DAY

I~

LOTTERES
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Selection of Lighters
Large Select ion of Jewellery
Schoo I I tffilS Parker Pens. , - Gi f t Ware
ax:J<ED tvFATS A SPECIAL lIT

I..An: SELECfI<N CF
~

~-1UtS-GIFTS

CRYSTAL

~------------------

Noel Tracey, Tagahdoe, 19 (April 14th)
Pat Burke, Newtown, 20 (April 14th)
Ted Connolly, Greenfield (April 14th)
Gerry Quinn, Greenfield, 16, (April 17th)
Eric Quinn, Greenfield, 12 (APril 19th)
Mary Traynor, Greenfield, (April 19th)
Gearoid Mac Teighroin, Parson Street,
(April 18th)
Rachael Cunningham, Laurence Ave.,
5 (April 20th)
Mary Nolan, Greenfield, 11 April 9th.

ENGAGEMENT
Congratulations to Miss Frances
Murphy, O'Neill Park and Christy Burke,
Barrogstown on their engagement.

WEDDING
Congratulations to Miss Angela McMahon, Mulhussey and Sean Cunningham, Killeshandra who were married
in St. Oliver Plunkett Church, Kilcloon,
Easter Monday.
Congratulations to Christopher Bean
son of Mr. & Mrs. Sean Bean "River
Hill", The Green, Maynooth whose
marriage took place recently to Patricia Byrne, daughter of Professor &
Mrs. John Byrne, Saval Park Gardens,
Dalkey. The wedding took place at the
church of the Assumption Dalkey, and
the reception was held at the Dalkey
Island Hotel. The honeymoon was
spent in France.

RUBY WEDDING
Congratulatons to Mr. & Mrs. Joe
O'Neill, Greenfield who celebrated their
40th Wedding Anniversary, April 18th.

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to Christopher Bean,
"River Hill", The Green, Maynooth who
has been appointed full time Lecturer
of Geophysics in the faculty of Science
at U.C.D. Christopher is the son of Mr.
& Mrs. Sean Bean.

to thank most sincerely all those who
sympathised with them in their sad
bereavement.
Those who sent cards, wreaths, letters
of sympathy attended removal of remains and funeral Mass, a special
thanks to Dr. Cowhey and Nurse
Campbell, Fr. Supple, Fr. Cogan and
Fr. Nevin and all our neighbours and
friends. As a token of our appreciation
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be
offered for your intentions.

COYNE
The mother, brother, sisters, family
and friends of the late Rita Coyne, (nee
Smith) late of Parson St., wish to thank
most sincerely all who sympathised
with them in their recent sad bereavement, those who sent mass cards and
letters of sympathy.
The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass will be
offered for your intentions.

SYMPATHY
Mrs. Mary Burke, Parson Street on
death of her brother in Palmerstown.
Sons, daughters, sons-in-law, daughters-in-Iaw, grandchildren and relatives
of Maureen Troy (nee O'Toole) O'Neill
Park.
Family, relatives and friends of Julia
Fennell, Greenfield, late of Spiddal.
Wife, daughter, sons, son-in-law,
daughters-in-law, grandchildren, relatives and friends of the late Thomas
Brilly, Rathcoffey.
Son, daughters, sister, brothers,
dautghter-in-Iaw, sons-in-law, sisterin-law, grandchildren, relatives of Mary
Hyland (nee O'neill) Greenfield.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
O'Neill: The wife and family of the late
Gerry O'Neill, 9 Westminister Avenue,
Royton, Lancs., England and late of
Greenfield, Maynooth, wish to thank
most sincerely all those who sympathised with them in their recent sad
bereavement. Those who attended
removal and funeral and those who
sent mass cards, letters and floral tributes. A special word of thanks to Rev.
Fr. Supple P.P. and Rev. Fr. John
Nevin. The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
has been offered at S.S. Aidan &
Oswald's Church, Royton, for your intentions.
Hyland. The family of the late Mary
Hyland 141 Greenfield, Maynoothwish

Husband, family, brother, sisters,
mother grandchildren, nieces, nephews of Rita Coyne nee Smith, Manchester and Parson Street.
Husband, father, brother, sister,
mother-in-law, brothers-in-law, sistersin-law, relatives of Maureen Monaghan
(nee Murphy), Clondalkin and
Maynooth.
The family and relatives of the late Mrs.
Helen Leavy, Greenfield, Maynooth.
The wife, sons and relatives of the late
Paddy O'Haire, Newtown, Enfield.
The wife and family of the late Thomas
Cox, Pagestown, Maynooth.

CLASSIFIED
Dr. M.D. Creighton, 25 Rail Pk.,
Maynooth. Tel : 286499 has commenced practice in above surgery .
Lost: Gold Chain with oval pendant
lost invicinity of Harbour Football Field.
Finder please contact snooker hall.
REWARD.
Two Pure Bred Golden
Pedigree Labrador Pups,
3 months old fully inoculated.
Call to Johnny Dempsey,
144 Mariaville, Maynooth
or Tel: 285724

First Communion,
Bridesmaid Dresses
made to measure also

Curtains, Cushion Covers
and Alterations.
For all your sewing needs contact

Elizabeth at (01) 285954
WANTED
Wanted; single bed must be in good
condition
Tel: 285233

Office cleaner
requires
position.
References available
Contact 286907.
Georgian Teak Window
53!" x 48".
Contact
286907

CLASSIFIED
Bric-a-brac and Jumble Sale
will be held in the
Parish Hall on Sunday 28th May
at 2.30 p.m.
For further information contact
N. Finan, 291 Greenfield
or l. Higgins 285848.

FOR SALE
Silvercross Navy Hard-Bodied Pram,
Floral Interior,
Immaculate Condition.
Used only a couple of times,
must be seen, £120 o.n.O.
To include Mattress and Insect Net.
Tel: 286559 Between 6 - 8 p.m .

WE INVITE YOU
TO HAVE A LOOK AROUND WITHOUT OBl.'zIGATION
TO pURCHASE ANY GOODS

THE GARDEN CENTRE IN A GARDEN
Prop.: Gerry Dooley , Dip. Hort.

DUBLIN RD., CELBRIDGE , CO.KILDARE . PHONE: 288903

COMPLETE LANDSCAPE
DESIGN SERVICE
GROUND MAINTENANCE
Industrial & Private

Compaete range of
Trees and Shrubs
SPECIAL OFFER

A1PlnES,[OnIFERS & HEATHERS

It's planting lime
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

- - - fJN SALE HEREl - - -

Large rangeof Spring Bulbs
growers of Quality Plants - Trees/Shrubs/Roses etc,
Extensive Range of Indoor/Conservatory Plants
1-'"-~-WcR---~-E---~
Garden Requisites
r~.I'!i..........'
Gift Vouchers
Outdoor Terracott~ - Patio Containers - Oak Tubs
!iarden Sheds
CZ
Extensive Range Garden Tools/Equipment.
r---_-.I
Ol
Extensive Range of Bedding Plants
r - - -__
Unusual combination of Hanging Baskets

!

Ii!
v

Quality Garden Sheds (4 sheds on display) - Dog Kennels.
Other wooden products

Oak Coal Bunkers

o

NEW

FISH CENTRE - Pond Liners and Accessories

NEW

PATIO CENTRE

Various Desiqns of Patio's
- Aquatic Plants
Bar-B-Q + Equipment

PLANT BULBS
NOW

a:
LEIXUP -+

~~~@~-B-e-d-di~n~g~P=~=nt=s~~------~
o~

Well Worth
A Visit!

We Accept
Access and Visa
51

for Summer Colour

z
BUSINESS PRINTING
THAT IS RIGHT UP
EVERYONE'S STREET
T h e road to success may not run straight.
So it's reassuring to know that, whatever new challenge is waiting around the comer, there's always
one thing you can depend on.
The Cardinal Press range of Business Pri.-lting
services.
At The Cardinal Press we recognise that you need
services which exactly match the unique circumstances
of your business.
That's why we always offer professional assistance,
service and advice.
For example, we'll put together a package of
printing services to suit your individual business needs.
Helping you seize new opportunities as they anive. And
pointing out things you may not have considered, too.
Because we don't have a fixed tariff. you'll also
find our charges vel}' competitive. Just ask for a quote.
All-in-all, The Cardinal Press can help you
Because, when it comes to Business Printing,
Services, The Cardinal Press is simply streets ahead.

• General Printing
Invoices, NCR Set~, Statements, Letterheads, Business Cards,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Books
Tickets, & Posters
Full Colour Brochures
Newsletters
Quality Wedding Stationery
Continuous Stationery
Contact
Colour Copying
Office Stationery & Furniture
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers
Typesetting (Laser & IBM)
Laser Printing
Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding
Telephone (01) 286440/286695

Printing

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED

Ol/L

J

Issue No. 143

JUNE 1989

,
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IN THIS ISSUE
Communion Photographs
Sports News
Emigration Advice
Community Games Photographs

Political Party Notes
Street Talking
Trade Fair Photographs
History of Maynooth Series

Price 40p

Having
a

Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(Delph/CutIery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)

,;
"

I

OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

Pet6p O'Bpi6R
Gat6Pinfj GO. httl.
"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH. PHONE: 286566

~
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EDITORIAL

MA YNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Suzanne Redmond
Peter Hussey
Mary Simon
Carolann Reaper

The opInions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the
contributors and not necessarily those
of the Editorial.
All matters to be included in the next
edition of the Newsletter should be
addressed to :The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:

Monday 26th June, 5 p.m.
"
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as a service to the people and
organisations of the neighbourhood. It
is an "open access" publication and will
generally carry any material submitted
to it, subject to the law of the land and
to editorial judgement. The' judgement
is exercised by the Editorial Commitee
in order to preserve the independence
and balance of the Newsletter. The
Committee reserves the right to alter,
abridge or omit material which in its
opinion might rend the Newsletter tile
promoter or mouth-piece of sectional
interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.

The Maynooth Community Games on
Sunday May 21 st were held on one of
The brightest and sunniest days of the
year so far, and were organised with
the usual success. This event is now
firmly established on the local calendar, and is looked forward to eagerly by
the younger members of the community as a competitive and social occasion. For the children it is a big day; a
chance to race ani:ftest themselves
in a safe and organised environment,
without the rough and tumble which all
too often characterises the jungle law
of the school playground.
It was unfortunate, therefore, that the
spirit of the Games seems to have
been abused - not by any of the partiCipants, but by some of the parents.
These were the ones who dropped off
their children at the gates of the GAA
field, then drove away feeling that they
had secured a few hours of free
childminding.
f irst, it was unfair to the organising
'eOmmittee,who had put a great deal of
work into arranging a day's sport. In a
wider context, it goes against the very
principal of "community" which is at
the foundation of the event, with the
idea that people should gathertogether.
But most seriously and sadly of all are
the implications forthe children. If they
care enough to take part .in the event,
then lhe most important spectators for
them are their own family, who could

cheer them on, congratulate or console them. That, after all, is the sort of
support and guidance a family can
best give.
Elsewhere in this issue, there is mention of the condition of the Avenue.
With the opening of Carton House on
the first weekend of this month, the
Avenue will perhaps again see an
unaccustomed amount of pedestrian
traffic as people make their way up to
the entrance gate. People can note for
themselves the overgrown borders, the
sorry state of the trees (will the next
generation have an avenue?) and the
broken waste bi ns and seats (does this
generation even deserve an avenue?).
What they wili presumably not see is
the condition of the back road which
runs parallel to the Avenue, from opposite the cattle mart up to Blacklion.
This is in an appalling condition; to
struggle through it is like picking one's
way across a rubbish tip; the surface is
pitted with potholes that are spectacular even by present day standards. It is
impassable to cars, and practically
impossible for walkers.
Are we content to leave it in that condition? If we do, itis an open invitation for
more rubbish to be dumped there: If it
were cleaned up, this town would have
got rid of a health hazard, and regained
for itself a fine circularwalk,leading up
the avenue and back by this quiet road.
I.::

m0

COMMUNITY COUNCIL
NOTES
The Community CounCil meeting was
held on Monday 8th tv1ay at 8 p.m. A
second representative, Matt Kirwin from
Moyglare Village, was welcomed to
the meeting.

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible . If· possible, material should be typed, but as . COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
not,everyone has access to typewriters, the best way to present material is It was stated that there were travellers
to use either neat legible writing or camped at Bond Bridge and that the
block letters, on one side of the paper. Council should ehquireas to the reason for camping there. The Neighbourhood Watch meeting organised
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by Cluain Aoibhinn Residents' Association was badly attended. Although
all absentee landlords were. invited to
the meeting only two were present.
The underground cable for the piped
T.V. in Cluain Aoibhinn is still uncompleted although this shouldhave been
done four months ago.
There was a report concerning a man
passing remarks to young girls in the
Avenue to Carton.
There was a party in Cluain AoiblJinn
recently to which the guards had to be
called. The matter has been taken in
hand by ML Smith of the College .
Other than that the . relationship between the students and the Community has improved.
Kildare County Council are considering using the roadsweeper in the estates - it has already been used inOld
Greenfield. Another concerted effort is

Cont'd

being made by Kildare County Council
to collect all money due for water and
refuse charges.
.
SUB COMMITTEES

'The office is losing three of its workers
- Maurice Fitzgerald has gone into business for himself. Carolann ' Reaper
leaves forthe summer in Australia and
LouiseBoyce is takingup a postin'the
College librarY. We\vish them all the
best of luck:

TIDY TOWNS
'Theentry fee of £15forthe Tidy Towns
has been paid along withlnsiJrance of At present the ' staff in the office com£200 . The petition forthe removal of prise: Christina Saults, (Administrator
the infamous "Thing" in the Square and 'Supervisor' Teamwork' Scheme)
was very well supported during the '. Louise Boyce, Martin O'Brien, Michael
Trade Fair. It was felt that 1 ,000 signa- Hughes, Helen Clarke, Suzanne Cartures would be required and the Resi- roll and D,ianne Walsh on the Teamdents' Asso'ciations will be requested work Scheme.
by the Secretary to have the petition
signed . on the estates. It was also Norah McDermott (Supervisor of Sosuggested that' a competition be' initi- cial ,Employment Scheme) Bridget
Weldon, Bernie Gannon, Carolann
ated to provide
an alternative.,
/1 '\
Reaper, Peter, HusseY,Evelyn Lane
Grass cutting has been carried out at
and 'Marita Thompson on the Social
the Church and in the square.
Employment Scheme.
_;>

2. (Thefts of Cars)
13th April, 1989
Letter sent to:
Superintendant Walsh,
Re~onaIHeadquarteffi,

Garda Barracks,
Naas, Co . Kildare,
Dear Superintendant Walsh,
We are writing to express our grave
concern at the incr~asing number of
car thefts in Maynooth town and in the
adjoining housing estates, We believe
that the lack of a patrol car in the area
is partly responsible andwe are asking
you to consider increasing patrols in
order to curb this serious probler:n.

~-,

-

YOWTH AFFAIRS
All the area finals of Community Games
will have ,taken place at the time of
going to. print and the Annual Flag
Collection has been completed.
COMMUNITY FESTIVAL
Carton House will be opened to the
public on Saturday and Sunday June
: 10th and 11th 2 :6 p.rn.
A full programme of events was circulated to the meeting and is to be found
further in this issue. The programme
will also be i$sued free of charge to the
. households inMaynooth.

ACK,~OWLEDGE~Eths
"

I would lik~ ~o , thank ,.~11 those who
helpedattheCommunityCouncil$tand
at the Trade F.air - both c'omm\Jnity
Councillors arid Office Staff. Thanks
also to.AJdan Flood for.1he provision of
supplies' tb 'the 'shop.
Congratulations to the Parents' Association of the Boys' National ,School
and the RC.A.G. on the organisation
of an extremely sucqe~sful Trade Fair.
The Community Council wish toth~mk
Mrs. Be1ty McNamee of Railpark for
the extremely geherous donation of a
carpet forthe office. Thanks to Carmel
Hogan for contacting us regarding the
pigeon holes whichwere available from
the College and to . Michael Kelleher
and the Bank of Ireland for the dictaphoneS and a filing cabinet.

The Community Council won a crystal
Ice Bucket,at the Race Night organised
by the Boys' School. It was decided
that a draw should tobe held amongst
the councillors present at·tbe meeting
and Tommy FlanagCl.n was the lucky,
popular wjnner:
Congratulations
Tommy!

Yours sincerely,
John McGinely.

Letter recieved from Superintendent's
office, Naas, Co. Kildare. '
Re : Thefts of Cars in Maynooth Town
and Housing Estates.
Dear Sir,

Apologies to Tom McMulion for· omit- I wish to acknowledge receipt of your
ting his name in the listof · acknow- letter of the 13th April in the above
ledgements for theDaisyPat.Lottery, matter. The matter is receiving atten, His initial suggestion was theinstiga- tion and I will communicate with you in
tion of this extremely successful event. ' course.
Thank YOl,l Tom: Congratulations to
S1. Anne's Hostel and Sr. Josephine on Yours sincerely,
winning the £300.
G,F. Moran .
From this month onwe include a selection of correspondence 'sent out and
received by the Secretary in response
to our requests and-representations,
CORRESPONDENCE
1. (Town Commission)
Mr. John McGinley
Maynooth Community .Council. ,
Dear Mr. McGinley,
.
.
I have been asked by Mr. Padraig
Flynn, T.O., minister for the Environment, to acknowledge receipt of your
recent letter in connection with the
grarHing of Town Commission ,status
to Maynooth . .
The matter is receiving attention.
Yours sincerely
Gerry !iice.

3. (Travellers)
Letter sent to:
, H ..Lyons,
County Secretary,
Kildare County Council,
S1. Mary's, Naas, Co. Kildare.
Re :.Travellers parked at Kilcock Road,
Maynooth.
Dear Mr. Lyons;
We refer toyour letter of 19th January
1989. The family in question has now
moved into the Halting Site so , the
specific problem of roadside parking is
removed . However, the general problem still exists. The ' Maynooth Community is one of the few communities
that welcomed the introduced of halting sites. It would be apity if all this was
Cont'd page 7
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The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping

('enlr(!

WITH FULL Y TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE
---- - ----

LARGE COLLECTION OF SPRING SHOES
AND .SUMMER.CASUALS NOW IN STOCK

~.

~;~~~~

&Jj}

Mens Joggers from £10. 99-~
~
... Boys/Girls Joggers from £7. 99
~

~
~

~Ladies
-.--

Sandals from £13.99
Leather Uppers

~~

FOR IN TOWN SEI,ECTION "OUT OF TOWN"

~
-\:. '.
'-

......,

ITS DOYLES SHOE CENTRE
AGENTS FOR

Clark, K·..Shoes, Dubarry , Gabor,
Sarah James, Eastcoast, Westcoast,
. WinstaIil.ey , Blackthore, Craftmaster.
Loakes,

s

\\., 00 YOU

r

HAVE !f

WATER PROBLEMS?

--------------~.~=----=~~

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SMELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
~~
W-;-e-c-a=n~t==-=e:::::s=t==-w-at:{ and recommend an
~~
economi~al solution to the problem

I

~

V

Water Softeners,~iilters, Domestic,
,
Commercial, Farm and Industrial use
~/'
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
SALES AND SERVICE

John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrenstown (Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.

Tel. 01-259631 (24 Hours)

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS

DUBLIN ROAD

MAYNOOTII

F.A.O.I.

PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING
YVES ST. LAURENT, MENRAD, SAFIW, & RENNF:17'ON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES~ IN ALL SPECTACLES
INCLUDING PLASTIC. Ultra-thin
ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON AUfOST AU~ SPECTACLES

fv£DICAL CAffi & SOCIAL VElIARE

~CIPIENTS

CATEfE) Fffi

APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
Ph: 243964

Ph

282062

l-leatin ~---~Service =G=-:-~~
..,,-----., b

,/

'~"~
Ii
..
•

DERMOT BRADLEY
49 CLUAIN AOIBIlINN
I

,

'

OIL FIRED OOIL£R
Af\()

I

I
I

1

MA YNOOTII TEL: 285387

I

i

.1 ,

B.MR SERVICE

I-£ATIt'l3 SYSTEMS Mt\ INTENAtrr
fiSJ ~TIt-b EFT Ie IOCY lEST It-b
'-;?

';":'>.,-' ,~\'
,'._ I~
. i_-i~

~==~~~~~~~==~~-------6

i, \

~Q~
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now put in jeopardy because of indiscriminate parking. As you are aware
roadside parking would be illegal if a
transient site was provided.
It has been Kildare County Council
policy for some time now to provide
such transient sites. The Community
Council would like to know where the
transient sites will be located and
when will it be operational.
Yours sincerely,
John McGinley.
Letter recieved from Kildare County
Council
Re: Travellers parked at Kilcock Road,
Maynooth.

however, can get such cover.
The playground is an eyesore and is
very dangerous at present. We would
be interested in doing a joint venture
with you on the playground in order to
make it usable again e.g. you pay the
insurance and we will refund the cost,
your S.E.S. workers could maintain it
and we could assist with the purchase
of materials etc.
We would welcome your positive response.
Yours sincerely
John McGinley.
Letter received from Kidlare County
Council.

Dear Sirs,
Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,
H. Lyons
4. (Harbour Field)
Letter sent to:
H. Lyons,
County Secretary,
Kildare County CounCil,
S1. Mary's Naas.
Dear Mr. Lyons,
The Harbour Field, Maynooth was left
to the people of Maynooth by the last
Duke of Leinster. This field and adjoi ning tennis court and children's playground are held in trust on a 999 year
lease form 1982. We regulate the use
of the field at present with the full
agreement of the trustees. The children's playground has not been maintained for a long time due to difficulties
with insurance. As you are aware it is
not possible for voluntary organisations to get Public Liability Insurance
for playgrounds. Local authorities,

Yours Sincerely,
John McGinely
Secretary
6. (Environmental Improvements)

Re: Harbour Field, Maynooth.

I wish to refer to your letter of the 17th
February, 1989 regarding the provision of Transient Halting - Sites for
itinerants. Kildare County Council has
tentative proposals to provide two transient sites in the county, one along the
N4 roadway and the other along the N7
roadway. However, no specified locations have yet been identified and we
are awaiting a response from the department of the Environment in regard
tothefinancingofthese sites. Pending
a response from the department, no
fu rther action can be taken at this stage.

the 10 minutes earlier departure is
causing a lot of hardship. The next
train is not until 9.12 so mothers are
forced to use the 8.15 departure.
The Community Council represents all
the residents of Maynooth and we are
now asking you to reinstate the 8.25
(or 8.30) departure.

I am in receipt of your letter of the 17th
February, 1989 regarding the above
matter. In conjunction with Voluntary
Groups, this Council is encountering
serious difficulties in obtaining Public
Liability Insurance at a reasonable cost
each year. The conditions imposed on
foot of Public Liability Insurance are
extremely stringent. The Council was
obliged during 1989 to remove all playground equipment under its control as
it was unable to comply with the conditions regarding Public Liability Insurance for playgrounds. I regret, therefore, that we cannot be of assistance to
you in this regard.
Yours faithfully,
H. Lyons
Secretary.
5. (Iarnrod Eireann)
Letter sent to:
larnrod Eireann,
Regional Manager,
Operations East, Pearse Station,
Dublin.
Re: Train Times Maynooth - Connolly
Dear Sir/Madam,
We have been inundated with complaints following the introduction of your
new timetable. Users are mainly
objecting to the switching of the
8.25 (Maynooth Departure) to 8.15
(Maynooth Departure). With many
working wives travelling by train and
having to leave babies with minders
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Dear Secretary of Residents Association
Maynooth Community Council are
currently compiling a list of environmental improvements required in the
Maynooth area for submission to Kildare County Council. If you have
anything that you want included in the
submission please let me now before
the end of May.
Yours sincerely,
John McGinley,
Secretary
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
Cathaoirleach

Your Community Council (and its subcommittee) is responsible for the publication of the Maynooth Newsletter,
the Maynooth Directory, Community
Week, St. Patrick's Day parade. erection of the Christmas Tree, Community
Games, Tidy Towns committee and
various recreational activities. Any
complaints or community problems
may be brought to the attention of your
local councillor.
The Harbour field and the playground
beside it are not the responsibility of
the Council. Any group wishing to use
the field must take out Public liability
Insurance.
*N.B. Please note that the diary for
booking the Harbour Field, and other
events, Is now In the Community
Council Office.
Mulreann Ni BhrolcMln
Chathaoirleach

MAYNOOTH COLLEGE SUMMER CAMP
CARTON HOUSE

Details from:

OPEN DAYS

Mary Dillon

10th & 11th June

on 045·69272
or 01·265661

2 - 6 p.m.
ADM:
Adults
Cars

£1

£5

Children Over 5

SOp

---

FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS rUB CRUO

CLOCK HOUSE

P.BRADY
LO"'''I' 8",. C I E.

MAYNOOTH,
CO.KILDARE

8.,. SlOp

!OUP, SANDWICHES, COFFEE

I~

.----- - --

PHONE:28622)
&:

MfAT PIES

ALWAY~ _P.YAILAOLE.

THE GIFT OF TONGUE ?
EUROPEAN LANGUAGES SUMMER SCHOOL
( Colaiste Chiarain - Community School, Leixlip)
i

Holiday courses in FRENCH & GERMAN.
also in Spanish and Italian, subject to demand.
commencing 3 July 1989
to
26 AUGUST.
2-week and 4- week courses of language, learning and
recreational activities.
Fee for 2-week course: £60.
Fee for 4-week course: £120.
Family-based accomodation available locally also, if
required- this is an extra cost, however.
Places are limited-book now.

For furthe r details and brochure/booking-form
Phone (01) 285777 or write to:
17, Kingsbry, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
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TOWN COMMISSION STATUS
Maynooth
Community Council,
Main St.,
Maynooth.

Mr. P. FLynn T.D.,
Minister for the Environment,
Dail Eireann.
Dear Mr. Flynn,
We the undersigned householders of
Maynooth request the Minister for the
Environment to grant Town Commission status to Maynooth:John McGinley
50, Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
58 Laurence's Ave., Maynooth.
Peter Connell
27 College Green, Maynooth.
Mary Simon
103 Railpark, Maynooth.
Norah McDermott
Kellystown, Leixlip.
Larry O'Brien
510 Newtown, Maynooth
Tom McMullon
63 Cluain Aoibhinn, Maynooth.
Kevin Murphy
557 O'Neill Park, Maynooth.
Breda Connolly
Dowdstown, Maynooth.
Madeline Stynes
Moneycooley, Maynooth.
Michael Kelleher
7 Carton Court, Maynooth.
Laragh,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.

Patrick Moynan
209 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Peter Finan
291 Greenfield, Maynooth.
Tom Flanagan
754 Greenfield, Mayriooth.
David Moynan
2 Convent Lane, Maynooth.
Elish O'Malley
4 Laurence's Ave., Maynooth.
Richard Farrell
11 Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.
Gerard Durack
158 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Dolores Quinn
13 Laurence Ave., Maynooth.
Gabriel Martin
Site 5B Leinster Park, Maynooth.
Ian McKenna
214 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Bridie O'Brien
15 Leinster Cottages, Maynooth.
The proposed boundaries are as per
the attached map and include the following areas and townlands:TOWN CENTRE: comprises the area
bounded by Bond Bridge, Mullen
Bridge, Blacklion, Kildare Bridge
(Dunboyne Road) and the Parish
Church.
Old RailparklStraffan Road includes
the Crescent.
Railpark Estate, Greenfield Estate
includes Laurence Avenue, Maynooth
Park, Greenfield Drive and Straffan
Way.

Mr. T. Muldowney,
Unit Leader,
8th Kildare Scout Unit,
Laragh, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
Dear Tony,
On behalf of the Irish Red Cross Society, I wish to thank you and your Scout

AREA A (See Map)
Includes the townlands of Carton
Demesne, Old Carton, Catherinestown,
Kellystown, Blakestown.
AREAB
Includes the townlands of Windgates
(East side of Straffan Road), Tollestown (do.), Corbally, Griffinrath, Moneycooley, Ballygoran, Barrogstown West/
East. Kilmacredock, Donaghrnore.
AREAC
Includes the townlands of Roanstown,
Dowdstown, Taghadoe, Toolestown
(West side of Straffan Road),
Windgates (do.), Newtownmacabe,
Roosk, Smithstown, Johninstown,
Graiguesallagh, Cowanstown, Kealstown, Graiguelin, Derrinstown,
Donaghstown.
AREAD
Includes townlands of Timard, Laraghbryan East/West, the Maws, BalIycuraghan, Treadstown, Cormickstown, Crinstown and Laragh Demesne.
John McGinley
Secretary.

See Map of Electorate Area on Page 12

Letters.

Dear Sir,
I attach copy of a letter received from
the Irish Red Cross Society. Please
permit me through your Newsletter to
thank the people of Maynooth for their
generosity. So people of Maynooth,
Thank you.
Yours in Scouting,
Tony Muldowney.

Carton Court, Kingsbry, Greenfield
Lane/Greenfield Phase 1., Greenfield
Phase 2, Greenfield Phase 3/Private
Sites, Beaufield, Newtown, Cluain
Aoibhinn, College Green.
Moyglare Road includes Moyglare Village Estate.

medical and other equipment in Ireland and the remainder will be used in
the reconstruction effort now under
way in Armenia.
Yours faithfully,
P.D. Hogan.

Unit for the assistance given to the
Leixlip/Celebridge branch in the church
gate collections in Maynooth for the
people of Armenia.
Altogetherthe Leixlip/Celbridge branch,
well assisted by the 8th Kildare, collected £1,104 in Maynooth. The total
collected by the branch in Leilxip, Celbridge and Maynooth was £3,322. Nationally the total now stands at over half
a million pounds.
Some of the monies collected have
been used to purchase urgently needed
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John Fox,
St. Raphael's,
Celbridge,
Co. Kildare.
Dear Editor,
Enclosed please find some information regarding our "special" service on
Camp Rainbow. Thisisour3rdyearof
initiating early intervention contact
between the normal and handicapped
population. I know many of your read-.
ers would be interested in the concept.
Thank you for passing on this informa-

Cont'd
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11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth

Co. Kildare

Quality service and value
PHONE NO 285544
FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME

5 Lit. Budget Paints

£4.99

5 Lit. Masonary Paints £11.99

2~

Lit. Berger Gloss

2~

Lit. Berger Undercoat

£10.99
£9.99

2~ Lit. Crown + 2 Gloss £11.99
5 Lit. Berger Superf~at £10.99
5 Lit, Berger Super Silk £11.99
___..---_Come and see our extensive range of wall paper in stock

ue. o.

~

at keenest prices

coonan ec son

IF YOU HAVE THE PROPERTY WE HAVE THE COUSTOMERS !!

\1 I .\ \ I

PROPERTY HOUSE. \1 AYNOOTH. CO. KILDARE.

~~

lit EDUCATIONAL

~mrIJ BlJlLDING s()c't;nr

~r;.L:.
I
_.. -=;...,;n;j
o.

~

l, "f

J

•

---

\~1Y

NOT CALL TO DISCUSS THE SALE OF YOUR
PROPERTY WITHOUT OBLIGATION

Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Pri",ate Montessori School
IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT, MAYNOOTH
AGES

2t -

5 YEARS

FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT
TO ENROL FOR SEPTEMBER '89
CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - THURS. AT 3.00 p.m.
*Limited number of vacancies available*
TEACHER: Mrs. Caroline Foran. HOME ADDRESS: Glenidan Court, Enfield.
Montessori Dip. in Educating 2 - 12 Years
Certificate in Special Education
10

tion. If there is more information you
require please contact me.
Yours sincerely,
John Fox,
Past Teacher.

CAMP RAINBOW
Camp Rainbow is a unique project that
takes place each Summer in St. Raphael's Celbridge. The motivation for
this Camp is to provide a programme
where handicapped and normal children combine to share experiences in
work and play. Based on the concept
of integration of handicapped into the
community, it also provides a valuable
awareness opportunity for those who
have limited access to handicapped
individuals.
Currently, Camp Rainbow is in its third
year and the future is bright. Participants, families and staff derive
enormous benefit from a supportive
and enthusiastic Camp philosophy.
The following aims and objectives are
incorporated in this philosophy:Aims:
To enable our handicapped children a
constructive opportunity to play.
To provide a programme where handicapped and normal children can share
experiences.
To extend to families and children some
support and interests during the Summer holidays.
Objectives:
Provide children with skills to be utilised in their own leisure time activities;
Vibrant structure format to stimulate
children of all abilities;
Early opportunity to encourage awareness amongst normal and handicapped.
The Camp is totally incorporated within
the grounds of St. Raphael's. The Staff
arC' dedicated and well trained; the
activities numerous and varied. Affiliated with Volunteer Services International, young people of contrasting
backgrounds and ideas, bring a fresh
approach to each Camp session.
If you would like further information,
please contact:
Camp Rainbow,
St. Raphael's
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.

_

Kiernan~5
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH

GROCERIES,

CONFECTIONERY,

COOKED MEATS,

STATIONARY, NEWSPAPERS,
CHOCOLATES, FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION

OF

GREETING CARDS

OPEN 8.30 a·.m. to 7 p.m. EACH DAY

---------------------------------------~

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR ;CJ() SMAll

Personal attention of Ouaidled Accountant

VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS & RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
Con/act

t:l

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
. " 5 StraHan Way, Maynooth.
Phone 285246

Fuel Merchant
Coal
Antracite
etc

Phone:?88468

~

-~

De livered t.o your home_

Best quality Coal,Slack,Anthracite,Peat Briquettes,
"nd al"l types of Solid Fuel supplied.

MURPHY BROS.
045/91391

UNO E RT A K E R S045/97391

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045)97397 DAY or NIGHT
" FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILJl.BLE "
LOCAL AGENT PADDY nESMONI)
MAIN STREET, MA YNOOTH PHONE: ?8(, J('(}
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AREA
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EIREANN
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SHORT ·HOLIDAY BREAKS
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'THERE IS NOTHING
, LIKE THE TRAIN!

SEE OUR 1989 BROCHURE AND CHOOSE FROM 20 DESTINATIONS
,WHY NOT TAKE TIlE FAMILY FOR A DAY TRIP ON SUBURBAN RAIL AND DART GREAT VALUE
£4 FOR TIlE DAY.

SUBURBAN
RAIL

. I.mrod EI ..... nn/lnsh Rid
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I.C.A. NOTES
The LCA held the May meeting on
Thursday 4th in the LCA hall. Mrs.
McMyler presided. Madam President
extended sympathy to Peter O'Brien
on the death of his mother and to Betty
Farrell on the death of her sister in law.
Congratulations to Joan Shannon who
got 2nd place at federation level in the
competition 'A Dressed Rag Doll' and
to Mrs. Satchwell who was placed 3rd
in the same competition. Mrs. McMyler
thanked the trade fair for giving us a
stand. A special word of thanks to the
ladies of the crafts who worked so hard
making the soft toys and to all the
ladies who helped in anyway at the
stall.
This month's competition "The Walter
Raleigh Potato Dish" was won by Mary
Doyle; 2nd place Brid Sheils.
Badminton continues each Tuesday
and Thursday mornings 11 a.m. -12.30;
Choir is on Tuesday at 8.30 p.m. and
crafts on Monday at 8 p.m.
The Annual General Meeting takes
place on Thursday 1st of June. Nominations for president and committee
must be with the secretary by May
18th. Hoping a number of people will
be agreeable to let their names go forward. Thanking the Newsletter for
publishing my notes every month, and
wishing the new priesident and committee every sucess.

ous contribution to the school to help
with the payment of the enormous oil
and insurance bills.
The committee would also like to thank
most sincerely Sr. Aquinas, Principal,
Mrs. P. Roycroft (School Secretary)
and all the staff of the school for their
help, kindness and co-operation during the year. We hope that you all have
a very pleasant summer and enjoy the
holidays.
Sheila Fleming,
Secretary.

MAYNOOTH SPORTS AND
RECREATION CENTRE
Since its inception Maynooth Community Council has been seeking a sport
and recreationcentreforMaynooth. At
an early stage it was agreed that in
order to be successful in our objective
it would be essential to involve the
whole community. A joint working
committee was set up comprising representation of the following interests:
a)
Maynooth Commmunity
Council.
b)
Maynooth Primary and Post
Primary Schools
c)
St. Patrick's College, Maynooth

The committee issued its recommendations in June 1988 and sought National Lottery funding, subsequently,
Kay Burns P.R.O. for the project. The estimate capial
furiding is £2.5 M. Because of the lack
PRESENTATION CONVENT of progress the Community Council
PARENTS' ASSOCIATION
decided to take the matter up with our
T.D.'s and county councillors and we
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.
advised the bursar of S1. Patrick's ColAs we are near the end of our present lege accordingly.
school year, the committee ofthe above
association wish to thank all parents The correspondence to date is as foland friends of Presentation Convent lows:
Girls' School for their loyal and gener- Letter from P.J. Dalton, bursar, St.
ous support during the year. Without it, Patrick's College to Muireann Ni Bhrolour atempts at fundraising would have chain, Chairperson, Maynooth Combee)1 pointless. We are well aware of munity Council dated 13 April, 1989.
the constant demands made on you for
money with all the different fundraising "All representations to date have been
events held in Maynooth. Therefore through Mr. Paddy Power, T.D. As you
we are deeply grateful for your gener- are aware Mr. Power visited the colosity to our association. The money lege and agreed to pursue the matter
r~sedduringtheyearhasbeenp~~ with the appropriate minister in respect
good use for your children's benefit. A of the lottery.
sizeable contribution was made forthe I enclose herewith copies of correpurchasing of a new, badly needed spondence to date. I also requested
photocopier. We will be providing re- Kildare County Council to include the
freshments for the children on their claim in their EC Structural Funding
Sports Day, due to be held in June. Application.
And finally we intend making a gener- To date I cannot report any progress

l3

on the issue and welcome your move
to pursue the matterwith Kildare T.D.'s
and Councillors."
Letter from John McGinley, secretary
Maynooth Community Council to all
Kildare T.D.'s and county councillors
(Celbridge electoral area) dated 25
April 1989.

"As you are probably aware a joint
submission representing St. Patrick's
College, Maynooth, Post Primary and
Primary Schools and Maynooth Community Council was submitted to the
minister onhe Environment last year,
seeking lottery funds to finance a sports
and recreation centre for Maynooth.
The proposals for the complex are as
outlined in the attached Joint Working
Party Report. As you can see from the
attached letter from the college bursar
no progres has been made to date.
We are now asking for your support for
this very laudable project. It should not
be necessary to point out to you that
North Kildare has not received any
lottery funding worth talking about and
indeed Kildare as a whole seems not to
exist as far as allocation of the funds is
concerned.
It would be a pity if the goodwill generated as a result of the coming together
of the college, the schools and the
community was allowed to fall because
of government indifference.
We hope that you, as our elected representative, can persuade the minister, or whatever new body is authorised to allocate lottery funds, to treat
our application positively. We are after
all a university town, yet we received
little by way of benefits as a result of
this status."

Letters of suppport from Paddy Power
T.D. dated 27th April and 3rd May with
reply from Frank Fahy T.D. minister of
State, department of Education.
Letters of support from Emmet Stagg
T.D. dated 1st May and 10th May with
reply from Padraig Flynn T.D. minister
for the Environment.
Letters of support from Alan Dukes
T.D. dated 1st' May, 8th May, and 9th
May, with replies from Padraig Flynn
T.D. minister for the Environment and
Frank Fahy T.D. minister of State, department of Education.

Once again Maynooth Spring Fair lived
up to everyone's expectations. The
main stay of the Spring Fair was excellent organisation and attention to minor details. On arrival visitors were
cou rteously directed to a parking space
by Philip McDermott and helpers.
Inside information was on hand to help
visitors negotiate the exhibition stands
and assistance was available at all
times from the many information desks
dotted throughout the complex.
Visitors were kept informed of all activities taking place by the public address
system installed by Willie Kiernan and
staffed by D.J. John Slatery and Joan
Howard Williams. The parents committee maintained a continuous supply
of food at the restaurant on both days.
Stamp, coin and medal experts Michael
Giffney and John Colgan were kept
busy while Adams of Blackrock, the
Antique experts imparted advice and
valuations to those who presented their
antiques.
The Fair was officially opened by Prof.
Susan McKenna Lawlor assisted by
Paula Buckley the current Royal Canal
Queen. Children who attended with
. their parents were busily enjoying themselves on the giant size jumping castle.
The workers and helpers were looked
after, food wise by Norah McDermott
and assistants. As well as all the
events on the day, the Spring Fair had
other fringe events which took place
prior to the fair. These included a
poster competition and a design a
stamp competition. The winners of the
poster competition were:

MAYNOOTH SPRING FAIR
A GREAT SUCCESS AGAIN
Under 9 Section 1st Barry Connolly
2nd Niall Downey
Under 12 Section 1st Allan Gaffney
Under 13 Section 1st Damien Farrell
2nd Fergal Ward
Under 18 Section 1st Sinead O'Reilly
2nd Aileen Gleeson
and this competition was sponsored by
Bank of Ireland and Allied Irish Bank.
The winners of the design a Stamp
Competition were
1st Michael Sheil,
2nd Gerard Meally,
3rd Michelle Cunningham,
4th Joanne Cunningham,
5th Pierce O'neill,
6th Colin Phelan;
It was sponsored by An Post
A new feature this year was the large
directional signs on all approach roads
which were installed by the AA The
Fair again this year featured a home
brew competition and the winners were:
Dry Red Category
1st Con Hayes
2nd Irene Bergen
3rd Eileen Dennehy

Beer Category
1st Dermot Nolan
2nd Irene Bergen
3rd Dermot Nolan
Dry White Category
1st Eileen Dennehy
2nd Irene Bergen
3rd Eileen Dennehy
Sweet White Category
1st Jim Burke
2nd Eileen Dennehy
3rd Jim Burke
This competition was judged by Ray
O'Brien.
The Spring Fair Committee (R.CAG.I
B.N.S.) would like to thank the following for their kind assistance: Michael
Gaffney, John Colgan (Adams Antiques) , all our sponsors, all those who
donated prizes, all our exhibitors and
all those who helped in any way to
make the fair the success it was. Also
to be thanked are the following guests:
Susan McKenna Lawlor, Jimmy McCormack (Lions Club), Paula Buckley
(Royal Canal Queen), and a special
word of thanks to Bernie O'Connor and
Julianne Kennedy who staffed the
Spring Fair Office ~ssisted by Breda
Cunningham and Mary Love of the
R.CAG. Staff.
The winners of the Trade Fair raffle
were as follows:
1st Niall Fagan, Straffan
2nd L. MCAtamy, Maynooth
3rd M. O'Gorman, Maynooth Park
4th J. Harte, Kellystown
5th J. Barton, Maynooth

Sweet Red Category
1st Irene Bergen
2nd Jim Burke
3rd Eileen Dennehy

FRANCIS THORNTHONI
~ JOINERY~

~

mmmmm

SINGLE AND DOUBLE GLAZED
WINDOWS

SHOPFRONTS
SIDE GATES AND FRONT GATES
MALALRY. SUMMERHILL
PHONE: 0405 - 57447
AFTER 6 (0405) - .57257 ~
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MAYNOOTH SPRING FAIR 1989

Michael Caden, Mairead Byrne, Norah McDermott, Michael
Fitzpatrick, Paddy Almond and Jim Fitzsimons discussing
the forthcoming European Elections at Maynooth Trade Fair.

Jimmy McCormack (Lions Club), Marion Brennan
and Matt Kennedy (Trade Fair).

Opening Maynooth Trade Fair 1989 were: Rev. Fr. Cogan,
Paula Buckley, Susan McKenna-Lawlor, Matt Kennedy
(back), Pierse Connell and Eileen Fitzpatrick.

At reception at Maynooth Trade Fair: Eileen Fitzpatrick, Des
Murray and Norah McDermott.

15

Catering group at Trade Fair (Parents' Association
of Boys' National School)

()

BLINDS
YOUR LOCAl BLlNDMAiEI{
FACT()RY PRICES

WE MANUFACTURE

I)ENIS MAI.JONE

TOP QUALITY
ROLLER, VENETIAN AND
VERTI.CAL, BLINDS.
FULL REPAIR SERVICES
TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER
BLIND REVERSED

BLINDl\L\KERS LIMITED
( ' ooldrinagh. I,cixlip
~

2 4 4 9 4 3

anytinlt'
O\ 'ER 20 } 'E /\ RS EXPERIENCf;

CoPoL MOTOR
FI\CTORS
"~

t4lin St.,
t4lynooth, Tel: 01/286628/286301
CD. Ki ldare.

...

~---

-~.

Parts and accessories
for all makes of cars
trucks and tractors,
Batteries, Plugs,
Exhausts, Brake Pads

Qtanal ~m~ttity Q}3tOUP
( mal?ttoo tb 11tltatt~b)

~~\\I/;~ ~1?al

~r;:;f\==~~~..
71"\~"

DISPLAY OF
IRISH"DANCING

BOAT REGATTA

SUNDAY 18th June MAYNOOTH ACCORDIAN
BAND
THE HARBOUR
j .'
DUCK RACE
I
REFRESHMENTS ETC.

&
"-I

FROM 2 - 5 p.m.
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MAYNOOTH FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB
The Spring Show held in the Divine
Word Hostel was on April 18th 1989.
Theme: The Beauty of Nature
The showws judged by Nuala Hegarty
who was very pleased with the standard of exhibits. The entries were up
on last year, making the show a successfulone.
List of 1 prize winners
Class 1. In a basket Georgena Mulready
Class 2.By candle light Kathleen Cleary
Class 3. Beauty in simplicity Therese Ledwith
Class 4. From the rich earth Felicity Satchwell
Class 5. Little beauty Felicity Satchwell
Class 6. Colours of nature Joan Reynolds

Plant Section
Class 7. Flowering shrub Sheila Doherty
Class 8. One daffodil Sheila Doherty

Class 9. Vase of flowersLiz Watkins
Class 10. Sticks of rhubarb Pam Acton

Flower Pot Cup winner of Class 5 Felicity Satchwell
A.O.I.F.A. Cup winner of Class 6 Joan Reynolds
R.H.S.I. Spoons Class 9 Liz Watkins
Class 10 - Pam Acton

Ulster Bank Cup Best Exhibit at Show Felicity Satchwell
Bradshow Cup Best Exhibit in Plant Section Liz Watkins
Satchwell Cup - Best Exhibit in
Classes 1 and 2
Kathleen Cleary

Coffee Morning at Mariaville was well
attended. The committee thank everyone who attended. Thanks also for
donations and to those who bought at
the stalls. £250 was collected for
Femscan.
The Annual outing on 6th June 1989 to
Eve Kennedy's garden: there are still a
few vacant seats on the bus.
Details from Secretary Imelda
Desmond 286366
Members have been asked to take part
at Townley Hall "Splendours of the
Boyne." The Valley's History in Flowers opens to the public Fri. 26th and
Sat. 27th May from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
and on Sunday 12 noon to 6 p.m.
ALSO
Festival of Flowers "Restoration", St.
David's Church, Naas, Friday 9th - Sat.
10th June, 11.00 a.m. to 8.00 p.m.;
Sunday 11th June 2.00 p.m. to 7.00
p.m.
June 19th - Demonstrator Enda Phelan
Thompson. Non members and friends
very welcome. Eight o'clock sharp at
the MA.D.E. Centre, Post Primary
School, Maynooth.

CILLO AQUATICS
NOW IN STOCK
PRE-FORMED GARDEN PONDS, POND 'FISH,
WATER FALLS, GARDEN & POND LIGHTING AND PUMPS
ALL PET SUNDRIES
STOCKISTS OF:
I.A.T.A. APPROVED PET CARRYING BOXES

DUBLIN ROAD, MAYNOOTH
TEL: 286911
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OLD PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE
Our last party before the Autumn was
held in the S.V.D. Hall. It was preceded by Mass. The entertainment
was provided by members of the Boyd
fami ly and Oliver from the Sand, togetherwith Josie and Brendan. Thank
you all very much for providing such an
enjoyable time.

Barton's Lane at 1.30 p.m. (please
arrive in good time). We shall be going
to Bray where we hope to enjoy ourselves as much as we did last year. We
would like to thank Mr. Barton for his
kindness in providing the coaches and
also Mr. Grant for helping us with transport during the year.

We are looking forward to our annual
outing which will take place on Saturday, June 3rd. The coach will leave

Through the generosity of everyone
who contributed to our funds during
the year we are able to send 10 of the

elderly for a holiday to Kirdiffstown.
Everyone who is going is looking forward to this very welcome break from
routine.
Our Tuesday and Thursday morning
sessions will finish for the summer at
the end of June. We shall resume then
in September - see the next Newslet·
t er for the dates.
P.R.O.

OLD FOLKS

For Active Age Week in October '88
the I.CA organised a Memory Walk
by the Harbour on the Royal Canal.
This is an account of the afternoon by
Lise Farrell of the I.CA

"Should I remove the crusts from the
sandwiches mum, in case the old
people break their false teeth on
them?", my twelve year old daughter
asked as she was helping me to prepare the sandwiches for the tea for the
old folks which Maynooth I.CA was
hosting as part of awareness of ageing
week. I laughed but it brought home to
me the misconceptions that the youth
have of the elderly. I took advantage of
this remark to talk to her about the old
folks and their valuable contributions
to society. I reminded her how important her grandparents were to her and
I pointed outto herthat they do eattheir
crusts. When the sandwiches were
ready I drove over to the I.C.A.hall to
meet the old folks. As part of the
celebration of old age a memory walk
has ' been organised along the newly
restored harbour on the Royal Canal.
It was a beautiful, mild afternoon in October. The sun was shining and the
foliage seemed to be florishing in the
late, unexpected gift of warm sunshine.
"How appropriate that awareness week
is in autumn" I mused, as the old and
the not so old walked along the canal
banks reminiscing about the good old
days, Oh yes! The good old days
when there were beautiful trees growing in the square and everybody knew
everybody else, when barges used to
navigate on the canal carrying coal
and beer. When bogeys instead of
combine haNesters and tractors were
used in the fields at haNest time, when
a glass of whiskey cost 6d, half a pint of
same was 11 d and a pint was the

equivalent of two new pence. Such an was possible to bear.
idyllic place was Maynooth that the
garda used to stop the traffic to allow "carton was mentioned with great nosthe swans to cross the road. There talgia. Everybody was well looked
were no juggernauts racing through after. The Duke built 28 cottages for V
the village then and McAssey could the workmen . The top wage earned
drive his cow to pasture in the morning
and back home in the evening in then was 10 shillings a week. Each
complete safety.
family also received a pint of milk a day
and a pound of butter a week. Free }j
Funeral parlourswere unheard of then. t timber and coal were distributed to
Wakes were the done thing and it was t everybody. At Christmas time all the ,
a scandal if abodywas brought straight " workers were given a present of a )1
to the church without being properly hamper and a pound note,
waked , Rituals and traditions were
very important. If a person died before
In the good old days of no electricity \ t
noon the wake had to go on for two it and no running water Monday was .
nights and then the body had to spend V\ wash-day and people had to carry
one night in the church.
water in buckets from the pump and ,'\S
everybody used a washboard . One
lady remembers complaining to her \
The rosary had to be said at midnight.
If the wake ws being held in a farmer's~ mother about her bleeding knuckles on 1\
house, whiskey and snuff had to be 1, wash-day and she was told that if she ;
seNed. One important part of the ritual V! learnt to use the wash board it WOUld 'lj
not happen . Blue and starch were
was the clay pipe .
essential ingredients in washing , One
well-known
custom was to mix a candle \
In tl105e days visits to the doctor were
in the hot starch to prevent the clothes ~
not as frequent as they are now. People
from sticking to tile iron .
made up their own remedies. One
such remedy forthe cold (and any kind \
The reminiscing went on and on as we
of chest infection) was the use of
walked back to the I.C.A. hall for a
Spanish onion and brown sugar. The
onion was sliced thinly into a bowl and 1I wonderful tea. After tea the dancing
then covered with brown sugar. Boil- \\ started to the strains of an accordian
ing water was pou~ed on top of the
and a violin played by two very talented
mixtu re and the concoction left to standI, I.CA ladies, As i left I thought w hat a
overnight. This produced a kind of a ~ perfect ending to a nostalgic day!
syrup which was strained and the cough
Lise O'Farrell
mixture was ready - no additives, no
colourings, no side effects and very u
effective. I was assured that young
Lord Homepatrick had a very bad chest
at one time and he had tried everything
and this cough mixture cured him.
j\
A remedy for sore feet was to soak
them in a solution of Jeye's fluid and
. water, the water had to be as hot as it

Jl

1
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DAY NURSERY, MAYNOOIH.
Open September '89
QualificJ Child Care Worker. Services include full day care.
Hot meals provided, competitive rates.

Friendly, stimulating, homely atmosphere.

__

~~A'"

Toddler Group 1V2 - 2112 years.
Montessori Group 2 Vz - 5 years.
Afterschool children catered for.

Limited places!
For further details contact:

Ger Scanlon - 285633

Have it

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH

BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF THE CROP
Tel: 286166
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MITSUBISHI RENTAL PURCHASE

DUNNE'S T .V.
MAIN STREET, CELBRIDGE
SAL E S : 288211 S E R V ICE: 288303

MlTSUBISHI RENTAL PURCHASE
SPECIAL OFFER
FST.

21"

T. V .

TELE TEXT FITTED

EIO VIDEO
T.V. VIDEO STAND
EISO TAPE
£6.99 per Week. NO DEPOSIT OVER 48 months
APR 20.9%
t

ODD'S PLACE 1-2-3 IN HANDICAPS

12 OR MORE RUNNERS

Flood's Betting Ofl'icc
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POST PRIMARY SCHOOL,
MAYNOOTH.
It is that time again when exam fever
grips the town . We wish all of those
students who worked hard over the
last few years well in their examinations and hope that they may secure a
place in college or find satisfactory
employment.
On a lighter note, congratu lations to
John O'Reilly who won the U14 Gold
Medal in the Inter Schools Leinster
Athletic Championships. Not alone did
he win but he shattered the record by a
full two seconds. Congratulations also
to Seanan Clifford for his first place in
14/15 age group Mission Poster Competition for Second Level Schools.
Seanan won a perpetual cup, individual medal and some money for the
bank.

SEAN POWER

;----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --t-

Ikwtown StOltIJ
NEWSAGENTS
Maynooth

Co. Kildare

Ph

01 28 5833

GROCER - FUEL - GAS

GAEL TACHT SCHOLARSHIPS
Fancy Goods - Sweets
Margaret Tumelty - fifth year, Maria
McMyler - second year, Padriag Flood
Cards
Mags
- first year, have been awarded a three
week holiday in the Connemara Gaeltacht in July. We nope they have a
pening Hours 7.30 am - 10 pm
good time and retumwith a "fiorbhlas".
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDI NG SUNDAY
As part of our social/cultural development programme our first and second
year students have just returned from ~=""'---------~--------------l
theirstayintheOutdoorPursuitCentre,
Lough Ennell. Averygoodtimeseems
Moynooth Shopping Centre
to have been had by all. Which just
goes to show nature can still compete
SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE, LEATHER & EVENING WEAR.
with any modern technological entertainments.

CARLTON CLEANE:RS

•

Table Quiz: The results of our table
quiz in Keane's Lounge on last Friday
was : 1st place - Mr. Minogue's team
from Johnstown Bridge; 2nd place Mrs. O'Farrell from Greenfield Drive
and in 3rd place - Mr. Nugent from
Dunboyne . Many thanks to all those
who supported the event and to our
sponsors Ulster Bank, Bank of Ireland,
Allied Irish Bank and Doyle's Mart.
After the quiz a special presentation
was made by the Ulster Bank to Mr.
Ashe, principal of Maynooth Post Primary in recognition and appreciation of
his efforts in promoting the school and
his work forthe studentsoverthe years.
Mr. Ashe in his reply thanked the Ulster
Bank forthe presentation and acknowledged the help and interest the Ulster
Bank has always shown in the school
and in the community.
The school wishes to acknowledge
help, both financial and otherwise, from
parents throughout the year. Again,
many thanks.

*
*
*

CURTAIN CARE

•

SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE

*

SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY

REPAIRS & ALTERATIONS

OPEN 6 DAYS

PH: 285511

M·ULLtGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK

·~ '
hi

Phone: 287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAII.AHI.E
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING

6'

x

6';

£11.

ALL TYPES CF FOC I ~
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WEDDINGS - l\UNI-BUS SERVICE - SOCIAL
ALL LOCAL RUNS £2 . 00
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CARTON COURT
MAYNOOTH
RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
As a result of a recent meeting, between the county council and members of the residents's association, the
council agreed to spend approximately
£2,500 on installing public lighting and
improving the footpaths on the road
serving houses 54 to 74. However the
council did not agree to take the estate
'in charge', insisting that the outstanding surfacing of that road must be
completed.
The committee recently purchased
eight trees and eight ivy climbers and
planted same at a number of locations
throughout the estate. Hopefully, the
trees will last longer than two of the
recently erected house number signs,
which were extracted form their cement bases. It is hard to understand
the mentality behind th is type of vandalism and the committee appeals to
all, both residents and students, to
respect the property of others and to
realise the efforts of the association in
improving the environment within the
estate.
The judging of the Tidy Estates takes
place on 16th June and the committee
would ask all residents to make an
extra special effort to improve the
general appearence of the estate. A
few years ago Carton Court won the
Tidy Estate's competition. However,
since then there has been a general
slackness in keeping the whole of the
estate in tip top shape. A special word
of thanks to a small band of people,
who year after year, give of their time
and effort in cutting the large green
areas. Please come out over the next
three weeks and help the committee to
clean-up the estate.

Lin,dted

(24 Hour Cab Service - Keen Rates)

UL

Residents'
Associations
News.

Cabs

Cugene

0 'Shea

FINNERTY HOUSE,
.iVIA YNOOTH.
CO. KILDARE.

Telephone:

Office: (01) 286539
Home: (045) 754 2 9

MICRO INNOVATION LTD.
82, Maynooth Park, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

HIGH QUALITY PRINTING SERVICE
HI-TECH COMPUTER PROCESSING
LASER PRINTING
Presentation Documents
Graphic Presentations

THESES

CVs
Brochures / Leaflets
Overhead Slides

Data Base Processing Facilities
Data Analysis / Visual Interpretations

r

.Celbridge Building Supplies & Service~

_

38 Maynooth Road, Celbridge.
~ "
Tel: 28~841
~~ '-C

_
0.

f

-

-

OPEN 6 DAYS
Garden Sheds
8' 6" Rust i c Sheds £199.00
Supplied & Fitted
Full ra nge of Patio Pav i ng Hexes
Square Colour

L , _~

-.;....
.J'

L~

.

I
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Supply & Fitti ng Ser vice
Sa nd Grave l Stone Cement
Bl ocks Morta r Das hi ng
C,O. D. Servic e.

DONOVANS NEWSAGENTS
UNIT 7 MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
LARGE SEL ECTION GREETING CARDS

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECT ION OF my S fROM £1. 9()

~~

_JJ$.~

..
~-v . ~j
MAGAZI NE S CHOCOL AT ES G~EETING CARDS
/JJ!;.L? .
AND GIF TS NOW IN STOCK
.

Frank O'Shea
Secretary.
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MA YNOOTH RESIDENTS AGAINST LOCAL CHARGES
In last month's edition we published an
open letter to all candidates in the
Leinster constituency constesting the
European Elections being held on the
15th June. The letter briefly laid out our
case against local charges and specifically asked them to:1.
Contact the minister for the
Environment, Mr. Padriag Flynn
and request that he instruct the
Kildare County Manager to
cease immediately his campaign
of water disconnections and to
resume full refuse collections to
all.
2.
Contact all your Partycolleagues
on Kildare County Council and
request that they tell the Co.
Manager to stop his campaign
and also to abandon local
charges for the future.
The following are the results of our
letters to each of the candidates.
FlANNA FAIL
Neither of the two candidates Paddy
Lawlor T.D. and Jim Fitzsimons T.D.
replied themselves, but the following
was recieved from their Head Office.

I wish to refer to your letter to our Euro
Candidates. The question of bringing
in local service charges is now a decision for your local representatives on
Kildare County Council, as indeed on
other local authorities. Obviously, if a
decision by the Council is taken that
such charges are essential to fund
local services, it would be unfair that
some people should pay and that others would not.
With the growth of different demands
on the Exchequer over the past ten
years, insufficient resources have been
available to fund local services at a
desirable level. In the last two Budgets
there has been very significant relief
given to those en PAYE, including a
reduction in the standard rate from
35% to 32%. More stringent enforcement procedures have increased the
tax yield substantially from farmers and
self-employed, so that there is now
much greater equity in the system.
Local services are for the benefit of the
Community, and I think you would agree
that they ought to be maintained.
Yours sincerely,
Frank A. Wall,
General Secretary

FINE GAEL
Regretfully neither Paddy CooneyT.D.
nor Charlie McDonald saw fitto reply to
our letter.
PROGRESSIVE DEMOCRATS
Regretfully John Dardis did not respond to our letter.
LABOUR PARTY

I am happy to respond positively to
your requests regarding the imposition
by Kildare County Council of water and
refuse charges on the residents of
Maynooth. I have formally written to
the Minister to demand that he override the County Manager's decision to
withdraw water and refuse services
from residents who have not paid in
protest. My close colleague in the Dail,
Emmet Stagg T.D., has informed me of
Labour's consistent campaign in the
county against local charges and has
confirmed that he and his Labourcollelagues on the Council will persist with
their policy of abandoning local
charges.
I wish you every success in all your
future endeavours to mobilise public
opinion against these "double tax"
charges and, if elected, I will continue
to use the influence of my office to have
local charges abolished.
Michael Bell T.D.
WORKERS PARTY

The position of the party on the issue of
Local Charges is that we believe they
are a form of double taxation and
should, as such, be abolished. Since
the charges were introduced in 1983
no Workers Party TD or Councillor has
in any way supported the charges but
has actively campaigned for their abolition. Financing of Local Government
we believe should be done by way of
block grant, and criteria such as population size, infrastructural needs etc
should form the basis of such a grant.
Catherine Murphy has been a member
of Leixlip Residents Against Local
Charges since 1984 and remains active with that group. She has also been
part of North Kildare and Kildare Residents Against Local Charges. Her
record on this issue is long standing
and consistent. She believes funding
of Local Government will become an
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even more thorny issue if Fianna Fail
press ahead with their proposal for a
household property tax on all homes,
which is precisely what those opposed
to local charges over the years have
warned of.
SINN FEIN

We trust the electorate of Maynooth
will take into account the above responses when weighing up their assessment of the candidates worth in
defending and promoting the interests
of the people of Leinster. Finally, we
note since the Euro election campaigns
began around 1st May, and also the
speculations of a General Election on
the same day,
that Kildare County
Council has stopped water disconnections in Maynooth and elsewhere. We
obviously welcome this but it does prove
to M.R.A.L.C. that the County Managers' campaign is politically controlled
by those Parties in favour of local
charges.
I am writing on behalf of myself and
Sinn Fein's two other European parliament candidates for Leinster - Kevin
Dunphy (Kilkenny) and Pearse
McGeough (Louth) - to thank you for
your letter of April 26th 1989 re oservice charges.
Sinn Fein has been totally opposed to
service charges since theirintroduction, believing themto be nothing more
than increased taxes by the back door.
Sinn Fein policy calls for their total
abolition and our party has been to the
forefront of the opposition campaign
both in council chambers and on the
streets where we have organised tenants' protests and the collective burning of water rates demands.
We shall send a copy your letterto Sinn
Fein Kildare County Councillor Paddy
Wright, who as I'm sure you are aware
has raised this issue in the past, and
ask him to voice your views and Sinn
Fein's again. We shall also formall)
contact Fianna Fail Environment Min·
ister Padraig Flynn and request that hE
instructs the Kildare County Managel
to immediately cease water discon
nections and resume refuse collec
tions.
If I or my Sinn Fein colleagues can bE
of any further help in any way you car
contact me at 28 College Park, Newbr
idge, Co. Kildare Tel: (045) 31558.
Terry Moore (Ms.)

MAYNOOTH
ACCORDIAN BAND
1989 FESTIVAL
No doubt you will know that our acordian band's first of what is hoped wi II be
an annual festival was held on Sunday
23rd April in the parish hall. Eleven
bands competed altogether, 6 in the
Junior and 5 in the Senior Section. The
bands came from many areas including Bray, Roundwood, Avoca, Athlone,
Palmerstown, Clara, and of course our
own boys and girls. The adjudicatorws
Paddy Kavanagh from the Kavanagh
Accordian School of Music and in his
report he highlighted the fact that the
standard was very high in all sections
and he particularly highlighted the
exceptional drumming standards.
The organising committee of Rita &
Seamus O'Reilly, Maisie McMyler, Dick
& Rita Sheehan, Bridie O'Toole, Anne
Naughton, Willie Boyd and Phil Lee did
an excellent job.
Everything ran
smoothly and to time. The large audience was treated to a spectacular climax with a massed band recital given
by all 11 bands. The standard of the
music is testament to the exceptional
commitment and skills of the one
common denominator that ranged
across all the bands i.e. their teacher

John Mitchell. He took pride of place at
the event and rightfully so.
The committee is indebted to Fergal
Eiffe of Leixlip Tyre SeNices Limited
for his sponsorship of the beautiful trophies which he presented to the winners, who were as follows:
Junior Bands
1st
Bray
2nd Palmerstown
3rd
Roundwood
Senior Bands
1st Palmerstown
2d
Bray
The committee also wish to thank the
hall committee forthe use of the church
hall, Peter O'Brien of Peter O'Brien
Catering for his assistance with the
food for the various bands, Willie Kiernan forthe exceptional work on sound
which got particular praise from the
adjudicator and Tom Ashe for allowing
us to use tables form the school on the
day.
Finally the committee wish to thank the
various sponsors sho supported our
recent evening in the Hitchin' Post at
which the balance of the funding forthe
festival was raised . .

BAND BULLETIN
Ain't much to say this month, short of
waiting for the roof to fall in over the
Summer when there will probably be
more engagements than there will be
week-ends.
The dates we do know about at the
time of writing though are as different
as chalk from cheese. First we had the
North Kildare Club's 10K where bands
of brave bodi es were laid bare (almost)
to a biting wind which took no prisoners, all in the name of fund raising for
the Hockey club. Fund raising again
took us to the parish Hall for the Monster Concert in aid of the people in
Need . Telethon where a seemingly
endless stream of performers took to
the stage to help the less well off.
The 15th May saw us combining sailing with entertaining when we paraded
our talents on the stage of the Aula
Maxima in the College for a Concert
organised by the Royal Canal Amenity
Group. Saturday May 27th brings us to
a special massforthe O.N.E. in Cathal
Brugha Army Barracks in Rathminesonce again anotherfirstforthe younger
members of the band (come to think of
it for the senior members as well) .
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Official Supplier
to
~Iaynooth Post Primary School
We will be in attendance at
Maynooth Post Primary School
from
Mon. 29th Aug . to Fri. 9th Sept.
from 10.30 a.m. - 3 p.m. Mon. - Fri.

We supply all textbooks and stationery as required by
students from lstyearto Leaving Cert. If you wish yo u can
place your order now with us and we will have your books
ready for collection in August-September at May nooth
Post Primary School.
Contact:
JOHN BYRNE

Maynootn UniVt:rs"l!y Bookshop,
5t. PatricRs College, Maynooth.
OPeD 8-30 - 6-00 l>.£\UY
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The last event was to be the opening of
the new extension to the Fire Brigade
Station which has had to be deferred
forthe moment butwe won't be alarmed
when the new date is fixed.
Engagements on the horizon in June,
which are just to hand, include a Garden fete for the Church of Ireland in
Clane on 17th, a ceremony in Ladychapel Graveyard and Maynooth
Community week, both on the 18th
and our annual trip to Peamount,
Newcastle to offer our own brand of
therapy to our less fortunate friends in
the hospital there.

I

EMMIGRATION ADVICE

4.

That's about all the news forthis month
folks - See you here again in July.

In last month's issue I dealth with
emmigration from a personal point of
view. This month I would like to offer
practical advice on the subject. The
main thing I'd like to stress is the importance of preparation at least 3/4 months
in advance of departure.
London is the most popular choice for
emmigrants due to preconceived ideas
about the abundance of work, and the
glamour and excitment of a large cosmopolitan city. In all honesty, however, work is not as plentiful as it seems,
and accommodation is scarce and
expensive. It is due to such ignorance
that many young people are homeless
in London today.
One should remember that there are
many other cities in England apart from
London which offer much greater
opportunities in terms of employment
and accommodation, and which are
less impersonal than London. This is
particularly true of cities in the south of
England like Southampton, Bristol,
Swindon and Oxford. At present these
cities are booming as regards industry
and office employment. Accommodation here is also much cheaper and
more easily available. There are several important things one should take
into consideration before departing.
1.
Try to build a list of contacts
before you go - this should include addresses of friends or
relatives and organisations
which could prove useful.
2.
Try to find out as much as you
can about the city beforehand,
such as the type of work available there etc.
3.
It would be a good idea to arrange accommodation before

5.

6.

7.

hand if at all possible. Staying
Emmigration Advice Centre,
with friends for a few weeks is a Cathedral St., Dublin 1.
good idea until you get settled
Tel : 732884
in. Alternatively you can prebook hostel oruniversity accom- Dept. of Social Welfare,
modation for approximately one E.E.C. Control,
or two months, and as regards
Aras Mhic Dhiarmada ,
the latter one need not necesStore St., Dublin 1.
sarily be a student in order to
Te l: 786444
stay there.
(Specialists in unemployment in E.E.C.)
Always make sure to have plenty
of identification. This is essen- Dept. of Social Welfare,
tial for signing on for unemploy- E 1 U Section,
ment benefit or applying for a
Townsend St., Dublin 2.
National Insurance Number.
Tel: 717222
1.0. mustincludeanoriginalbirth (Specialists in unemployment entitlecertificate or passport, and oth- ments in E.E.C.)
ers such as membership cards
LONDON
with photographs, or letters
addressed to yourself - e.g. bills
The Irish Centre,
etc. - prove to be quite useful.
50/52 Camden Centre,
Irish people are entitled to InLondon NW 1
come Support, for meals, perTel: 4850051
sonal expenses and B & B accommodation, butthis is usually
Haringay Irish Community Centre,
only available for the first 8
weeks. Income Support is usu- 72 Strand Green Rd.,
ally paid 2 weeks in arrears and Finsbury park,
Crisis Loans are made available London N4.
to people who are unable to wait Tel: 2727594
for the two weeks.
Housing Advice Switchboard
Try to economise on travel expenses once you arrive by buy- (24 Hour Service)
Tel: 434522
ing daily weekly bus/train
passes.
Finally, before you leave, make piccadilly Advice Centre,
sure you've got enough money. 100 Shattesbury Ave.,
If you reckon that you could be London W1.
Tel: 4343773
waiting up to 3/4 weeks before
getting a job, then the chances
(This group has recently published a
are you may need £300/£400
guide to all male/female hostel
minimum unless you have got
accommodation/work arranged accommodation in London) .
beforehand. If going to London
Laen Ni Chleirigh
then much more money will be
required - £500/£1 000 minimum ..-----G-A-E-L-T-A-C-H-T-V-I-S-IT----1
- just to be safe.

USEFUL ADDRESSES
IRELAND
Passport Office,
Setanta Centre,
Molesworth St.,
Dublin 2.
Tel: 711633
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Local girl Emer O'Sullivan is now half
way through a three month stay in
Baile na nGall, in the Kerry Gaeltacht.
She is having a fantastic holiday, and
also learning Irish with native speaking
children. It is a trip of a life-time,
partially funded each year by Gael Linn
for 5th and 6th class primary school
children. The three monthly courses
run from Septemberto June, and Emer
opted for the Kerry Gaeltacht as her
Daddy is from the district, so it is like
home from home for her.

MAGNIFICENT VICTORY FOR
COLLEGE CHOIR
We salute the Maynooth College
Chamber Choir, which secured first
place in the competition for chamber
choirs at the recent International Choral and Folk Dance Festival held at the
City Hall in Cork. In what is thought to
have been the college's first attempt at
this competiton, Maynooth won out
against twelve other choirs, including
most of the other universities.
Conducted by John O'Keeffe, Director
of Sacred Music in the college, the 20
strong choir sang "II bianco e dolce
cigno" by Arcadelt and the "Gloria"
from the Mass in G by Vaughan Williams. The choir's performance was
recorded and broadcast on RTE Radio
on Sunday May 7. Apart from the
championship trophy, the choir was
awarded a certificate and £200 prize
money.
WASTE PAPER PROJECT
The College has decided to introduce
a waste paper recycling project on an
experimental basis. This would appear to make a lot of sense in an
institution for which, desipte the growing use of electronic information handling, paperwork is still the essential
lifeblood. Special white plastic bags
will be placed at appropriate locations
around the campus specificaly for the
collection of waste paper, with the already familiar black bags continuing to
be used for all other waste. All kinds of
paperincluding newspapers, computer
printouts and cardboard - will be acceptable with the single exception of
carbon paper.
Any revenue arising from the project
will be donated to the Student Aid
Fund, which is a nice gesture. Hopefully, the project will attract sufficient
support to make it worthwhile.
OF SOCCER
AND SAUSAGES
The college staff social club, the 5.05
Club, followed up its highly successful
inqugural table quiz with an equally
successful soccer blitz and barbecue
in the college grounds recently. Some
fifty people turned up for the events, of

whom forty had the temerity to participate in the soccer competition - some
to their deep regret (we wish both Colm
and Rose a speedy recovery!). With
the weather being co-operative for
once, a most enjoyable open-air barbecue followed. The 5.05 Club's next
venture - a ten pin bowling evening - is
being organised for June 1 and demand for places is reported to be very
brisk.

have its hopes dashed by the Change
of government in that year.
Professor Coolahan foresaw an important role for the college within Irish
third level education. He pointed to the
continuing popularity of the Humanities among third level students, and
saw Maynooth playing a key role in developing appreciation of our heritage
and environment, in promoting and
maintaining moral and human values
in a world where pressure from commercialisation is intense, and in providing for continuing education in a societywhere leisure is playing an increasingly important role .

COLLEGE INVOLVEMENT IN
PHJYSICS "SUMMIT"
Maynooth College was among the joint
ROYAL CANAL
organisers of a prestigious international
AMENITY GROUP
conference on theoretical physics held
in Dublin at the end of May. Leading
physicists from throughout Europe and The committee was very pleased with
North America, including the USA and the support for the Spring Fair (see
the Soviet Union, were in attendance report on this elsewhere in this bulleto discuss future directions fortheoreti- tin).
cal physics.
Funding for the conference, for which Work on the walls adjacent to the
the other joint organisers were UCD, slipway is progressing rapidly. The
TCD and the Dublin Institute for Ad - social employment scheme is running
va-nced Studies, was provided by the smoothly. It is hoped that work to raise
American National Science Founda- the height of the island will commence
tion and the Soviet Academy of Sci- as soon as possible and so improve
the lot of our resident swans.
ences.

GERARD MEAGHER
MEMORIAL LECTURE
The College Academic Staff Association holds an annual lecture to commemorate the late Reverend Gerard
Meagher, perhaps the leading figure in
the early development of the Association, and fondly remembered by all
who had the privilege of knowing him
personally. This years guest speaker
was John Coolahan, Professor of Education in the college. Speaking on the
theme "Maynooth College within a
Changing Pattern of Third Level Education Policy", Professor Coolahan
outlined the historical evolution of
government thinking concerning the
reorganisation of the Irish University
system overthe lastthirtyyears, and of
the role of Maynooth within that thinking. In particular, he pOinted to how
closely Maynooth came to enhanced
independent status in 1977, only to '
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Since our last issue the following events
have taken place: Spring Fair, variety
concert and flag day. The committee
wish to thank Gerry Fitzpatrick for his
valuable assistance in the organisation of the variety concert, Maynooth
college for the venue and all sponsors
and helpers on the night.
Up and coming events include a boat
push on Thursday 25th May and boat
regatta on the canal on Sunday 18th
June as part of Community Week. The .
regatta will include side shows.
The parent group of the R.CAG. organised a tour of the various areas of
the canal which included dinner at the
Rustic Inn in Abbeyshrule. R.C.A.G,
Enfield had tea ready for the travellers
forwhich we extend our sincere thanks.
Six members of the Maynooth branch
travelled. A lovely day was had by all.

VOTE LABOUR
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POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
LABOUR PARTY NOTES

people of the town as a pleasant walk.

\111\

MAYNOOTH LIBRARY
A number of motorists have advised
Deputy Stagg that children run out of
SELECTION CONVENTION
the back entrance of the library onto
At a selection Convention for the KilDoctor's Lane without looking right or
dare Constituency for the forthcoming
left. In response, Deputy Stagg has
General Election held.in Johnstown on requested Kildare Co. Council to erect
Thursday,11t6,.May> Ell1 met Stagg , a crash barrier at the exit from the
was unanimouslychosenas the party~s " library onto the Doctor's La,ne:
candidate.
. .,
Addressing , the ,. delegates, Deputy INTER STUD KNOCKOUT
. ..
. .. . '
Stagg said.that the LabbLJrParty fn . .~. ,
Kildare wo~ld be fightill9,t h€f electioi) >;This yearthe Emmet Stagg Perpet~al
on the twin platforms ,o f service to th.e . :, Cup will be run off dUring Community
community and on pOlicies to combat . Festival Week, with the final being held,
the evils of unemployment, emigration on June 25th in the Harbour Field. We
and homelessness and to eliminate
expect this year's competition to be as
the two-tier health service and educa- successful as last years. Anyone
tion system. On the question of hous- requiring further information should
ing, Deputy Stagg said that it was dis- contact one of the foll9 win 9: 'JOhn
graceful that there were up to 1,000 McGinley, 50 Greenfield Drive', 'Dave
homeless families in Co. Kildare and Moynan, 2 ConventRd., Pat Moynan,
that the Government had provided no 209 Kingsbry or Mick Byrne, Laurence
funds to met this crisis. Similarly in the Ave. '
area of employment, the Government
had created an environment which was THE POUND,
very favourable to big business. The Old Pound at Mill Street/Pound
Company profits had soared in the last
Lane was "handed over to Kildare Co.
two years but at the same time young Council a number of years ago. Since
people from Kildare were being forced then it has been allowed deteriorate so
to emigrate to London and farther that it is now' t6fally over grown with .
afield through lack of jobs. These grass and w·~e9S.DepLJty Stagg has'
issues, together with the cutbacks in asked the Council to meet their obligahealth - resulting in long queues for tions and tld'y upthe area.
treatment for public patients - and the
disgraceful treatment of our VEC MOYGLARE,ROAD
schools which were having their classes MariyMayhobth residents have ' exand subjects cut, were the issues that pressedconcern althe condition ofthe
mattered to the people of Kildare.
Moygl£fg .Road. The road iq>padly
suiiace'(j 'and .there' is rio footpath.
BUS STOP AT GREENFIELD'S
Deputy Stagg haswritten to the, ~o.
LANE. RAILPARK 'c
.
Council asking them to outline in'detail
Arising from requests from residents of what they propose to do with the develthe above careas, Deputy Stagg has opment levies collected from Moyglare
made representation toDublin Bus t6 Village. ". He .has reque~ted the provihave a bus stop provided between the sion of footpaths and resurfacing of the
exit from Greenfield Lane and Railpark road ·as a priority.
estate. A bus stop at this location
would mean commuters would not have , ROWANST0WN LANE, .
to walk from farther up the Straffan Follo.wing ryCluests from residents,:of
Road .
',.
th.e.areaD'e glty Stagg,has made retrpresEmtations" to !theCi:), Council con~
THE AVENUE
cerningthe condition of Rowanstown
Kildare Co . Council continue to neglect Lane, The Lane is badly pot holed as
theirbbligation in maintaining the Ave- a result of building activity in the area.
.
nue. Deputy Stagg has again asked
.
that the Council's Social Employment
Scheme workers be used to improve
PRO
the appearance of the Avenue which
MAYNOOTH BRANCH
for 'many years has been used by the
,"t;

-

-.-;.
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At a recent meeting of Kildare Co.
Council . detailed figures were made
available regarding the Council's housing stock in the Maynooth area and
throughout the county. The report
indicated that between 700 and 1 ,000
families in the county were homeless.
In response to this situation Emmet
Stagg T.D., proposed Clr:notion s'econded . by Councillor 'Coim P~rcell
declaring a housing crisisin ·Co, Kil~
dare and calling on theMinist~~for the
Environment to provide adequate funding .to enable the Council to carry out
a.n effective housing prqgramme,
J~eputy Stagg pointedbu(that the
CounCil had been proivided with absolutely no funds fortheir house building
programme this year. He said that
even to hold the waiting list at its present wholly unsatisfactory level the
Council would need to build 10 isolated
cottages and 250 ordinary dwellings.
Without adequate funding from the
Government the number of homeless
families in Kildare was set to spiral.
Peter Connell

~ ~ORKERS'PARTY
~

NOTES

iELECTION FEVER
Attha time of writing, it seems more
like,ly.that a General Election will be
h~ld'6n June 15th. Technically, there
ise,nq ,need for an election, particularly
· as the Fianna Fail administration has
been receiving the constant support of
the other,conservative parties on the
issues that really matter, such as major
cutbacks in health, education and social welfare . However, the~orkers'
party welcomes an election as'providing an opportunity for Irish workers and
the unemployed to show their utter rejection of these measures , which have
b~en espoused enthusiastically by all
three main political parties.
.
In the eve.nt of a General Election , the
Workers', Party candidate in the Kildare Constituency will be Commissioner Catherine Murphy of Leixlip.
Catherine, of course, was elected,
.along with party collegue Sean Purcell,
on the first count in the Leixlip Town
Commission elections before Christmas. Catherine will be campaigning
for vigorous job creationinitiatiyes

which will reduce the massive number
of people who are unemployed and
stem the rising tide of emigration which
is ripping countless numbers of Irish
families apart needlessly. Catherine's
campaign will alsbemphasise continued resistance against local charges
and against any attempt by the government to. introduce a property tax on '
family homes except those of the
wealthy. Catherine will also ask for
support for other candidates who. share
the Workers' Party commitment to
socialist policies directed exclusively
to the needs of the poor,
the unemployed ; and the Irish working
class.
LEIXU~BRANCH

CONSTITUENCY COUNCIL AGM
At the Annual General Meeting of the
Kildare Constituency Council of the
Workers' Party, held in Naas on April
30th the following officers were elected:
Chair: Angela Cassidy (Leixlip)
Vice-Chair: Kevin Doran (Athy)
Secretary: Mary LC!rkin(Newbridge)
Treasurer: Sean, Larkin (Newbridge)
Constituency Organiser:
Myles McGrath (Prosperous)
Education Office r:
Proinnsias Breath~ach(Maynooth)

AGM

At Annual General Meeting of the Leixlip
branch of the Workers' party, held on
May 1st, the following officers were
elected:
Chair: Miriam Conroy-Koening
Vice-Chair: Sean Purcell
Secretary: Peggy Rafter
Treasurer: Michael Smyth
PRO: Catherine Murphy

speaking to the attendance at the
Annual General Meeting of the
Maynooth Fianna Fail Cumann recently. "It seems that people are more
eager than ever to come out and support the Government."
Councillor Brady"chaired a lively meeting which saw the' best attendance tor
some years. The prevailing mood was
one of anticipation for the forth coming
European elections and indeed forwhat
other electoral possibilities might arise
in the intervening weeks.
The number of new members in the
past year was welcomedanp it was
agreed to use this momentum to concentrate f()r-the comfng yeardn a further driveformembership particularly
from the youth sector of th e population.
A special tribute,was paid to Bridie
Brady, who died recently, and who had
been exceptional in carrying out her
duties as Secretary. Mrs. Brady had
been an active member of the Cumann
for many years.
The election
of officers produced keen
,
.
competition for a number of posts. The
new committee
is as follows :
,
- -

Flanna ,Nil

-

~

'

RARIN'TO GO
Chairman: Michael Caden
"I have never had so many spontane- Vice-Chairman: Sean Cronin
ous offers of help form people in the Secretary: Hubert Howley
street" ,said Councillor Gerard Brady, ' Asst. Secretary and P.R.O. : Cont I d.
,

,
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& FURNI'I'URE
.'

MJI,I, ST., MAYNOO11L TEL: 285682

GREAT CURRAGH REMNANT SALE "
LARGE SELECTION OF ROOM SIZE PIECES
80% WOOL ' 20% NYLON "'
LESS A i OF THE NORMAL PRICE
WE HAVE ALSO 3ft ORTHOPAEDIC BED £69
4·' 6" ORTIIOPA]IDIC BED £99.
3ft WARDROBE £65.
5ft DRAWER ,CHEST £35.
KNEEHOLE DRESSING TABLE £49.
ALSO TABLES AND CHAIRS AND
OCCASIONAL FURNITURE
<"
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Sean 0 Siothchain
Joint Treasurers:
Peter Finan and Mrs Cronin

OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m.
PHONE: 286304

J.BARRY

NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONFECTIONERY

Mr. Maurice Lawless was elected to
the vacant position of Life President. A
vote of congratulations was also passed
in favour of Johnstown Bridge man,
David Cairns, Lord Mayor Elect of
Coventry and the first Irishman to hold
this position.

CIE Commuter Tickets
Students Monthly

Selection of Lighters
Large Select ion of Jewellery

FAMILY OIiE DAY

School ItffilS Parker Pens. - Gift Ware

Weekly, Monthly and

I~

a:x:J<B) rv£ATS A SPECIAL IlY
'LAR::E SEllCTICN CF OR:l)-1(J):'S-GIFTS

~

LOTTERES

'[iT
PROGRESSIVE
DEMOCRATS

CRYSTAL

~~----------------

2\Ja.2Vog

BEAUTY CLINIC
Irene McCloskey. C.LO.E.S.C.O.
Diploma & TUlor

The monthly meeting of the Progressive Democrats was held on Tuesday
21 st May and was well attended. We
were happy to have John Dardis, our
candidate for the European Election,
at our Trade Fair stand in Maynooth to
meet the people and topresent prizes.
Ourwinners were Fiona Conway, Cian
Lennon, James Gallagher and Clive
Boland.
Our next meeting will be held in the
I.C.A. Hall on June 6th. Everyone
welcome.

Including' Facial Tr.e atment,
Remedial Ca mounage, Aromatherapy, Special Classes.
Rl~e

.
.
Arm 8: Leg Treatnlents,
GuiilOt. CathiodcrmieeBio-Pl>eling .. (;eloidl' I;rl'\criptinn Facia I,

Body Treatments. Sun Bed, ElectrolysIs and Red Vein Treatments ;
BUCKLEY'S LANE, MAIN STREET, lEIXLIP
(01) ?QQ366/·?q49n

Gerard ~rady -&

Co.

-. ,: Agents for I-rish Buildin'd Society

~)~.

AuctiO!ieefs
Va luers
.

~(:. - - ! ~< ;.~\~
1- -

Estate A t
gen s

I -r

I nsurance Agents '

MAtN STREF.T, MA YNOOTII
Co. Kildarc-

Telephone: 285257/285201

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Page

HOU$ES URGENTLY REQUIRED
IN ALL AREAS FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS

----_ ...._--

£40
£22
£15
£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or over if payment is made in advance.

83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7

A fee of £2 is charged for Classified ,
Advertisements.
Of; course, there is no charge on
acknowledgements, notices, i.e.
birthdays, missing items etc.
~

________________

~~~~

Tel. 381420

______________________________________J
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FIRST COMMUNION MA YNOOTH

Dermot O'Rourke

Mark Hallinan.

Members of the McDonagh family from the Halting

racey Lynch, Shaunta Guha, Michelle Cunningham
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Ian Barrett and Niamh Ryan

MAYNOOTH FESTIVAL PROGRAMME
On Going Friday
r6th June

-

Judging of Tidy Estate/Tidy Shop Front Competition.
Hudsons Carnival (Harbour Field).
Concert Parish Hall/Poster Competition 8 o'clock.
Inter Estate 7-A-Side Soccer 6.30 p.m.
Tournament Begins 11th June. Mens Competition
for Donovan's Per. Cup. Womens Competition for
Geraghty's Per. Cup.

Saturday 17th June

-

Hudsons Carnival
Inter Pub G.A.A. (Maynooth G.A.A. Mick Gillick)
(Fosters) 8 o'clock.
Inter Estate 7-A-Side 6.30 p.m.
Traditional Night Roost 9 o'clock.

Sunday 18th June
-

-

Table Quiz (Slims) 8.30 p.m.
Hudsons Carnival
Inter Estate 7-A-Side 6.30 p.m.

Monday 19th June

Tuesday 20th June
Wednesday 21st June
-

Thursday 22nd June

Friday 23rd June

Boat Regatta (R.C.A.G.) 2 - 5 p.m.
Duck Derby (B.N.S.P.A.) Canal (Afternoon)
Band Recital (St. Mary's Brass & Reed)
(Harbour) 7 p.m.
Inter Stud 7-A-Side Soccer Emmet Stagg Per. Cup.
3 o'clock.
Inter Pub G.A.A. 7.30 p.m.
Hudsons Carnival
Traditional Night Brady's (Jim McManus) 9 o'clock.

Inter Estate 7-A-Side 6.30 p.m.
Hudsons Carnival
Talent Competition (U/12) (Slims) 7.30 p.m.
Inter Stud 7-A-Side Soccer 6.30 p.m.
Hudsons Carnival
Irish Dancing (Square) Maher School 8.30 p.m.
Childrens Disco (Slims) 7 - 9 p.m. (U/14).
Maynooth Accordian Band (Square) 8.30 p.m.
Guinness Jazz Band (Square) 9.30 p.m.
60's Night (Slims) (the Sound of the 60's) 10.30 p.m.
Inter Stud 7-A-Side 6.30 p.m.
Inter Estate 7-A-Side
Hudsons Carnival
Talent Competition (Caulfields) 8.30 p.m.
Battle of the Bands (Slims)
Hudsons Carnival
Inter Estate 7-A-Side (Semi-Finals) 6.30 p.m.

Saturday 24th June

Inter Stud 7-A-Side Semi Finals 6.30 p.m.
Inter Pub G.A.A. Final 7.30 p.m.
Mid Summer Barbacue (Maynooth Castle) 11 o'clock.
Fire Fighting Display
Hudsons Carnival.

Sunday 25th June

Inter Estate 7-A-Side Final 3 o'clock.
Inter Stud 7-A-Side Final
Canal Sponsored swim 11.30 a.m.
Hudsons Carnival
Bonny Baby Harbour Field.
Irish Night Caulfields Roma Casey Tom McDonagh
& Friends. 9 o'clock.
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MAYNOOTH CASTLE:A FOCAL POINT OF LOCAL HISTORY
Maynooth Castle was restored to the
was deputed to bring him an invitation and he died in London towards the end
earls of Kidlare in 1552, but times were from the queen to visit her court in Eng- of the same year. His body was brought
changing for the Fitzgeralds and for land. Shane asked that Kildare be al- back to Ireland and buried at Kildare.
Ireland. From this time the Kildare
lowed accompany him. He did so and At his death he held the manors and
Fitzgeralds virtuallydisappearfromthe the visit was a great success though advowsons of the rectories and vicarShane caused some anxiety to the ages of 'Maynooth, Kildare, Rathanhistory books where up to this time
they occupy such a prominent place in English Privy Council by attending Mass gan, Athy, Woodstock, Kildea, CastleIrish affairs. The growing power ofthe at the Spanish embassy. Butthe court dermot, and Graney, in the Co. KilEnglish state under the Tudor mon- was impressed by his bearing and his dare, Portlester, Ballyboggan, Newarchs from Henry VII to Elizabeth I was colourful appearance, followed every- town de Moyagher, Moylagh, and Kilnow strong enough to begin the seri- where by his guard of gallowglasses, dalkie, in Meath, Geashill, in Kings
ous attempt to really control and gov- armed with axes, their heads uncov- County, Ardglass and Strangeford, in
ern all Ireland. For one thing this ered and their long hair falling in curls, Down, Crom and Adare, in Limerick,
involved a policy of no longer allowing and dressed in saffron died shirts and and many other lands'. The manors of
powerful subjects like the Kildares to hairy Irish mantles. The amused courti- Maynooth and Graney he had settled
"~Ie as deputy of the king, but instead
ers dubbed him 'O'Neill the Great, on his countess, Mabel Browne, and
to appoint English soldier administra- cousin to St. Patrick, friend to Queen she lived on in 'the fair house of
ors whose first loyalty was to the
Elizabeth, and enemy to all the world Maynooth' until herdeath in 161 Owhen
English state and its ambitions. Relig- besides.'
she was buried beside her husband at
ion became a factor in this new Anglo- In 1569 the act of attainder of 1536 Kildare.
Irish relationship. The Irish parliament against Silken Thomas and his heirs T;Pe twelfth earl was their second son
of 1536-7 that had attained Silken was repealed by a new act of parlia- Henry, their first son Gerald having
Thomas and his heirs also made the ment at the petition of the queen's died in 1580. The twelfth earl acquired
English king legally the supreme heat!V 'faithful and humble subjects, Gerald the name Henry na Tuagh, or 'Henry
of the Church of Ireland. LegallyalsO' Fitzgerald now earl of Kildare, Edward of the Battleaxes' from the Irish. In
Ireland moved in line with England Fitzgerald, brother to the said earl, 1597 Hugh O'Neill of Tyrone tried to
through the further stages ofthe Refor- Margaret, Elizabeth and Cicile, sister persuade him to renounce his allemation butthe actual results were very to the said earl'. In 1573 the earl giance to the crown and join in his
different. Before the end of the six- carried out repairs to Kilkea Castle and rebellion.
teenth century England was both le- installed in the dining room a chimney The earl refused and instead he acgaily, and in fact, a Protestant nation, piece which can still be seen. It carries "l!'companied the Lord Deputy, Lord
while Ireland was legally Protestant the monkey crest and is inscribed with Borough, on an expediation into Tybut the vast majority of the population, the Kildare mottoes:
rone against O'Neill. The marquis of
SI DIV PLET
Kildare describes what happened:
of both Irish and English descent,
So religion
CROMABO
"Having retaken the fort of Blackwater,
remained Catholic.
1573
the Deputy passed overthe river on the
became an integral factor in the
20th July, in orderto erect a fort on the
last struggle of Gaelic Ireland to resist
-English control. In this struggle the as well las the crest of his wife's family, other bank. Tyrone, who, with his
Kildare Fitzgeralds played no leading an eag e.
forces, occupied the adjacent forest,
part though they were involved on the By this time the earl's ~ousins ~n endeavoured to interrupt the works,
fringes. Their cousins of Desmond Desmo~d were bec~mng Inv~lved In and having been carried to Newry,
played a leading and tragic role for part the resistance to ~hzabet~, first the died there a few days after The Earl, on
,J ofthis struggle, and it culminated in tm( e~rl of .Desmond s COUSin, James '<-whom the command of the army de"- almost successful attempt of the Great Fltzmaunce, .and later Gera~d the f~ur- volved drove back the assailants but
teenth earl himself. It was Impossible'
.'
O'Neill, Hugh, Earl of Tyrone, to unite th t th
rI f Kid
Id
t b
was also wounded, and twice thrown
a e ea o. I are wou no e form his horse, and his two fosterand rally all Ireland against Elizabeth's
armies.
suspected of I~volvement. He w~s brothers, sons of O'Connor Faly, were
During the reign of Mary Tudor, 1553- accused of plotting a~d arrested .. Hls- slain while assisting him to remount.
8, England had become officially Catho- tory see.med for a whll~ to repeat Itself He was so grieved by their death that
. b t 'th th
.
f h ./When hiS son and heir, Henry, Lord h I ftth
b k
. 't d
d
I·IC agam,
u WI
e accession 0 er ~ '"'Off I I'k S'lk Th
b f
h'
e e
e army ro en Spin e ,an as
th'
1558
th
f
I
a
y,
I
e
I
en
omas
e
ore
1m,
h
h'
.
h
h
.
t
Er
b
SIS er Iza e In
came e Ina fl d t h' I' h f t -f th O'C
e was on IS Journey orne, e was
e 0 IS ns os er a er,. .onnor obliged to rest at Drogheda, where he
move to protestantism. In this year the
earl of Kildare conformed to the estab- of OffattlYh' wK~oldwas reEad YttOnslle hl.n su P- ~ied from grief and fever resulting from
d
I'
po rt 0 e I ares.
.IS woun d ,on th e 30th Septem ber
I·IShed re I"Iglon, and'In th e f 0 Iowmg
d th ven
t th uab yean
ttL
I
h'
y::O'C onnor d'd
eCI e
a e e t::r po - 1597 "
d
year the. queen grante to 1m the icy would be to surrenderhimselftothe
.
lands which hadformet1ybelongedto lord Deputy. Both fatherand son were The thirteenth earl was William, the
the College of M.a~nooth. The College sentto England for investigation of the third and last son of the eleventh earl.
.
He was in England in 1598, and early
of course had onglnally been endowed
with these lands by the Great Earl At charges, were found., Innocent and re- the following year he planned to come
. .
.
turned to Ireland. The earl of Desmond
this time the government was con- was killed in 1583 and the 'Great Ger- back to Ireland with the earl of Essex
~erned about the po~er and rebel- aldine Rebellion' ended.
who had been appointed Lord Deputy
h~ness of Shane 0 Neill .. The earl of In 1585 the earl of Kidlare was present bythequeentocarryonthewaragainst
Kildare, who was a COUSin of Shane, at the meeting of the Irish parliament, Hugh O'Neill.
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HaynoothCommunity CounC:ilisionce again organising a Battle of the Bands
Comp@tition

be heldori

Arms, Haynooth.

Thursday 22nd·of June

in Slims, Leinster

Any interested Band or Group should fill out the

application form below and return it to the Community Council Offices
as soon as possible.

ENTRY FORM
NAME OF BAND: Nfu~ fu~D

Entry Fee : £1 per member of band.

-- -

_

_

ADDRESSES of contact

_. -

L_

_ _

OF MEMBERS IN

Bfu~D:

L.-!.!.~-=--===.!:::-..;~"=:':':~=---

____--,-----I

PHONE NO.
CLOSING DATE 8th JUNE

Maynooth Community Cou.ncil
Comhairle.·. Phobail Mha Nuad
(vuaN STIZEET :1A noon;
35

co.

KILDARE

TELEPHONE 285922

MAYNOOTH
SUMMER PROJECT

~JVn

!-?eilty

Just a reminder, children, that the
summer project registration day is
Wednesday 5th July in the Geraldine
Hall. The project will then start alUts
events on Monday .1Oth July and programmes of all events will be available.
As in other years we have swimming
trips, bowling, picnics, barbeques, team
games etc. during our project and
ending off with our usual camps on the .
August weekend, which is the highlight
of the project. We will be once again
going to 8allinakill, which is a lovely
spot for the camp.
;'"
Our flag collection will take place on
2nd, 3rd, 4th June, which I am sure will
be well supported as it has been in
other years so wti ~n. you see somebody shaking a box at Quinnsworth or .
calling at the door you'll know why they
, are there. We will have 6 overseas
leaders this yearwhich will be an added
attraction and help which we so badly
need. A full programme of events for
the project will be printed in the July
Newsletter. Looking forward to see- ,
ing you all on the 5th July for registra J "
tion.

B.Comm. A.C./1

J.W. Mulhern & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KINGSCOURT

PHONE 2867 5 1

Naas.
Co. Kildare .

Tel: (045) 66535

FF.ES DI SCUSSED .BEFOR E ANY ASS I GNMENT

,'. Leix.l ip

~.

",,'"'

I

It!aning Service
:; >/y- ,.

=

..

TONY MENTON & SONS

·38 Cedar, Park. Tel. 244857

.- I • Painting & De.:orating

Qq:';';

.rq

•

P1fj1[~. Interior & Exterior·

~

O.r.f

.

'"

I)t~~

",,,

.. '

,

(j

• Professional Wallpaperinge
Chimney Cleaning at its best.
.d-=---n..- Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
Roof tiles repaired or replaced •

~
. <"
': '

~

You have , tried the rest now .use the best
You will finq us~n the gr een" pages & Golden pages

1..-1
",-

.

--- - -

.

------

/

Dermot Kelly Limited

MAYNOOTH CABS
CHANGES OWNERSHIP

.....

~

0

_.

_.

__

TEL: 281311

Kllcock

Maynooth Cabs, based in ' Finerty
Contact , Us First For:
Hosue was taken over by new ownerNew and' used cars & vans
ship on the 16th April last. Eugene
O'Shea, a former employee of the
Body r e pa ir s
company has invested in the revamped
S('rv j ('(' and Pa rts
Maynooth Cabs but doesn't expect to
make a profit for 2-3 years. It's a slow
~~
For Texaco ' ~~f Heat j ng and FtlC'1 Oi l ' - Phone 287311 .
business, hesays;"andone requiring
patienc~ ,(ind foresight. The old company actually closed due to."J9w profit.. I-=========================~
Despite this the rates for cabs have not
changed (£2.00 for all local runs to and '
from destintion) . In fact there are two
extra cars (three cabs in all) and a mini bus service is provided if notice regarding hire of same is given plenty of
National
time in advance. The office has been
m:N TILL 9r:J1] EACl1 NIGHT
LOTIERY
AUllIOR I SED ACENT F()~
reJurbished but retains the original tele3.WAY8 Il11
NATIONAl. J.(YI-f'Ef<Y
phone number. In addition to providing
",
" 24 Hour Film Developing
what isa valuable 24 hour service
. .
Service
considering the lack Qf public transport .
after 12 midnight). Maynooth Cabs £3_99 & A Free Film
SAME DAY
now a limited company - employs' a
JOIN
OUR
VIDEO
CLUB
DRY
CLEANING
total of 8 people, most of whom are
ALL
FILMS
ONLY
from this locality.

*
*
*

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

r2l
/'

i

£1.50 per night
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Opposite the E.S.B. Showroom

hone: 2

5011

MILL LANE - LEIXLIP
QUALITY CARPET - BEDS - FURNITURE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODLE IN SHOP

BEDROOM CARPET FROM£3.99<Sq" Yard.
BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WAS £750 NOW £550.00
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00

., '

RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99
3' 6 LEG DIVANS £54.00

"

4 DRAWER SUPER 4'6 DIVAN SPLIT BASE

£180~, .!! __

. d. . .

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET
&

VINYLS FOR (

MAY

)

FREE EXPERT FITTING (EX-CLERY' S)

HOUSE REMOVALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SlJN 2 - 6 WEEKLY 10 - 6
FOR THE SITTING ROOM
LONG LASTING GENERAL DOMESTIC CARPET £5.99 SQ YARD
(5 YEAR GUARANTEE)
LONG LASTING CANVAS BACK CARPET ALL COLOURS
(8 YR GUARANTEE) £8.00 SQ YARD
80/20 WOOL CARPETS FROM £13.95 SQ YARD
80/20 AXMINISTER CARPETS FROM £19.95 SQ YARD
ARM CHAIRS FROM £45.00
QUEEN ANNE COTTAGE SUITE, 3 PIECE 2 SEATER
CHESTERFIELD SUITE 3 PIECE £299
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACCESSORIES INCLUDING
BEDROOM SEATS £39.00 ODDMENTS £37.00

SP E CI A L
HALL, STAIRS & LANDING
CARPET FITTED
AVERAGE SIZE
£199

BEDROOM STOOLS £ 18.00
HOUSE REMOVALS AND DELIVERIES
Expert Fitting and Repairs (ex-Clery's)
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K illgsbz:y .Deve I Q p .Jl)ent s··
• PLANT ' HIRE
f

Ci viL Engineering Site Clearance
Building & General: Contracting

,.,,~
!i;'?

BA'RT'
' "'; N~S
L .
'. \..~ . O
. ' .LU
1

.

1!

LLLL

NEWSAGENTS
CONFECTIONERS
TOBACCONIST S

\

.

~(iiiiiii1£

• • .•

National I
LOTTERY I

SWEETS - CARDS
STATIONfR'y
ICECREAM - CHILDR[N'S BOOKS
MA GAZINfES
F RUI T
BOXeS .OF CHOCOLATES
GROCERy

SHELL PETROL STA TlON

. The Nafiona I LoHery
AN CRN-m-lR :NAI SI LNTA

CELBRIDGE MUSICAL
SOCIETY
Well folks its 'Show Time' once more
and after last year's resounding sueces of 'My Fair Lady' the Society are
eagerly looking,for"vard to this year's
production of :GUysand Dolls' which
will run from Wed. 1st- Sat. 4th November.
.....
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the outgoingcOnimiUee for their
sterling work in the .past year and to
welcome the ' incomirigcommittee
fronted by chairperson Margaret Higgins.

1989 Committee
Chairperson : Margaret Higgins
Vice-Chairperson: David Foley
Secretary: Christine LeGros
Asst. Sec.: Angela O'Kelly
Treasurer: Paddy Abbott
Asst. Treasurer: Kathleen O'Connor
P.R.O. Bert Carruthers
Asst. P.R.O.: Mary Carroll
Wardrobe Mistress: Loretto McDonagh
Asst. Wardrobe Mistress: Geraldine
Logan
Anybody wishing to get involved in the
Society - on or off stage is most welcome. Rehersals take place every
Tuesday night - commencing Tues.
30th May - in the Salesian College at 8
p.m.
Bert Carruthers

NOTICE TO AREA PLAY
SCHOOLS AND

Signs & Signwriting.
Quality S8.lea & After . ,
Service.
.
MAYNOOTH RD. ,CEL,BRIDGE.

'.

ABOVE CELBRIDGE AUTOS'

PHONE 273200

Maynooth Office Supplies
Main Street, Maynooth, Co. Kildare~
Telephone: 286468,967011 Unit 1214

Office and School Stationery, frinting
'Office Furniture & Machines
Computer Printing & Supplies

MONTESSORI SCHOOLS
Due to numerous enquiries to the
Community Council Offices requesting information reo above~ services in
the locality, we would ask all such
school owners to provide us 'Aiith details concerning:
a)
their whereabouts, and
b)
their terms of acceptance
(ages etc)
We can therefore send any potential
clients directly to you.

DAFFODIL DAY
The Irish Cancer Society acknowledge
sum of £922 .69 collected by members
of Maynooth Guild I.C.A. on 24th May.
The I.CAwould like to thank .all who
contributed to this collection and also
to those who donated flowers.
Rosemary Hanley
~ . R.O.
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l'v\aynOOtll Conlmunity Council
Comhairle Phobail Mha Nuad
MA YNOOTH INFORMATION
DIRECTORY
The existing Information Directory is
being updated. If you have not already
filled a form, fill this form and return it to
the Community Council Office.

Inclusion will cost you nothing. Contact Community Council Office at
285922 regarding advertising. The
Directory will be delivered free to each
house in Maynooth.

DIRECTORY OF BUSINESSES AND SERVICES IN MAYNOOTH

The above organisation are updating the Maynooth Directory of businesses,
services, clubs, and voluntary groups in the Maynooth area.

The directory

will also include information of interest to tourists.

COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES
Name of Business:

---------------------------------------------

Address:
Telephone:
Type of Business:

---------------------------------------------------

CLUBS/VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS
Name of Club/Organisation:
Name of Contact Person:
Address:
Telephone:
Type and Activity of Club/Organisation:

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR STANDARD ENTRIES
However, there will be a charge for advertisements.
Are you interested in placing an advertisement in the Directory?
YES - - - - - - -

NO - - - - - - -

If YES, you will be contacted again.
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DIARY DATES
June 2nd:
Soccer Club Supper
Dance; Grasshopper,
Clonee.
June 2nd, 3rd & 4th
Summer Project Flag
Collection' .
June 9th:
Closing date for
Short Story Compo
June 10th & 11th:
Open Days Carton
House.
June 11th:
County Final Art
Community Games.
June 16th:
Start of Community
Week.
June 17th:
County Final Swimming
Community Games.
June 25th:
End of Community
Week.

Home Nur.sing

MINI BUS HIRE:

OA Y &. NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

FOR ALL OCCASIONS
SEAMUS GRANT
33 Laurences Avenue,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

REASONABLE RATES
I

CONTACT: C. Clifford S.R.N.!

Phone (01) .285839
Tel: 286132
&

(fi§)pat r.taid tt Co. ltd
Laragh Maynooth

Ph: 286508

REPAIRS & SERVICE
WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC COOKERS
VACUUM CLEANERS

DISHWASHERS
TUMBLE DRIERS
KETILES ETC.

Phone: 286508
BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVINr.~TEL:

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

286644

Horses taken at board prices or morning prices if SP is greater we
pay SP!
We pay 20% bonus-on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY 31, LUCKY 63.
On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place 6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd.
8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,.& 4.
-Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
Morning prices daily.
Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee, Choice trebles,Special Doubles.
£100 FREE TRI-CAST.
Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..
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MAYNOOTH
...

CURTAINS
Special Offers To Open
~n
, ..oj

!r

I~

II

OPENING HOURS
,

I

Closed
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. -1 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

MOll.

\ Tues.
Wed.
Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

PHONE NO. 286888
41

DEMON CROSSWORD NO. 19

Across
1. River to drink up through a straw? (4)
3. Put in motion fourth part of play and
dined afterwards (S)
9. Abstainer hugs one and takes liquor temper! temper! (7)
10. Town misses start of the game (5)
11 . Rove about the Alps or Andes.. (5)
12. . .. If not without international organisation (6)
14. Halt! Help hairs grow into this local
building (3,6.4)
17. Off-course, like a platter (6)
19. I, lost in labyrinth, feel corny! (5)
22. Drop - holds nothing (5)
23. Teach someone to spell "Cauterised"?
No sir! (7)
24. Long sentence to enjoy "Spitting Image"? (S)
25. Fondles lovers, cats and dogs (4)

Down
1. Soak and dissolve constituents to test
aura (S)
2. Priest converts a hundred unnamed (5)
4. Maynooth fun and games put two thousand and one in shy circumstances before
sounding feeble (9,4)
5. "Perfect", says card-player (5)
6. Forgetting a name is awkward (7)
7. The E in orient? (4)
S. Nothing great about the man who stayed
nearby last month? (6)
15. Relax; in th- comfortabl- sett--, by the
sound of it! (4,3)
16. Drone and insect express contempt (6)
1S. Send back or overturn man with disease (5)
20. I tear around in a tear (5)
21 . Sounds like lazy form of worship (4).

Name ...
Addre ss _

Please send your entries to :
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall,
Main Street,
Maynooth.

Entries must be in by

Monday, 26th June
at 5.00 p.m.

Winner of Demon Crossword No . 18

Don Foley,
Marlavllle,
Maynooth.
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Main Street,. Maynooth (01) 285946
Co. Kildare
STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANOS

~(J.

C?

SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q & Q, OIGIT AL
A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD & SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS & LIGHTERS
GALWAY & CAVAN CRYSTALS

#

BELLEEK & DONEGAL CHIN:\
", ".WATCHES & J~~~~&,Rl RfPAIRED
.'.
.."
\ ".

..'"

""~":',"""'

~1/.0

r';'

J

~

I

'I I
II
II
,JIll I

.-,' -=-=-~~!-'

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
New

I\t
PROSPE ROUS.
HAAS,
Co. Kildare

e.

046/812JO
046/M482

Ju~~r;i1 /V~(JdJJ"s
UNOERTAKERS TO MAYNOOTH MORTAI.ITY :;CJC!I-:TY

('fun era l Parlour Free to Society Members)
Particulars and Arrangements Contact::
Paddy Nolan,Sec.,
Kevin Murphy,
41 Greenfield Drive,
O'Neill Park,
Phone 286399
Phone 286312

Rene Guinot approved clinic
Visit Cameo Beauty Clinic
Upstairs in the Country Shop
Cathioder:mie Now available
Advanced Electrolysis for the treatment of
Thread Veins,Skin Tags,Warts and Moles.
For a wide range of Beauty Treatments
Free Consultations and Skin Analysis on request
Ann Carey

t

OPENING HOURS:
Wcdne sd<'lY , Friday, Saturday 10 a.m. to 5.15

C.I.D.E.S.C.O.

Tuesday/Thursday 10 a.m. to 8.30
43

p.m.

p.rn·TELEPHONE:
286272

POETRY

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST MAYNOOTH
TEL: 285239
ED

LAST TANGO
The Boat rode by, it had many faces.
Not many happy
It could have passed for a swan
so elegant, so silent.
Never heard of before.
But its creaking woods told the
lapping
water what it had to say,
elegant green words
Ripples of Mystery
they complimented the timbers
Reeds bent backwards to allow
passage
a form of bow
elegant once more
glint of sunshined bell invades
the eye
Nice invasion
Good summer reminder
Clouds and Clouds of sparkles, gone
now
Ever my friend, the Canal
for my story ends here
I return to closed eyes
and sleep
Sleep canal boat sleep
Sour dreams
of wondering swans and swans
bein~ fed, bread.

FOR BEST PRICES ON CYCLES AND LAWN MOWERS
PETROL MOWERS FROM £175.00
REPAIRS CARRIED OUT TO ALL MAKES OF CYCLES
AND LAWN MOWERS
OPEN 6 DAYS 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Wed. 1.30 p.m.

~~J~WI
. , ...IIAftI. . . .

Late Appointments
Special family rates.
can be made for
Wash, trim and blow dry for
Wednesday and
Mum, Dad and four Children.
Friday
£10.00
Call Dial-a-Style at 285367 for your appointment.

Jitn's Shoe Repairs
MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
Gents Leather Soles
Stitched On
Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait

THOUGHTFULLY 2.45 p.m.
My mind drifts
He etches my name
Working intensly
Like an artist.

The trees shelter him
Keeps his secret safe
Amidst the mindless chatter Children playing under the trees.
He finishes,
Thoughtfully admires his work,
Thoughtfully sighs once more,
Thoughtfully ............ .
I'm thinkingl
Laen
10.5.'89

I/tAit: .S"Ltiiny ~

Tired of waiting at the hairdressers? Prob
getting a babysetter while you have your hair
done? Like your own personal stylist? Have your
hair styled by an experienced stylist in the
comfort of your own home at a time that suits
you best.

Aidan Kelly
(Cabrach Thiar) 7.4.'89

His work is delicate, intricate,
But simple, industrious.
Every so often a sigh Is it despair or
Satisfaction?

~ ~- .~~- Phone: 28SJ6i
~ +J P.r~ I/onu

\I,~ ~

Heels Lowered
Shoes Stretched
Located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance

AIDAN'S
MAYNOOTH.
-Tobacconist -

Newsagent-

CLOS INC T11'11':S
II p.m.

SAT

10 p. fTl.

TIIURS & 1-1\ lilA Y
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Winners of May
Colouring Competition
4·7 Years

IS'

",

1st Sharon McLoughlin, Smithstown,
Maynooth.
2nd Ainne Meally, 1 Rail Park
3rd Gilbert O'Farrell, The Maws,
Kilcock.

.15

I~'

~

. .
10

tI

q.
~.

5,

8 -12 Years
1st Fiona Smith, Laraghbryan ,
Maynooth.
2nd Gemma Haren, 58 Greenfield Drive
3rd Annette McCullagh, St. Martin's, :
Greenfield.

~.

.~

... and make a wish g
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HOLIDAYS
LUXURY COACH TOURS OF

IRELAND

6

DAYS

SCOTLAND 8 DAYS

LAKE DISTRICT 7 DAYS
FOR BROCHURE RING
286026/286338

OR AVAILABLE AT

BARTON'S SHOP MAIN STR E:ET
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are available
in the Community Council Office.

NAME _________________________________________
ADDRESS _______________________________________

All entries must be original work of entrants.

CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES 26th JUNE.
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Allied Irish Banks
MAIN STREET MANAGER :- DOMINIC GUEST
MAYNOOTH,
CO. KILDARE. TELEPHONE (01) 2863~5

•

CHEQUE BOOK ACCOUNTS
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
BANKLINK
CASHSAVE
VISA CARD
MASTERPLAN
CHILDREN'.S COLOURING Ca1PETITION

r;========- SPONSORED
Children
4-7 & 8-12
Age Groups

BATTLE OF THE BANDS
On Thursday night the 4th of May,
Leixlip had its first ever "Battle of the
Bands" in the Springfield Hotel organised by Fianna Fail's Town Commissioner Paul Kelly. Eight local rock
bands took part. They included "During Stone Down", "Lee a zon", "Overdrive", "Soul Doubt", "Just A Philistine", "Craving Idle", "Rendevous" and
"Freeze Machine".
All bands played to the best of their
ability and the judges (Rachel and
Grayham from Hot Press, Dara Barry
from Landsdown Studios and Shane
Heslin from the Student's Union in
Maynooth College) found it quite difficult to come to a decision. However at
the end of the night the winners were
announced : in 3rd place were "Just A
Philistine" 2nd place were "During
Stone Down".
The winners were "Lee a zon" who
played brilliantly on the night and
walked away with the first prize; the
lads won £100 in cash, 12 hours recording time plus a master tape given
generously by Lansdown Studios. The
lads have yet to release their debut
single and with their prize they are well
on their way to doing so.

(MAYNoorn

NEWSLc'ITER)

BY ALL I ED I RI SH BANK - - - - - - ;

FIRST PRIZE
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE

NEW ACCOUNT £5
CALCULATOR
MONEY BOX

All other groups were offered 12 hours
recording time and a master tape at a
reduced rate .
All the groups who took part are available on requestforgigs. Special thanks
to "This Is It" who did the sound on the
night.
The D.J. on the night was Paul Kelly
and on behalf of Fianna Fail he would
like to thank all the young people who
turned up and made the night a complete success.

PEOPLE IN NEED
TABLE QUIZ
We would like to take this opportunity
to thank all those who sponsored or
supported our recent table quiz which
took place on Sat. the 6th of May. The
quiz master was Mr. McBride from the
primary school, whom we would like to
thank sincerely. The winning team
was captained by Padraig Flood and
they all received a marble trophy each.
We ended up with a reasonable profit
of £49.60 which went forward for the
People in Need Appeal Fund. Thanks
again to all who helped.
Stephen McCarron
Paul Harney
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NATIONAL LOTTERY
WINNER
Patrick Morrisey, Baltracy, Maynooth
won £7,500 in the National Lottery
recently. The seller/agent was Eugene Donovan, Post Office, Maynooth
Shopping Centre.
Patrick (71) is a retired carpenter. The
couple have two daughters, Margaret
(29) and Marie (21) and one son, Sean
(23) . Patrick's sisters Lil and Nan and
brother Christopher live in Liverpool.
His sister Nellie lives in New York.
He usually buys one lottery ticket per
week and says he plans to . spend
some of his Grand Prize Game winnings on paying off the mortgage on
the fami ly home. In his spare time he
enjoys anything to do with carpentry.

LADYCHAPELGRAVEYARD
YEAR OF RESTORATION
Full restoration of Ladychapel Graveyard is now under way with a social
employment scheme. Eight men and a
supervisor are working extremely hard
and all are very interested in this historic site. Cemetery Sunday mass will
be celebrated there at 3 p.m. on 18th
June and we hope to see a great turn
out at same.

BOB'S KITCHEN

Garnish: Lemon slices

Harvest Time Fish

Put 3 fillets in a deep round casserole
dish. Blend the butter, lemon juice and
salt and pepper. Brush a little overthe
fish. Mix the stuffing ingredients together and season well with salt and
pepper. Spread half the stuffing over
the plaice. Top with another 3 fillets of
plaice, brush these with butter and
lemon juice mixture, then spread with
the remaining stuffing ingredients. Top
with the last 3 fillets of plaice. Cover
the dish and bake in the. centre of a
moderate oven (180C/350F or Gas
Mark4) for35 minutes. Remove the lid
after 20 minutes to allow the top layer
of fish to brown.
Top with the lemon slices. Cut into
wedges to serve. Serves 6.

3 bacon rashers
2 oz butter or margarine
2 small onions cut into thin rings
4 medium tomatoes, skinned and
thickly sliced
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
Salt and pepper
4 portions white fish
Derind the bacon, reserving the rinds;
chop the rashers. Melt half the butter
or margarine in a frying pan with the
bacon rinds to give more fat. Add the
bacon and onions and fry until the onions are nearly soft. Discard the bacon
rinds. Mix the tomatoes and parsley
with the onions and bacon and season
lightly with salt and pepper.
Spoon half the mixture into an
ovenproof dish, top with fish fillets, the
remaining butter or margarine andthen
the last of the bacon mixture. Cover
the dish and bake in the centre of a
moderately hot oven (190C/375F or
Gas Mark 5) for 35 minutes.

BOB'S
KITCHEN

Layered Plaice
9 plaice fillets, skinned
1 oz butter, melted
1 tablespoon lemon juice
Salt and pepper.

Stuffing:
3 oz soft breadcrumbs
40z mushrooms, Sliced
2 tablespoons chopped chives
1 tablespoon finely grated lemon rind
2 large tomatoes, sliced

CONTACT PADDY OR OLIVEt;

THE '89

FOR SALES
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FIRST CLASS WALL AND FLOOR TILING
PAINTING AND DECORATING
PHONE SEAN FARRELLY
01-245770
045-68816

Ulster Bank Offers rlee Banking to all pl'rsonal CUlIl'llt
ace-ount holders who maintain a chpque book account
in credit legardless of Ihe amount. So. why nol open an
account now at Ulstpl Bank r rpe Banking.

c~ Ulster Bank
the fnendly bank

Dublin Road,
M aynooth

Repair or
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611
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All our area finals are now over and
were all very well attended. The competitions in all our disciplines were
keenly contested. The weather played
a great part in ourtrack and field events.
Would you believe thatthere were some
people who missed the games, in spite
ofthe factthat all the dates were printed .
in April and May Newsletter issues
and posters were put up around the
town and in all the schools. The only
otherthing I could have done was send
individual telegrams announcing the
games but funds wou ld not allow that!
I also asked in two Newsletter issues
for people to leave back their trophies
before 30th March and guess what we had only 3 back by that date. Then
the task to hand was to get on the
phone to ask people to leave them
back and when that did not work I had
to get a car and driver to go around
door to door to collect the missing
ones. This I feel is very unfair to any
committee and to the chi ldren who are
awaiting these trophies. Next job on
hand was the repairing of at least 10
trophies and the cleaning of at least
two thirds of them, which was done by
the Community Council staff in the
office. So maybe next year we'll get
them back in time, unbroken and clean
but I feel that the setbacks encountered this year had to be mentioned.
And now to the nice things about the
games. The children had a great time
at all the events. Our U/14 Draughts
were narrowly beaten in their county
match against St. Mary Allen, as it went
to a tie breaker. Thanks to the team
who did their best. The Badminton
team also did us justice but did not
quite make the county final. The U/10
Draughts have reached the county final
and are just awaiting the date to play
the final. Good luck to our U/10
Draughts team. Our Variety competition will have taken place by the time
this news goes to print. They have
been working very hard on their show
which was produced by Helen Clarke teamworker with Maynooth Commu nity Cuncil. They had their first stage
practice with a live audience at eh
Royal Canal Concert in the Au la Maxima on the 15th May and' they went
down a treat. For the first time in
Maynooth Community Games, there
are 2 Volleyball teams, both of which
are under the instruction of Matthew

MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY GAMES
Doran, Kingsbry. They will play in mid
June in the County final against Leixlip
and once again thanks to Matthew for
giving us his time and expertise. Our
out-door team events are hurling,
football, soccer and hardcourt tennis
and thanks to all the managers who are
looking after these teams.

Our grateful thanks to the G.A.A. for
their field and to the Maynooth Athletic
Club who hosted our athletic finals and
to all the stewards and helpers, who
are too many to mention. Thanks to Fr.
Thynne for day presentations, to
Knights of Malta, Celbridge, to John
O'Connor for his tent, to Pat Pidgeon
for his lorry, to Mr. Ashe, Post Primary
for the use of the school for art and for
the High Jump pad, to parish hall
committee for hall for gymnastics and
to P. O'Connell (Boy's School) for use
of Gym for Art prize giving and for
Volleyball practice. To all those who
partiCipated in the fun run and bought
green noses for the Special Bone

Marrow Fund which raised £83 on the
day of the athletics.
A special word of thanks to David Jolly
who did the Community Games "Spoke
Run" from Maynooth to Kilcock on
Saturday 20th May. This was a run
organised by National Community
Games for "Be Active Be Alive Week".
The 32 counties were involved during
the day and all runs ended in Athlone at
8 p.m. approx on the night of the run .
This type of run has not been done
before and therefore is orginal and
could make the Guinness Book of
Records.
Lastly we wish all our teams the very
best in their forthcoming matches and
good luck to all the individuals who
have qualified for the county finals,
which take place as follows:Gymnastics:
Sunday 11th June, Leixlip Amenities
10.30 a.m.
Swimming:
Saturday 17th June, Athy
1 p.m.
Art:
Sunday 18th June Curragh 2 p.m.
Track & Field:
Sat. - Sun. 24th & 25th June,
Crookstown.
A full list of all local winners will be
included in the July Newsletter.

Patrick Kiely, Kilcock taking over from David Jolly,
Maynooth, in Community Games Spoke Run.
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COMMUNITY GAMES SUN. 20TH MAY

Niall Byrne (1st), Daniel Roberts (2nd)
and Eamon Gallagher (3rd) in under 10
year aIds' 100 M. (boys).

1st Mark Dunne, 2nd Paul Haren. 3rd Brian
O'Rourke in 3 - 4 year olds' boy's
Community Games

Left: Hugh Purcell in mid flight
over the high Jump.
Below: 1st Gillian Flemming, 2nd Orla
Tobin, 3rd Rebecca Doyle in
3 - 4'year aIds' ~irl's
Community Games Race.

Paul Flood in mid air on the long jump.
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SPORTS NEWS
Under Fourteen Dublin
League Football
Maynooth, 2 - 7
Naoimh Mearnog , 2 - 5

MAYNOOTH G.A.A CLUB

Our A team continues to make good
progress in the senior league having
won all five games played to date. This
is a good start to the season. The B
team is not doing so well and will have
to show much more commitment in
future games. Pride of place this month
will, however, have to go to our U21
championship team who havewontheir
first two games and have now entered
the quarter final stage of the championship. We wish them the very best of
luck. It must be remembered that this
is the first time in years that Maynooth
was able to field an U21 team on its
own, having in the past to join up with
Kilcock or Celbridge to form one. Full
marks to Kevin Connolly and Tommy
Fay for looking after the team so well.
Our dinner dance, held in the Hamlet,
Johnstown Bridge , was a big success.
It was well organised by Michael Kelly,
Pat Nevin and Madeline Stynes. Numbers were up on last year and we had
a good meal, lots of spot prizes,and a
good time.

Maynooth U/14 gaelic football team,
playing in the Dublin leagues for the
very first time, finished runners up with
a fine victory in this game. Maynooth,
showing a high degree of self discipline in the face of a great amount of
intimidation, continued to playoutstanding football, and in doing so, proved
that the scoreboard is the only place to
beat that type of thing.
The management of the team wou ld
like to take this opportunity to thank
each and every member of the panel of
players for their outstanding contrubition to playing and also for their exemplary behaviour both on and off the
field. Well done lads! You're a credit to
yourselves and to your parents .

U/14 Feile Na nOg 1989
Maynooth 3 - 9 St. Cocas 2 - 5
In this game played in Rathcoffey, the
Maynooth lads gve an outstanding
display of power packed football against
With
a physically stronger team.
Edward Mitchell and Martin Donnelly

winning the mid-field battle the
Maynooth forwards had plenty of support, but it was only when Peter Burke
went to centre half forward, Austin
Noonan came in at full forward and
Paul Garvey at corner forward that
they began to get the scores they so
richly deserved. St. Coca's found
scores hard to come by because of
outstanding displays from Kenneth
Killoran, Graham Kelly and Padraic
Hogan in the backs.

Ul16 Football
The U/16 team had good wins over
Celbridge and Moorefield and, despite
having 70% of the play, lost against St.
Lawrence's but can still qualify if they
can get good results in the two remaining matches.

Minor Team
While the minor team got off to a bad
start in the League by losing the first
two matches to Celbridge and Robert
Emmet's, they have settled down to
play good football and have won their
last three matches against Jo hnstownbridge, St. Coca's (Kilcock) and Ballykelly . If they can maintain their
present form they have a very good
chance of reaching the playoff stages .

We had a stand at the Maynooth Spring
Fair, centre of attraction here was the
Sam Maguire Cup, first time in Kildare,
we believe, since 1982.
Many people car:ne along admiring it
and took photographs of it.
Many thanks to Declan and Mrs. O'Connor for securing the cup for us and to
Matt Kennedy for ensuring its safety.
Our thanks also to Ultra Vision in
Maynooth Shopping Centre for lending us the video.
Michael Caden
Picture shows D. Mee and S. Molloy with the Sam Og Cup at
the Maynooth G.A.A. stand at the Trade Fair.
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Cont'd

YOUR LOCAL FUNERAL UNDERTAKER
ROCHFORT & SON·S
CO.NNAUGHT ST., KILCOCK
NEW FUNERAL HOME (FREE TO ALL)
OPENED NEXT TO KILCOCK POST OFFICE
ELEGANT EXTERIOR

&

INTERIOR DECOR.

FULL FUNERAL & CREMATION SERVICE,
MOURNING COACHES
WREATHS
HEADSTONES ETC.
PHONE 287470
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Results to Date:
Celbridge 2-5 Maynooth 1-4
Robert Emmet's 1-10 Maynooth 0-6
Maynooth 2-8 Johnstownbridge 2-5
Maynooth 3-6 St. Coca's 0-11
Maynooth 2-7 Ballykelly 1-5

U 16 Hurling
Maynooth 8-7 Clebridge 3-5
Maynooth 2-3 Clane 4-7
Maynooth 2-4 Eire Og 2-5

U12 Hurling - 29th April
Maynooth 1-0 Celbridge 1-0
In the minor championships Maynooth
played Na Fianna in a match that was
very heavily contested all through, but
in the end Na Fianna won by 0-11 to 15. Butfora missed penalty by Maynooth
with the last kick of the game they
would have earned a draw.

Panel of Players are: D. Mee, G. Gallagher, P. Stynes, M. O'Shea, F.
Leavey, J. Gilligan, J. O'Riordan, A.
Burke, D. Faherty, J. Nevin, S. Molloy,
F. Barton, M. Kelly, D. Moran, M. Ryan,
T. Madden, T. Gaffney, S. Horan, S.
Molloy, D. Fitzpatrick, S. Gallagher, P.
O'Toole and C. Flood.

St. Dominic's Athy was the venue for
the Road Races held on Sunday 30th
April. In the girls U/16 1 mile Carmel
Noonan ran an excellent race and was
a clear winner here. Margaret Noonan
had her first outing this season and
came 2nd in the Vet Ladies' 5 mile
race. Onthesameday, at Fr. Murphy's
track and field sports in Athboy, Ciamh
O'Sullivan did very well coming 3rd in
the high jump. We had three members
of the Athletic Club taking part in the
South Leinster School's track and field
competitions and they all did very well.
Carmel Noonan wining the Intermediate 3,000 metres, Lisa McCluskey 3rd
in 1500 metres and Ciamh O'Sullivan
3rd in the long jump. Well done girls.
Carbury was the next club outing on
the 14th May. There we had Michelle
Gillick and Virginia Breslin running well
in the 100 metres. In the GU/11 we had
two members, P. Noone and S. Feeney,
running well in their first competition.
Gu/12; 2 wins for Patricia Purcell (1st
in 80 metres and 600 metres), Margaret Brennan also had a good run here.
Gl,J/16; 1500 metres a win for Carmel
Noonan and also a 2nd place in the
javelin competiton. 10 the boys UI10
we had Paul Noone, Niall Gillick and
Eric Flynn.Keep it up boys.

Maynooth , playing their first game in
the Kildare league and fielding nearly a
whole new panel, played a good game
of ground hurling and with a little bit of
luck could have won.
Impressive for Maynooth were D.
Buckley, D. Moore, S. Brennan, R.
Casey, S. G riffin and G. Lyons.
U 14 Hurling - 29th April
Maynooth 5-4 Celbridge 3-2
Maynooth had control of this game
from the start with N. Gillick, P. Farrell
and J . Doyle getting some fine scores.
P. Lacey, R. Cotter, H. Nevin had complete control out field.

U 12 Hurling - 13th May
Maynooth 3 -2 Bradford 0-0

Maynooth having improved tremendously on their first game, defeated
this very fancied Bradford team we ll.
Impressive for Maynooth were R.
Murphy, J. Rossiter, S. Bennett, E.
Kerr, J. Lawlor, S. Griffin, W. Gannon
and J . McGlinchy.

U 14 Hurling - 13th May
Maynooth 1-0 Bradford 3-2

Maynooth playing great hurling, led
this game up to the last ten minutes,
but when the younger Maynooth players got tired Bradford took control.
Great defensive play by the backs and
outstanding out field play by N. Gillick,
P. Lacey , H. Nevin and R. Cotter.

Baltinglass was the venue for the Kildare 5,000 metres where Patsy
McCluskey was 1st 0/40 and Marie
Gleeson 2nd 0/40. Well done ladies.

MAYNOOTH
ATHLETIC CLUB

Saturday 6th May, Ladies' Leinster
Championships 1 mile, was held in
Enfield. Helen Redmond was 1st
overall and Marie Gleeson 2nd 0/35.
Also in Enfield we had Brian Redmond
and David Jolly taking part in the mens
Smile.

The Ki ldare 5 mile was run in Leixlip
with Helen Redmond 1st 0/40. Also
running well in this race was Marie
Gleeson. Brian Redmond was second
0/14. David Cunningham and Brendan Moran also took part in the men's
race.
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In the men's race David Cunningham
ran well coming 6th, David Jolly also
had a good run. Saturday 20th May All
Leinster Schools Competition. When
you reach this level competition is very
stiff. So all credit to our three girls,
Carmel Noonan 4th in the 3,000 metres,
Ciamh O'Sullivan coming 4th in the
long jump and Lisa McCluskey who
ran in 1500 metres.

Looking at the Community Games
on 21st May, there was a wealth of
hidden talent to be seen. So any of you
who would like to come and join us in
the Athletic Club would be very welcome. All ages included. G.A .A.
grounds 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday.

B. Treacy & M. Noonan

I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all those who have generously
supported the above club in the seaMAYNOOTH TOWN
son just finished, whether it was by
SOCCER CLUB
buying tickets or any other form of
support. Without it the club could not
carry on.
. the season (a lot of time under short
notice), and of course Peter for helping
with same; Mr. Emmet Stagg and David
I would like to say a special thanks to for help and advice; Mr. Seamus Grant
some people for the sponsorship they for transporting our tea ms so swiftly
have given in the past. They are, Mr. & and safely; Noel Brady of Brady's
Mrs. John Carey or Caulfield's Lounge Lounge Bar; management and staff of
Bar and their staff; Mr. Frank Regan of both The Roost and The Leinster Arms;
Frank Regan and Associates Insur- Carol Harte of The Flower Pot; Tommy
ance Brokers and his staff, Denise and McDonald of The Sports Locker; Gerry
Debbie; Mr. Sean Doyle of J.P. & M. Mulcahy, Family Butchers of GreenDoyle Cattle Marts for the use of the field; Larry of the Veggie Shop; Sean's
field without which we would not have Newsagents; Frank of FMK Casuals;
a home pitch; Mrs Angela Brazil for the Two Guys boss man Ritchie; managefine work she carried out keeping our ment and staff of The Hitchin' Post; and
teams clean (strip that is) all through not forgetting the ladies who help each

Sunday night with our draw (tearing
tickets, counting money etc.) and they
are Nellie, Kathleen, Chris, Ronnie,
Louise, Eva, Lilly, Jackie and finally
every one who helped with out fundraising, not forgetting all those who
have bought tickets without whom we
would not function. If I am leaving
anyone out, "sorry". Thanks also to the
staff of the Newsletter for all their help.

In cloSing, thanks to the members of
the committee who helped me with
club matters - Sam, Brian, Tom, Gerry,
Gerry Moen, John, Willie and Leni.
Thank you.

Liam McCall,
Outgoing Treasurer

At the presentation of £300 to Sr. Patricia (S1. Anne's Hostel), winner of Daisy Pat Lottery, were: Christina Saults.
Dominic Nyland Sr. Patricia, John McGinley and Muireann Ni Bhrolchain,
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MAYNOOTH
GUN CLUB SOCIAL
58 Greenfield Dr.,
Maynooth.
I would like to thank all those who
assisted in the successful social night
in the Leinster Arms, Maynooth on the
16.5.'89; those who donated spot
prizes;the band (Maynooth Folk Group)
and the staff of the Leinster Arms. I
would also like to take this opportunity
to thank the farmers in the locality for
allowing us to shoot over their lands.
P. Haren,
Secretary

INTER ESTATE 7-A-SIDE
SOCCER TOURNAMENT
Greenfield Estate Residents' Association have organised this event very
successfully overthe years. This year,
with the agreement of the residents'
association, the Community Council
has taken over the responsibility of
organising the competition. A special
sub committee has been set up under
the guiding influence of Peter Holland,
who has been the man in charge of this
tournament since its inception.
Entrants for the men's competition
should submit their panel of 10 players
to Peter Holland, 72 Maynooth Park or
to the Community Council Office before 30th May. Players must be aged
30 years and over and not currently
playing competitive soccer. The entry
fee is £10. Entrants for the womens'
competition must include at least 6
(six) housewives.
John McGinely,
Secretary.

Pictured receiving their awards at the recent prize giving in
Slevin's of Dunboyne are Ted Gaffney and Don Foley who
were outright winners of this year's Helia/Ecco East Coast
Rally Championship.

Moulin Rouge Boutique
Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, Co. Kildare
Tel: 286618

Business Hours
10 a.m. - b p.m.
Closed Wednesday

Your first step for
the latest in Fashion
Also this year Ann Fahy
TJniform in stock for
Prese'ntation Convent
from
Jul.y 21st .

..------=---_ ._ - -- - -
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MAYNOOTH MESSAGES
We print here a selection of messges
given to us at our stall at the Trade Fair
in April. Unfortunately, we do not have
enough space to print all - but we feel
that some of the intended recipients of
the lusty good wishes may be thankful
for this mercy. If Oily , Jonathan,
Audrey, Declan, Claudine, Grace,
Peter, Leonie and Brendan would like
to see the messages addressed to
them, please leave your names and
addresses, and we will send them to
you in a plain brown envelope!
Here goes!
To Dervilia, Happy belated birthday,
love Wrinkles and Niamh Mulready.
Happy 55th birthday, Eamonn, form
Betty and all at 36 Railpark.
To Finola, happy birthday from all the
messers in Class 6.
To Mammy, happy birthday to the best
mother in the world, from Eithne Cunningham.
To Ashling Mcintyre, happy birthday
on June 30th from Daddy, Mammy,
Deirdre and Fiona.
To John Caulfield, happy birthday from
all his golfing buddies, Plunkett and
Gerald.
To Helen Buckley, happy birthday on
June 30th from Declan Buckley.
To Richard and Mary Farrell, happy
16th Weddig Anniversary, on 23rd June
from Deirdre, Damien, Martin.
To Barry, happy birthday form Mammy,
Daddy and Marcella.
Happy Birthday, Barry from Lorraine,
Robert, Aoife and Karen.
Happy 15th Birthday, Suzanne Higgins, love from all your friends, Avril,
Amanda, Orlagh, Niamh and Kirstie.
Happy birthday on 20th May, Suzanne
from Mam, Dad, Karen, John, Gearoid
and Emma.
Happy birthday on May 16th Kathy
Quinn from the Nolan family 26
Maynooth Park.
Happy birthday to my brother Aidan
and my first cousins, Suzanne O'Brien
and Fiona O'Neill on 22nd May from
Audrey Cannon.
Happy birthday to Deirdre, Damien and
Martin Farrell, from Mammy and Daddy.
To ali the guys in 6th class, from Mark
Buckley.
To the new first years in September,
boys and girls, from Jimmy.
To Robert Kennedy form Yvonne Nolan, I'll get you back.
To all of the 3rd years at St. Wolstan's,
from Avril McStravick, Room 3.5 - Good
luck in the exams and good luck to the

ones who are leaving.
To Dad form Patrick, hope the dog
wins.
To Mr. O'Connor from Andrew Nolan, I
want all my home work off for the next
week, ok?
To Carol Lysaght from Marie and
Joanne, how are you pink punks?
To Mum and Dad, from Les, Hi there,
surprize, surprize.
From Bairbre Kennedy, to Orla, hope
you are well, have a lovely holy communion.
To Rathcoffey 1st Class, from Caitriona Kennedy, have a nice holy communion on May 20th.
To Dad and Mum from Clair Kennedy,
hope you let Emer stay for a week,
thanks.
To Big fans of Michael Jackson from
William Gannon, Brian Tracey and Tom
Tracey.
To you, hello from me.
To all the Inter Certs in St. Wolstan's,
good luck to you all from Suzanne
Higgins.
To Mum and Dad from Stephen
McCluskey, I love you.
To the Kelly family, from guess who life is great without Adrian.
To Marian and Seamus Brennan, from
Lynn, I love you Mum and Dad.
To Oily Nevin, from Claudine, my present better be good buster.
To Brenda and Bert Carruthers, from
your daughters, Leonie and Elaine.
To Rita and Brian, hello from Leonie.
To Audrey McDonald from Declan
Molly, I'm sorry I was not here yesterday, me and the girls are having mad
crack.
To Ciaran, from Mike Kennedy, next
time we have a game of pool I'll make
sure I win.
To anybody, from Audrey and Emma,
please give us a lend of 40p.
To Ashling Lalor, from Clare Kennedy,
hope you get on well in your music
exam.
To Niamh Sheil from Caitriona Kennedy, good luck in the talent show.
To Laura Barry, from Claire Kennedy,
Please, please write soon, how's your
dog.
P. Madden and B. Brendan made 49
pounds for people in need, thank you
to everybody who supported.
To Mary and Christy, with love from
Eric.
To all the 'girls' in Room 16, from Emma
and Audrey.
To Aideen, Nicola, Maeve, Ashlingand
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the rest of Class 5, from Ger.
To Karen, How's school, to Gillian,
how's it going? from Janine.
To David Simon, hey, hopalong, stop
acting the old soldier, I love you, from
Mammy.
To Frances and John, Cub Pack 12
Meath Mulhussey. Thank you for a
lovely outing on Saturday, from the
cubs.
To Eadaoin and Clair, from Clare
Kennedy, hope you get your goldfish,
Claire, happy stamp collecting.
To EmerWhelan, form Clare Kennedy,
hope we see you soon, don't forget the
Mandies.
To Nicola, Sarah, Ruth, Gillian from
Caitriona, get ready for the summer
tests, hope you get all A's.
Clair Murphy, form Clare Kennedy, bet
you're excited being on the Maynooth
.
Newsletter.
To Peter from Kate, hi.
To Mrs. D. Duignan, from all Room 12,
please come back, we miss you.
To all the Community Council, from
Eithne Cunningham, thanks for everything.
To Elaine Flanagan and James Healy,
hope you are both well, from Leonie
Carruthers and Brendan Hanley.
To Derek Simon, get better soon, from
your friends.
To all the girls in 6th class, Rathcoffey
NS, from their dearest friend, Clare.
To everyone in 6th class in Rathcoffey
NS, hello, bet you thought you were
never going to be famous from Eadaoin
O'Grady.
To Mam from Patrick, I love you.
To Jill Robinson, form Ann Lyons, I
hope you are well.
To Eileen, from Robert, hiya honey,
wink!
To Shane Butler, from Mike Kennedy,
now that your name is in the Newsletter you're famous.
To Sheo, I hate your guts, well not that
much, you see, I like S.C., from Sean.
To John from Mike Kennedy, I am
looking forward to seeing you again.
To Sinead McAlease and Grainne
Heany. See you on Monday from
Caitriona.
To the new first years in September,
love form Eric Flynn. I love you all.
To Niamh, Sinead, Grainne, and
Rhoda, from Caitriona, Hope you pass
your exams, Grainne, in music.
To Council of Fourfrom James. GQpd
luck with the charity work. Keep up the
good work.

Cont'd

o
While on matters artistiC, is there any
outlet - or demand - or supply - for
original paintings in Maynooth? Local
scenes featured prominently in a recent calendar from the Cardinal Press,
and the Kilcock Gallery mounts occa~
sional shows, but why not make available some canvases of nearby sights
and landscapes?

MAYNOOTH MESSAGES
Continued
To Class 4, we hate you. From Class
3 and 5.
Dear Neal, I think you are a pig, and a
show off, myself, I think I am cool and
strong.
To Margaret and Michael Gillick, lots of
love from Niall.
To Day, Hope Meath win the Ali-Ireland this year, from Stephen.
To Valerie Nolan, see you at school
Monday, Mary.
To Mary Nolan, from Valerie Nolan,
see you at school.
To Kathleen and Patrick Noonan, love
from Stephen.
Hi to Georgina, Orla, Helen, and Michelle, from Audrey.
.
To Austin Noonan from Mike Kennedy,
hope you get your hair cut, and leave
me and Simon Foster alone. P.S.,
don't get thick.
.
Hello are you okay? I think the club IS
great: to Hugh and Aengus, from Justin.
To Kenneth, from Trevor, Colin and
Austin, what did Santa put in your sack
this Christmas? .
'.
To all first years in Maynooth and Clane,
from Michele O'Neill in Class 5.
To the 6th class girls, love from Jimmy.
To teachers, get lost from school
(anonymous).
To all the first years in Maynooth postprimary, hope you all ha~e a good
summer holiday, from Aldeen and
Caoimhe.
To all the boys in the fourth class in
Rathcoffey, from Mike Kennedy.
To 12th Meath, Mulhussey Scout
Troop, from your parents & friends,
congratulations for winning for the ~rd
year running the Rye Valley Region
Campcraft Competition held in Connolly's Folly. Hope all Scouts had a
good weekend.
To Ian Hart and Francis Healey, from
Mike Kennedy, I hope your car doesn't
break down again Ian.
To Mum from Stephen, I'm jacked off
working at the trade fair.
To Mary McGinley from Ronan, good
luck in your examinations, Mammy.
To Martina and Aisling from Caitriona,
I would be a lovely model.

.,
,~~.
~ -~~"' ?

STREET TALKING
.

Taking a lead form the bibulous crew
who set out on a "Pub Spy" expedition
last month, we sampled some less
inebriating entertainment available on
the Main Street and visited the Snooker
Hall. It is located near the AlB, and
approached through the twists of a
narrow corridor and stairs. The snooker
room itself is above the shopping mall
on the corner, in what in days gone by
was, we believe, a dance hall for the
town. No doubt many a romance blossomed there in the past, but the opportunities for that are more restricted
nowadays; on the evidence of o~r visit
patronage of the snooker hall IS entirely male.
In all there are ten full size tables
available for play - six in the main room
and four in an adjoining annex. Each
seems to be well lit and equipped. The
table on which we played had good·
cushions, but the baize had seen b~t
ter days; nevertheless, it was qUite
good enough for the standard of our
shots. The facility is open from
late morning until midnight each day,
and offer a special deal including tea
and sandwiches at lunchtime. Hire of
a table costs about £3.00 an hour.

I

FIFTY YEARS IN IRELAND

This year 1989, the Divine Word Mi~
sionaries are celebrating 50 years In
Ireland - and 20 years in Maynooth.
You probably know that the SVD Hostel is on the Moyglare Road, beside the
parish priest's house. But maybe you
dont known that the Divine Word Missionaries and the SVD are the same
people.
. . ..
SVD stands for Societas Verbl DIVlnl,
which is latin for society of the Divine
Word, or Divine Word Missionaries.
We are a society of priests and brothers founded in 1875 in Holland. Today
we number nearly 6,000 working in 53
countries around the world as missionaries. There are about 100 Irish Divine
Word Missionaries at work in many of
those countries. Many of these men
have studied here in Maynooth during
the last 20 years and some of you will
now one or other of them. Some of the
best known are Fr. Joe Dillon, Fr. Alan
Geoghegan, Fr. Liam Dunne, Fr.
George Millar and Fr. Paul Merne. You
may know others and you probably
know some of those presently living at
the SVD house, but these five were
known mostly because of their involvement with the old folks - espeWe looked into the new boutique,
cially the parties for them held here in
"Chloe's," which recently opened its
the SVD House.
doors at Finerty House. This is in fact
This year, as I said, we are ce.lebrating
a new branch of a business which has
50 years in Ireland. It was In March
been trading in Kilcock for some years,
1939 that we came to Donamon Castle
and has now extended eastward to
in Co. Roscommon, our first Irish
Maynooth. The shop carries a range of
House. Many of you know the Divine
women's and children's clothes, and
Word Missionaries for our publications
makes a point of keeping in a stock of
like The Word and Kalros, our calenwell-styled ladies' garments inth~ larger
dars and Christmas cards.
sizes . "Chloe's" is owned by Tnsh, but
As part of our celebrations this year,
pop into the Maynooth shop and you're
we would like to invite you to come and
likely to meet Ann or Monica who
visit us. We are having an Open Day
handle the running of things there.
on Sunday, June 11th 1989, from 2.00
Another new opening is Trevor Reilly's
p.m. to 6.00 p.m. There wi!! be a
"Have it Framed". Tucked in between
mission display, a video about some of
Alan Frazer Menswear andTop of the
our work - and a cup of tea. You will be
Crop, this,offers a basic framing servvery welcome to come and see us. (On
ice, an sells an attractive range of
the Moyglare Road, beside the parish
reproductions from National Gallery of priest's house)
Ireland. These are also stocked by
The Country Shop, incidentally. Price?
Fr. Frank Power, SVD
Thirty pounds or so.
Rector.
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PLANNING PERM ISSION
APPUCATION3

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

Maynoot h, I Thomas Byrne wish to
apply to Kidlare County Couf)cil for full
planning permissiontoerect "a satellite
dish antenna at Bridge St., Kilcock and
Forecourt Leinster Arms, Maynooth,
also forthe change of use of video
shop to betting office at Forecourt Leinster Arms ; Maynooth.

Happy 21 st Birthday toMartin O'Brien,
Cluain Aoibhinn - from the Community
Council Office, on June·28th

Straffan, Full detailed planning sought
from Kildare County Council for dormer bedroom extension to my dwelling
at Clownings, Straffan, Co . Kildare,
Signed : M. Lawlor.

Donore, Caragh, Outline planning
permission soughtfrom Kildare County
Council for bungalow and septic tank.
Signed: M,.,J :9'Brien.

Maynooth, Planning permission
sought from Kildare County Council for
change of use of part of premises to
mini-market and extension of same at
Mill St.lCastle St., Mayhooth . Signed:
William Maguire.

Maynooth, 39 College Green. I wish
to apply to Kildare County Council for
application for the retention of garage!
living room. Signed: Mr. M. Armstrong .

Happy birthday to Pauline Dowling,
Greenfield, June 29th and Chicko
Dowling who is 73 years on the 6th
June.

Mrs. Joe O'Neill,Greenfield, May 25th;
her daughter Mrs. Dympna Nulty,
Blanchardstown May 15th; her grand
daughter, Lisa Doyle, Chelsea, England , age 5 yrs, May 16th.

Peter McTernan, Dunboyne, May 11th;
his brother Martin, Laurence Avenue,
May 26th.

Joan O'Brien, Newtown,June 1st; her
sister Mrs. Antoinette Kiernan, Germany June 2nd ; her brother Liam,
Kilcock June 13th.

Mrs. Annie Burke ,Newtown, May 14th;
her son Patrick Burke, Newtown, May
28th; her grand-daughter Marie Burke,
Newtown age 6 yrs, May 15th.

TONY'S FOURTH ·
Tony McTiernan, Avondale, Leixlip, formerly Parson Sreet, received
player of the yeartrophy for the second
year in succession from his team Caragh Albion F,C., Ballydowd. Tony also
got the same award when playing withMaynooth Town F,C. and with
Maynooth Cromu Abu G.A.A.

CONGRATULATIONS

Congratulations to Pauline and Chicko
who were 47 years marr,iedin April.
They celebrated the occasion in the
Springfield.

Congratultions to Julie Commerford
and her nephew Andrew Blount Nottingham, England on making thei r First
Communion in Maynooth on May 6.

Congratulations to Susan and Joe
Brennan, Laurence AverJue, on the
birth of a baby girl , Erilmadn May 15th.
~; - ,

Congratulations from Pauline Dowling , Greenf!eld to' Edward Francis Fitzpatrick of New JerseyatSt. Catherine's Church Cedar Grove.

GREAT GRAN DPARENTS
Congratulations to Mr.Billie and Eileen
Henrick, O'Neill Park,wh'o be'came
great grandparents on April 27th .;

RECENT WEDDING
Congratulations to Edel Bean, HarbourHouse,Maynooth, andJoe Moran
Palmerstown, who were married recently.

ADVER'TISE M EN T RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Page

£40
£22
£15
£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or over if paymeri't is made 'in advance.

WELCOME
The residents of Parson Street, would
like to welcome Mr. & Mrs. Freeney,
who have recently taken up residence
at No. 18.
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A fee -of £2 is charged for Classified
Advertisements.
Of course, th~re is no charge on
acknowledgements, notices, i.e.
birthdays, missing items etc.

SYMPATHY

Sons, daughters, sister, sons-in-law,
daughters-in-law, grand children, great
grand chi Idren and relativs of Mrs. Julia
O'Brien, Manor Court, late of 43 Dunmanus Road.
Mrs. McAssey, The Harbour, on the
death of her sister in Carlow.

CLASSIFIED

FOR SALE
Sept. '78 Vauxhall Viva
74,000 miles P.M.D.
Best Offer over £450
Tel: 286515

Bridesmaid Dresses
made to measure also
Curtains, Cushion Covers
and Alterations.
For all you sewing needs
contact
Elizabeth at (01) 285954

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
FOR SALE

Fennell: The newphew, George Fennell, family and friends of the late Julia
Fennell, Greenfield, wish to thank most
sincerely all those who sympathised
with them in their recent sad bereavement, those who attended removal and
funeral and those who sent mass cards,
letters and floral tributes. A special
word of thanks to Rev. Fr. Supple P.P.
and Rev. Fr. Ahern, College. The Holy
Sacrifice of the mass will be offered for
your intentions as a token of our appreciation.

Monaghan: The husband, father,
brother, Sister, mother-in-law, brothers-in-Jaw, sisters-in-law, relatives and
friends of Maureen Monaghan (nee
Murphy), Clondalkin and Maynooth,
wish to thank most sincerely all those
who sympathised with them in their
recent sad bereavement, those who
attended removal and funeral and those
who sent mass cards, letters and floral
tributes. A special word of thanks to
Rev. Fr. Dunne, S.M.A. Clondalkin.
The Holy Sacrifice of the mass will be
offered for your intentions as a token of
our appreciation

Clarinet (Yamaha)
Reasonable Price
Tel: 285326 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE
Unused Scorpion Ultra Sonic Car
Alarm System R.R.P. 120 and VAT
Includes full wiring harness and
Supplementary Siren
Offers
Leave Phone No.
at 285922

FOR SALE

CLASSIFIED
Rough Collie Pedigree Pups
For Sale
Reg.I.K.C.
Tel: 285954

CHIROPODIST
Chiropodist available for house visits
Tel: 285326

WANTED
Reliable, mature woman
(non-smoker) with experience in
minding children, to mind three
children in children's own home
- 5 days per week.
Tel: (01) 285539

Single Bed 3ft with Mattress
Trubum Solid Fuel Cooker
with back boiler
Phone 285922 Best offer secures.

NOTE: Next issue will be
in shops on July 7th

FOR SALE
Superser and Cylinder £35
N.C.R. Cash Register
Mechanical £50
Tel: 285922
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WE INVITE YOU
TO HAVE AWOl AROUND WITHOUT OBhlGATION

ro .PURCHASE

ANY GOODS

THE GARDEN CENTRE IN A GARDEN
Prop.: Gerry Dooley • Dip. Hort.

DUBLIN RD., CELBRIDGE , CO.KILDARE . PHONE: 288903

COMPLETE LANDSCAPE
DESIGN SERVICE
GROUND MAINTENANCE
Industrial & Private

Compaete range of
Trees and Shrubs
SPECIAL OFFER

AlPlnES,[OnIFERS & HEATHERS

It's planting time Nol

- - - ON SALE HERE! - - - -

* Large rangeof Spring Bulbs
* ~rowers of Quality Plants - Trees/Shrubs/Roses etc,
* Extensive Range of Indoor/Conservatory Plants
I-'M-E-WCA---~-e---~

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

Garden Requisites
Gift Vouchers
Outdoor Terracott~ - Patio Containers - Oak Tubs
!tarden Sheds
Extensive Range Garden Tools/Equipment.
Extensive Range of Bedding Plants
Unusual combination of Hanging Baskets

r·
!

CC
.------_-..1
t - - -_ _

CD
~

U

Quality Garden Sheds (4 sheds on display) - Dog Kennels.
Other wooden products

Oak Coal Bunkers
NEW

FISH CENTRE - Pond Liners and Accessories

NEW

PATIO CENTRE

LEI)(UP -+

Various Desiqns of Patio's
- Aquatic Plants
Bar-B-Q + Equipment

PLANT BULBS
NOW

Well Worth
A Visit!

We Accept
Access and Visa

.-----:---:-::-~r
' . -~~---=-1
~.
o =~
I

Bedding Plants
for Summer Colour

Orchard
•
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BUSINESS PRINTING
THAT IS RIGHT UP
EVERYONE'S STREET
T h e road to success may not run straight.
So it's reassuring to know that, whatever new challenge is waiting around the comer, there's always
one thing you can depend on.

1i

The Cardinal Press range of Business Printing
services.
At The Cardinal Press we recognise that you need
services which exactly match the unique circumstances
of your business.
That's why we always offer professional assistance,
service and advice.
For example, we'll put together a package of
printing services to suit your individual business needs.
Helping you seize new opportunities as they anive. And
pointing out things you may not have considered, too.
Because we don't have a fLxed tariff. you'll also
find our charges very competitive. Just ask for a quote.
All-in-all, The Cardinal Press can help you
Because, when it comes to Business Printing,
Services, The Cardinal Press is simply streets ahead.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Printing
Invoices, NCR Sets, Statements, Letterheads, Business Cards,
Tickets, & Posters

Books
Full Colour Brochures
Newsletters
Quality Wedding Stationery
Continuous Stationery
Colour Copying
Office Stationery & Furniture
Typesetting (Laser ·& IBM)
Laser Printing
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding

Printing
Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers

Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Telephone (01) 286440/286695

j
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Issue No. 144

Price 40p
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IN THIS ISSUE
Dublin Arts Diary
Sports News
Points of View
Video Reviews

Community Games Results
Street Talking
Rock Column
Election '89; How Maynooth Voted
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Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(Delph/Cutlery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)
"

OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

P 6t6P O'Bpi6R
Gatcplug GO. httl.
"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MA YNOOTH. PHONE: 286566
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MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Suzanne Redmond
Peter Hussey
Mary Simon
Helen O'Connor Watson
Martin O'Brien
The opinions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the
contributors and not necessarily those
of the Editorial. All matters to be included in the next edition of the Newsletter should be addressed to:-

The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynqoth
Tel: (01) 285922

E DITO RIA L
THE ELECTION
So much has been said about the
results of the recent election, that there
is not much more to add. While the
election did not change the distribution
. of seats in Kildare, still a number of
interesting issues emerged. The strong
vote for the Green Party may have
surprized many; however, this is an
encouraging indication that people are
becoming more aware of the risks to
the environment posed by the way we
are treating this finite resource. Maybe
some of the main parties will be galvanised by this level of support into actually doing something to control pollution and the despoliation of our envi'
ronment.
On a lighter note, the Tidy Towns
Committee wou Id like to meet some of
those who voted forthe Greens with a
view to tackling the environmental
problems on our doorstep, here in
Maynooth.

Maximum ,number of words 500 per
article.
qopydate:

Monday, July 24th at 5.00p.m
EDITORIALSTATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as service to the people and
organisations of the neighbourhood. It
is an 'open access' publication and will
generally carry any material submitted
to it, subject to the law of the land and
to editorial judgement. Tht3 judgement
is exercised by the Editorial Committee in order to preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter.
The Committee reserves the iight to
alter, abridge or omit material which in
its opinion might rend the Newsletter
the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.

'a

NOTt: TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to
make sure their material Is legible. If
possible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters, the best way to present
material Is to use either neat legible
writing or block letters, one side of
the paper.

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL NOTES

TABLE QUIZ
The Newsletter Table Quiz was heJd
as part of Festival Week (incidentally,
where was the Festival Banner across
the Main Street - anyone passing
through, hearing,s festival was on,
might have been led to believe that it
was the Emmet Stagg festival, as that
was the only banner to be seen for the
duration). Many thanks to all who took
part, and for their ability to spot the
deliberate errors in the answers - sure
we knew a kookaburra was a bird all
along. Thanks also to the Leinster
Arms, and to our sponsors who provided spot prizes. Theywere Maynooth
Bookshop, Country Shop Craft Shop,
Country Shop Restaurant, Tricia's Hair
Salon, Tom Geraghty's, Sean Donovan's and Anne Carey's Cameo Beauty
Clinic.

Derek Horan, Richard Far~ell, Mick
Gillick, Eilis O'Malley, St Mary's Brass
& Reed Band, The Fire Brigade', Sean
Donovan,TomGeraghty, The Musicians and Entertainers, The Football
teams, Maher School of Dancing,
Maynooth Accordian Band, Gumness
Jazz Band, the Rock Bands, expecially
Warsaw, Fosters, The Office of Public
Works, Emmet Stagg T.D., Willie Kiernan, Martina and John Boylan,
Hudsons Carnival.

The Community Council would like to
thank the following people who helped My apologies if I have left anyone out.
to make the Maynooth Community
Festival the success that it undoubtJohn McGinley
edly was: The Teamwork staff of the
Secretary
Community CounCil, The Social EmRIGHT OF REPLY
ployment Scheme Staff of the Community CounCil, Christina Saults, Muireann Nf Bhrolchain, Peter Corinell, Mary In fairness to our readers and given
Simon, The Newsletter Committee, thatthis magazine is not insured against
Bridie O'Brien, Caulfield's, Brady's, The libel damages or costs, we undertake
Leinster Arms .and The Roost, Eddy the following: In the case of errors of
Dunne, Kevin Murphy, Leo Bean, Don fact we will publish corrections when
Foley, Dave Moynan, Pat and Magaret we become aware of such .
O'Brien, Mary McGinley, Peter Hoi- In the case of unfairly impugning the
land, Denis McDermott, Padraig Kear- reputatin of any person we hereby ofney, Tom Purcell, Lenny Murphy, John fer that person or their representative
SaiJlts, John Hegarty, Willie Saults, the right of reply in this magazine,
Michael Dempsey, Norah McDermott, subject only to reasonable length, the
Tom Dempsey, David McDonough, laws of libel and our right to respond to
Dominic Nyland, Margaret Clince, such reply.

3

CAR rON HOUSE
OPEN DAYS
The open days in Carton House on
June 10th and 11th were extremely
successful for both the Community
Council and Carton Demesne. The
weather was kind and the threatened
rain held off for the two days which
facilitated pedestrians and anyone who
wished to wander about the spacious
and well-kept grounds. Visitors were
not allowed near the Shell Cottage and
its environs but with that exception
people were welcome in most areas of
the estate.

We would like to extend our thanks to
the visitors themselves who left the
house in an immaculate and spotless
condition. There was virtually no litter
after some 2,000 people passed
through the demesne. Thank you all.
Our thanks also to Mr. Malahan and
family, the McCourt's and the Barry's
for their kindness and co-operation
during the two days. The event was so
successful that we are hoping to have
another open day in September. The
gates, car parking and the door attendants were kept extremely busy; thanks
to Tommy Flanagan, Kevin Murphy,
Pat O'Brien, Richard Farrell, Mick
Doyle, Matt Kirwan, Dominic Nyland ,
Tom McMullon, Norah McD~rmott, Tom
and Anne-Marie Purcell, Larry O'Brien
and also Liam Cullen, Ger Flynn,
Damien and Jim (who came along with
Evelyn Lane and ended up working on
the Dunboyne Gate) and Nicola and
Joanne O'Brien who sold the brochure
at the door, which was written and
planned by Evelyn.

Welcome additional attractions were
the refreshments served in the wonderful kitchen of the house. Bridie
O'Brien presided overthe catering staff,
who were run off their feet on Sunday.
The home-baked scones, brown bread,
cream, jam etc were devoured and
there were requests for cakes of brown
bread to be sold to the public. Perhaps
the next time! Thanks to all the bakers
- the fact that nothing was left at the end
of the day is testimony to the quality of
the baking. There were requests for
the sale of th e posters produced by two
of our teamworkers, Michael Hughes
and Martin O'Brien. We gave away the
few we had available. Our thanks to
them and also to the other staff in the
office who produced the remaining
posters. The caterers were Dolores
Quinn, Louise Boyce, Mary and Derek
Simon (and Jack who helped out), Eilis
O'Malley and Darina, Roisin and Patricia Purcell, Richard, Mary and Martin
Farrell, Eithne and Rachel and Carolann Reaper.

In the grounds to the rear of the house
Peter and Joan O'Riordan gave pony
and trap rides to squads of eager children until the poor -pony went lame on
the pebbles. John Dowling looked
after the stray children and three of the
scouts kept a keen eye on the litter.
Apart form the activity and involvement
on the two days there were those who
provided time and help behind the
scenes; the Elite who donated scones
and bracks, Aidan who provided the
tea, coffee, su ar, butter, ·am, cream,

crisps and minerals . Grateful thanks to
the College for running off the brochure at the last minute, the McMyles
for the large signs, the I.C.A. and
Parish Hall for the boilers, Bernie for
thp. cooker and Peter O'Brien for the
delph. Our heart felt appreciation to
those who used their cars running to
and fro over the two days and the previous fortnight. Finally, last and never
least, may I thank the two chief executive officers ; Christina Saults and Don
Foley who delivered posters, picked
up change, checked the gates and
generally ensured that everyone was
kept happy and contented - both the
public and the staff .

Muireann Ni Bhrochain
(Chairperson)

BONNIE BABY CONTEST
Dwayne Troy
1st Prize
Sean McTiernan (Greenfield)
2nd Prize
Elaine Dunne
3rd Prize

Home urslng
nAY & NICHT CARE
PROVIDED
R EASONABL E RAT ES
CONTACT: C

C lifford S.R.N.

Phone (0 I) 28 5839

Ikwtown StOlCU
NEWSAGENTS
The guides were hoarse by 6 p.m. on
Sunday from the constant flow of information over the weekend! Their feet
are still recovering from hours of standing . Grateful thanks to Joan HowardWilliams who organised and instructed
the troop: Helen Clarke, Paul HowardWilliams, Margaret Clince, Adrienne
Kirwan, Bernie Doyle, Pam Galvin,
Peter Hussey, Evelyn Lane, Mary Cullen, Pat Devanney and Eileen Fitzpatrick.

Maynooth Co. Kildare

Ph

01 285833

GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards

Mags

pening Hours 7.30 am -

10 pm

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
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The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping C'elllre
WITH FULLY TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE

GREAT SUMMER SALE NOW ON
'I

LADIES SANDALS from £9.99
.,
LADIES CANVAS SHOES from £5.99
,
LADIES K and ·CLARKS SANDALS £15.99
'I

LADIES K and CLARKS SHOES from £15.99
GIRLS JOGGERS £7.99
,
GIRLS FASHION CANVAS £4.99
BOYS JOGGERS £7.99
.,
BOY'S and GIRL'S SANDALS (CLARKS) from £10.99
MEN'S SANDALS £11.99
MEN'S SHOES from £16.99
'I
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COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE
WREATHS, MOURNING COACHES, HEADSTONES ETC
AND NOW NEW FUNERAL HOME (No Charge) AT KILCOCK,
SPACIOUS t ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR
YOUR LOCAL FUNERAL UNDERTAKER

PHONE:

leixlip Region Widowed
Persons Social Club

Latte-rs.'

Dear Editor,
We would like to take this opportunity
to thank all those who helped to make
the recent events held on behalf of the
above club a grearsuccess. -

Dear Editor, _
Just to' correct a print error in the May
Tidy T.owns report of the Community
Counciinotes.Our application fee for
Maynooth's ' entry, !n' the 1989 Bord
Failte Tidy Towns competition was £75,
not £15 as printed.

These events included a table quiz
which was held in the Captain's Inn,
Leixlip on 22nd may 1989. There were
22 tables which illustrates the tremendous response from the local community. The seconq event was the Adult
Dance held ' in the Springfield Hotel,
Leixlip on the 1st June 1989. Once
again the response was terrific and the
committee were approached to hold
yet another dance. Hopefully, this
second dance will take, place in early
Autumn 1989.
Sponsorship was greatly appreciated
from local businesses in the Leixlip
and Celbridge areas; many thanks to
all who added to the success of our
events.
The next meeting for members will be
held on Monday 3rd July 1989 at 8.00
p.m. in the Parish Centre, Celbridge
Road, Leilelip.
New members always welcome.
Enquiries: Tel. 288832

May I take this opportunity to ask for
help in this year's campaign.
Show us you care for Maynooth and for
your environment.
Just contact the undersign~d through
the Community Council Office; we will
be pleased to receive you r assistance.
P.S. Don'tforgetto use the Bottle Bank
at the shopping centre for your empty _
bottles

Richard Farrell,
Secretary Tidy Towns Committee.

Dear Editor,
This is a complaint conceming unsightly rubbish being dumped nearthe
entrance to the field in Carton Court
opposite Greenfield Drive.
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Recently an old bed and mattress were
disposed of and household refuse ,
including black sacks, were dumped
there ; Tq keep the estate clean and
litter free , this habit must stop immediately as careless disposal of rubbish
could lead to a health hazard.
Yours sincerely
Concerned residents of
Greenfield Drive and
Carton Court

Garda Station,
Maynooth .
Dear Editor,
I wish to ' convey to the people of
Maynooth my sincere gratitude for the
courteous . and warm reception I received from so many individuals on my
recent appointment as Garda Sergeant
and for the many expressions of goodwill and encouragement to me at the
commencement of my terms of service
to this fine community.
I hope to assist in providing the area
with a fair, effective and balanced service by promoting and fostering a spirit
of harmony and co-operation between
the Garda Sioch ~ma and the community we serve. I extend my best wishes
to all the people, their spouses and
families for the future .
Yours sincerely
Joseph Canny

TIm GIFT OF TONGUE

?

EUROPEAN LANGUAGES SUMMER SCHOOL

( Colaiste Chiarain - Community School, Leixlip)
Holiday courses in FRENCH & GERMAN.
also in Spanish and Italian, subject to demand.
commencing 3 July 1989
to
26· AUGUST.
2-week and 4- week courses of language, learning and
recreational

activities~

Fee for 2-week course: £60.
Fee for 4-week course: £120.
Family-based accomodation available locally also, if
required- this is an extra cost, however.
Places are limited-book now

For further details and brochure/booking-form
Phone (01) 285777 or write to:
17, Kingsbry, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

SEAN POWER

WISHES TO THANK THE PEOPLE OF MAYNOOTH

FOR YOUR WONDERFUL SUPPORT
IN THE GENERAL ELECTION
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I.C.A. NOTES
The annual general meeting was held
oil Thursday June 1st. Madame President welcomed everyone. Sympathy
was extended to Mary Burke on the
death of her brother and to Mary O'Gorman on the death of her uncle.
Mrs. McMylerproposed a note of thanks
to her outgoing officers and to Mrs Rita
O'R~iIIy for continuing to supply the
key of the hall to the various clubs. Mrs
McMyler expressed gratitude to Mary
O'Gormanforholdingthefashionshow.
The overall monthly competition winner for the year was Margaret Gee. In
second place was Mary Doyle and
Betty Farrell came third. Next month's
competition is a "Ginger Cake". The
election for President took place and
Mrs. Madeline Stynes was elected.
Best wishes to Mrs. Stynes and her
new committee.
The "Make and Model" was held in the
Red House Hotel on May 25th. Congratulation to Mary Doyle who came
first in section B with the winning entry
of a suit. Mary was also chose n as best
overall model. Hercreation was a dark
green suit with fitted jacket, slim skirt
and crochet collar and excellent workmanship. Mary McMahon was just
pipped for the prize of a knitting machine with her excellent sc::otch tartan
jacket. We had three ladies who came
second in their individual advanced
sections; Mary Halton with her colourful crochet top, Margaret Gee with her
excellent Aran brown cardigan and
Betty Moore with her lovely green suit
and contrasti ng navy and white blouse .
Congratulations to the ladies who took
part in the badminton tournament in
Clane. We took home seven trophies
- the beginners section was won by
Phil McLoughlin and Ann Kinsella. In
2nd place in the intermediate section
were Mary Flemming and Margaret
Houlihan. Mix and Match section winners were Rosemary Hanley and Mary
Reid (Kill Guild) and in 2nd place Vera
Kearins and Margaret Houlihan.

CELBRIDGE MUSICAL SOCIETY
CHARITY AUCTION
SAT. 8th JULY
.3. O'CLOCK - THE MILL CELBRIDGE
PLEASE SUPPORT THE SOCIETY'S TARGET OF £8000
FOR FORTHCOMING SHOW
GUYS AND DOLLS
P.R.O.
B. CARRUTHERS

MA YNOOTH CREDIT UNION
.

Your local Credit Union scribe was
under pressure dLiring the past two
months and therefore no news reached
the Newsletter.
We are continu ing to grow and expand. Now that the majority of Leixlipmembers have transferred to us there
will not be a great deal of illconven- ·
ience caused when Leixlip ceases
operations in Maynooth at the end of
September.
Four of our directors attended the Irish
League of Credit Unions convention in
Kilkenny. A very enjoyable and productive week-end was had by them.
As you are in no doubt aware our
Credit Union is run on a voluntary basis,
so naturally we have some difficulty
around holiday time. We urgently need
more tellers especially for 'Saturday
mornings.
So please be generous with your time as we all have to make sacrifices in
order that the Credit Union be operated effiCiently. Please let us know
when you are available when next you
visit our office.
OPENING 'HOURS

Badminton continues each Tuesday
and Thursday mornings 11 am - 12.30
pm. Choir continues each Tuesday at
8.30 pm and crafts on Monday at 8 pm .
Our next meeting will be heldonThursday July 6th in the I.C.A. Hall.
Kay Burns P.R.O.

Harbour:
Thursday 7 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.
Oulnnsworth:· Mall
Thursday 7 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
Friday 7 p.m. - 8.30 p.m.
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Community
Information
Centre

COMMUNITY INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES

RIGHTS COLUMN
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public.
Q. My Invalidity penSion was reduced
in Nov. '86 because my wife was earning more than £50 p.w. I got the temporary payment of £10 (now reduced
to £9) and continued to receive the
full-rate for our two children. Will I lose
this temporary payment if my wife
claims Maternity Allowance?

A. No, you won't lose this temporary
payment. It will last for as long as your
claim remains unbroken. In fact it will
increase to £18 while your wife is receiving her Maternity Allowance but
the rate for your children will be reduced to the half-rate.
When your wife returns to work your
payment will revert to what it was before she made her claim. Natu rally you
will be able to claim the increase forthe
new arrival.
July and August Office Hours
Wednesday 10 a.m . - 12 noon
Friday 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Tel. 285477 Office Hours only

!

'-:l
BRU BOSCO NOTES
Time flies, particulary at this time of
year. On Friday 2nd June we finished
the club for the summer. We had intended to have a barbeque but we
were forced indoors by the weather still, all the food tasted just as good
indoors as out. As usual our DJ/Leader
John, provided the music forour disco.
As it was the end of the year we thanked
everyone for their involvement in the
various activities throughout the year
e.g. Rising Stars, Quiz, Crafts etc. All
were presented with a certificate.
Thanks to all the people of the community who were so kind and helpful during the past year in so many ways
(supplying goods at cost, donations
and last but not least giving of their precious time.
As our contribution to Community Week
we organised a talent competition on
Tuesday 25th June. There were 16
different groups and individuals with a
total of 20 people involved. A clear
winner was Eithne Cunningham who,
for such a young girl (she will be 11 in
December), has remarkable control
and depth to her voice. In 2nd place
were Niamh Mulready and Eithne singing together. Again lovely voices in
harmony.
Third place went to our only male participants and they were real show stoppers. The girls cheered and cheered.
Neil Doyle was the singer and Ciaran
Farrelly on drums (Bros had better
watch out) . Eqch participant had
something special in their act. There
really is a wealth of talent among the
young people of Maynooth. Ouryoungest person on the night deserve~
mention - Rachel Cassidy (only 9) sang
'The Phantom of the Opera' .
Our judges on the night were John
Read, Paul Daly and Sandra Gillick
(ably chaired by Brian). Our sincere
thanks to them for their time and effort
in this very difficult task.
Margaret Loane came down to give
moral support and ended with a job
(thanks Margaret). We had trophies
and plaques for the winners and each
of our partiCipants was presented with
a specially printed certificate. Our
thanks for the work on the certs to
Fiona O'Malley.
That's all the news for now - enjoy the
Summer and
will see you all in
September.
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ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS

Under New Management
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of waiting at the hairdressers? Problems
getting a babysetter while you have your hair
done? Like your own personal stylist? Have your
hair styled by an experienced stylist in the
comfort of your own home at a time that suits
you best.
Late Appointments
can be made for
Wednesday and
Frida'y

Special family rates.
WasQ, trim and blow dry for
Mum, Dad and four Children.
£10.00

Call Dial-a-Style at 285367 for your appointment.

MULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
Phone: 287397

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £11l0
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' x 6': £11.

Eilis O'Malley
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OLD PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE
We were blessed with a beautiful day
for our outing on June 3rd. We drove
through the city and then over the Toll
Bridge and by Sandymount Strand to
Stillorgan Shopping Centre. There we
enjoyed a cuppa and a quick tour of
the shops before
continuing to
O'Shea's Hotel in Bray. We were served
with an excellent meal and Mr. Pat
Barton very kindly paid for a drink for
everyone. The first rate entertainment
was provided by Jossie and Gabriel
Flood with items from Mr and Mrs
Morrisey and Rose. The raffle raised
£72 towards funds. Ourthanks to Mary
Leavy, Mary Gorey and Imelda Delaney for donating the prizes. We are
also very grateful to Mr. Barton for
providing the buses, as well as the
drinks; to Peter Brady and Kevin Galligan who drove the buses and were so
helpful, to the hotel staff for their kindness and to everyone else who helped
us to have such an enjoyable day.
Congratulations to the Divine Word
Missionaries who have been celebrating their 50 years in Ireland and 20
years in Maynooth. Members of the
committee were delighted to be able to
help with the refreshments for the very
successful Open Day, held on June
11th. A numberofourold folk spent an
enjoyable afternoon at the house, togetherwith many other local residents.
We all extend our very best wishes to
the SVD for the next 50 years.
We wouid like to thank the management and staff of the Leinster Arms for
allowinn the coilection for the old folks

throughout the year. Tessa Kenny
assisted by Statia Moran takes the box
around each week. The money they
raise makes a large contribution towards the running costs of our very
popular morning sessions - thank you
very much.
Congratulations to Mrs. Farrelly who
celebrated her 90th birthday in June
and best wishes to all our members
who have birthdays during the summer.
A .number of our members are. looking
forward to their holidays at Kirduffstown which starts on August 20th . We
hope that they will have a very enjoyable time and that everyone will have a
happy and healthy summer. Our
morning sessions will renew on Tuesday September 5th and Thursday
September 6th and we look forward to
seeing everyone there.
P.R.O.

MAYNOOTH
FLOWER
AND
GARDEN
CLUB
The annual outing to EveKennedy~
garden was most enjoyable; a lovely
sunny June day. Eve gave us an
overview of her garden and demonstrated two exhibits, one foliage and
the other garden flowers, in her beautiful studio where we had coffee and
homemade brack.
We then wandered around the new

and old garden, picnicing for lunch
under the apple trees. Then to a garden centre andto DermotO'Neill'swho
presented the ladies with a pot plant to
raffle. The lucky person was Phyllis
Reid. We ended the day in the West
County with a good meal, resting our
weary feet before boarding the bus
home. St. David's Church festival on
the following weekend was a great
success; great work done by Maynooth
ladies. In particular, Imelda Desmond's
exhibits 'Glory to Christ' and 'Looking
to the future' (with a wooden cross,
gold leaves and lovely white lilies interpreting the scene) were greatly appreciated . Imelda has also to becongratulated on her achievements in Brighton
at the A.F.A.S. show. This show is
open to all overseas competitors.
Imelda was highly commended for a
modern design entitled 'Movement of
Forces'. She was also commended for
a petite design called "With a delicate
Air'. Felicity Satchwell was also commended in the first show petite Class
with 'How Exquisitely Fine'.
There are 24 competitors in each class
at this show. The A.O.I.FA festival is
in Glenstal Abbey in aid of Fern Scan
from August 19th and 20th . There is a
mini bus organised - enquiries Imelda
Desmond 286366. The next meeting
will be on September 18th at 8.00p.m.
with Patricia Hill demqnstrating at the
MAD.E. centre in the Post Primary
School, Maynooth . The Chairperson,
Eileen Byrnes, wishes everyone happy
holidays and looks forward to seeing
you all back in the Autumn.
Felicity Satchwell

SAFE & SOUND
THE SQUARE, MAYNOOTH.

TELEPHONE: 01-286960

* SATELLITE TELEVISION SYSTEMS INSTALLED FROM £399 G
* CAR-PHONES AND BLEEP SYSTEMS
* 2'-LINE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS INSTALLED FROM £550
ANSWERING MACHINES, CORDLESS TELEPHONES
HOME SECURITY ALARMS FROM £295.

*

AMSTRAD, SANYO, PHILIPS, PERSONAL COMPUTERS
COMJMODORE, SINCLAIR, ATARI, HOME COMPUTERS
RANGE OF SOFTWARE
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JOE MOORE
Straffan Road, Maynooth.

TELEVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE
- FREE ESTIMATES
MONDAY - SATURDAY 9a.m. - 9p.m.
MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
NEW & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARNTEED
TELEPHONE : 285586.

OVER !
DE.NTIST !

f'J\~~'" ;
II S~l:£r
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WE HOPE YOU
HAVE NOTICED.
.
THE IMPROVEMENT IN RECEPTION.
STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN ISSUED
FOR ALL OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTS.
PROMPT PAYMENT WILL ENSURE
GOOD SERVICE.
.

All Payments to be made to:

Maynooth Relays Ltd.
c/o. p. Fit.zgerald &. Co
!

Main street, Maynooth
Tel: 285296

Gor Service: telephone 01-288365 045 - 68830

FIRST CLASS WALL AND FLOOR TILING
PAINTING AND DECORATING
PHONE SEAN FARRELLY
01-245770
045-68816
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RAILPARK RESIDENTS'
NOTES
BARBECUE
The Annual Midsummer Barbecue
was held on what may be the last night
of Su mmer, 24th June, if weather con, ditions at the time of writing are anything to go by. As usual, this yearly opportunity to show off to the neighbours
by producing the biggest steaks and
classiest kebabs was enjoyed by all.
The many children present derived
great enjoyment from attempting to
cremate sausages and marsh mallow
over the glowing coals.
There appears to have been something of a population explosion in
Railpark, as the number of children
appeared to be up on last year, even if
the number of adults was somewhat
reduced.
Many thanks to Mulchay's butchers for
providing the sausages which kept the
hungry hordes at bay for a while - by all
accounts there will be many new converts to Mulcahy's sausages which "
were pronounced absolutely delicious
by the gourmets in our midst.
CLEAN-UP DAY
Midsummer's day was also clean-up
day. The County Council provided a
skip for junk, which was filled in no time
at all. Many residents made great
efforts to retain the trophy for Tidiest
Estate from last year, however, some
rented houses still proclaim their presence by overgrown grass, and a generally unkempt look. We should know
the result of our efforts by the time this
is published.

Residents'
AsSociations
News.
Sergeant in Maynooth, (and he intends
to remain in Railpark, so who needs a
'squad car now, when the Sergeant is
around the corner); and of course,
Bernard Durkan on his re-election to
the Dail.
A number of residents are leaving us,
but not going too far. Anne Burns and
Adrian Downes and family, and Kevin
and Kathleen Flaherty and family are
going to the new estate on Parson
Street. We wish them the best of luck
in their new homes.
Kay Mac Keogh
PRO

KINGSBRY RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATION

Kingsbry· Residents' Association held
their meeting on the 6-6-89. The
agenda was as follows: The developers Naughton and Glennon are near
completion of work in the estate. We
hope that the work that has been done
i.e. tarmacadam of roads, planting
trees, finishing of play areas and general tidying up of the estate is to everybody's satisfaction. If not, please let us
know now before he leaves.
SUBSCRIPTIONS
As you know the job of grass cutting is
If any resident has not got around to now our responsibility. Arrangements
paying their subscription, a modest ten are being made to hire a contractor. At
pounds (and think of all the grass cut- the moment we are discussing prices
ting, and skips, and barbecued sau- ' and hope to have hired a contractor
sages that gets you!), please leave it within the next few weeks.
into the treasurer, E~rnonn Mac The two cul-de-sacs at the back of the
Keogh, 119 Railpark.
estate, as everybody knows, can not
be finish,ed until the builders come in
COMINGS AND GOINGS AND
and finish building their houses on the
CONGRATULATIONS ' "
sites, but the sad fact is that people
Filially, we note that Railpark were within Kingsbry are coming down and
unaole to field a team ,for the Inter- dumping rubbish and grass on these
estates seven-a-sides this year. Maybe sites which is very unfair to the people
next year, after a few thirty fifth birth- living in front of these sites. The latter
days, we'll do better. Also, three resi- cannot let their children out to play
dents deserve a mention for recent because they are afraid that they will
achievements, so cong(atulations to injure themselves or worse still, that
Vincent Comerford on nis appointment the sites could become rat infested.
as Professor of History in the College; We hope that people will dispose of
to Joe Kenny on his appointment as their rubbish and grass with more
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concern for their neighbours.
On the social front a table pub quiz was
held in the Leinster Arms on Wednesday the 31 st May. A very enjyoyable
night was had by the participants de,
spite the small number present.
Our sports day was held on the 6th of
June and was a great success. Congratulations to all the children who went
home with medals and to the rest of the
children - better luck next year.
TODDLERS
Run to Mammy
1. Fiona Lawlor
2. Caoimhe Custer
3. Brian O'Rourke

Egg-n-Spoon
1. Brian O'Rourke
2. Claire Brown
3. Eva Alford

15 Metres 8/11
1. Declan O'Rourke
2. Erika O'Dee
3. Simone Leavy

Egg-n-Spoon
1. Clodagh Mee
2. Gareth Moen
3. Erika O'Dee

Obstacle Race
1. Simone Leavy
2. Edwina Mahony
3. Barry Moen

Egg-n-Spoon
1. Barry Moen
2. Jonathon Mee
3. Declan O'Rourke

Obstacle Race
1. Clara Monaghan
2. Clair Browne
3. Charlene McDonnell

Trike Race
1. David Eahn
2. Darren Kearney
3. Eva Alford

Throw the Wellington
1. Ryan McGuigan
2. Charlene McDonnell
3. Clana Monaghan
Marathon
1. Patrick O'Rourke
2. Niall O'Rourke
3. Niall Hannifly

Half Marathon
1. Patrick O'Rourke
2.,Gareth Moen
3:.Noel Browne

100 Metres Age 4/5
1. Ryan McGuigan
2. Charlene McDonnell
3. James O'Dee
100 Metres Age 6/8
1. Patrick O'Rourke
2. Noel Browne
3. Aodagh Mee/Emma Culhane

Medals were presented to all winners
of kiddies events at the Bar-B-Que
later that evening. The adults finished
off the night by having their Bar-B-Que
at 9 p.m. and everybody enjoyed themselves well into the early hours of t~e
morning. Sooverallwecansumupthe
9-6-89 as being a HUGE success. A
special word of thar;Jks to Sean Donovan, Mike Gahn, Maire Kearney and
Gene Gahn for their help on the day.

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE
NUMBERS
Father Supple
Father D. Cogan
Father Thynne
Library (Main Street)
Rev. Williamson
Dog Control
FAS
E.S.B. Leixlip
Post Office
Health Centre

ROYAL CANAL
AMENITY GROUP

Station Master
Kildare County Council
Employment Exchange
Community Council Office
Boys' National School
Post Primary
Girls' National School
Taxi Service
- Maynooth Cabs
Rape Crisis Centre,
Dublin
Free Legal Aid
Tax Office
Eastern Health Board

Digging the deep foundations for the slipway walls.
Work on· the walls at the slipway is
well under way. The steel reinforced
mass concrete foundations under construction at the moment are required to
withstand the weight of a crane and
boat, in the event of boats being
lau nched and retrieved by this method.
We hope to have both walls completed
and the dam removed in time for the
official opening of the harbour in September.
The committee wish to apologise for
the cancellation of the boat regatta on
the 18th June. This was due to low
water levels resulting from work at the

14th lock which was beyond our and
the O.P.W.'s control. The Duck Derby
organised by the Boy's National School
was also affected by the low water, but
was eventually run and a winner declared. The rumour that the winning
duck was "dope" tested proved later to
be untrue.
We look forward to your continued
support for without the people of
Maynooth the work would grind to a
halt.

Eileen Fitzpatrick

"TO BE"
The Community Council's Art and Drama Group
The Art and Drama group set up since donned costumes and make-up and
March by The Community Council is a began the entertainment for the
new and vibrant jump into the arts for Maynooth festival week. In their first
Maynooth. With two groups of under concert they enjoyed themselves so
10 year olds and 10-13 year olds, it much they wanted to do another one
aims at getting pre-secondary children immediately. They had everything from
involved in the performing arts. Active the accordian band and heavy metal
in it they certainly are. The children sketches. The line upalso included the
themselves were very shy to begin O'Donoghue and Meagher Irish dancwith but their confidence has grown erswith pantomime sketches, the brass
considerably and they are performing band and disco dancing. There was
wonders; with enthusiasm they arrive also soothing music from Ciaran Farafter school to act and draw, two days rell and this was· contrasted by the
a week.
"Just Us" band. 80th performers and
audience had a great time and we eaIn their chosen roles the children gerly await the next performance.
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286220
286210
286521
285530
285430
(045) 81765
264841
244511
286259
2854151
285876
285509
04597071
286042
285922
286080
286060
286034
286539
614911
794239
715355
045-76001

Children (ISPCC)
20, Molesworth Street,
Dublin 2.

793333

Ambulance
Fire Brigade

045-66666
285555

Local Doctors:
Denise Nolan,
Beaufield, Maynooth.

285943

Christopher O'Rourke
Kingsbry Medical Centre,
Maynooth.

285210

Dentist:
Mr. G.A. O'Reilly BDS,NUI 286818
Main St., Maynooth.
Vet:
Mr. B. McDonald
Canal Road, Maynooth.
Garda Station
Maynooth.
(Mon. - Sat. 1Oam-1 pm
Sun. 12 noon - 2pm)

2862391
285518

286234

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to
makesurethelrmaterial is legible. If
possible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters, the best way to present
material is to use either neat legible
writing or block letters, on one side
of the paper.

POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
LABOUR PARTY NOTES

.8
ELECTION RESULTS
The Maynooth Branch would like to
takethis opportunitytothankthe people
of Maynooth for the tremendous support given to Emmet Stagg in the recent general election. Over 30% of the
electorate in Maynooth voted for Deputy Stagg. The Branch believes this
reflects both the consistent position of
the Labour Party in opposing health,
education and local authority cutbacks
as well as the high level of service
provided by Deputy Stagg to the local
community.
Deputy Stagg's election on the first
count in Kildare, together with very
good results for other socialists across
the country, represents a growing rejection of the right wing policies being
pursued by FF, FG and the PO's which
are inevitably leading to a two tier
society.

Emmet Stagg is committed to providing a high level of service to the people
of Maynooth. He is available every
Saturday in Caulfield's private meeting
room from 4.00-5.30 p.m.

Baroda
Moyglare
Woodpark
Grangewilliam
Derrinstown

Maynooth Branch P.R.O.

Corbally
Damastown

EMMET STAGG
PERPETUAL CUP
7-A-SIDE INTER
STUD FARM SOCCER
Emmet Stagg T. D. and the local branch
of the Maynooth Labour Party would
like to take this opportunity to thank the
following Stud Farms who participated
in the 7-a-Side soccer tournament
during Community Week:-

Simmonstown

Moyglare and Derrinstown met in the
final with Derrinstown emerging as
winners after a very close match.
Emmet Stagg T.D. presented the cup
and trophy and afterwards a good
session was held in Caulfield's.

~ W.ORKERS'PARTY
~ NOTES
The Workers' party has emerged considerably strengthened from the recent General and Euro Elections. An
extra three seats in Dail Eireann has
both confirmed the party's leadership
of the left in the Dublin area and given
the party a new official status in the
Dail. The party will nowbe abletotable
its own bills and will have access to
priority questioning of government
ministers. This will allow the party to
both provide sharper opposition to the
conservative opposition and pursue
legislation in the interests of the Irish
working class, such as the bill to protect part-time workers which Fianna
Fail refused to entertain in the last
Dail.
Undoubtedly the most significant result in the General Election was that in
Dublin Southwest, where, for the first
time in the history of the state, two
leftwing TDs were elected in the same
constituency, with a combined forty
per cent of the first preference vote.
This demonstrates that the progress of

the Workers' Party need not necessarily be at the expense of Labour, and
lays the basis for a better understanding between the two parties in future
elections. A number of other constituencies also emerged in the election
results where the prospect of a leftwing
double is now a definite prospect in the
next election. This is of major importance in terms of the building of socialism in Ireland, as it means that, instead
of providing a token presence in most
constituencies, the left is now in the
position of providing a serious alternative to the rightwing parties in many
areas.
In Kildare, the Workers' party made
steady progress compared with its
pioneering outing in 1987. With a firsttime candidate, the party increased its
first preference vote by 25 per cent
and, more importantly, had 60 percent
more votes at the time of elimination
compared with the corresponding
stage two years ago. With Catherine
Murphy's core vote in Leixlip holding
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steady, the party is now in an excellent
position to regain its County Council
seat in the Celbridge Electoral Area in
next year's local elections. Meanwhile,
Catherine Murphy would like to thank
all those who provided assistance
during the election campaign and who
voted for her in the election itself.
The stunning performance of the
Workers' Party President, Proinsias de
Rossa, in the Dublin constituency
was the highlight of the European
Parliament elections. Alreadyacknowledg~d as the dominant performer during the election campaign, Proinsias
de Ro\;sa can now be relied upon to
cham~ion the needs of both the Dublin
and the Irish working class in general in
Europe. High on his agenda in this
respect is a majortransferof resources
away from the massive subsidies currently going to already wealthy Irish
farmers and into job creating projects
which will provide some hope for the
scandalous army of unemployed in
Ireland.

Dublin Road,
Maynooth

Repair or
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611

~~o~p.~~

CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS

DUBLIN ROAD

MA YNOOTII

PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCWDING
YVES ST. LAURENT. MENRAD. SAFTTJJ. & BENNETTON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES CHJ) IN ALL SPECTACLES
INCLUDING PLASTIC. Ultra-thin
ZEISS TITAL & VARIWX BIFOCALS
PROMPT 1lrIO DAY SERVICE ON AUfOST AlL SPF.CTACLF.S

tvrnlCAL CAm & SOCIAL YELFflRE

~CIPIENTS

CATEf\£D FeR

APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St.. leixlip: Also Main St.. Lucan.
Ph: 243964

PI!

\\-, 00 YOU HAVE

282062

!f

WATER PROBLEMS?

for wells, irrigation and
John J. Dinsmore & Co ••
Warrcn.stown (Tr jm Woad).
Drumrec.
ro. Neath.

SALES AND SERVICE
Tel. 01-259631 (24 Hours)
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GENERAL ELECTION RESULTS -LITTLE OVERALL CHANGE IN MAYNOOTH
Congratulations to all the successful
candidates in the Kildare constituency
in the recent General Election, especially the locally-based trio, Bernard
Durkan, Emmet Stagg and Charlie
McCreevy as well as newcomer Sean
Power, who also, of course, has strong
local connections.
While the overall outcome in the constituency is, by now, well known to all,
readers may be interested in the results at local level. These are available
thanks to the efficient and very accu rate work of the legendary tally people,
organised as usual by Charlie
McCreevy with the willing co-operation of all the political parties.
In the Celbridge Electoral Area (comprising the Polling Districts of Leilxip,
Maynooth, Celbridge and Ardclough) which next year will electfive members
to Kildare County Council- the Fianna
Fail and Fine Gael votes (at 31 .2% and
26.6.%, respectively) were significantly
below those obtained in the constituency at large, whereas both Labour
and the Workers' party performed more
strongly (with 25.9% and 9.0%, respectively) . Both the latter parties also
did better in this area than in 1987,
whereas Fianna Fail and Fine Gael
both returned much the same share of
the vote as last time out. This suggests, ironically, that itwas the left wing
parties which gained most from the
massive slump in the Progressive
Democrat vote (from 12.1% to 2.7%),
althrough in fact there were probably a
lot of inter-party shifts involved in the
eventual overall outcome .
The tally results also show that about
two thirds of Gerry Brady's 1987 vote in
the area went to Charlie McCreevy,
and about one third to Sean Power. All
in all, if the General Election results
were to be repeated in next year's local
elections, it would give two certain
seats to Fianna Fail and one each to
Fine Gael and Labour, with the latter
two parties and the Workers' Party
fighting it out for the last seat. However, as the 1985 experience showed,
General Election voting patterns are
rarely repeated in local elections.
Turning our attention to Maynooth, we
may note first of all that there was
almost a ten percent drop in the number
of votes cast compared with 1987.
This may be attributed mainly to the
fact that the election was held outside
of term in the College, so that most students were away. This is reflected in

by PD voters moving in the opposite
the fact that Box No. 52, which includes
direction. Interestingly, in Box 52 Alan
the College, experienced more than a
fifty per cent drop in the number of
Dukes got almost 40% of the Fine Gael
votes cast compared with 1987. Inter- over twice what he got anywhere else
in the town. Presumably news of the
estingly, the tally results suggests that
it was Fianna Fail and Fine Gael who
Fine Gael voting strategy hadn't penemainly lost out as a result, with Emmet trated the College walls!
Stagg retaining most of his 1987 vote. In Box 53 (much of the town centre and
Clearly, there are very few radical clerimany outlying town lands, along with
cal students going through the system Greenfield Lane and Greenfield Phase
1) , there was a reversal of the pattern
these days!
elsewhere in the town, with the Labour
Overall, the Maynooth result saw the
three main parties - Fianna Fail, Fine share down significantly (from 44% to
Gael and Labour - getting about 30 per 36%), with Fine Gael benefitting most.
cent each of the vote, with Labour just Emmet Stagg made up for this, howshading it over the others. Indeed, ever, in Box 54 (Greenfield phase 2
Labour improved their share by three and 3, Greenfield Drive and part of
percentage points since 1987, the Kingsbry) where he grabbed a whopother two parties experiencing mar- ping 44% of the vote, up five per cent
ginal declines. The Progressive Demo- on 1987, and twice what either Fianna
Fail or Fine Gael got.
crats vote fell away from nine to three
In Box 55 (made up mainly of parts of
per cent. Interestingly, the Workers'
Party share of the vote also went down the town centre and Kingsbry), Labour
slightly - indeed, they were surpassed made up some ground to gain parity
by the Green party candidate, who got with the other big parties, while in Box
56 (mainly Maynooth Park, Newtown
3.6% of the vote.
The Fianna . Fail vote was split fairly and O'Neill Park), Labour moved
evenly between Sean Power and slightly ahead of its rivals. In the case
Charlie McCreevy, with the former of Box 57 (mainly Rail Park and Lauholding a small lead. Any idea that rence Avenue), however, Labour
Gerry Brady's old vote was largely a slipped slightly and remains well bepersonal one was refuted by the solid hind Fianna Fail and especially Fine
transfer of this vote to his-party col- Gael. At 37.5% of the vote, this is Fine
leagues. Bernard Durkan, predictably, Gael's strongest area in the town, which
got the vast bulk of the Fine Gael vote. is hardly surprising, as it also happens
Looking at the individual boxes (there to contain Bernard Burkan's residence.
are seven in all for Maynooth), the It is also the heartland of Workers'
overall Fianna Fail and Fine Gael Party supporters (at 6.2%) in Maynooth.
shares of the Maynooth vote were There appears to be a nest of supportgenerally maintained throughout the ers of this party somewhere around
town, whereas the Labour vote was Rail park! The strongest area of FiBox 51 (mainly anna Fail support, incidentally, is box
more ~ variable.
Beaufield, Carton Court and part of No. 52 (at 37.3%) .
Cluain Aoibhinn gave the PDs the All in all , then, the tally results for
strongest support in 1987 (13.4%). Maynooth confirm the general finding
Despite the big drop in PD support on that few people change their voting
this occasion, significantly, there was behaviour from election to election,
also a substantial drop in the Fine Gael and that the outcome of elections is, in
vote, with Fianna Fail and especially the end, determined by a small minority of floating voters. Maynooth is also
Labour being the main beneficiaries.
Again , in Box 52 (mainly College Green, predictable in that Labour does best in
the College and part of Cluain local authority housing areas while
Aoibhinn), big drop in the PD vote Fianna Fail and Fine Gael get their
appears to have mainly helped Emmet strongest support from private housing
Stagg, with the Fine Gael and Fianna estates. Nevertheless, all three parFail shares remaining constant. How- ties have a strong core of support in all
ever, as suggested above, this does areas of the town. The only real imponnot necessarily mean former PD vot- derable arising for the recent election
ers switching over to Labour. What is is Alan Duke's apparent popularity
more likely is that some formerFianna among College voters! Perhaps it
Fail and Fine Gael voters have switched -would be good forthe College - and the
to Labour, but have been cancelled out town - if he were to become Taoiseach!

a
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Exhibition Centre
Opposite the E.S.B. Showroom

Phone: 245011

J.

MILL LANE - LEIXLIP
QUALITY CARPET - BEDS - FURNITURE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODLE IN SHOP

BEDROOM CARPET FROM £3.99 Sq. YardD
BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WAS £750 NOW £550.00
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00
RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99
3' 6 LEG DIVANS £54.00

"

4 DRAWER SUPER 4' 6 DIVAN SPLIT BASE

£180~, . } . _ -.....

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET
&

VINYLS FOR (

MAY

)

FREE EXPERT FITI'ING (EX-CLERY' S)

HOUSE REMOVALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SUN 2 - 6 WEEKLY 10 - 6
FOR THE SITTING ROOM
LONG LASTING GENERAL DOMESTIC CARPET £5.99 SQ YARD
(5 YEAR GUARANTEE)
LONG LASTING CANVAS BACK CARPET ALL COLOURS
(8 YR GUARANTEE) £8.00 SQ YARD
80/20 WOOL CARPETS FROM £13.95 SQ YARD
80/20 AXMINISTER CARPETS FROM £19.95 SQ YARD
ARM CHAIRS FROM £45.00
QUEEN ANNE COTTAGE SUITE, 3 PIECE 2 SEATER
CHESTERFIELD SUITE 3 PIECE £299
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACCESSORIES INCLUDING
~~DROOM SEATS £39.00 ODDMENTS £37.00

S P E C I AL
HALL, STAIRS & LANDING
CARPET FITTED
AVERAGE SIZE
£199

BEDROOM STOOLS £ 18.00
HOUSE REMOV ALS AND DELIVERIES
Expert Fitting and Repairs (ex-Clery's)
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POINTS OF VIEW
In 1988, as a member of a missionary
congregatiol") I asked to be appointed
to a country, preferably China, to do an
Overseas Training Programme. Eventually, my superiors accepted my request and I was informed that Hong
Kong was the place of assignment.
The linking language between Spanish and Chinese was the first problem
I came across. l.was told that I would
have to study English firstly and that
the choice of the English speaking
country to carry this out was up to me.
I chose Ireland.
Before I left Argentina I didn't know
anything about the place I was coming
to. All I knew was that I would stay and
study in one of the formation houses of
my congregation in a town called
Maynooth.
Right now, it is nine months since I
have arrived here and I can hardly
describe in a few words what I have
experienced during this time . Looking
back at these past months , I would say
that the very first experience cou ld be
properly described as a 'cultural shock'.
On the one hand, the new language
itself and the lack of the minimal knowledge of the people's customs made
the biggest difference; I felt a bit isolated. On the other hand, the particular
Irishweatherwas a constant challenge,
it used to get me down, especially
when it was raining and I had to wait for
the bus at the "open air bus stop. " r
Certainly, I had always the possibility
to take refuge in the public toilet but,

.

~~
... .. .
..
---. .

.

MAYNOOTH THROUGH THE
EYES OF AN ARGENTINIAN
believe me that is not the best place to
choose by any means. I dare say that
after a short time , I gotusedto it as I got
used the the smelly neighbouring factory. Please, do not think that these
are complaints. I do not want to be
ungrateful but to be realistic, and for
this reason I must say that the strongest and still remaining impression was
how nice and peacefu l a town
Maynooth turned out to be. This is
Maynooth's external appearance as
far as I could see it as a foreigner.
Coming back to my personal situation,
things started looking better as soon
as the academic year was underway.
I got to know people from Maynooth
and from most of Ireland's counties. I
realized that I wasn't the only foreigner
and that my situation was a common
Situation, shared with people from different nationalities and cultures. This
was a very rich experience. In break
times, the campus was our favourite
place to go for a walk and the pubs

. became a meefing pOint. I sftll appreciate people's help and patience. They
made me feel sure and confident with
my 'recently born English', and the
most important thing was that I could
always express myself in the way and
by the means I was able to. This is a
very remarkable point.
Sharing with them the ups and d()wns
of their present, hopes and expectations for the future . emigration, unemployment, homelessness, health services and the pOlitical situation in general was, by far, the best approach I
made to the Irish life-style and yet, I
can not say that I know it. In this pOint,
I want to make it clear that as 'language students'we, (now I allow myself
to speak on behalf of my companions),
are not only interested in the language
itself but in the context in which this
particular language is spoken and gets
its meaning, the culture, generally
speaking.
The next stage of my experience (Hong
Kong), will , undoubtedly, be conditioned by this "Irish-experience" which
took place in Maynooth. It is understandable that, for most of the people,
my stay in this town was unnoticed,
though, I would like to thank everyone,
known and unknown, for making this
time so pleasant and enjoyable·.
Finally, let me tell you thatwhereverlife
brings me to live and work, be sure that
Iwill be always grateful and in fraternal
and active solidarity with you all.
Alberto Magno Aponte
(Divine Word MiSSionary Student)

CLARIFICATIONS AND CORRECTIONS
We apologise to John McGinley for
omitting a section of his article
Maynooth Sports and Recreation
Centre in last month's issue . The line
in question referred to a letter of supportfrom Charlie McCreevy, T.D. which

stated simply that the joint working
committee set up to look afterthe issue
of the Sport and Recreation Centre
had received such a letter from Mr.
McCreevy.

ro~

An incorrect solution to last month's
crossword was inadvertently published
in the June issue. We regret any
inconvenience caused and have published the correct solution to crossword No. 18 in this issue.

BEST- DRINKS AND DEli r IOUS PUB CR Ufl

CLOCK HOUSE
MAYNOOTH,
CO.KILDARE

PHONE:28622~

!OUP, SANDWICHES, COFFEE & MEAT PIES ALWAYS AYAILAOLE .
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GEORGE KELVER:
ACTIVE PIANIST

.,--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~ Kiernan~s
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH

George Kelver, at 75 years old is as
active as ever. A celebrated pianist, he
has not allowed his stroke, which he
had seven years ago, to slow him down.
He has just left Maynooth after a 2
week stay. For George it was a return
to Maynooth after 4 years, where he
was staying with 10ngtimefriendsJohn
Fortune and his wife Maureen, at
Greenfield Drive. His amazing talent
has been channelled in new directions
since his stroke. Having only the
complete power of his left arm, he now
plays piano with this arm only. This is
an amazing feat for any person who is
naturally right handed and as a pianist·
he has tackled his new way of playing
with sheer determination.
While in Maynooth George played for
friends in a special concert of his old
and new work on Sunday 18th June in
the college. With a lot of American
writers like Fleisher and Peebody as
well as the Greek composer Sartarios
Vlahapoulous now writing pieces for
him for left hand, this concert was a
tantalising mixture of pieces like "The
Londonderry air", the Swamp scenes
and German folk songs.
George is very fond of Maynooth, as
the people here have looked after him
through his difficult recovery from the
stroke and he has been coming back
by invitation from Fr. Michael Olden, ex
president of St. Patrick's College, to
visit and play.
At the moment his main focus in life is
teaching handicapped children, as
many children have only the use of one
arm. He is completely involved in
enriching their lives and talents. He
plans to write a book on playing piano
with one arm only and.when asked his
feelings about recording his performances for posterity he merely replies
that he plays his music "for now and
when he's gone that's it".
George Kelver is not from Ireland but
calls Maynooth his home and he certainly does feel at home here.Because of the people of Maynooth,
George Kelver will continue to bring
exceptionally beautiful music to our
ears.

GROCERIES,

CONFECTIONERY,

COOKED MEATS,

STATIONARY, NEWSPAPERS,
CHOCOLATES, FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECI'ION
OPEN 8.30 a'.m.

OF

GREETING CARDS

to 7 p.m. EACH DAY

_ .Celbridge Building Supplies & ServiCe~\
,

38 Maynooth Road, Celbridge.
.- ""
Tel: 288841
~A...r:- CC

L' J:\\ ,

OPEN 6 DAYS
Garden Sheds
8' 6" Rustic Sheds £199.00
Supplied_& Fitted
Full range of Patio Paving Hexes

-'';.:.~~~

Square Colour

J'~

r~

l

I

r;'

Supply & Fitting Service
Sand Gravel Stone Cement
Blocks Mortar Dashing
C,O.D. Service.

BEAUTY CLINIC
Irene McCloskey, C.I.D.E.S .C.O.
Diploma & Tutor
.

Including Facial Treatment.
Remedial Camouflage. Aromatherapy, Special Classes.
Arm & Leg Treatments.
Rt~c Guinol. Calhiodermie.Bio-Pcelinge Geloidc hc ... cription Faria"
Bodv Treatments, Sun Bed. ElectrolysIS and Red Vein Treatments.
BUCKlEY'S LANE, MAIN STREET. lEIXLIP
(01) 244366/2449n

(Il!Jpat f,:laid tt CO. Ltd
Laragh Maynooth

Ph: 286508

REPAIRS & SERVICE
WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHERS
ELECTRIC COOKERS
TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETILES ETC.

Phone: 286508
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Dear Parent and Children,

ends when the project is not on.
We would also be glad of YOUR HELP
during the project even if only for one
day.

Welcome to Summer Project 1989
If you missed registration you may still
register during the project itself. Children under 7 years of age cannot be
registered. Registration fee is £1 .50
per child.
This year the committee are most grateful forthe help of some 12 foreign youth
leaders who wi ll be joining us during
the project. These leaders give their
services free and we have secured
basic accommodation for them in
Maynooth but we also have to feed
them while they are here .
We would be most grateful for donations of any kind towards their upkeep.

Food, vegetables, meat and evencash.
We wou ld also appreciate it if families
offered some hospitality towards these
young people, maybe invite them to
their homes some evening or at week-

A few very important things to remember for project children.
1. Children under 7 years must be
accompanied by a parent or guardian.
2. All children must be accompanied
by a parent or guardian on Registration
Day.
3. On all DAY TR IPS children must
have sufficient food for that day. That
also includes the day we go to Donadea.
4. Finally: parents be fair to the Leaders - collect your children on time.
See you all at the Project '- Happy
Holidays.

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS

WEEK 1
JULY
Mon. 10th
Hike/Games in Carton Est. (Harbour
Field) 2pm-Spm. Bring Lunch .
Tue.11th
Dundrum Bowls/Marley park. (Greenfield Shops) 9.45am-5pm £3 .
Wed. 12th
Bingo: Lots of prizes. (Boy's Schol)
2.30 pm-Spm Film: (Boy's School)
7.30pm-9 .15pm 50p.
Thurs. 13th
Crafts - Rounders (I.C.A. Hall) 2.30pm5pm Fishing (Harbour) 7.30p.m.
Fri. 14th
Monkstown Swimming Pool (Train
Station) £1 .50 9.15am-5pm

WEEK 2

Mon. 17th
Sports Day (G.A.A.) 2.30pm-Spm
Tues. 18th
Bar-B-Que in Donadea (bus leaves
from Greenfield Shops) 9am-5pm
£1.50 Bring Lunch .

Wed. 19th
Table Quiz (Boy's School) 2.30pm
Film (Boy's School) 7.30pm-9.15pm
50p
Thurs. 20th
Crafts - rounders (I.C .A. Hall) 2.30pm5pm
Fishing. (Harbour) 7.30pm
Fri. 21 st
Monkstown Swimming Pool (Train
Station)9 .15am-5pm £1 .50 Bri ng Lunch

WEEK3

Mon. 24th
Walking Tour of Dublin (Train Station)
9.15am-5pm £1 . Bring Lunch
Tue.25th
Pet Show. Bring your Pet . (Harbour
Field) 2.30pm-5pm.
Wed. 26th
Hike/Games in Carton Est. (Harbour
Field) 2pm-5pm Bring Lunch
Film (Boy's School) 50p 7.30pm9.15pm
Thurs. 27th
Soccer Tournament (Harbcrur
Field)2.30pm-5pm
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Fishing Finals (Harbour) 7.30pm
Fri. 28th
Dundrum Bowl/Marley park (Greenfield Shops) 9.45am-5pm £3 . Bring
Lunch.

WEEK 4

Mon. 31st
Baldonnell (Greenfield Shops) 1.30pm4.30pm £1 .50
Tue. Aug. 1st
Malahide Castle (Greenfield Shops)
9am-5pm £1 .50 . For an extra £1.40
you may visit the Castle/Train Exhibition. Bring Lunch.
Wed. 2nd
Soccer Finals. (Harbour Field) 2.30pm
Last Film (Boy's School) 7.30pm9.15pm 50p
Thurs.3rd
Fancy Dress Party (Harbour Field)
2.30pm-5pm
Fri. 4th
Camping. BaliinaJ<ill.
(Greenfield
Shops).

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TCJO SMAll
\,/\0(0

1l~VIEW

Personal attentIon o( Qualdled Accountanl
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VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS & RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
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VIDEO REVIEWS
by Helen O'Connor Watson
Good Morning Vietnam
Starring Robin Williams (15's)

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 StraHan Way, Maynooth.
Phone 285246

"

AIDAN'S

This film is a comedy classic in which
Robin Williams reigns supreme. It is
based on a real character during the
Vietnam war, who is drafted into a very
dull radio station, to liven up things and
boost moral. But in this station, laiden
down with red tape, no one reckons on
Robin Williams showing up. He duly
sets the radio waves of Vietnam on fire
and his commanders into a state of
complete disarray. This lively story
coupled with classic Robin Williams'
jokes is a must for all fans of Robin
Williams and for anyone who enjoys a
good laugh.
Rating: 9/10

MAYNOOTH.
-TobacQonist -

MGM have released some of the oldies
which graced the screens of cinemas
through the 40's, 50's and 60's. One of
these is 'The Quiet Man', in which John
Wayne, for a change, doesn't playa
cowboy. It's an Irish movie made by
Hollywood and is a thoroughly entertaining film, with classic scenes like the
one where John Wayne drags Maureen O'Hara across the fields followed
by the whole town. Many people will
appreciate these movies and the enjoyment many found in their courting
days will be enjoyed once more in the
comfort of their homes. Like all good
oldies there'll be a tear or two shed, no
doubt!
Rating: 8/10
Top rating video's in Maynooth at
present:
1. Midnight Run (new release)
2. Good Morning Vietnam
3. High Spirits
4. The Running Man

Cerjes

Newsagent-

CLOSING TIMES
11 p.m. SAT - WED
10 p.m.
THURS & fRIDAY

CARLTON
CLEANERS
Moynooth Shoppir.g Centre

MGM CLASSICS
The Quiet Man
Starring John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara
and Barry Fitzgerald.

Gra

*
*
*

CURTAIN CARE

•

SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE

*

SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY

SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE, LEATHER & EVENING WEAR.

REPAIRS & ALTERATIONS

PH: 285511

OPEN 6 DAYS

Jim's Shoe Repairs
MA YNOOTII SHOPPING CENTRE
Genes Leather Sales
Stitched On
•
LadiesI & Gents
Heels

While U Wait

Heels Lowered
Shoes Stretched
:Now
Located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park
.
\
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F~trance.

Maynooth Castle
A FOCAL POINT OF LOCAL HISTORY
Mary Cullen

William the 13th earl of Kildare, who
one ofthe typical small markettowns of
was lost at sea while on his way to
the settled areas of the pale. Others in
Ireland in 1599, was the last male de- the county were Kildare, Kilcullen,
scendant of the 11 th earl, Gerald, the )tJaas, and Leixlip, and in Meath there
half-brother of Silken Thomas, and the were Athboy, Kells, Trim, Navan and
son of Garret Og the 9th earl and his
Dunboyne. Of the castle itself, Tynes
second wife, Elizabeth Grey. The title
Moryson, whose Itinerary was pub~now passed to Gerald, eldest son of lished in 1617, writing of this period
the 11th earl's next brother, Edward.
says; 'atthetimeofthewar I did not see
Gerald, who succeeded as the 14th
any venison served attable, but only at
earl, had been brought up in England
the houses of the said earls (Kildare &
and had already fought in Ireland for Ormond) andofthe English command)!Queen Elizabeth in the war against
ers'.
Hugh O'Neill of Tyrone. He was promi- Countess Mabel died in 1610 and the
nent in government political circles as
earl came into possessin of the castle
well as in military affairs, and as the but he himself died two years later in
nine years' war continued his two 'I 1612. His only son Gerald, an infant of
castles in county Limerick, Crom, from seven weeks, succeeded as 15th earl,
which came the Kildare war-cry Crom- but died at Maynooth in November
abu, and Adare, were taken by Sugan 1620 when, he had not yet reached
earl of Desmond and occupied forsome eleven years of age. The succession
( months before being retaken. The 'x,went back again to the children of
~14th earl of Desmond had died in re- -'Garret Og and Elizabeth Grey. George,
bellion againstthe queen in 1583. After the eldest surviving son of their third
that his lands had been confiscated son Thomas, now became the 16th
and his adherants attained. Now Hugh earl. George was only eight years old
O'Neill was trying to rally support to his when he became earl and so, as a
cause in Munster by sponsoring the minor, became a ward of the crown.
dead earl's nephew, James FitzTho- There was often a great deal of money
mas FitzGerald who nowclaimedtobe\)o be made from the guardianship of
earl of Desmond. His opponents gave;:: minors who were heirs to rich estates,
him the name of sugan, or straw rope, as the guardian had the control of the
earl, and he never succeeded in win- estates and their income during the
ning enthusiastic support from the Fitz- minority, and guardianships were
geralds of Desmond. Later on in the bought and sold in the hope of profit.
same year Crom Castle was again The young 16th earl was placed in the
taken for a short period, this time by guardianship of the earl of Lennox,
Hugh Roe O'Donnell, O'Neill's ally.
who had also been guardian, underthe
For a numberof years after his succes- crown, to the 15th earl. When the duke
sion to the title the 14th earl was not in died in 1624 his duchess became
possession of Maynooth Castle, as guardian and in 1629, with the consent
this had been left for her lifetime to of the king, she soldthewardshipofthe
Mabel Browns, the widow of the 11th earl to Richard Boyle, the first earl of
earl. Unknown to the countess a new Cork. At this time the king, Charles I,
Y: insurrection against the English crown had a letter sent to the Lords Justices
was planned at the castle in 1606. of Ireland, stating that the title deeds of
Those involved were the great O'Neill the young earl were in the care of
himself and Rory O'Donnell, who was Christopher FitzGerald, a servant of
married to the countess Mabel's gran- the late earl Gerald, but that as he was
daughter Brigid Fitzgerald. I nthe castle now a very old man the king directed
garden they tried to persuade the that they be given to the care of the
countess's grandson, Richard Lord earl's uncle Aungierand of Sir William
Delvin, to take part. Laterthe countess Talbot of Carton. They were to be kept
wrote to the authorities to express her in a chest with three locks, and one key
sorrow 'that the late treasons should was to be kept by the earl's guardians,
have been plotted at Maynooth, and another by Lord Aungier and the third
strongly protested her own innocence'. by Sir William Talbot. Lord Aungier
At this time, around the year 1600, the himself wrote to the young earl to keep
town of M aynooth is described as bei ng him informed of what was happening.
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My dear good Lord,
I am certaynely informed by a witness
sent, that my Lord, the Earle of Corke,
hath contracted with the Duchesse of
Lennox for your ward shipp with your
consent. Since God hath ordayned it
soe, I beseech mi n to give a blessi ng to
it. I hope he will use you nobly, and
looke well toyour estate, preserve and
increase it, whereunto, God willing, I
shall give my best help. It is most
requisite you should bee very carefull
of your evidences. They are now in the
possession of the old steward, a faythfull servant of your howse; they are
kept at the howse of Maynooth, in a
place there called the Councell howse,
strongly built of stone, a little remote
from the howse, toward the garden; a
place very fitt for their keepinge. If you
please, I will cause them to be kept
there, under locke and key, untill they
may be safely delivered to yourselfe, at
yourcominge intothis kingdome;which
I hope now will not be longe. Soe I
commend you, My Lord, to the gracious protecton oLthe Almighty.
'Your very affectionate lovinge Uncle,
to doe you service,
Francis Angier
Dublyn this last of August, 1629.
The Council House stood on the site of
the present Stoyte House, the Georgian house at the centre of the present
buildings of Maynooth College which
face the visitor as she or he enters the
main gate. The remains of the Council
House were removed around 1780 to
make way for the new building, which
was intended for the duke of Leinster's
steward. The stone table in the illustration, which is dated 1533 and belonged
to the 9th earl Garret Og was originally
in the Council House.
Richard Boyle, the earls new guardian
was one of the 'New English' who acquired estates in Ireland during the
new plantation in Ulster and the resettlement of lands earlier planted with
English colonists which followed the
end of the war between Hugh O'Neill
and the armies of Elizabeth and the
flight of the earls in 1607.
It was the native Irish who gave the
names Old English, or Sean-Ghaiil,
and New English or Nua-Ghaill, to the
two categories. The New English
were Protestant and closely linked to
continup,d
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Maynooth Castle continued
the government and offiCIaldom. The
Old English were mostly Catholic and
increasingly concerned about their own
standing with the new type of government and policies that were being
imposed in Ireland. Boyle acquired
vast estates in Munster, was created
earl of Cork, and became prominent in
the political life. His son Robert, born
at Lismore in 1627, became famous as
a scholar and scientist and gave his
name to BOYle's Law. He was a founder
of the famous Royal Society and financed the translation and printing of
the Bible in the Irish Language.
His marriage took place in 1630 and,
for the occasion, Cork carried out restorations and additions at Maynooth
Castle, which was by this time in poor
repair after two minorities. Over the
gateway he placed the following inscription:
"This ancient mannor houde of
Maynooth , being totally ruined and
ready to fall , was new built and enarged by the Right Honorable Richard
Boyle, Knight, Lord Boyle , Baron of
Youghal, Viscount Dungarvan, Earl of
Cork, the Lord High Treasurer of Ireland, and of the two Lords Justices in
he Government of the kingdom; who,
being guardian of the lands and body
f the Right Honorable George, the
yfteenth Earl of Kildare, to whom, with
Royal assent of the Kings Majestie, he
gave his fourth daughter, the Lady
oan Boyle, in marriage, built his house
or him at his own charge, in Anno
1630".

MONEY MATTERS
How to Pay Less Tax
- Deeds of Covenant
From time to time we all complain
about the amount of tax we pay.
However you might be surprised to
know that there are many legitimate
ways of reducing your tax bill through a
better understanding of the income tax
system.
In forth coming issues of the Newsletter I propose to give you some simple
examples of how you can make the
system work for you by explaining
various tax reliefs and the conditions
under which these reliefs are made available.
Hopefully, you will find these tips of
great use when filing in your tax returns. If you are unsure about any
issue or require clarification, don't be
shy, contact me through the Newsletter office.
For this particular issue of the Newsletter I have chosen the subject of
deeds of covenant. (No! don't turn the
page! Read on. Don't be turned off by
the zany title). It's a simple concept
and may affect you at some stage.
Deeds of covenant relate particularly
(but not exclusively) to parents with
students aged 18 or over attending
university or third level colleges. Hence,
I think it appropriate to deal with the
matter at this time.

(1) The parent deducts income tax at
the standard rate (32%) from the £1,000
and pays £320 (32% of £1000) to the
Revenue Commissioners
(2) Parent pays the balance i.e. £680 to
the child.
(3) The child reclaims the £320 from
the Revenue Commissioners. This
arises, because the child, being over
18 years of age, is entitled to a personal tax free allowance. The child,
having no income from any other
source, finds that his/her total income
does not exceed the personal tax - free
allowance limit of £2.050. The £320
paid by the parent can be reclaimed.
The student/child ends up with £1 ,000
(£680 paid by two parents, and £320
reclaimed from the Revenue Commissioners) .
The parent is entitled to tax relief on the
full £1 ,000 and at a marginal rate of tax
of 56% (the parent will have a tax
saving of £560).
The outcome is that the child will have
received £1 ,000 at a cost to the parents of £440 (i.e. £1000 less £560 tax
saving) . A neat trick,

This is just one of a number of genuine
and legitimate ways of saving tax, but
remember the deed of covenant is a
Deeds of Covenant
legal agreement. So remember to
If the earl of Cork could see Maynooth
A deed of covenant is the most tax- seek professional advise to ensure it is
efficient way of providing for the edu- carried out correctly.
Castle today he would no doubt be
cation or living expenses of you r chil- As I mentioned earlier the deed of
surprised and disconcerted to see that
his improvements have all but vandren aged 18 or over. The covenant covenant primarily relates to adult child
ished and that it is the 13th century
effectively transfers a portion of the education. However there are other
keep and gateway that still stand fairly
parent's income to the child by way of situations when it can be used just as
intact after more than seven and a half a legally bind,ing agreement. The re- efficiently. An example would be a
c.;;.e.;.;.nt_u~ri~e~s'~=::::::~:::==_"4 suit is that there is a tax saving at the covenant to a widowed mother who
top rate of tax.
has insufficient income to absorb her
I will
outline the conditions of availa- . personal tax free allowance. Another
bility and how it works in practice.
area of use would be in the case of
providing for an incapacitated child.
Conditions
(a) The student / child is aged 18 or
over.
(b) The undertaking is for a period
Another interesting instance is that
which is capable of exceeding 6 years.
grandparents can covenant to their
(c) Payment cannot exceed 5% of the
grandchildren even if they have not
parent's income for the year.
reached 18 years, but 5% restriction of
How It Works
statutory income still applies.
Take for example a deed which provides for a gross payment of £1,000
(5% of parent's income of £2000).
Martin poyle
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£6.99 per Week. NO DEPOSIT OVER 48 mon t hs
APR 20 __9%_
COUNTRY SHOP

AS WELL AS OUR USUAL EXTENSIVE

RANGE OF CRAFTS, GIFTS AND ANTIQUES

I
WE

NOW STOCK

ANTIQUE AND NEW PINE FURNITURE
OLD COUNTRY DRESSERS, CHESTS, CUPBOARDS, BOXES, TABLES, AND CHAIRS
STEPHEN PEARCE AND JUDY GREENE POTTERY,
INCLUDING LAMPS - IDEAL GIFTS FOR ANY OCCASION
COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF
MILL ST. MAYNOOTH TEL. 286766
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Licence to Kill
(Savoy Cinema)

Licence to Kill is the 16th and most
recent installment in the 007 phenomenon . The Bond saga has spanned
three decades having Sean Connery
playing the lead six times, George
Lazenby once, Roger Moore seven
times and now, for the second time,
Timothy Dalton as Ian Flemming's
enigmatic spycatcher. The character
of Doctor No launched Flemming's
gentleman killer almost 27 years ago
but, believe me, many changes have
occurred since then in the Bond character and in the tasks and villains he
now faces.

Robert Davi as Sanchez (a Southern
American drug baron) is the 'real bad
guy' and in Licence to Kill 'bad' means
being graphically brutal. Sanchez, for
instance, allows sharks to nibble at
men helplessly suspended above a
pool; he whips his girlfriend and kills his
cronie , Anthony Zerbe (the corrupt
marine biologist) in a shockingly horrificway. 'Let's go fishing' says Bondin .
the pre-credits action sequence, attaching a hook from a coast guard's
helicopter to Franz Sanchez's single
engine plane. With a neat gag to round
it off Bond and his American sidekick,
Felix , arrive at the altar of the latter's
wedd ing trailing parachutes behind
them in typica l Bond manner. Perhaps
the most notable change in the lead
character and indeed in the entire film
is that, since Flemming's scripts have
finally been exhausted, the new-look,
clean cut hero is very much Americanised. Most of the film's locations are in
Mexico City, Acapulco, Vera Cruz and
in Florida's Key West with only 10 to 15
seconds of British footage throughout.
It has been suggested that the new
brutalism in Licence to Kill is in response to the last film's (The Living
Daylights) poor US box office returns.
In the new adventure James is forced
to disobey his superiors orders and to
operate as a lone man driven by a lust
for revenge. When Bond disobeys her
majesty's secret service his licence to

kill is revoked and Davi, as Sanchez,
gives Bond a little room for moral
ambiguity and doubt. Yet again Q
(Desmond Llewelyn) comes up with
bizarre gadgets for Bond's use, including a camera which operates as a'signature gun' with an optical palm reader.
There is also a travel alarm clock which
is 'guaranteed never to wake up anyone who uses it'.

In general this latest Bond film is very
watchable and certainly is action
packed. It looses out on the suave and
panache style of the earlier films by
bowing to American box office demands
with excessive brutalism and Charles
Bronson type craracterisation. However, a welcome change in the format
is the role of women. In Licence to Kill
they take an active part in helping
Bond. In particular, Carey Lowel gets
him out of many awkard positions and
predicaments. It is worth watching for
the ingenious stunts but, in truth, I
wouldn't be surprised if Bond's licence
to kill is permantly revoked after this
latest offering .
Barry O'Brien

BORSTAL BOY
Gaeity Theatre 8.00 p.m.

Twenty two years ago Borstal Boy
first appeared as a play at the Abbey
Theatre. Thomas Mac Anna was not
only director back in 1967 but also the
inspiration behind the dramatisation of
Brendan Behan's celebrated, authobiographical account of his years in
borstal.

In the play Behan's character is divided
into the young idealist (played by Darragh Kelly) and the cynical older man
looking back on his early days (played
with brilliantly paced sarcasm by Niall
Toibin who, incidentally, played the
young Behan 22 years ago). The basic
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plot centres around the author's incarceration in Britain at the age of 16 for
terrorist activities.

The young Behan is constantly
prompted by an older, wiser and more
critical self which makes for great dramatic theatre. The dynamics of the plot
function about this witty rapport and
also centre on the relationships between Behan and the other inmates
rather than on the character of the
prison itself. Behan manages to capture many of the complexities which
composed and regulated life in borstal
-the loneliness , anger, separation, violence and peer pressure which went
hand in hand with loyalty and the need
to impress. Althe beginning of his term
in confinement he is singled out and
given particularly harsh treatment due
to his nationality and to the fact that he
is a member of the IRA. Soon , however, his impressive personality comes
totheforewhich eventually leads to his
establishing strong relationships with
all his borstal companions. Even
though Behan comes to respect his
fellow inmates and their views , he never
relaxes his own code of principles during his three year spell therein. This is
made quite clear in the scene where
British planes fly overhead to the extreme jubilation of all inmates but
Behan. Despite considerable peer
pressure he refuses to accommodate
his companions' sensibilities .

Niall Tobin knows this play Inside out
and gives a resoundingly hilarious
performance as the older Behan - his
considerations upon answers and
reactions which he would have loved
to deliver at the time of certain incidents are especially humorous . Darragh Kelly is magnificent as the friendly
and befriending young man whose
intense idealism and unlimited generosity wins all to his side. Joe Dowli ng's
direction is highly recommended.
Borstal Boy runs at the Gaiety for the
next week at least. Tickets range from
£8.50 upwards. Don't miss it.
Barry O'Brien
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New and Secondhand School Books
available from your

LOCAL BOOKSHOP
For Primary and Secondary schools in
Maynootll ~ Kilcock and Celbridg_e

Save yourself Time and
Money
Order NOW
For a better choice of seco:n dhand
School Books in good condition
'Leave in your Booklist now - and collect at
•
your convenIence
New School Books always in stock
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FESTIVAL WEEK '89

Emmet Stagg, T.D. presenting the prize to the captain of the winning stud farm,
Derrinstown , in the Inter-Studfarm Seven-a-Side during Community Festival Week.

Enjoying themselves during the Festival Week in Caulfield's were Eve Connolly, Bridie
Flanagan, Nellie Nolan, Mrs. Moore and Jacqueline Nolan.
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POST - PRIMARY SCHOOL NOTES

Gary Feeney and Jeremy Farrell making a presentation of
£700.00 to Maura O'Neill, Children's Hospital, Crumlin. Gary
and Jeremy organised many fund raising events in order to
raise badly needed funds for the Children's Hospital in
Crumlin. Well done lads!

Fr. Thynne relaxing before the Leaving Certificate, with
some of our students at a night out in the Bowling Alley
in Dundrum. Good night was had by all. Teachers won
in a canter.

Our congratulations to John Dunphy of Celbridqe, a former student of Post Primary School, on his recent ordination to
the Priesthood. John spent five years in school before going off to Clonliffe to continue hiS studies.
Well done also to our First Year Footballers on wir,ning the County Championship against Athy Vocational School and
to our under 14 side for winning their County Championship by two points against Patrician College, Newbridge. A nice
way to end the year.

Congratulations to Pauiine Dowling of Greenfield and Eddy F. Fitzpatrick, New Jersey, who
were married in St. Catherine's Church, Cedar Grove, New Jersery, on 13th April last.
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Children's
Corner.
WINNER OF JUNE
COLOURING COMPETITION

Connect the dots

8·12 years

Monsters of the Past

1st Elizabeth Meally
1 Railpark, Maynooth.

Iguanodon

(iq. WAN*o·don)

2nd Patricia Noone,
Laragh, Maynooth.
3rd Thomas Mullarkey,
77, Maynooth Park, Maynooth.

4·7 years
1st Dermot O'Rourke age 7
40 Railpark, Maynooth
2nd Brendan Gaffney age 6
"Bell View" Mariaville, Maynooth.
3rd Daniel Addrley age 3
105 Railpark, Maynooth.

How many smiling clowns are
there?

Study thi5 PBg~ for" few mOfl1pnrS thftl'l clost" the book tUld Sf>e how
mlmy ohjects YOIl Clfn 11<;1.
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The Cure will be visiting our shores for
two dates at Dublin's R.D .S. Simmons
Court on Saturday 15th and also on
Sunday 16th June. The dates are part
of 'The Prayer Tour' and even if you
don't like the Cure you can go along
and see All About Eve who will be
special guests on the tour. Also on the
bill are Shelleyan Orphan the Cocteau
Twins - style band who record with the
brilliant 4AD label.
Carling/Hot Press band of '88 winners
Scale the Heights will be playing in
the Baggot Inn on June 17th. Fans of
up and coming Dublin Band No Sweat
playa one off gig in Dunlaoghaire's
Top Hat in July.
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24 Hour Film Developing
Service

National
LOTIERY

AlnllOR I SEll ACENT FOR
NATIONAl. I.Urn·: RY

£3.99 & A Free Film
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
ALL FILMS ONLY
£1.50 per night

SAME DAY
DRY CLF,ANING

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH
TEL : 285239
POR BEST PRICES ON CYCLES AND LAWN MOWERS
PETROL MOWERS FROM £175.00
REPAIRS CARRIED OUT TO ALL MAKES OF CYCLES
AND LAWN MOWERS
OPEN 6 DAYS 9 a .m. - 6 p.m. Wed. 1. 30 p.m.

Maynooth Battle of the
Bands
Thursday 22nd June saw the third
B.O.T.B. in Maynooth. Proceedings
got underway at 8.45p.m. in Slims Night
Club . The first band up were Lucan's
'Craven Idol' who play trash/hardcore
metal. Second up was a !')cal, young,
all-girl band called 'Just Us' who play
pop music.
The third band to play was another
local group who've been around for a
while and play good rock/metal and
are called "Warsaw". Our next band
was a rock and blues outfit which consisted of seven members including
saxaphone and trumpet players. They
called themselves "So What" and are
from Lucan. Last band of the night,
also from Lucan, were "The Animators"who put on a good show of Housemartins-type music.
The audience turned out in big numbers and supported all the groups . The
winners were as follows: in third place
"The Animators"; in second place
"So What". and in first place "Warsaw" who received £50 and a plaque
which was sponsored by the Sports
Locker. Congratulations to all who
took part and to all who supported the
event.

Agents for Irish 8uildiny Society

Auctio~rs l~r); ,-~~
Valuers

~(' ! - <~~.'

Insur~nCe ' Ag~nts

MAIN STRfTT,

r

MD

Estate Agents

MAY~()()TII

Co . Kill\;lr('

Telephone: 285257/285201
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED
IN ALL AREAS FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS

PLAYSCHOOL/NAIONRA
OPENING EARLY SEPTEMBER '89 AT
39 KINGSBR Y MAYNOOTH
FULLY QUALIFIED PLAYGROUP TEACHER
PLACES LIMITED; BOOK NOW
PHONE 285777 FOR FURTHER DETAILS
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Budding Poet

Professional Appointment
Congratulations to local resident, Dr.
R. Vincent Comerford, on his recent
appointment as Professor of History in
the College, in succession to the Rev.
Professor Patrick Corish. A member of
the College staff since 1974, Vincent
had previously been promotedto Senior
Lecturer in 1985. He is a graduate of
the College, fromwhere he progressed
to Tri nity College, Dublin to complete
his Doctorate. He is the author of two
major books, "The Fenians in Context"
and the biography of the author Charles Kickham. A native of Grangemockler, Co. Tipperary, Vincent lives in Rail
park with his wife, Phil, and their two
sons.
Fulbright Scholar
Congratulations to popular student,
Kevin McKenny, who has been
awarded a Fulbright Scholarship by
the United States Government. While
Right now we are in the midst of our
busiest time of the year. First judging
of the Tidy Estate and best shop fronts
has taken place: second and final
judgings will take place during late
August. We plan topresent prizes at a
function to be held in early September.
Litter is our major enemy; we would
appeal to everyone to make a special
effort to get Maynooth tidy. We must
not get another report from Bord Failte
stating THAT LInER WAS OUT OF
CONTROL IN MAYNOOTH.
OUr litter bins in Maynooth are not
suitable. Unfortunately they are all we
have. Kildare County Council have not
got the finances to replace the standalone type. These would certanly be
bird proof and maybe be vandal proof.
We are trying to improve the environl'DentofMaynooth . Weneedyourhelp.
Please give a few hours even once a
month, it would surprise you what we
could achieve with a little more help.
Finally, our thanks to all members, of
the committee for their help with our
stand at the recent Spring Fair. Our
thanks to Ultra-vision forthe loan ofthe
video.
To the people who signed our petition
to remove the 'Thing' we advise that
the signatures will form the centre of

Congratulations to Bill Tinley, who obtained an MA degree in English from
the College in 1988, and who had three
poems published recently in the Sunday Tribune.
doubling up as the Student Union
Education Officer over the last year,
Kevin was also working on completing
his M A thesis on "Land Settlements in
17th Century Ireland". A native of
Ardee , Co. Louth, Kevin will use the
scholarship to pursue a doctoral programme at the State University of New
York at Stoneybrook, Long Island. We
wish him the best of luck.

5.05 Club Night Out

The College Staff Social Club, the "5 .05
Club", had a very successful night out
in the Stillorgan Bowling Centre on
June 2nd last, when no less than fourteen teams of six persons each took to
the alleys. The team prize went to the
following: Mary Weld, Mary Moriarty,
Michelle Finnegan, Dan O'Shea, Be rnadette Stanley and Paul Hoary, while
New Code of Discipline
the prizes for 'ttle highest scoring
woman and man went to Anne Finn
A new code of discipline for students in and Eoin 0 hEochaidh, respectively .
the College , prepared under legal ad- Such was the success of the event that
vice, was recently approved by the a repeat is being planned for the near
College Authorities and will come into future . Inthe meantime, the next event
operation inthe coming academic year. on the club's calendar - a tennis blitz
A copy of the code will be given to each and barbecue - was due to take place
on June 28 last.
student on registration.

MA YNOOTH TIDY TOWNS
COMMITTEE
our environment report to be presented
to Kildare County Council later this
year.
Richard Farrell,
Secretary,
Tidy Towns Committee

Letter to Local B.usinesses
Dear Proprietor,
The above committee is organising the
judging of the Best Shop/Premises
Frontage and the judging criteria is as
follows:

Letter to Residents' Associations
Dear Secretary,
The above committee is organising the
judging of the tidy Estate/Area competition and the judging criteria is as follows:
Attention to open space/play areas.
Front garden display
Start of verges, kerbsides,
walls, fences
Shrubbary, trees
Appear~nce of houses
General level of maintenance
Judging this year will take place during
the Community Festival and the latter
part of August. We also ask you to look
after the approach to your area as part
of our tidy towns effort. Thank you for
your continued co-operation.
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Originality/Character
Harmony with surroundings
Presentation of Window display
Level of effort put into improvements
General maintenance
(paintwork, absence of litter,
ward etc.)

Presentation of buildings is one of the
main positive comments in each years
Bord Failte Tidy Towns Report. Litter
is our big problem and we welcome
any assistance you can give us in this
matter. We attach a "Keep Kildare
Tidy" window sticker please display in
a prominent place. Thank you for your
continued co-operation.
Richard Farrell
Secretary Tidy
Towns Committee

.

Have it

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH

BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF THE CROP
Tel: 286166

e t tIll gOt' f' icc
THE SQUARE

WE
i.e.

WE PAY

1st

MAYNl)(.)TH

Phone 286096
PAY DOUBLE RESULT

PAST THE POST AND RULES OF RACING IF YOUR SELECTION
WINS EITHER WAY YOU WIN

WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL
WINNING YANKEES.
WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL
WINNING FORECASTS.
EARLY MORNING PRICES
AVAILABLE EVERY DAY.

COME IN AND TRY
OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
LUCKY 15 PLACE POT.
STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND
£200 BONUS YANKEE DAILY

WE
FAV. STARTS AT LESS
THAN 4/1.

t

ODD'S PLACE 1-2-3 IN HANDICAPS

12 OR MORE RUNNERS 6 - 7 RUNNERS

tODD'S

PLACE (1-2) ODD'S PLACE. 1-2-3-4 IN HANDICAPS OF 16 OR MORE
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WINNERS OF NEWSLETTER SHORT STORY COMPETITION
.L ,...-\ k tv~"

12-18 Section
-l
.r ~S ~,
Under 12 Section
~'.~
,'- , u
Niamh Mulready (Winner) 7-.,2-5
Georgina Sherlock (Winner)
Sonia Mulligan (Runner Up) 0
The prizes will be awarded in late August. Congratulations to all our winners.

Over 18 Section
Rosemary Behan

:b:a-o
"-

WINNER IN 12-18 SECTION
MY ZOGABOG DREAM
by
Miss Niamh Mulready
1- The Puppy

make you both a cucumber and custard sandwich". They both started to
lick their lips and said "Yum Yum".

It had been another boring day. I went
to bed thinking I would have a boring
night with boring dreams. But I was
wrong. No sooner had I fallen asleep
when someone whispered into my ear
"Oy buster, wake up".
I woke up and to my delight Zig and Zag
were sitting on my bed. Zag was
reading Bunty and Zig was like a
gramaphone because he kept on saying, "You're a big sissi".
"How did you come here?" I asked. "In
the Zogmobile" Zag answered. "But
ask Zig why we came?". "0 Kay" said
Zig. "I had the puppy in bed with me
and when I woke up and .. . and . . . and
. .. he stuttered, he was gone."
"I don't believe it" said Zag . "Its completely true" replied Zig. Then I said I
was going to look for him, but first "I'll

2 - The Search
When Zig and Zag had finished their
sandwiches, we made up a schedule.
We went first to the 'Zog Puppy Training Centre', but Zuppy was not there.
We then went to cousin Nigeal and
Uncle Fred's next which was quite silly
because we knew Zuppy hated them.
After that we went to Melmac to ask Alf
if he had seen ;Z:uppy, but all the information we got from him was "no, but
lets go and check out the fridge". We
went to many other alien run planets
but Zuppy was nowhere to be seen.
Oh, by the way, we were just out of
Melmac when it blew up.
Suddenly Zog said "did you check the
press at home where we keep the
custard?". "No, I forgot" said Zig in a

WOODEN TRANSFORMATION

eRA::.)
THE COLOURS OF A
BUTTERFLY

Butterfly, butterfly in the air,
Up and down, round and round , dancing everywhere.
Lovely co'iours on their wings,
Circles squares and other things.
Orange, red and indigo,
They're the colours that they show.
Some of them are plain white,
Some of them are green,
Some of them are dirty,
Some of them are clean.

Circles of never ending rain
Lifted by clouds
Drip from the trees.
The ground below
is wet and soggy,
The leaves won't crunch
When I walk in the woods.
Yesterday I found a piece of wood
Hid it in a shed
To keep for years to come;
Someday that wood will yield
an object so great
so smooth
so fragile,
That I will keep
The natural chippings and the dust,
But for now
I'm just beginning.
Laen
15-5-89

By Ronan Tierney Age 8
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don't careless voice. "I don't believe it"
said Zag, for the one hundred and first
time.
"Oh no, you mean we came here for
nothing" I sighed. "Back to the Zogmobile" laughed Zig. So we all ran back
to the mobile.
3 - Home Again
When we reached home we went to
where the custard was kept, and sure
enough, the puppy was having a fine
midnight feast.
Zig slapped him and sent him to bed.
Then Zag said to me"Wili you be my
girlfriend?". "Of course I will" I answered. But at that moment someone
shook me. "Wake up Niamh" mum
said.
At breakfastmy mum said "You were
talking in your sleep about a puppy,
and why did you have a cucumber
under your pillow?".

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

~eamus

grant

33, LAURENCE AVENUE,
MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE.
Phone 286132

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to
make sur~ their material is legible. If
pOSSible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters, the best way to presenl
material is to use either neat legj~le
writing or block letters, on one side
Of tne paper.

MARCHING IN THE LIGHT
OF TARA
R.T.E.'s radio mast in Summerhill has
recently been the cause of enormous
public outcry in the area. Soon after
June 24th the air-craft alert lights were
set in operation and illuminated the
region around Summerhill. These are
positioned on top of the 848ft structure
and flash in strobe fashion every second or so. They could be seen from
Chapelizod, Maynooth, Trim, Naas and
Dunboyne to mention but a few of the
areas within the power of their illumination. Residents of the area in which
the mast is situated have stepped up
the campaign to have it removed, assembling regularly at its foot in increasingly large numbers . They are concerned about the "blatant invasion of
privacy and disruption of regular living
patterns" which the enormously strong
light is alledged to have caused . Some
Maynooth residents have claimed that
this light also reached them and similarly disrupted life style here.
A spokesperson for the activists campaigning for the removal of the mast
has stated that it appears 'especially
notable that this source of public disruption should have come into effect
immediately after the general election
took place and not one day sooner."
The spokesperson went on to add that
local residents could also be subject to
radiation and electri.c al disturbances.
When the Newsletter contacted R.T.E.
regarding the mast we were informed
that the overpowering light was the
result of a technical fault with the controlling mechanism. The alert lights
must, by regulation, be strobe lights
since the mast is 848 ft high . The
daytime lighting is 50 times more
powerful than that emitted at night and
when the fault occured it was the
stronger light which flashed across the
country. This, we were to ld, is being
corrected at the moment and the lights
will not be switched back on until a
'satisfactory level' of brightness has
been achieved and a manual , override controlling system installed . The
spokesperson for R.T.E. wished to
assure everyone affected that this outbreak of luminosity will "not be a regularfeature" of Radio Tara; Atlantic 252.
The new radio station will come into
operation on a trial basis in August and
will service the entire country aswell as
substantial parts of Britain . It will be
available on 252kh longwave.

DONOVANS NEWSACENTS ."
UNIT 7 MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
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Dermol' ,Kelly Limited
.
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"

TEL: 281311

Kllcock

Contact Us First For:
New and ' used cars & vans

*
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*
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For Texaco _~_

Heat i

Rody rppairs
Sprv i C(' ; IIHI Parts

ng and

FliP
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I - Phone 287311
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TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857
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• Painting & De.:orating •
t()()(j
.':B
r:cr_...,........-;;~ - Interior & Exterior
• Professional Wallpapering~
-Pi!--,..-' Chimney Cleaning at its best·
' C"'.
. ' Brushes Vacuum &'Sc reen •
~
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
.
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced • ~
.
You have tried the res t now use the best
You will find us in the gree~ pag~s & Golden pages

Fuel Merch<Jnt

Phone: ;> 88 /168

Coal

Antracite
etc
De lIvered 1.0 your home.

Best quality Coal ,Slack,Anthraci te, Peat Briquettes,
And an types of Solid Fuel supplied.
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Is produced monthly by the Editorial
Committee of Maynooth Community Councl I. It would help
considerably If you would take the time to complete this brief
que s t ion n air e and ret urn I t t 0 The New s let t e r in the Com mu nit y
Council off"lce in Main St.
Thank you.
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STREET TALKING
In last month's issuewe asked whether
or not there was an outlet and a demandfororiginal paintings in Maynooth.
Since thenwe have been informed that
Joh n Byrne's bookshop, The Maynooth
Bookshop, stocks numerous paintings
by local artist Jarleth Finn (whose
sketches are featured monthly on our
cover). These are in pencil, ink, oiland
water colour and are proving to be
exceptionally popular - since John
opened in the square he has sold thirty
to forty pieces of.Jarleth's work.
A new development on our side of the
street is the opening of Nuzstop in the
premises retentlyvacated by Hula Bou.
Nuzstop is owned and managed by
Valerie and Frank Boylan from Kilcock
who felt that there was a viable outlet
for a newsagents in this area. It is
brightly decorated and spacious and
offers an extensive range of stationery,
magazines, cards, light groceries and
assorted collections of so called kiddies' paraphenalia. The latter has been
selling heavily since Nuzstop opened
on Friday 23rd June, when a barage of
excited and youthful clients invaded
the premisesto purchase all manner of
contraptions (badges, glasses, jewellery, sports items etc). Valerie assures
us that anything required by the customer which isn't in stock will be
promptly ordered and procured.
One of the older businesses in the
town is that of Seosaimh Ua Buachalla. \
Known locally as "Ua Buachalla's". this
hardware store has been in existance
in the same premises, since 1853. It
was then the property of Seosaimh's
grandfather. Con Buckley. whose son
Donalfoughtinthe 1916 rising in Dublin.
His assorted comrades assembled in
the yard behind the Ua Buachalla shop
and proceeded to the college to obtain
the blessing of the college president.
Dr. John F. Hogan, before marching
into Dublin. Some of this troop were
captured in the aftermath of the rebellion and sent to Britain for incarceration. Donal Ua Buachalla was oneot
these. In the present shop there is a
framed sketch satirically entitled "An
Apartment in Knutsford Hotel;' by the
artist Thomas McCartaigh which portrays the cell in which Donal was held
captive in 1916.
The Ua Buachalla hardware shop
offers a delivery service to all its custo
mers. Other services available are
key cutting facilities and an exten
sive choice of gardening. decor and
grocery items.

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
The Newsletter staff have had increasing difficulty over the past few months
in deciphering many of the articles
submitted for printing. We would urge
all contributors to adhere to the guidelines specified at the end of the editorial statement of each Newsletter. In
particular we advise each writer to pay
attention to the following criteria:
(1) Material must be legible (perferably type written but clearly written articles in capital lettering will suffice) .
(2) Material must be as grammatically
correct as possible. Often. phrases
punctuated by dashes and others without any punctuation at all make for
chaotic reading. An undue amount of
time is spent trying to impose order and
legibility on such material which necessarily means that syntax and context
may be altered through no fault of our
. own.
(3) Try to . avoid using abbreviations.
Where it is necessary to do so please
ensure that they are standardised (i.e.
do not use different abbreviations for
the same item throughout an article)
and apply correct punctuation at all
times.
(4) Ensure that articles do not exceed
500 words. Any material in excess of
this limit may be edited. It is important
to remember that lists. charts etc torm
part of the article and are thereby subject to the [\ · .ximum - word limitation.

ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Full Page
Halt Page
Third Page
Quarter Page

[40

£'n
ll~

f12

Discount of 20% tor new bUSinesses
on first advertrsement only
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken tor SIX months or over if pay ·
ment IS made in advance .
A fee of £2 IS charged for Classified
Advertisements.
Of course. there is no charge on
acknowledgements. notices. i e .
birthdays. missing items etc .

Note:

The copydate for the August issue is July 24th. It will be
in the shops on August.+th.
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CROSSWORD

NO. 20

ACROSS
8. Sir Roger, English diplomat and Irish
patriot (8) .
9. Where aircraft is housed (6).
10. Dextrous and skilful (6) .
11 . Demanded to be greatly angered
(8).
12. Environment, state of life (6).
13. Short film account of current events
(8) .
15. Shout loudly, bellow (4) .
17. Pirates used to sail the ... . . . Main
(7) .
19. In frivolous or flighty way (7).
22. Sacred painting or mosaic in Orthodox Church (4).
24. The one to whom money is owed
(8).
27. Act in accordance with, say request (6) .
29. Forgave or overlooked (8).
30 : Safe and fastened (6).
31 . He sports with swords (6) .
32. An NCO to estrange (8).
DOWN
1. Mahatma, assassinated Indian
pacifist leader (6) .
2. Great love or loyalty (8).
3. Etruscan breed of mythological creatures (8).
4. Ability to endure prolonged strain
(7) .
5. This Cabinet speaks for Opposition
(6).
6. Make precious and cherished (6)
7. Hemingway wrote "A .. . . to Arms"

Solution to Demon CroS9w,ord
No. 19

Winner of Demon Crossword
No.19
Damian Carroll,
Moyglare, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

(8)

14. A Latin therefore (4).
16. N Central US state, capital Columbus (4).
18. Things intended by supposer (8).
20. Teeth between the canines (8).
21 . His Sword hangs over us by a
thread (8) .
23. Least refined and most rude (7) .
25. Infer logically as Sherlock Holmes
would (6).
26. Vast bare Arctic region (6).
28. The voice-box (6).

We apologise for printing incorrect.
solution to Crossword 18 in last month's
__ !~~~~~~corr;;,.;ec:;,.;t~~....--~

Entries must be in by Mon. 24th July at

Sp.rn.

Name .. ......... \ ... .. " .. . ....... '" .... ,. ,. ...... ,

.~&..

Address •••• #.,. ••••••••• ,. .... . . ....... ..
~

........ -_ ........... ,- .................
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OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m .
PHONE: 266304

J. BARRY

NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONFECTIONERY
CIE Commuter Tickets

Selection of Lighters
Large Selection of J~llery

Weeki,. Monthl, and

BOB'S
KITCHEN
Crisp Orange Pork

Students Monthl,
FAMI LY OIiE DAY

Schoo I Items Parker Pens. - Gi ft Ware

I~

ClXl<ED M:ATS A SPECIAL IlY
LAKE SELECfICN (F ~:"1OYS-GIFfS

CRYSTAL

CXl{K
~~7
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LOTTERES

4 pork chops
Marinade:
1/4 pint orange juice
1 tablespoon 'oil
1 teaspoon chopped parsley and
chopped chives
1/4 teaspoon chopped sage
1/4 teaspoon chopped tarragon
salt and pepper

- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t

f!JtIty
KINGSCOURT

Topping:
2 oz soft breadcrumbs
10z butter, melted
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
Blend together the ingredients for the
marinade . Put into a large dish .
Remove the rind from the chops, add
to the marinade and leave for 2 -to 3
hours, turning once or twice. Remove
from liquid. Grill for about 9 to 10
minutes . Brush the chops with any
marinade left as it cooks and when
turning over during cooking.
Mix together the ingredients for the
topping and spread overthesurface of
each chop. Return to grill and continue
cooking until the topping is golden andthe meat tender.

~JCn

B.Comm.A.C.A

J.W. Mulhern & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

PHONE 2867')1
Naas.
Co. Kildare.
Tel : (045) 66535
FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSI GNMENT

MURPHY BROS.
045/91391

U'N 0 E RT A K E R S045/97397

COHPLE:.'TE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTIl
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS

PHONE:NAAS (045)91391 DAY or NIGHT
" FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILIIBI.E "
LOCAL ' AGENT PADDY [)E'lM( )Nf)
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHON!:: /Xf,j(of.

Pork in Cider
Joint of Pork
1 pint sweet cider

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

83 KINVARA PARK. NAVAN ROAD.
DUBLIN 7

Put the pork in a roasting tin, add the
cider and cover the tin with a lid or foil.
Roast in moderate oven 160-180C,
325-350F or Gas mark 3 to 4, allowing
40 minutes per 11b, basting several
times with the cider. You do not get a
crisp crackling but a delicious flavour
to the meat. Use the cider in the gravy.

Tel. 381420
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are available
in the Community Council Office .

NAME ________

~

______

~

__

~

____________

ADDAESS ________________________________________

.AGE ________________________________________

Closing date for entries: Mon.

24th July at 5.00
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5.00 p.m.

MA YNOOTH COMMUNITY
'I
DRAMA GROUPS WEEKEND
IN DONEGAL
Maynooth's community drama group
have just returned from a weekend trip
to Donegal. The group, comprising of
twelve children and five adults, stayed
for the duration of the trip in Moville, a
sleepy little town on the east of the
Inishaven peninsula.
The trip began when we left Maynooth
at 11.30 a.m. on Friday 23rd June. The
six and a half hour journey was made
very lively by the children's constant
singing and laughter, particularly when
we passed the local school because
they had taken a day off. After an
hour's fascination with the toilet on the
bus, whereby they queued up one by
one to try it out, the journey continued
with the minimum of fuss.
At 6.00 p.m. we arrived at our venue
which was an old house, now owned
by the parish and used as a retreat
centre. Being tireq from our journeywe
decided not to cook a meal, and so invadedthe local take-away. We then

preceeded to go for a walk along the
beach which the children, and indeed
the leaders found most enjoyable.
That night the children stayed awake
for most of the night thus ensuring that
the leaders too were kept awake. To
get our revenge the following day we
set off on a rather long hike, following
the shores of Lough Foyle until it met
with the Atlantic ocean. We were all
tired after about 5 miles but the prospectof swimming in the beautiful ocean
waters spurred us on. Alas, when we
reached our destination the water was
unbelievably cold and so swimming
was forgotten and instead we ravaged
our picnic, all of us dreading the return
journey. One of the leaders had the
bright idea of introducing some competiton to our journey home and it
worked quite well. We divided into two
groups, one taking the beach route
and theotherthe road, and we decided
to have a race to the next village which

was Greencastle. Being a local, I knew
the road route to be shorter and so our
group arrived 20 minutes before the
others. That night we had a barbeque
on the beach, but our attempts at an
open air disco failed because, to quote
the girls 'there wasn't enough boys'!
As leaders we felt rather smug going to
bed that night thinking the children
would be so tired from all the exercise
and fresh airthatwe would all get a well
deserved sleep, but no! - the children
were adamant and wanted to enjoy
every minute of their final night. Once
again the leaders were denied rest.
Sunday was quite an anticlimax. It
poured rain all day and after going to
Mass, we had the unpleasant task of
cleaning upthe house. At 3.30p.m.we
left for our return journey to Maynooth
which was equally as noisy as the one
on Friday. The group are now planning
another weekend away in August.
Laen Ni Chleirigh

SPORTS NEWS

MAYNOOTH TOWN
SOCCER CLUB
Well readers, the end of another season has arrived and as in the past
seasons the club finished with the
annual supper dance which was enjoyed by all who attended. Players of
the year awards which were sponsored and presented by Mrs. E. Carey
and her husband of 'Caulfield's Lounge
Bar' (the clubhouse). 1st team went to
"Philip Doyle" and 2nd team to "Norman Kavanagh". Well done and congrats to both players and thanks to Mr.
and Mrs. Carey who have been sponsoring these awards for many years.
Ourthanks to management and staff of
'The Grasshopper' for a very fine meal
and for all their help with- late arrivals,
and not to forget, keen pricing. So now
the committee has to get down to the
task of arranging teams, managers etc
forthe season to come, not to mention
raising funds for same. We intend to
run a table quiz in the "Roost" on July
13th. This quiz will cover music (pop,
jazz) and all types of sport, local and

general knowledge and cater for all
ages from 18 onwards. There will be
cash prizes which have not been fixed
yet. Watch for posters and come along
for a good night's crack. And so to
football. If there are any people in the
area who are interested in playing
soccer next season I suggest they
contact any member of the committee.
The club is thinking strongly of bringing MA YNOOTH ATHLETIC CLUB
an under 18 team into the club for next
season. Interested players should get
Kildare Championship took place in
in touch as soon as possible to enable
the committee to have the team regis- Kilcock and was well organised by the
host club. It was very pleasing to see
tered with the Dublin league.
so many Maynooth athletes taking
In closing I would like to thank everyone for their suppot in the past and part. Well done to all concerned and
especially to the new club members
hope to have the same in the coming
season. The committee would also who took part.
like to thank all the business people in
the area for sponsorship for the draw GU/10 Throw Michelle Gillick 2nd
which took place on the night of the GU/10 Long Jump Virginia Breslin 3rd
GU/11 Ball throw Ciara Powers 2nd
supper dance and the area:
GU/12 100m Patricia Purcell 2nd
Caulfield's.
Brady's, The Roost,
The Leinster Arms, Maynooth Jewel- GU/12 600m Ashling Redmond 2nd,
Margaret Brennan 3rd
lers, the Sports Locker, F.MK Casuals, Mulcahy Butchers, Greenfield GU/14 100m Fiona Redmond 3rd
Supermarket, the Video Shop (The GU/14 High Jump Ciamh O'Sullivan
Mall), Aidan's, Sean Power, the Flower 1st
GU/16 100m Edel Ryan 2nd
Pot and the Veggie Shop.
GU/16 1500m Carmel Noonan 1st
Thank you all again on behalf of the
BU/10 Long Jump Paul Noone 2nd
Committee.
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1989-1990 COMMITTEE
Chairman Owen Byrne
Secretary Mary Healy 286942
Treasurer Francis Callaghan 286577
Ass. Treasurer
Sheila Flemming 286577
P.R.O. Deirdre Hetherington

The Swimming Club A.G.M. was held
on June 8th. We thank the parents
who attended for their support. The
committee expresses its sincere gratitude and appreciation to our outgoing
secretary, Rosemary Smyth, for her
dedication and unfailing enthusiasm
during the past two years. We have
had a very successful year, with full
membership. We are inviting all our

ATHLETIC CLUB continued
BU/14 Walk Nia" Gillick 3rd
BU/15 Long Jump Hugh Purcell 1st
BU/16 Javelin Hugh Purcell 2nd
BU/16 1500 m Gavin Callaghan 2nd
Senior Men 1500m David Cunningham 2nd
Senior Men 100m Jim Sherin 2nd
Vet mens 0/40 1500m David Jo"y
Vet men 0/45 100m Paddy Power 1st
Senior men's shot Paddy Power 1st
Philip McDermott 2nd
Senior 561b Weight Philip McDermott
3rd
2nd Day Sunday
GU/16 Javelin Carmel Noonan 2nd
GU/15 Long Jump Ciamh O'Sullivan
3rd
Vet Ladies 0/30 1S00m Helen Redmond 2nd
GU/16 400m Carmel Noonan 1st, Edel
Ryan 3rd
BU/16 400m Gavin Callaghan 2nd
GU/12 300m 3rd Patricia Purcell, 4th
Margaret Brennan, Sth Ashling Redmond.
GU/16 Discus Carmel Noonan 2nd
GU/16 Long Jump Edel Ryan 1st, Catherine Gleeson 2nd
Vet Ladies 0/40 100m Our ladies took
first three places here.
Helen Redmond 1st, Margaret Gillick
2nd, Marie Gleeson 3rd.
0/3S 800 Patsy McCluskey 1st

MAYNOOTH SWIMMING
CLUB
SPLASHNEWS

present members to join us again in
September, and we welcome new
members also. Please give your name,
address, tel no. and date of birth to the
secretary Mary Healy tel. 286942.
Children must be four years of age or
over. Thefeewill remain as at present.
£20
£35
£50
£60

- 1 child
- 2 children
- 3 children
- 4 children

GU/14 800m Fiona Redmond 2nd
BU/16 Long Jump 1st Gavin Callaghan
Ladies 0/40 200m MarGaret Gillick 3rd
Relays GU/12 1st team Paddy Power,
M. Brennan, A. Redmond, C. Powers
GU/14 2nd Team Emma McCluskey,
Fiona Redmond, Gi"ian Power, C.
O'Sullivan.
GU/16 2nd team C. Noonan, L. McCluskey, C. Gleeson, E. Ryan.
Men's S,OOOm D. Cunningham 3rd .
The men also had 2nd team D. Cunningham, L. McNamee , B. Redmond,
B. Moran.
Vet Ladies Relay 2nd team H. Redmond, M. Gleeson, M. Gillick, P.
McCluskey.
Vet men 2nd team Mick Gleeson, D.
Jolly, M. Gi"ick and B. Redmond.
Senior men 3rd team Jim Slevin , D.
Cunningham, B. Moran , L. McNamee.
Leinster Championship for Vet men,
ladies and senior men and ladies took
place in Belfield. Our numbers were
small here but results were good.
Paddy Power was our first competitor
of the day and come second in strongly
contested vet men O/SO 100m. Helen
Tracey won the javelin competition
(Senior Ladies). The 3,000 metres

The gala swim was enjoyed by all.
Congratulations are due tothe children
who completed the Water Safety Association Swimming Test. We would
like to thank Quinnsworth Maynooth
for their kind sponsorship of the gala
swim.
We express our appreciation and gratitude also . to Barton's Transport
Maynooth for providing buses and drivers throughout the year, to Stewart's
Sports Centre, to the instructors - Ol iver, Deirdre and Rita and also to the
Committee members and parents who
supervised the bus journeys each
week. We wish a" our members a
Happy Holiday and we look forward to
seeing you a" in September.
Deirdre Hetherington
P.R.O.
took place earlier than expected and
unfortunately Brian Redmond and Liam
McNamee missed this race. David
Jo"y did take part however and came
4th; he also achieved a personal best
time of 10-49 . Well done . David Cunningham had a good run in the Senior
Men1S00 . The vet men medley relay
200 x 400 x SOO proved to be really
exciting. Paddy Power started off ,
passed on to David Jolly who in turn
passed to Brian Redmond and the final
800m was run by Liam McNamee who
put in a superb finish and finally got the
men into third place, a good finish to

t~e~~ier Jevelin Championships
We also had some good results here ,
as the competition here is much
stronger than the county level. Carmel
Noonan put in a very good performance in both 1,SOOm and 3,OOOm
coming 3rd in each ; she was also 5th in
the javelin. Michelle Gillick was 3rd in
Ciamh O'Sullivan 2nd,
the walk.
hurdles . Hugh Purcell came away with
3 medals 1st hurdles, 3rd Highjump
and 2nd longjump. All these javelin
throwers are now through to the A"-I reland in these events as also are G.
Callaghan, N. Gillick, C. Gleeson, E.
Ryan and F. Redmond. Good luck to
all concerned. In the Leinster half marathan at Bohermean David Jolly had a
very good run and was 2nd in 0/40 .
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Main Street, Maynooth (01) 285946
Co. Kildare
STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANOS
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SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &: Q, OIGIT AL
A LARGE SELECTION OF
get GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &: SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &: LIGHTERS
GALWAY &: CAVAN CRYSTALS

~"I

BELLEEK &: DONEGAL CHIN:\
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED
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ClJ House Pride
~---1

11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth

Co. Kildare

Quality service and value

PHONE NO 2135544

FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME
2~

Lit. Berger Gloss

5 Lit. Masonary Paints £11.99

2~

Lit. Berger Undercoat

5 Lit. Berger Superflat £10.99

2~

Lit. Crown

Budget Paints

u-

£4.99

+

£10.99

2 Gloss

£9.99
£11.99

5 Lit, Berger Super Silk £11.99
Come and see our extensive range of wall paper in stock

~}

at keenest prices

CoPoL MOTOR
FACTORS

t41i n St..
t41ynooth. Tel: 01/286628/286301
CO. Ki ldare.

Parts and accessories
for all makes of cars
trucks and tractors.
Batteries. Plugs.
Exhausts. Brake Pads
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All our local events are now completed.
Ourunder 10 draughts team won silver
medals in the county finals and we
wou ld like to congratulate them all on
their success. Our grateful thanks to
Breda Gormally who managed this
team and qave her house and time for
practices. The panel was as follows:
Declan O'Rourke , Michael Walsh
Stephen Fleming, Gearoid Higgins,
Keith Fleming. Thomas Halton and
Patrick O'Rourke. Congratulations to
our girls volleyball team who won the
County final when they beat Leixlip in a
very exciting match. This is Maynooth's
first time to take part in Community
Games volleyball. and we wish them
every success in their Leinster final.
Our grateful thanks to Matthew Doran.
theircoach and to their manager Bernie
O'Shea forthe unlimited time they gave
this team. The team were Tanya
McDermott. Liza Loughnane. Darina
O'Malley. Deirdre Stynes. Helen
O'Shea, Paula O'Shea. Elaine Stewart, Aoife Loughnane . Jennifer

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
GAMES
Arthurs, Nessa Hogan, Finola Gallagher and Celine Galligan. The Boys'
volleyball team put up a great fight in
their final but were eventually beaten
by a strong Leixlip team. Next year
we'll be hoping for good things with this
team. Our variety team performed
very well in the county final in Newbridge and were narrowly beaten into
fourth place by 2 marks. Ourthanks to
producer Helen Clarke for turning out
the team in great order. The team were
as follows: Anita Gormally, Vanessa
Tracey. Declan Walsh . Mary Clarke,
Grace Kelly. Georgina Sherlock. Declan Molloy. Peter Burke. John Paul
McMahon. Audrey McDonald. Tanya
McDermott. Deirdre Gillespie. David
Nevin and Claudine McDonald.

The next issue of the Newsletter will
contain all the individual winners in the
county finals in gymnastics. art. swimming and athletics. The following lists
are the winners in the area finals in all
individual events. Good luck to all our
finalists in the county competitions .

Congratulations to all our young people
and thanks to their parents who travelled to Cookstown over the weekend
for the County Finals. Luckwaswith us
on Saturday and Sunday and we have
three more people going to Mosney:
Helen O'Shea (high jump) . Hugh Purcell
(high jump) and Niall Gillick (walk) .
We also collected silver and bronze
medals: SilverCaomhe O'Sullivan (long
jump). Jennifer Quigley (high jump)
and Niall O'Shea (shot). Bronze Jennifer Clynch (walk) . Rita Thompson
(shot). Carmel Noonan (marathon). and
Robert Casey (long puck).
We achieved a unique double in winning both girls and boys high jump.

COMMUNITY GAMES RESULTS TO DATE
GYMNASTICS GIRLS
Girls U/8
1. Josephine Fay
2. Dawn Byrne
3. Lynn Brennan

Girls U/12
1. Tracey Kearney
2. Claire McDonagh
3. Niamh Mulready

ART GIRLS
Todler Girls
Girls U/14 Mod.
1. Lynn Brennan 1. Clair O'Connor
2. Sorcha Carr
3. Rachel Cunningham

Boys U/8 FRIST
Boys U/12 BRIST
1 . Jose Lorenzo
1. James Gallagher
2. Stephen Flemming 2. Ronan Igoe
3. David Lorenzo
3. Declan Buckley

Boys U/14 FRIST Boys U/12 FRIST
1. Brett Igoe
1. Ronan Igoe
Girls U/8
Girls U/14
2. Richard Cotter
2. Robert Casey
Girls un 0
Girls U/16
1. Isabelle Fay
1. Jill McDonagh 1. Sharon McLoughlin 1. Dervila Eyres 3 . David McLoughlin 3. James Gallagher
2. Brid Anne O'Shea ? Helen O'Shea 2. Karen Hillabrand 2. Clair Devaney
2. Aideen Billings
3. Aileen Devaney
3 . Helen Buckley Boys U/14 BRIST
Boys U/16 BKiST
1. Brett Igoe
1. Simon Cotter
Girls U/10
Girls U/14
Girls U/16
2 . Richard Cotter
2. Derek Flemming
1. Finola Gallagher 1. Virginia Breslin 3 . David McLoughlin 3. Eric Lalor
1. Paula O'Shea
2. Fiona O'Malley 2. Maeve Stynes
2. Claire Devanney
3. Deirdre Stynes 3. Therese Flood Boys U/14 BKiST Boys U/16 FRIST
3. Anne-Marie O'Farrell
3. Helen O'Shea
1. Brett Igoe
1. Simon Cotter
GYMNASTICS~OYS
2. Richard Cotter
2. Eric Lalor
Girls U/12
Boys U/8
Boys U/12
3. David McLoughlin 3. Derek Flemming
1. Miriam Gormally
1: Patrick King
1. D~pJan Walsh
2. Karen Killoran
2. Jose Lorenzo 2. David Coughlan
3. Niamh Mulready
Boys U/16 BUT/FLY
3. Conor O'Malley 3. Fergal Nangle
SWIMMING BOYS
1. Simon Cotter
Toddler Boys
Boys U/10 BKiST
2. Derek Flemming
1. Joseph McLoughlin 1. Owen Maher
3. Eric Lalor
Boys U110
Boys U/12
2. Peter Sheehan
2. Felim Guinan
SWIMMING GIRLS
1. John Moran
1. Conor Billings
3. Mark Watson
3. Keith Flemming
Toddler Girol~Sh
2. Cormac Eddery 2. Brian Durkan
4. Paul Haren
1. Yvonne
ea
3. Matthew Callaghan
2. Gillian Fleming
Boys U/16
Boys U/14
Boys U/10 FRIST Boys U/17 FRISt
Gi rls U/10 BKiST
GirlsU/10 FRIST
1. Kenneth Killoran 1. Andrew Nolan
1. Own Maher
1. Simon Cotter
1. Aideen Billings
1. Aideen Billings
2. Colin Hanley
2. Fergal Ward
2. Christopher Arthurs
2. Irene Kearney
2. Helena Healy
3. Colin Hyland
3. Brid-Anne O'Shea 3 . Irene Kearney
3. Alan O'Shea
3. David Ryan
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DUBLIN RD. MAYNOOTH
PHONE: 287503
(FOR ENQUIRIES)
PROP. P. MURRAY
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(9Pe:J.C
STOCKISTS OF LADIES, CHILDRENS AND BABY WEAR
FROM JULY 1st WE SHALL BE TAKING ORDERS FOR UNIFORMS FOR.
CAROLINE'S MONTESSORI SCHOOL
PINAFORES - BLOUSES - CARDIGANS FOR GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL
ROUND NECK - V NECK JUMPERS
TROUSERS AND SHIRTS FOR BOYS PRIMARY SCHOOL
POST PRIMARY SHIRTS - TROUSERS - KNITWEAR.
SHIRTS AND BLOUSES WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE
RUNNERS TRACKSUITS - INDOOR SHOES - FOOTBALL BOOTS - DANCING POMPS
AND SCHOOL BAGS WILL ALSO BE IN STOCK
KILCLOON AND KILCOCK SCHOOLS SHALL ALSO BE CATERED FOR
FOR AUTUMN '89 CHLOE'S SHALL BE STOCKING A SELECTION OF OUTSIZES

CANTUS

ROADSHOW

DISCOS

WEDDINGS - FASHION SHOWS
60'S & 70'S DISCOS
SPECIAL OFFER
21st & PRIVATE PARTIES - £60
JOHN CROFTON,
119 LOUGHBOLLARD, CLANE,
CO. KILDARE.
TELEPHONE : 045-68804
45

COMMUNITY GAMES Continued

Girls UI16 BKIST
1. Ciara Dillon
2. Fiona O'Malley
3. Niamh O'Melia-

Girls U/8 FRIST
1. Rachel Watson
2. Sharon McLoughlin
3. Sorcha Callaghan

Girls U/12 BRIST
1. Susan Dillon
2. Aoife Callaghan
3. Claire Fleming

Girls U/14 tSKiST
1. Anne-Maire Gallagher
2. Yvonne Casey
3. Dorcas Dillon

Girls U/12 FRIST
1. Susan Dillon
2. Aoife Callaghan
3. Elaine Fleming

Girls u/14 BKiST
1. Anne-Marie Gallagher
2. Helen Buckley
3. Claire Devanney

Girls U/17 FRIST
Girls U/16 FRIST
1. Martina Gallagher 1. Ciara Dillon
2. Helen O'Shea
2. Niamh O'Melis
3. Deirdre Stynes
2. Fiona O'Malley
3. Sinead Guinan
Girls u/16 BUT/FLY
1. Ciara Dillon
2. Niamh O'Melia

ATHLETICS - Girls

Girls U/8 80m
1. Aine Meally
2. Lynn Brennan
3. Claire Hogan

Girls u/14 Shot
1. Yvonne Casey
2. Rita Thompson
3. Geraldine Breslin

Girls U/12 600m
1. Margaret Brennan
2. Josephine Gallagher
3. Michelle Gillick

Girls U/10 200m
1. Virginia Breslin
2. Andrea Ennis
3. Susie Adderly

Girls U/14 Relay
Lynn Byrne
1. Gemma Haren
1. Darina O'Malley
Michelle Gillick
2. Brid-Ann O'Shea
2. Catherine Duff
Aoibheann O'Sullivan 3. Elizabeth Whittaker 3. Yvonne Casey
Emma McCluskey
4. Shawna Feeney
4. Dawn Byrne
Mixed Relay 0/14
1. Michael O'Farrell
1. Catherine Gleeson 1. Austin Noonan
2. Janette Whittaker
2. Deirdre Farrell
2. Hugh Purcell
3. Anna-Marie McDermott 3. Michael O'Shea
3. Helen O'Shea
4. Damien Birchell
4. Deirdre Stynes
4. Edel Ryan
1.
2.
3.
4.

Girls U/10 Hurdles
1. Virginia Breslin
2. Andrea Ennis
3. Maeve Stynes

Girls U/16 H/Jump
1. Helen O'Shea
2. Jennifer Quigley
3. Janet Whittaker

Ladies 0/17 200m
1. Ecila Lorenzo
2. Loraine Butler
3. Ina Connolly

Girls Marathon
1. Carmel Noonan
2. Janette Whittaker
3. Michelle Ennis

Girls U/14 800m
1. Caoimhe O'Sullivan
2. Elaine Flannagan
3. Anne-Marie O'Farrell

Girls U/13 600m Walk
1. Paula O'Shea
2. Jennifer Clynch
3. Tanya McDermott

ATHLETICS - Boys

Boys U/12 100m
1. David Coughlan
2. Stephen Brennan
3. Robert Casey

Boys U/14 Shot
1. Niall O'Shea
2. Paul Flood
3. John Higgins

Father's Race
1. Joe Buckley
2. Pat Kjng
3. Michael Keenan

Boys U/16100m
Boys u/12 UPuck
1. Gerard Horn
1. Robert Casey
2, Robert Green
2. Declan Buckley
3. Michael O'Farrell 3. Stephen Brennan

Boys U/8 60m
1. Conor Diggins
2. Jose Lorenzo
3. Colm Cahill

Boys 5/6 years
Boys U/10 100m
1. Padraig O'Sullivan 1. Niall Byrne
2. Donal Houlihan
2. Daniel Roberts
3. Eric Roberts
3. Eamon Gallagher

Boys 3/4 years
Men 0/17 200m Boys U/10 200m
1. Mark Dunne
1. Tom O'Sullivan 1. Niall Naughton
2. Paul Haren
2. Niall Byrne
2. Niall Byrne
3. Brian O'Rourke 3. Pat King
3. Eamonn Gallagher

Boys U/161500m
1. Gavin Callighan
2. Michael O'Farrell
3. ROQert Green

Boys U/14 UJump
1. Paul Flood
2. Damien Farrell
3. ~onor McGinley

Boys U/10 60m Hur. Boys U/13 600m Boys U/12 600m Boys U/16 H/Jump Boys U/14 800m
1. Niall BYrne
1. Jonathan Arthurs 1. John Green
1. Hugh Purcell
1. Patrick Hawkins
2. Aengus Martin
2. Niall Gillick
2. Adam Cahill
2. Michael Farrell 2. Paul Flood
3. Niall Naughton
3. David Hawkins 3. David Hawkins 3. Robert Kennedy 3. Niall Healy
Relay U/14 Boys
1. Oliver Nevin
1. LJavld Hawkins
1. John Higgins
Boys U/8 80m
Boys U/14 100m
2. Jonathan Flynn
2. Patrick Hawkins
2. Eric Flynn
1. Conor Diggins
1. Paul Flood
3. Padraig O'Sullivan 3. Brendan McWeeneY2. Shane Burke
2. Jonathan Arthurs 2. Jose Lorenzo
4. Mark Nugent
4. Patrick McDonald 4. Jose Lorenzo
3. Colm Cahill
3. Damien Farrell
Boys U/17 Marathon
1. Michael Farrell
2. Damien Birchall
Girls 3/4 yrs
Girls 5/6 yrs
1. Lynn Brennan
1. Gillian Flemming
2: Rebecca Flynn
2. Orla Tobin
3. Anne-Marie Gallagher 3. Rebecca Doyle
Girls U/16 1500m
1. Carmel Noonan
2. Lisa McCluskey
3. Jenny Authurs

Boys U/17 100m
1. Gavin Callaghan

Boys U/16 Discus
1. Robert Green
2. Gerard Horn
Girls U/12 100m
Girls U/14 L.Jump
1. Ciara Power
1. Caoimhe O'Sullivan
2. Margaret Brel1nan 2. Rita Thompson
3. Elizabeth Meally 3. Paula O'Shea

Girls U/8 60m
1. Aine Meally
2. Sharon McLoughlin
3. Lynn Brennan

Mother's Race 100m Girls U/16100m
Girls u/1? 100 Final
Girls U/14100m
1. Ecila Lorenza
1. Deirdre Farrell
1. Siobhan McLoughlin 1. Caoimhe O'Sullivan
2. Ina Connolly
2. Helen O'Shea
2. Catherine Gleeson 2. Gillian Power
3. Carmel Byrne
3. Margaret Madden 3. Michelle Ennis
3. Jennifer Clynch
Girls U/10 100m
Girls U/17 Javeline
Girls U/14 UPuck
1. Virginia Breslin
1. Carmel Noonan
1. Caoimhe O'Sullivan
2. Fiona McEntire
2. Deirdre Stynes
2. Paula O'Shea
3. Andrea Ennis
3. Margaret Madden
3. Tanya McDermott
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HITCHIN' POST LEIXLIP

PHONE: 244704/245587
EVERY ·SUNDAY NIGHT. CElLI AND OLD TIME DANCING
MUSIC BY THE SHEELIN CElLI BAND
DANCING 8-12 MIDNIGHT
ADM £1
MUSIC IN OUR ARKLE LOUNGE EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHT (No Charge)
SHADOWS NIGHT CLUB EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
FROM ALL THE TOP BIG BANDS FOLLOWED BY DISCO
WITH LATE BAR, DANCING 9.30-2AM
DINNER/SUPPER DANCES AND ALL FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES
LOUNGE AVAILABLE FOR WEDDINGS, 21st BIRTHDAYS, ANNIVERSARIES
CLUBS AND RES. ASSOCIATIONS WELCOME.

SeOSA~ UA

bUAcAlta

J. BUCKLEY.

MAIN ST.

CALOR

MAYNOOTH.

HARDWARE. PAINTS, TIMBER,

KOSANGAS.

GLASS, D.I. Y, GARDENING,

TEL:

286202

VISIT OUR STORE FOR
JULY SPECIALS

~cr2Jnoo[-h

Cabs Limited

(24 I-Iour Cab Service - Keen Rates)
\VEDDINGS -NIINI-BUS SERVICE - SOCIAL -

FINNERTY HOUSE
l\'1AYNOOTH.
CO. KILDARE.

FUNERALS

Telephone:

)

Office: (01) 286539
Home: (045) 754 2 9
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MA YNOOTH BADMINTON
CLUB
This year's season has come to a close ·
and while it didn't produce any winners, we managed to get two teams to
the finals of the Kildare League.
Maynooth Th ree were unlucky to come
up against a very in-form Clane side
and while they put up a spirited fight, it
just wasn't to be on the night. Maynooth
Two had a far better chance meeting
an equally matched Leixlip G.A.A. side.
Despite leading at the halfway stage,
Maynooth were pegged back by a
determined Leixlip side.
Going into the final set, Maynooth
represented by Brian Sheehan and
Mirion Malhern needed to win by 10
points. However a 15-7 win was not
enough and Leilxip won the title by a
single point much to the disappointment of a gallant Maynooth side.
Maynooth Two Pat Farrell (Capt.) Hector Dalton, Brian Sheehan, Dominic
Nyland, Michele Farrell, Mirion
Malhern, Oliver O'Shea and Bernie
Farrell (sub.). Maynooth Three Carmel
Nolan (Capt.) Marie Connolly, Josie
Casey, Francis Murphy, Liam Duff, Joe
Moore, Dominic Boylan, Donal Huckey.
The end of season club tournament
was held during May and as usual was
an outstanding success. There was a
great turnout -for every event, with
competitors producing games of great
excitement and skill. Some of the
highlights were Derek Gleeson's continuing domination of the mens and
mixed events and Joe Moore's impressive debut performances reaching two
finals and noteworthy displays by Michelle Farrell and Marie Connolly (Ladies

doubles),DonaIHuckey(MensSingles) - Congratulations to former members
and Liam Duff and Paul Murphy (Mens Joe Moran and Edel Bean who were
Doubles) to name but a few. To these married on May 6th. Although, less
and all oth'erwinners and finalists, well than a week married, Joe and Edel still
done.
attended the Club dance where a small
presentation was made from all their
As is almost traditional now, the club friends in Maynooth Badminton Club.
retire to Slevins in Dunboyne for our Finally we would like to thank all the
Annual Dance , and presentation of business people who donated spot
trophies. 'Misty Blue' once again pro- prizes to our Dance. With ever invided the excellent music, and Mr. creasing demands for sponsorship
Slevin, as to be expected, laid on a being placed on businesses, a small
most enjoyable meal. Among the club like Maynooth badminton is more
presentations made were two special than apprecative of any donation no
awards to former chairman Joe Farrell, matter how small we receive and we
and former secretary Mary Tierney, urge all our members and friends to
both of whom had promising playing support the following:
careers cut short by injury. We hope to Billy McCrory, Leinster Arms, Top of
see them gracing the courts in the not the Crop, Bradys, Caulfield's, Mulcahy's
too distant future . Finally a word of Burchers, Maynooth Esso Station/
thanks to M.C. on the night and Pat Dunola, Roost, Tricia's Hair Salon,
Farrell for his great humour and tire- Eatwell Ltd., Newbridge, Tom Gerless efforts in organising everything to
aghty, Dennis Brennan, Casey Courts,
make the night a success. Our A.G.M.
Grange Park Stud, Clonfert Sports
was held during May and the following
Locker, Dial-a-style (Mary Mahon),
were elected to the committee; ChairFarrell's Fruit and Veg (Fresh Ideas),
person Dominic Nyland, Secretary
Maynooth Book Shop, Flower Pot,
Bernie Farrell, Treasurer Pat Farrell
Fosters - Ireland, Thomas Madden
(outgoing) Match Secretary Paddy
(Greenfield Meats).
Nolan. Committee:Robbie Dunning,
Donal Hurley, Josie Casey, Bernie
Colemer. Selectors: Michele Farrell,
MAYNOOTH BADMINTON CLUB
Dominic Nyland, Paddy Nolan. Our
requires
thanks to all the outgoing committee
Ladles/Gents Badminton Players
for their hard work during the year
vacancies for experienced players
especially secretary Olive O'Shea and
Grade D-E or equivalent
match secretary Anne Gleeson. Also
for Dublin Leagues
chairman Derek Gleeson, and espeTel. 285947 or call to Parish Hall
cially treasurer Pat Farrell who is now
entering his fourth consecutive year in
Also Summer Badminton
office.
Monday 8 p.m. (Limited Places)

MA YNOOTH G.A.A CLUB
G.A.A. NOTES
Our A team continues to make good
progress in the senior league but were
beaten in the first round of the junior
championship. On a day that lady luck
deserted us we were beaten by Kill on
a score of seven points to five. However our B team won their first game in
the championship and we wish them
the best of luck in future games.
Congratulations to Pascal Ennis on
winning a Leinsterchampionship medal
with Kildare Junior football team. We
hope that the team goes on-from here
to win the All Ireland.

Kilcock 2-0, Maynooth1-1.

UNDER AGE HURLING
SCENE
The under age hurling scene is quiet at
the moment due to exams etc. Ourone
game played since last issue was the
U/f2 match. The final score was
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Thiswas the most exciting under age
game of hurling ever played in
Maynooth. The few parents who were
there went home proud of their young
men. It was a game Maynooth should
never have lost, but that seems to be
our bad luck over the years. It is hard
to pick a hero in this game; the whole
team were magnificient.

Stay with it lads, we will come through
eventually.

Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Pri~ate

Montessori School

IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT, MAYNOOTII
AGES 2!,- 5 YEARS
FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT
TO ENROL FOR SEPTEMBER '89
CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - THURS. AT 3.00 p.m.
*Limited number of vacancies available*
TEACHER: Mrs. Caroline Foran. HOME ADDRESS: Glenidan Court, Enfield.
Montessori Dip. in Educating 2 - 12 Years
Certificate in S~ecial Education

THIS SCHOOL IS ON THE RECOMMENDED LIST OF MONTESSORI SCHOOLS AND ' HAS
FULLY TRAINED MONTESSORI DIPLOMA TEACHERS - GIVE YOUR CHILD THEIR
FUTURE FOUNDATION UNDER EXPERT TUITION

BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVINr,:TEL:
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Horses taken at board priu's or morning prices if SP is greater we
pay SP ~
2. We pay 20% bonus on a] I up YANKEE'S, LUCKY IS, LUCKY 31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place 6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd.
8 - IS runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3, & 4.
4 . . Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY IS, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. . £100 bonus Yankee, Choice trebles,Special Doubles.
£100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..
1.
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BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS

PLANNING
PERMISSION
Regina McGovern, Greenfield Age 2 APPLICATIONS
years on July 12th with lots of love from
Nannie, Una and Uncle Kevin.
Happy 2nd birthday to Regina
McGovern, Greenfield with love and
best wishes from Noel, Marie, Richard
and Thomas.

Maynooth: I, Mrs, G. Scanlon apply to
Kildare County Council for the partial
change of use from residence to day
nursery, with accommodation, at 187
Old Greenfield, Maynooth.

Happy Birthday to Sean Tracey,
6eaufield,Mayno~oth,June_J8th.

Happy birthday to Kevin Coughlan,
Laragh. June 23rd.
Happy birthday to Paul Shanon, Rail
Park June 25th
Belated happy 40th birthday to Prionnsias Breatnach of Rail park.
Sean McTernan, Greenfield
Age 1 June 24
His sister Aoife, Greenfield
Age 7 July 7
His cousin Deirdre Leilxip
Age 14 July 3
and Ciara, Dunboyne
Age 6July 13

THE TWINS 21st
Congratulations to Orla and Leonard
Murphy, Greenfield, who celebrated
their 21 st birthday on June 23rd. The
happy event was celebrated with a
party in the Hitchin' Post, Leixlip attended by parents, family, relations,
and a host of friends and a marvellous
time was had by one and all.

Maynooth: Planning permission is
sought from Kildare County Council for
the change of use of Video shop to
Betting Office, and also 10rfull planning permission for the erection of a
satelitedish (antenna) atthe Forecourt
Leinster Arms, Maynooth. Signed:
Thomas Byrne.

SYMPATHY
Sons, daughters, brothers, sisters,
sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, grandchildren, nephews, nieces and relatives of the late Mary K. Durkan, Tiamrd,
late of Killasson, Co. Mayo.

Wife, son, daughter, brother, sisters,
sons-in-law, grand-children, nephews"
nieces, and relatives of Tom Fay,
Courtown Road, Kilcock, late Newtown, Maynooth.

Larry McEvoy Greenfield on the death
of his parents in Carbury.

Maynooth: I, Mr. Joe Kenny wish to
apply to Kildare County Council for the
erection of two bedrooms,. conservatory and garage at Kealstown, Ladychapel, Maynooth.

Son, Mother, father, brother, sisters,
family, relatives and friends of Theresa
Graham (Nee Breen), Greenfield.

Maynooth: Full planning permission is
sought from Kildare Council Council
forthe erection of a house extension at
344, Old Greenfield, Maynooth.
Signed: G. Fennell.

Sons, daughters, sister, sons~in~law,
daughters-in-law, grand children, great
grand children and relativs of Mrs. Julia
O'Brien, Manor Court, late of 43 Dunmanus Road.

------~CONGRATULATIONS----~-WEDDING ANNIVERSARY

RETIRED

To Thomas Patrick and Mary Ann
Muldoon, 1197 Greenfield, Maynooth.
Happy 12th wedding anniversary from
Helen, James, Michael and Thomas
and from Kathleen, John Jo, Jacinta,
Susie and Mandy Duffy.

Congratulations to Jim Mee, Moyglare
road, who has retired after 21 years
with E.S.B. and previously with 15years
in C.I.E. Many happy years in retirem~nt Jim. This comes from all your
friends.

WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Brady, Clock House, who celebrated
their51stwedding anniversary on June
2nd.

WELCOME
Welcome to new Sergeant Joe Canny
who has taken up duty in Maynooth
and replaces 'Sergeant Michael Higgins. Joe originally comes from Carafin,
Co. Clare and has been living in
Maynooth for seventeen years while
working at Garda H.Q. in Dublin. He is
wi~hed many happy years in his new
post. Joe is married with a family.
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WEDDING
Congratulations to Maura Feeney, '
Celbridge Road, Maynooth and Terry
Moore, The Cresent, Maynooth who
were married in St. Mary's Church,
Maynooth on Wednesday 21st June.

RECENT BIRTH

Pat and Ann Donoghue of Oakfield,
Ballycurraghan have pleasure in announcing the arrival of a baby daughter, Claire, on June 17th. Her grandfather is Jack Cleary, of No.3, The
Square, Maynooth.

Open September '89
Qual ificJ Child Care Worker. Services include full day care.
Hot meals provided, competitive rates.

Friendly, stimulating, homely atmosphere.
Toddler Group 1Vz - 2 liz years.
Montessori Group 2 Vz - 5 years.
Afterschool children catered for.

Limited places!
For further details contact:
Ger Scanlon - . 285633 after 6p.m.
Daytime 370077 Extention 200
Located near the train station

No 1.
Special
()I>ENIN(; H()UI{S

~IT
(1

l~on.
u~

Closed
10 a.tn. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.l11 . - 1 p.l11.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.l11. - 5.30 p.m.

lues.
\Ved.

n

Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.

PHONE NO. 286888
51
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Maynootll Conlrnunity Council
Comhairle Phobail Mha Nuad
MAYNOOTH INFORMATION
DiRECTORY
The existing Information Directory is
being updated. If you have not already
filled a form, fill this form and return it to
the Community Council Office.

Inclusion will cost you nothing. Contact Community Council Office at
285922 regarding advertising. The
Directory will be delivered free to each
house in Maynooth .

DIRECfORY OF BUSINESSES AND SERVICES IN MAYNOOTH

The above organisation are updating the Maynooth Directory of businesses,
services, clubs, and voluntary groups in the Maynooth area.

The directory

will also include information of interest to tourists.

COMMERCIAL BUSINESSES
Name of Business:

------------------------------------------------------

Address: ______~------------~---------------------------------------Telephone: _____________________
Type of Business:

------------------------------------------------------

CLUBS/VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS
Name of Club/Organisation:
Name of Contact Person:
Address:
Telephone:
Type and Activity of Club/Organisation:

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR STANDARD ENTRIES
However, there will be a charge for advertisements.
Are you interested in placing an advertisement in the Directory?
YES _ _ _ _ __

NO _______

If YES, you will be contacted again.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Troy: The family of the late Maureen
Troy 564 O'Neill Park Maynooth wish
to thank all those who sympathised
with them in their recent, sad bereavement. Thanks also to those who attended removal, mass, and funeral; to
those who sent mass cards, floral tributes and letters of sympathy. A special word of thanks to all the kind neighbours and friends. The Holy Sacrifice
of the mass will be offered for your
intentions as a token of our appreciation.

Maynooth

~Community
~ 0 / Council
Comhairle Phobail Mha Nuad
Ma ln Street. Tel. 285922

CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED
French lady will give French tuition
Any age considered.
Phone: 285601

LANTERN CENTRE
Has re-opened in Geraldine Hall
Drop in for a chat,
Monday to Friday, 9.30 - 4.30 p.m.
Phone 285601

USEFUL SERVICES
LEAFLETTING
Experienced youth willing to
leaflet the
Maynooth, Celbridge,
Leixlip and Lucan area.
Keenest Rates.
Phone Jeremy Farrell 286613

Established June '84 by democratic election, second Council elected March
'87. 25 members, President of S.U. a member ex officio, College represenFlat available for rent in town centre.
tative nominated by President of the College. Umbrella group tor and the
Suit 2-3 people.
official voice of the Maynooth area and community.
Furnished and spacious.
School or Sports Complex with the
AIMS: Promote wellbeing of the comPotential tenants,
University. Organise St. Patrick's Day
munity; secure facilities it considers
phone
A. Dillon at 323776
Parade, Community Festival, dances,
lacking; assist local authority in the
(after
5 p.m.)
ex ercise of its office; provi de, 0 r he Ip to
discos, concerts, Open Day Carton
provide employment in the Maynooth
House '87, Community Games.
OFFICE IN MAIN STREET
area.
FOR SALE
Employs 14 people on FAS Schemes:
ACTIVITIES : 5 sub-committees : SoUnused Scorpion Ultra Sonic Car
seven on a Social Employment
cial and Recreational, Youth Affaris,
Alarm System R.R.P .
Scheme, seven on a Teamwork
Tidy Towns , Editorial Board of
£120 plus VAT.
Maynooth Newsletter, Travellers SetScheme. Secretarial, organisational
Includes full wiring harness and
tlement. Planning Document to Kilsupport to subcommittees and volunSupplementary Siren
dare County CounCil, liason re
tary bodies, typing, photocopying, inOffers Leave Phone No .
Maynooth By-pass and Link Road,
formation , posters, use of address and '
at 285922
Tel. no. for various bodies, advertising .
lighting, housing estates , the "Thing",
production of Maynooth Newsletter the Playground, general maintenance,
layout, making ads. etc. , Maynooth
Halting Site requested and opened July
FOR SALE
Information Directory '86 , updating
'88 . Management of Harbour Field.
Superser and Cylinder £35
'89 , working on Tourist History of
Community Survey profiles '86, '89,
N.C.R. Cash Register
set up Community Information Centre,
Maynootn for adults and children, Old
(mechanical) £50
public lectures on alcoholism, drugs
Maynooth Ex hibition - 20 pictures and
Tel: 285922
etc. Tidy Towns liase with Residents
historical background.
Associations, care for general cleanliTEAMWORK organising classes in
ness. Summer activities for children .
drama, music , art , crafts, free of charge.
Wanted
Petition against movement of Post
70% permanent placement in contrast
Kind,
reliable
lady to mind baby
Office. Representations to councilwith 40% FAS average.
(teacher's
hours)
lors, T.D .'s Ministers: new ownership
The Harbour field and the playground
References
essential.
of Cable T.V., establishment of Resibeside it are not the responsibility of
Telephone (01) 287861
dents Associations, Neighbourhood
the Council. Any group wishing to use
(evenings only)
Watch , co -operation with Gardai , ex the field must take out Public Liability
tension of 66 bus route, provide 67 A,
Insurance.
"N.B. Please note that the dfary lor
improve train service. Tidy Estates
THIS IS YOUR COMMUN ITY booking the Harbour Field, and other
competition. Close liason with local
SUPPORT YOUR
events, Is now In the Community
clubs: Soccer, GAA, RCAG , SwimCOMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Council Office.
ming , Golfing , ICA etc . Plans to build
Swimming Pool with Post-Primary
Mulreann Nf Bhrolchaln:Chathaoirleach
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CIGARETTES - SWEETS - CHOCOLATES

SPECIALISE IN CARDS
COOKED MEATS - LIGHT GROCERY
GIFTS
TOYS, BADGES, ' CUDDLY TOYS.
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
BACK PATCHS

STATIONARY
SELECTION OF FRUIT

FMK

T~SHIRTS

CASUALS
QUINNSWORTH SHOPPING CENTRE MAYNOOTH
I? 285211

INTRODUCING YOUTHSWEARUV .
FOR THE FASHION CONSCIOUS YOUNG MAN I~ YOUR HOME
SCHOOL UNIFORMS
,rap

QUALITY,SECOND TO NONE,AS PROVEN IN PREVIOUS YEARS.
,LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AGAIN THIS TERM.
ALSO ~ A LARGE SELECTION OF MENS AND BOYS WEAR ALSO IN STOCK.
,

,

SELECT ION OF GUARANTEED IRISH KN ITWEAR
~~"~""'~
PLUS GUARANTEED IRISH SLACKS AND JEAN~ ~~.~"
TOP BRAND NAME
\
\ . ,,' \.../,/,
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD
~
DRESS HIRE SERVICES AVAILABLE
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WE INVITE YOU
TO HAVE A LOOK AROUND WITHOUT OBLIGATION
TO PURCHASE ANY GOODS

THE GARDEN CENTRE IN A GARDEN
Prop.: Gerry Dooley. Dip. HOlt.

DUBLIN RD., CELBRIDGE , CO.KILDARE . PHONE: 288903

GARDEN SHEDS
Complete rlnge of
Trees and Shrubs
SPECIAL OffER

COMPLETE LANDSCAPE
DESIGN SERVICE
GROUND MAINTENANCE
Industrial & Private

ALPlnE5,[OnIFERS & HEATHERS

It's planting time NO

- - - ON SALE HERE! - - -

* Large rangeof Spring Bulbs

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

~rowers of Quality Plants - Trees/Shrubs/Roses etc,
Extensive R~n~e of Indoor/Conservatory Plants
I-"-E-w~--Si-LE----'
Garden ReqUlsl tes
1'1
Gift Vouchers
~I
Outdoor Terracotta - Patio Containers - Oak Tubs
!iarden Sheds
Extensive Range Garden Tools/Equipment.
~
Extensive Range of Bedding Plants
~
Unusual combination of Hanging Baskets
~
y

Quality Garden Sheds (4 sheds on display) - Dog Kennels.
Other wooden products

Oak Coal Bunkers
NEW

FISH CENTRE - Pond Liners and Accessories

NEW

PATIO CENTRE

o

a:

LEIXUP ....
Various Desiqns of Patio's
- Aquatic Plants
Bar-B-Q + Equipment
~~----~~~~~~----~

PLANT BULBS
NOW

Well Worth
A Visit!

We Accept
Access and Visa

~ Bedding Plants
O~ for Summer Colour

PUZZLED?
about where to get
your

PRINTING REQUIREMENTS
then look no further

Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Dunboyne Road. Maynooth. Co. Klldare Tel.:- 01-286440/286695

ISSUE No. 145

PRICE 40pence

AUGUST 1989 .
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IN THIS ISSUE
Dublin Arts Diary
Sports News
Points of View
Video Reviews

Citizen Consumer
Street Talking
Newsletter Survey
Festival Photographs

Having
a

Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(Delph/CutIery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)
.'

I

I

OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

Psi;6p O'Bpi6R
GatcFiuR GO. ht(\.
"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MA YNOOTH. PHONE: 286566
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MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Suzanne Redmond
Peter Hussey
Mary Simon
Helen O'Connor Watson
Martin O'Brien
The opinions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the
contributors and not necessarily those
of the Editorial. All matters to be included in the next edition of the Newsletter should be addressed to:-

The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, MaynCloth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum 'number of words 500 per
article.
COPY DATE:
Monday 21 st August at 5 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as a service to the people and
organisations of the neighbourhood. It
is ari'open access' publication and will
generally carry any material submitted
to it, subject to the law of the land and
to editorial judgement The judgement
is exercised by the Editorial Committee in order to preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter.
The Committee reserves the iight to
alter, abridge or omit material which in
its opinion might rend the Newsletter
the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to
make sure their material Is legible. If
pOSSible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters, the best way to present
material Is to use either neat legible
writing or block letters, one side of
the paper.

EDITORIAL
The fine summer has shown up some
of the less attractive features of
Maynooth. While some of the pubs
have put tables and parasols outside
on the pavements for sitting and taking
refreshments a/ fresco, the airy continental aspect was spoiled by the litter
on the pavements. This litter ranged
from the lolly-sticks and wrappers,
thrown down by the local suckers, to
cars parked indiscriminately across the
footpaths. The Blacklion Road remains
a disgrace to the community that tolerates it. Futhermore, the easy excuse
which would have it that all the rubbish
dumped there has been left by travellers is without foundation; documents
found there in the past by members of
the Tidy Towns Committee attempting
a clean up indicated that much of the
rubbish came from the settled community.
The members of the Maynooth Tidy
Towns Committee are among the most
concerned and active in ourtown, and
have done excellent work. But perhaps the very existence of the committee is a mistake and hindrance to its
aims. Raise the very real problem of
the occasionally disgusting state of
Maynooth say early on Sunday, after
we have been disporting ourselves the
previous night and when there is no
council worker to sweep up the mess and the tendency is to think immediately of the Tidy Towns Committee:
what can it do to solve the problem?
But it is not the Committee's problem,
it is Maynooth's. Similarly, there is the
inclination to get worked up about the
appearance of the town only in connection with the marks and remarks of
the annual Tidy Towns Competition.
That competition is no more than a
yearly sideshow.
We live here.
Maynooth is our place. That's why we
should keep it clean.

RIGHT OF REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given
thatthis magazine is not insured against
libel damages or costs, we undertake
the following: In the case of errors of
fact we will publish corrections when
we become aware of such.
In the case of unfairly impugning the
reputatin of any person we hereby offer that person or their representative
the right of reply in this magazine,
subject only to reasonable length, the
laws of libel and our right to respond to
such reply.
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NOTE TO
ONTRIBUTOR
The Newsletter staff have had increasing difficulty over the past few months
in deciphering many of the articles
submitted for printing. We would urge
all contributors to adhere to the guidelines specified at the end of the editorial statement of each Newsletter. In
particular we advise each writerto pay
attention to the following criteria:
(1) Material must be legible (perterably type written but clearly written articles in capital lettering will suffice).
(2) Material must be as grammatically
correct as possible. Often, phrases
punctuated by dashes and others without any punctuation at all make for
chaotic reading. An undue amount of
time is spent trying to impose order and
legibility on SUCh material which necessarily means that syntax and context
may be altered through no fault of our
own.
(3) Try to avoid using abbreviations.
Where it is necessary to do so please
ensure that they are standardised (I.e.
do not use different abbreviations for
the same item throughout an article)
and apply correct punctuation at all
times.
(4) Ensure that articles do not exceed
500 words. Any material in excess of
this limit may be edited. It is important
to remember that lists, charts etc form
part of the article and are thereby subject to thernAXimum - word limitation.

COMMUNITY
(A~'- ---

- - -'--

\~~o5JrZg~i~L
There is not much to report this month
as a lot of people are away on holidays.
Maynooth Relays will be laying cable
in Moyglare Village in the near future.
Community Problems:
The litter problem is a lot worse since
the school holidays. The Community
Council appeals to the people of
Maynooth to please take more care of
your environment
Re: Graveyard:
Anyone who is interested in cleaning
up Laraghbryan Cemetery can go out
to the cemetery any Thursday night at
7.30 or on Saturday at 2.30 p.m.
Mary Simon P.R.O.

149 Kingsbry,
Maynooth.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

771 Main Street, East Aurora,
New York 14052
To the Maynooth Community CounCil,
and whom it may concern:

Dear Editor,
Considering the support given to the
Green Party in the General and European Elections, it is obvious that many
people feel strongly about the environmental issues that are before us today.
These issues include international
topics such as the destruction of the
ozone layer due to the use of CFC
gases, the destruction of the tropical
rain forests and the "greenhouse effect", national issues like the pollution
of our rivers and lakes by industrial and
agricultural waste, the pollution of our
air by smoke emissions and petrol
fumes and the effect on food of additives and chemical sprays and finally
local issues such as derelict sites and
litter.
In Maynooth, The Green Party got a
higher percentage of first preferences
than either the P.D.'s or the Workers'
party. This was despite the fact that
the candidate was not known. The
campaign was run on a shoestring and
there was only one person involved in
the Green party in Maynooth.
Encouraged by this, I am proposing to
start a Green/Environmental group in
Maynooth. Anyone interested in becoming involved should contact me at
the above address or phone 286069.
Your sincerely,
Liam Kavanagh.

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

c§eamus grant
33, LAURENCE AVENUE,
MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE.
Phone 286132

Kelver Piano Studio

Having lived in Maynooth many summers, and returning recently after a 4
year absence, it was wonderful to be in
Maynooth again and renew all acquaintances again. However, our Father's
Day was the same date as yours, June
18th. Friends took me to the cemetery
Maynooth Tidy Towns
to see graves of friends who died durCommittee
ing my absence. The cemetery is a
disgrace - weeds grown high, footRe: Laraghbryan Cemetery
paths that need repair, how could
anyone stand to bury a loved one
there? The avenue, so beautiful forDear Editor,
merly and such a lovely walk, is now
overgrown, benches broken and overBy now, everyone will have either read
turned, and certainly deserves to be
our advertisement, seen our posters or
restored! But my understanding is that
heard that once again we are organisfunds to do same are not available.
ing the annual clean up of Laraghbryan
I offer these suggestions for I know
Cemetery.
they work:
1. Someone retired keeps the cemeWe intend to take it a step further this tery cut and clean when necessary.
year and plan to improve the overall This can be done by someone who
maintenance of the cemetery over the loves this work, and at a modest fee.
whole year. But first things first. The 2. Make one of the family members
cemetery needs to be brought upto a responsible for the grave, everyone in
manageable state. Your help is re- the family helping to keep the grave
quired on Thursday 7.30 in the eve- neat and clean, with some kind of
ning, SatLirday 2.30 in the afternoon.
punishment or fine if the necessary
Once we have improved the cemetery work is not done after warning has
the next step is to keep it that way. We been given in advance.
hope to make it a cemetery of which we 3. For old graves of departed families,
can be proud, instead of one for which have someone take care of these
graves.
we have made excuses.
We will welcome your ideas at the 4. Footpaths are the responsibility of
Community Council Office and most those who look after the graves.
importantly, your involvement. Tothose
people who have made the effort to I realize that there are good reasons
keep the graves of their loved ones so why nothing has been done, but our
well throughout the year we thank you departed citizens demand our respect
and encourage you to keep up the and love! Surely some solution to this
problem is feasible, and the reward of
good work.
those concerned who help in any way,
will be great in heaven!! Maynooth is
too fine a village to be disgraced by the
Yours faithfully,
aforementioned conditions. Please do
Richard Farrelt,
something to alleviate this situation!!!
Secretary.
If and when I return, my hope will be
that all is restored and well!
God Bless,
George E. Kelver
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Graphic grass and %irror Co.
POllnd Lane
Maynooth
Pll0ne: 286953 .

.All types of glass 'cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

We manufacture
High Quality Bevelled Engraved
C111d 5l111d'lJlasted Mirrors & Glass.
Double glazed units.
Shelves. Tabletops. Perspex.
Laminated Safety Glass.
"

I

Open 6 days a week 9.30 - 5.30.
5

I.C.A. NOTES
The Maynooth I.CA annual general
meetingwasheldonThursday 1stJune.
Madeline Stynes was elected president and new committee is as follows:
President:
Madeline Stynes
Secretary:
Rosemary Hanley
Treasurer:
Imelda Delaney
Vice Pres.:
Joan Howard·Wiliiams
Asst. Treasurer:
Joan Howard·Williams
Timire and International Officer:
Joan Howard·Wiliiams
Crafts Promoter:
Joan Shannon
Contest Secretary:
Mary Doyle
Arts Promotor:
Patty Lavin
Arts Asst.:
Margaret Kirwin
Sports Promotor:
Margaret Houlihan
An Grianan:
Brid Shiels
Youth Officer:
Mary Flynn
Hostess:
Mary Flynn
Hostess:
Margaret Kirwin
Produce Oficer:
Geraldine Tracey
Asst. Secretary:
Geraldine Tracey
The July meeting was held on Thursday 6th. Our newly elected president
Madeline Stynes welcomed everyone.
Sympathy was extended to Mrs. Stynes
on the sudden death of her sister.
Congratulations to Connie Harper on
the birth of a lovely baby boy. The
monthly competition a 'Ginger Cake'
was won by Mary Halton, second place
went to Mary Doyle and third place
went to Betty Farrell. September competition is a "Pot of Strawberry Jam".
We are now enjoying a break for the
summer and all activities will resume in
September. Monday 8 pm Hand Crafts .
Tuesday 11 am - 12.30 badminton,
Tuesday 8.30 p.m . Choir, Thursday 11
am - 12.30 Badminton. Our next
meeting will be held in the I.C .A. hall on
Thursday 7th September. New members are always we lcome.
Geraldine Tracey (PRO.)

~ Kiernan ~ s
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GROCERY, CONFECTlONARY, COOKED MEATS,
STATIONARY, NEWSPAPERS
CHOCOLATES, FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 am to 7 pm EACH DA Y

If\..y/

~==================~I ({

BET YOU CAN'T BEAT
THIS!
*_6 MONTHLY DRAWS_*

A CAR

DON BOSCO TRUST MEMBERS
DRAW FOR UNEMPLOYMENT I
PROJECTS ~~A~O ORDINARY

EVERY
MONTH
AND MANY OTHER
CASH PRIZES!

Ticket for Membership and
All Draws only £50
From:

DON BOSCO TRUST

Salesian House,
Mavnooth.
Tel: (01) 286111

___
BAND BULLETIN

L.A-:'M===========~*~

We are now heading for our summer
break following one of our most inactive seasons. Due to the cut backs we
were not included in Dublin County
Council park recitals programme for
1989 and (Murphy's Law of course) on
several occasions two or even three
organisations were looking for our
services on the same date. However
this break allows our younger members an extra year to prepare for a full
summer programme which we hope to
have in 1990.
On Thursday 20th Julywe presented a
house concert attended by family and
friends of band members, during which

MAYNOOTH
MORTALITY
SOCIETY
Members please note there will be no
Sunday Collection from July 30 to
September 17th.
Gearoid McTeighrnain
Chairman .
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certificates , signed by the Mayor of
Limerick, were presented to each
member to mark their participation in
the 1989 Limerick Band Festival.
The most pressing requirement at this
time is a new uniform and during the
course of the next six months we shall
be organising a (small) numberof fund
raising events to raise funds to cover
this very costly item . As we have had
a very low profile on fund raising over
the past few years , we hope we can
count on your support when we come
calling on you . Watch this space forfull
details. Your support really will be
appreciated.

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS

We request all our contributors to
make sure their material is legible. If
pOSSible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters, the best way to present
material is to use either neat legible
writing or block letters, on one side
of the paper.

AIDAN'S
NEWS AGENTS
THE SQUARE
BACK TO--&Iffil:r
SCHOOL
VALUE
COPIES ALL PACKS OF 10
SUM COPIES 36 PAGE 99p
WRITING COPIES 48 PAGE 1.09
WRITING COPIES 96 PAGE 1.99
A4 REFILL PADS 88 PAGE 99p
YELLOW BIROS BLUE, BLACK, RED
PENCILS
12" WOODEN RULERS
6" PLASTIC RULERS
SHARPENERS
ERASERS

lOp EACH
9p EACH
lSp EACH
lSp ··EACH:
Sp
lOp

COMPASSES /MATHS SETS
FOUNTAIN PENS/REFILLS
MARKERS/STAPLERS/HIGHLIGHTERS/PROTRACTORS
3ET SQUARES
ALL
MAKE GOING

LOW LOW PRICES
BACK TO SCHOOL EASIER,

AT

BY SHOPPING AT AIDANS MEGASTORE
P .S. GLUE, TIPPEX ONLY SOLD TO OVER 18s

7

N£WSLtTr£~ ~UR¥£Y
PLEASE

RETURN

BY

2:

AUGUST

~ ~~~~~!~ ~~~~~!!~~

Is produced mcnthly by the Editorial
Committee of Maynooth Community Councl I. It would help
considerably If you would take the time to complete this brief
que s t ion n air e and ret urn I t t 0 The ~~~~.:!:.~ in the Com m u nit y
Council office in Main st.
Thank you.
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ROYAL
CANAL
NEWS
Great work is now being completed on
the walls surrounding the slipway and
tons of clay is being lorried away each
day. There is a great urgency in getting
all this work done and the harbour
landscaped as the official day for opening the harbour and slipway will be
Sunday 17th September at 3 p.m. It is
hoped to include a field day with side
shows and demonstrations to coincide
with the opening on that date. It is
hoped to have our regatta and that will
be subject to the lock gates being installed and working. A bO.at will be
officially launched from the slipway to
mark this historic occasion in Maynooth.
Again our grateful thanks to the Office
of Public Works and FAS for their help
and interest in our project.
More details of this date in the September Newsletter. On the 19th August
we are organising a cruise on the Grand
Canal, Robertstown. Details of this
outing can be had from any Committee
member. It is expected to be a good
night of sightseeing, eating, drinking
and music. More news in the September edition.

National

CPEN TI LL 91111 EAa-! NIGHf
3.WAY 81111

~,
/'

24 Hour Film Developing
Service

WI'TERY'

AUTI{oRJSED ACENT FO~
NATIONAL I.(YlTERY

£3.99 & A Free Film
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
ALL FIlMS ONLY
£1.50 per night

TONY MENTON & SONS

38 Cedar Parle Tel. 244857

" I

• Painting & D~orating •
• Interior & Exterior
• Professional Wallpapering.
• Chimn~y_Cleaning at its best·
c:+::o;:..,..""'lI"Brushes Vacuum & 'Screen •
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced
You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the gree~ pages & Golden pages

DRAMA
CLASSES

Kllcock

10-30-12.30

Tuesday and Thursday
Contact Us First For:
during August
* Npw and' uspd cars & vans
Maynooth Community Drama group
* Rod y fI' pa i r' s
for children will resume classes in
* Spry i «(' dlld Part s
August, after a break of a month during
July. Previously these classes have
JIIIl&
been very sucessful with the local chilFor Texaco _~~ Hpat i ng ;IIU\ FtIl'1 OJ I - Phonp 287311
dren, encouraging them to be more
creative and expressive, qualities which
-l---------------------.-----can only but equip them for life.
In August, the drama classes will be
even more innovative and there will be
Moynooth Shopping Centre
a greater emphasis on individual partiCipation. Rehearsals will soon be
SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE, LEATHER & EVENING WEAR.
starting for the Christmas Pantomine,
and I'd like to take this opportunity to
CURTAIN CARE
remind children that it is from these
classes that we will be recruiting. Script
REPAIRS & ALTERATIONS
writing is at present underway, and any
, SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE
ideas or suggestions would be greatly
appreCiated. Classes for August are
SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATIJRDAY
as follows: Tuesday and Thursday 10:"
30 - 12.30 under 10 years old/over 10
PH: 285511
OPEN 6 DAYS
years old in the Geraldine Hall.

CARLTON CLEANERS

*
*
*
*

9

MAYNOOTH
TIDY TOWNS COMMITTEE
LARAGHBRYAN CEMETERY
CLEAN UP
WE NEED YOUR HELP
-'------------

-----------

WORK' TIMES
THURSDAY EVENINGS 7 .30
SATURDAY AFTERNOONS 2.30
PLEASE BRING ALONG SPADES,
PROTECTIVE GLOVES ETC
'LETS GET MAYNOOTH TIDY'
10

MAYNOOTH

J. BARRY

FOLK GROUP
In case you've wondered where we are
at present we just want to let you know
that we've taken two months' holidays
instead of the usual month. This is due
to several of our members being away
at work, or on summer courses.
The rest of us are busy preparing new
folders to replace the song books we
had printed when we began ten years
ago. We started with several hundreds
of these books but unfortunately none
have survived. Some people have
expressed an interest in having a copy
of the words of the songs so that they
might join in the singing. We explored
the possibility of printing a song-sheet
for this purpose, but we felt that this
would be too great a strain on our
financial resources. If anyone is interested in obtaining copies of the words
however, they should contact anyone
in the Folk Group.
As usual, we are always looking for
new members. You don't need to be
brilliant - if you can sing and/or play an
instrument you would be most welcome. We practise each Wednesday
in the Boys' National School at 8.00
p.m. and will resume after the summer
on Wednesday August 30th. For anyone who might be new to the area and
who still might not know we sing at 9.45
am Mass every Sunday. We look
forward to seeing lots of new members
in September.

NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONFECTIONERY
'erE Commuter Tickets
\ Weekly, Monthly and

Selection of Lighters
Large Select ion of Jewellery
School Items Parker Pens - Gift ware

Students Monthly
FAMlL Y OIiE DAY

I~

a:xl<ED rv£AlS A SPECIALIlY
I...AR(E SEI.Er::fICN <F OlU)-lOYS-GIFTS
35

CXJRK CRYSTAL

LOTTERIES

~-------------------

GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
Phone: 287397

TOP

QUA LIT Y SHE DS AVA I I. AHU:
FROM £.\.JIO

ALSO SUPER

6'

'ALL TYItS

(F

FENCING
x 6': £11.

LAP

PANEI.S

FOC I ~ AN) TIM£R SPPLI ED

HY BROS.
045/Y7 397

UNO E RT A K ~i~.~ 045/97 397

COMPLl:.'TE FUNERAL SERVICE 1'0 MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS

MAYNOOTH
TIDY TOWNS

PHONE: NAAS (045)97397 DAY or NIGHT
" FUNERAL HOME NOW AVA
11. AIlU': II
-------.

LOCAL AGENT PAf)[)Y nt

REPORT
The estates and shop fronts are looking well. Remember, second half of
competition judging takes place in the
latter part of August.
We have planted flower beds opposite
the Church and we would appeal once
again for cars not to park on the grass
on Saturday evenings and Sunday
mornings. We still require your help in
keeping Maynooth tidy. Please put
litter in bins or take it home with you.
Keep weeds under control near estate
entrances.
"Lets get Maynooth tidy"

OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m.
PHONE: 286304

'>M~

)NI)

MAIN STREET, MAYN(XHH (,HnNI :

_ ,Celbridge Building Supplies &
,

)XI. \/.1,

ServiCe~\

38 Maynooth Road, Celbridge.- "
Tel: 288841
~L...r;::- c:::.

. .,

.
'.
Dr"N 6 DAYS

SPECIAL OFFER
iuA:ANyG i~NLDABFSIiRS~~RJ~2~~
FULL i~ANGE ON DISPLAY
8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
SAND,GRAVEL,CEMENT & BI~CKS

Maynooth Tidy Towns
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CITIZEN
CONSUMER
Over the next few articles, we hope to
deal with a wide choice of topics relating to the situation facing people on a
daily basis in their role as consumer.
It's easy to forget that the title of consumer is one that we all share from
time to time, just like those other nonexclusive clubs, such as pedestrian,
driver and so on. In that respect, the
interrelationship of supplier and end
user is important. Society, in the form
of the law, has for many centuries
sought to provide a framework to deal
with suc.h relationships, but it is only in
relatively modern times that a body of
Statute law emerged, based on the old
Common Law principles, but taking
into account the realities of a trading
economy and the changing face of the
supply and consumption of goods and
services.
From the late 19th century onwards,
we find a growing number of laws being
enacted to deal with what were already
established practices and situations,
often governed by ancient rights and
custom. Among the most important
legislation from that time would include :
The Bills of Exchange Act, 1882 which
dealt, and still deals with, the area of
negotiable instruments, of which
cheques form now such an important
part of everyday consumer dealings;
the Merchandise Marks Act, 1887which
soughtto deal principally with the abuse
of forging trade-marks on goods and
which is the grandparent of our modern Consumer Information Act, 1978;
and of course the Sale of Goods Act,
1893 which has been overhauled and
re-armed as the Sale of Goods and
Supply of Services Act, 1980.
So what abut the law today and, more
importantly what about its enforcement? There is no doubt that there is
plenty of law about, as any trader will
ruefully tell you and a significant impact in the last few years has been that
of the EC which has imposed many
requirements by way of standardising
Meanwhile, there were other laws
coming on stream dealing with specific
areas of consumer welfare and none
more important than in the food and
hygiene area. From the early years of
the 20th century comes our Food and

EMERGENCY TELEPHONE
NUMBERS

Drugs legislation and other laws, such
as the Butter Act, for example, which
sought to define, and thereby maintain
conSistency in, basic foods.
the type and range and frequency of information given to the purchaser.
Much of the responsibility for enforcement, often by default, falls upon the
staff of the Director of Consumer Affairs and Fair Trade. The full complement or staffing levels there at the
moment is 28 but there is in fact a
short-fall in serving numbers at present. To putthis in some kind of context,
the Strathclyde district of Scotland has
a Trading Standards resource of ten
times this level of staffing, let alone the
question of finance and facilities, for a
very similar population size as that of
the Republic. Again, the Director has
to effectively run his duties from a
single base in Dublin with the occasional foray into the countryside as
scarce resources permit. Compare
that with the Trading Standards branch
of the N.I. Department of Economic
Development who carry out very similar duties: they have a staffing complement of fifty for the Six Counties area
and are able to operate from six dis-·
tricVlocal offices and with much greater
flexibility and mobility than their counterparts here.
There are some other agencies involved also, such as the Weights and
Measures service and of course the
Environmental Health agencies operating under the local health boards, but
the fact remains that the primary agency
with responsibility for the enforcement
of over forty pieces of legislation affecting consumer matters is inaqequately
staffed and funded and its staff does
not benefit from the sort of training
programmes which are considered vital
elsewhere, such as throughout Britain,
for their Trading Standards people.
This brings us back to where we started.
Laws are enacted in acordance with
the perceived need for them. However, fashions change and government
priorities with them. The message now
seems to be that we're back to the
primitive cry of "let the buyer beware"
and the resources required to provide
a decent consumer service is perceived
not to be a political priority. Will that
continue?
Sean 0 Siothchc\in
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Father Supple
Father D. Cogan
Father Thynne
Library (Main Street)
Rev. Williamson
Dog Control
FAS
E.S.B., Leixlip
Post Office
Health Centre

286220
286210
286521
285530
285430
(045) 81765
264841
244511
286259
2854151

285876
Station Master
285509
Kildare County Council
(045) 97071
Employment Exchange
286042
Community Information Centre
285477
Community Council Office 285922
Boys' National School
286080
Post Primary
286060
Girls' National School
286034
Taxi Service- Maynooth Cabs
286539
Rape Crisis Centre, Dublin 614911
Free Legal Aid
794239
Tax Office
715355
Eastern Health Board
045-76001
Children (ISPCC)
20, Molesworth Street,
Dublin 2.

793333

Ambulance
Fire Brigade

045-66666
285555

Local Doctors:
Denise Nolan,
Beaufield, Maynooth.

285943

Christopher O'Rourke,
Kingsbry Medical Centre,
Maynooth.

285210

Dentist:
Mr. GA O'Reilly,BDS, NU I 286818
Main St. , Maynooth.
Vet:
Mr. B. McDonald
Canal Road, Maynooth.

2862391

285518

Garda Station
286234
Maynooth.
(Mon. - Sat. 1Oa.m. - 1 p.m.)
(Sat. 12 noon - 2 p.m.)

Home Nurstng
I)AY &. NICIIT CAI~I
PROVIDED
I~EASONAI\LI

1< A 1T'->

C:ONTACT: C. Clilford S.R.N.
Phone

«() I)

28 ')8"3')

Ramps in Housing Estates
Following representations on behalf of
a numberof Residents' Associations in
Maynooth, Deputy Emmet Stagg recently received the following reply from
the County Engineer:
'Legislation is now in place which
enables a Local Authority to provide
(artificial) ramps on public roads, subject to certain conditions and procedures. Some of the basic requirements are that these should be located
within a 30mph limit area where there
is adequate public lighting and on roads
which are not bus routes. Due to the
cost of these installations, however,
Kildare Co. Council has not been providing ramps on request. A few have
been installed in the county in special
situations where special provisions
have been made for same.'

LABOUR
PARTY NOTES

and work has to be confined to town
centres and appraoch roads.'

Road Sweeper for Maynooth
Following representations made by
Deputy Stagg for an improved road
sweeping service for Maynooth, the
following reply has been received from
the county engineer:
'The Council has one road sweeper
machine to cater for the whole county.
It works in different parts of the county
on a roster basis. It will return to
Maynooth in due course and your
request will be kept in mind. It must be
pointed out, however, that housing
estate roads are not enerall swe t

Victory Dance
A large turnout ensured a great night
out at the Kildare Labour Party Victory
Dance in the Keadeen Hotel on July
7th. Special thanks to the following
who donated raffle prizes on the night;
Caulfield's, Brady's, Quinnsworth,
Angela Norris and Aidan Flood.
Child Safety at Library Exit
In response to a submission by Deputy
Stagg, Kildare Co. Council are considering erecting a chain along existing
bollards at the Doctor's Lane exit from
the Library. This would prevent children rushing out from the Library onto
the road.

Rene Guinot approved clinic
Visit Cameo Beauty Clinic
Upstairs in the Country Shop
Cathiodecmie Now available
Advanced Electrolysis for the treatment of
Thread Veins,Skin Tags,Warts and Moles.
for a wide range of Beauty Treatments
free Consultations and Skin Analysis on request
OPENING HOURS:

Ann Carey

Wednesday, Friday, Saturday 10 a.m. to 5.15 p.m. TELEPHONE:

C.I.D.E.S.C.O.

286272

Tuesday/Thursday 10 a.m. to 8.30 p.m.

11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Quality service and value

FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME
2~

Lit. Berger Gloss

5 Lit. Masonary Paints £11.99

2~

Lit. Berger Undercoat

5 lit. Berger Superflat £1D.99

2~

Lit. Crown

5 Lit. Budget Paints

£6.99

+

2 Gloss

£10.99
£9.99
£11.99

range of wall paper in slock
al keenest prices
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Community Festival Week.

~®~

VIDEO
REVIEWS
NICO
Starring : Steven Segal, Pam Griery,
Henry Silva.
A Warner Bros. Production
Set in present day Chicago, Nico, an
Italian cop, gets involved in an FBI
scandal. But being the law abiding all
round good egg he sets about putting
all the bad guys behind bars while
killing quite a few on the way.
It's definately an over 18's film with
quite a lot of bad language and violence. After saying that, these faults do
not take away from a good story line.
Rating: 8/10

Jim Cunningham, winner of the talent show.

HIGH SPIRITS
Starring: Steven Guttenburg, Peter
O'Toole, Daryl Hannah.
A Neil Jordan film.
A Palace Pictures Production.
Set in the Plunkett Family Castle -in
Ireland somewhere. The castle has
been in the Plunkett family for centuries and is now under threat of being
taken over and moved lock, stock and
barre! to Malibu! With only 3 weeks to
pay the mortgage the Castle occupants decide that they'd open up for
guests but advertise the castle as being
haunted. After the American guests
arrive and all attempts to scare them
fail the real ancestors of the castle
decide to take over with the result of a
few romances but most of all pandemonium.
This is a hilarious production, what
with well-known Irish faces popping
up like Mary Coughlan, Tom Hickey
(Benjy, as we recognised him by),

Ray McNally etc., etc. It's great fun to
watch and everyone gives an excellent
performance. Over 15's.
Rating : 9/10

BUSTER:
Starring Phil Collins, Julie Walters
The plot of BUSTER revolves around
the life of one of the great train robbers,
Buster Edwards. Together with Bruce
Reynolds, he robbed the royal mail
train in 1963 in England. Howeverthe
movie is really a personal view of his
life and the robbery is only part of the
scenario. His relationship with his wife,
June, is a predominant theme of the
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film, and as two Londoners, it sees
them skipping the country to escape to
Acapolco with their daughter.
Paradise is just not 'bangers & chips'
and is all too much for June. She
leaves and Buster has to decide to
return to face prison or life without
June. It is a romantic tale about simple
London folk and together with some
good music from Phil Collins and great
performances from both himself and
Julie Walters , it is definitely worth
watching. Some feel that it romantices
the robbery itself, but, well, you'll just
have to decide that for yourselves .
Rating: 8/10
Helen O'Connor-Watson and
Suzanne Redmond

()

IARNR60
EIREANN
Irish Rail

1I1P~0iRj'
l.mr6d Eirunnllrish Rail

SUMMER BARGAINS BY RAIL
FAMILY DAY - TAKE THE FAMILY ON SUBURBAN RAIL AND DART
FOR THE DAY FOR JUST £4.

DART

MOSNEY DAY PACKAGE
FAMILY £26 COVERS RETURN RAIL TRIP
ADULT £6.50 PLUS ADMISSION TO CAMP.
CHILD £5.00

HOLIDAY BREAKS - COLLECT OUR 1989 BROCHURE
AT LOCAL STATION AND CHOOSE FROM
THE WIDE RANGE OF SHORT HOLIDAY BREAKS

SAVING WITH INTEREST
FOR YOU-FOR EVERYO E
Invest in your future. Save with Bank of Ireland today.
Saving with Bank of Ireland means:• You earn good interest
• Your money is safe.
• You establish a sound banking relationship.
• The re-investment of your money creates
CJ
growth and employment
~ Saving with Bank of Ireland is saving with
interest for everyone.

anK 1T1reiana
It's for you
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POINTS OF VIEW
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THAT BUS

Something which always seems to me
to be a part of the Maynooth experience is 'that bus'. Since ti:ne immemorial people have been getting on in
Abbey Street and falling off inthe square
- exhausted, irratible, basically hot and
bothered. During the day the bumpy
bombardier belts down the roads to its
final destination passing all sorts of
spots that are barely glimpsed as it
goes along the quays in Dublin. Just
as one becomes pasted to the window,
the chase begins. Guinness's Brewery and Hueston Station become mere
passing specks as this speeding tower
takes us along . Rowing clubs and the
Pheonix park are whizzed by our
senses, as is the Liffey, and we roll
along. At this stage at least a few
people have gotten on.

The suspension will have flung a few of
these in and out of their seats. Someone sitting downstairs will have gone
mad with the sound of the enhanced
indicator effects coming from the
driver's seat. Similarily there will have
been a few shocks upstairs as the few
people in the front 'video seats' see
their lives flash before them more than
once. Then all of a sudden we've hit
Chapelizod and the scenic views can
be looked at in detail as the traffic jam
takes us backto the lasttime we cracked
up on the 66! We are abruptly released
from the bottle necked Chapelizod and
thrown onto the Dublin-Galway scaletric system. As at sea, the swaying
motion of our .green bus has a few
people looking greener than green.
The video seat people have seen their
lives so often now, its getting boring,

and the bloke downstairs is seriously
contemplating throwing himself out the
emergency window. The Green giant
rushes on. Suddenly Lucan appears
like a mirage inthedesertwhichflashes
before our eyes and next thing we're
on the grand prix circuit once again. So
many nice places pass our eyes and
with experience you catch something
new each time. We suddenly reach
the tranquil waters of Leixlip and realise that we're well out of Dublin now,
feeling the fresh air streaming through
the windows. Many have contemplated
getting off here. The inexperienced
often do and realise to their folly that it's
another hour before the next bus to
Maynooth. The experienced realise
after Leixlip that they're near enough to
home and a general feeling of relaxation filters through the bus. Even the
man hanging to the emergency door
can begin to handle the indicator
'beeps'. We finally spot the spire of the
College Church and Maynooth comes
into view. We pull in to the square to
the relief of all aboard. Jet-lag. slows
down many getting off but eventually
everyone decends and breathes one
of the longest sighs of relief they've
had for many a day. 'That Bus' is the
experience of many who come to
Maynooth but after a while it grows on
you. This of course is only the in
coming journey.

There is an outgoing journey not to
mention another route through Celbridge. But well, that's another story
altogether!

Helen O'Connor-Watson

The college librarian, Dr. Thomas
Kabdebo, recently returned to his native Hungary where he gave the keynote lecture at a week long conference
of the International Association for the
Study of Anglo-Irish Literature (IASAIL)
which was held at Debrecan. His
subject was the influence of the Hungarian experience on Irish writing and
thought; Hungary, as a small power
dominated by a large and powerful
neighbour, was frequently looked to as
a model by Irish nationalists, particularly during the decades leading up to
independence. IASAIL meets annually in various locations - next year it is
in Japan, and after that Monaco - but
returns to Ireland for a major conference every three years. Ten years
ago, in 1979, the association met in
Maynooth. Theweatherthenwas much
as it has been this summer, but it
couldn't match Debrecan in July, where
the temperatures reached to well over
1002 !

5.05 CLUB TENNIS TOURNAMENT

Wimbledon eat your heart out. After
being postponed for a week the Boris
Becker's, Ivan Lendel's, Steffi Graff's
and Gerry Atric's stepped onto the
courts of the college in all their glory.
Even though this weather has brought
all shapes and sizes out into the open
it was quite obvious some of the legs
hadn't seen the sun since "Woodstock".
Mary Manning and John Gates were
just pipped at the post by the superb
playing of Fergus McLysaght and
Seamus Martin to win the tournament.
Carmel Hogan and her partner Dave
Keenan got special prizes for being
good sports!!

Yet again after the event there was a
delicious smell of burgers wafting
around the back of the tennis courts.
Another highly successful event staged
by the committee of the 5.05 club. Well
done to all involved . Next event is an
orienteering night linking up the old
and new campus.

New and Secondhand School Books
available from your

LOCAL BOOKSHOP
For Primary and Secondary schools in
Maynootll ,Kilcock and Celbridge

Save yourself Time and
Money
Order NOW
For a better choice of secondhand
School Books in good condition
'Leave in your Booklist now and collect at
.
your convenIence
New Scllool Books always in stock

lrIHIm

~'4l~lfM@@lrIHI

~@@ll{~IHI@J¥l

. lrIHlJE ~©llfJ~JRlm~ M~YM@(Q)lr
J¥lIHI~~@cIDAY@2:
Secondhand. School Books now wanted for
CASH
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are avaIlable
in the Community Council Office .

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADD~ESS

AGE~

______________________________

___________________________________________

Entries must be in by Monday 21 st August at 5 p.m.
Entries must be original work of entrants ; Categories: Age 4-7 and 8-12.
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FRANCE: 1789
- Liberty, Equality, Fraternity
IRELAND: 1989
- Fairer Taxation, No Local Charges,
No Rates

Last month France and the democratic
world celebrated the historic events of
two hundred years ago which contributed so much to the granting of democratic rights and a more just distribution of wealth worldwide. Ironically in
Ireland July saw Kildare Co. Co. launch
a campaign to encourage payment of
local charges. They joined with other
local authorities and their campaign
involved the use of expensive newspaper and radio adverts. Neither Dublin
Corp. nor Council were involved as
charges do not exist in these areas.
"Pay your fair share" was the main
point in their progaganda drive and
M.R.ALC. restates that as PAVE and
V AT 'victims' the majority of working
people paytheirfairshare every week.
But the main weapon of the Council is
their "reign of terror" tactics of uncol-

MAYNOOTH
RESIDENTS
AGAINST
LOCAL CHARGES
lected refuse and "guillotined" water
pipes. We are confident that the residents of Maynoothwill neither be fooled
nor intimidated by this latest Council
campaign.

RATES ON THE WAY BACK?
The commitment in the FF/PD programme to establish an all party committee to examine local authority funding raises the possibility of some form
of rates on housing. As the committee
will report back within a year, this move
must be viewed as a serious effort to
achieve a Dail consensus on reintroducing rates. M.R.A.L.C. always regarded local charges as the thin edge
of the wedge and if successful they
would lead back to rates as in the
1970's.

A.C.R.A. TO SUPPORT ANTI
CHARGES MOVEMENT
At a special delegate meeting on the
18th July the national body of Residents Associations endorsed a funded
programme to assist residents throughout the country to oppose charges.
Representatives from Kildare informed
the meeting of the difficu lties and successes of our movement and we were
warmly assured of the practical solidarityof ACRA'ssupporters nationwide.
The meeting also condemned moves
to re-introduce rates on homes stating
that taxes should be levied on wealth
and income, not people's places of
residence.

MAYNOOTH RESIDENTS AGAINST
LOCAL CHARGES FIGHTING
FUND COLLECTION.
DURING AUGUST REPRESENTATIVES OF M.R.A.L.C WILL
CONDUCT A DOOR TO DOOR
COLLECTION. PROCEEDS WILL .
BE USED TO FUND POSSIBLE
LEGAL ACTION AGAINST KILDARE
COUNTY COUNCIL IN THE
NEAR FUTURE.
PLEASE DONATE GENEROUSLY.

FIRST CLASS WALL AND FLOOR TILING
PAINTING AND DECORATING
PHONE SEAN FARRELLY

..

o

045-68816
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ACROSS
8 Propose for election - just a
mention (8)
9 Sends forth or publishes (6)
10 What an Englishman's home is
said to be (6)
11 The collar-bone (8)
12 Dress, especially formal (6)
13 Former name of Zimbabwe

CROSSWORD NO.

11

(8)

15 A well-known bean (4)
17 One who does not believe in a
god (7)
19 Without regard for community
rules (7)
22 Sacred painting in Orthodox
Church (4)
24 Those being entertained, as in
a theatre (8)
27 Reddish-brown, as of hair (6)
29 One who consistently looks on
the bright side (8)
30 Large kind of wasp (6)
31 One in time is a saver (6)
32 Life's aim in related groups
(8).
DOWN

1 Humphrey, star of
'Casablanca' (6)
2 Verbal attack, abusive criticism (8)
3 Unthinking, lacking due attention (8)
4 It's also called quicksilver (7)
5 Emperor of Japan, as in G & S (6)
6 Aim at highthi~gs ' (6)
7 Speaks rhetorically about
decimals (8)
14 Circle for a saint (4)
16 Of or relating to the ear (4)
18 Bugles for a strumpet (8)
20 Cursed by the Church (8)
21 They were once Whigs (8)
23 Formally declare - to be
insane? (7)
25 Silly ~sses (6)
26 Horses':cries (6)
28 Staggered doing Irish dance?

Solution to crossword no. 20

(6)
Entries must be in by Monday 21 st
August at 5 p.m.
Winner of Crossword No. 20
Name ..... " .... ~ .... , .............

,J •• " ............ .

Address ...... , ......... " ......... " "" ....... ..

..

.. ......... .... "........................

,,-

Liam Kavanagh
149 Kingsbry, Maynooth .

..
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SeOSAm
TEL 286202

UA
J. BUCKLEY.

MAIN ST.

CALOR KOSANGAS

HAYNOOTH.

AUGUST SPECIALS
1 LITRE EMULSION £17.95
2! LITRES UNO EMULSION WHITE £8.25
5 LITRES UNO EMULSION WHITE £15.15
5 LITRES STORM COAT WHITE £15.95
5 LITRES WEATlIERSHIELD WHITE £18.95
10 LITRES WEATHERSHIELD WHITE £33.95

5 LEVER DOOR LOCK 2!" £15.95
5 LEVER DEAD LOCK 2!" £14.95
5 LEVER DEAD LOCK 3" £15.95
NIGHT LATCH £7.45
NIGHT LATCH CYLINDER £3.25

NEWLINE PINE SHELVING 2,3,4 FEET LENGHTS
VISIT OUR STORE FOR GOOD VALUE AND GOOD SERVICE.
KEY CUTTING, TIMBER, GLASS, ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING, WAVIN, MOULDINGS.
-=e4@<;O(

,DUBLIN ARTS DIARY

DO THE RrGHT THING
Screen Cinema, College st.
It's quite amazing to think that a neighbourhood like Bedford-Stuyvesant
actually exists and that the people
portrayed in Do the Right Thing are
actually quite like the inhabitants of this
squalid jungle. There is a certain
amount of culture shock to be experienced by the viewerofthis film, unused
as we may be to the extreme enormity
of abuse (both physical and verbal)
which the residents of Brooklyn constantly deal out to each other.
Do the Right Thing is a Spike Lee
production. He has formerly directed
School Daze and the critically acclaimed She's Gotta Have It. The film
is set, on a broiling hot summers' day,
in downtown Brooklyn. In fact, this day
is the hottest day of the year. The heat
makes the combustive racial climate in
New York only more explosive. The
Bed-Stuy area is largely a black neighbourhood but is also populated with
Koreans, Chinese, Hispanics and some
white residents. In the midst of this
cosmos there is an Italian named Sal
(Danny Ari 110) who owns a pizzeria and
who employs therein his two sons and
Mookie (a black man "played by Spike
Lee himself). The film centres about
this basic set and the surrounding
region in the underused 'day in the life
of' style which makes for relaxing and
intimate viewing. It can be aptly described as a quality black soap opera
which hints and prods atthe underlying
racial prejudice of the entire commu-

nity. A significant incident involving
Sal and a black kid, rejoicing in the
name of Radio Raheem, turns into a
full scale riot. The incident is cleverly
constructed in the film and , importantly, serves to remind us of latent
intolerance everywhere. One leaves
the cinema somewhat perturbed, and
as with all good art, the film's effect is
one of opening cans of questions which
require urgent attention. It becomes
clear that in all our towns, villages and
cities everywhere, no matter how well
a community abides by the codes of
social integration and harmony, the
tinderbox element is still there waiting
for that certain atmosphere to explode
it to the surface when least we expect
it.
Barry O'Brien

BIG MAGGIE
by John B. Keane
Abbey Theatre
Big Magglewill run for seven weeks in
the Abbey from its commencement on
July 26th. Pat Leavy takes over from
Brenda Frickerinthe role ofthe brutally
energetic woman who believes she
always acts for the best and whose
battleground of schemes is a sexual
one above and before any other type.
It has been said that Ben Barnes (the
director) is redefining Keane's play and
also re-exploring Keane'sthoughts. For
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this prodution, John B. Keane has
responded by writing a new ending - a
powerfully poignant soliloquay for
Maggie Polpin. She is left alone on
stage, with towering crosses and statues above her head and 'the smell of
incence in (her) nostrils' realising her
hope for self awareness at the
enormous expense of her ruined world.
From the very beginning of the play we
see Maggie as a domineering woman
who is almost perversely wicked in her
dealings with others. Usually in Keane's
work (e.g. Sive and The Field) the
women are overtly victimised but in
Big Maggie the opposite, if anything,
is true. After the death of her husband
she sets about destroying (both mentally and physically) those around her.
Maggie is bitter and resentful, forceful
and evil, 'cute' and manipulative and
has a personality which can only be
compared to a jagged rock. She is a
woman desperately trying to carve her
place out in life, caught between an old
world and a new one (with all of its new
values), detrimental to the well bei ng of
others but rooted in the belief that her
actions are for the common good.
Alltogether it is a superb performance
which leaves you profoundly moved
throughout. The power, and indeed,
startling reality of this production leaves
one with a distinct impression of Ireland in the 1960's, confused, aspiring
and lost, and of one woman's struggle
for happiness and fulfilment which
echoes that of her land.
Barry O'Brien

MAYNOOTH CASTLE
A Focal Point of Local History
by Mary Cullen

was only avoided by Lord Cork dipping concerned only with governing !reland
George, the 16th earl of Kildare, acagain into his pocket and agreeing to in the interests of his king, Charles I,
quired two nick-names during his lifetime. Because he was so small in
pay them five marks per working day. who was at logger heads with the
Finally in 1635 the work was com- English parliament and endeavouring
stature he was known as the 'Fairy
.. ~arl', and his activities in London earned \. pleted with an agreement wi th a stone- to rule without it. Wentworth soon
lfMe name 'Mad Little Earl'. His relation- ~utterto caNe the Kildare arms and the made enemies of all the different interearl of Cork's announcement of all the ests in Ireland. TIle earl of Kildare
ship with his father in law, Richard
work he had done on the castle over among others fell under his disfavour
Boyle, 1st earl of Cork, had many ups
and downs. Kildare first met Boyle's
the main gate. Cork's message has and found himself a prisoner in Dublin
son, Lord DungaNan, when they were
long since been effaced but the coat of )(Castle in 1638 for refusing to surrender
~ both students at Oxford . He probably
arms, with the monkey supports and '--'to the Deputy the deeds of the manor of
met his future wife, Joan Boyle, and
crest are still to be seen. The paint and Ley. As Joan was in England his
her father when the family visited Ox- gilt that Cork paid for is gone too, but father-in-law sent to Maynooth to find
ford in 1629. Kildare had already gained
you can still see the Kildare saltire how the children were faring. He was
{ a reputation for extravagance which he
impaled with the Boyle 'party per bend told that the earl 'had left at Maynooth
proceeded to live up to at his father-increnellate crenelle' a diagonal division ~~s four children and a devouring famlaw's expense in so far as he could
flY of forty idlers, without any proviSion
by a crenellated line .
manage it. The wedding took place in The 16th earl continued to eXiricate of meat or money to sustain them, and
1630 when both husband and wife what money he could from his father-'X his children were without any clothes
were nineteen years of age. Soon after in-law. Lord Cork in 1632 recounted and destitute of victuals'. Lord Cork
Lord Cork undertook his repairs and one of his ingenious schemes . 'My moved them all to Lismore for the time
improvements at Maynooth, where he Lord Kildare, for discovering who it being into his oINn care. After a year
planned to renovate the 'ancient ter- was who had battered and abused my the earl of Kildare was released and
raced house'. It was decided to rebuild silvertrencherplates, was by me prom- returned to Maynooth. But by now
X the three existing wings which formed ised £5, for which when he had my storm clouds were gathering over Irea court around the keep, and also to promise , he said it was himself with land which would resu lt in the final
repair the church and install in it the knocking marrow-bones thereon'. Cork departure of the Fitzgeralds from~
latest fashion in wainscottted, or oak- paid upwith some irritation and Kildare Maynooth Castle.
S )<
panelled, pews. The church, Cork pocketed the £5 .
Wentworth had come to be regarded
wrote, had been 'God forgive the doers Later on the young earl was reduced to by the English parliament as their chief
~thereof, misapplied to the keeping of pawning hisownplate, and even stand- opponent in their power struggle with
cattle, and making of malt and other ing cup that had been a gift to his son the king. By 1640 Charles had been
base uses'. So he began by rebuilding and heir from his wife's father.
forced to summon the parliament again
the church at a cost of £120 , and then The earl came of age in 1633 and in to ask their help in his quarrel with his
his chaplain preached in it what Cork, that year also a new Lord Deputy, Sir Scottish subjects. Scotland by now
no doubt correctly, believed to be the Thomas Wentworth , arrived in Ireland. was a strongly Presbyterian nation and
o.(first sermon made by a protestant Even before he reached Ireland he had was determindly resisting the efforts of
minister in any man's memory herein'. become involved as a mediator in the the king to impose on it the English
Thus was on All ~ouls days of 1632.
stormy relations between the earls of episcopalian form of Protestantism.
Next Lord Cork turned his attention to Kildare and Cork, and had written tcK Once summonp.d , the English parliathe castle . 'The dining and withdraw- the former advising him 'by a fayre ment turned on We nl\.'/ot'th, and forced
ing chambers of the house' and 'my carriage towards him (his father-in- his impeachment, or trial by parliaDaughter's closet with the parlour were law) , to winne upon his affections, which ment , and finally his conviction of treaall wainscotted also, and recorded in will make a better understandinge son by act of attainder and his executhe earl's diary. All went well while he between you both' . In 1634 when tioninMayof1641 . lnOctoberofthe
Weniworth summoned the Irish parlia- same year the Irish in Ulster rose in
kept firm control of all payments in his
own hands, encouraging the builder, a ment to meet in Dublin Castle the Earl · rebellion , and over the following years
man called Tingham, with the gift of a of Kildare took his place in til e House of a plethora of armies were fighting each
Lords. In this year also his second so#:- other all over Ireland.
horse and two cows. But before long
/ young Lord Kildare managed to get his was born and was christened Wen. hands on £359 intended for wages. tworth in honour of the Lord Deputy.
However these friendly relations did
This disappeared without trace and a
not last for long. The Lord Deputy was
stoppage of work by the angry workers

K
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THE GIFT OF TONGUE

?

EUROPEAN LANGUAGES SUMMER SCHOOL

( Colaiste Chiarain - Community School, Leixlip)
Holiday courses in FRENCH & GERMAN.
also in Spanish and Italian, subject to demand.
commencing 3 July 1989
to
26 AUGUST.
2-week and 4- week courses of language, learning and
recreational activities.
Fee for 2-week course: £60.
Fee for 4-week course: £120.
Family-based accoIDodation available locally also, if
required- this is an extra cost, however.
Places are limited-book now

For further details and brochure/booking-form
Phone (01) 285777 or write to:
17, Kingsbry, Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

SONY
FREE COMPACT DISCS OR
FREE MUSIC CASSETTES
WHEN YOU BUY ANY
SONY COMPACT DISC SYSTEM
OR SONY COMPACT DISC
RADIO CASSETTE*

POP &
JAZZ

Music

FREE MUSIC CASSETTES WHEN
YOU BUY ANY SONY
RADIO CASSETTE.

Promotion
Offer Closes on 27th August

500 Titles
to
Choose from

FREE COMPACT DISCS WHEN
YOU BUY ANY SONY
DISCMAN.
FREE COMPACT DISCS OR
FREE MUSIC CASSETTES WHEN
YOU BUY ANY SONY
HI-FI SEPARATE*'"

SALES 288211
SERVICE 288303

FREE MUSIC CASSETTE WHEN
YOU BUY ANY SONY
WALKMAN.

Opening Hours
Mon - Sat 9.00 - 5.00
27

GfJ BARTON'St~
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TOBACCONISTS
SWEETS - CARDS - STATIONERY

Q. I have been employed by the same
firm for 12 years. Following major
surgery I have been out sick for two
months. Last week I was given redundancy notice and told that my job was
going to be contracted out. I think this
is just an excuse to sack me and suspect that they might wait a few months
and then replace me. What are my
rights?

i

ICECREAM - CHILDREN I S BOOKS

MAGAZINES.FRUIT
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES - GROCERIES
SHELL PETROL STATION

Community
InformatIon
Centre

RIGHTS
COLUMNB
JULY '89

National
LOTTERY

The National Lottery

AN CRANNCHUR NAISIUNTA

7-iT !J.Ja 2Vog
BEAUTY CLINIC
Irene McCloskey, C.I.O.E.S.C.O.
Diploma & TUlor

Including Facial Treatment,
Remedial Camounage, Aromatherapy, Special Classes.
Arm & Leg Trea!mt'n!s.
Rl""C Guinot. Cathiodcrmie-Bio-PcclilJgo (;el()idl' I;rl"l'riptinn Facial,
Body Treatments, Sun Bed, ElectrolysIs and Red Vein Treatmell!s,
BUCKLEY'S LANE. MAIN STREET. LEIXLIP
(01) ?441661?4491i

A. If you are being let go and not
replaced then this is a redundancy
situation and you can be made redundant while you are out sick. You will be
entitled to your statutory redundancy
payments, any holiday pay due to you
and payment in lieu of notice (if you get
less than the six weeks notice due for
your length of service).
If they take on somebody else to replace you then it is not a redundancy
situation and you could take a case for
unfair dismissal to a Rights Commissioner or to the Employment Appeals
Tribunal, Davitt House, 50/60 Mespil
Road, Dublin 4 . You can also do this if
your suspicions prove correct and you
are replaced after a few months.
Forfurtherinformation contact the Dept.
of Labour, Davitt House, Mespil Road,
Dublin 2. Telephone (01) 765861 .

q{JiIIy
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J.W. Mulhern & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

KI NGSCOURT
PilON r: 2!;67') 1
Naas.
Co . Kildare.
Tel: (045) 66535
FE.ES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASS lGNMENT

.l4iik·1:iit·lfI3li·~
MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH CO KILDARE
INSURANCE AGENTS FOR IRISH BUILDING SOCIETY
s

~
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!Ttl ~. ~ ';....

Opening Hours during July & August
only:

WIWlIl.

..

)c·l~ ·

,. II;.

~¥.'r. _ -_;~ ~\~
•

.

Wed. 10 a.m. -12 noon
Frl. 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public.

B.Comm.A.C.A

{ t
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AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS ESTATE AGENTS
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED
IN ALL AREAS FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENT.S
____~._ .... _..I
TELEPHONE 285257/285201
__

J
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DAY NURSERY, MAYNOOTH.
Open September '89
QualificJ Child Care Worker. Services include full day care.
Hot meals provided, competitive rates.

Friendly, stimulating, homely atmosphere.
Toddler Group 1V2 - 2 liz years.
Montessori Group 2 V2 - 5 years.
Afterschool children catered for.

Limited places!
For further details contact:
Ger Scanlon - 285633 after 6p. m.
Located near the train station

BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVING:TEL:
~

,1,
~(~~"1~ ~

286644

~~ £f;~.,:tl;~'
t \~~1: &;~~',
~ ff1\t;t, \ft
_!i f!'~:
~
,
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1.
2.
3.

4.
S.
6.
7.

Horses taken at board pric('s or' lI1ol'lling prices if SP is greater we
pay SP!
We pay 20% bonus on all lip YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY 31, LUCKY 63.
On all Handicaps we pay
odds a plan' 6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd.
8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3, & 4.
Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = sap LUCKY 15, Saturday I s prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
Morning prices daily.
Special betting daily - inc!. £100 bonus Yankee, Choice tt-ebles,Special Doubles.
£100 FREE TRI-CAST.
Ante Post RetU.ng on all Main Events ..

t
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BOB'S
KITCHEN

~town StOlCU
NEWSAGENTS
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Ph

01 285833

GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Gateau Ganache
4 egg whites
4 oz ground hazelnuts
1 teaspoon malt vinegar
Few drops vanilla essence

Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards

Mags

pening Hours 7.30 am - 10 pm
Filling and Decoration
1-2 tablespoons rum or brandy
1/4 pint double cream whipped
Chocolate Sauce
40z plain chocolate
1/2 pint water
2-3 oz sugar
1 tablespoon rum or brandy
Line the base of two 8 inch sandwich
tins with rounds of greaseproof paper.
Grease and flour this paper and the
sides of the tins. Whisk the egg whites
until very stiff, then gradually beat in
the sugar. Fold in the ground hazelnuts, vinegar and vanilla essence.
Divide the mixture between the tins.
Bake in the centre of a moderate to
moderately hot oven (180-190C/350375F or Gas Mark 4-5) for 35 minutes.
Turn out of the tins very carefully and
peel off the paper. Allow to cool.
Foldthe rumorbrandy intothewhipped
cream. ~andwich the cakes with the
flavoured cream. Gently heat together
the ingredients forthe chocolate sauce,
allow to cool. Serve the sauce with the
gateau.

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR Ton SMAll

Personal attentIon of Qualdled Accountant

VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS & RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.

•

Con/act

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 StraHan Way, Maynooth.
Phone 285246

fi3c/dte Jtacey
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY

83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7

Scotch Shortbread
40z plain flour
20z rice flour or extra plain flour or
cornflour
40z butter
2 oz castor sugar
Coating
Dusting of rice flour or cornflour
Sift the flour and rice flour or cornflour
into a bowl. Cut the butter into small
pieces and rub into the flour mixture.
Addthe sugar and kneadverywell until
the mixture binds together.
Lightly dust a shortbread mould with
the rice flour or cornflour. Press the
mixture and leave for a time and then
turn onto a lightly greased baking tray.
Bake in the centre of a cool to moderate over 150-160C/300-325F or Gas
Mark 2-3) for 30 minutes or until firm to
touch. Cool slightly, mark into sections
and allow to coolon the baking tray.
Store in an airtight tin.

Tel. 381420
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JOE MOORE
Straffan Road, Maynooth.

TELEVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE
- FREE ESTIMATES
MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
NEW & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARANTEED
TELEPHONE : 285586.

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS

DUBLIN ROAD

MA YNOOTII

F.A.O.I.

PHONE NO. 286606

VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING
YVES ST. LAURENT, HENRAD, SAFIUJ, & BENNETTON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSESUXV IN ALL SPECTACLES
INCLUDING PLASTIC, Ultra-thin
ZEISS TITAL & VARlLUX BIFOCAl,S
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES

tv[[) ICAL

CAm & ~ IAL V£LFJlRE

~c IPI ENTS

CATERm Fffi

APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St.,
Ph: 243964

Leixlip~

Also Hain St., Lucan.
Ph 282062

DO YOU HAVE WATER PROBLEMS?
SMELL~.
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
r!r -\ I

HARDWATER (.SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD
-~·.-_______c.L:_H

- - -- . ....

.

We can test water and recommend an
economical solution to the problem

tIl

~

<\) ~~::r~~!~~n~:;t~~~~~~~st~:~t~~~ ~'l
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurr~
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,

Warr('rn;t,7r~;~r~:;~~im
('0.

Road),

SALES AND SERVICE
Tel. 01-259631 (24 Hours)

Men t h •
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TEAS AGUS
TEASPACH
Is cinnte go bhfuil an Samhradh seo
nios teo na aon cheann is cuimhin
liomsa. Is minic a chuala me daoine a
ra Ie cupla mi anuas nach dteastodh6
einne dul thar lear ach an aimsir seo a
bheith againn sa bhaile. Feicimid go
soileir chomh halainn is ata an tir nuair
a bh[onn an ghrian ag taitneamh. Is
mor an trua, mar sin, go nglacaimid Ie
salachar agus brusar ar na sraideanna.
Is measa fos a bheith ag leamh sna
paipeir go bhfuair mile iasc no nios mo
bas de bharr truaillithe no go bhfuill
tranna brocach agus uisce no farraige
salaithe. Is leir on meid rota a fuair an
pairti glas go bhfuil go Ie or daoine
buartha faoin truailliu agus faoinar
timpeallacht.
Tosaimis sa bhaile.
'Teaspach' a bhiodh ar ainmhithe a
theadh ag rith timpeall go fiain aon la
'brea brothallach'. 'Teaspach' a deirtear
a bhionn ardhuine a theannfiain in aon
tsli agus a dheanann rudai nach mbeifi
ag suil leo de reir na rialacha. Ni
fheicim aon fhianaise gur tMinig
teaspach ar mhuintir Mhaigh Nuad leis
an teas an Samhradh seo - no an e go
bhfuil siad an - dicreideach faoi?
Focloir
truailliu: pollution
timpeallacht: environment
teaspach: ('gadding', exhuberance, daft
behaviour, sultriness) .

I'd like to speak more Irish
but . ..
Many people feel that they seldom
have an opportunity to practise their
Irish. They often find that a child who
spends time in the Gaeltacht returns
fluent and enthusiastic and they take
the opportunity to begin using Irish in
the family. A new book 'Irish for Beginners', one of the Usborne Langauge
Guides series, would prove an attractive, practical help. It presents various
situations - 'Your Family', 'Looking for
Things', 'Table Talk', 'Your Hobbies'
etc and gives useful phrases and vocabulary to do with each. The format
and illustrations are used for many
languages in the series and some
readers may not like the 'foreign' feel.
However, it is a very attractive bookadults would find it useful and children
enoy the illustrations. I think it's well
worth the £4.70 it cost me.
Beidh aifreann Gaeilge i seipeal Gunn
i gColaiste PMdraig ar an gceathru
Dohmhach den mhf, i.e. 27 Lunasa, ar
11 am. Failte roimh gach duine.

Jim's Shoe Repairs
HAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
Gents Leather Soles
Stitched On
Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait
Heels Lowered
Shoes Stretched
'Now Located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entran'Ge.,

DONOVANS NEWSAGENTS
0\.f..' '
UNIT 7 MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE\ \'\)
'+/
K"::
\

LARGE SELECTION GREETING CARDS

;

~~

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99

~~'

MAGAZINES CHOCOLATES GREETING CARDS
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

(ilfJpat

i=lC!id tt CO. Ltd

Laragh Maynooth

Ph: 286508

REPAIRS & SERVICE
WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC COOKERS
VACUUM CLEANERS

DISHWASHERS
TUMBLE DRIERS
KETTLES ETC.

Phone: 286508
Fuel Merchant
Coal
Antracite
etc
De 1 i

Phone:?88468

~

vered t.o your

home.

Best quality Coal.Slack.Anthracite.Peat Briquettes.
nnd all types of Solid Fuel supplied.
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED & APPROVED
BY LEADING INSURANCE COMPANIES

,

\

BALLYGORAN MAYNOOTH
CO. KILDARE
PHONE NO. 285532
CRASH REPAIRS. SPRAY PAINTING COLOUR MATCHING
SALFS & SERVICE. RECOVERY SERVICE
WINDSCREEN SUPPLIED AND FITIED
Mazda 626
Mazda 323
Opel Kadett Estate
Opel Ascona Diesel
Opel Kadett Estate
Datsun Cherry
Datsun Voilet
Datsun Cherry
Renault 4L
Ford Fiesta

'87
' 87
'85
'83
'83
'83

'80
'30
'80

'78

YES! It is the same l2erson!
I'm walking on
air. My confidence
and self-esteem
have soared higher
than at any time
in my life."
Patti Carlson
after losing 7% stone
in 6 months on a
Uni-Vite 630 calorie
Diet.
EOR FURTHER DETAILS TELEPHONE 288976
~-----------

.. -.

-...

--_...

_-----------

Just six months but 105 Ibs (7 stone, 7 Ibs) separate these two pictures. We
believe the pictures help answer the Question. Conventional Diet? Or Very
Low Calorie Diet? Or Low Calorie Diet?
The pictures are of Patti Carlson, 26, of Bloomingdale, Illinois, and we think are a vindication of Uni-Vite's
new generation of formula diet. A range that has been on test in Uni-Vite's American Company.
The choice is now much wider, including a nutritionally complete Muesli plus hot Whole Meals (Chilli,
Curry). What's more, the calorie level is now, we believe, optimum at approximately 600 calories a day:
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ROCK COLUMN
Fans of legendary singer/songwriter
Van Morrison will be treated to two gigs
by the man at Dublin National Stadium
on the 25th and 26th of August.
'Van the Man' is celebrating 25 years in
the music business and has released
some great albums over the years
including his new album 'Avalon Sunset'. The first single taken from the
album 'Have I told you lately that I love
you' is getting considerable airplay.

CIGARETTES - SWEETS - CHOCOLATES

SPECIALISE IN CARDS
COOKED MEATS - GIFTS
LIGHT GROCERY - TOYS,
T-SHIRTS - BACK PATCHES
BADGES, CUDDLY TOYS

ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS
DAILY PAPERS
AND MAGAZINES / 1(1
,i

STATIONARY
SELECTION OF FRUIT

Jl1cwnoof!t C/cctJ'iccr/ Supplies
ELECTRICAL WTIOLESALERS

CRA::J
"Lament Ray McNally"
by Deaglan O'Connachtain
His Name above the Statu red mark,
Burning eyes,
Frame Tall, asture,
he walks,
his duty to perform,
The Last Act, the Last Scene,
The Candel flickers
And is gone.
FORGOTTEN DREAM

It was a dream
Just a dream
to be forgotten Nothing more
just forgotten!
It happened while I was asleep A dark deep night time sleep
Which woke me up Reality so strong
its song so loud,
but now its gone
The melody has faded.
I fell back into sleep
Deep, deep sleep
Which made me forget
My dream .....
it was meant to be
Forgotten!

Under New Management

Dunhoyne Road.

JY,Iaynooth,
Co. Ki1dare.

Tel.: 01-286718
Fax: 01-286718

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST. MAYNOOTH
TEL: 285239
FOR BEST PRICES ON CYCLES AND LAWN MOWERS
PETROL MOWERS FROM £175.00
REPAIRS CARRIED OUT TO ALL MAKES OF CYCLES
AND LAWN MOWERS
OPEN' 6 DAYS 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Wed. 1.30 p.m.

PRE-SCHOOL

PLAYGROUP

RE-OPENING SEPTEMBER '89 ~,a

To enrol for September ~
Contact:- Maree Carr
.
21 Rail Park
,
Maynooth
Phone 286417 OR 286020

W

~

(Member of I.P.P.A. -

Laen
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Insurance lIeld)

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE
WREATHS MOURNING COACHES, HEADSTONES ETC
1I

AND NOW NEW FUNERAL HOME (No Charge) AT KILCOCK,
SPACIOUS, ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR
YOUR LOCAL FUNERAL UNDERTAKER
PHONE:

.

I

OVER

!

ON

;

'DE.NTIST I
f\l\AitJ

\5TRE£T :

WE HOPE YOU HAVE NOTICED.
THE IMPROVEMENT IN RECEPTION.
STATEMENTS HAVE BEEN ISSUED
FOR ALL OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTS.
PROMPT PAYMENT WILL ENSURE
GOOD SERVICE.

All Payments to be made to:

Maynooth Relays Ltd.
c/o. p. FitzQerald &. Co
Main street, Maynooth
Tel: 285296

(for Service: telephone 01-288365 045 - 68830

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ulstel Bank Off pr 5 F I PI' Bankin(j 10 all pPrsonal cUlIl'nl
account holders who maintain a chpquI, book account
ill cIPdit Il'gardlpss or Ihl' amount. So. why flot Opl'lI all
accoulll 1l0W al Uist PI Balik r r pe BankinQ.

c~ Ulster

ank

the fnendly bank
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Continuing our look at diversions available in the vicinity which we started a
couple of months ago with a look at the
local snooker hall, this time we ventured a little further afield for some
open air activity - into the next county,
as a matter of fact.

A mileorsoupthe Moyglare Road, just
past the cross-roads, is the Moyglare
Golf Course run by James Kelly, which
offers a readily accessible opportunity
for a quick knock around its nine holes.
It is par three all the way round, and the
holes range from 145 yards to 245
yards in length - four in all are overthe
200 yards. It is a fairly flat and open
course, apart from a dip running across
it where a stream runs down to the
Rye.

As an inept golfer, I hesitate to set
down my score, but I was introduced to
the delights of sliced shots, hooked
shots, air shots, topped shots and
"mulligans". Another pleasure of the
game is "looking for a lost ball"; this
involves plunging into ditches and long

club face connects with the bali and
sends it whirring into the distance, and
for the pleasure ofa quiet hour or two
in the fresh air, it's a well worth it. For
further info, r:ing 286339.

STREET
TALKING
grass in the approximate area where
your ball disappeared off the fairway;
your own ball is never seen again, but
you generally find one or two other
balls lost by previous players. My more
experienced partner pronounced the
course quite adequate, with the greens
in good condition.
On weekdays it costs £3.00 to playa
round (or two, if you want to make up
the eighteen holes); at weekends and
bank holidays the rate is £4.00. If you
are not already a committed golfer, Mr.
Kelly can lend you a half-set of clubs
to get you round - but you will have to
leave some security, such as your carkeys, as he's already lost clubs in the
past. For the satisfaction when the

Another outdoor resource is the canal
side walk, which starts in the heart of
Maynooth and which has been well
cleared by the Royal Canal Amenity
Group. Starting at the Harbour Field,
you can now stroll up towards Pike
Bridge and Carton. The walk is broad
and level, but dusty in this dry weather.
We took an amble along there to see
the steam train pass by on the other
side of the canal on its excursion to
Carrick on July 15th. Although the
water level in the canal is low at the
moment, it stili teems with fresh-water
life.
In the United States the old canals are
now used as "linear parks", with the
water used for fishing and canoeing,
and the old towpaths firmed up for
walkers, joggers, and cyclists. The
canal bank could eventually make an
excellent cycle-path to Leixlip and
beyond, providing an alternative to the
hazards of the main road.

I

G:J--lL:(9C;S

DUBLIN RD. MA YNooTH
PHONE: 287503
(FOR ENQUIRIES)
PROP. P. MURRAY

~'W 13(9'U'T161'U£

(9Pe:J\C
STOCKISTS OF LADIES, ClllLDRENS AND BABY WEAR
FROM JULY 1st WE SHALL JW. TAKING ORDERS FOR UNIFORMS FOR . . . .
MONJESSOI3J SCHOOL
PINAFORES - BLOUSES - CARDIGANS FOR GIRLS PRIMARY SCHOOL
ROUND NECK - V NECK JUMPERS
TROUSERS AND SHIRTS FOR BOYS PRIMARY SCHOOL
POST PRIMARY SHIRTS - TROUSERS - KNITWEAR.
SHIRTS AND BLOUSES WILL ALSO BE AVAILABLE
RUNNERS TRACKSUITS - INDOOR SHOES - FOOTBALL BOOTS - DANCING POMPS
AND SCHOOL BAGS WILL ALSO BE IN STOCK
KILCLooN AND KILCOCK SCHOOLS SHALL ALSO BE CATERED FOR
FOR AUTUMN '89 CHLOE'S SHALL BE STOCKING A SELECTION OF OUTSIZES
CAROLlNE_f~S_
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CANWS

ROADSHOW

DISCOS

WEDDINGS - FASHION SHOWS
60'S & 70'S DISCOS
SPECIAL OFFER
21st & PRIVATE PARTIES - £60
JOHN CROFTON,
119 LOUGHBOLLARD, eLANE,
co. KILDARE.
TELEPHONE :

045~68804

,--------------------------------_._----------- --------------_. - - - - - - - - - -

Flood's Bet ti 11 g 0 t~ f' icc
THf: SQUARE

MAYN\.)UTH

Phone 286096

WE
i.e.

WE

PAY

1st

PAY

DOUBLE

RESULT

PAST THE POST AND RULES OF RACING
WINS EITHER WAY YOU WIN

COME IN AND TRY
OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
LUCKY 15 PLACE POT.
STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND
£200 BONUS YANKEE DAILY

WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL
WINNlNC YANKEES.
WE PAY 1O% BONUS ON ALL
WINNINC FORECASTS.
EARLY MORNING PRICES
AVAILABLE EVERY DAY.
WE PAY

IF YOUR SELECTION

A SPECIAL 2 POINTS

EXTRA

~_

IF YOUR SELECTION WINS AT 10/1 OR
.~~OVER AND THE FAV. STARTS AT LESS
THAN 4/l.
~

t

ODD'S PLACE 1-2-3 IN HANDICAPS
PLACE (1-2) ODD'S

12 OR MORE RUNNERS

6 - 7 RUNNERS

tODD'S

PLACE. 1-2-3-4 IN HANDICAPS OF 16 OR MORE

_._----------------------------------'
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SPORTS NEWS
A number of successes were obtained
at the road races held in Kilcock during
festival week. The girls U/8 200m race;
2nd Bridain O'Shea, GU/9; 1st Susan
Adderley, 6th Catherine Duffe, 7th
Lorraine Dunne. GU/10; 1st Michelle
Gillick, 2nd Sarah Adderley, 4th Rachaal Jolly and 7th Carol Dunne. Boys
U/10; 3rd Paul Noone, GU/12; 1st
Asl1ling Redmond, 5th Elizabeth
Meally, 7th Shauna Feaney, 8th J.
Carney. Boys U/12; 6th Stephen Brennan, 8th Declan Buckley, 9th David
Coughlan. Gu/14; 1st Fiona Redmond
4th Paula O'Shea. Well doneto allwho
took part, especially to the new members who did very well. In the Golden
Mile race, Carmel Noonan had a very
good run coming in 2nd lady over all
and 1st for the GU/16. Helen Redmond 1st 0/40, Marie Gleeson 2nd,
Liam McNamee was 1st Vet mens 0/

senior mens' steeeplechase.
The juvenile All Ireland Track and Field
Championships also took place in
Belfield. Hugh Purcell put in a splendid
performance in the hurdles coming 1st.
He was also 2nd in the long jump. Niall
. Gillick was 2nd in the BU/14 walk.
Carmel Noonan ran very well in Gu/16
1500 metres and came 3rd. She also
came 3rd in the javelin. C. O'Sullivan
and Michael Gillick also took part in
their championships. Sunday23rdJuly;
Cork was the venue for the U/17, Vets
and Juniors All Ireland Track and Field
Championships. Carmel Noonan was
our only competitor in the U/17 group
and ran very well in a strongly con40. Brian Redmond 1st 0/45 and tested race to come fourth. Report on
David Jolly. In the Leinster Junior a 10K road race will be in next issue of
Championships in Belfield Helen the Newsletter.
Tracey was 2nd in the Javelin and
David Cunningham on the Leinster
B. Tracey & Margaret Noonan

At this stage of the games we would
like to thank all who took part in the
different disciplines. We also wish to
thank everyone who helped in any way
to make the games successful. Congratulations to all those who won
medals at local and county level.
The county winners in individual events
were as follows: Modeling, silver medal,
Clair O'Connor; Gymnastics, BU/10
silver medal, John Moran; GU/8
bronze medal, Josephine Fay; GU/1 0
bronze medal, Brld Ann O'Shea; GU/
12 bronze medal Tracey Kearney.
Swimming, GU/8 silver medal, Rachael Watson, Gul1 0 bronze medal,
Aldeen Billings, GU/12 gold medal,
Aolfe Callaghan, GU/17 gold medal,
Martina Gallagher, BU/14 gold medal,
Brett Igoe. Gu/16 gold medal, Clara
Dillon, Gu/12 silver medal, Susan Dillon, Gu/14 gold medal Anne Marie
Gallagher. Boy's Squad U13 won
bronze
medals were as follows,
Richard Cotter, James Gallagher,
Owen Maher, Rohan Igoe and David
McLoughlin.
Athletics; BH/J gold medal, Hugh
Purcell, GH/J gold medal, Helen
O'Shea, B/walk, gold medal Niall Gillick, GUJ silver medal, Caolmhe
O'Sullivan, GH/J silver medal, Jen'lIfer Quigley. BS/Putt silver medal.

Damien Pidgeon, Patrick Carroll and
Francis Murray. We have six gold
medal winners U/16 going to Mosney
in September. Maynooth area won a
total of 31 individual county medals
and 33 team medals. Great credit is
due to the Maynooth children on these
achievements for their town. Once
again well done to the gold medal
winners and Good Luck in Mosney.

MAYNOOTH
ATHLETIC
CLUB

MAYNOOTH
COMMUNITY
GAMES
Niall O'Shea, GIWaik bronze medal,
jennifer Clynch, G Shot Putt bronze
medal Rita Thompson, G Marathon
bronze medal, Carmel Noonan and
BUPuck bronze medal Robert Casey.
Congratulations to our U/12 Boy's
SoccmTeamwhowon silver medals in
the county finals' and thanks to their
managers and the soccer club for looking after them during their county competitions. The panel were John Green,
Tony Byrne, Darren Naughton, Paul
3allagh~r, David Hawkins, patrick
Farrell;' Colm Carroll, Adam Cahill, Simon Cahill, Shane Burke, Marty Byrne,
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MAYNOOTH
GUN CLUB
Once again Maynooth Gun Club have
introduced to Maynooth Canal a second batch of Mallard duck. They are
there for the pleasure of Maynooth
towns people. It is hoped that overthe
next few years they will breed. We will
also add to the numbers on a yearly
basis. We hope that nobody will interfere with their presence there.
Peadar Haren,
Sec.

C)

CoPoL MOTOR
FI\CTORS

Mlin St.,
Mlynooth, Tel: 01/286628/286301
Co. Kildare.

Parts and accessories
for all makes of cars
trucks and tractors,
Batteries, Plugs,
Exhausts, Brake Pads

SEAN POWER
Turf Accountant
Main Street, Maynooth

Tel: 286643.

BLINDS
YOUR LOCA~ BLINDMAK~E=...:.....::R~_ _ _ _----j
WE MANUFACTIJRE
FACTORY PRICES

I)I':NIS

MAI../()N~~

BLI"\J)\I \hFRS 1.1\11'1'1-:1>
(·ooldl'inagh.I.l'ixlip

~

2 4 4 9 4 3

a nyti nll'
0\ I-U 20 IF.\R.''· 1·:.\:r'ERIFNCf,'
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TOP QUALITY
ROLLER, VENETIAN AND
VERTI.CAL, BLINDS.
FULL REPAIR SERVICES
TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER
BLIND REVERSED

With only one game to be played in the
senior league our A team is now assured of promotion. If we win the next
game we are then involved in a good
play-off for wining the league out right.
Our B team is still involved in the championship and have beaten some good
teams in that competition. So far so
good.
I will be giving details in the next issue
of the Newsletter regarding developments on the grounds at the Moyglare
Road.
Michael Caden P.R.O.

16th July 1989
Under 21 Championship
Quarter Final
Leixlip 3.9

Maynooth 4 pts

If ever a result failed to accurately
reflect the efforts made by the losing
team then this was it. A Maynooth
side, totally unconsidered at the start
of the campaign and who had defeated
senior side St. Laurence's and holders
Oliver Plunkett's to reach this stage,
held their more vaunted opponents
and competition favourites (Leixlip) for
48 of the 60 minutes. Indeed at times
Maynooth looked the side more likely
to qualify for a semi-final tie with Carbury. With 48 minutes gone Leixlip led
by a single pOint, 5 points to 4 points,
the sides having been dominated by a
tigerish Maynooth side who had seen a
fisted effort for goal by Barry Desmond
taken off the goal line by the Leilxip
keeper and two other possible goal
chances from David Faherty and Liam
O'Toole go narrowly wide.
At the start of the 2nd half Maynooth
picked up where they had left in the first
half. They camped in the Leixlip half
for virtually the first 10 minutes and had
several chances, including frees but
they had only a James Gilligan point to
show for it. It was inevitable that
Maynooth would pay for being so
generous to the opposition and eventually Leixlip achieved the break
through - a kick out form Maynooth
failed to rise and presented Leixlip with

MAYNOOTH
G.A.A.
CLUB

a soft goal. This was the turning point
in the game and although Maynooth
continued to take the game to Leixlip
their 'cavalry charges' up the field invariably left gaps which Leilxip were
only to happy to exploit. They eventually ran out. A fact which their management and supporters were only too
willing to acknowledge at the end of the U14 Hurling
game.
Although defeat was their lot in this
Maynooth 3-4 Bradford 1-2
game Maynooth have nothing to feel
down hearted about. The character, This was a fine performance by
spirit and the commitment shown by Maynooth in the League semifinal.
them in their earlier victories over St. .They were slow to start and trailed at
Laurences Oliver Plunkett's, Carbury halftime. Maynooth really got going in
and Johnstownbridge draw nothing but the second half. Some fine points by
favourable comment from both inside E. Leacy at centrefield. H. Nevin and
and outside the club. When you con- P. Leacy were dominant in half back
sider the age profile of the side and the line and were well supported in the
fact that 14 of the 17 players used in forward line by A. Gaffney, P. Farrell
Sunday's game are eligibleforthe grade and P. Ward.
again in 1990 it augurs well for "their
future prospects and also for those of U14 Hurling Final
the club.
Castledermot 3-6 Maynooth 1-1
Team:
1. G. Whelan
A tremendous first half by Maynooth
2. M. Faherty
who heldtheiropponentsto level scores
3. A. Burke
at half time but, as always, you can
4. P. Stynes
only get out what you put in. Our 5 or
5. M. Kelly
6 players who put a lot into their train6. M. Nevin
ing really are acredittotheirclub. They
7. J. Riordan
came through with flying colours. I
8. P. Ennis
won't mention any names but you will
9. S. Molloy
know yourself - Good luck lads.
10. J. Gilligan
Training is finished until after the holi11. L. O'Toole
days.
12. J. O'Toole
Two of our underage players have
13. D. Faherty
gone foreward for trial(s) for Kildare
14. B. Desmond
U15 Hurling.
15. F. Leavy
They leave little to be desired by their
courage and determination on the
Subs: D. Mee, J. Nevin, F. Barton, D. playing field. Congratulations to EdCorcoran, D. Goffney.
ward Leacy and Joe Nevin.

UNDERAGE
HURLING
SCENE

FOR BEST

DRI~KS

AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB

CLOCK HOUSE
Lo,,,,,, S.p. (I E. B,,, SlOp

Best for Maynooth were: A. Burke, D.
Stynes, M. Kelly, J. Riordan, M. Nevin,
L. O'Toole and F. Leavy.
cores: D. Faherty 1 pt, F. Leavy 1 pt,
S. Molloy 1 pt and J. Gilligan 1 pt.
Results after games:
Maynooth 10 pts St. Laurences 9 pts
Maynooth 2-12 Carbury 2-10
Maynooth 3-9 Johnstownbridge 9 pts
Maynooth 2-5 Oliver Plunketts 8 pts
Maynooth 3-5 Edenderry 1-12

MAYNOOTH,
CO.KILDARE

PHONE:28622)

touP, SANDWICHES, COFFEE & MEAT PIES
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ALWAY~

~\

AvAIL AIII l .

C;t.;:a:llffJ'

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Undet'taken and Complete FUnt"nl Fumilhen;
WREATHS
HEADSTONES
MOURNING COACHES

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, SEC 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399
J:-=;-r~

t'?;::).====1-=1e=a=t=i=11=g=_::::::=-S=e=l=~V=l==·c=e::.:Jil=---~~,

DERMOT~

..

~!

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
MA YNOOTII TEL:

285387

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK

l,e~:"~fi~~§i~i~,
Dublin Road,
Maynooth
Al TERNATORS
STARTERS

and
DYNA

Repair or
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611
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MAYNOOTH SUMMER PROJECT
~\~nal1!$
Maynooth Summer Project is now well
underway having been booked out on
the first day of registration. This year
the organising committee enlisted the
help of twelve foreign youth leaders
w~are~~~t~r~N~s~ecl
charge while residing in the town.
Events to date have been extremely
successful. These included a hike with
outdoor games in Carton Estate, trips
to Dundrum bowling centre and to
Monkstown swimming pool. On Tuesday 18th a bar-b-que in Donadea Forest Park was one of the week's highlights while the table quiz on Wednesday 19th provided plenty of spot prizes
and enjoyment for all involved. The
Summer Project runs until the weekend of the 4th July when the children
will continue the annual tradition of
going to Ballinakill forweekends camping. Other forthcoming features of the
project will include visits to Malahide
Castle, a pet show and a fancy dress
party. Our Voluntary SeNice International Leaders for the first two weeks
were Jindra Kessener (the Netherlands), Sonja Hof, (Netherlands), Kelly
Seibel, (Alaska, U.S.A.), Maria Bring,
(Sweden) and Bertram Shiffers, (Germany). The committee very much
appreciated having these young leaders on the project and they were all
very involved with the children. On the
Thursday night before their departure
they treated the committee to a feast of
goodies, all home cooked. This was a
real treat for the committee as they
were waited on hand and foot after two
weeks hard work on the project. We
would also like to thank all the parents
who have .helped out on the different
outingI'. Congratulations to Tanya
Kennedy, Eimear Hogan, Padraig
Hogan and Gerard Hom who won the
0113 Treasure Hunt. The followng
were the winners of the Table Quiz; 11
years and over, 1st prize, Francis Kelly,
John Doyle, Caron Geoghegan and
Gerard Horn. 2nd Prize, Sandra Brady
and Yvonne Nolan, Adrian Kelly and
Padraig Hogan. 3rd Prize, Louise
Loane, Lisa King, Colin Cosgrove and
John Higgins. Quiz Prize Winners 10
yrs and under; 1st Shirly Dowling, Peter
Finan, Brenda Smith, Martina Dillane
and Deirdre McMahon. Joint 2nd,
Michael Flynn, Darragh Carr, Nichola
Horn, Brendan Cody-Kenny, Jennifer
Dalton, Declan Buckley, Gemma

19'89
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11-12 years
Wheelbarrow
1. S . Fortune & P. O'Shea
2. P. McKevitt & B. Boland
3. T. Byrne & J. Rossitor

11-12 years
Crabwalk
1. T. Byrne
2. P. O'Shea
3. J. Rossitor
McGuire and Aaron McGrath. On now
to the results of our very successful
sports day.

8 years and under
Egg & Spoon
1. D. Doyle
2. S. Doyle
3. C . Cahill

11-12 years
Obstacle
1. T . McDermott
2. P. O'Shea
3. P. Halton

11-12 years

8 years & under
Obstacle
1. P. Kinsella
2. L. Kennedy
3. C. Flynn

8 years & under
Wheelbarrow
1. T. Flood & B.A. O'Shea
2. H. Healy & S. Adderley
3. D. McMahon & N. Fagan

8 years & under
Relay
1. BA O'Shea, T . Flood, A. Gannon,
A. McGrath.
2. L. Kennedy, A. Flatley, S. Adderley, H. Healy.
3. M. Callaghan, P. King, D. O'Sullivan , A. McCarron.

9-10 years

Relay
1. B. Boland, D. Moore, J. Rossitor,
G. McGlinchey.
2. L. Loane, R. Murphy, G. Kelly, E.
Hogan.
3. T. McDermott, P. McKevitt, P.
Halton, P. O·Shea.

13 years +
Crabwalk
1. F. Walsh
2. G. Loane
3. P. Flood

13 years +
3 legged
1. F. Wlash & G. Horn
2. D. Stynes & H. O'Shea
3. O. Nevin & J. Flynn

13 years

Sack Race
1. M. Flynn
2. S. McGrath
3. J . 'Gallagher

Obstacle
1. F. Walsh
2. H. O'Shea
3. G. Loane

9-10 years
13 years +

Crabwalk
1. R. Buckley
2. W . Phillis
3. J. Flatley

9-10 years
Relay
1. S. McGrath, N. Horn, A. Flood, M.
Gallagher.
2. M. Flynn, M. Pearse, M. Callaghan,M. Flood.
3. S. Adderley, E. Burke, M. Stynes,
T. O'Keeffe.
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Relay
1. G . Loane, P. Harney,
B. McGlinchey, G. Horn.
2. P. Hogan , A. Quinn,
T. Boyd. O. Nevin.
3. P. Flood, P. McSweeney,
H. O'Shea, D. O'Malley.

That's all for now. News of the 2nd two
weeks will be in the September issue.

REPORT ON
It's a pity that the Community Council,
when reporting festival week to the
press, did not see fit to mention the
above tournament, especiallywhenthe
previous organisers had co-operated
in rescheduling the event to fit in with
festival week and more especiallywhen
90% of the community were involved
either as players or supporters, and
from a close observers point of view, it
was the most popular event of the
festival. Strange!

That brings me on to report that it has
lost none of its popularity. A lot of
people are saying it's got too competitive but I would have to say that from its
inauguration it has always been very
competitive. It's Irish nature to compete and win and this is no exception
regardless of the age. There may be
certain areas in the ladies' competition
that may have to be adjusted next year
to give total equality with their male
counter parts .

MASSES
IN IRISH
~aynooth: Maigh Nuad . 11 am Mass

pn the 4th Sunday of the month in the
punn Chapel (St. Patrick's College).

Leixlip: Leim an Bhradain . 11 am Mass
on the 3rd Sunday of the month in the
hall of Scoil Mhuire .

Celbridge: Cill Droichid . The first Mass
of the 2nd Sunday of each month , On
6p.m. on Saturday inthe Parish Church.

Palmerstown: Baile Phamair. 1Dam
in the hall of the Boy's School every
Sunday except on the 4th Sunday of
he month when it is in the Parish
Church at 9 am .
I" s is
jI"\:

usual on the fourth Sunday of the

month, there will be a Mass in Irish in
he Gunn Chapel in St. Patrick's Col lege at 11 am on 27 August. All wel 180me.

INTER ESTATE
7-A-SIDE

overall Old Greenfield just about deserved to win it. A gallant performance
by a Maynooth Park/Laurence Ave.
combination. Congratulation to Old
Greenfield on both counts and I've
been told to warn you that the losers
will be back. Finally I would like to
thank the following sponsors : A.I.B.,
Gerry Mulcahy Butchers and Premier
Daries. Referees Lenny, John and
Hego and anybody who gave a hand
with nets, pitch etc. A special thank
you to those who performed free in
S!ims to raise a few bob for injuries.

As for the tournament itself it maintained its high standard. As the old
saying goes, the cream always comes
to the top, and that's exactly how it
turned out on final day.

Donovan Cup: Kingsbry's 1 st time to
make it to the final, but the guile and
skill of Old Greenfield was too much on
the day.

Thanks to the Folk Group, Danny and
Joel, Warsaw, Jim Cunningham and
Wilie Kiernan for amplification. Start
training for next year.

Ge raghty Cup: The number of teams in
this dropped somewhat this year but
again the standard was high with two
very good semi-finals and a cracking
final. It was a pity there had to be a
loser especially with penalties but

Peter Holland on behalf of Organising
Committee .

!

The Indispensable Man

I

Some time when you're felling important
Some time when your ego's in bloom.
Sometime when you take itforgranted
You're the best qualified man in ihe
room.
Some time when you feel that your
going
Would leave an unfillable hole,
Just follow these simple instruction
And see how they humble your soul.
Take a bucket and fill it with water,
Put your hands in it up to your wrists,
Pull them out - and the hole that re.

mainS,

Is the measu re of how you'll be missed:
You may splash all you please when
you enter,
You may stir up the waters galore ;
But stop! and you'll find in a minute
That it looks just the same as before.
The moral of this is quite simple ;
You must do the best that you can;
Be proud of yourself, but remember
There is no Indispensable Man .

I
I
I
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You r Community Council (and Its ~,ub·
commll1 ee ) is respon sible for the pub- I
Ilcation of the Maynooth Newsletter, I
the Maynooth Directory, Communlt/ i
Wee k. St Patrick's Day parade , ew etlon of the Christmas Tree. Community
Ga mes. Tidy fowns committee and
va rious recreation al actiVities
Any
complaints or community problems
may be brought to th e attention of your
local counci llor.
I
Th e H,J rbour fie ld and the playground
beside it are not the respon c; ib:! :ty of
the Counci l Any group Wi shing to U :ot'
the field mu st tah. e out Public LI3bii,!y
Insurance.
"N .B. Please note that the diary for
booking the Harbour Field, and other
events, Is now In the Community
Council Office.
Mulreann Ni Bhrolch3in
Chathaoirleach
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PLANNING
PERMISSION
APPLICATIONS
89/00617

M. McCormack
C/O 159 Kingsbry,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

P 29/05/89
Extend front, and renovate bungalow:

89/000764 Ashmoll Builders Ltd.,
C/O McManus Archs.,
Main Street,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

89/000763 J. Barry Esq.
CIO McManus Archs.,
Main Street,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

P 26/06/89
8 two storey sId and 2 detached
houses.

P 26/06/89
Erection of three, 2 storey mens Appartments.

'Firhouse',
Mill Lane,
Leixlip.

89/000725

Parsons Street,
Maynooth.

E. Tobin,
108 Railpark Est.,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare.

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
Best Wis,~es to Willie Saults who celebrates his birthday on 7th August.
And also Raymond McTernan who
celebrates his birthday 31 st August
from the Saults family.

Happy 80th Birthday to Mrs. Ann
Tracey, Moyglare Road, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
With every best wish from daughters,
sons, sons-in-Iaws, grand-children and
great grand-children.

Happy birthday to Gary McMahon, aged
5 on July 28th and to Shirley Dowling,
aged 11 on 29th July. Both are from
Old Greenfield in Maynooth.From
their granny, Pauline.

108 Railpark,
Maynooth.

P 21/06/89
Two room extension and reconstruction.

BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
Happy 80th Birthday to Jimmy O'Neill,
Main St., July 28th. Love and best
wishes from Helena, Dermot and grandchildren.

ADVERTISEMENT
RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

£40
£22
£15

£12

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
Happy birthday to Don Foley 14th
August, from all at the Maynooth
Community Council.

Happy belated 1st brithday to Michelle
Murphy, 20th Julyfrom mammy, daddy,
granny and grandad, aunts and uncles.

John Sherry Laurence Ave. 8, July
17th.
Deirdre Murphy Castle View 11, July
28th.

21st BIRTHDAY
Best. Wishes to Irene O'Brien, Cluain
Aoibhinn, Maynooth, 170nAugust4th,
from all the family.

Pound Lane,
Maynooth.

Congratulations to Elaine Murphy,
Leinster Park, Maynooth, who celebrated her 21 st Birthday on July 14th.
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Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or over if payment
is made in advance.
A fee of £2 is charged for classified
advertisements. Of course, there is no
charge on acknowledgements, notices,
i.e. birthdays, missing items, etc.

NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to
makesuretheirmaterial is legible. If
pOSSible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters,the best way to present
material Is to use either neat legible
writing or block letters, on one side
of the paper.

WEDDING
ANNIVERSARIES
Silver Wedding
Congratulations to Jimmy and Ita
McCormack, 109, Railpark, Maynooth
who celebrated their 25th Wedding
Anniversary on July 21 st.

Pearl Wedding
Congratulations to Liam and Margaret
Bean "Lemar", Dunboyne Road,
Maynooth, who will celebrate their 30th
Wedding Anniversary on August 18th.

SILVER
WEDDING
ANNIVERSARY
Congratulations to Liam and Betty-Brilly,
Cluain Aoibhinn, Maynooth who celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary
on August 22nd. From Bridgie and
family.

WEDDING
The wedding took place on Saturday,
15th July, of Grainne Kavanagh, daughter of Tom and Sheila Kavanagh (proprietors of Kavanagh's Mill, Maynooth),
and Anthony Burke, Blackrock, Dublin,
son of Ray Burke, T.D., and Mrs.
Burke, in St. Mary's Church, Maynooth.
Grainne is a montessori school
teacher in Blanchardstown while Anthony is an insurance broker in
Dublin.

New Home
Very best wishes and good luck to
Raymond and Noelle McTernan and
family who have left 287 Greenfield for
their new home No. 4 Moyglare Village. This comes from all your neighbours in Greenfield. Also to Michael
and Eileen Nolanwho have left Parson
Street for there new home in Kingsbry
'fhis comes from your neighbours in
Parson Street. Also belated good
wishes to Etna and Michael Harney
who have moved to Newcastle, from
their neighbours in Parson Street.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Graham (Nee Breen)
832 Greenfield, Maynooth.
The son, parents, brothers, sisters,
relatives and friends of the late Theresa Graham wish to. thank most sincerely all those who sympathised with
them in their recent, sad berevament.
Thanks also to all those who attended
the removal mass and funeral, to those
who sent mass cards seraphic certificates and floral tributes. A special
word of thanks to the priests of the
parish, not forgetting our kind neighbours, friends and gardai.
The holy sacrifice of the mass will be
offered for all your intentions.

SYMPATHY
We wish to express sympathy to Helen
Murphy and family in Australia, on the
death of her husband Pat. Helen was
formally Helen Hand, Main Street,
Maynooth. Also sympathy to her
moth'er Mrs. Hand, brother Paul and
sister Joan, who are living here in
Maynooth and Celbridge.

CLASSIFIED
NOTICE
Lost on Sunday 9th July at 120'clock
Mass gents Signet ring - gold initials JG
on black mount.

BABY SITTER
Reliable kind mother will mind baby in
her own home, Monday to Friday. Tel.
285233. Adjacent to the town.

If found please hand in to the Presbytery or to the Community Council Office on Main St., Tel. 285922.

FOR SALE
This ring has deep sentimental value
to owner.

Truburn Solid Fuel Cooker
with back boiler
Phone 285922 Best offer secures.

FOR SALE
Three piece suite, Brown Tweed,
1 year old, as new
No reasonable offer refused.
Tel. 286357 anytime, ask for Anna

FOR SALE
Superser and Cylinder £35
N.C.R. Cash Register
Mechanical £50
Tel: 285922

FOR SALE
Washing Machine
A Hoovermatic De Luxe in
perfect working order.
Genuine reason for selling
Tel. (046) 43713 after 6 p.m.
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FOR SALE
Unused Scorpion Ultra Sonic Car
Alarm System R.R.P.
£120 plus VAT.
Includes full wiring harness and
Supplementary Siren
Offers Leave Phone No.
at 285922
LANTERN CENTRE
Has re-opened in Geraldine Hall
Drop in for a chat,
Monday to <Friday, 9.30 - 4.30 p.m.
Phone 285601

Please note:
Next issue in
shops on 1st
of September.

C)

Have it

FRAMED
Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH

BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF THE CROP
Tel: 286166

FMK

CASUALS
QUINNSWORTH SHOPPING CENTRE MAYNOOTH
I? 285211

INTRODUCING YOUTH WEARC7 .
FOR THE FASHION CONSCIOUS YOUNG MAN I~ YOUR HOME

SCHOOL . UNIFORMS
,rap

QUALITY,SECOND TO NONE,AS PROVEN IN PREVIOUS YEARS.
LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU AGAIN THIS TERM.
ALSO ~ A LARGE SELECTION OF MENS AND BOYS WEAR ALSO IN STOCK.

SELECTION OF GUARANTEED IRISH KNITWEAR
PLUS GUARANTEED I RI SH SLACKS AND JEA~ __~
TOP BRAND NAME
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD
DRESS HIRE SERVICES AVAILABLE
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WE INVITE YOU
TO HAVE A LOOK AROUND WITHOUTOB~IGATION
TO PURCHASE ANY GOODS

THE GARDEN CENTRE IN A GARDEN
Prop.: Gerry Dooley • Dip. Hort.

DUBLIN RD., CELBRIDGE , CO.KILDARE . PHONE: 288903

COMPLETE LANDSCAPE
DESIGN SERVICE
GROUND MAINTENANCE
Industrial & Private

Complete range of

Trees and Shrubs
SPECIAL OFFER

RlPlnE5,[OnIFERS &HERTHERS

It's planting time NOI
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

- - - ON SALE HEliE! - - -

Large rangeof Spring Bulbs
of Quality Plants - Trees/Shrubs/Roses etc,
Extensive Range of Indoor/Conservatory Plants
1-'M-E-wCR--~-e----'
Garden Requisites
~
Gift Vouchers
Outdoor Terracotta - Patio Containers - Oak Tubs
~arden Sheds
Extensive Range Garden Tools/Equipment.
Extensive Range of Bedding Plants
Unusual combination of Hanging Baskets
~rowers

Quality Garden Sheds (4 sheds on display) - Dog Kennels.
Other wooden products

Oak Coal Bunkers

.

o

NEW

FISH CENTRE - Pond Liners and Accessories

NEW

PATIO CENTRE

a:
LEIXUP ...

Various Desiqns of Patio's
- Aquatic Plants
Bar-B-Q + Equipment

~~----~~==~~~----~

j@

I:
Orclza-rd
!Nt! 1'5ert e Jp

PLANT BULBS
NOW

Well Worth
A Visit!

We Accept
Access and Visa

o

~\I.

-~

Bedding Plants
for Summer Colour

•

PUZZLED?
about where to get
your

PRINTING REQUIREMENTS
then look no further

Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED..,
Dunboyne Road. Maynooth. Co. Kildare Tel.:- 01-286440/286695

PRICE 40pence
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Citizen Consumer
Street Talking
Garda Talk
Money Matters
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a
Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(Delph/Cutlery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)

I

OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

Pewp O'BrlaR
Gat6PiRl1 GO. h(;(l.
"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH, PHONE: 286566
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MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Suzanne Redmond
Peter Hussey
Mary Simon
Helen O'Connor Watson
Martin O'Brien
The opinions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the
contributors and not necessarily those
of the Editorial. Aff matters to be included in the next edition of the Newsletter should be addressed to:-

The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
.
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tet: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words 500 per
article.
Copydate:
Monday, 18th September at 5.00 p.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as a service to the people and
organisations of the neighbourhood. It
is an 'open access' publication and will
generally carry any material submitted
to it, subject to the law of the land and
to editorial judgement. The judgement
is exercised by the Editorial Committee in order to preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter.
The Committee reserves the iight to
alter, abridge or omit material which in
its opinion might rend the Newsletter
the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guidelines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to
make sure their material Is legible. If
possible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters,the best way to present
material Is to use either neat legible
writing or block letters, one side of
the paper.

EDITORIAL
TEN YEARS AFTER
How many of us remember September
ten years ago? Although not quite as
memorable perhaps as the night John
F. Kennedywas killed, still most people
overthe age of ten orso can give some
kind of account of where they were and
what they were doing the time John
Paul II came to Ireland. That was a
time when waves of emotion swept the
country. People of all ages and conditions came many miles to see this man
fr.om a far country, either in Phoenix
Park, Galway, orhere in Maynooth. At
the time, some felt that this emotion
and good will must be harnessed to
create a kinder, more humane and
pious society, perhaps even a return to
'old values'.
Perhaps it is time to look back over the
last ten years to see how much has
changed, and ifthere has been change,
how much of it is due to the collective
madness which held the country in its
gripforoverthreedays. Certainly, the
outcome of two referenda may have
been decided then. However, has the
killing stopped in the North? Is every
child born since then loved and cherished? Do the people of Ireland no
longer drink to excess, use drugs?
What about Aids? Is SOCiety moreequitable? Are there a million poor

people in our midst? Has pollution
disappeared? Perhaps it was too rnuch
to expect that one man making a few
speeches would change our world for
us. That's something only the people
have the powerto do, but it takes a long
time, and the obstacles in the way can
often seem insurmountable.

EDUCATION FOR ALL
One of these often insurmountable
obstacles in life for many of our young
people is the barrier to third level education. And like many obstacles, the
height ofthe barrier keeps rising, so no
matter how many pOints any individual
obtains, there is stiff only a lirnited
number of places in third level. For
over half of those who do the Leaving
Certificate and who want to continue
their education, the barrier remains
closed, either because of lack of points,
or lack of cash. The Newsletter congratulates all those who achieved
enough points to enter their chosen
course, and commiserates with those
who didn't. There's no point in wishing
better luck next time, as luck doesn't
decide who goes to college. Still, the
repeat factor is now a significaht ihdustry, with a number of leaving certificate
grinding mills swinging into aCtion as
soon as the results are out.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,
It has come to my notice as a person
who lives oUtside Maynooth and working here that signposting is particularly
bad in this area. I have found it both
time wasting and frustrating trying to
track down addresses where estates
seem to run into each other and as a
stranger to the area finding out where
these estates are is in itself a problem
at times. Though there is a map of the
main areas of Maynooth, like the College, Garda Station, etc. in the town
the estates seem to have been neglected. Streets are not clearly marked
nor is there any notice to drivers of
approaching estates and their layout.
With the building of new estates and
the influx of many new students, not to
mention the many people who pass
through the area during the summer
months, this problem can only get worse
and considerably more confusing for
any stranger to the town.
Bernie Gannon

3

IRISH KIDNEY ASSOCIATION
Dear Editor,
We would like to thank Marie Duff and
Mrs. Haren who ran the Women's Mini
Marathon on our behalf.
Th anks also to all the people who gave
so generously to raise the wonderful
sum of £91.
Eamonn & Betty McNamee

RIGHT OF REPLY
In fairness to OlJr readers arid given
thatthis magazine is not insured against
libel damages or costs, we Undertake
the following: In the case of errors of
fact we will publish c()rrections when
we become aware of sUch.
In the case of unfairly impugning the
reputatin of any person we hereby offer that person or their representative
the right of reply in this magazine,
subject only to reasonable length, the
laws of libel and our right to respond to
such reply.

COMMUNITY
(A~COUNCIL

~NOTES

SPORTS COMPLEX UPDATE
The following correspondence has
been received by the Newsletter to
keep us informed of the latest developments on the sports complex.
'

Mr. P.J. Dalton,
Bursar,
S1. Patrick's College,
Maynooth.
Re: Sports Complex

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS
(FEN

Q
/'

TILL 91lT1 EAa-I NIGHT
3.IDAY 8 IlT1

l

. Thank you for your letter dated 13th
April 1989 to Dr. Ni BhrolcMin, our
Chairperson.
Since then we have sought support
from all the T.D.'s in Kildare and the
County Councillors in the Celbridge
electorol area. The following have
written to me stating that they are
supporting oUf-submission:
Paddy Power, Emmet Stagg T.D.,
Charlie MCCreevy T.D., Alan Dukes
T.D., Colm Purcell M.C.C.
From correspondence to date it would
appear that the submission went to the
Department of Education only.
We believe that the following course of
action should be pursued:
a) Resubmit the application to the
Department of the Environment as well
as the Department of Education.
b) Call a meeting of those public representatives who support our application
with a view to getting their advice on
further action.
We would be pleased if you carried out
the foregoing.
In addition we would appreciate if you
let us have a copy of the complete
submission as W~ do not appear to
have a copy.

LO'ITERY

AUTHORfSED ACENT F()~
NATIONAL I.(Y("(,E~Y

24 Hour Film Developing
Service
£3.99 & A Free Film

SAME DAY
DRY CLEANING

JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB
ALL FIl11S ONLY
£1.50 per night
S1. Patrick's College,
Maynooth.
Mr. John McGinley,
Secretary,
Maynooth Community Council,
Maynooth.
;P~

Dear Sir,

National

Re : Sports Complex at Maynooth

:

Dear Mr. McGinley,
I referto your letter dated June 271989
on the subject of the Sports Complex
for Maynooth.
We have on file a letter addressed to
Mr. P. Power T.D. from the Minister of
the Environment, Mr. Padraig Flynn,
T.D., on the subject of the Sports
Complex. It seems strange that a copy
of the submission was not received by
him.
As you are aware, the College is fully
committedtothisproject. Our Campus
Committee does not meet during the
Summer months and in view of the
political uncertainties at present itwould
be prudent to renew our claims for the
project early in the Autumn when the
cabinet is in place.
I believe that we should meet together
as a committee at that time to set out
our plans. You may recall that a
Committee did meet with Mr. Enda
Kenny, T.D. personally some years
ago, and were it not for government
changes process might well have
proved successful.
In the meantime I will forward a copy of
the Submission to the Minister for the
Environment as suggested, and also
enclose two copies for your files.

Yours sincerely,
Maynooth Community Council

Vours truly,

John McGinley,
Secretary.

P.J. Dalton,
Bursar.
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COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES
Q. I expected to get an increasei in my

Invalidity Pension this week but instead of an increase it was reduce by
SOp. My wife got an increase in her
Disability benefit. Can you explain?
A. All Social Welfare payments were
increased this week (end July) . Your
Invalidity pension has been increased
by £1 .50 but the temporary payment
you have been receiving since November 1986 has been reduced by £2 . So,
this would account for the drop in your
overall payment.
These temporary payments introduced
in November 1986 to compensate the
-peoplewholosttheincreasetheywere
receiving for an adult dependant were
only intended to last for 12 months.
The time limit was extended but they
have been reduced each year in July.
The £20 is now reduced to £16 and the
£10 to £8 .
Telephone 285477 during office hours.
Office Hours
Wed. 10 a.m. - 12 noon
Thurs. 7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri. 2 p .m. - 4 p.m .
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public.

Doyle's Shoe
Centre

PHONE;

l'liON£ 285612

285612

The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Centre
THE FAMILY SHOE STORE WITH
FULLY TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE

CLARKS,

STOCKIST OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
K-SHOES, DUBARRY, EASTCOAST, WESTCOAST,

SUE-L, GABOR, LOAKES , WINSTANLEY, CRAFTMASTER,
BROOK ST, DELIA ETC.
IRISH DANCING PUMPS AND BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK
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,--------------------------SUPER COLLECTION
IOF BACK-TO-SCHOOL FOOTWEAR
NOW IN S_T_O_CK_ _ _ _ ,__
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OUR SHOES FIT AS WELL AS THEY LOOK ,
DO YOURS?
DOYLES SHOE CENTRE
,,----

_ _ _ __ ,_ _

FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT OF TOWN.
.. _. _

____
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I.e.A. NOTES
The Annual Show organised by
Maynooth I.C.A. proved very successful, and well attended by all ages, bringing along their entries. The committee
wish to thank all those who helped in
any way in the running of this event ;
those who made financial contributions, presented cups and trophies,
and donated raffle prizes.
Cup Winners
Overall Cup
John Brick
Flower
Mary O'Connell
t=loral Arrangement
Mrs. F. Satchwell
Vegetable Cup
John Brick
Fruit
John Brick
Home Produce
Ellen McGrath
Craft Cup
Cardine McCartan
Children's Cup
. Elaine Fleming
Teenage Cup Shared
Fiona Angel/Yvonne Nolan and
Melanie Long.
Flower Garden
Ann Doohan
Mixed Garden
Rita Sheehan
Confined Garden
Henry Flynn
Best Adult Baking
Mary Halton
Best Fruit Exhibit
Henry Gee
Best Rose
Mary O'Connell
Best Adult Craft
Mary Doyle
Best Vegetable.
Rita Sheehan
Best Sponge Cal<e
Mrs. Long
Best Teenage Art
AnnMarie O'Donoghoe
Best Children's Baking
Sabrina Keegan
Best Teenage Baking
Maria McMyler
Best Confined Arrangement
Joan Reynolds
Best Fruit Cake
M. Salmon
Best Photograph
Yvonne Nolan

Best Teenage Craft
Maria McMyler
Best Children's Art
Christopher Arthurs
Best Handwriting
Emma Fleming
Best Wild Flowers
Edel Reynolds

First Prize Winners
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 6
Class 7
Class 8
Class 10
Class 11
Class 12
Class 13
Class 14
Class 15
Class 16
Class 17
Class 18
Class 19
Class 20
Class 21
Class 22
Class 23
Class 24
Class 25
Class 26
Class 27
Class 28
Class 29
Class 31
Class 33
Class 34
Class 35
Class 36
Class 37
Class 38
Class 39
Class 40
Class 41
Class 42
Class 43
Class 44
Class
Class
Class
crass
ClaSs

45
46
47
48
49

Sarah Angel
Mary O'Connell
Christy Doohan
Rita Sheehan
Rita Sheehan
Christy Doohan
Mollie Darlington
Pat Malone
Mary O'Connell
Christy Doohan
Ann Doohan
Imelda Desmond
Felicity Satchwe"
Felicity Satchwe"
Felicity Satchwell
Imelda Desmond
Imelda Desmond
Noeleen O'Brien
Joan Reynolds
Joan Reynolds
John Brick
Rita Sheehan
Rita Sheehan
John Brick
A. Kavanagh
Noeleen O'Brien
John Brick
John Brick
Sarah Angel
Henry Gee
Brid Shiel
John Brick
Ellen McGrath
M. Darlington
Margaret Gee
Margaret Gee
M. Long, A. Doohan,
Shared
Breda O'Connell
Mary Halton
M. McMyler, M. Halton
Shared
Catherine Mulready
Mary Doyle
Mary Doyle
Ellen McGrath
Mrs Long
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Ellen McGrath
Class 50
Class 51
Ellen McGrath
Class 52
Mary Barry
Class 53
Myra Salmon
Class 54
Margaret Gee
Class 55
Ellen McGrath
Class 56
Ann Doohan
Class 57
Sarah Angel
Class 58
Sheila Fleming
Class 59
Bernie Coyle
Class 60
Mary Doyle
Class 62
Bernie Coyle
Class 63
Catherine Mulready
Class 64
B. McGing
Class 65
Rosemary Hanley
Class 67
Mary Halton
Mary Doyle
Class 69
Class 70
Cardine McCartan
Class 71
Ann Doohan
Class 72
Rosemary Wallace
Class 73
Cardine McCartan
Class 74
Cardine McCartan
Class 75
Ann Doohan
Class 76
Mary O'Gorman
Class 77
Vincent Mulready
Class 78
Betty Farre"
Class 79
Margaret Kirwan
Class 80
Niamh O'Connor
Class 81
Edel Reynolds
Class 83
Sonya Flynn
Class 84
Celine O'Donaghoe
Class 85
Elaine Fleming
Class 86
Maeve Stynes
Class 87
Vivienne O'Connor
Class 88
Aengus O'Connor
Class 89
Donal Smith
Class 90
Elaine Fleming
Class 92
Sabrina Keegan
Class 93
Elaine Fleming
Class 94
Francis Reynolds
Class 95
Niamh Mulready
Class 96
Emma Fleming
Class 97
Christopher Arthurs
Class 98
Emma Byrne
Class 99
Patrick Halton
Class 100 Emma Flemming
Class 101
Rachel Alcorn
Class 102 . Colin Hudson
Class 103 Celine O'Donaghoe
Class 104 Yvonne Nolan
Class 105 Olivyn Hatch
Class 106 Maria McMyler
Class 107 Barry Keegan
Class 108 Melanie Long
Class 109 Melanie Long
Class 110 Maria McMyler
Class 111 Yvonne Nolan
Class 112 Fiona Angel
Class 114 Ann Marie O'Oonaghoe
Class 115 Darah O'Connell

CELBRIDGE TUTORIAL COLLEGEL
TELEPHONE· 272100
Offering:

COURSES IN MODERN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES FOR
PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
Encourage your child to enjoy the experience of learning a European language.
We offer a wnique and exciting opportunity to parents of Primary School
to introduce them to the joys and advantages of learning an essential language
at an early age.
The earlier they start the easier it is to learn. This will give them a
distinct advantage in secondary school and prepare them for a later career
in an integrated Europe.
,

'I

SPEECH AND DRAMA FOR CHILDREN
These courses are taught by accomplished teachers and are aimed at
developing the child's intellect and imagination in an enjoyable and
stimulating environment. Children are prepared - with parental approval
for nationally recognized competitions within their own particular grade
of advancement. Aspects of the course include: Speech Training, Poetry
Interpretation, Mime-Movement and Dramatic Activity.

LEAVING AND INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE
COMPREHENSIVE COURSES
Because of the extent of essential material to be cover within the leaving
Cert curriculum each subject is subdivided into a number of appropiate
sections, with highly qualified and dedicated teachers - who are aware of
examination requirements - specializing in their own particular area of
expertise.
We invite you to our Information - Enrolment Day: Sat. September 2nd 9.30
to 6pm.
Enrolment also Monday Sept, 4th Friday 8th: Warn to 12 noon and
Saturday 9th: 9.30 to 6pm.
Courses commencing Sept 11th.

I

Ii
I!

Furtl1er details from the college secretary

L_________________~~~~__~: 2~~~_ _ _~~~_1
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Ikwtown StOtU
NEWSAGENTS
Maynooth Co Kildare Ph 01. 285833

GROCER - FUEL - GAS

ROYAL
CANAL
AMENITY
GROUP
NOTES

~

Pancy Goods _ S,,{eets
Cards Magazines
Opening Hours 7.30 am - 10 pm

.v; ·

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY

~

Hidden Treasures ~
~~
~\
SALE
ttYiI ~
~
ONE WEEK ONLY ~k\

~

c,;

"

GREAT REDUCTIONS IN SWIM AND SUMMER WEAR
Work on the completion of the harbour
area is now at a very advanced stage
with one wall almost complete, adjacent to the slipway and the second wall
well underway. Meanwhile work on
dredging and cleaning is being carried
out by the O.P.W. further upthe canal
near Carton Estate. The plans to officially re-open the harbour have again
had to be shelved due to technical
difficulties beyond our control. During
the major excavations being carried
out, unforseen difficulties arose resulting in delays, Le. the obtaining of a
proper foundation for the second wall.

10% OFF REGULAR STOCK
STARTS SEPTEMBER 12TH
IN MILL STREET MAYNOOTH
AND MAIN STREET LEIXLIP
fits of the canal development are
enormous. What starts out as a leisurely walk along the banks becomes
a learning experience as we observe
and appreciate it's flora and fauna. A
chapter of our history comes to life as
we imagine laden barges on the canal
over a hundred years ago. The canal.
when fully navigable has great potential as a leisure amenity, thus offering
holiday makers an exciting new facility.

Along with this water is being maintained at a low level to facilitate the
installation of lock gates at various
points along the canal and therefore it .
would not be possible to have boats on
the harbour for the official opening. This would involve the provision of
services on the canal route in the areas
of accommodation, entertainment,
boating and fishing.
The committee regrets having to postpone the opening but this will take
place as soon as possible.
Our recent barge trip from Robertstown was a great success. The Committee would like to thank the followOther plans include the development ing: Catering staff, musicians, barge
of the island as a wildlife preserve and management, the Royal Canal Queen
refurbishment of the harbour at Carton (Paula Buckley) those who donated
which will include renovation of the
goods and all those who bought tickets
harbour walls and landscaping. The
forthe event. A great night was had by
social, cultural and educational beneall.
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OLD
PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE
A number of our old people will be on
holiday at Kerdiffstown during the last
week of August. We hope that they
and our other members are enjoying
the summer break. We look forward to
hearing about their experience wher
the morning sessions resume at 10.30
on Tuesday, Sth· September and
Thursday, 7th September. Forthe first
few weeks, the sessions will be held in
the Geraldine Hall. Many thanks to the
Hall committee for allowing us to use
this facility.

KINGSBRY
RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIA TION

CELBRIDGE BUILDING SUPPLIES & SERVICES
38 MAYNOOTH ROAD CELBRIDGE
TEL: 288841
~
OPEN 6 DAYS
If' L...,r:::- cc .

'-4

L'~

SPECIAL OFFER
...J~ .
PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
c
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
J"~
8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
I
SAND, GRAVEL, CEMENT & BLOCK.

GOLF OUTING
AND NIGHT OUT
A successful golfing outing was held
forthe residents of the estate and their
friends in Kilcock Golf Club recently. It
was pleasing to see people who described themselves as useless take
part. It was an enjoyable outing and
everybody was satisfied with the outcome. Unfortunately the results of the
outing were not to hand at the time of
going to press, but they will be published in the next issue.
In conjunction with the golf outing, a
"Night Out" was held for the residents
in Ned Slevins in Dunboyne. The night
was thoroughly enjoyed by everybody
present. It also presented the chance
for the residents who had never met
before to become aquainted with each
other. The food supplied by Slevins
and music by 'Misty Blue' were of the
highest quality. Once again we would
like to thank the sponsors for sponsoring the spot prizes. Overall both the
golf outing and the night out represented great value for money and it is
intended to hold these events annually.

COMPLETION OF ESTATES
A letter was submitted to our local
councillors regarding some unfinished
work in the estate and also to have
some improvements made to existing
problems. They have replied recently
stating that the County Council are
aware of these problems and that they
will be attended to. The Association
are in constant touch with the builders
and they have also been notified of
these problems. It is hoped that the
builders will remove the two remaining
containers shortly.

l I

J. BARRY

NEWSAGENTS TOBACONIST CONFECTIONERY
iCIE Commuter Tickets

I Weekly. Monthly and
Students Monthly
FAMILY OIiE DAY

Selection of Lighters
Large Selection of Jewellery
Schoo I I t€fl1S Park.er Pens - Gi f t Ware
ax:J<B) ~1S A SPECIALITY
I..M:E SEliCTICN CF CARl)-lOiS-GI FTS

CXRK CRYSTAL
~~.----------------

IRISH
PRESENTATION
CONVENT
HANDICAPPED
PARENTS'
CHILDREN'S
ASSOCIATION
PIL GRIMAGE
MAYNOOTH, co. KILDARE

CONGRATULATIONS

The Annual General Meeting of the
above association will be held on
Wednesday 20th September 1989 at
8.30 p.m. inthe P.E. Hall of the school.
This year we have arranged for the .
famous Angela McNamara to be our
guest speaker. In recent years there
has been a very poor attendance at
this meeting so we hope that on this
occasion at least one parent from each
family will make an effort to attend. A
new committee will be formed on the
night and any parents wishing to become involved with same please put
your names forward. We look forward
to seeing you all there.

Congratulations are extended to
Michael and Mairead Keamey on the
birth of their baby daughter. Michael is
the hard working Chairman of the
Association. .

Sheila Fleming
Secretary

BON VOYAGE
Every success is extended to Colman
Smith who is departing to Australia
shortly. Colman is the Association's
jOint P.R.O. and is an active memberof
the committee. We all wish him Bon
Voyage and will be sad to see him go.

OPEN 6a.m. TO 9p.m.
PHONE: 286304

TRUST
Group 61
IHCPT
On behalf of the Irish Handicapped
Children's Pilgrimage Trust, I wish to
thank the very kind generosity of the
people of Maynooth towards my recent
collection which amou nted to £703. To
those who contributed spot prizes for
the accompanying raffle , I extend my
sincere thanks.
Congratulations to John McQuaid, 114
Kingsbry, H.M. Oliver, 55 College
Green, whose kind support was rewarded with a lovely spot prize each .

Tommy Daly
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Once again another very successful
project has been completed. Our Voluntary Service International leaders
for the 2nd week were Cornelia Frueking - West Germany; Monika Voit Hungary, Christiane Ludwig - West
Germany, Doris Merkl- Australia, Paolo
Mocelin - Italy and Elena Onofri - Italy.
These leaders were a great asset to
the project this year and added an
international flavour to the four weeks.
The Committee appreciated having
them even though it was an added
expense; the project committee had to
feed these young people forthe month.
Our project has gone from strength to
strength since it started some years
ago. If the project is to continue as it's
gOing, we mUSl get more adult inVOlvement at committee level and that means
coming to committee meetings from
January 1990 onwards. The work of
the Summer Project starts each year in
January. Anyone interested in joining
the committee should contact any
memberorphone Norah McDermott at
285922.
DUBLIN INVASION
The 2nd two weeks were every bit as
successful as the 1st two. "Paul's
Dublin" was a great day's outing which
hit on various areas of Dublin. The pet
show was a great success, and according to reports every pet was a prize
winner. The soccer tournament was
great fun and we now know that we
have girl soccer players in Maynooth,

MAYNOOTH

SUMMER
PROJECT '89
so watch out lads! The bowling outings
on days and nights were a great treat
and enjoyed by all. Out thanks to
Seamus McMahon for looking afterour
troops on their trip to Baldonnell, a
memorable occasion for all. The trip to
Malahide Castle was another great
success and fully booked out.
CAMPING OUT
On the final day, we had our fancy
dress and concert and once again
everyone had a great day. The final
weekend was our camp to Ballinakill.
There was a mass exit of children from
Maynooth on the Friday loaded with
haversacks and sleeping bags. To be
preCise we had 71 children and 24
adults and a great time was had by all,
in spite of the fact that we had to take
refuge in the gymnastic hall on the
Saturday night. We got the full force of

a thunder and lightning storm that
lasted about 5 hours. But this did not
daunt us in any way and only added to
the excitement of the weekend. We
are always ever ready for any emergency. We depOSited lots of very tired
children and adults back in Maynooth
on the following Monday night having a
hectic and enjoyable weekend.

THANKS!
We would like to thank the followi ng for
their help during the project: Board of
. Management, Boy's School; I.C.A. ;
Trustee of Geraldine Hall; Declan
O'Connor; Sports Locker; Gerry
McGlinchy and all who helped with the
fishing; Michael Barry, Carton; Craft
Ladies; G.A.A.; PetShowJudge.,Lenny
Murphy and comrades for ongoing
soccer; Community Council workers;
Salesian House Maynooth and Salesians in Ballinakill especially Paddy
Hennessy; Dublin Walking Club who
helped with the overnight hike, especially Tom Maguire, Noel Fitzgerald,
Paddy Byrne, Catherine Magee and
Niall Geoghegan and last but by no
means least all the leaders who turned
up daily to take care of all theircharges.
Once again we hope to hear from lots
of people who wish to become involved
in our programme and, who knows, we
may have an international flavour again
next year, but we can never have
enough help, when we are dealing with
so many children.

GAELTACHAS IAR LUNASA
Is leor de leid e ainm na miosa seo Mean Fomhair - lena thaispeaint go
bhfuil deireadh glan leis an Samhradh.
Bhi cuid mhaith againn ag suille teas
agus samhnas i mi Lunasa. Ni mar sin
e bhi an t-am go leir, ach galai gaoithe
agus baisteach ag clagarnach orainn
cuid den am. Mas teaspach a bheadh
orainn Ie grein, cad a bheadh orainn
anois - gealtachas iar Lunasa? Ni sa
Ghaeilge amhain a cheaptai go raibh
ceangal idir an ghealach agus an gealt.
Deirtear go dteadh gealta na hEireann
go dti Gleann na nGealt i gContae
Chiarrai oicheanta Ian gealai Ie faoiseamh a ghail6n ngealtachas. Bhi aird
ag go leor daoine nach gealta iad ar an
ngealach an mhi seo imithe tharainn.
Ba mh6r an faoiseamh d6ibh go raibh
an speir cuiosach glan agus iad ag
faire amach Ie haghaibh uru na gealai.
Nior chuir na scamaill isteach ro-mh6r

ar an rabharc.
Nil aon easpa gealta ar an tir, afach ,
mas aon chomhartha e an meid diobh
ata ag tiomaint ar ar mb6ithre. Gach
aon mhaidin Luain cloisimid liosta de
na timpisti b6thar a tharla agus de na
daoine a maraiodh ag an deireadh
seachtaine. Glacaimid leis mar phoba!. An mbionn aon tionchar ag na
comharthae teorainn luais ar an tracht
a thagann isteach agus a fhagann an
baile seo ar luas mire ar bh6thar na
Gaillimhe agus Ath Cliath? Is measa
f6s an luas ar bh6ithre beaga cunga
faoin tuath agus cois farraige. Bhi me
arlaethanta saoire i gCiarrai agus braith
me go raibh an t-Mh orm teacht sian
cupla uair. Nach ait' an rud e daoine a
fheiceail agtiomaint ar n6s na gaoithe
agus tirdhreach aoibhinn ag sciorradh
tharstu, mar adearfa. Is brea an rud e
saoire a chaitheamh in Eireann - Ach
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seachtain tU Min· ar na tiomanaithe
buile!
Focl6ir
Leid - a hint
Mean fomhair - September (literally,
mid autumn)
Samhnas - ease, lull
gealt - a mad person
gealtachas - madness
uru na gealai - eclipse of the moon
an ghealach - the moon
faoiseamh - relief
comhartha - a sign, indication
tionchar - effect, influence
teorainn luais - speed limit
luas - speed
mire - crazy
tirdhreach - landscape
ag sciorradh tharstu - flashing past
them
iar - after

DART

Travel the fast reliable way By Train
Great value for regular commuters
Weekly rail ticket £8
Weekly bus/rail ticket £10
Contact stationmaster Maynooth
(phone 285509) for full details .

SUBURBAN
.

RAIL

Thinking of Christmas
presents yet?
Why not give a Brother Portable Electronic Typewriter?

Christmas Special £280.00
(Normal Price £312.00)
(A deposit will

secure your m achine 'till Christmas)

Don't forget our Quality Photocopying Service
We have many other good pOints as
such as

well

Printing, Computer Supplies, Office and School
Stationery, Office Machines and Furniture, Wedding
Stationery and Computer Printing.

I Maynooth Office Supplies I
(Over Coonan's Auctioneers) Main St .t Maynooth.

TEL: (01) 286468/285900
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MA YNOOTH RESIDENTS AGAINST
LOCAL CHARGES
FIGHTING FUND
COLLECTION
At time of going to press our door-todoor collection for planned legal action in the Autumn is well under way.
Similar collections are taking place
throughout North Kildare and we are
very encouraged with both the financial and moral support that we are
receiving. If you have donated already, thanks ag?in, if not please keep
a couple of pounds handy forwhen our
representative calls.

CELBRIDGE HUNGER
STRIKER FIGHTS ON
M.RAL.C. sends its best regards to
Sean Andrews of Dara Court, Celbridge, following his brave stand against
Kildare Co. Co. by staging a token 24
hour water only fast in early August.
Mr. Andrews' case was that the Coun-

cil should have taken him to court
before disconnecting his water as it
affects his wife and handicapped son.
The Council refused to go to court
preferring to employ a large force of
workmen, complete with a reluctant
Garda escort, to disconnect the Andrews' water supply. Despite this Sean
says that the Council action has hardened his resolve and that he will refuse
to pay the charges.

COUNCIL REFUSES WAIVER
TO RESIDENTS ON SOCIAL
WELFARE
Tom Keogh, Kildare County Finance
Officer, caused uproar at the last
meeting of the Council by stating that
when they investigated applications
for waivers they found some people
were working, even though they stated
that they were on unemployment as-

sistance.
These unsubstantiated
claims represent a new low in the secret
police tactics of Mr. Keogh and his
henchmen - they now assume the role
of social welfare investigators. He also
revealed that they withold education
grants to residents whose sons or
daughters are attending University.
M.RAL.C. believes that civil servants
who employ such tactics are unfit to
hold such positions and we ask the
Ministerforthe Environmentto hold an
immediate investigation.

SOME GOOD NEWS
We are pleased to note the recent
instruction from the Minister for the
Environment to all councils to stop
charging residents for refuse when
they don't avail of the service. We see
this instruction as further evidence that
local charges just don't work. So the
sooner the better they are abolished!

MONEY MATTERS
In the July edition I explained the advantages and benefits which tax payers can obtain by utilising a Deed of
Covenant to pay for the education of
children over 18 years of age.
For this issue I have chosen to deal
with tax relief on life assurance premiums which should have more general
appeal and will relate to everyone at
some stage.
1. Life Assurance Relief
Premiums paid on life assurance policies may qualify for tax relief.
The allowances are:1. Policies taken out between 22nd
May 1953 and 1st February 1978 with
our Irish Insurance Company:- 80% of
2/3 annual qualifying premium.
2. All other policies:- 80% or1/2 annual
qualifying premium.
There are restrictions, as follows, on
the amount of premiums which qualify
for relief.
(A) aquaiifying premium is limitedt07%
of the sum assured.
(8) Total qualifying premiums cannot
I
exceed one sixth of your total income.
(C) A single, widowed, separated or a
married person who has not opted for
joint assessment, their total qualifying
.premiums restricted to £1000 p.a.
'Let us now take a detailed example of
how10 calculate the annual premiums

by Martin Doyle
Certified Public Accountant
qualifying for tax relief.
Example:
A married couple has the following
income and expenditure.
£8,000
£8,000
£16,000

Husbands Salary
Wife's Salary

Mortgage interest £3,500
(but restriced to 80% for
£2,800
tax relief)
£13,200
Total income
This couple has opted for joint taxation
of their income. A claim for relief on 2
life assurance policies has been included in their tax return.

No.
2.

Policy Date
Jan. 1989

Life Assured
Wife

Ins. Company
Irish

Sum Asured on death
£10,000

Premiums Paid P.A.
£500
Possible qualifying premium
£500
Total possible qualifying premium
£1900
Now let us see what restrictions are
imposed:-

Premiums Paid PA
£2,000

(1) Policy NO.1. restricted to £1400
(Le. 7% of sum assured £20,000).
Policy NO.2. is not restriced by this rule
(7% £10,000 is £700) therefore the
£500 premium can be considered in
full for relief.
.
(2) One sixth of total income is £2,200
therefore no restriction here.
(3) Maximum qualifying premium for
married couple with joint assessment
is £2000 (No restriGtion on this count).

Possible qualifying premium
£1400 (see note (1))

Relief is calculated as follows:
£1900 x1/2 x80% = £760

No.
1.

Policy Date
June 1988

Ins. Company
Irish

Life Assured Sum Assured on death
Husband
£20,000
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JOE MOORE
Straffan Road, Maynooth.

TELEVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE
- FREE ESTIMATES
MONDAY - SATURDAY 9a.m. - 9p.m.

SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE PHONE FOR DETAILS
NEW & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARNTEED
TELEPHONE : 285586.

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Unde1'taken and Complete Funeral Fumishen

WREATHS

HEADSTONES

MOURNING COACHES

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH

I
I

I

(I
.

PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230 045/68482

FUNERAL WREATHS

UNDERTAKERS TO
'J
•
MA YNOOTH MORTALITY
.. . ...:'
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)
t .

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, SEC 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399

House Pride
11/12 M aynooth Shopping Centre, M aynooth
QUALITY SERVICE AND VALUE PHONE NO: 285544
FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME
5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99
LARGE RANGE OF SHADES AND
5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SILK £11.99.
LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK
5 LIT.. MASONARY PAINTS £ 11 . 99
ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1.00
5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £10.99
BACK TO SCHOOL LUNCH BOXES
FLASKS
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As the summer winds down into the
golden sunset of Autumn, the world
slowly ripens into radiant hues of
Autumnal splendour.

Autumn is probably the most beautiful season of all. There is so much
beauty all around to be seen. Trees,
that somehow seem very plain in
the summer, suddenly burst into
colour; birds migrate to warmer climates, animals hibernate, and frost
returns. Summer is gone.

From the first of September, the air is
scented differently to the day before.
The air feels fresh and clean and the
mornings have a chill to add to the
beauty.

The sky takes on a different shade of
blue to that seen in the summer: it almost seems like ice blue and tends to
be whiter at the horizons. The two
most beautiful times of the day during
this season are morning and evening.
In the morning, there is usually an
enchanting mist lying on the ground, in
fields and just above the surface of
canals and rivers. It's lovely to watch
this mist as it slowly glides along and
the sun looks very watery as it shines
it's weak light on the earth.

The evenings slowly turn to night, and
a chill sets in once more. Birds slowly
fly home for the night and a peaceful
silence seems to fall all around. Also

SEPTEMBER
Swansong of the Summer
during this time of the year the star
constellations are movingtotheir more
familiar positions in the sky, almost
looking like pinholes in the blanket of
night.

A CHANGE OF SEASON
Another beautiful sight on Autumn
evenings is the arrival of the Harvest
Moon. This is the only time of the year
that it can be seeri and it rises with the
setting of the sun. Big and yellow, it
hangs looming in the eastern sky and
it's presence seems to have an eerie
feel to it. Apart from all that it is the
most beautiful lunar arrival of the yec

The most noticeable thing about Autumn is the shortening of the days and
the nights getting longer. In the evenings as the sun is just about tc set, the
sky sometimes turns a very strong and
bright red, usually this means that a
frost will set in during the night and that
the morning will be bright and fresh.

Autumn officially starts with the Autumnal equinox on the 23rd of September,
but the three months of Autumn are
August, September and Cctober with
November starting off the Winter season. Autumn is the period past the
middle of life.

Martin O'Brien
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The turn of seasons,
The change in the wind,
Nights getting longer,
Getting colder,
Shorter days begin.

Leaves, rustle and crumble,
Ice chills the air,
Radiant sunsets,
As darkness draws near,

The days watery sunshine,
The nights starry veil,
A change in the season,
Change to the pale,

Mist covered mornings,
The freshness of life,
Dance for the harvest,
And dream through the night.

M. O'Brien.

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SMELL,
BAD TASTE , IRON, HARMFUL BACTERI A
We can test water and recommend an
economical solution to the problem.
<

~

Water Softeners, Iron Removal, Domestic,
Commercial, Farm and Industrial use
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co .•
Warrenstown (Tr i m Road).

SALES AND SERVICE

~ Drumree .

Tel. 01-259631 (24 llours)

'- ·Co . Meat h.

HITCHIN' POST,
LEIXLIP.

MUSIC IN OUR ARKLE LOUNGE
EVERY SATURDAY NiGHT AND
EVERY . SUNDAY NIGHT
PHONE 01-244704/245587 " THE FUNNIEST MAN IN

NITE CLUB PRESENTS
BANDS EVERY SATURDAY
GHT FOLLOWED BY:
DISCO WITH LATE BAR;
DANCING 9.30/2a.m.

SAVAGE.
NO COVER CHARGE.
WOLFE TONES APPEARING FRIDAY 15th SEPTEMBER:TICKETS NOW ON SALE-£6.00
HOT LUNCHES AND SNACKS SERVED DAILY; COME AND ENJOY OUR GOOD WHOLESOME FOOD
BR~NDAN

VERY REASONABLY PRICED
TURDAY SEPTEMBER 2nd" LIGHTNING STRIKE
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 23th"MEMORIES"
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 9th DAVE MARR AND BAND SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 30th·EZ FEELIN"
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 16th DAVE MARR AND BAND SPECIAL RATE FOR 21st PARTIES, HEN PARTIES
\I

etc .

HITCHIN'POST, LEIXLIP.
The Good, The Bad
and The Ugly

VIDEO

Starring : Clint Eastwood, Lee Van Cleef
and Eli Wallach.
Directed by: Sergio Leone.
Released by United Artists in 1966.
Th is classical western begins with Lee
Van Cleet who plays the evil 'Angel
Eyes' discovering the existence of a
box of confederate gold hidden in a
grave-yard. He doesn't know the name
of the grave which the box is buried.
Enter Clint Eastwood and Eli Wallach.
Eastwood knows the name ofthe grave.
Suddenly these 3 quick draws are faced
with keeping one another alive in order
to find the right grave. And so the story
goes on from there. The western is a
typical Clint Eastwood movie. The

PHONE 01-244704/245587
R

E

V I E W &ndKeHuyQuan.
Directed by: Steven Spielberg.
Story by: George Ll:lcas
A Paramount Picture Production.
\,/1 01 0
V-~VIEW
A typical action packed Indiana Jones
<e))\~
adventure which brings him across
India in a quest to find a lost stone of a
plague ridden village. His quest leads ·
him to Parkock Palace in which he
0
discovers ancient human sacrificial
rituals. The sacred stone plays a k~y
role in these rituals . To retrieve the
cool Eastwood plays the good cigar
stone he must face terrible ordeals
smokin' hero. It's a must for all spaincluding the usual snakes, creepy
ghetti western lovers and a classic for
crawlies and evil old men. This is the
its day.
second of the Indiana Jones movies .
Rating 8/10
Full of action packed adventure in which
Indiana Jones and t he
we have all come to know Harrison
Temple of Doom
Ford.
Rating 7/10
Starring: Harrison Ford. Kate Capshaw

~~
o
o~
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BACK TO
EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES
October will see the return of students
to the town of Maynoth. This may
cause some of the locals to bemoan
the loss of the chance of furthering
their own education. This need no
longer be a problem. There are various extra-mural courses available from
the Adult Education Department of
Maynooth College. These courses run
in the eve pings and certificates are
awarded at the end of the period.
Details can be obtained from Mary
Ryan in the Adult Education DepartTelephone
ment in the College.
285222.
For those of you who wish to aim
higher, there is a new university concept called 'Saor Oll-scoil na hEireann'
(or the Free University of Ireland). The
H.Q.'s of this college is based on mary
St., Dublin. Directed by Kevin Byrne,
B.Soc.Sc, H.Dip, Ed, F.CAI. and
Mairead Ni Choisoig, BA, H.Dip. Ed.
the Saor Oll-scoil aims to bring education to all sections of the community.
No educational qualifications are necessary with the exception of being able
to read and write, and the only age limit
is that one must be over 20 years old.
Courses include Media Studies, Archeology, Legal Studies, Sociology, Celtic
Studies and many more. Students can
'study in the comfortoftheirownhomes.
Degrees will be awarded on credits
and a major thesis, and students can
study at their own pace taking upto ten
years to finish their degree if they so
wish. More details can be obtained by
phoning 732055.
The National Distance Education
Centre located in Dublin City University offers a degree in Information
Technology which can be studied at
home. The degree includes Computing, Management Science, Human
Science and Communications Technology. Students can progress through
the course attheirown pace; itwilltake
a minimum of four years to complete.
Fees are £216 per module per year,
and there are fourteen modules in all.
For further information contact Kay
MacKeogh at the National Distance
Education Centre Dublin City University. Telephone 370077.

r-

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO

SMALL

PERSONAL ATTENTION OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT'

VAT

* PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK
CONTROL

* ANNUAL

CASH FLOW

ACCOUNTS & RETURNS

* BUDGETS
CONTACT

*

ETC.

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA
5 Straffan Way, Maynooth.
Phone 285246

NEWS AGENTS CONFECTIONERS
TOBACCONISTS
SWEETS - CARDS - STATIONERY
ICECREAM - CHILDREN'S BOOKS '--_ _----l
MAGAZINES.FRUIT
BOXES OF CHOCOLATES - GROCERIES
liiiiiii)o SHELL PETROL STATION
.88 The National Lottery
AN CRANNCHUR NAISIUNTA

6"

t..~

Tired of waiting at the hairdressers? Problems
getting a babysitter while you have your hair
done? Like your own personal stylist? Have your
hair styled by an experienced stylist in the
comfort of your own home at a time that suits
you best.
Special family rates.
Late Appointments
WasD, trim and blow dry for
can be made for
Mum, Dad and four Children.
Wednesday and
£10.00
Friday
Call Dial-a-Style at 285367 for your appointment.

JI1,wnooth ~/cdl'iccrl Supplies
ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS

Under New Management

Dunboyne Road.
JY,Iaynooth,
Co. KHdare.

Laen Ni Chleirigh
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Tel.: 01-286718
Fa\:: 01-286718

M.A.D.E.
MAYNOOTH
ADULT
DAYTIME
EDUCATION
Since its inception in 1984, following a
very successful course of studies in
1983, both Autumn and Spring morning sessionswere all veryweJl attended.
The number of people benefitting from
and enjoying the large and varied selection of courses grew from year to
year.
However in the Autumn of 1988 it
proved difficult to get sufficient numbers enrolled and some of the courses
had to be cancelled. The new year
I session was less well attended resulting in f~rther cancellations. In the light
of this the committee decided that there
wi. II not be any courses this Autumn.
The committee are now in the process
of planning.a new programme of
courses with as usual full creche facilities for next year. Full details will be
published in this magazine and advertised locally well in advance of enrolment date.
If there is a subject you would like to
see included in the new programme or
if you have any special interests please
contact us through The Maynooth
Newsletter.
Mairead Guest Tel. 2877764.30 p.m.
onwards.

~Jln

YBiIIy

B. Comm. A.C.A

J.W. Mulhern & Co.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KINGSCOURT
NAAS,
CO KILDARE.

PHONE 286751
TEL (045)66535

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS

(i§)pat

l=IC!id tt Co. Ltd

Laragh Maynooth

Ph: 286508

REPAIRS & SERVICE
WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC COOKERS
VACUUM CLEANERS

DISHWASHERS
TUMBLE DRIERS
KETILES ETC

Phone: 286508

•

Kiernan~5
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH

GROCERIES, '

CONfECTIONERY,

COOKED MEATS,

STA,TIONERY, NEWSPAPERS,
CHOCOLATES, FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS

POST PRIMARY
SCHOOL
MAYNOOTH
Great satisfaction and relief were the
overall reactions to the long awaited
leaving certificate results. Relief that
the long wait was finally over and satisfaction that, for the most part, results
were of a very high standard one
sometimes forgets that the five passes
up one end is just as meritorious and
hard earned as the 6,7,8 honQurs students at the other end. To one and all
a hearty congratulations and best
wishes for the future. For the many in
the school who are awaiting college
places another anxious week ahead
for them while they wait for their offers
fromthe' CAO. A never ending story.

is

OPEN 8.30 a·.m. to 7 p.m. EACH DAY

r---------------------------------------------~-

BET YOU CAN'T BEAT

DON BOSCO TRUST MEMBERS

THIS!

DRAW FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

*_ 6 MONTHLY DRAWS

A CAR

-* PROJECTS ~~A~O ORDINARY

EVERY
MONTH
AND MANY OTHER
CASH PRIZES!

*----------------------*
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Ticket for Membership and

All Draws only £50
From:

DON BOSCO TRUST
Salesian House.
Mavnooth.
Tel : (01) 286111

C)

POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
WORKERS'
PARTY ~ ..

NOTES

~

THE WORKERS' PARTY
AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The strong performance of the Green
Party was one of the surprise outcomes of the recent elections, and
reflects a growing concern with issues
relating to the environment. It is noteworthy that the Greens did particularly
well in "middle class" areas, where
questions such as unemployment,
poverty and social welfare are of little
immediate concern. While the Workers' Party has always placed its primary emphasis on questions such as
these, which affect the most disadvantaged groups in Irish society, this does
not mean that HIe party pays little attention to environmental issues.
On the contrary, when the environmental group Earthwatch carried out a
survey on environmental consciousness among the political parties before

introduced.
The Workers' party believes that effective protection of the environment can
only be achieved where economic
activities and other types of development are carried out for public benefit
rather than private ' profit. Only then
can possible environmental effects be
given a central role in planning and
operating such activities. This, in turn,
is only possible where these activities
are brought under the direct democratic control of society at large.
There will always be a conflict of interest where developments which otherwise benefit society also harm the
environment in some way. However, it
is much better that such conflicts be
resolved in an open, public and democratic way, where each citizen has an
equal say, rather than by the power of
money or throug h the secretive application of political pressure, as in the
case of the Radio Tara mast. It is the
ultimate objective of the Workers' Party
to create the kind of society where
such open democracy will be the norm
of everyday life .

LOCAL CHARGES

the recent general election, the Workers' Party obtained almost a perfect Kildare County Council's campaign
score , immediately behind the Green against those residents of North KilParty itself. By contrast, Fianna Fail dare who, on principle, are refusing to
scored worst of all the parties in the pay local charges has moved onto a
survey. It is difficult, therefore, to new plane of viciousness in recent
understand the stance of the Green times. In addition to widespread disParty in deciding to vote against ALL connections, the Council is refusing to
other parties when it came to forming a grant waivers to a much higher proportion of applicants in the north of the
government.
Whi le the Workers' Party fully supports county than elsewhere. A recent
the Green party's concern about envi- meeti ng of the Cou nty Cou ncil showed
ronmental issues, it cannot accept that the Council's record keeping to be in
party's view that these issues can be complete disarray, with people on old
politically tackled while at the same age and disabled pensions getting
time avoiding taking a stance either to disconnection warnings.
the right or to the left of the political In a particularly mean tactic, the Counspectrum. It is clear that private enter- ci l is now refusing to pay third .Ievel
prise, in its single-minded pursuit of education grants to students whose
individual profit, will never be guided . parents have not paid their charges,
by the kind of social consciousness 'despite a warning from the Union of
required to protect the environment Students in Ireland, based on legal
which we all share. The record also advice , that this measure is invalid.
shows that, because of the control Meanwhile, the County Finance OffiexerciSed by private enterprise in all cer has refused to accept any further
levels of capitalist society, it can either representations from Workers' Party
prevent the introduction of environ- Leixlip Town Commissioner, Cathermental control measures or succeed in ine Murphy, who has been to the foregetting round them where they ARE front in the campaign against local
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charges. The party has made strong
protests to the Minister forthe Envi ronment against this vindictive step.
The recent High Court decision which
indicated that County Councils are not
entitled to levy refuse charges on
households whose refuse is not being
collected has clearly forced Kildare
County Council into a desperate situation. At the same time, the measures
being taken against ordinary householders who owe paltry sums of money
contrasts sharply with the complete
absence of any action against farmers
who owe large amounts of farm tax to
the Council since the beginning of the
decade , or against business people in
arrears with commercial rates. Meanwhile , while the centre'! government
starves the local authorities of funding,
hundreds of millions of pounds in income tax owed by business people
remain uncollected.
It is hardly surprising that overtaxed
PAVE workers would refuse to pay the
additional tax which local charges
represent while ofoher people who are
much better off openly abuse the tax
system in such a blatant manner. Only
a complete reform of the system at
national level , so that everyone makes
a fair tax contribution in proportion to
their means, will solve the fundamental ·
problem of tax inequity of which the
local charges episode is only a symptom.

FlANNA FAIL
The following information has been
made available to Sean Power TO,
from John Carrick, County Engineer
re ; 'provision of public lighting' - Carton
Court Maynooth Residents Association , Carton Court , Maynooth.
An official order was issued to the
E.S.B. some time ago to have some
lights erected in this area. I am now
informed that arrangements are being
made to have the necessary work
carried out.

BILLY McCRORY
YOU'RE MORE AT HOME WITH McGRORY'S COAL
STOCK UP NOW WITH BEST QUALITY
POLISH : TEXAN COAL
SMOKELESS WONDER COAL
NUGGETS = COALITE
ANTHRACITE EXTRAClTE

ST~ANDARD ·

FOR ALL SOLID FUEL S
PHONE: 01-286859 AND 251202
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LABOUR PARTY NOTES
KINGSBRY
Arising from representations by Deputy Stagg, Kildare County Council have
contacted Drumconnor Construction
to have an open manhole covered and
to clean up a wasteland area in
Kingsbry.

BOREEN
Maynooth Branch congratulates
Maynooth Town Soccer Club on their
efforts to clean up the boreen opposite
the Mart. Deputy Stagg has written to
K.C.C . requesting the provision of lorries to take away the rubbish.

CLOSING OF THE BOREEN
Deputy Stagg has made representations to Kildare Co. Council to have the
boreen closed off. The boreen is
continually used as a stopping point for
travellers and has caused considerable trouble for the soccer club in recent years.
EXIT LAURENCE AVENUE ON THE
CELBRIDGE ROAD
Deputy Stagg has made further representations concerning the closing off
of the exit from Laurence Avenue onto
the Celbridge Road. Recently a child
was knocked down at the exit and
Maynooth Labour Branch have called
for an early decision on this matter.

YELLOW BOX JUNCTION
Maynooth Labour Branch have requested Deputy Stagg to make representations to K.C.C concerning the
repainting of the yellow box junction at
the square.

LARGE HALTING SITE
The delay in the provision of a large
transient site for non local travellers
and merchants was discussed at a
recent meeting of the Branch .
Deputy Stagg has written to the Council asking why there is a delay and will
push to have halting site provided at
the earliest opportunity.

GREEN NOTES
GREEN SHOPPING
It's great to realise that pressure from
consumers can change things for the
better. Due to increasing demand,
supermarkets are introducing goods
which don't contain harmful additives
and chemicals - like bleach-free nappies, chemical - free washing up liquid
(it's really good - I use it myself all the
time), acid - reduced coffee and the
much talked about non-CFC (ozone
friendly) aerosols. The list is getting
longer by the day .

.....

What we need now is for the plastic
bags to be replaced by good strong
thick brown paper bags (made from
recycled paper, of course).

GREEN BOTTLES
If you have ten green bottles hanging
around the back garden, or even a few
empty salad cream bottles or maybe
the little jars the baby's dinner came
out of, why not throw them into a bag
and bring them to the bottle bank next
time you're shopping. All you need to
do is to remove the caps and then fling

them into the appropriate coloured bin .

GREEN PARTY
Anyone interested in becoming involved in The Green Pa!'1y in the area
should contact Liam Kavanagh, 149
Kingsbry or phone 286069 .

GREEN OCTOBER
Watch this space next month for other
colours besides green and how they
might affect your health.

..

~ - ' -- .

THE BEGINNING EXPERIENCE
FOR THOSE WHO FIND THEMSELVES SINGLE AGAIN
THE PAIN OF LOSS: AN EPIDEMIC
Among life's most traumatic experiences is the loss of a loved one through
separation, divorce or death. In our
country today, thousands share the
often unbearable pain of loneliness
and grief.
In general, our society has yet to fully
reach out to help those who share this
silent and oppressive burden. Often,
people forced into a 'singles' lifestyle
by separation or death feel left out by
their church, uneasy around married
friends, and genera!ly unsure about
how to get help. Or even reach out.
It's exciting what happenswhen people
who share a similar burden get to-

gether to talk about it: community.
There's a special feeling of care, concern, reaching out, that hallmarks each
Beginning Experience weekend.
From the simple strength provided by
the sense of community, people are
given new hope and reason to go on
living .

BEHIND EACH BEGINNING
EXPERIENCE WEEKEND ARE
PEOPLE YOU CAN TRUST
Beginning Experience is an independently operated ministry rooted in the
Catholic Church which serves people
of all faiths. Each weekend team is
specially trained to understand what
people are going through. They do
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understand, fort hey have been th rough
the loss of a loved one themselves.
Each Beginning Experience team
member knows how frightening it can
be to deal honestly with yourfeelings of
loss - let alone share those feelings
w ith someone else. The Beginning
Experience team promises you a sensitive, comforting, understanding weekend. A time for a true, up-lifting new
beginning .
To contact your local team, write to :
The Beginning Experience,
All Hallows Centre,
Gracepark Road, Drumcondra,
Dublin 9.

----

- ---- ---- --- --- ----- -- ~-- -- - --
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OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606
VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES ST. LAURENT,
MENRAD, SAFILO, & BENETTON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 243964
PH: 282062

l-leating
DERMOT

Service

BR~Uld
be wasting
over 50% of your - '1

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
MAYNOQTH TEL: 285387

-
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•

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING

CoPoL MOTOR
FACTORS

tvk1in St.,
tvk1ynooth, Tel: 01/286628/286301
Co. Kildare.

Parts and accessories
for all nk:1kes of cars
trLlCks and tractors,
Batteries, Plugs,
Exhausts, Brake Pads
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Live now and pay later may be a very
expensive motto indeed. Nevertheless, to a greater or lesser degree it is
one which most of us tend to adopt as
our slogan from time to time, be it for
house or car purchase, or for smaller
goods or seNices.

It would be difficult in a short article like
this to review in detail the merits or
draw-backs of different forms of credit
and the institutions offering them but
we can usefully spend some time reflecting on some general pOints and on
information which the law says consumers should now have to help them
make up their own minds on what
method is best for them.

First of all, an example to set you
thinking: suppose you want to buy a
stereo worth £600 and you were offered the following credit alternatives.
Which one would offer the best value?

£50 deposit plus 36 monthly Hire Purchase instalments of £25.

A personal loan from a finance house
at a flat rate of 14%.

A budget account with an interest rate
of 2% per month.

Rather than suggest that you send
your answer on a post-card, we'll give
it to you now. The method of assessment we will use is what is known as
the Annual Percentage Rate (APR) of
interest charged in each type of credit
transaction:

41.7% for the H.P. deal.
27.3% for the personal loan.
26.8% for the budget account.

So, the message is: make your enquiries and do your sums before signing
anything.

As we said earlier, the law, in the form
of the Consumer Information (Consumer Credit) Order, 1987 now requires traders or businesses offering
credit to heed a number of requirements. Firstly, the order sets out certain legally binding definitions relating
to cnsumer credit (for example, what
constitutes the APR). Secondly, all
advertisements on business or trade
premises suggesting that credit facilities may be available must show the
APR.

Thirdly, other advertisements relating
to credit, if they show any reference to,
or claim about, credit cost, must also
show the APR. So an advertisement
with phrases like 'competitive rates",
"only £6.90 a week" or "no-deposit
easyterms'would be subject to such a
requirement.

Any advertisement about credit linked
to purchasing specific goods or seNices (for example, "Remote control T. V.,
only £4.99 per week") must show not
alo ne th e AP R but also two prices, viz.,
the cash price, and the price payable
under the credit agreement (what it will
cost you over, say, three years) and
the number and amount of instalments.
Finally, where security is required for
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credit, advertisements must state that
'
such is the case.

The definition of an advertisement for
the purpose of this order is very wide
and includes such things as hand-outs,
brochures or posters, price tickets and
notices in shops, as well as radio and
T.V. commercials. When the APR is
required to be quoted, then it must be
given more prominence than any other
rates quoted (for example, a monthly
rate or "flat rate") and at least as much
prominence as any reference to the
number or amount of instalments, the
period of repayment, the amount of a
deposit or a statement that no deposit
is required.

The requirement to display APR may
be met by quoting examples, provided
these are cited as such and, of course,
are genuinely typical and representative.

So here we see the law engaging in a
kind of damage-limitation exercise. It
is never easy to prevent a fool from
parting with his or her money but one
can try at least to help them to realise
that they are being given as much rope
as possible with which to hang themselves.

Finally, it may be said that your local
credit union can hardly be beaten for
small to medium size credit transactions provided you are prepared to
develop the discipline of regular saving.

Sean 0 Siothchciin

CILLO AQUATICS
NOW IN STOCK
PRE-FORMED GARDEN PONDS, POND FISH,
WATER FALLS, GARDEN & POND LIGHTING AND PUMPS
ALL PET SUNDRIES
STOCKISTS OF:
I.A.T.A. APPROVED PET CARRYING BOXES

DUBLIN ROAD, MAYNOOTH
TEL: 286911
24 tanks of fish,tropical and coldwater .

SIMA

ENGINEERING CO. LTD
ALUMINIUM DEPT.
44 Kilbarrack Ind Est, Sutton

We repair: Patio Doors,Resi Doors,
Windows,Shop Fronts,
Conservatories, Double Glazed Units,
Locks, Hinges, etc
Tel: 393679
242921 After 6pm
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Extra copies of the children's colouring competition page are avaIlable
in the Community Council Office.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _-:-----:_
ADDRESS ________________________________

AGE _____________________________________________

Entries must be the original work of entrants.

Categories: Age 4-7 and 8-12

Entries must be in by Mon. 18th September at 5 p.m.
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BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
BRUCE IS NOW GIVING:-

TEL: 286644
1.

·

Horses taken at board prices or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
3. On all Handicaps we pay ! odds a place
6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, : 2 & 3rd.
16 ~ or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice treblei, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
_7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..

IASHINO MACHINE
COMPANY

FAST EFFICIENT REPAIRS ON WASHING MACHINES, TUMBLE DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS, TOASTERS, IRONS, KETTlES, fRIDGES, HAIR DRYERS
SPINDRYERS, DISHWASHERS, ELECTRIC FIRES, HEATERS
HOOVER' BEnDIH' PHilLIPS 'InDESIT' THOR
ZAnUSSI' CAnDY· SIEmEns· HOTPOlnT· PHllCO
ElECTROlUH' ~Am . nll~ISH 'TRICITY' BELLInG
JACHson· CREDA . HRUPPS·no vum . HEnW OOD

~ 572333 · 519492
Clondalkin - North City - Celbridge
Dunlaoghaire - City Centre

E:14!a-D;13:t!" ;~U1;m;J4;m;i~1
FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE,
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LeixUp Amenities Group
Collinstown, Leixlip, Co. Kildare.

FANILY

Telephone (01) 24.3050.

CEtqRE MEMBERSHI~._V!llid to Sept. 1990
£15.00 - SINGLE -. £10.00-JUNIOR/ STUDENT (U/1S

- £5.00

-,

--------=~~*-,~-~~----------------------'

CRECHE

Our Creche is open from 10.00a.m. to 1.00 p.m. Monday to Thursday and
9.30a.m. to 1.00p.m. Friday
Unfortunately, this year a fee will be charged for each child
1 Child - Member 40p Non-Member SOp
2 Children - Member 60p Non-Member SOp
The Creche is available for all centre run activities.

~t~s KEEP-f:l~ _~ND _SAUt!A.

DAY
MONDAY

TIME

DATE

COURSES

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS

1O.30-11.15AM

11TH SEP-1STH DEC

14 WKS.

YES

MONDAY

7.30-S.15PM
11TH SEP-1STH DEC
WEDNESDAY 10.30-11.15AM 11TH SEP-1STH DEC

WDENESDAY

7.30~S.15PM

13TH SEP-1STH DEC

15 WKS

Course
NO
YES
Course
NO

14WKS
15 WKS

-

-

£1.50
£19.00

NON-MEMBERS

£19.00

£2.00
£25.00
£25.00

£1.50
£21.00
£21.00

£2.00
£27.00
£27.00

There will be no Classes on 30th October
LADIES AEROBICS AND SAUNA
DAY

TIME

DATE

COURSE

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS

NON-MEMBERS

MONDAY

1h 15-12, OOAM

11TH SEP-1STH DEC

14WKS

YES

£1.50

£2.00

£19.00

£25.00

£19.00
£21.00
£21.00

£25.00
£27.00
£27.00
£2.00

Course
MONDAY
TUES
WED

S.15-9.00PM
7.30-S.15PM
S.15-9.00PM
11. 15-12.00AM

11TH
12TH
12TH
13TH

SEP-1STH
SEP-19TH
SEP-19TH
SEP-20TH

DEC
DEC
DEC
DEC

14WKS
15WKS
15WLS
15WKS

NO
NO
NO
YES

-

£1.50

£27.00
Course £21.00
S.15-9.00
13TH SEP-20TH DEC
15WKS
NO
£21.00
£27,00
THURS
7.30-S.15
14TH SEP-21ST DEC
15WKS
NO
£21.00
£27.00
S.15-9.00
14TH SEP-21ST DEC
15WKS
£21.00
£27.00
NO
FRIDAY
7.30-S.15
15TH SEP-22ND DEC
15WKS
YES
£2.00
£1.50
There will be no classes on MON 31th October, Evening Classes are limited to 15
so enrol now to ensure your place.
SAUNA- Amenity Members Only. Rates: Adults £1.25 0/16-U/1S 75p Special Gym/Sauna
membership.
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C)
LADIES ONLY
,1'" -- 10-12 NOON
MON-THUR.... __ 8.15-9. 30PM

MIXED
MEN ONLY
12 NOON-7.00PM
7.00-8.00PM
12 NOON-10.30PM
9. 30-10. 30PM
FRI - - - - - - -- - - -12 NOON-10.30PM
SAT-SUN - - - - , - _. - - - - - 10AM-9.00PM
GYM/WEIGHTS ROOM OPEN MON TO FRI 10.00AM SAT- SUN 10.00AM-8.30PM
AMENITY MEMBERS ONLY
*NEW - LADIES'MORNING SUPERVISED GYM SESSIONS* EVENING SUPERVISED GYM, SESSIONS MON-WED
7-8. 15PM
MON-WED 10.00-11.15AM TUES-THURS-FRI 10.30 - 12 NOON
OTHER SUPERVISED TIMES
(These times are mixed)
MON- WED 8. 15-10.30PM TUE-THUR 7.30-10.30PM FRI 7.30-10.00PM
RATES MEMBERS ONLY - ADULTS £1.25 0/16-U/18 75P PER SESSION (No time limit)
NEW GYM AND SAUNA MEMBERSHIP
EXISTING SINGLE MEMBERS OF THE CENTRE
- £40.00 per year
NEW MEMBERS OF THE CENTRE
- £50.00 per year
EXISTING STUDENT MEMBERS OF THE CENTRE 0/16-U/18 - £20.00 per year
NEW STUDENT MEMBERS OF THE CENTRE 0/16-U/18 - £25.00 per year
This membership also entitles the user to membership rates for the use of all other
centre run activities
RE-OPENED - OUR TURBO SUNBED + SHOWER ROOM
TAN-TASTIC VALUE OFFER - 20 mins course only - £18.00 for Members
- £22.00 for Non-Members
INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS
10 mins - Members £1.25 Non-Members £1.75
20 mins - Members £2.25 Non-Members £2.75 ·
RE-COMMENCES TUES 12TH SEPT, 'RUNS TUES-THURS 10AM-1PM REC FEE £8.00
REQUEST NOT PROVIDED
12TH SEPT-19TH DEC 15 WKS £20.00 MEMBERS £25.00 NON-MEMBERS BOTH DAYS £35 MEMBERS
£45 NON-MEMBERS
14 SEPT - 21ST DEC
15WKS
LADIES MORNING BADMINTON COACHING-COMMENCES FRI 15TH SEPT 9.30AM-11.15AM22ND DEC £1.50 PER MEMBER PER MORNING
£2.50 PER NON-MEMBER PER MORNING
OTHER
-_._-_..__ACTIVITIES
- --. -- SENIOR BASKETBALL, CHILDRENS ACTIVITIES, MINI-SPORT, GYMNASTICS CLUB,
JUNIOR BASKETBALL,
..

BOY/GIRL CLUB, TABLE TENNIS, MINI SOCCER, SENIOR BADMINTON, TENNIS, LEIXLIP LADIES
SPORT CLUB, MARTIAL ARTS, ARCHERY,INDooR BOWLS, VOLLEYBALL CLUB, INDOOR SOCCER, BINGO,
LEIXLIP UNITED SOCCER CLUB, BARNHALL RUGBY, ST MARY'S G.A.A ATHLETIC CLUB.
JOHN KENNY
CENTRE MANAGER
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CROSSWORD

NO. 22

ACROSS
1. Gaudy and worthless (6).
4. Prints from engraved plates (8).
9. Place for dead bodies or newspaper
library (6).
10. High-coloured, ruddy (8).
12. US slang for illicit whisky (5).
13. Stuff used to reduce friction in machinery (9).
15. Historical or other period (3).
16. Having been roused from sleep (5).
17. Its capital is Lusaka (6).
22. Ornaments, adds beauty to (6).
24. Outer this is beyond the atmosphere
(5).
27. Go this in hand to be obsequious (3).
28. Public statement of policy by political
party (9).
31. A young fish to revel in (5).
32. Former African state, capital Salisbury

•

(8).
33. Put on, say, ademo - in the theatre? (6).
34. Puts, say sword into cover (8).
35. Old song : There's a ... hanging on the
wall (6).
-

DOWN
1. Red Indian war hatchet (8).
2. Male witches(8).
3. Made coarse and unsmooth (9).
5. Little Tom ... is a children's favourite (5).
6. Its capital is Port Au Prince (5).
7. Sweet from sugar, egg and nut (6) .
8. Quiet and tranquil - be seated (6).
11. Light summer jacket (6).
14. Knead or massage (3).
18. Napoleon's great retreat was from here

Name ••••.•• ~ •• , ••••••• ~ ••••••• , ••••

Address ••••• , • ., •••••••••••••• '" •••••

... ...... "...........................

Solution to crossword no. 21

(6).
19. Garda above sergeant and below superintendent (9).
20. Rescued property from sea (8).
21. Envy assets of debugger (8).
23. A Hispanic hooray (3).
25. Stings or rankles (6).
26. Play it again, please (6).
29. Swift - like navy? (5).
30. Set of rooms or furniture (5).

WINNER OF CROSSWORD
NO.21
Noel Kenny
27 Beaufield Ave.,
Maynooth.
Entries must be in by Mon. 18th September at 5 p.m.
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FLAT CONVERTIONS
EXTRA SOCKETS

ELECTRICAL

EXTRA LIGHTS
IMMERSION HEATERS

ALARMS

HOUSE WIRING

•

INSTALLATIONS

&

ELECTRIC SHOWERS
EXTRACTOR FANS
STORAGE HEATERS
COOKER REPAIRS

CHRIS & PETER KEOGH
TELEPHONE 507201
24 HOURS.

SMOKE DETECTORS

REPAIRS

. MAINTENANCE

SEAN POWER
Turf Accountant
Main Street, Maynooth

Tel: 286643,

BLINDS
e
YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
DENIS MALONE
BLINDMAKERS LIMITED
COOLDRINAGH, LEIXLIP
244943 ANYTIME
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

I::._BL:I:ND~~R:EV:E:RS:E~D~~~~_I

________,_ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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WE MANUFACTURE
TOP QUALITY
ROLLER, VENETIAN AND
VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES
TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER

MA YNOOTH CASTLE
was at his house in Dublin in October
The rising that took place in Ulster in
A Focal Point of
that
a meeting of Protestants drew up
October 1641 had been planned by the
Local History
a memorial to the King praying that no
Old Irish as a country wide insurrecMary Cullen
treaty should be made with the Cathotion. The over all plan went astray but
lics to the disadvantage of the Prates)
the Ulster Irish rose. Basically the aim
residence
at
Maynooth.
The
Irish
had
tants.
The earl was one of the signatowas to demand the restoration to their
hoped to persuade him to join them but ries.
_ former owners of the lands confiscated
he refused, and in October, he called a From Maynooth he wrote to Ormond in
'¥:luring the plantations. This was not an
meeting of the gentry and commons of ){July 1644 asking for men and powder
objective with which the Old English
had much sympathy, but they did fear County Kildare at Naas. Here he was to help in the defence of the Castle
nominated Governor of the County to againstthe Scots who were reported to
" )hat they too, because they also were
'6, Catholics, wouid become the victims of take charge of putting down disorder. be advancing on it. Ormond did not
We are not told how effective he was in think the danger imminent but promconfiscation. The government did
this
role but his father-in-law, the earl of ised to help when needed.
nothing to allay these fears, and its
attitude seemed to justify them, so the Cork, seems to have been highly X In November 1646 the Castle was
old English joined the Old Irish in rebel- pleased with his stand against the again occupied by an attacking force,
rebels. The captain he appointed to this time a detachment of the Confed. .li9n. Catholicism, though in a negative
tiather than a positive way, was the command at Castledermot, one Piers erate Leinster army, commanded b~
unifying factor holding the two groups Fitzgerald,whohadservedunderOwen Preston. Preston was camped at
Roe O'Neill in Flanders, soon defected Lucan, on his way to attack Dublin.
together, and Catholic Churchmen
to
the Confederation.
The atttack did not come off and whet!
were prominent in setting up their organisation, the famous 'Confederation The Duke of Leinster relates what Preston retreated the parliamentary
of Kilkenny'. A provisional govern- happened next in the following Janu- army once again took the castle.
ment was established to carry on the ary when 'Lawrence Walsh, of Moor-~ The next year 1647 found Owen Roe
struggle. But the alliance between Old town, a priest, with Patrick Welsh of the O'Neill himself encamped at Trim, and
Irish and Old English was always sub- same place, and their followers rifled hetoo sent a force to occupy Maynooth.
ject to tension, especially when the two and spoiled the Castle, and took away The duke of Leinster quotes the acsuch arms as they could find, leaving count in the Rinuccini Commentaries:
~ successive papal representatives in
Ireland, Scarampi & Rincuccini, tended some of their party to Keep the Castle. "23 July the Irish took the very strong
to dominate policies. Command of the On the next day, Saturday, Edward and very ancient palace of the Earl of
(Moynudium , anglice
confederate armies had to be divided Fitzgerald, of Belagh, John Fitzgerald, Kildare
'I< between leaders of the two different a sergeant major, Christopher Fitz- Maynooth) scaling through the winstocks. Owen Roe O'Neill and Tho- Gerald of Kilcock, and his sons James dows and losing sixteen of their men.
mas Preston, both of whom returned to and Edward with about a hundred men, The Besieged losing courage subIreland with reputations established as took possession of the Castle, and mitted themselves to the mercy of the
soldiers in the armies of Spain since park . . The household furniture, etc,\{ Catholics. Theplunderwasgivenupto
was worth at least £200; the stock, the soldiers, two captains, as many
1605.
The situation became more compli- including thirty nine English cows and lieutenants, and six inferior offices, and
cated as the conflict in England be- oxen, and thirty horses, worth £27~ a hundred men were made prisioners,
tween the King, Charles I, and parlia- and corn and hay valued at £390. They besides women and children; and three
ment escalated into civil war, and the destroyed the library, which was of standards were taken. Among the
Scots joined the parliament as their great value; and kept the Earl out of English garrison were some Irish, of
allies. This split Protestants in Ireland possession of lands and rents amount- ~ whom the old men and women were
into opposing camps, as some sup- ing to £600 a year'. So perished the spared, but twenty six men, some offiported the King and some the parlia- magnificent renaissance library and cers were hung."
ment. Over the next years the armies ' plate. But the Fitzgeralds regained The duke adds one sad final sentence.
of all the conflicting groups fought each possession of the castle. In July 1643 "Thecastlewasthendismantled". From
now on Kilkea Castle became the chief
other in Ireland, punctuating their troops of the royalist forces occupied
residence of the sixteenth earl and his
clashes with truce negotiation and Maynooth. The royalist forces were
successors. Maynooth Castle was
sometimes a change of alliance . Fi- commanded by the earl of Ormond,
described in 1682 as follows:<) nally the English parliament defeated and the officer in charge of the occupation of Maynooth was Captain Michael "Maynooth , where is to be seen the
!>,. the King, and beheaded him in Januremains of an ancient pile, venerable
ary 1649, and Oliver Cromwell sub- Jones . Shortly after this Jones rein its ruins, and which did partake of the
dued all Ireland for the parliament in a signed his commission in protest at the
hotest, and felt the fiercest mallice of a
brief and fierce campaign between truce that was agreed between Ormond
revengefu l! enemie in the last rebeland th-e Confederate Irish in SeptemAugust 1649 and May 1650.
Maynooth Castle was one.of the vic- ber 1643, and he later became a
lion."
The Geraldines never lived in the castle
tims of these years of violence and commander on the parliamentary side.
again. Its days of glory had come to an
upheaval. When the war began in The earl of Kildare seems to have
1641 George the sixteenth earl, was in shared Jones' view of the truce as it
end.
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KEVIN PFREENEY
4lli QENERArI ON

Ph. 28 ·67· 83
18 PARSON ST., MAYNOOTH, CO.KILDARE & POWERSCOURT TOWNHOUSE, DUBLIN 2

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE
WREATHS, MOURNING COACHES, HEADSTONES ETC
AND NOW NEW FUNERAL HOME (No Charge) AT KILCOCK,
SPACIOUS, ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR
YOUR LOCAL FUNERAL UNDERTAKER
PHONE:

MICRO INNOVATION Ltd.
82, Maynooth Perk,
Meynooth, Co. Ki 1dare. (Phone. 286400)
HIGH QUALITY LASER PRINTING WITH
HIGH TECH COMPUTER PROCESSING
THESES
&CVs
OVERHEAD
SLIDES
CHARTS
GRAHPICS

THESIS - SPECIAL RATES
CVs - £1.60 per p~ge + VAT
(Extra copies 8p/page + VAT
O/H SLIDES - £3.20
+ V AT
GRAPHICS &
CHARTS - SPECIAL RATES
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Children's
Corner.
+-_rJ Finish the words
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Answers 1.
2.
3.
4.
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Half finished

WINNERS OF AUGUST
COLOURING COMPETITION
8-12 years
1st: Sinead Keenan,
95 Railpark.
2nd: Karl Murray,
68 Carton Court.
3rd: Fergal Hardiman,
Dublin Road.

o

4-7 years
1st: O,rlaith Tobin,
108 Railpark.
2nd; Niamh Ryan,
61 Carton Court.
3rd: Aisling Sheehan,
31 College Green.
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c:>(

across: loqket
down: moon
down: king
down: tank

Finish all four dr8wings,

C'. 1
.1

graphic grass and Mirror Co.
Open 6 days a week 9.30 - 5.30.
~j

Pound Lane
~li' Maynooth
Phone: 286953 .
.All types of glass cut and glazed.

\",

,J

Full glazing service.
vVe manufacture
High Quality Bevelled Engraved
and Sandblasted Mirrors & Glass.

K~·;l:'· :
: ..... .

1\;/. '

t1&?

No 1. Town Mall.
Special Offers To Open
()PENIN(;

H()UI~S
Closed

10 a,m. - 5,30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
10 a.m . - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

\Ved .

PHONE
..

~r~

(J

NO. 286888

_- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
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DUBLIN ARTS DIARY

DUBLIN THEATRE FESTIVAL 1989

The 30th Dublin Theatre Festival begins on Monday the 18th September
and runs for three weeks until the 8th
October. The programme, which includes more than 60 events ranging
from seminars and plays to concerts
and exhibitions, features the presentation of major new work by Thomas
Murphy, Thomas Kilroy, Aidan
Mathews and Derek Mahon. Significant among the annual foreign productions will be the Moscow Arts Theatre
ontheirfirst visitto Ireland. Theywill be
offering a production of Chekhov's "The
Seagull" in the Abbey from Thursday
21st to Saturday 23rd at 8.00 p.m.
(matinees at 2.30 p.m. will be shown
on Thursday 21 st and Saturday 23rd).
The Moscow Arts Theatre is the Russian equivalent of the Abbey. It was
established by Chekhov and Stanislavski while Lady Geogory and Yeats
were in the initial stages of setting up
the Irish National Theatre.
Other foreign productions include the
Rambert Dance Company from England (at the Olympia for Tuesday 26th
to Saturday 30th), and the Medieval
Players performing "Courage, the
Adventuress" (a zestful account of the
story of Libuscha and her adventures
throughout Europe during the Thirty
Years' War which provided the inspira-

tion for Brecht's "Mother Courage").
This takes place in Dublin's newest
performing centre, The Andrew's Lane
Theatre.
To mark the bicentenary of the French
Revolution, a number of shows from
France or on French themes are included in the 1989 Festival. Among
them is the astonishing and moving
"Freaks"inthe Tivoli Theatrefrom Tues.
26th - Sat. 30th at 8 p.m. Produced
jointly by the Avignon Festival and Peter
Brook's Centre I nternational de
Creations Theatrales and based on
the cult 1932Tod Browingfilm, "Freaks"
is theatre that is as engaging and heart
warming as it is innovative and disturbing . It should be one of the Festival's
highlights; Peter Brook is the author of
"The Empty Space", one of the major
proponants of the theatre of poverty
style which is practised to starlting effect here by such playwrights as Tom
Macintyre and Michael Harding.
Another production of interesi is "Too
Late for Logic" by Tom Murphy (directed by Patrick Mason and described
as "Female grieving at male folly . ...
the male pursuit of and the flight from
love: The female personification and
declaration of it") at the Abbey. Previews run from Thursday 28th September to Monday 2nd October and it
opens on Tuesday 3rd October at 8
p.m. Dermot Bolger (the author of the

LEIXLIP AMENITIES
Al1TUMNIWINTER

This season we introduce in our schedSCHEDULE
ule our many regular centre and club
run activities plus some new ones. and advise you on any query you may
From racquet sportsto archery to yoga have. Don't forget, all our courses
we offer a wide variety for aU your begin Sat. 9th September, so enrolling
sporting and recreational needs. We for them all takes place Fri. 1st, Sat.
hope this advertisement will give you 2nd and Sun. 3rd of September. As
as much information as possible. class numbers this year are limited it is
However it would be impossible for itto important to enrole early. With the
contain everything. Further detailed introduction soon of our new reception
information can be obtained at the area all members will be asked to
centre's reception, as a member of . produce membership cards on enterstaff is always in attendance to help ing.

~~

brilliant novel "Nightshift") premiers his
first play in the Project Arts Centre from
Tuesday 19th Sept. to Saturday 23rd
at 8 p.m. It will be performed by the
innovative Wet Paint theatre Co . and
concerns love in Dublin with "a humorous , if harsh, challenge to institutionalised violence in Irish life"
Further information about and booking
forthe 30th Dublin Theatre Festival will
be available from the Festival Office on
47, Nassau Street which will open on
Monday, September 4th. Tel. No. (01)
778439 or 712860. Fax. (01) 797709.
PASSION MACHINE
DECLARES WAR
Meanwhile, the Passion Machine
Theatre Company, arguably Dublin's
most popular theatre company, are
preparing to launch their ambitious
£580,000 programme of new productions and publication of all ten of the
original Irish plays which they have
produced to date. Oneofthese, "War",
Roddy Doyle's latest play for the company, opens at the S.F.X. Centre on
7th September (with two previews on
the 5th and 6th). "War" is a comedy
about the fight 'to the death' between
two rival teams at a charity pub quiz
where "sweat rolls, beer spills, snots fly
. . . . where men are men and the
questions sting like crazy". For booking and further information contact the
Passion Machine at (01) 788857.

CENTRE
BENEFITS

- Cheaper rates for all activities (as
detailed) i.e. courses, equipment hire,
sunbed, aerobics etc.
- Remember our Gym and Sauna are
for members only.
- A deposit of your card can be used
instead of a deposit charge for equipment hire.

---------------------------------------------,
~][)~CLOCK HOUSE MAYNOOTH CO. KILDARE
PHONE 286225 LOUNGE BAR C.I.E BUS STOP
FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB
SOUP, SANDWICHES,COFFEE & MEAT PIES ALWAYS AVAILABLE
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New and Secondhand School Books
available from your
LOCAL BOOKSHOP
For Primary and Secondary schools in
MaHnootll ,Kilcock and Celbridge

·Save yourself Time and
oney
Or der NOW
For a better choice of secondhand
School Books in good condition
"Leave in your Booklist now and collect at
.
Hour convenIence
New Scllool Books always in stock

liIHllE

l~41&)f1NJca)@liIHl

~)Q5)Q5)ll{$IHl@~

liIHllE $@1UJ&J~JEI< M&lfINJ@@li
~IHlo~@cID£l@~
Secondlland. School Books now wanted for
CA.SH
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A I DAN 'S

BOB'S

MAVNOOTH .

KITCHEN

Cooking time 11/2 hours. Temperature 450F, Gas NO.8 or 15 mins or
375F, Gas No.4.

Make stock with bones. When pie is
cooked add stock through hole in centre
of pastry.
Leave to cool, serve cold.
Serve with lettuce, mixed green or
tomato salad, pickled beetroot or mint
jelly.

-------

GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
PHONE 287397
TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' : £11
ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED

MURPHY BROS.
045/97397

CASSEROLE OF LAMB WITH CIDER
Cooking time 11/2 hours
Temperature 325F or Gas NO.3.
21b lean meat without bone
flour
20z butter
2 small onions
1/2 clove garlic
2 tsp chopped parsley
1/4 pt golden oxo stock
1/4 pt cider
1 tsp worcester sauce
ftsp salt
1/2 tsp pepp'er
Cut the meat in pieces and coat with
flour. Peel and chop onions and garlic.
Wash and chop parlsey. Heat the
butter and fry meat until brown. Put in
casserole dish with onion, parsley and
garlic. Add the cider and stock to the
frying pan and stir until boiling. Addthe
worcester sauce and seasoning and
cook for 5 mins. Pour over themeaJ
and simmer for 1 hour. Serve with
boiled potatoes or spaghetti or noodles
and vegetable.

~~
(rI~
,.: , ~

CLOSING TIMES
11 p.m. SAT - \o,'ED
10 p.~. THU RS & ~RI OAY

Lamb Pie

11b lean lamb
1 tsp salt
1/4 tsp pepper
1 tsp chopped Parsley
6 to 8 oz short or flaky pastry
Egg or milk for brushing
-Remove all fat,-sinew and bone from
meat. Cut meat into small pieces and
put in pie dish. Season meat and add
chopped parsley. Add cold water to
come halfway up. Roll out the pastry
and cover pie.

Newsagent -

-TobacQonist -

U N D ERT A K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTR' PHONE: 286366

Dan Logan Co Ltd
Coal
Anthracite
et c

Barb' erstown, Maynooth
Phone: 288468
for immediate delivery

~ .Y

Delivered to your home.
Best

quality

Peat

Coal,

Briquettes ,

Slack,
and

Anthracite,

all

types

of Solid Fuel supplied .
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Flood's Betting Office
THE SQUARE

MA YNO()TH

Phone 286096
WE PAY DOUBLE RESULT
i. e. WE PAY 1st PAST THE POST AND RULES OF RACING IF YOUR
SELECTION WINS EITHER WAY YOU WIN
COME IN AND TRY
WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL
OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
WINNING YANKEES.
LUCKY 15 PLACE POT.
STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND
WINNING FORECASTS.
£200 BONUS YANKEE DAILY
EARLY MORNING PRICES
WE PAY A SPECIAL 2 POINTS EXTRA
AVAILABLE EVERY DAY.
IF YOUR SELECTION WINS AT 10/1 OR
OVER AND THE FAV. STARTS AT LESS TIUlli 4/1.
t ODD

PLACE 1-2-3 IN HANDICAPS 12 OR MORE RUNNERS 6 - 7 RUNNERS
tODD'S
PLACE (1-2) ODD'S PLACE. 1-2-3-4 IN HANDICAPS OF 16 OR MORE

Have it

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH

BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF THE CROP
Tel: 286166

"------------------------------------:..
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FOROIGE
REVIVAL IN
MAYNOOTH

DERMOT KELLY LIMITED
KILCOCK
TEL: 287311
FOR TOP VALUE
CONTACT US FIRST FOR:
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
* BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS

With the advent of Autumn and the
long evenings many young people find
themselves with free time on their
hands and are showing much interest
in having a Foroige youth club. It is
some years now since Maynooth had a
For6ige Club, but I am sure that there
are many out there who rememberthe
good times it provided. In order to get
such a club off the ground, leaders are
required who would work with the young
people in the running ofthe club. Training will be provided by the For6ige Organisation. If you are interested, please
contact; Evelyn Lane, 30 Carton Court,
Maynooth.

MAYNOOTH'S
CHRISTMAS
MUSICAL
'The Real Snow White' is the title of this
year's Christmas musical. The script
and most of the music is original and
will be produced by Helen Clarke.
There are many parts available for
adults, teenagers and children of all
ages. It is hoped that there will be a
good turn out at the auditions. These
will be heidonTuesday5th September
at 7.30 p.m. in the Geraldine Hall.
Anyone who wishes to audition for a
main part would be advised to prepare
a 3-5 minute piece including speech
and singing. Adult parts include: Narrator, King, Queen, Snow white, Witch,
Servant, Prince.
We also need 15-20 adults for crowd
scenes (,adult' refers to anyone over
15 years old) . Children's parts include
the seven dwarfs and othercharacters
such as fairies and dancers.
'f you have any queries Dlease contact
me, Helen Clarke, at the Community
Council between 9.30 and 5.00, or
phone 285922.

HEATING AND FUEL OIL
- PHONE 287311

CARLTON CLEANERS
SHOPPING CENTRE
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
LEATHER & EVENING WEAR.
* CURTAIN CARE
* REPAIRS & ALTERATIONS
*·· SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE
* SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY
OPEN 6 DAYS PH: 285511
Y~YNOOTH

LEIXLIP CLEANING SERVICE
TONY MENTON & SONS '38 CEDAR PARK~ TEL: 244857
· PAINTING & DECORATING .
ALL WORK
· INTERIOR & EXTERIOR .
· PROFESSIONAL WALLPAPERING.
GUARANTEED
· CHJMNEY CLEANING AT ITS BEST .
· BRUSHES VACUUM & SCREEN
.(;,:~.'
· GUTTERS CLEANED LEAKS FIXED .
· ROOF TILES REPAIRED OR REPLACED . '
YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST NOW USE THE BEST
YOU WILL FIND US IN THE GREEN PAGES
& GOLDEN PAGES

~

I

... .

~

------------------------~----

J im 's Sh oe Rep air s
PiA YNOOTII SHOPPING CENTRE
Gent's Leather Soles
Stitched On
l

Ladies & Gent's Heels
While U Wa i t
Heels LowerC'(1
Shoes Stret c hed

Now

~ated

End Unit , Opposite RC'ar Car Pn r k En t ranc e .

38

Country
Shop
Mill Street, Maynooth,
Co. Kildare. .Ireland.
Telephone (01) 286766

c,

MONDAYll SEPTEMBER 1989
ALL STOCK GREATLY REDUCED

SPECIAL OFFERS

HUGE
REDUCTIONS
OPENING HOURS: 9.30 - 5.30 MONDAY - SATURDAY
~-.--~"""""':"'---------./

CITY CENTRE
SECRETARIAL SERVICES
STUDENTS
for your
THESES. ESSAYS. NOTES. C.V.s
Contact THE PROFESSIONAL TYPING COMPANY
at 724415 - 724692

All our zvork done on Word Processors
from £1.20 per page.
For a low cost - efficient Typing Service
CITY CENTRE SECRETARIAL SERVICES
9B Lower Abbey Street
Dublin 1.

(Opposite China Showrooms)
FOR COLLECTION SERVICE ON
THESES AND REPORTS
PHONE 724000
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GARDA TALK
AUTUMN ALERT
It may have come to the notice of the
community that there has been an
increase in accidents in and around
the Maynooth area. The Gardai have
been kept busy as the number of accidents is considerably up on last year.
With a total of 58 accidents last year,
this year's number is well above this
ffgure with 47 accidents to date. The
local gardai feel this increase is due
mainly to lack of thought when driving
and lack of respect for other users of
the road . With the approach of autumn
and worsening weather conditions, care
and consideration on the road will be
essential. Pedestrians should also note
that at night reflective wear is essential
on outlaying roads and that due to the
high volu me oftraffic through Maynooth
caution should be taken in the town
and estates. The Gardai ask drivers to
note areas about the town where extreme caution should be taken Le.
1. At Ballygoran Cross coming from
Pike's Bridge - this is a completely
blind spot.
2. Towards the bridge on Straffan road,
the entrance to the harbour field is
deceptive as it appears to be the entrance to the train station. This is a
steep drop for cars and many have
mistakenly driven down this way. The
County Council are considering signposting this area.
3. Coming from Kilcock through Laraghbryan there is a series of hazardous
bends and this area is also unlit at
.night. . ____ . __
4. The approach of cars from Kilcock
results in many accidents due to
speeding and all motorists should note
that the speed limit reduces coming
into the town from 55 to 30 mph .
Pedestrians also should take care when
walking along here . .
5. On the approach to Leixlip from
Maynooth along the Carton Wall there
is an inclination towards speeding and
a number of serious accidents have
resulted . It should be noted that speeding is a problem in this area which the
Gardai are pursuing by setting up check
points about the town.
Care by the motorists '~md pedestrians
of the community should be uppermost
in all our minds. The Gardai stress and
pointthattheywould prefer a response
to their advice and entreaties rather
than see any court proceedings in the
Maynooth area.
Your local Gardai

NUZSTOP
CIGARETTF.5 - SWEETS - CIIOCOLATES

SPECIALISE IN CARDS
COOKED MEATS- GIFTS

LIGHT GROCERY - TOYS,
T-SHIRTS .... BACK PATCHES
BADGES, CUDDLY TOYS

ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS
DAILY PAPERS
AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
SELECTION OF FRUIT

BUCKLEY'S LANE,
MAIN STREET,
LEIXLI
(01) 244366/2'-1.4973
Irene Mc Closkey, C.I.D.E.S.C.O. Diploma & Tutor
Including Facial Treatment,
Remedial Camouflage, Aromatherapy,
Special Classes, Arm & Leg Treatment
Rene Guinot, Cathiodermie, Bio-Peeling.
Geloide Prescription Facials
Body Treatments, Sun Bed, Electrolysis
And Red Vein Treatments.

WANT TO KEEP ACTIVE THIS WINTER?
Join The North Kildare Squash Club.
Open Week commertces
4th Sept. to 8th Sept. '89
New members welcome
(open week free of charge)
For further details phone 287243 evening
hours .
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MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST . MA YNOOTH
TEL: 285239
NEW DEPAR1MENT OPENING FOR

TOYS

ALL LEADING BRANDS INC, DOLLS, CARS.
PRAM TOYS ALSO TRACTORS, GO-CARTS ETC.
WE CARRY A LARGE RANGE OF CYCLES TO SUIT EVERY AGE,
FROM KIDDIES TRIKES
TO MOUNTAIN BIKES.
WHY NOT CALL IN AND JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB
OPEN MON-SAT 9AM-6PM . WED 1.30PM

YES! It is the same l2ersan!
I'm walking on
air. My confidence
and self-esteem
have soared higher
than at any time
in my life."
Patti Carlson
after losing 7% stone
in 6 months on a
U ni- Vite 630 calorie
Diet.
fOR FUR THER DETAI LS TELEPHONE 288976
J us t six mont hs b ut 105 Ibs (7 st one, 7 Ibs) separate these two pictures. We
believe the pict ures help answe r the qL!estion. Conventional Diet? Or Very
Low Ca lorie Diet? O r Low Calori e Die t?
The pi ctures are of Patt i Carlson, 2 6, of Bloomingdale, Illinois, and we think are a vindication of Uni-Vite's
new ge n era tion of formu la diet. A range that has been on test in Uni-Vite's American Company.
The c ho ice is now muc h w ider, including a nutritionally complete Muesli plus hot Whole Meals (Chilli,
Curry), Wh at's more, th e ca lorie level is now, we believe, optimum at approximately 600 calories a day.
iI

-------------1"
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5 th

. ANNIVERSAl~Y

G .MU LCAHY
~
F aniily Butcher
Greenfield Shopping Centre
Maynooth.

FRESH SAUSAGES MADE DAILY
HOME COOKED HAM AND SALAD
LET US QUOTE YOU FOR YOUR FREEZER
BEEF, LAMB/PORK,BACON,COOKED MEAT,FRESH FISH, FRESH

VE~I

ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS THIS MONTH
PHONE GERRY AT-

286317
I

MEAT TO PLEASE YOU, PLEASED TO MEET

YOU.~

~---------------------·---------------------------------------------~I
Here is a Maynooth inventory - our
finest canoeing waters close at hand,
town in a list. Perhaps you can suggest
additions to it, or better still, an alternative list - in terms of people, perhaps, or
amenities! But here is "Street Talking"'s
-reckoning:
4 'cafes, 4 pubs, 3 banks, 1 bakers, 1
bicycle shop, 5 newsagentlsweet
shops, 2 hardware stores, 3 takeaways, 2 greengrocers, 2 supermarkets, 2 menswear shops, 1 bookshop,
4 boutiques, 1 taxi service, 1 car factors, 1 library, 3 butchers, 2 office supply
shops, 1 insurance broker, 1 railway
station, 1 garda barracks, 1 drapery
store, 1 carpet store, 2 flower shops, 2
video rentals, 3 betting shops, 1 post
office, 1 sports shop, 1 dentist, 3G .P.'s,
1 public tOilet, 1 cattle mart.
4 petrol · stations, 1 travellers' site, 2
garages, 2 primary schools (sexually
segregated). 1 secondary school, 1
college/seminary/u nive rsity,
3
churches, 1 mill, 1 castle (in ruins), 1
glazier, 1 set of traffic lights, 1 delicatessen, 1 shoe shop, 5 hairdressers, 1
electrical shop, 1 jewellers, 1 garqen
centre, 1 plumbing/heating supplier, 2
transport firms.
3 solicitors, 1 architect, 2 accountants,
1 meat exporter, 1 tyre supplier, 1
undertaker, 1 lingerie shop, 2 auction-

I .
.'

~STREET

TALKING
eers, 4 general stores, 1 travel agency,
1 credit union, 8 telephone boxes, 1
printing ffrm , 3 letter boxes , 1 vet, 1
beauty clinic and one informative,
monthly magazine.
That is a profile of our town; what do
you thi nk of it?
There are several sporting activities to
which the Maynooth area is particularly suited, either because of the terrain in the vicinity or because establishedfacilities exist inthe region. Going
a little bit beyond the local snooker and
golf already profiled in this column, one
can get a bit more active by taking up
horse-ridi ng at one of the several nearby
ridi ng schools (Donaghcomper and
Bridestream spring to mind); horses
are, after all, what made Kildare famous, so why not throw your leg over
and give it a try? Then'there's canoeing. As last month's Liffey Descent
reminds us, we have some of the
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and several clubs at Leixlip and Strawberry Beds to provide training. But it
doesn't have to be all white water
splashing : the canals offerthe possibilityof leisurely touring if that is more in
your line, as it is in mine . See Kildare
from the water - who needs a coastline!
If you're not a particularly clubbable
person, then get on your bike. Because the county is so flat, and has so
many back roads, cycle touring is one
of the best ways to get around. You can
cover a reasonable distance, and unlike car-drivers you get all the sounds
and scents (and smells) of the countryside. Gluttons for punishment can
head off towards the Dublin and Wicklow Hills, but personally my recommendation is to go west, out past
Donadea and across the bogs for easy
cycling and an astounding landscape .
Maynooth Cycles in the Main Street
can put wheels under you .
Last month we profiled James Kelly's
golf course on the Moyglare Rd., where
we stated that it costs £3.00 to playa
single round . It, in fact, costs £3.00 for
as many rounds as you wish to play
and at week-ends and bank holidays
the charge is £4.00.

e. IF09YOU HAVE
coonan
n:
son
PROPERTY WE HAVE TIlE COUSTOMERS
M
TIl~

!!

. 1. A . V . I.

PROPERTY HOUSE. MAYNOOTH. CO. KILDAR

. ~~

Jll EDUCATIONAL

t§mt:J BUILDING'" SOCIElY

C
~~'~k!ii;
h~

J- ~

WHY NOT CALL TO DISCUSS THE SALE OF YOUR
PROPERTY WITHOUT OBLIGATION

Renk Guinot approved Clinic
Upstairs

The COUNTRY SHOP
Maynooth
Offer a wide Range of Treatments including

WAXING
SLENDERTONE
ELECTROLYSIS
CATIlIODERMIE FACIALS
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS
EYELASH TINTING
EYEBROW TINTING

BLEACHING
MANICURES
PEDICURES
MAKE-UP
OPENING HOURS
WED/FRI/SAT lOA.M - 5.15PM
TUES/THURS lOAM-7. 30PM
(LATE OPENING SIDE GATE)

STUDENTS & O.A.P. REDUCTIONS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
ANN CAREY C.I.D.E.S.C.O.S.A.C
TEL: 286272
ACQUIRE YOU TAN FOR TIlAT
SPECIAL OCCASION
R.U.V.A 37 TURBO SUNBED

fflapltOot I) Jfrwc llers
Main Street, Maynooth
Co. Kildare

(01) 285946
STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANOS
SEIKO, ROV ADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, OIGIT AL
A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS
GALWAY &. CAVAN CRYSTALS
BELLEEK &. DONEGAL CHIN:\
WATCHES & JEWELLgRY REPAIRED
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SPORTS NEWS
ATHLETIC
G.A.A.

CLUB

CLUB

NOTES
The AG .M. takes place on 6th Sep- Derrinstown studs also the following :
tember at 8.00 p.m. sharp, in the club Top of the Crop, Jim Cullnane Restauhouse near the Post Primary School. rant, Fusciardi's, Tom Geraghty, Leech
We would like to see anyone who may papers, P & L Bakery Leixlip, Sean's
be interested in the running of the club Newsagents, Nu-Store Lucan, Elite
or anyone who has any ideas for the Confectionery, Conroy's Chemist,
club at this meeting. All are very wel- Moyglare Manor, Aidan Flood, Jim
come.
Smith Butchers, The Roost Bar, David
Names which were omitted from last Jolly, Cosgrave Packaging, McCormonths Newsletter (eg All Ireland re- macks Chemist and our sound which
sults) Michelle Gillick 4th Ball throw, was provided by Willie Kiernan also all
Hugh Purcell 2nd High Jump, Paddy who helped in anyway. Our ladies and
Power travelled to Cork for his All Ire- vet men did well in the road race in
lands and was 2nd Vet Mens 0/50 100 Broadford. Helen Redmond was 1st 01
metres and 2nd Shot putt.
35, Marie Gleeson 3rd 0/35, Patsy
The 10k road race was very successful McCluskey 1st 0/40. In the vet men we
this year with 175 runners taking part. had Brian Redmond 1st 0/45 and David
It was a lovely evening for the race and Jolly 4th 0/40 Michael Gleeson also
everyone enjoyed the race especially ran well in the race. Don't forget our
the route through Carton. Our thanks AG .M. Wednesday 6th September 8
qo to the main sponsors Moyglare and , p.m. sharp . . B. Tracey and M. Noonan

NORTH KILDARE RUGBY CLUB
YOUTH'S
SECTION
Another rugby season is about to open.
North Kildare Rugby Club is situated
between Maynooth and Kilcock. It
caters for youths at all levels U.10,
U.12, U.14, U.16 and U.18. and comprehensive coaching is held every
Wednesday night between 7p.m. and
8 p.m., for the older age groups. A full
schedule of matches, both friendly and
competitive has been arranged and a
tourto Coleraine in Northern Ireland in
being planned for the early part of the
season.

Forthose living in out lying areas a mini
bus is organised to bring the older age

groupto training on a Wednesday night.
New members are always welcome
and they will find a very friendly sporting atmosphere in North Kildare. Further information can be had by phoning
the Youth Co-ordinator Barry Lyons at
286300.

Congratulations to our junior A team
on winning division 4 of the senior
league. Perhaps not a major achievement initself, but it has pOinted the way
forward for Gaelicfootballin Maynooth
for the years to come . We are on the
way up. It must nOlolbecome the aspiration to gain promotion to a higher
grade next season. It is worthy of note
that we did not have a player sent off or
a player booked by the referee in any
game !1layed this year.
This is the standard of good conduct
set out in the club by team manager
Mick Mealey and his assistant Tommy
Flaherty ~nd this is the standard we
intend to maintain.
Our junior B team is involved in the
semi final of the championship on 26th
at Naas. Kick off is at 7 p.m. We wish
them the very best of luck.

NEW PAVILLION
After a few "false starts" it is now hoped .
to start work on the construction of ou'r
new premises at Moyglare Road in the
next couple of weeks . However a lot
more fund raising has got to be done to
see this project throug h and I hope to
be in a position to say more about th is
in the next issue of the Newsletter.
Michael Caden P.R.O.

At thf1 senior level, a very attractive
fixtu re list has been arranged, a new
coaching structure has been set in
place with coaching every Tuesday
and Thursday at 8 p.m. It will not be all
serious stuff either, a very lively social
scene is being set in train for this season. For further information phone
Roger Satchwell at 285646.
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NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request a/l our cont ributors to
make sure their material is legible. If
possible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters, t he best way to present
material is to use either neat legible
writing or block letters, on one side
of the paper.

Exhibition Centre
. ~A ,

Opposite the E.S.B. Showroom

Phone: 245011
MILL LANE -

J,

LEIXLIP

QUALITY CARPET - DEDS - FURNITIJRE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODE L IN SHOP

BEDROOM CARPET FROM £ 3 .99 Sq. Y ard~
BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WE:RE £750 NOW/ £550.0n·
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00 '
RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99
3' 6 LEG DIVANS £54.00
\
4 DRAWER SUPER 4'6 DIVAN SPLIT BASE £180.00 \
4
I

SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET S
& VINYLS
FREE EXPERT FITIING (EX-CLERY' S)
HOUSE REMOVALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SUN 2-6 WEEKLY 10-6

\.

~ ""-t ..

FOR THE SITTING ROOM
LONG LASTING GENERAL DOMESTIC CARPET £5.99 SQ YARD
(5 YEAR GUARANTEE)
LONG LASTING CANVAS BACK CARPET ALL COLOURS
(8 YR GUARANTEE) £8.00 SQ YARD
80/20 WOOL CARPETS FROM £13.95 SQ YARD
80/20 AXMINISTER CARPETS FROM £19.95 SQ YARD
ARM CHAIRS FROM £45.00
QUEEN ANNE COTTAGE SUITE, 3 PIECE 2 SEATER
CHESTERFIELD SUITE 3 PIECE £299
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACCESSORIES INCLUDING
BEDROOM SEATS £39.00 ODDMENTS £37.00
SPECIAL
HALL, STAIRS & LANDING
. CARPET FITTED
BEDROOM STOOLS £ 18.00
AVERAGE SIZE
£199

HOUSE REMOVALS AND DELIVERIES
Expert Fitting and Aepair. (ex-Clery's)
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MAYNOOTH
With the return of a new season we
hope that having re-charged our batteries we can look forward to a more
rewarding season than last. Our club
suffered the ills of the present unemployment situation in losing so many of
our top players through emigration.
Long term injuries to key players also
contributed to reducing the playing
strength of the club and thus made
team selection very difficult for team
managers. Incidentally it was good to
see Noel Kearns and Noel Dempsey
take part in pre-season seven-a-side
and friendlies. Lets wish them luck and
hope they regain peak fitness shortly.
Their willingness to work hard in that
aim now epitomises the present attitude of the club.
The recent seven-a-side tournaments
unearthed a good deal of talent which
was not being tapped. The under
eighteen tournament in particular produced some very promising young
players who have been playing with
the seniors in pre-season friendlies.
The blending of this youthfulness with
the more experienced players should
pay dividends in the not too distant
future. The playing strength should
now increase and make competition
for places more intense. Noel Dempsey
played a major part for Chimney Corner who overcame Lager Louts in a
thrilling seniorfinal in which Gerry Moen
also showed some of his old skills.
In the under eighteen final The
Chancers who comprised mostly locals eventually outgunned Royal? who
added an inter-county touch by being
from Meath, hence the team title.
Deputy Emmet Stagg made the under
age presentation at the Harbour Field
whilstthe senior presentation took place
in Caulfields Lounge courtesy of John
and Ethna later that evening.

On a more serious note we must
mention the recent burning of ourdressing room. It is ironic that during the
recent very dry spell the fire should
occur on a day that it rained heavily.
The later stripping of aluminium from
the remains ensures that the dressing
room is now totally useless. We are
now in the market for suitable container or truck body which we could
use. If anybody out there can provide
one we would be glad to hearfrom you.
Perhaps there is a sponsor who would

TOWN A.F.C.
help us purchase one at a nominal fee.
At this stage we would hope that the
area near our pitch will have taken on
a new look with a club clean-up. Was
it just a co-incidence that whilst there
was only one temporary dwelling when
we commenced cleaning the lane that
three more dwellings should occupy
the cleaned area only a few days later.
The communication system within the
travelling community does not lack for
the want of modern updating. It is
hoped that the problem will have been
resolved by the time of publication. By
that time it would be hoped that Kildare
Co. Council willhave played their part
in putting an end to this eyesore once
and for all.
The past problems can not all be attributed to the travelling community. On
investigation one evening we found
seven sacks of soot dumped on the
lane. This would suggest the culprit
carries out chimney cleaning on a
commercial type basis. Chimney cleaning is not known to be among the
activities of the travelling community.
The club will be monitoring the situation on a regular basis from now on
and anyone found dumping or evidence found which can be identified
will be reported to the appropriate authorities.
We are playing our part in an effort to
make this an area where it should be-a
joy to visit.
We now extend an open invitation to
Kildare Co. Council to restore this area
to what it once was . A place where we
could stroll on an Autumn afternoon,
watch our local team in action and
allow our children and grandchildren
roam free of intimidation and enjoy the
luscious fruit of the briar which was
once a feature of the area. Any imput
by Kildare Co. Council will be more
than matched by Maynooth Town
A.F.C. The ball is now in your court (no
pun intended).

Condolences are extended to the Doyle
family (Maynooth Mart) on the death of
Tadgh Doyle and to John Carey on the
death of his mother.
Congratulations to long serving club
member Terry Moore and Maura
Feeney also with strong club connections on the occasion of their marriage.
Team reports and match up dates in
next issue.
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COLLEGE GREEN
F.C.
By the date of publication of this article
the new season will be well underway.
GOing on memory our last contribution
was in February, so an update is called
for.
1988/'89 Season Synopsis
League: We led the Division 3 title race
from start to finish, lOSing only one
match in the process. In doing so a
league record was equalled, by virtue
of securing promotion in three successive seasons. Next season we face
the even more onerous task of Division
2 football - will it be too much for those
old legs? and watch this space!
Challenge Cup: We lost an epic semifinal against the eventual winners from
Division 1, Dromin Utd. - score 6-4.
Having gone 1-5 down, a determined
fightback restored the scoreline to 4-6.
Reaching the semi-final and bowing
out in style was one of the best achievements in our short history. When one
considers that we had to recover from
a 1-5 deficit in the first round to win 65; reaching the semi-final and almost
dOing it was remarkable.
Shield: As usual we "bombed out" in
the first round.
Division Cup: Unfortunately the semifinal of this competition was staged
after the semi-final of the main cup
competition. Still hung-over from the
latter we let a 1-0 lead slip and deservedly went out 1-3.
Officers for 1989/'90
The following were elected forthe new
season :
Chairman/P .A.O.
Declan Ford
Secretary
Paul Broughan
Joint Treasurers
Joe Carey and Tony O'Connor
Team Managers
Tony O'Connor and Paul Broughan
Director of Coaching Services
Paddy McGovern
A special word of thanks to outgoing
treasurer, Philip Purcell, who was an
outstanding Officer. Philip was also
Club Captain for the year gone by and
had the satisfaction of returning a
healthy financial surplus for 1988/89.
Philip and Stella have moved to Dublin
and we wish them well. etc.
Best wishes are also extended to
Michael and Pauline Martin, who have
moved slightly further away. A presentation was made to Michael to mark his

contribution to the club.
Congratulations are also extended to
Brian O'Brien on his (now not so) new
arrival. Equally to Paul and Anne
Broughan on the birth of Kate (a touch
Shakespearian, them Broughans).
Thanks also to Hugh Reilly, our goalkeeper last season, who is on the
move to Cavan - a strange decision!
Next season will see a number of
necessary changes in personnel as
several players have moved home,
changed jobs etc. Hopefully, we will be
able to tap some replacement talent.
Aidan and Ann Dunne have also
moved,to Leixlip, but Aidan will still
help us out from time to tirhe.
Sponsors: A special word of thanks to
all our sponsors and those who have
helped us out in the past year. In
particular to Kieran Diggins, Dominic
Guest (A.I.B.), Crown paints/Aidan
Dunne, Noel Cassidy/The Roost, Leo
Prendergast, Martin Campbell/Avonmore, Joe Carey, Gerry Murtagh.
-

College Green F.C. 1988/89

L. to R. (Back Row) Declan Forde, Joe Carey, Joe Buckley, Brian O'Brien, Hugh
Reilly, John Hughes, Paul Broughan, Dermot Canning, Tony O'Connor.
(Front Row) Michael Martin, Paddy McGovern, Gerry Murtagh, Philip Purcell,
Ciaran McGroarty, Ray Broughan, Eanna O'Boyle.
Not in Picture: Peter Connell, Tom Coffey, Aidan Dunne, Jim Ryan.

Declan Forde

COLLEGE

NOTES

smaller than those which they [laVe
ON THE MOVE
The month of August, normally the been asked to vacate, and also from
quietest in the College, this year was a what they regard as a lack of consultahive of activity on the. Old Campus, as tion about the move. At the time of
preparations were made for a major writing it was not possible to say
relocation of offices to Rhetoric House whetherthis would have any disruptive
from Humanity and New Houses. This impact on the proposed move.
move was partly motivated by a need
to accommodate the continuing expansion in the number of academic PROMOTIONS
and administrative staff in the College. Congratulations to Kevin Barry (EngIt was also necessary in order to com- lish) and Dennis Pringle (Geography)
ply with fire safety regulations, which who were promoted to Senior Lecturer
do not favour having residential and at the June meeting of the College
business activities in the same build- Trustees. Congratulations also to Mary
ing. The move also means that St. Gallagher (French) and Daniel O'ReJoseph's Square will now be completely gan (Mathematics) who were promoted
surrounded by buildings devoted to to Lecturer.
accommodation for seminary students.
It has therefore been necessary to
completely redecorate the middle and
DEPARTURES
top floors of Rhetoric House (behind The College recently lost the services
the swimming pool) and convert what of two valued and popular staff memwere previously bedrooms to offices, bers. Clare Cullen, from;Laraghbryan,
and to do the reverse in Humanity and who worked for many years in the
New Houses (on the west and east Research and Development Centre,
sides of St. Joseph's Square,respec- has left to take up a position in Portlaotively). The entire operation was due to ise. Fionnuala Ni Mflordha, who was
be completed by the end of August, in employedinthe Registrar's Office, has
time for the return of seminary stu- moved to new employment in Carlow
dents in September. However, it ap- Regional College where, quite coinci-,
pears that there has been an amount of , dentally, her husband Diarmuid 0 Se !
dissatisfaction among a numberof staff (also a College graduate) is also
members, arising mainly from the fact employed! We wish them both our
that their new offices are considerably very best wishes in their new positions.
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COllEGE ARCHIVE
At their June meeting, the College
Trustees established an official College Archive, which will hold material
relevant to the history of the College
itself. This is in anticipation of the
College's bicentennial in 1995. Monsignor Patrick Corish, former Professor
of History, who is currently preparing
an official history of the College to mark
the event, has been apPOinted first
ottical College Archivist. We congratulate Monsignor Corish on his appointment and extend our best wishes to
him in his new position.

5.05 CLUB
Due to so many staff members being
away on holidays, the staff social club,
the 5.05 Club, has been keeping a low
profile during July and August. However, it is hoped to get back into action
with an orienteering event in September. The Club will greatly miss the
services of Fionnuala Ni Mhordha, one
of its most diligent committee members, who has left the College to work
elsewhere (see above). The Club
wishes to express its gratitude to Fionnuala for her contribution in its vital
early days, and to wish her all the best
for the future.

PLANNING
PERMISSION
APPLICATIONS
1. P. Keegan, c/o Gerard Nolan, 36,
Cherrywood, Castletown, Celbridge,
Co. Kildare, applies for erection of
extension to side of 4, College Green,
Maynooth. (89/000789).
2. M. Keenan esq., c/o McManus
Archs., Main Street, Maynooth applies
for the retention of Garage conversion
with extension to rear 95, Railpark,
Maynooth (89/000801).
3. Maynooth Select Vestry, c/o George
A. McCaw, Assoc., A4, 1, Clonskeagh
Square, Dublin 14, apply forthe erection of new rectory on site of Parson
Street, Maynooth. (89/000850).
4. Maynooth Select Vestry, c/o George
A. McCaw, Assoc., A4, 1, Clonskeagh
Square, Dublin 14 apply for housing
development comprising 14 detached
dwellings on site off Parson Street,
Maynooth. (89/000851).
5. Brian Balfe, c/o B. Harpur, Archs., 52
Brooklawn Ave., Blackrock, Dublin
applies for dormer extension in roof,
extension to side and alterations to
existing house Petka house, Laragh,
Maynooth, (89/000872).
6. J. McNamara, Blacklion, Dublin Rd .,
Maynooth applies for erection of dwelling house and septic tank, Blacklion,
Maynooth. (89/000785) .

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE

VANITY FAYRE
Hair & Beauty

THE MALL

MAYN00l:H
PH 286137
SPECIAL OFFER
BACK TO SCHOOL - CUT & BLO DRY £3.50
COURSE OF (10) SUNBED SESSIONS £20
OPEN TUE- SAT LATE OPENING FRI.

Eddie Tracey
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7
Tel. 381420

Irish Dancing Classes
Geraldi ne Hall
Maynooth
SOLO

grant

33, LAURENCE AVENUE,

CEILE

SET

4.00 - 5.30 p~m. EVERY SATURDAY
ALL AGES CATERED FOR

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

~eamus

l

Phoebe 0' Donoghue
START 2ND SEPTEMBER
School

MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE.
Phone 286132

DONOVANS NEWSAGENTS
UNIT 7 MAYNOOTH SHOPPING CENTRE
LARGE SELECTION GREETING CARDS

ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS

~~
.,l

LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES CHOCOLATES Gj.{EETING CARDS
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
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:GREETINGS

BIRTHDAY
Keith McTernan Dunboyne, Age 11,
September 9th.
Aileen McTernan, Moyglare Cottages,
Age 4, September 22nd.
Darren O'Connor, Greenfield, Age 20,
September 10th.
Francis Conway, Greenfield, September 10th.
Mick Naughton, Greenfield, September 21 st.
Cindy Moore, Moygaddy, September
8th.
Mrs. K. Reppard (nee Coyne, Dillons
Row), London, 79, August 21 st. Kathleen paid her annual visit home as she
has been doing for over 50 years.
Nancy Nevin, Barrogstown, September 11th.

Best wishes to Mary Murphy, 30th
September.
Happy Birthday to Shane Tobin, 27th
September.
Happy Belated Birthday to Dave
Murphy, 22nd August.
Best Wishes to Maggs Mallon, 21 st
September. .
Congratulations to Sinead Murphy 482
Straffan Road, who celebrated her21 st
birthday on the 24th August from her
Mum, Dad and brothers Gerald and
Michael.

23rd September (13 years) Brendan
Hanley. Teenager at last! Fromthe lot.

Happy Birthday to Marie McGovern,
Greenfield, September 24th.
.
Happy Birthday to Eileen McGovern,
Greenfield, September 27th.
Best Wishes to Kevin McGovern,
Greenfield, August 22nd.
Michael McGovern, Greenfield, August
29th

Maureen Collins, Mariaville, August
29th.
Kathryn Howard Williams who celebrates her 16th birthday on 27th September.
Michael Clarke, Moville, Co. Donegal
who celebrates his birthday..,.pn 11 th
September.

WEDDING A.NNIVERSARIES-----Crystal Wedding
Larry and Marie McTernan, Highfield,
Kilcock, September 21 st.
Tin Wedding
Raymond and Noelle McTernan,
Moyglare Village, August 24th.
Silver Wedding
Jimmie and Joyce Dunne, Glendale
Leixlip formerly Newtown whq celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary,
September 7th. Congratulations from
Mammy.

RECENT WEDDING
Congratulations to Eugene Donovan,
Maynooth 8ark, on his marriage to
Marianne Phelan, Clonmel, on Saturday 5th August last.

Congratulations to Deirdre Kelly, Ladychapel and Noel Horan, Greenfield
who were married in St. Mary's Church,
Maynooth July 25th. Good luck and
best wishes from your many friends in
Ladychapel and Maynooth.

Congratulations to Gear6id and Ita
McTernan, Parson Street who celebrated their 42nd Wedding Anniversary September 3rd.

Congratulation to
Tony and Mary Bean,
Nuada, Dunboyne Rd,
Maynooth, who will
celebrate their 6th
wedding anniversary
on 3rd September.

ADVERTISEMENT
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

£40

£22
£15
£12

,I
I

I

Johnny and Patti Lavin, Old Carton, 27'
years married on 29th September.

I

Mary and Dave Murphy 3 years married on 29th September.

1
!

Gerard and Joan Howard-Williams'
who celebrate their 25th Wedding
Anniversary on 9th September.

. CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulationsto Tom Fiach (agraduate of Sl. Patrick's College, Maynooth)
. who married Nuala Byrne (another
graduate of the college) recently.

RATES

Discount of 20% for new busiMsses
on first advertisef!1ent only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or-over if payment
is made in advance.
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Gerry and Mary Connellan, 29th September. Carton Demesne, Maynooth.

A fee of £2 is charged for classified
advertisements. Of course, there is no
charge on acknowledgements, notices,
i.e. birthdays, misSing items, etc.
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We request all our contributors to
make sure their material Is legible. If
possible, material should be typed,
but as not everyone has access to
typewriters,the best way to present
material Is to use either neat legible
writing or block letters, one side of
the paper.

EDITORIAL
TEN YEARS AFTER
How many of us remember September
ten years ago? Although not quite as
memorable perhaps as the night John
F. Kennedywas killed, still most people
overthe age of ten orso can give some
kind of account of where they were and
what they were doing the time John
Paul II came to Ireland. That was a
time when waves of emotion swept the
country. People of all ages and conditions came many miles to see this man
fr.om a far country, either in Phoenix
Park, Galway, orhere in Maynooth. At
the time, some felt that this emotion
and good will must be harnessed to
create a kinder, more humane and
pious society, perhaps even a return to
'old values'.
Perhaps it is time to look back over the
last ten years to see how much has
changed, and ifthere has been change,
how much of it is due to the collective
madness which held the country in its
gripforoverthreedays. Certainly, the
outcome of two referenda may have
been decided then. However, has the
killing stopped in the North? Is every
child born since then loved and cherished? Do the people of Ireland no
longer drink to excess, use drugs?_
What about Aids? Is SOCiety more
equitable? Are there a million poor

people in our midst? Has pollution
disappeared? Perhaps it was too rnuch
to expect that one man making a few
speeches would change our world for
us. That's something only the people
have the powerto do, but it takes a long
time, and the obstacles in the way can
often seem insurmountable.

EDUCATION FOR ALL
One of these often insurmountable
obstacles in life for many of our young
people is the barrier to third level education. And like many obstacles, the
height ofthe barrier keeps rising, so no
matter how many pOints any individual
obtains, there is stiff only a lirnited
number of places in third level. For
over half of those who do the Leaving
Certificate and who want to continue
their education, the barrier remains
closed, either because of lack of points,
or lack of cash. The Newsletter congratulates all those who achieved
enough points to enter their chosen
course, and commiserates with those
who didn't. There's no point in wishing
better luck next time, as luck doesn't
decide who goes to college. Still, the
repeat factor is now a significaht ihdustry, with a number of leaving certificate
grinding mills swinging into action as
soon as the results are out.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,
It has come to my notice as a person
who lives oUtside Maynooth and working here that signposting is particularly
bad in this area. I have found it both
time wasting and frustrating trying to
track down addresses where estates
seem to run into each other and as a
stranger to the area finding out where
these estates are is in itself a problem
at times. Though there is a map of the
main areas of Maynooth, like the College, Garda Station, etc. in the town
the estates seem to have been neglected. Streets are not clearly marked
nor is there any notice to drivers of
approaching estates and their layout.
With the building of new estates and
the influx of many new students, not to
mention the many people who pass
through the area during the summer
months, this problem can only get worse
and considerably more confusing for
any stranger to the town.
Bernie Gannon
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IRISH KIDNEY ASSOCIATION
Dear Editor,
We would like to thank Marie Duff and
Mrs. Haren who ran the Women's Mini
Marathon on our behalf.
Th anks also to all the people who gave
so generously to raise the wonderful
sum of £91.
Eamonn & Betty McNamee

RIGHT OF REPLY
In fairness to OlJr readers arid given
thatthis magazine is not insured against
libel damages or costs, we Undertake
the following: In the case of errors of
fact we will publish c()rrections when
we become aware of sUch.
In the case of unfairly impugning the
reputatin of any person we hereby offer that person or their representative
the right of reply in this magazine,
subject only to reasonable length, the
laws of libel and our right to respond to
such reply.

WE INVITE YOU
TO HAVE A LOOK AROUND WITHOUTOBl,'zIGATION

ro

PURCHASE ANY GOODS

THE GARDEN CENTRE IN A GARDEN
Prop.: Gerry Dooley • Dip. Hort.

DUBLIN RD., CELBRIDGE , CO.KILDARE . PHONE: 288903

COMPLETE LANDSCAPE
DESIGN SERVICE
GROUND MAINTENANCE
Industrial & PrivBte

Complete range of
Trees and Shrubs
SPECIAL OFFER

AlPlnES,[OnIFERS & HEATHERS

It's planting time NOW
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

- - - ON SALE HERE! ------

Large rangeof Spring Bulbs
~rowers of Quality Plants - Trees/Shrubs/Roses etc ,
Extensive Range of Indoor/Conservatory Plants
1'"-E-WtB---~-E---Garden Requisites
Gift Vouchers
Outdoor Terracott~ - Patio Containers - Oak Tubs
!tarden Sheds
Extensive Range Garden Tools/Equipment.
Extensive Range of Bedding Plants
Unusual combination of Hanging Baskets

Quality Garden Sheds (4 sheds on display) - Dog Kennels.
Other wooden products

Oak Coal Bunkers
NEW

FISH CENTRE - Pond Liners and Accessories

NEW

PATIO CENTRE

Various Desiqns of Patio's
- Aquatic Plants
Bar-B-Q + Equipment

PLANT BULBS
NOW

Well Worth
A Visit!
We Accept

Access and Visa

LEIXUP -+

r----:-:-~
' ,_~~-4
J ~_
Bedding Plants

o _
=

for Summer Colour

Orclza~d
•

!Nt! 1'5ere, e s~

PUZZLED?
about where to get
your
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ROADS

The state of the roads in Kildare is a
topic which arouses considerable anger
not only among Kildare residents, but
also among unfortunate motorists
passing through who are confronted
by badly signposted, badly marked and
potholed roads.
Recently, a car travelling on the Celbridge Road crashed into a bus travelling
on the Straffan Road. The car was
badly damaged; fortunately the occupants escaped serious injury. This
accident occurred on a wet night; the
driver was unfamiliar with the road
network in Maynooth, and was unaware that there was a junction between the Celbridge Road and the
Straffan Road, or indeed that he was
driving out onto a main road. How
coUld he have been, since there was
no advance warning sign, no stop sign,
and the white line which had once been
there, was invisible as it was pitted with
potholes?
Some days after the aCCident, a yield
sign appeared, and the direction sign
changed to show the way to Celbridge.
However, the white line was still virtually invisible. What are the road taxes
whch every motorist must pay being
used for? Certainly not towards .the
upkeep of the Kildare roads.

RECYCLING

The results ofthe 'Tidy Towns' competition will be available by the time this is
published. The outcome for Maynooth
is predictable, as despite the best efforts of the Tidy Towns' Committee, the
state of Maynooth as reiards litter is
appalling.
Perhaps Kildare County Council might
considerfollowing the example of other
local authorities outside Ireland as its
contribution to cleaning up our countryside and also doing its bit for conservation of earth's limited resources.
Residents of Montreal are now well
used to sorting out their househoid
rubbish between glass, paper, cans,
and organic refuse, which are then put
into different coloured bags for collection by the 'local authority. Whatever
can be recycled is saved, and the real
rubbish is then dumped.,
At the moment the inexplcable policy
of the Council which refuses to collect
grass clippings is surely contributing to
dumping along our side roads. This of
course, is not to condqne the actions of
these anti-social people who dump
plastiC sacks full of grass cuttings and
garden refuse._
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WELCOME BACK

With October, the swallows may be
gone, but the familiar sight of students
flocking through the Main Street returns. Welcome to all the new students, and may you enjoy your hard
earned three years in Maynooth, and
welcome back to the old hands.
We must admit that some of the longer
term residents of Maynooth may not
agree with extending a welcome to
students, a minority of whom have
proved disruptive and destructive in
the past. However, we appeal to all
concerned to have regard forthe needs
of each other. The students add a lot of
life to Maynooth, not the least their
contribution to the local economy. Many
of them also stay long enough to become pillars of the local community
themselves.

WHAT'S ON IN MAYNOOTH
The Newsletterwould liketothankthe
readers who took the time and trouble
to respond to our questionnaire on
their opinions of the Newsletter.
Among the comments received was a
complaint that we do not give sufficient
warning of forthcoming events, a criticism with which we can only agree.
However, despite our best efforts, we
are not clairvoyants, and some organisations believe in keeping to themselves all details relating to functions
etc, until the last minute, and long after
copy date. This may be due to the
traditional Irish attitude of "tell them
nothing", .however, it means that organisations are failing to reach out to
their potential audience.
So, we appeal to all organisations and
groups to let us know, in advance of
any function, meeting, concert, performance, match, etc. so that we can
provide our readers with a comprehensive list of what's happening in the
month ahead.

RIGHT OF REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given
that this magazine is not insured against
libel damages or costs, we undertake
the following: In the case of errors of
fact we will publish corrections when
we become aware of such.
In the case of unfairly impugning the
reputatin of any person we hereby offer that person or their representative
the right of reply in this magazine,
subject only to reasonable length, the
laws of libel and our right to respond to
such reply.

(tr~ COMMUNITY
~
.
LARAGHBRYAN
GRAVEYARD
There was a very poor turn out for the
clean up parties at the grave-yard over
the past two months. An enormous
amount of work was carried out by a
dedicated group led by the Tidy Towns
Committee. We would like to stress
that the County Council have not maintained the cemetery for the past number of years although it is essentially
their responsibility. Even the skip which
they promised to provide did not materialize and the workers had to dispose
of the resultant rubbish themselves.
We hope that their work is appreCiated
and that no-one is under any illusion as
to what is actually the condition of the
graveyard.
A long term plan was discussed for the
area since it is obvious that the County
Council have no intention of resuming
responsibility. With this in mind, two
possible suggestions emerged: firstly
that a formal committee of six or seven
people be set up which will comprise
the Tidy Towns Committee, Community Council and the Mortality Society.
This committee could hold one or two
fJagdays and liasewith the local church
with regard to financial assistance and
funding. The second option discussed
was that the Community Council add
two or three S.E.S. workers to the
present FAS scheme who would be
employed to maintain all three graveyards in the area,
Laraghbryan,
Moyglare and Grangewilliam. This
would also enable the community in
general to maintain their own graves
more readily. These two options are
being investigated at present.

TIDY TOWNS REPORT
Richard Farrell announced the results
of the best shop fronts and tidy estates
competition. A full report is published
seperately in this issue. The results
were as follows:
Shop Fronts
1st: Mulcahy Butchers in Greenfield
Estate.
2nd: The Hula Bou
3rd : Maynooth Book Shop

COUNCIL

Tidy Estates
1st: Cluain Aoibhinn
2nd: Greenfield Estate
3rd: The Crescent

Our congratulations to all winners . It is
heartening and encouraging to see the
new names emerge in the lists. The
results of the Tidy Towns will be at
hand shortly and both reports will be
sent to Kildare County Council fortheir
perusal. Perhaps some attention will
be paid to these documents. The
committee was also thanked for their
hard work outside the church and the
flowerbeds that have been planted and
maintained.

YOUTH AFFAIRS
We extend our congratulations to the
six competitors who represented Kildare at the National finals of the Community Games in Mosney. Hugh Purcell
took 4th place in the High Jump under
16 which is to be highly recommended.
We understand that the conduct of the
youth involved was impeccable and
they did Maynooth proud in both performance and behaviour.

MAYNOOTH INFORMATION
DIRECTORY
The work on updating the Directory is
well advanced by members of the office staff. The Communications Committee will be revived under the Chairperson shipof Muireann Ni Bhrolchain.
Other members will include T. Mc
Mullon and the office workers who are
directly involved with the' project. Other
councillors were jnvited to join if they
were interested. It is hoped that the
Directory will be printed and delivered
to Maynooth households by the end of
November.

TEAMWORK DRAMA GROUP
A pantomime is planned for early January, the first in Maynooth in some years.
There was no difficulty in finding children who were interested in taking part
but adults have not come forward. We
appeal to interested adults to contact
the office at 285922.
It was felt that a committee should be

NOTES

formed to which the Teamwork Drama
Group should be answerable and this
committee would be responsible for
such areas as insurance etc. We would
like to thank the Boy's National School
for providing the premises during the
past few months. Howeverthis facility
is unavailable this term. The group
cannot avail of the Geraldine Hall for
the Art and Drama classes due to the
confusion and lack of clarification
connected with public liability insurance on the premises, despite the
heartwarming agreement and co-operation of the trustees in this matter.

COMMUNITY PROBLEMS
The representatives from Moyglare
Village enquired about Maynooth relays regarding the provision of the cable
to that area. It appears that the company have encountered some difficulties with cabling and much work will
have to be carried out underground.
This will delay the cabling and make
the whole venture more expensive. It
is intended that the owners should be
invited to the next Community Council
meeting so the difficulties involved may
be outlined.
The Cluain Aoibhinn representative
raised the problem of the Bond Bridge
and the possible future plans that the
County Council may have for the
Newtown Road in general. He requested an Open Meeting with the
T.D.s, local councillors and the County
Council to discuss the following :
1. The idea that the Bridge is to be
closed permanently and used for pedestrians only,
2, The alternative longterm plans for
the Bridge and the road, including
widening it and leaving it open to traffic.
3. The dreadful condition of all the
main approach roads to Maynooth.
4. The state of the footpaths,
5. Replacement and maintenance of
trees on the main street.
Cluain Aoibhinn also reported a problem with a builder at the entrance to the
estate who is using the grass verges
and grean areas as a parking lot for
trucks and vehicles. The gardai are to
approach him regarding his general
attitude to the residents who have
complained to the builder personally
without avail.

continued on page 6
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Doyles Shoe
Centre

PHONE

PROME 285612

285612

The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Centre
THE FAMILY SHOE STORE WITH
FULLY TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE

CLARKS,

STOCKIST OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
K-SHOES, DUBARRY, EASTCOAST , WESTCO~ST ,

SUE-L, GABOR, LOAKES, WINSTANLEY, CRAFTMASTER,
BROOK ST, DELIA ETC.
IRISH DANCING PUMPS AND BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK

OUR SHOES FIT AS WELL AS THEY LOOK,
DO YOURS?
DOYLE'S SHOE CENTRE

FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT OF TOWN.
5

Lra its

•

Ci fl I tC111S

•

Antiques

ALTHOUGH OUR SALE HAS ENDED THERE ARE STILL SOME

SPECIAL OFFERS
AVAILABLE IN WOOL AND OTHER GOODS.
WATCH OUT FOR THE OPENING OF OUR NEW

PICTURE GALLERY
THIS MONTH.
ALWAYS SOMETHINONEW AT THE COUNTRY SHOP
CPENlf\G IllRS: 9 . 30~!l- 5. 301M.
rom page 4
The Council flagdays will have taken
place by the time of going to print and
it is hoped that the community will give
generously.
The Office have received many enquiries regarding an Open Day in Carton
House - we would like to clarify the
situation. The plan to open the house
to the public in September was turned
down by Carton House. We regret this
decision since we understand so many
people were interested.
The Council would like to welcome
Sergeant Joe Canny to his new position in Maynoth and to thank him for his
co-operation in all community matters
since he took up office.
Finally, it is hoped that the Information Directory will be on your doorsteps by the end of November.

her contribution to the Council itself
since it was established in 1984. Over
the past five years she worked selflessly as a member of the Council
particularly in the Social and Recreational areas which included the two
main events in the Maynooth calender
the St. Patrick's Day Parade and the
Community Festival. Soth these events
went from strength to strength under
her strict guidance and supervision.
Due to additional pressures Mrs.

O'Srien felt that it was time to take a
lower profile within the Council, and
the executive took the opportunity of
giving public recognition to her contribution.
We would like to thank Dublin Crystal
for their prompt co-operation in their
provision of this presentatien.
Muireann Ni Shrolchain
At the presentation to Sridie 0' Srien
were, left to right, Christina Saults,
Sridie O'Srien, John Mc Ginley, Muireann Ni Shrolchain and Dominic Nyland.
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PRESENTATION TO MRS.
BRIDIE O'BRIEN
Mrs. Sridie O'Srien was presented with
a Dublin Crystal goblet at a quiet ceremony in M aynooth library on Thursday
7th September. This was an official
recognition by Maynooth Community
Council for the dedicated work carried
out by Mrs. O'Srien with the area for
many, many years, but in particular
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WaIte Di/pO
COLISTOWN, KILCOCK, co. KILDARE

Tel: (01) 286663/286665
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Emergency No. (088) 559651

FAX: 286653
We are offering a wheeled bin service which means that we deliver
a bin to you and you have the us-e of the bin exclusively for yourself.
We are an established and successful private waste disposal company
with a proven track record in efficiency and reliability.

L
t

d.
- 500 Litre Wheeled Bin
SHOPS AND SMALL BUSINESSES
240 Litre Wheeled Bin
HOUSHOLD

)60 Litre Wheeled Bin
HOUSEHO.
Litre Wheeled Bin

HOTELS, BARS AND BIGGER BUSINESSE0
The charge for servIce of the 240 litre wheeled bin is £6.00 per month payable on a Direct Debit
basis only or £36.00 per half year or £70.00 per year payable in advance. The 240 litre bin holds
an average of three black plastic bags. We also have a 360 litre wheeled bin available for larger
consumers .

• CLEANLINESS
General Tidiness is much
improved where bins are sited
and emptied.

• HYGIENE
Our secure hinged bin more
than satisfies Health Authorities,
keeps out scavengers, rodents .
and flies etc.

• EFFORTLESS

GUARANTEED COLLECTION
COLISTOWN, KILCOCK, CO. KILDARE

Tel: (01) 286663/286665
Emergency No. (088) 559651
7

Because of our revolutionarv
wheel system there is no effort
in wheeling your bin to the
roadside .

• COST EFFECTIVE
There will be no need to go to
the dump anymore. buy black
poly sacks for that extr.J rubbish .
or replace broken bins regulJriy.

RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATIONS'NOTES
GREENFIELD ESTATE
We wish to extend our condolences to
Mrs. D. Corcoran and Mrs. Marie Duff
on'the sudden death of Mr. Frank
Corcoran. Mr. Corcoran was well
known and loved by many in the estate
and will be fondly remembered. And to
Mary Farrell of Greenfield Drive on the
sudden death of her mother.
Welcome to our new residents who
have moved into the Estate over the
last few months and congratulations
on all the new babies. Well done to all
the Leaving Certificate students and
good luck to all those awaiting their
Inter and Group results .
If you look elsewhere in the Newslet-

~®~

RESIDENTS

ter, you will see a detailed account of
the Tidy Estate Competition 1989 but,
in paSSing, congratulations to Straffan
Way (46 points), as the best section of
the Estate and to Gerry Mulcahy's
Butchers as Best Overall Shopfront,
and to Shades (owned by Ellen Smith
of Greenfield Drive) for Best Shopfront
in the Quinnsworth Shopping Centre.
Greenfield Drive, to the shame of its
residents, probably prevented the
Estate from coming out on top in the
competition. The comments on the
Drive should be read and noted, not
just for competition purposes!! Congratulations to Cluain Aoibhinn and

CLUAIN AOIBHINN

We start this month by congratulating
our residents on helping to secure first
place in the 'tidy estate competition'.
Congratulations are also extended to
Greenfields who came second and the
Cresent who were third. We take this
opportunity to thank those of our landlords who made an effort to tidy their
houses.- Well done indeed: your committee are, however, anxious that more
people would give a hand on the estate
and not leave all the work to the old
reliables.
Our children had two. outings this
summer, the first to Mosney and the
second to Rainbow Rapids. Mosney
with its new Aqua Tropical centre was
enjoyed by all the children as were the
fun rides, dodgems, and the new go
cart track. Some children ventured out
in the boating lake while others payed
a visit to the new computer centre and
it would appear that some of our adults
aCCidently took a wrong turn and ended
up in Dan Lowery's. The committee
thanks Andrew Roche and larnr6d
Eireann fortheir assistance on this trip.
The Rainbow Rapids were thoroughly
enjoyed by the children and as usual
former Dublin 'football great', Mick
Holder, was on hand to ensure an
enjoyable evening was had by all. The
committee extends sincere thanks to
Pascal Corcoran and Bus Atha Cliath
for their assistance with this trip.

ASSOCIATION

The problem of the condition of the
fence on Laurence Avenue is a cause
of on-going concern to the Committee.
We wish a speedy recovery to the
young victim of the accident which
occurred recently on the Celbridge
Road and ask drivers using this road to
please watch out for children and keep
their speed down. The County Council
have informed us that the matter of the
closure of Laurence Avenue is now
with their Legal Department. Unfortunately big wheels grind slowly.

NOTES

If all this wasn't enough the children
were then treated to a barbecue and
disco in the Marquee on 26th August.
Your committee's treasurer Mrs. Theresa McDonnell donated a chef's hat for
the occasion ably assisted by Mrs.
Walsh, Mrs. Hays, Mrs McLoughlin
and Mrs Alice Byrne. The music was
provided by the 'Marvellous Martin
Disco Roadshow' and sound and lighting was by Dolan sound services
Dublin. Thanks to all. When the children were finished the adults took over
and suffice it to say that a good night
and morning was had by all. Music
was by Gerry Fitzpatrick with contributions from various singers including
our chairman 'Big Tom'McMullon and
one of Maynooth's best known barmen
(normally heard in full voice at closing
time in an establishment currently
undergoing major renovations). This
committee thanks.all those who sang,
Fergus White and the North Kildare
Club for the barbecue equipment and
all those who helped erect the marquee, Maynooth Community Council
who provided additional lighting,
Michael Walsh who transported the
marquee and provided the stage for
the marquee, Paddy Holmes fortransporting the sound equipment and bar.becue equipment, Con Hays and Martin McLoughlin for the refreshments
and the chairman for his valuable as-
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The Cresent who were also in the
Overall prize Winners List.

sistance. Also to be thanked are our
sponsors : Cassidy's Roost, Caulfields,
Maynooth Jewellers, Maynooth Office
Supplies, C.P.L., Conroy's Chemist,
House Pride, Sports Locker, Doyle's
Shoes, McCormack's Chemist, Donovan's Newsagent, Quinnsworth, Leaf
Ltd., Top of the Crop, Step-in-Style
Shoes, Greg Kenny Coal, Barry's
Newsagents, Waterford Co-Op, Mulcahy's Butchers, Londis Celbridge,
Diffney for men Dublin and Mrs.
McDonald . Thanks also to Judy and
Rose for arranging the collection of
spots.
The Tidy Garden contest was organised by your committee in conjunction
with the tidy estate competition . The
winners were: 1st Mr. & Mrs. Walsh
No. 41, 2nd Mr. & Mrs. O'Melia No. 59
and 3rd Mr. & Mrs. Faherty No. 76.
Highly commended were No. 63 Mr. &
Mrs. McMullon, Mr. & Mrs. Watson No.
29 and Mr and Mrs Fitzpatrick No. 21 .
A full report will be issued later. Both
larnr6d Eireann and Mosney were in
contact with us to compliment the children on the excellent behaviour on
their recent trip. Well done children
and the committee would also like to
pay tribute to the children for helpi ng to
keep the estate tidy. Congratulations
to those of our children who passed
exams and good luck to those preparing for exams.

KINGSBRY RESIDENTS' ASSOCIATION
Further to the very successful Golf
Outing and Night Out which were held
recenlty, the committee would like to
thank most sincerely the sponsors for
their generosity in sponsoring the spot
prizes, and also the prizes for the golf
outing. The following are the businesses that very generously sponsored
our night out, and helped make it a very
successful and enjoyable evening:Donovan's Newsagents
Quinnsworth
Mulcahy's Butchers
Rainbow Car Wash, Shopping Centre
Maynooth Cycle Centre
A.I.B.
McCormack's Chemist, Main Street
Barry's Shop, Main Street
The Top of the Crop
Bank of Ireland
Ulster Bank
Maynooth Video, The Mall
Maynooth Snooker, The Mall
Nuz Stop
The Flower Pot, The Mall
Vanity Fair
Hula Bou
Billie's

Tricia's Hair Salon
CPL Motor Factors
Billy McGrory (Coal)
P. Conroy, Pharmacy, Shopping Centre
Ultravision, Shopping Centre
FMK Casuals, Shopping Centre
Newsagents, Shopping Centre
Jim's Shoe Repairs, Shopping Centre
Sports Locker, Shopping Centre
House Pride, Shopping Centre
Step in Style, Main Street
Kehoe's Delicatessen, Main Street
Patrick's Restaurant, Main Street
Shades Ladies Boutique, Shopping
Centre
New Waves Hair Salon, Shopping
Centre
Geraghty's Food Store.
P .S. Special thanks to Donovan's
Newsagents for the refreshments on
the 10th Tee and A.I.B. Maynooth, for
the Golfing Tees and Markers.

Congratulations to Mick Gahan who
won first prize in the golf outing. Maybe
we have another Christy O'Connor in
theformof Mick. Once againduetothe

generosity of our sponsors all competitors recieved a prize for their efforts.

Consequently our next plan of action is
to purchase a name plate bearing the
name of the estate. A tremendous
response was received from the residents regarding suggestions about the
shape and form of the nameplate.
When the nameplate has been purchased it is hoped to erect it in a
prominent place at the entrace to the
estate.
Arising from this, the committee intend
to embark 011 a programme of tree replacing in the estate very. soon.
Presently negotiations are taking place
with the grass maintenance contractor
regarding the rolling of uneven surfaces; thus leaving them in a suitable
condition for grass cutting.
The committee are constantly in touch
with the builders and they have informed us that they will be completing
the estate in the near future.

MAYNOOTH RESIDENTS AGAINST

~~

LOCAL CHARGES
As we go to press our door-to-door
collection for legal action is nearing
completion and with only Beaufield and
Cluain Aoibhinn estates to be done we
are quite confidentthatwe shall achieve
our target of £500. The committee are
delighted with the generous support
that the residents throughout the town
extended to our respresentatives and

we can report that the "refusal-to-donate" rate was only 6%. We found
householders to be very well informed
on all aspects of the imposition of local
charges by Kildare Co. Co. and while
most have paid part or all ofthe charges,
they did so most reluctantly and begrudgingly. Nobody should be in any
doubt that the great majority want local

BEAVER

The Beaver Scout section of our unit
will commence this years' activities on
Saturday 23rd September at 11 a.m.
and continue each Saturday until Christmas excluding Saturday 28th October
and Saturday 4th November. If at
Christmas I do not have at least two
other people willing to commit themselves as Beaver Leaders I will have to
close down this section of our unit. Unfortunately the loosers will be the 24
small boys now enjoying Beaver Scouts
and all the boys on the waiting list who
will be deprived of ever becoming 'tiea-

SCOUTS

vers'.
When started Beaver Scouts four
years ago I had hoped that some parents would join me as leaders. However, I have been completely dependent on clerical students from S1. Patrick's College particularly B,endan
Quinlivan and Paraic McMahon who
gave most generously of their time
despite commitments to exams etc.
Duringthe fou r years our Baver Scouts
have participated in all regional and
national events. Last yearwe won the
Regional Quiz in Palmerstown. To
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charges ended and, as the elected
representatives of the people, all Co.
Councillors shold act accordingly.
As our representatives were unaole to
make call backs, quite a number of
householders were unable to make a
donation to our legal action fund. You
can still do so directto our Treasurer at
8 Greenfield Drive.

C •B •S •I •

~~ec

become a leader one must be over 18
years old and be interested in working
with small boys. The time involved is
one and a half hours each week and a
short planning meeting once a month.
Anyone who feels they might be interested or would like more information
can contact me at phone no: 285492.
Please,for our children's sake do not
just stand by and allow Beaver Scouts
in Maynooth to fade into history.
Yours in scouting,
Mary Fleming

GARDA TALK

~®~

PEDAL CYCLES (ROAD SAFETY AND PREVENTION OF THEFTS).
The long dark evenings of Autumn and
Winter are upon us and once more
vigilence is called for from all pedal
cycle users, both children and adults.
It is not unusual to see cyclists (young
and old) in dark coloured clothing with
no lighting, travelling around Maynooth.
Such road users are a biggerdangerto
themselves but to be fair to motorists
cyclists must be seen.
Outlined hereunder are the lighting
requirements tor pedal cycles during
the hours of darkness :
1. One front lamp.
2. One rear red light.
3. One rear reflector.
Sam Browne type reflectorised belts
worn make cyclists clearly visible.
Check the roadworthiness of your or
your child's pedal cycle in respect of
brakes, tyres, etc. Care and attention
now will assist in preventing serious
traffic accidents later. Last month we
advised on speeding cars on roads
into Maynooth. Some people did not
heed the advice as reCent Garda check
points revealed. Garda attention will
shortly be focussed on pedal cycle
users. We again stress that we much
prefer a mature and responsible response to our entreaties rather than
relying on court proceedings.
Larcenies of pedal cycles are very
common in the Maynooth area. Cyclists should note the serial no. of their
pedal cycle and keep it in a safe place.
Never leave a bicycle unattended without applying a solid locking devise.

~®

Even if only going for a quick message
to the shop the above precaution applies.
HOUSE HOLDERS BEWARE
Burglars do not give advance warning
of their impending crimes. With this in
mind it is in the common interestto pool
our collective resources to defeat those
"unwelcome visitors".
The following hints may be of assistance:
1. Secure your own property adequately; lock all doors and windows.
2. Do not leave a calling card Le. milk
bottles accumulating, curtains drawn
etc.
3. Advise a reliable neighbour and the
local Gardai of your departure.
4. Be alert. If you see somebody/
something suspicious or unusual,
contact your local GardaL Confidentiality is assured from your local Gardai
and any information obtained will be
treated in the strictest confidence. You
may also contact you Neighbourhood
Watch co-ordinator.
5. Do not be reluctant to dial 999. Get
accurate descriptions and, in the case
of motor vehicles, registration number
and make and colour of the vehicle.
6. If any person calls to your house or
business selling oroffering a service or
articles, demand production of identification and fully satisfy yourself before
allowing them into your home or property.
7. Use only reputable people to carry

BAND BULLETIN
®~.e
yourselves next summer.

In many ways ~eptember marks the
beginning of the year as far as St.
Mary's Band is concerned. The summer holidays are just a memory. The
boys and girls are back to more 'mu9ane' things like school, homework,
etc. and our practice nights assume a
more regular appearance.
September means the beginning of
our preparation of our musical programmeforthe 1990 summer season,
where we dust off some of last years'
music, spend some money on new
pieces and then knuckle down to polishing these up so that they sound as
tuneful as possible to you the audience. Countrary to popular belief the
band does not hibernate during the
winter months. We just enjoy ourselves making sure that you enjoy

This is also the time of year when we
look at our bank balance and do a little
fundraising (generally 'not a lot') to pay
our expenses forthe coming year. Our
flag week-end has been one of our
main sources of income in recent'years
and I'm delighted to say that once
again we have received tremendous
support this year. In the local hostelries at the Shopping Centre (courtesy
of Quinnsworth) and atthe church gates
we have nothing but good wishes and
more than a little money. You have
been wonderful and, where once SOp
donations were the norm, inflation has
now meant that we have had more £1
donations than ever before and we
also have fivers and an odd tenner.
Th-cinf< -yciu once again

out any work or repairs etc. at your
home or property.
8. Where posible fit an alarm. Please
note that if you have an alarm fitted
notify the Gardai of keyholder. Alarms
are very beneficial but they can also
cause annoyance to neighbours when
they are activated and are not attended
to speedily.
The purpose of this column is to incrase the awareness of the rsidents of
Maynooth of the neccessity to secure
their property and valuables and further to aid and assist your neighbours
and the local Gardai by keeping a
watchful eye for any suspicious persons or vehicles in the area. Any
individual/organisation with ideas or
views that they would like to co-ordinate with the Gardai are welcome to
contact or call to the station to discuss
such ideas in our mutual interest. Any
such initiatives and exchange of ideas
can only promote a spirit of harmony,
good will and trust between all the
agencies and sections of the community and consequently help in keeping
crime, lawlessness and vandalism to a
minimum.
The Gardai wish to avail of this column
to convey their thanks and appreciation to the community, both individuals
and organisations, who have assisted
them in any way and we appeal for
your continued support without which
our task would be so much more difficult. Thank you.
Your local Gardai

MAYNOOTH
MORTALITY
SOCIETY
The society held a social evening for
senior members on Sunday Sept. 3rd
in the Arts Block, Kilcock Road to
commemorate the 152nd anniversary
of the founding of the society. A most
enjoyable evening was had by all.
Full details next issue.

Georoid McTeighrnain
Chairman

ROYAL
SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
6AM-10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-8.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE
~.
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS _.
The big news this month is the annual
TOYS - GIFTS
'
fashion show which will take place at '
CORK CRYSTAL
LOTTERIES
the Setanta Hotel Celbridge, on Tues-

I

CANAL NEWS

day 3rd of October.
This year the committee are proud to
be able to present the fashions of one
of Ireland's leading designers, Libra (
Design, together with the fashions of
Family Album, now a household name
in Ireland.
The fashion show will be followed by a
cabaret. A special feature this year is
a prize forthe best dressed lady at the
show who will recieve £50 Quinnsworth voucher.
In addition everyone will recieve a free
diet drink courtesy of C & C soft drinks
and all this for a nominal £3.50 a head.
Libra Design design a wide range of
high quality ladies wear which is available at Moulin Rouge, Maynooth.·
Family Album are known the length
and breadth of the cou ntry and they will
be giving special reductions for items
ordered at the show. All in all it promises to be a great night.

..

MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY

CfllRlIXE PUII.IDINJ SlWLIES & SERVICES
38 rvt\YNXJIH RQ6D CRERlIXE
TEL: 288841 <FEN 6 D\YS
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The September meeting was held on
Thursday 7th. Madam president welcomed all members new and old.
Sympathy was extended to Imelda
Desmond on the death of her sister in
law.
The monthly competition 'A pot of strawberry jam', was won by Betty Farrell.
Second place went to Mary Doyle.
The October competiton is a flower
arrangement entitled 'Harvest Festival'. There will be two categories
'Novice' and 'Advanced'. All activities
resumed on Mon. 11 th September with
handcrafts at 8 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursdays we have badminton 1112.30; Wednesday evening set dancing.
We all wish our set dancers the best of
luck in the forthcoming competition.
Geraldine Tracey

P.R.O.
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I.C.A. NOTES
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SPECIAL OFFER
PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
SAND, GRA VEL 'CEMENT
& BLOCKS.

GERARD ffiADY & CD
l\h\IN SIREET l\h\.'YtUJIH CD KIJ...[}\RE

INSURANCE AGENTS FOR IRISH BUILDING SOCIETY
AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS ESTATE AGENTS
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED IN ALL AREAS

ElFOR LOA~:=:IENTS ~
7ir 2Ja !JVog
IRENE MC CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.O
DIPLOMA & TUTOR'
INCLUDING FACIAL TREATMENT, REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE,
AROMATHERAPY, SPECIAL CLASSES, ARM & LEG TREATMENT
RENE GUINOT, CATHIODERMIE, BIO-PEELING
GELOIDE
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS,
BODY TREATMENTS, SUN BED,
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
IUJ<LE'(' S I....A,lI£, M\IN S1REEf LEIXL IP
(01) 244366/244973
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FOOD COLOURING
Manufacturers add colours to food for
cosmetic reasons. The manufacturing
process often robs food of its normal
colours, so other colours must be added
to make it look more 'natural and attractive'.
There is much dispute about the safety
of quite a number of the colours, particularly with regard to hyperactive
children and people who suffer from
exzema and asthma.
E numbers for colours go from E1 00 to
E180. E102 (tartrazine) is one of a
group of colours known as 'azo dyes'
listed below. These are synthetic dyes
which have been found to cause an
allergic reaction in some people. Those
who are sensitive to aspirin are also
sensitive to azo dyes. Also affected
are people who suffer from asthma
and ecezema. Reactionstothesedyes
can include 'nettle' rash, watering eyes
and nose, blurred vision, swelling of
the skin fluid and breathing problems .
Another group of colours also listed
called 'coal tar' dyes, can cause the
same reactions to people with a history
of allergy and can cause more severe

GREEN NOTES
reactions including shock, low blood
pressure and tremor, on rare occassions. Many people allege that these
azo dyes and coal-tar dyes could be a
contributary factor to hyperactivity in
children. Groups working with hyperactive children recommend that parents try a diet which cuts out food and
drink containing these synthetic dyes
and some other synthetic additives.
People who are worried about allergies or hyperactivity should examine
the list of ingredients on products, as
all food products must now have the E
number or the actual name of the
additive on its list.
These are the azo dyes:
E102 Tartrazine
E107 Yellow 2G
E110 Sunset Yellow F.C.F.
E122 Carmoisine
E123 Amaranth
E124 Poncean 4R
Ef28 Red 2G
E154 Brown FK
E155 Chocolate brown HT
E151 Black PN
E180 Pigment rubine
(154 and 155 are under consideration

for the E status)
Coal tar dyes include all the above and
also
E104 Quinoline Yellow
E 127 Erythrosine
E131 Patent Blue V
E132 Indigo Carmine
E133 Brilliant Blue FCF
It would be an interesting exercise to
check the ingredients of sweets to see
how many of them contain these dyes.
It is estimated that one in every five of
the population has an allergic reaction
to asprin and therefore a reaction to
eating certain sweets.

CAN RECYCLING
Any community group, school, or society wishing to raise money at no expense should contact recoverable
resources co-op at 23a Greenhills
Industrial Estate, Dublin 12 or phone
503193. If you collect soft dri nk cans or
beer cans they will pay you SOp per
sack for the cans.
They provide the sacks and collect
them as well. It's a scheme that helps
to provide jobs, re-use natural resources and tidy up the community.
Liam Kavanagh

COMMUNITY INFORMATION CENTRE NOTES
Maynooth CJ.C.,
The Library,
Main St., Tel: 285477
Opening Hours
Wed. 10 - 12
Thurs. 7 - 8
Fri.10-1272-4

INFORMATION FOR
UNEMPLOYED PEOPLE
"If you are unemployed or about to
become unemployed you probably
think that your number one entitlement
should be a job. We agree but unfortunately we cannot do much for you
there. What we can do is try to explain
what you are entitled to get from the
State to help you and yourfamilyto live
while you are unemployed".
So states the opening paragraph of
"Entitlements for the Unemployed"
published by the National Social Service Board. This Guide, which was first
published in April ofthis year has proved
so successful that additional copiesof
the 'Pocket Guide for the Unemployed'
are now available to the public, free of
charge. You can collect a copy at your
local Community Information Centre,
which is at The Library, Maynooth. As

well as providing the "Guide" your
Community Information Centre will, of
course, be happy to answer any questions in relation to unemployment.
Contact name and number: Norah
McDermott, 285922.

Rights Column A October 1989
Q. Can I get any help with footwear for
my four school going children?
A. If you are receiving any of the following payments then you would be eligible for help under. the Children's
Footwear Scheme Supplementary. Welfare Allowance
Disabled Person's Maintenance
Allowance
Infectious Diseases Maintenance
Allowance
A Social Welfare Payment
This year the Scheme will operate from
1st September to January 1990 and it
covers children under 18 years.
The assistanc.e is given in the form of
vouchers which can be exchanged at
• most shoe shops.
Where the parents/guardians are receiving either Supplementary Welfare
Allowance or short-term Unemployment Assistance vouchers will be given
to the full value of the footwear, subject
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to the following limits Shoe size 7 to 10
£11 maximum
11 to 5 (large)
£13 maximum
6 (large & upwards) £16 maximum
In other cases the assistance doesn't
cover the full cost. The Department of
Social Welfare recommends:
(a) that people on long-term Unemployment Assistance pay a contribution as follows:
Sizes 7 to 10
£1
Sizes 11 to 5 (large)
£2
Sizes 6 (large) & upward £3
(b) that others pay a contribution as
follows:- Sizes 7 to 10
£3
Sizes 11 to 5 (large)
£4
Sizes 6 (large) & upwards £5
These guidelines are only a recommendation from the Department of
Social Welare to the Health Boards
who have discretion in running the
scheme. They have remained the same
for the past few years. Application
should be made to the Community
Welfare Officer at your local Health
Centre.
Contact your nearest Community Information Centre for further information and to collect you r free copy of
the N.S.S.B.'s "Pocket Guide to Entitlements for the Unemployed".

VANITY FAYRE
Hair & Beauty
J?I-I]\E 286137

OLD
PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE
Active age week this year is 1st-8th
October. This is the week when special events for the elderly take place.
Our programme is as follows:
Sunday 1st October
There will be a fitting start to the week
with prayers and services for the elderly in the local churches. At 3.30am
in the Post Primary we have a TABLE
QUIZ. This event proved to be very
enjoyable lastyearandwe are holding
it again by popular request. The quiz
will be followed by refreshments and
a short talk on home security - a topic
which interests and concerns us all
these days.
Tuesday 3rd"October
There will be a visit to the college
museum instead ofthe usual morning
session. Fr. Micheal Casey, who is the
curator of the museum and a mine of
information, has kindly agreed to show
us round. We will meet at 10.30am at
the Geraldine Hall. Transport will be
provided.
Thursday 5th October
A "Sing along "will be held in the back
room of Caulfield's at 8.30pm.
A special bingo session will be held
at 10.30 in the Geraldine Hall. This is
an extension of our normal session
and there will be extra prizes.
Sunday 8.th October
This is the National Day of Ageing.
The Tony Smith Memorial Walk in
aid of funds for the elderly will take
place. It is a sponsored walk organised each year by the Labour Party.
We are very grateful for their efforts
and hope that every one-will contribute generously. Thewalk will start at
3pm at the I.C.A. Hall
The I.C.A. Members will be providing
refreshments for the elderly during
Sunday afternoon, as their contribution to the National Day of Ageing, and
there will be a memory session.
Th ere will be a display of crafts, made
by the elderly in the Library.

VPN"I1Y FAYRE H\IR & BEAUIY

SUNBED COURSE £20
CUT & BLO DRY £6.95

BLO DRY £4.25
CUT & BODY WAVES £20-£25

CUT & HIGHLIGHTS £20-£22
ALL PRICES INCLUDE CONDITIONING - MOOSE & SPRAYS
(FEN

(
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED
APPROVED
BY LEADING INSURANCE COMPANIES

,

\

CRASH REPAIRS, SPRAY PAINTING COLOUR MATCHING,.e:;".."'If"'!'!'_~
SALES & SERVICE. RECOVERY SERVICE
WINDSCREElJ SUPPLIED AND FITTED
BALLYGORAN MAYNOOTH
CO. KILDARE
PHONE NO. 285532

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST". MA YNOOTH

TEL: 285239

<PEN 6 D\YS
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JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW
FOR CYCLIST AND TOYS
BARBIE KIDDICRAFT MECCANO, TRACTORS ETC

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

<FEN TILL 9 P.M E.XH NIG-IT

SlN}\Y - 8 P.M.
24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE FILM.

SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB: ALL FILMS ONLY £1.50 PER NIGHT.
AUTHORISED AGENT
FOR· NATIONAL LOTTERY.
13
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CITIZEN
CONSUMER

Among the many glorious benefits
bestowed upon us in Ireland by EC
membership is the right - nay, the duty
to adorn much of our pre-packed food
with a supermarket full of data which
the public at large very likely ignores,
ticulars of any processing or treatment
with some exceptions.
e.g., frozen, powdered, and'so on.
Nevertheless, the basic purpose and
* The list of ingredients in order of
intent are sound:to provide a minimum weight. This list MUST INCLUDE in(sic) of information to the consuming
gredients which we all know and love
publfc but also to require manufactur- nowadays as Food Additives, named
ers to "declare themselves" to some by category with either the specific
extent about their products and thus name or 'E' number; for example, colmake them more accountable where our tartrazine or colour E1 02.
such information may ultimately be * The net quantity in metric measure.
inaccurate or misleading. Indeed, the The imperial measure (Ibs or pints, as
Food Labelling Regulations also forbid the case may be) MAY also appear in
the use of certain trade descriptions smaller print placed after the metric.
altogether. For instance, any sugges- .* Date of minimum durability, or "Best
tion that the food has- (i) effects ' or Before Date".
properties which it does not possess * Any special storage conditions or
(ii)any special characteristics when in conditions of use.
fact all similar products possess them. *The name and full postal address of
Neither can the labelling ascribe to any the manufacturer, packager or seller
food stuff the property of providing, who is established in the EC. Before
you assault your milkman, howver, note
treating or curing a human disease.
The labyrinth of regulations, qualifica- that b.utter and milk·packaged/ bottled
tions, exceptions, etc., etc., could be a in Ireland needs only the INDICATION
great cure for insomnia if given here ofthe manufacturer, packager or seller,
paragraph by everlasting paragraph i.e, the creamery number.
and subsection by stupefying subsec- • Particulars fo place of origin where its
tion. So, in the hope that the reader absence might mislead the consumer
stays awake for the length of this ar- to a material degree .
ticle, we will attempt to condense the * Instructions for use, where necesdetails into reasonably digestible mor- sary.
sels.
Now, to particular foods which must
In general, first of all , almost all pre- . meet particular standards. These must
packaged foods must be marked or have Certain specific details shown on
labelled with a combination of details the package in addition to or as an
under at least some of the following alternative to the general requirements
headings, viz.,
listed above. Some of the foods for
• The name of the food, and also par- which particular Regulations exist are:

~

chocolate bars/drinking chocolate, fruit
juices, e.g. pure apple juice, jams/jellies/marmalades, coffee and chicory
products, natural mineral waters. In
the case of coffee, for instance, the jar
must say whether it is decaffeinated or
not.
."~ine", you say, "but what about the
price?" Well, there's a regulation co vering ,that too. The price of all food
stuffs must be shown in one of other, or
both, of the following ways:
* Most foodstuffs must display a SELLING PRICE, in other words a sticky
label attached to the food, a shelf sticker or a notice clearly showing the
price of any item on sale .
* Food stuffs sold loose or in bulk and
which are weighed and packed at the
time of purchase (vegetables, potatoes, cold meats, etc.,) must display a
UNIT PRICE (per kg., per litre, etc.).
* Then there are the PREPACKAGED
foods sold in variable quantities e.g.,
cheese, bacon, meat, tomatoes, mushrooms, etc. Such items must show
BOTH the selling price AND unit price
(metric). A price per pound/pint may
also be shown in addition to the unit
price (but in smaller print and in the
privacy of brackets!).
Why such stringent requirements on
the price of loose or bulk - sold foods?
Because it can often be difficult to
compare like with like, orin otherwoJds
to compare the REAL cost of, say, two
different brands in one shop or, alternatively, to compare costs in shop x
against that in shop y.
To avoid giving you cerebral indigestion, we will end the meal there without
dessert.
Sean 0 Siothchain

MAYNOOTH TIDY TOWNS

We are currently awaiting the results of Best Shopfront Competition
the Bord Failte 1989 Tidy Towns Award. 1. Mulcahy's Butcher Shop (GreenWe have tried to do our best for our field Estate)
community, but when you have people 2. Hula Bou
who deliberately dump refuse in public 3. Maynooth Bookshop'
areas, it can be very discouraging to
people who give of their time and ef- We congratulate the above and presforts voluntary.
entations will take place during OctoHowever to something more positive, ber at a venue to be decided.
the results of our best area/estate and LARAGHBRYANCEMETERY
best shopfront competition. Elsewhere
CLEAN UP
you can read the judges' comments on We would like to thank all who tended
your area. We would like to thank all to their family graves for Cemetery
areas and business for the effort they Sunday. But unfortunately it was down
put in.
to the usual faces who helped in the
graveyard clean up in the weeks prior
Tidy Estate Competition
to the ceremony.
1. Cluain Aoibhinn
Everyone agrees that something must
2. Greenfield Estate
be done and with this in mind the Com'munity CounCil are' undertaking to set
3. The Crescent
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up a committee with a view to keeping
the cemetery to a high standard.
We will welcome your participation and
ideas, just contact the community
council office.
Finally, we would like to thank the
following members of the Mallry /
McDermott family, Dominic Nyland,
Fionan Hardiman, Damen and Martin
Farrell and anyone who helped.

NEW COMMUNITY RADIO
C.K.R. (Carlow Kildare Radio) has just
begun broadcasting since Friday 15th
September. It will be available on 97.3
F.M. If any events need to be broadcasted over the next month, please
contact me at 286044.
Richard Farrell,
Maynooth Tidy Towns

(jrapkic grass ani%irror Co.
Open 6 days a week 9.30 - 5.30.
~j Pound Lane }Q6

. ,~~iJ

I.

Maynooth \~
L
Phone: 286953 .
.All types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.

vVe manufacture
High Quality Bevelled Engraved
and Sa1ldblasted Mirrors & Glass.
DOllble glazed units.
Shelues. Tabletops. Perspex.
Lamina.ted Safety Glass.

CURTAINS
No 1. Town Mall.
Special Offers To Open
()PENIN(; H()UI{S
~

.or}J.!)·
!~ Mon. - - - -

r

J~

~~q

- - - '- - - - Closed
Tues. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
\Ved. ____ . . : _ _ _ 10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
"Thurs. ______ , _ 10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Pri. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1a, a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Sat. __ :.. .:.- _ _ _ _ _ 10 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.

PHONE

NO.
15

286888

.

MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY COUNCIL'S
TIDY ESTATES/SHOP FRONTS
COMPETITION
We print below the full report. Our thanks are due to the judges for their hard work and attention to detail. For obvious
reasons, their names remain anonymous!

Tidy Estates Criteria for Judging

such as the construction of a small
trellis in a public area were welcome
exceptions to the trend.

1. Attention to open space/play areas
2. Front garden displays
3. State of verges, kerbsides, walls, 2. Beaufleld (33 points)
Potentially a beautiful estate this was
fences
also rather disappointing in that even
4. Shrubbery, trees
some years after construction front
5. Appearance of houses
.gardens were rather bland. Again
0. {jeneral level of maintenance
7. Apparent community effort, espe- two orthree exceptions to this could be
cially between judgings
detected, though overall few flowers
were in evidence and some dead trees
Shop Fronts Criteria for Judging
had not been replaced. The houses
1. Level of maintenance
themselves were in excellent condi2. Sympathy with surrounding archi- tion. Verges and open spaces were,
tecture/setting
however, rather neglected throughout
3. Window display
the estate and (always a good tell tale
4. Use of sympathetic/attractive deco- for community consciousness) the
ration
nameplate for the estate was a bit
overgrown by grass at the time of the
General Comments
first survey. Any open space mainteCommunity consciousness appears to nance was rather patchy - this was
be increasing in Maynooth and a gen- even more the case by late summer.
erally much improved standard ofestate maintenance prevails from that
existing a few years ago. However 3. Clualn Aoibhinn (47 POints)
further extension of this sensitivity to A greatly itnproved estate with nice
surroundings is necessary, particularly open spaces, well maintained flower
in a few estates where a most disap- beds in the public' areas, and excelpointing level of upkeep was in evi- lently kept verges. Some very impresdence. Two surveys were carried out sive front gardens existed at the enby the judges: the main one in early trance. The housing stock here is not
summer and a shorter one at the very as good as some of the other estates,
but it has been transformed in the maend of August.
Individual Estate Comments jority of cases by paint and otherforms
of exterior renovation . The judges
particularly liked the signs of commu1. College Green (34 points)
The formerly pristine nature of this nity effort which abounded. Towards
estate has declined somewhat as it the extremities the esta!e was less well
has become further developed. The maintained, and inevitably there were
first impression on entering is of a some eyesores, but overall this estate
public area which could be better main- was one of the surprises of the competained, though this had improved tition and clearly is the most improved
somewhat by the end of the summer. estate in the town in recent years. The
However, a general impression was high standard was furthermore maingained that community efforts to main- tained throughout the summer.
tain the estate are less vigorous than in
the past. Grass verges were not 4. Old Greenfield 1 (37 points)
trimmed in many areas, fences needed Well maintained houses best characpainting and weeds were apparent on terised this estate. Tidy, within the
the roadside. Some individual gar- limitations of its design, and with a
dens however were most pleasant, difficulttask of maintaining a large open
and some attempts at landscaping, space, this estate was the best of the

predominantly public estates visited.
Some tree or shrub planting along the
open spaces edges would help provide the street foliage which the estate
badly needs.

5. Old Greenfield 2 (23 Points)
This square courtyard-type development showed some signs of improvement from a previous visit, though it still
has a long way to go. Some grass
cutting was in evidence, though again
some shrubs or trees could take the
rather bare look off this estate.
6. Old Greenfield 3 (25 points)
One of the most untidy estates with
widespread litter in evidence. An old
washing machine dumped on a public
area does not help. The creation of a
play space redeems the estate somewhat, though again weeds were in
evidence growing in the road and a
general air of neglect existed.
7. Greenfield Lane (27 points)
Some painting has improved this estate a little, though the profusion of
boundary types does not help. A broken fence, weeds on the wall edgings
and some individual eyesore sites are
present, though the estate is not without some signs of effort.
8. Rail Park (37 points)
Some signs that this estate is resting
on its laurels from last year exist. The
major detracting factor this year however was the poor condition of the large
open area fronting on to the Celbridge
Road. The estate has probably the
finest trees in Maynooth though some
verges could be trimmed better. Some
pleasant mature gardens existed side
by side with rather unkempt specimens.
9. The Crescent (40 points)
A praiseworthy little estate with an attractive open space at the entrance.
On this area some trees and lor shrubs
are necessary. Of all the estates, this
was the only one to attempt painting of
..

continued on page 18
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Exhibition Centre
Opposite the E. S. B. Showroom

Phone: 245011
MILL LANE -

. .,J\ ,
i.

LEIXLIP

QUALITY CARPET - BEDS - FURNITIJRE
BEDROOM UNITS MADE TO YOUR DESIGN
SEE OUR DISPLAY MODE L IN SHOP

BEDROOM CARPET FROM £3.99 Sq. Yard.

BEAUTIFUL RYVALE SUITE ALL ZIP COVERS WA~RE £750 NOW £550.00
MAHOGANY BUNK BED RRP £199.00
RUGS £11.00 HEAD BOARDS £9.99
3'6 LEG DIVANS £54.00
\
4 DRAWER SUPER 4'6 DIVAN SPLIT BASE £lS0.00 \
SPECIAL PRICE ON ALL CARPET S
& VINYLS
FREE EXPERT FITIING (EX-CLERY' S)
.~ ',__ ...
'-"
HOUSE REMOVALS & DELIVERY SERVICE
OPEN 7 DAYS SUN 2-6 WEEKLY 10-6
I

,

FOR THE SITTING ROOM
LONG LASTING GENERAL DOMESTIC CARPET £5.99 SQ YARD
(5 YEAR GUARANTEE)
LONG LASTING CANVAS BACK CARPET ALL COLOURS
(8 YR GUARANTEE) £S.OO SQ YARD
SO/20 WOOL CARPETS FROM £13.95 SQ YARD
80/20 AXMINISTER CARPETS FROM £19.95 SQ YARD
ARM CHAIRS FROM £45.00
QUEEN ANNE COTTAGE SUITE, 3 PIECE 2 SEATER
CHESTERFIELD SUITE 3 PIECE £299
FULL RANGE OF BEDROOM ACCESSORIES INCLUDING
BEDROOM SEATS £39.00 ODDMENTS £37.00
SPECIAL
HALL, STAIRS & LANDING
CARPET FITTED
BEDROOM STOOLS £ 18.00
AVERAGE SIZE
HOUSE
REMOVALS AND DELIVERIES
£199
Expert Fitting and Repairs (ex-Clery's).
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continued from page 16
kerbstones and this is commendable,
even though by the end of August
some deterioration was detectable.
Some roof maintenance is required ill
this estate, and some gentle persusasion in respect of the small number of non participation households.
10. Klngsbry (22 points)
An estate with great potential, but in
fact the worst estate visited. Few redeeming features can be identified
here.
Rubble and other rubbish
abounds - even on well established
parts - a great number of broken trees
exist on public areas, and the general
level of community effort is poor. A
disappointing estate in every aspect,
save possibly forthe extreme southern
side (numbers 150-170) where some
effort was apparent. Roadside directories for house numbers are clearly a
priority also. Some encouraging signs
did appear late in the summer and the
estate was noticeably tidier by the end
of August.
11. Carton Court (39 points)
This estate has clearly improved considerably over the past five years with
a generally much improved level of
mainhmance. There is still some way
to go however, with a rather patchy
level of performance at present. Huge
variations exist, from attractively maintained housingto rather sadly neglected
specimens. In particular the southern
edge of the estate, overlooking the
open countryside, is disappointing.
12. Greenfield Estate
This, the largest estate in town, was
judged in four sections and the comments are here presented separately.
(a) Straffan Way (46 points) Clearly
the best estate on this side of town with
apleasantly landscaped and well maintained open space fronting Straffan
Road. The houses were immaculate
save for their gable ends which, rather
curiously, seemed to have been universally ignored. A few flowers on the
open space area would be welcome.
(b) Laurence Avenue (42 points) This
estate scored well for its trees and
shrubs in the open space area. Verges
were also well maintained and the
housing stock was attractive. The very
end of the estate was less appealing
however and a dead tree in the open
space requires replacement.
(c) Maynooth Park (40 points)
Good signs of community effort were in
evidence here, particularly aro\lnd the
open spaces. The valletyof walls In
evidence was a less attractive feature,
as was the lack of verge maintenance

at the top end of the estate. Trees
clearly need staking on this estate.
The planting of small trees along the
boundary wall on the east side of the
estate is commendable. More attention to the space bordering with Greenfield Drive is however required.
(d) Greenfield Drive (33 points)
The major problem to Greenfield Estate as a whole winning this competition is probably this section. In almost
every respect it scored poorer than its
other three sections. Broken glass,
unsightly garages, poor verges, more
litter were just some of the first impressions formed. The estate nameplate
also seems to have disappeared.
Overall Greenfield Score (41 points)
13. O'Neill Park (31 points)
Community effort here appears confined to individual houses. These are
quite well maintained and the uniformity of fencing gives the estate a certai n
cohesion. These, together with their
kerbstones, could have been given a
coat of paint sometime inthe past year,
and the central green area could be
turned into a most attractive feature if
some sense of community spiritcould
be activated.
14. Lelnster Park (38 points)
High standards were looked for in this
estate, and generally the care and attention to housing was excellent. Less
convincing was the impression of the
community effort apparent in the upkeep of the small open space area
closerto the canal. This has been improved considerably over the past few
years, but still could be landscaped
better. The judges suggested that
consideration be given to some overhanging plants to soften the appearance of the end wall, and possibly the
construction of an arch at the entrance,
up which creepers could be trained.
The steps require cleaning and trimming, and the scrawny privet bushes
on-either side could be replaced with
something a little more decorative.
15. Doctor's Lane (29 points)
Generally only ,of moderate standard
with some scrawny trees, poor open
space maintenance and some improvements possible in houses and gardens. 16; Lelnster Cottages (32 points)
A neat little estate characterised by
houses in which the residents obviously take some pride. By design a
rather congested area where open
space is at a premium. Potentially a
lovely riverside park - who could be
persuaded to maintain effectively what
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could be an asset not just forthis estate
but
for the town as a whole?
. ._. . . .. . . . . - .
. . --- .. .
17. Moyglare Village (33 points)
Rathertoo immature as an estate to be
a contender this year, this estate is at
a critical phase in its development. It is
important to foster community awareness now so thatthe undoubted potential this development has is not frittered
away.
Overall Results
First Prize: Cluain Aoibhinn
Second Prize: Greenfield Estate
Third Prize: The Crescent

BEST SHOP FRONTS
.COMPETITION
1. Greenfields Shopping Centre
A planning disaster with little going for
it. The shop fronts here have little
coheSion, a proliferation of deSigns,
lettering at various heights and an
extremely poor set of window displays.
Some shops appear embarrassed at
having a window at all. Only one bit of
light in a sea of mediocrity - Mulcahy's
Butcher Shop.
Best Shop Front in Greenfield's Shopping Centre: Mulcahy's Butcher Shop.
2. Qulnnsworth Shopping Centre
Generally fairly clean though a bit untidy. The shopfronts are varied, with
more coherence in the lettering on the
east side where a bit of effort has been
made, particularly by "Shades". The
west side is too mixed up with lettering
and shop signs of various shades and
colours. In June a look overhead atthe
'hanging plants' revealed a collection
of withering speCimens - less maintenance perhaps, but in a bright location
such as this it should have been possible to have a pleasant display of real
hanging plants with even a little effort.
Best Shop Front in Quinnsworth Shopping Centre : Shades
(The judges suggest a greaterco-ordination of colour and themes would
however help here).
3. Town Centre
A great variation in quality here with
some nice recent additions in the main
street. (Please don't let these get
spoiled by ugly posters inside or out). It
appears litter bin provision is still insufficient here.
Best Shop Front in Town Centre Shopping Area: "Hula Bou", "Maynooth Book
Shop"
Best Overall Shopfronts
First Prize: Mulcahy's Butcher Shop
Second Prize: Hula Bou
Third Prize : Maynooth Book Shop

~*

Weight Watchers *

QUICK SUCCESS
PRO G RAM M E

* LOSE WEIGHT ON OUR SAFE, MEDICALLY
APPROVED PROGRAMME

* ENJOY SATISFYING EVERYDAY FOODS

* STAY MOTIVATED WITH OUR GROUP SUPPORT
* LEARN HOW TO KEEP THE WEIGHT OFF

* PROGRAMMES FOR MEN,
WOMEN AND TEENAGERS

* CLASSES HELD EACH WEEK
AT

Presentation Convent
Junior School

Weight Watchers and Quick Start P1us are regiStered trildemarks of WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL, INC
c WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAl,INC 1986

WEIGHT WATCHERS IRELAND,
CONSTITUTION HOUSE, 1 PHIBSBORO RD., DUBLIN 7. TEL. 306665, 306511
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POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
WORKERS' PARTY

EURO JOBS WARNING

Two years ago, the -Workers' Party
opposed the referendum on the Single
Euqopean Act on the grounds that the
Act did not contain sufficient safeguards
to protect the weak Irish economy
against the 'stiff competition to be expected from our stronger European
partners after 1992. Special measures
were needed, the Workers' Party argued, to build up the Irish economy
prior to full exposure to this competition.
Similiarly, when the Irish government
submitted its proposals for additional
financial aid from Brussels earlier this
year, the Workers' Party argued that
these proposals placed far too much
emphasis on road building, and that
much more attention should be devoted to direct job-creating projects.
The Workers'partyviewson both these
questions have been fully vindicated in
the latest report from the National
Economic and Social Council, the
national forum which brings together
representatives of government, farmers, employers and trade unions. This
report has predicted that the aftermath
of 1992 is likely to see a widening ofthe
gap between Ireland and the stronger
EC countries, since the free operation
of market forces always favours the
strong against the weak. This is precisely what the Workers' Party has
always argued.
Furthermore, the NESC report also
criticised the over emphasis on road

construction in the Irish gover.nments' erine Murphy. The centre would serve
plans for European aid. In the absence the needs of the 2,300 unemployed
of action to build up the competitive- people in North Kildare, including
ness of the Irish economy, such an Maynooth. The proposal has come
emphasis, says the report, by making from the Kildare Centres forthe Unemit easier for European firms to pene- ployed group, whose prime movers
trate the Irish economy, could actually are the Kildare Trades Council, the
work against us. Instead, the report umbrella group for trade unions in the
recommends that the emphasis in county. The group already operates
policy should be on directly building up similar centres in Naas, Newbridge
the strength of Irish firms to prepare and Athy.
them better for ttie years after 1992.
The main function of the centres is to
These suggestions are directly in line provide information on both job seekwith Workers' Party policy, which has ing and social welfare. They used to
always held that the fundamental get a lot of queries on emigration also,
weaknessofthe Irish ecnomy has been but these have now fallen away, mainly
the petty, small scale Irish private sec- because most young job seekers have
tor which has neither the ability nor the already left. It is intended that the
will to take the bold initiatives needed Leixlip centre would initially open on
to allow Ireland to stand on its own two two days a week. The fact that over
feet in the international economy. The half the queries in the existing centres
Workers' Party believes that the Irish deal with social welfare matters "indigovernment should take a much more cates the level of confusion that is
direct role in shaking the private sector commonplace among people about
out of its laggard tendencies, as was social welfare entitlements", accorddone in the past by now successful ing to Catherine Murphy.
countries like Germany and Japan.
NATIONAL COLLECTION
Further, the Workers' Party believes The Workers' Party annual door-tothat, in many sectors, only the govern- door collection is currently under way
ment possesses the scale of resou rces in the Maynooth area. Given the abneeded to create the large enterprises sence of donations from big business,
capable of competing with giant inter- the Workers' Party depends entirely on
national companies.
the support of ordinary working class
RE:SOURCE CENTRE
people to finance its work on behalf of
A proposal to establish a Resource the disadvantaged and less privileged
Centre for the Unemployed in Leixlip members of our society. We therefore
has been welcomed by Workers' party urge all our readers to give what you
representative, Commissioner Cath- can when our collectors call.

. LABOUR.
PARTY of the Environment regarding its proSome local residents have removed

The annual Tony Smith Memorial Walk
organised by Maynooth Labour Party
in aid of Maynooth Old Folks will take
place on Sunday, October 8th. Over
the last number of years the branch
has been able to hand over substantial
aims raised through the walk to the
Maynooth Old Folks Committee. So if
you are approached for sponsorship
during the next few days please be
generous.
Deputy Stagg has made representations to Kildare Co. Council regarding
the dangerous condition of the Celbridge Rd.lStraffan Rd. junction. Several serious accidents have recently
occurred at this junction and Deputy
Stagg has asked that more signs together with adequate road markings
be provided immediately.

branches from trees in the Main Street
in an attempt to prune trees. Unsupervised pruning of this type can lave the
trees susceptible to disease. Deputy
Stagg has asked Kifdare Co. Council
to undertake a proper maintenanc_e
programme which would include pruning the trees when necessary and
ensuring they stay in a healthy state.
Following representation by John
McGinley, Deputy Stagg has asked
Kildare Co . Council to investigate the
cause of 'recent isevere flooding in
Doctor's Lane and to ensure that there
is not a recurrence.
Deputy Stagg has had correspondence
from Kildare Co. Council to the effect
that the Council has still not had a
positive response from the Department
<L
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posal for a new bridge. The Council
has indicated that it has accumulated
significant funds from development
levies as part of the funding forthe new
bridge.
On behalf of the Branch Deputy Stagg
crecently made representations to the
office of Public Works regarding the
possibility of providing floodlighting for
Maynooth Castle. The OPW recently
replied that they did not propose to
assist the project. John McGinley has
undertaken to pursue the matter with
Bord Failte.
Deputy Stagg has asked Kildare Co.
Council to investigate the cause of a
sewage overflow near the junction of
Newtown and Greenfield Lane which
has caused distress to local residents.
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JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone (01) 288086

•

We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
* Towel Rails
* Cutlery Insets
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans

Kitchen & Bedroom units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
* Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

TOOVDLIN

CEL8AIDOE

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. SATURDAY.
AT JOHNINSTOWN, MAYNOOTH
(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)
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~ INCH TO I MILE

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE
WREATHS, tiOURNING COACHES, HEADSTONES ETC
AND NOW NEW FUNERAL HOME (No Charge) AT KILCOCK,
SPACIOUS, ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR
YOUR LOCAL FUNERAL UNDERTAKER
PHONE:

DRAMA
CLASSES
hour will be charged. This money will

Maynooth Community Council Drama
Group for children will resume classes
as soon as a new premises is found.
The organisers are having a lot of
trouble finding somewhere suitable.
Last year we had use of the boy's
national school but sadly this venue is
unavailable to us this year due toa
decision taken at the school's board
meeting. It was thought that because
there were more girls than boys attending the classes.thatthe boy's school
should not have to host the classes for
another year. We would however like
to express our thanks to Mr. Pearce
O'Connell for his kindness last year.
Until now the classes have been free of
charge, but when they resume this
term a small fee of 25p per child per

be pu't into a bank account and will be
used to help fund the Christmas show.
It would be a shame to have to abandon these classes as a result of lack of
premises, because we feel that we are
offering an excellent service to the
children in our community, in terms of
personal development. If anybody has
any suggestions they would be greatly
appreciated. Children will be notified
as soon as possible and we apologise
for the delay.

The preparations for Maynootn Christmas Show are underway at present.
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Already we have had a very successtul
evening of auditions for children. Thirty
five children in all turned up at the
Geraldine Hall and the talent was
amazing. Every child had something
to offer, and all will receive parts - !n
fact special parts are being written for
certain children, because they were so
exceptional.
There was a very bad response to the
adult auditions. In all we have only got
3 interested adults, but hopefully more
will show interest as time goes on. If
anyone would prefer to audition in private please feel free to contact me at
the Community Council Office or phone
285922.
Helen Clarke

--a"'~

DUBLIN ARTS DIARY

War
SFX Centre
The Passion Machine's production of
War (a comedy about a 'fight to the
death' between two rival teams at a
pub quiz) was written by Roddy Doyle
(authorof Brownbread) andisdirected
by Paul Mercier (author and director of
Home). Since 1984 the Passion Machine has produced and staged ten
new, original Irish Plays. Added to this
achievement is the fact that the company concentrates on presenting contemporary, everyday life in theatrical
format which has appealed to a wide,
non-select audience who can relate to
and appreciate the drama depicted.
This has meant that of the huge numbers who pay to see Passion
Machine productions, well over half
have stated it to be their first visit to a
Dublin playhouse production .

War attempts to transfer the genre of
television sitcom to the stage. Successfully done, this,perhaps more than
any other element, accounts for the
immense' watch ability' of the piece in
question where linear development of
plot, crisis point and crises resolution
are finely polished and where comedy
motivates the entire structure. In War
all of these elements centre around
the notion of a pub quiz escalating into
a full scale war and gives Roddy Doyle
plenty of scope for wit and hilarity in
script. George (played by Brendan
Gleeson), Bridget (Caroline Rothwell)
and Denis (Gerry Walsh) give great
strenght and substance to the production by their excellent performances.
The abundance of so called 'bad language' has been negatively criticised
and in a manner which ignores the fact
that social realism plays an intrinsic
part in the presentation of the drama.
Language is merely a means to an
end and when the end in question is
the communication of specific states
of mind and modes of expression
then the relevt,m t patterns of speech
are necessarily important to use.

The symbolism inherent in the way
the pub section of the set revolved to

act as the kitchen (in which the scenes
leading up to the pub quiz took place)
implied that the pub played an
enormous part in the everyday lives of
the community: Subvertly connotated
was the notion of the pub providing an
outlet for frustrations developed in
domesticity. It was not very often that
we saw the pub empty and even when
the action was taking place in the
kitchen we could still see the silhouettes of figures crowded around the
bar counter on the opposite side of
the sta~e. Other subjects were dealt
with in the play but only fleet ingly (the
views of the inhabitants on education
and social welfare for example were
merely hinted at).
However, one particular kitchen scene
( which in fact was the only place
where we saw Bridget ,George's wife)
brought home the startling realifies of
life in this area of Dublin ; the hardship
and the poverty, the struggle for social
dominance inthecommunity, and how,
as universally apparant , humour is
the balm which hides all wounds and
renders pain bearable .
Barry 0' Brien

Sex, Lies and Videotapes
Screen Cinema, College Street.

Even just the title of thi$ film is sure to
attract large audiences but I can assure you that it did not win th.e covetted
International Critic's Prize, the Best
Actor Award and the prestigious Palme
d'Or at Cannes for nothing. Sex, Lies
and Videotapes is not just a yuppie
update of Paul Mazurski's 1969 therapy satire Bob and Carol and Ted
and Alice or purely the Batman of the
art house circuit. In fact it can only be
described as a masterpiece. The film
centres around the painful interrelation
between four main characters ( who
never actually meet together) played
by Peter Gallagher (John), Andie
MacDowell (Peter's wife, Anne), Laura
San Giacomo (Anne's Sister, Cynthia)
and'James Spader( John's high school
friend). The effect of each. character
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upon another is to cause a major reevaluation of each one's life while the
effect of all four on the audience is to
challenge strongly held beliefs regarding truth and deception. The impression left by the antics of the protagonists in the film is that lying is both
destructive for oneself and others and
that everyone, at some stage, will have
to deal with the truth in their own way.
The film is intense and personal with
an astonishing simplicity 0: style. The
cluttered camera work builds up to an
almost claustrophobic conserve of
energy and the sparsity of sound track
sustains that edgy atmosphere.

The plot is deceptively simple and
complex by turns. John is having an
affair with Cynthia; Anne had stopped
sleeping with John long before this
affair began; Graham arrives on the
scene and we discover that he is impotent. He is capable of experienc"'g
sexual arousal only at a distance from
women by taping interviews of them
talking about their past sexual history
and their fantasies and bywatching the
tapes at a later stage. Graham distances himself from life in general and
when Anne turns the camera on him
he shudders and blurts out scaredly
"this isn't suposed to happen". Sex,
Lies and Videotapes is outrageously
frank but it is not at all sexually explicit.

The camera takes on connotations of
weaponry, specifically that of gun, for
Graham which he uses, he says, "to
break down barriers or ... to hurt people.
You have to be careful where you
point it." Of course there is also latent
phallic imagery barely concealed in
his description of the instrusion to privacy of the camera.

In all, this film is an enertaining piece
of art which at times is hilariou Iy funny,
shockingly truthful or unbearably pai nful. I would definitely reccomend attendance.

Barry O'Brien
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WRITERS'
CRAMP

LARGE SELECTION GREETING CARDS
ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES CHOCOLATES GREETING CARDS
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

POETRY
RAIN SUN AND DESERTS
I see the sunset in your eyes,
My face is burrowed in your shadow,
The mists of morning
Change the scene,
Our lives are scattered
Like the flowers in the sea.

g~e Ytace;y
or
\\HI) IN:; PI-OIO:R!\FH{

Sleep in the ocean of my dreams,
Carries my suitcase through the tear
drops,
And when the rain
falls through the sun,
May dreams will guide
Me through the deserts' endless years.

EIDIE

TEL: 381420
83 KINVPRA P.ARK, N\VAN Rm,

Laen.
BEING SICK
Oh' being sick is such a bore
runny nose and shut door
dark room little lamp
book to read
plate of grapesWouldn't that put you at ease?

IJ..BLIN 7
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aRILCN~
* CURTAIN CARE.
* LEA7HER & EVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
* REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
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Julie Grennell, aged 8
ON THE TRAIN
As the train comes in
a puff, a roar,
The noise of the train is chuck a chuck
a chu a chu
It stops.
I climb on, it starts again
Away we go
through field, over hill,
soon we are there.
Julie Grennell, aged 8
ON THE SEA SHORE
Sea crashing on the rocks,
Children playing,
Sea bird cawking,
The scent of lotion,
Children splashing,
An ice-cream van and colourful
ballons.
Julie Grennell, aged 8
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SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.
OPEN 6 DAYS
M\l'NXJili 9-I:PPIN:; CENTRE
PH: 285511
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NEED YOUR CAR WASHED
CALL TO

IN
eRA H
Maynooth Shopping Centre, Tel. 285742

Also a Professional and Mini
Valeting Service Available

~~-----------------------------~/
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MA YNOOTH CASTLE
Maynooth Castle was never lived in
again after the Irish Wars of the 1640s.
It was nearly one hundred years before
the Fitzgeralds came back to live in
Maynooth, this time at the opposite
end of the town in Carton House. During these years of absence the earls
and theirfamilies lived forthe most part
at Kilkea Castle and then Dublin House.
Kilkea Castle, now modernised as a
hotel is five miles from Athy near
Castledermot, in the old Irish territory
of Ui Muiredaig, the land ofthe O'Tooles
south of Ui Faelain of the O'Byrnes.
The name Kilkea comes from the Irish
Cill Caoide, the Church of Caoide or
Kay. At the time to the Norman invasion this part of modern County Kildare
was granted by Strongbow to Walter
De Riddlesford, baron of Bray in County
Wicklow. Hugh De Lacy built a castle
here forde Riddlesford. The manors of
Kilkea and Castledermot later passed
th~Geraldines as the inheritance of
Emelena .. de Longespee, a grandaughter of Walter De Riddlesford,
when she married Maurice Fitzgerald,
third baron of Offaly. Kilkea Castle, like
Maynooth, was captured by Catholic
forces during the Confederate wars
'tlUt was retaken unharmed and restored to the sixteenth earl of Kildare.
Wentworth the seventeenth earl lived
mainly at Kilkea until he died in 1666.
John the eighteenth earl lived in England all his life in Oxfordshire.
In 1701 he died and Robert, a nephew
of the seventeenth earl, succeeded as
nineteenth earl. It was he who brought
the family back to live at Maynooth.
Carton was part of the original manor
of Maynooth granted to the first Maurice Fitzgerlad. Its name, Baile-anCairthe, means 'town of the Pillar
Stone'. At different times the anglicised forms 'The earthyn' and 'Cartown' are found before the modern
form Carton established itself. There
seems to have been a castle, or fortified house on the property. In 1603t he
earl of Kildare leased the manor of
Carton to William Talbot of the old
Norman family of Talbot of Malahide.
The manorthen contained the castle, it
seems at Old Carton, ten farmsteads,
a Mill, a fishing weir, and 352 Irish
acres. Its new owner had a distinguished career. He was made recorder of Dublin and sat as the representative of Co. Kildare in the Irish

A Focal Point
of Local History
by Mary Cullen

Parliment of 1613-15, the only one to
be held during the reign of James I. Sir
William Talbot was one of the most
outspoken supporters of the Catholic
cause and was regarded as the leader
of the Old English, or Catholic, a group
in the parliament. His activity so displeased the authorities that he .was
dismissed from the recordership. He
went to England to expose the corrupt
methods used in electing members to
the parliament. This resulted in his
prosecution in the notorious court of
Star Chamber by Sir Francis Bacon,
then attorney general, and Talbot was
imprisoned fora period in the Tower.
Some years after his return to Ireland
he was created a baronetin 1622.
At some time betwen acquiring Carton
in 1603 and his death in 1633 Sir
William built Carton House, the nucleus ofthe preset house. He was said
to have been buried in the Church of
Maynooth. Lord Walter Fitzgerald has
pointed out that this was unlikely since
Maynooth Church was the church at.tached to the Castle, and by that time
a protestant establishment, while
Laraghbryan remained the Catholic
grave yard. He thought it more likely
that Sir William was buried in theChurch
Yard of Old Carton, just outside the
demesne walls to the North east.
Two of Sir William's sons made names
for themselves in Irish History; Peter
Talbot became Catholic Archbishop of
Dublin in 1660, when Oliver Plunkett,
a member of another well known Old
English family of Co. Meath was made
Archbishop 'of Armagh.
Richard Talbot, later known as 'fighting
Dick', and 'the great Tyrconnell' grew
up at Carton and was a very young
man at the time of the Irish wars of
1640's. Like many young men of his
background he went to the Continent
but came back to serve under the royalist commander, Ormond. By 1649
the forces of the parliament in England
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had deciSively won their struggle with
t he King Charles 1, who was executed
in January of that year, and the parliament's most famous military commander, Oliver Cromwell, came to
Ireland to bring it too under the parliament's control.
This he did in a brief and ruthless
campaign . During it the armies of the
Confederation of Kilkenny, and the
royalist forces under Ormond often
joined forces to oppose him, and so
young Richard Talbot found himself at
Drogheda when it was taken by
Cromwell's forces in August 1649. He
survived the following massacre and
sailed to Flanders where he entered
the service of James, the exiled younger
son of Charles 1. James' exile ended
when the English people grew tired of
Cromwell's rule and, when he died,
brought back the , eldest son of the
executed king as Charles II in 1660.
Richard Talbot was by now a close
friend of Charles' brother James, the
Duke of York, and returned with him to
England.
James became a Catholic and when
he succeeded to the throne in 1685 as
James II Egnland had its first Catholic
king since 1558. Talbot was made earl
of Tyrconnell and then Lord Deputy of
Ireland in 1687. He and James both
promoted Catholics to high positions
with such enthusiasm that there was a
reaction. James was deposed by the
ruling classes in England in favour of
his son-in-law, William of Orange.
Tyrconnell held Ireland for him and
welcomed him at Kinsale in 1689, when
James arrived to fight William for his
kingdoms. When the two Kings met at
the Battle of the Boyne, Tyrconnell was
with James, and with him also on his
return to Dublin where James was met
at Dublin Castle by Lady Tyrconnell. In
re~ly to James' complai nt that his Irish
troops had run away she made the
famous rejoinder that 'your Majesty
has won the race'.
Tyrconnell died at Galway in 1691 and
after the final victory of William of
Orange and Protestatism, his estates
were forfeited to the Crown. In, 1703
Carton was sold by auction in Dublin to
Major General Richard Ingoldsby. In
1739 the nineteenth earl of Kildare
bought back the property from the
Ingoldsby family and set about rebuilding and extending Carton House.

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD S11ELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend an
economical solution to the problem.
Water Softeners, Iron Removal, Domestic, Filters,
COmmercial, Farm and Industrial use
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrens town ( Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631

24 flours

SEAN POWER
Turf Accountant
Main Street, Maynooth
Tel: 286643.
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QUALITY SERVICE AND VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEiR HOME ~5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £10.99
5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SILK £11. 99·

5 LIT.

~~SONARY

PAINTS

£11.99

5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99

ODD ROLLS OF WfLLPAPER £1.00
BACK TO SCHOOL LUNCH BOXES
FLASKS

LARGE RANGE OF SHADES AND
LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK
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The importance of the quest for knowledge withers almost to extinction in the
face of the Maynooth student's quest
for autonomy from parents, food and
accommodation (in roughly that order). Added to this is the general
confusion thrust upon the unfortunate
being who attempts to integrate herl
himself to the locality and the subequent search for a peaceful existence
in this, the town of nomadic restlessness. For the novice to the field of
survival-with-comfort here is a selection of notes from the pen of an ancient
monument.

First and foremost, be not fooled into
believing that it is impossible to become totally lost in this town. Small as
it is, many a hardy adventurer (well,
one at any rate) took at least three
months and a compass before noticable features of the landscape (such
as the Main Street) were so emblazoned on'the memory plates as to become vaguely familiar. It is recorded in
popular folklore that this same adventurer simultaneously appeared in four
different housing estates presuming
them all to be Carton Court and all
containing his humble abode. (In the
event of loss of direction do not hesitate to ask any passer by for help as
Maynooth residents are generally
among the most friendly in the land).
Notthatthe 'humble abode' in question
was anything out ofthe ordinary. Horror
stories abound concerning boxes
(called 'rooms') which contain a desk,
a chair, beds and, worst of all, a'roommate'. This latter can often take the
-all~®~

There was great excitment in the
Newsletter office this month when
the news filtered through that one of
our editorial staff had won the Cabra
Arts Festival Queen. Helen O'Connor-Watson who is from Cabra and
ex-student of the College entered the
competition which began the Festival
week.

shape and form of a paragon of inhibited sobriety (which is difficult, though
not impossible, to ignore)but most often it manifests itself in that unquantifiable, indefinable creation known as
MickiMaura. MickiMaurausedtocome
from 'rural regions' and was composed
of about 7 per cent industry, 50 per
cent good nature (also called 'crack'),
20 per cent brilliance, 10 per cent
confusion and 12 per cent perpetual
poverty. The remaining one per cent
was kept in case of emergency for
when urgently required in one of the
the other categories; exams usually
brought it galloping to the aid of category one. Of late, Mick and Maura
have tended to voyage out from Dublin
(all 15 miles) and, although different in
appearance from their rural pioneers,
are composed of mainly similar com..
ponant parts.
However, to dismiss the 'look' factor as
being unimportant is a mistake which,
if verbalised in MickiMaura's presence, could earn one a reaction similar
to that accorded a bottle in a gangfight. An element of 'see how well we
cope with culture shock' tends to predominate the exterior make-up of the
urban MickiMauraastheytraverse road
and path in a conscious decison not to
be spotted by the abundance of rustics
about them.

success in this latter aim, it is important
for the novice to remember the following:
(a) You will be middle-aged, married
and in perpetual need of sleep yourself
sometime.
(b) The right to render the semblance
of comfort to your place of residence is
a natural one and in no way should it be
hindered by dampness, coldness, lack
of space, lack of privacy andlor signs of
decay. If you are not happy with your
accommodation, do something about
it. Contact Mrs. Marie Kelly in the
college or look about for yourself for
other accommodation.The notice board
in Quinnsworth is often full of accommodation ads. You can also advertise
in the Classifieds section of this magazine.
(c) Do not be afraid to socialise (in the
restaurants, pubs, shops and at communit)' events etc); the natives here do
not devour Christians, Pagans, Atheists or Hopeless Cases.
(d) Watch out for auctions and sales of
work as these are unbelievable reservoirs of second hand clothes and
books.
(e) You are part of the community and
contribute as much and as importantly
to it as anyone else within it. It helps,
of course, to have at least a rough
geographical knowledge of the town
and a notion of some of the services on
offer within it. If you have neither of

Of course, these are stereotypes and
not at all repesentative of the commongarden-student who will frequent all
the hostelries of the town and generally get along very well with the local
residents. In order to achieve some

these, there are two options available
to you: (i) Lie (ii) Contact the Community Council at 285922 or at its office in
Main Street (this is the big one with the
traffic lights).

Festival Queen
The competition, based on the Rose
of Tralee,is a personality style competition and is an annual event sponsored each year and has grown in
popularity over the last few years
among local girls in the Cabra area.
The "Queen" attends all events during the actual festival week and holds
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her title for the year. Some of the
events included modelling the Bridal
wear for the Fashion Show, prize
giving at quiz's and the song contest.
Unfortunately this year the organizer
of all events Mrs. E. Coffola died
suddenly which brought the festival to
a premature end. It was a sad end to
an otherwise fabulous week.

PRESENTATION

OF

PRIZES

FOR

NEWSLETTER

SHORT

STORY COMPETITION

1989

Phil Mac Aree (Bank of Ireland) and John Byrne (Maynooth Bookshop) presenting the winners of the Shorl
Story Competition with thei r Prizes on Tuesday 7th September in the Library.
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Georgina Sherlock. winner of
, 2 - , 8 sectIon.

Mrs Bean, mother of Rosemary Bean who won the
over 18 section.
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..Niamh Mulready,winner of the under 12 section

Sonia Mulligan, runner up in the 12 - 18 sectIon.

BACK TO SCHOOL
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CROSSWORD NO. 23

by SPRITE

ACROSS
1. Come forth (6)
5. Look after baby's bottom (6)
10. Makes a note of (7)
11. It's important to be like this (7)
12. Abominable (4)
13. The large maple is upset (5)
15. A musical jar (4)
17. Epoch (3)
19. Conclude from the evidence (6)
21. Torment (6)
23. Sounds like I'm finished, but I\:~
just changed my ways (7)
25. The c.a rriages start with a joker (6)
28 . Margaret for short (3)
30. Witticism from a joker (4)
31. A measure of a girl's best friend (5)
32. A prop to stick around (4)
35. Keep Cornelius out of sight (7)
36. Sounds fiendish, but goodish for
the hungarians (7)
37. Set Roy up to make pearls (6)
38. These fishy folk are out to do you
(6)
DOWN
2. Well preserved, but drunk (7)
3. Gain a wage (4)
4. Take up the curriculum vitae (6)
5. Lap ale with a Spanish dish (6)
6. An o lder filly (4)
7. Upset a neat leg, yet still refined (7)
8. Longed, yearned for (6)
9. A coma, possibly after too much of
15 across (5)
14. Joe Wall, the type to reproduce
words (7)
16. Ascend the heights, like the
Maynooth rockers (5)
18. Paled at the foot lever (5)

Name ••••• " ••• " , •• ,," """"." •• " " .. ,," """

Address ••••• , ••••••••••• , ••..•••••••

""""" .. ",,,,"

... ".. ".. ".. '"'' "" .. ,,"",," ""...

SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD
NO. 22

20. Flightless bird, or a ball of wool? (3)
21. Sounds like a sigh of relief , and you
can sit in it (3)
23. Express opposition to the thing (6)
24. May, Ron's upset about the brickwork (7)
26. Austrialian countryside (7)
27. Father Time's favourite implement
(6)
28 . Unnatural paleness (6)
29. The Indian river begins with a group
(6)
33. The opposite of right (4)
34. Cat-like sports apparel brand (4)
WINNER OF CROSSWORD NO. 22

Kevin McGovern,

Entries must be in by Monday 16th
October at 5.00pm

818 Greenfield, Maynooth.
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CoPoL MOTOR
FACTORS

M:l.in St.,
M:l.ynooth, Tel: 01/286628/286301
Co. Kildare.
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Parts and accessories
for all nllkes of cars
trucks ard tractors,
Batteries, Plugs,
Exhausts, Brake Pads

l-leating

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50%. of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
TEL: 285387

Dublin Road,
Maynooth
ALTERNATORS
STARTERS
Repair or

Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Te~ephone: (01) 285611
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THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY
AND CONSUMERSmunity as a whole has benefitted from
Consumer Choice is the monthly
the CAP. However, since payments
Part One
magazine of the Consumers' Associaoff the market, usually by putting it into under the CAP have generally been

tion of Ireland. The July issue carried
a feature on EC's Common Agricultural Policy from the consumer's perspective. John Colgan, better known
in Kildare as a member of Leixlip Town
Commission, is Chairman of the Association. Here he outlines the position
for the Maynooth Newsletter. .
Consumers have a special interest in
the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
because two thirds of the EC's spending goes on it and they pay for it. The
CAP covers virtually all agricultural
products and the budget amounts to
£21 billion - that is equal to Ireland's
entire income for one year. Ireland, as
one of the poorer members and big in
agriculture, is a net beneficiary of the
EC, receiving £1.1 billion in 1987 £808 million of that went on the CAP.

WHAT THE CAP SET
OUTTO DO
After World War II, there were memories of food shortages and much of Europe's agriculture was in need of
modernisation and improvement. The
CAP aimed to develop self-sufficiency
in foodstuffs at reasonable rrices and
to give farmers a fair standard of living.
The CAP also aimed to create a single
market for agricultural products, with
free trade between member states. To
do this the EC needed to establish
common quality and quantity standards
for different produce ; establish common prices in member states and to
dismantle barriers to trade . The EC
also had to tackle , imports of cheap
produce from countries such as former
colonies of the member states.

HOW THE CAP HAS WORKED.
Guaranteed minimum prices - support
prices - for the most part above world
prices, are paid to EC farmers for their
produceJ"hese are set annually by the
member states' Agriculture Ministers.
If the price on the open market falls
below the support price, EC agencies
intervene, buy theproduce and take it

storage. This way they hope to raise
the market price to at least the agreed
minimum. Later, they gradually putthe
stored produce back on the market for
resale. On the other h and if the market
price remains low, the stored produce
is sold by the EC agencies at a loss on
world markets or it remains in storage.
Sometimes the EC converts the agricultural produce into industrial or
commercial products or orders· its
destruction. Some surpluses may be
given away or sold very cheaply to
selected groups within the member
states, for example butter to pensioners, milk to school children.
Since world prices are usually lower
than the ECls support prices, exported
surpluses can only be competitive if
the EC pays a subsidy - called an
export refund - to make up the difference. To maintain high prices for agricultural produce within the Community, the EC imposes taxes - called
import levies - on produce imported
from non EC states; these are typically
10% to 20% of the import price.

EFFECTS OF THE CAP
POLICY
Self-sufficiency has been largely accomplished by the CAP, but at a high
cost in higher prices, storage costs and
export subsidies. Farmers, with guaranteed prices, invested in more intensive farming methods, using more
chemicals, more expensive feedstock
and capital equipment to create greater
quantities or proquce - sometimes of
an inferior quality. Many of these are
importedfrom non-memberstates, thus
reducing the apparent independence
in foodstuffs. More over, the numbers
in farming declined, by about 3,000
each year in Ireland. The use of synthetic nitrate fertilisers has doubled
within the EC in the past two decades,
causing serious water pollution problems in many countries.
Without, doubt, the agricultural com-

r------ADVERTISEMENT
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

£40
£22
£15

£12

WHERE THE MONEY GOES
Subsidising exports of Community
surpluses onto world markets takes up
nearly 40% of the CAP budget. The
cost of storing intervention products beef in deepfreeze, butterincold stores;
grain in silos and so on - takes up 20%
of the CAP budget. When the costs of
intervention storage, export subsidies
and crop withdrawals have been met,
barely a third is left for farmers .

CONSUMERS PAY ON THE
DOUBLE
The EC's consumers pay for the CAP
through a share of their VAT and excise duties payments. Consumers also
pay higher prices for the food they buy
as a result of the CAP supports, guaranteed prices and taxes on imported
foods . These are greater with plain,
unprocessed foods . The overall effect
on consumer food prices is likely to be
up to 10%, but much more on unprocessed foods, such as fresh fruit.
Recently the IFA have agreed a figure
of an extra £16 to £18 per week for a
family of four as the overall price paid
by consumers for the CAP.
;
.J

Part two of this article
will appear next
month.

RATES - - - - - -,

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months or-over if payment
is made in advance.
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related to units produced, larger, more
efficient farmers have been able to
benefit proportionately more - increasing income gaps rather than making
them narrower. Three quarters of the
cash benefits 'a quarter of the farmers.

A fee of £2 is charged for ClaSSifiedl

advertisements. Of course, there is no
charge on acknowledgements, notices,
i.e. birthdays , missing items , etc,
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JOE MOORE
Straffan Road, Maynooth.
TEI.EVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE.
FREE ESTIMATES
MONDAY -

SATURDAY~9a.m.

- 9p.m.

3ATELLITE DISHES ALS0 AVAILABLE PHONE FOR DETAILS
NEH & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARNTEED
TELEPHONE : 285586 .

••

Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Pri~ate

Montessori School

IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT, MAYNOOTH
AGES 2! - 5 YEARS
FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT
BOOKING FOR CHRISTMAS
*LIMITED NUMBER OF VACANCIES AVAILABLE*
CALL TO SCHOOL MON - THURS AT 3PM

TEACHER: Mrs. Caroline Foran. HOME ADDRESS: Glenidan Court, Enfielll.
Montessori Dip. in Educating 2 - 12 Years
Certificate in Special Education

Rene Guinot approved Clinic
Upstairs

The COUNTRY SHOP
MaYTlooth

Offer a wide Range of Treatments including
WAXING
SLENDERTONE
ELECTROLYSIS
CATHIODERMIE FACIALS
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS
EYELASH TINTING
EYEBROW TINTING

BLEACHING
MANICURES
PEDICURES
MAKE-UP
OPENING HOURS
WED/FRI/SAT lOA.M - 5.15PM
TUES/THURS lOAM-7.30PM
(LATE OPENING SIDE GATE)

STUDENTS & O.A.P. REDUCTIONS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
ANN CAREY C.I.D.E.S.C.O.S.A.C
TEL: 286272
ACQUIRE YOU YOUR TAN FOR THAT
SPECIAL OCCASION
R.U.V.A 37 TURBO SUNBED

25% OI SCOUNT ON ALL ITE1v1.S \VITH THI S AD.
Offer for IIDnth of O::tober only
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Children's
Corner.
Which path through the
Maze shoula the Witch
take to find her broom f

Winners of the September ColourIng Competition
4 -7 Years
1st
Emma Fleming,
63 Maynooth Park,
Maynooth.

8 - 12 Years
1st
Eloise Nic an Archinnigh
Parson Street,
Maynooth.

_-..;;:a

Picture crossword & . . . _....

2
l.ACROSS

2nd

Michell Cunningham,
79 Maynooth Park.

3rd

Jose Lorenzo,
Moneycooley Stud,
Maynooth.

2nd

Meadbh Flood,
Lexton , Dublin Rd.,
Maynooth.

3rd

PaufNoone
Mean Lae, Laragh,
Maynooth.

J DOWN

·1~3Nf
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KILDARE'S

UL T.MATE

IN

MOBILE

DISCOS

Choosing the right entertainment for a function is very
important.
A Mobile Disco can represent professional musicians, a
wide range of musical tastes and versatility - at a flick
of a switch and turn of a knob - at a reasonable price.
John has been keeping his customers happy since he began at
the age of seventeen. He has covered all classes of functions
since his disco inception. These include:
His music varies from Waltz's to the latest in the Charts,
Rock or what.e ver.!.
Nite Club, Clubs, 21st's, W~ddings, Schools, College and Community
Dis90'S and Fashion Shows.
Phd. Classic Song "I won't let you down" is his motto.
That explains all~
~lso Bopshop Road Show
Hits of the 50s, 60s, 70s,
You will be swept off your feet
on to the Dance floor with
his very Reasonable Prices.
Check him now for prices
RIl'G JGN AT 045-68804
. .--. __: - - = = = = - = = - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l----------------:=-:::::---:-::- - -

CITY CENTRE
SECRETARIAL SERVICES
9B Lower Abbey Street
Dublin 1.

STUDENTS
for your
THESES. ESSAYS. NOTES. C.V.s
Contact
THE PROFESSIONAL TYPING COMPANY
at
724415 - 724692
All our work done on Word Processors
from £1.20 per page.
FOR COLLECTION SERVICE ON
THESES AND REPORTS
PHONE 724000

-------------------------~
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MONEY MATTERS
TAX RELIEF ON MEDICAL EXPENSES
Certain medical expenses qualify for
tax relief and again, should be considered by every taxpayer when evaluating his/her annual tax bill. Tax relief
can be claimed for medical expenses
incurred by the tax payer, his/her annual family and dependent relatives.
Allowable expenses include hospital,
nursing home charges, physiotherapy
and perhaps most importantly G.P.
expenses.
Unlike other allowances the relief due
is not given in compulting tax free allowances (PAVE). Instead a formal
claim on form MEDI must be made
after the end of the tax year supported
by receipts for all the expenses claimed.
An important point to remember is that
'routine' dental, optical and maternity
treatments are not allowable. Nonroutine expenses in those categories
are allowable. Amounts recorded from
VHI or Health Boards will be deducted
by the Revenue Commissioners when
calculating the tax repayable.
In addition, the first £50 of an individual's claim or the first £100 of a claim
for a total family's expenses are not
allowble. Aworked example may assist
you in understanding and calculating
your eligible expenses.
Example
Total Expenses
Husband
Doctor
Drugs

£300
£140
£440

Recovered from
VHI/Health Board
Husband
Doctor
Drugs

£200
£90
£290
Total Expenses

Wife
Hospital
Doctor

Wife
Hospital
Doctor

£450
£150
£600
Recovered from
VHI/Health Board
£300

~

£350
Total Expenses
Child
Doctor

Child
Doctor

Net
Cost
£100
~
£150

Net
Cost
£150
£100
£250

£80
Recovered from
VHI!Health Board

Net
Cost

£30

£50

In the tax year the family has incurred
total medical expenses of £1,120 and
has recovered £670 from VHI/Health
Boards, leaving the balance of £450
which will be subject of a claim for
repayment of tax.
The taxpayer must nowconsiderwhich
is the better option;
a) to claim on an individual basis or,
b) claim for the family as a whole.
The options are calculated below.
(A) Individual Basis
Note:- the first £50 is not eligable.
Husband
Cash recovered
from VHlIHealth Board

£150

Not Claimable
Allowable
Total Allowable:Wife
Cash recovered
from VH I/Health Board
Not Claimable
Allowable
Child
Cash recovered
from VH l!Health Board
Not Claimable
Allowable
Total
Cash recovered
from VHI/Health Board
Not Claimable
Allowable

~
£100
£300

£250
~

£200

£50
£50

£450
£150
£300

(b) Family Basis
Note:- the first £100 is not eligable.
Total expenses not recovered
from VHf/Health Board
£450
Amount not claimable
Allowable

£100
£350

Total Allowable:- £350

In this case it is more advantageous to
make a claim on the family basis. The
tax repaid to the tax payer (assuming a
tax rate of 32%) will be, £350@ 32% =
£112.
Martin Doyle,
Certified Public
Accountant.

EYE HEAR
PAPAL MEMORIES
I hear that one Michael Harding,playwright, author, and graduate of the
College was spotted recently in
Maynooth again - his mission, to work
on a programme being produced by
RTE to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the pope's visit to Maynooth
(and other obscure parts of Ireland
stJch as the Phoenix Park and the
Galway racecourse).
How many readers have memories of
their own of that misty morning in the
back of the College, waiting with seventy thousand cheering children, noisy
nuns, prattling priests, and macerated
Maynoothians? The Newsletterwould
like to hear about these memories; so

why not jot down a few notes and send
them in to the office - photographs
would be particularly welcome.
We gather that a number of wheelchairs went missing on that great occasion -maybe now is the time to return
them!

PUB SPY COMES HOME
TO ROOST
Looks like the recent raid on Maynooth
pubs by the Sober as Seminarians
brigade has borne fruit - the presentation of red wine in small bottles in some
pubs being one example.
The Brigaoe's report in the May edition
of the Newsletter hiQhlighted other

deficiencies, such as the interesting
approach to toilet maintenance adopted
by some establishments, i.e., minimal.
We see that at least one hostelry has
taken steps to amend its ways. The
new look ladies toilet in the Roost wou Id
not look out of place in Kubla Khan's
pleasure dome.
Rumour has it that another raid is being
planned to assess the fallout from the
May raid . . Watch out for another account from Comrade Tara MacAdam
and her comrades.

GRUB Spy FOILED
As an additional service to its devoted
readers, the Newsletter sent Eye Hear
on a mission to check out the fodder

continued on page 36
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LAUNDERETTE
GREENFIELD SHOPPING CENTRE
MAYNOOTH
~

&

IRY aEANIl'{;

SIUINr"S W\SH & mY £3. 50

UNEfS, LINEN, QRfAlf\S etc.

WASRING MACRINB
COMPANY

FAST EFfiCIENT REPAIRS ON WASHING MACHINES,. ruMBLE DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS; TOASTERS, IRONS, KernES, FRIDGES, HAIR DRYERS
splNDRYERS, DISHWASHERS, ELECTRIC FIRES, HEATERS
HOOVER-BEnDIH-PHlllIPS-lnDESIT-THOR
ZAnUSSI- CAnDY-SIEmens -HOTPOlnT· PHllCO
ElECTROlUH' PAm· nllPISH 'TRICITY' BELLInG
JACHSOn .CREDA . HRUPPS' novum . HEnWOOD

~572333·

519492

Clond.8J.k:in :- North City - Celbridge
Dunlaoghaire - City Centre
FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE,
35
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continued from page 34
being offered to the troops in Maynooth.
Hearing that the Leinster Arms cooked
a mean Sunday lunch, Eye Hear
booked a table for four for 1.30 p.m., on
Sunday in late August. Two of the
party came out from Dublin for this
great repast - but experienced the usual
delays with traffic. So the party arrived
in the LA at 1.45 p.m. - well whaddya
know, there was no table for the party.
The harassed waitress said that it had
been given to another group who had
come without a booking. She refused
to seat the ravenous crew at a table set
for s ix, even though the six in question
had been booked also for 1.30 and
were even later than the Eye Hear
party. Not being able to understand
the logic of all of this, Eye Hear demanded to see the manager - but was
told that he, or even she, was working,
or was it lurking, in the kitchen and
couldn't speak to the group.
Exit one group of starving clients vowing never to return. The Manor Inn in
Naas provided an excellent meal at
5.00 later that afternoon. So no grade
for the LA.

newtown StOltU
NEWSAGENTS
M\'iNJJIH CD.

FH 01- 285833
Opening Hours. 7.30 am - 10 pm
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards - Magazines

..

f\.1\IN STREET, CELffi.IIXE
ftIl\E 288535

TRACK SUITS 50% POLY COTTON £7.99 SIZES 14/34
SCHOOL AND CLUB TRACK SUITS AT KEENEST PRICE

*

RAINCOATS

*
HOME DEAR HOME
Recent months have seen some rapid
developments in the residential life of
Maynooth which are to be welcomed.
The Newsletter has commented before on the lack of variety of houses in
Maynooth, forcing those who want to
move to a bigger house to look outside
Maynooth. Now, with developments in
Parson Street, Moyglare Road and
Newtown Road, there is a far wider
choice available. In fact, many of the
new residents in these developments
have moved from some of the older
estates in Maynooth.
Howeverthe effects of spiralling house
prices in Dublin have now reached
Maynooth. The rumour factory, of
course, adds thousands of pounds to
any house sold, however, there is no
doubt that many houses have increased
in price by anything from ten to twenty
thousand pounds in one year, and
where last year it was difficult to give
away some houses, which were left
languishing on the auctioneers' books
for months, now it is common to see
the sale agreed signs up after only a
few days.

KI~

it-

ANORAKS

*

SNORKLES

BLACK PILOT JACKETS

I LD SUPERl\1ARKETS
MA.YNOOTH AND CELBRlIXiE

Openin$ Hours:
Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
10am
3 pm (Sunday)
Monthly Specials in every department.
One free
I.S.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you
spend for the gift you a~ways wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which
will enter you in our monthly draw.
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW,
AGENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS, COAL AND BRIQUETTS.

Home Nursing
DI\ Y &: NICHT CI\RL
PROVIDED
REI\SONI\BLE RI\TES
CONTI\CT: C. Cli nord S.R.N

Phone (0 I) 28 '>8 39

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

cSeamus grant
-------------33, LAURENCE AVENUE,
MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE.
Phone 286132
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~ AARIJVPRK.,~
ELECTRICAL '&'ALARMS
CHRIS & PETER KEOGH
INSTALLATIONS REPAIRS MAINTENANCE
24 _HOURS _
TELEHIN:: 507201

FLAT ·CONVERTIONS
EXTRA SOCKETS
EXTRA LIGHTS
IMMERSION HEATERS
HOUSE WIRING

ELECTRIC SHOWERS
EXTRACTOR FANS
STORAGE HEATERS
COOKER REPAIRS
SMOKE DE,TECTORS

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Unde.-caken and Complete- Funeral fumishen
WREATHS
HEADSTONES
MOURNING COACHES

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230 045/68482

e.'\
.
;;, .

UNDER~AKERS TO
MAYNOOTH MORTALITY
:. .....
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)

FUNERAL WREATHS

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399

BLINDS
aNIS

M\LQ\E

BL IN::M\KERS, L IMIiID
ClXXIRIN6Q-I, IEIXL IP
244943 .ANYTIrv£

YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIeNCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES . TO ALL. TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED
37

Extra copie's of the chilclren's colouring competition page are avaIlable
in the Community Cour.cil Office.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - - - - - - -

ADDRESS ______________________________________
AGE _______________________________________

Entries must be the original work of entrants.
Categories: Age 4-7 and 8-12
'Entries musi be in by Monday. 16th October at 5.00pm.
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Thinking of Christtnas presents.yet?
Why not give a Brother Portable Eleqtronic Typewriter?

Christmas Special £280.00
(Normal Price £312.00)
(A deposit will secure your machine 'till Christmas)

Don't forget our Quality Photocopying Service
We have many other good pOints as well
such as
Printing, Computer Supplies, Office and School
Stationery, Office Machines and Furniture, Wedding
Stationery and Computer Printing.

I Maynooth Office Supplies I
(Over Coonan's Auctioneers) Main St., Maynooth.

TEL: (01) 286468/285900

MY

(R()FI(N

SERVICE

&

L1D.

SALES

MAIN MITSUBISHI DEALER
PARTS

MAIN
MITSlIPI$HI

Of41 ER

LEASING

CELBR_TDGE ROAD,
MAYNOOTH.
F'H: (01) 271550
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BOB'S
KITCHEN
SWEET AND SOUR PORK KEBABS
1 Ib lean pork, cut into lean cubes.
8 very small onions, peeled but left
whole
2-3 sJ.essert apples, cored but not peeled
Marinade
1/4 pint orange juice
2 teaspoons made mustard
20z brown sugar
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1-2 cloves (crushed) garlic
2 tablespoons oil
salt and pepper
Mix together all the ingredients. Put in
the marinade for 2 hours approx. Turn
once or twice.
Simmer the onions in salted water for
10 minutes, strain and add to marinade.
Lift the food from the marinade and put
on to four large metal skewers. Put
under a hot grill for 12-15 minutes,
turning and basting with the marinade.
Serve with cooked rice.

LEIXLIP OEANIf\G SERVICE ·
TINY rvrnrtN & ~ 38 ~ PARK.

TEL: 244857@.\
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PAINTING & DECORATING.
.,.
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR •
PROFESSIONAL WALLPAPERING •
CHIMNEY CLEANING AT ITS BEST •
~
BRUSHES VACUUM & SCREEN •
GUTTERS CLEANED, LEAKS FIXED •
•
ROOF TILES REPAIRED OR REPLACED
ALL WORK GAURANTEEU
YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST NOW USE THE BEST
YOU WILL FIND US IN THE GREEN PAGES & GOLDEN PAGES.

J 1M'S SHE REPAIR
tv1\)NXJffi

SHFPIf\G CENTRE ~

GENTS LEATHER SOLES
STITCHED O'A1YT
LADIES' & . GENTS HEELS
WHILE U WAIT

-~~~~~

~.:~:/~
-- " ~"" . 1\"':-; .~J;. ~~
'
-..:
..,
~~

. ....

"

HEELS LOWERED
SHOES STRETCHED
NOW LOCATED END UNIT, OPPOSITE. REAR CAR PARK ENTRANCF..

Dan ~~~ Ltd
~

288468

RR IrvtvIDIA1E IELIVERY
CHICKEN POT ROAST
2 oz chicken fat or other fat
1 chicken about 3 Ib in weight
6-8 large potatoes
6 large onions
6 large carrots
4 large leeks, cut into 2 ins lengths
1/4 pint chicken stock
1/4 pint white wine
salt and pepper .
2 teaspoons rosemary
Heat the fat in a very large saucepan.
Add the chicken and brown thoroughly
all over. LifHhe chicken from the saucepan. Pour away the fat. Add the
vegetables, wine etc. Replace the
chicken. Put a tight fitting lid on the
saucepan. Bring to the boil and simmer for 1 1/4 hours. Check once or
twice thatthe liquid does not boil away.
When the chicken and vegetables are
removed, use "quid for gravy.

COAL ANTHRACITE ETC.
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME.
BEST QUALITY COAL, SLACK, ANTHRACITE,
PEAT BRIQUETTES, AND ALL TXPES
OF SOLID FUEL SUPPLIED

BARTON'S
NEWSAGENTS CONFECTIONERS TOBACCONISTS

BOOKS
MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

BOXES OF CHOCOLATES
'SHELL PETROL STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNClIUR NAISIUNTA
40

(l.NER t\BN

1ELEPf-Il\E

~).,
/

(01) 286993

'

I
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST B.30AM.
NOW SERVING HOT MEALS
THROUGHOUT THE DAY
LATE AFTERNOON ECONOMY LUNCIIES FROM 3PM

ENGINEERING CO. LTD
ALUMINIUM DEPT .
4A Kilbarrack Ind Est, Sutton
.

'

vie repair: Patio Doors ,Resi Doors,

Windows, Shop Fronts,
Conservatories, Double Glazed Units, Locks,
Hinges, etc
Tel: 393679

242921 After 6pm
41
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DEIREADH
FOMHAIR?

Have it

I
Ii

r
I,

Is deacair a chreidiuint go bhfuil
deireadh an fhomhairtaghtha. lIar ml
Mean Fomhair nf raibh na duilleoga
ach ag tosu ar dhath orga n6 buf a
ghlacadh, agus nf raibh ach
fforbheagan ag titim. Mar sin fein bhf
cn6nna Ie feiceail i gcuid de na siopaf.
Chonaic me puimcfnf allmh6ra i siopa
amhain. Tuar iad seo go mbeidh
Ofche Shamhna chuagainn ag
deireadh na mfosa. Go deimhin,
brostaitear an saol ar aghaidh Ie
n6sanna na siopaf tosu ar an ndfol
agus ar an bhfografocht chomh luath
agus a dheanann. Nf fada anois go
mbeigh na 'Iaethanta chun siopadqireacht a gcomhaireamh os ard agus go
mbraithfimid go bhfuil an Nollaig sa
mhullach orainn! Ach, maidir Ie Ofche
Shamhna, comhartha eile go bhfuil sf
chugainn na go bhfuil ulla na hEireann
sna siopaf. Nf haon ionadh go mbfodh
an oiread sin cluichf a bhain usaid as
ulla i gceist ofche Shamhna. An mbfonn
said arsiul i dtithe anois? Bfonn raidhse
ull sna siopaf an bhlian go leir - 6
thiortha i gcein is f gcongar. Mar sin
fein, is deasan rud n6sanna traid isiunta
a choimead go hairithe nuair a bhaineann siad Ie spraoi agus scleip. Ta an
meid sin breagan agus cluichf leictreonacha ag leanaf anois gur minic adeir
siad go bhfuil siad 'bailithe' nuair a
fhagtar futhu Min a gcuid am saor a
chur isteach. Ceaptar anois go bhfuil
tionchar aige seo ar fhadhb ata forlethan go lear - troid agus scliuchais i
gcl6sanna scoile. Nf he an t-aon chuis
leis, afach. Foilsfodh leabhar suimiuil
air sea - Playtime In the Primary
School Ie Peter Blatchford - i sasana
Ie deanaf. Deanaimfs fein deimhin gur
feidir lencir leanaf sugradh.

- ~- -·r

r

Prints Canvasses Water .~olours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH
BETWEEN ALAN FRAZER'S AND TOP OF TIlE CROP
Tel: 286166
- _'::-_-- - -_._ - ----

J11cT[Jnoofft €Iectr;ccrl Stpp/;es
ELECTRICAL WHOLES.-\LERS

Under New Management
MON-FRI 8.30-1PM

2-6PM

SATURDAY 8.30-1PM
Dunboyne Road,
iY,Iaynooth,
Co. Kilda,·e.

Tel.: 01-286718
Fax: 01-286718

BILLY McCRORY
YOUR'RE MORE AT HOME WITH MC CRORY' S COAL
STOCK UP NOW WITH BEST QUALITY

Jm

POLISH = TEXAN COAL
SMOKELESS WONDER COAL
. ~. ~ ~
.
r:
NUGGETS = COALITE
__ .._.
ANTHRACITE EXTRACITE STANDARD
FOR ALL SOLID FUELS
PHONE 01-286859 AND 251202

AIDAN'S

Foclolr
6rga - golden
puirncfn - pumpkin
0llmh6r - huge
War - a sign
sa mhullach orainn - upon us
an oiread sin- so many
raidhse - plenty
bailithe - bored
tionchar - effect
fadhb' - a problem
forleathan - widespread
scliuchas - fighting

MAYNOOTH.
-Tobacconist -

Newsagent-

CLOSING. TIMES
10PM. (THURS-FRIDAY)
11 PM. (SAT-WED)
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ARE YOU LIVING IN 'TWO-CHANNEL LAND' ?

£ 379.00

SYSTEHS INSTALLED FROH

INCLUDING INSTALLATION, V.A.T., AND I2-HONTH WARRANTY.
PERFECT RECEPTION GUARANTEED IN ALL
AREAS ON 8 NEW CHANNELS.
2 SPORTS CHANNELS !!
24-HOUR NEWS CHANNEL "
HOVIE CHANNEL, HTV MUSIC, CHILDRENS' ETC.

~

TELEPHONES

I (,{ 2-LI NE SYS TEMS I NSTA LLED FRON 060 +1 0% VA.:!:..,
1

UJ

BURr.LAR ALARHS I NSTALLED FROH [ 29 5.
SMOKE ALARHS , EXTIN GUISHERS , SECUR ITY LI GHTS.

CORD LESS P HON ES FRON [7 9- [399.
ANSli ERI Nr.

~IACHIN ES

HOME SECURITY

FRml [79 .

,

=

CALL RE STRICTORS AND P [{INT-OUT UNITS FRON 09.

EDUCATIONAL TOYS .' COMPUTERS

SAFE & , SOUND
The Square, Maynooth
TEL. 01 286960

~

BEITII\G CFFlCE

NEW BETTIl'G OFFICE BES IrE
1l-E LEIl\STIR ARvS
ffil(E IS NJN GIVIl'G
TEL: 286644

1. Horses taken at board prices or morning prices if SP is greater we pay SPl
2. We pay 20% bonus on all up

YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY 31, LUCKY 63.

3. On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place 6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd.

4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = 50p LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus yankee, Choice trebles, Special
Doubles.
£100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events .••
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COLLEGE
. NOTES
conventional chemical methods of pest -- commodation amidst a haze of dust

Research funding of up to £1 million
has been secured form the European
Community by the College Biology
Department to conduct research into
pest control. The focus of the research
will be on the possible use of microscopic organisms called Nematodes
to eliminate insects such as the Boll
Weevil which do considerable damage
to commercial crops.
The Ecology laboratory within the Biologydepartment,ledbyProfessorMartin
Downes and Dr. Christine Griffin, has
been conducting research into these
organismsforseveralyears. Two other
laboratories in the department - Biochemical Genetics under Dr. Ann
Burnell and Molecular Genetics under
Dr. Barbara Dowds - will also be involved in the research project.
There will also be an involvement with
the Friesland College of Agriculture
from the Netherlands, which will be
responsible for outdoor testing of the
research findings, and the Agricultural
Genetics Company from Cambridge in
England, which will look aftercommercial production. This reflects the growing tendency for scientific research in
the universities to focus more on
commercial applications and joint
ventures with industry.
This research funding also reflects a
welcome new emphasis on replacing

control- whose harmful environmental and paint fumes.
effects are now well known with 'envi- The C0ncern among many staff memronmentfriendly'biologicalalternatives. bers about the move was reflected in
While nematodes are deadly as far as a special meeting of the Academic
the target insects are concerned, they Staff Association which was the best
are considered to be very safe from the attended in years. We hear that while
point of view of human health.
the meeting endorsed the move in prinSo congratulations to all concerned for ciple, the officers of the association
securing this prestigious grant for the are to take up the many difficulties
college. Whether those concerned which have arisen as a matter of urappreciated being described as "sci- gency with the College Authorities.
entist priests" (as they were in one less Associated with the l'Tlove to Rhetoric
than reputable morning paper) we can House is the introduction of new measonly guess!
ures for traffic control in the old camProfessor Vincent Comerford of the pus, also reported in a previous issue
History Department was elected Dean of this column. The first signs fo these
of the Faculty of Arts for a three-year measures have now become apparent
term at the Faculty's September meet- with the widening of the roadway leading. Vincent succeeds Professor Bar- ing from the front gates to the adminisbara Hayley of the English Depart- trative offices in Riverstown Lodge,
ment.
and the breaking of a new entrance
We congratulate him and wish him well into the Rhetoric pitch area, where new
in what is the second prestitious but parking lots are being developed.
onerous position which he has secured Finally, as this issue of the Newsletter
in recent times, as he was also recently will coincide with the beginning of the
appointed to the Chair' of History in the new academic year, we wish to welCollege.:
come back all returning students and
The big move of staff offices to Rheto- in particularto extend a warm welcome
ric House, reported in the last issue of to all those beginning a new academic
this column, has now all but been com- career inthe College. We also wish to
pleted.
take this opportunity to congratulate all
fn the meantime, the relocated staff have those who were successful in the Aubeen trying to sort out their new ac- tumn examinations.

STREET
TALKING
as the customer was unable to leave a much better job that the more fre-

A long established feature of me
Quinnsworth Shopping Mall is Jim
Moore's shoe and leather repair service. He has been operating there for
sixteen years now, although the present shop up at the far end near the car
park is his fourth in the mall. At first he
operated from a little workshop near
Conroy's chemist shop, then moved
across the hall to where many people
will remember him under the stairs
next to the entrance to what was then
O'Briens supermarket. As the first
phase of the mall opened Jim moved
with it, and when it was extended four
or five years ago he moved too, like a
true pioneer, to his present position.
Looking back, Jim says that he liked
theoriginallocationwhich, even though
it was very enclosed, was right at the
centre of activity in the shopping centre.
Now, however, hehas a bright and well
placed unit right at the car park entrance. This led to wh~t was probably
his most unusual request, when a man
drove up to the entrance and asked if
the dashboard of his car could be
covered in leatherettel Unfortunately,

the car in the shop while the work was
done, Jim didn't fix it on that occasion.
But the number of things that Jim can
and does fix is astonishing. He can
stitch and patch your shoes and leather
goods, stretch your shoes, dye them,
fit zips to boots or handbags, repair
your luggage, and put a new strap on
your watch. Indeed, hanging in his
shop is probably the best sign in
Maynooth:

We doctor your shoes,
heal them,
Attend their dyeing,
and save their soles.
As one customer observed with a smile,
"I don't suppose he'll foot the bill as
wei!!". Jim now has quite a reputation
forthe service provided by himself and
Seamus Flanagan who works in the
shop with him. Customers come from
all around, not just from Maynooth but
from Enfield, Kilcock, Dunboyne, and
the other local towns as well. What's
so special about his service? Well, one
particular aspect is that he is able to
stitch on leather soles to men's shoes,
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quent tacking or rivetting. He also has
a very up-to-date finishing machine
and outsole stitcher, but he emphasises that the machine is no more than
an aid to what is essentially a hand
craft. Many people like to leave their
shoes in for repair, do their shopping,
and then collect them on the way out.
Jim Moore, originally from Drogheda,
has been living in Maynooth for twenty
one years, while Seamus Flanagan is
also from Maynooth.what sort of footwear does Jim wear himself? Always
leather. A good heavy leather shoe for
working, which provides the support
and prevents tired feet during the long
working day. And for the nightlife, a
lighter leather shoe which gives the
stylish look, but is really designed to be
worn for just a few hours at a time.
Leather, of course, allows the foot to
breathe, but the real advantage of
leather is that it can nearly always be
repaired and brought back into condition, whereas there is probably only a
fifty fifty chance of doing anything to
synthetic footwear.

CELBRlIXiE
Maynooth Road,

mrrn IAL

COLLEGE

Celbridge,

Co. Kildare

Tel. 01 272100

GOOD_NEWS
We ijave achieved a
certificate.
This
pol icy of engaging

Now we

intend

to

900A> success rate in this years leaving
is a vindication of our progressive
a special ist team of teachers to give
tuition in ~ach subject.

remidy one. of
to exrunine

the

hiden

stumbling

blocks

su~cess,

"Tha t 0 f improper study and exami na t ion
techniques.
For this reason we offer
enrolled
students
a
proven
studies
technique advisory course free of charge.
More over all classes will be restricted
i n s i z e t 0 a rna x i mu n 0 f 1 2 stu den t s i n
order
to ensure
individual
attention."

ALL LEAVING CERTIFICATE COURSES. HAVE NON CXlVMENCED.
The courses in speech and drama and European languages for
children have alsp commenced •.

In-all cases late enrollement is still possible.
FOR FURTHER INFORrvtATION CONTACf 1BE SECRETARY 01 272100

COME

&

VISIT MAYNOOTH'S ONLY

I

£1 SI-DP
ONIRE

~

MA)j\[ffiH

LOTS OF CHRISTMAS TOYS & GIFTS NOW IN STOCK
LINKS

CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE.
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW

AND MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING EASIER.
A DEPOSIT SECURES ANY ITEM.
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SPORTS NEWS

;u~®J">®~

MAYNOOTH TOWN A.F.C.
Some disappointing results to date
which is not unexpected when you
consider that we are now in an era of
rebuilding. The lack of top class experience is showing in the early stages of
the season but it is hoped that with a
few more games under our belts, results should improve before the season progresses. The fact that both of
our teams met some of the top teams
in their respective divisions so early in
the season did not allow for build up of
confidence or teamwork.
One of the earliest teams played was
Castle Villa who include two junior Internationals in their line up. After an
early goal for Villa following a corner
Maynooth rallied well and equalised
with Tony Kearns scoring a goal which
will be hard to beat for sheer teamwork
and first rate finishing. The greater all
round strength of Villa told in the end
and we were unlucky not to at least
draw before going down 1-3.

PREMIER DIVISION
Slievenamon 3 Maynooth Town 2
Maynooth showed excellent form in
this game and were unfortunate not to
shre the points only losing to the odd
goal in five. Some decision in a new
luck defence cost us some early goals
from whcih we found it hard to recover.
Tony Kearns was again in excellent
form for Maynooth and kept up his
scoring rate.
•
Maynooth Town 1 Palmerstown 3
Some very questionable decisions by
referee Dowling spoiled what potentially should have beenthegameofthe
season. A hotly disputed penalty for

Rangers as early as the 5th minute
rocked Maynooth and it was expected
that the floodgates would open. With
Eddie Moen dominating midfield
Maynooth got to grips with the game
and gave as good as they got. Eddie
Moen was once again involved in the
move which brought Maynooth an
overdue equaliser. Following excellent approach work by Gerry Treacy,
Eddie, took the ball into the Rangers'
penalty area before passing back to
the in- running Tony Kearns who hit an
unstoppable shot from 16 yards. Two
defensive errors late in the game left
Rangers totally flattered by the scoreline. When one considers that Rangers were made up of almost 30% of
former Maynooth players who were
outshone by their former colleagues it
was in effect a moral victory for the
town.
The promise of rewa:rds by the stronger
clubs in Junior football now poses
several questions i.e.
1. Where will the offer of rewards end?
2. When are the leagues going to put
an end to this unfair practice?
3. How long will it be before teams lose
their identity with the towns and villages in which they are based?
4. Mustthe offerof higher rewards now
highlight the loyalty or lack of it in the
light of the type of poaching methods
now being used by some clubs in their
quest for honours?
If the junior game is to take on this
professional type attitude the players
who turn out to play for the honour of
their team must be left to pose the

question ; What price loyalty?

MAYNOOTHSCHOOLBOYS
u/14
Maynooth 1 Ben Madigan 3
An understrength Maynooth were no
match for a U)uch bigger Ben Madigan
who contained some players whose
legality might' be in question in terms of
age . Billy Glennon got just reward for
his efforts when he scored the
Maynooth goal.
Lucan 0 Maynooth 1
This was a better show by Maynooth
who had to withstand some strong late
pressure from Lucan before holding
out for a close win. Tony Byrne gave
an excellent performance in goal for
Maynooth and was responsible for
denying Lucan an equalising goal with
some brilliant saves.
Paul Flood got the match winner when
he collected a long clearance from
Thomas Fay and ran thirty yards to
scorethewinner. BestforMaynooth T.
Byme.
Lelxllp 0 Maynooth 1
Maynooth continued their winning run
with his hard earned win in this local
derby. The short trip down the road to
the excellent facilities at the Amenities
Centre (when will we boast one) proved
a rewarding journey. In a game which
we completely dominated, some poor
finishing and bad luck prevented us
from winning more easily. Paul Flood
was again the matchwinnerwhen substitute John Greene provided the pass.

MA YNOOTH GOLFING SOCIETY
On September 9th last, Maynooth
GoHing Society travelled to Longford
GoH Club for the President's (Mr. John
Carey) outing. A total of thirty nine
golfers participated on a day when
conditions were ideal for goHing. The
GoH course was in excellent condition,
with the fast greens proving a stem
challenge for many players. I would
like to take this opportunity on behalf of
the committee
and members of
Maynooth GoHlng Society to thank
firstly, our President, Mr. John Carey,
for his very generous sponsorship of
the event. The support and sponsorship of Mr. Carey down through the
years, has been much appreciated and

it is hoped that he will continue in his
role as president of the society for the
forseable future. Thanks are also due
to Longford Golf Club for the excellent
facilities provided on the day.
I would like to congratulate all the
prizewinners on the day and in particular the overall winner, Mr. Tom Flatley
(24) 35 pts. Listed below are the results.
The semi-finals of the matchplay '89
competition were played prior to our
outing to Longford, and results were as
follows :- G. McTernan/G. Ledwith bt T.
Dunning/C. Tierney 5 and 4 W. Coughlan/N. O'Halioran bt L. Young/T.Duffin
3 and 2.
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Finalists are reminded that the final
must be played before our outing to
Edenderry, on October 28th.
The top three positions in the Golfers of
the year Competition, with one outing
remaining are as follows :1st. G. McTernan 165 pts., 2nd. DomInic Nyland 161 pts., 3rd. J. Kelly 160
pts., S. Feeney 160 pts.
Members please note that our next
and final outing of the year is the
Seamus Moore Memorial outing to
Edenderry on October 28th next.
Sean Tracey
Hon. Sec.

KEVIN P. FREENEY
4lli (lEN EMfION

Ph. 28 ·67·83
18 PARSON ST., MAYNOOTH, CO.KILDARE & POWERSCOURT TOWNHOUSE, DUBLIN 2

JI12cIzad.Jf~ 8 0~~

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606
VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES ST. LAURENT,
MENRAD, SAFILO, & BENETTON
BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES 'USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY'
BRANCHES AT: 9 Main St., Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 243964
PH: 282062

jfFlaplloot I) J{rtu rI I rrs
Main Street, Maynooth
Co. Kildare
(01) 285946

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANOS
SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, OIGITAL
A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
BIROS &. LIGHTERS
GALWAY &. CAVAN CRYSTALS
BELLEEK &. DONEGAL CHIN:\
WATCHr~

& JEWELLERY REPAIRED
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MAYNOOTH
SWIMMING
CLUB

.SPLASH NEWS

Welcome back to all our members who
returned forthe first swimming session
this term on the 16th September, and a
special welcome to our new members.
We hope you enjoy learning to swim
and we wish you every encouragement.
As usual, the first bus every Saturday
leaves Greenfield Shopping Centre at
3.45 p.m. The second bus leaves
CluainAoibhinn at 4.30 p.m. and Greenfield Shopping Centre at 4.40 p.m. The
fee has remained the sameforthe past
three years, and the increase this year
is due to increased pool and transport
cost. The fee is now £22 for one child,
£39 for two children. All fees should be
paid by October 14th.
We are currently enrolling children from
the waiting list. If your child is interested in learning to swim please contact the secretary Mary Healy (286942)
giving the chid's name, address, telephone number and date of birth. Children must be 4 years of age or older.
Reminder: There will be no swim on
Saturday October 28th.

COMMUNITY
GAMES

Congratulations to Hugh Purcell, Niall
Gillick, Helen O'Shea, Ciara Dillon, Ann
Marie Gallagher and Aoife Callaghan
on their performances at the National
Finals in Mosney. Each one was representing Kildare in their ~pecific event.
They did Maynooth and Kildare proud
on their performances and on their
conduct in Mosney, with some of them
getting through to the semi-finals and
finals. This is no mean achievement as
they were up against the best of 31
other counties. Once again Hugh
Purcell performed the best and came
home having being awarded the Certificate for 4th place in the Boy's under
16 high jump. This was Hugh's second
Will at Mosney. In 1983 he .....on a gold
medal in the Boy's U/1 0 hurdles. So he
has been a great ambassador for
Community Games during the past
years. Well done to all. We will be
holding our A.G.M. possibly In February so watch out in further edition$ of
the Newsletter for times and dates.

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
LIKE YOUR
A BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HA VE YOUR HAIR DONE?
OWN PERSONAL STYLIST? HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT O~' YUUK UWN HOME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY.
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH,
TRIM AND BLOW DRY FOR MUN, DAD AND FOUR CHILDREN - £1 0.00

I DIAL-Ai-:SIYI.E AT 285367 Fffi ID.R AProIN11vfNf

NUZSTOP
fvt\IN SIREET M\)NlJIH
CIGARETTES SWEETS CHOCOLATES
SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS ~ TOYS.
LIGHT GROCERY
T-SHIRTS, BACK PATCHES
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS
DAILY PAPERS ANP NAGAZINES. STATIONERY
SELECTION OF FRUIT
~

/eJiJ]

~

~

~-

-

-

Dermot Kelly Limited
~

.

~

KlLOOOK TEL: 287311
FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:

*

BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL

PI-I:N: 287311

GARDEN SHEDS KILCOCK
ff{lI.E 287397

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £11

ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED
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Kiernan ~ s

G.A.A.

IvI\IN STREET ,IvI\l:NXJIH
GROCERIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS

CLUB
Pride of place must go this month to
our junior B football team. Having
played some excellent football during
the year they reached the junior football championships B final v Athgarvin.
However we were well beaten in the
final.
Here I must pOint out that
Arthgarvin started the season in the
senior league but by some stranqe
arrangement by Kildare Co. Board
they got regraded to junior status in
mid season. This meant that we were
playing against ~ seniorteam in all but
name in the final. Our team never
gave up trying and for this they must
be congratulated.

LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACH DAY

9c34~fon
B. CIlvM. A. C. A
J .W'o. MJlHERN & CD.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Team and Subs.
Team: 1. Tommy. Flaherty, 2. Pat
Nevin, 3. Tony O'Connor, 4. Larry
Comerford, S. Ronan Barry, 6. Mick
Gahan, 7. Paul Stynes, 8. Austin
Burke, 9. John O'Toole, 10. Niall Farrell, 11 . Tom Coffey, 12. J'ohnny Nevin,
13. Pat Conway, 14. Martin Donnelly,
15. Joey Riordan.

FH::M::

(l§)pat ~ C!id tt

KINJSCURr
NAAS
COKI~

WASHING MACHINES
DISWASHERS
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC

REPAIRS & SERVICE
F'HN: 286508

l

~=================::::===========~

CDvPLEIE KIllNfIl\G SERVICE AVAILABLE
NO ASSIGMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
PERSONAL ATTENT10N OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK ..«Jll:In
9' C::l
CONTROL it ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
~
& RETURNS
~ ~
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC. fJi.l~
0
r:ONTACT
0l~
MI GEAL GI...'EffiN, FDvf\.
1'. J' _.
5 SJRt\FFPN Vi\Y, M\YNXJIH Pl-Q\E 285246
\.~.------------~~--------------------------~)
VAT

There is a very long way to go before
this project is finished but we believe
that when people realize the amenities that will be provided here for all
the family, a great deal more support
will be forthcoming.
Micheal CadeA PRO.

Co. lt d

LARPG-I M\l:NXJIH FH: 286508

New Pavilion

on the co nstruction of our new pavilion at Moyglare Road. It is only right
that our loyal supporters who contributed so well to ou r prize draw a couple
of years ago should know that this
money is now been wise ly spent.

TEL (045) 66535'

,FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS

Subs : 1. Cathal O'Leary, 2. Liam
Kearns, 3. John Gillernan , 4. Martin
O'Dea,S . G. Treacy, 6. Malachy
McCann, 7. Mick Flaherty, 8. David
Hogan, 9 . Gerry Whelan, 10. David
ty1ee, 11. Davy Corcoran .

It is my pleasent duty to be able to
report that work has started this week

286751

*

•

n
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ACKNOWLEDGE- BIRTHDAY
MENTS
GREETINGS
The wife, daughter, son-in-law, and
granddaughters, relatives and friends
of the late Frank Corcoran wish to
thank most sincerely all those who
sympathised with them in their recent
very sad bereavment. We would also
like to thank very much all those who
attended the removal and funeral, to
those who very kindly sent mass cards
and floral tributes. A very special word
of thanks to our priests of the parish.
Also a very special thank you to our
very helfpul and kind gardai. We would
like to express our sincere thanks to all
our very kind neighbours and friends.
The holy sacrifice of the mass will be
offered for all your intentions.

Mary Farrell, Greenfield Drive, on behalf
of her family would like to thank her
neighbours and friends in Maynooth
for their sympathy on the death of her
mother Margaret Murnane, Raheny.
Mass will be offered fortheir intentions.

SYMPATHY
Neph e":s, nieces, relatives and friends
of the late Nora Brady, lona Road and
Greenfield, Maynooth.
Sons, daughters-in-law, grandchildren,
great grandson, sister, brother, sisterin-law, nephews, nieces, relatives,
friends of the late Alice Travers, New-

Best wishes for a very happy birthday
to Michelle McGovern aged 5 on Oct.
1st. With lots of love from Nannie Una
and Uncle Kevin.
Best wishes for a very happy birthday
to Thomas McGovern, Greenfield age
6 on Oct. 6th with lots of love, from
Nannie Una and Uncle Kevin.
Julia Comerford, Greenfield Age 8 Oct.
3rd. Best wishes from Tiny.
Edel Fay, Leinster Cottages, Age 5
October 15th.
Belated happy birthday to Micheal
Higgins, Rail Park and bestwishesto
his wife, Phyllis who celebrates her
Birthday in October. Also, regards to
Micheal who has recently celebrated
one year of retirement from the position of Sergeanf in Maynooth.
Happy Birthday to Michelle McGovern,
Greenfield, 5 years, Oct. 1st from Noel,
Marie, Richard and Thomas.
Happy Birthday to Thomas McGovern,
Greenfield 6 years, Oct. 6th from
Michael, Eileen and girls.
Lots of love to our sister Michelle
McGovern on her 5th Birthday, Oct. 1st
from Kasina, Stacey, Debbie and
Regina. All our love.
Happy Birthday to Regina Victory,
Drogheda, Oct. 6th from Una McGovern
and family.
Happy Birthday to Alan Lavin, Moyglare
who celebrates his birthday on October 1st.
Happy Birthday to Gerard Doolin,
Killeany, Maynooth, 1st October.
Best Wishes to Breda Farrell who ce lebrates her 21 st Birthday on Oct. 4th.

CONGRATULATIONS
Best wishes to Detective Garda Patrick Kearns, Maynooth Park, who retired recently. Patrick (better known to
his pals as Pat) hails from Sixmilebridge in "The Bannor County" and
was stationed in Terenure, Store Street,
Bridewell and lastly in Lucan. Pat, his
wife and family have been residing in
Maynooth for almost 20 years, had 30
years service, and was very popular
with all classes. He is wished many
happy years in retirement and this
comes from his many friends in
Maynooth and elsewhere.
Congratulations to Patrick Boyce,
Corbally, Maynooth and Clare Brennan, Leixlip, who were married in St.
Mary's Church, Lucan, on September
16th.

Congratulations to Owen Donovan,
Post Master, Maynooth and Marian
Phelan, Clonmel, Co. Tipperary who
were married in Cion mel on August
5th. The young couple will reside at
Moyqlare Road.
Congratulations to Kieran Doyle, Straffan Way, Maynooth who was recently
awarded The Krups Award and The
Douglas trophy in his recent diploma
exam nation from the Irish Hardware
Asscciation. From all his family.
Congratulations from all the family to
Mrs. Elizabeth Donovan, Greenfield
who celebrated her 70th birthday
September 13th.
Congratulations to Dr. Maurice and
Mary Cowhey on the birth of a baby
boy.
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CLASSIFIED
ADS
FOR SALE
Super Stanley Solid Fuel cooker
in good working order, £200
Genuine eason for selling.
Also dancing costume
(Maher school):
chest 30", waist 25", Ie ngth 31" .£15.
2 pairs of poms (sizes 1·5 and 2)
£3 per pair.
Call at 25 Greenfield Drive
after 6 p.m.

Qualified/Experienced person
wanted to assist in nursery.
Mornings only.
Please contact 286633
for further details.

FOR SALE
Play Pen - £30, Baby Gate -£15
2 Arm Chairs -£70 each or £120 for pair
Glass top coffee table £50
1 Delux arm chair
1 Delux pouffee
All in excellent condition.

Telephone
285222 Ex 307.

C

HOUSE REQUIRED

1

Detached Carton Court or Raii Park
(end or large rear garden).
Immediate Decision. Cash Buyer.
Leave message at 285922

FOR SALE
Hitachi Vacuum Cleaner
- £25 o.n.o. Tel: 285115

FOR SALE
Bunk Beds
Telephone 285225
after 4 p.m.
Grangewilliam Cemetery
Sunday
will be held on 1st October
1989 at 3 p.m.

WE INVITE YOU
TO HAVE A LOOK AROUND WITHOUTOB~IGATION
TO PURCHASE ANY GOODS

THE GARDEN CENTRE IN A GARDEN
P'OII.: Gerry Dooley. Dip. Hort.

DUBLIN RD., CELBRIDGE , CO.KILDARE . PHONE: 288903

Complete range of
Trees and Shrubs
SPECIAL OFFER

COMPLETE LANDSCAPE
DESIGN SERVICE
GROUND MAINTENANCE
Industrial & Private

ALPlnES,[OnIFERS & HEATHERS

It's planting time NOW
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

- - - ON SALE HERE! - - -

Large rangeof Spring Bulbs
of Quality Plants - Trees/Shrubs/Roses etc.
Extensive R~n~e of Indoor/Conservatory Plants
1' M-E-WtB---~-E---~
Garden Requlsltes
Gift Vouchers
Outdoor Terracotta - Patio Contalners - Oak Tubs
garden Sheds
CC
Extensive Range Garden Tools/Equipment.
. - - - - - -_ _ 1 CO
Extensive Range of Bedding Plants
..J
\1l
Unusual combination of Hanging Baskets
\oJ

~rowers

~.
~

Quality Garden Sheds (4 sheds on display) - Dog Kennels.
Oak Coal Bunkers
NEW

Other wooden products

FISH CENTRE - Pond Liners and Accessories

LEIXUP ~
Various Desiqns of Patio's
- Aquatic Plants
~-=~___________B_a_r_-B_-_Q__
+_E_q_U~ipme~n_t__~________~~~~~~~-L________~

NEW

I

PATIO CENTRE

+ PL~~:ULBS ot:
Well Worth
A Visit!

We Accept
Access and Visa

Bedding Plants
for Summer Colour

(jrclza,,-d
!Nt! -rSert e $~
•

• General Printing
Invoices, NCR Sets, Statements, Letterheads. Business Cards,

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

\

Books
Tickets, &: Posters
Full Colour Brochures
Newsletters
Quality Wedding Stationery
Continuous Stationery
Contact
Colour Copying
Office Stationery & Furniture
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers
Typesetting (Laser & IBM)
Laser Printing
Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Book Restoration & Thesis Binding
Telephone (01) 286440/286695

Printing

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED

Issue No. 148"

November 1989
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Hire all your requirements from us
(Delph/Cutlery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)
OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

P6t6P O'Bpi6R
GatcpinR GO. htd.
"WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH. PHONE: 286566
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EDITORIAL

/ MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY
COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Suzanne Redmond
Peter Hussey
Mary Simon
Helen O'Connor Watson
Martin O'Brien
The opinions and statements expressed in the articles are those of the
contributors and not necessarily those
of the Editorial. All matter to be included in the next edition of the Newsletter should be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth.
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximum number of words
500 per article.
Copydate :
Monday, Nov. 20th at 5.00 p.m.
EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth ' Newsletter is published as a service to the people and
organisations of the neighbourhood. It
is an 'open access' publication and will
generally carry any material submitted
to it, subject to the law of the land and
to editorial judgement. The judgement
is exercised by the Editorial Committee in order to preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter.
The Committee reserves the right to
alter, abridge or omit material which in
its opinion might rend the Newsletter
the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guide-'·
lines in this matter is invited to contact
the committee .

INTEL-IGENCE
The recent announcement from the
giants US multinational, Intel, that it
plans to set up shop out the road , just
before the Hitchin Post, has brought
great excitement locally, as can be
seen from some of the articles in this
month's issue. Of course, some of the
euphoria must be tempered by the
experience of other giant promises that
evaporated - whO remembers Polaroid
in Newbridge, and the beautiful factory
they never used?
Still, application forms are being distributed, and recruitment advertisements have appeared in the national
papers. So, we can only hope that the
two and a half thousand jobs materialise over the next ten years. Who can
tell what such a dramatic change in the
local employment market will bring increased house prices?, more traffic?, increased prosperity all round?
The great advantages of the new industry are that they appear to be both
environment and community friendly.
We wish them every success.
HALLOW'EEN CELEBRATIONS
Once again, we remind readers of the
need for caution at Hallow'een. This is
the season of bonfires, a timewhenthe
fire brigades expect an increase in
demand for their services. Be careful
in constructing bonfires, and keep an
eye on children. It would be a good
idea to keep animals under house arrest for the duration, to protect them
from the terrors of fireworks and
bangers.

TREES
We are pleased to see that the mangement of Carton Demesne have taken
the trouble to allay any fears that the
valuable heritage of trees in Carton
may be in danger. Readers may have
noticed that a number of mature trees
have disappeared from the landscape;
however, a feature in this issue explains the enlightened woodland management policy which is being impleNOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
mented by the current owners. Three
We request all our contributors to thousand oak trees have been planted
makesurethelrmaterlalls legible. If in recent years, a great heritage for our
possible, material should be typed, children to look forward to.
but as not everyone has access to However, our heritage of lime trees,
typewriters, the best way to present which are such a distinctive feature of
material Is to use either neat legible the Main Street may be under attack.
writing or block letters on one side Our attention has been drawn to some
,Of the paper.
. ../ unauthorised pruning within the last
few months. Some residents may
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remember dawn raids on the tree
population some years ago, which left
a number of gaps in the streetscape.
How about some respect for these
venerable residents of our town. Stop
nailing notices and direction signs onto
them, and stop lopping branches off
just because they spoil the view . .
TIDY TOWN?
We publish the report of the judges of
the Tidy Towns' competition in this
issue. As expected, the results are
dire . The Tidy Towns' Committee are
soldiering on for this year. Buttheyare
asking themselves, why bother, when
the vast majority of residents apparently are happy to live in an area of
appalling visual pollution .
We ask you to take a stroll around
Maynooth this weekend. Look critically at everything you see. Do you
agree with what the judges say? What
can you do to change their verdict next
year?
COMMUNITY COUNCIL ELECTIONS
Finally, a reminder that elections for
the Community Council are coming
within the next few months, so now is
the time to get your campaign going.
The Community Concil made a huge
contribution to Maynooth in recent
years. There are signs that some of
the Councillors are suffering from burnout, and are looking forward to handing
over the flame to those with more
energy.
A logical development from the Community Council is the establishment of
a Town Commission, which would have
real status in law. It took many years
for Leixlip to gain town commission
status, but it got there in the end.

.. ~®~
RIGHT OF REPLY
In fairness to our readers and given
th at this magazi ne is not insu red agai nst
libel damages or costs, we undertake
the following : In the case of errors of
fact we will publish corrections when
we become aware of such .
In the case of unfairly impunging the
reputation of any person we hereby
offer that person or their representative the right of reply in this magazine,
subject only to reasonable length, the
laws of libel and our right to respond to
such reply.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
which branded them as I.RA terrorists and Mr. Tom King's intervention
Dear Editor,
regarding the right to silence . Finally
Last month marked the 1st anniverthe savage '25 year sentences followsary of the trial and sentencing of the
ing the two day deliberations of the
Winchester Three - three young Irish
divided jury caused widespread anger
people who were arrested on charges
and amazement.
of conspiracy to murder Tom King,
The three are now attempting to apformer Secretary of State for Northern peal their convictions and outrageous
Ireland. One of the three is Finbar sentences but they are encountering
Cullen of Main St., Maynooth , a former great difficulties. To assist them a
T .C .D. student and player with
Winchester Three Support Group has
Maynooth Town Football club.
been established and we the under
Among the people who expressed signed believe that the people of
concern that the convictions were a Finbar's home town have a special role
miscarriage of justice were Cardinal to play in this support effort.
O'Fiach and Bishop James Cavanagh . Accordingly we wish to announce that
Aspects of the trial which caused dis- an information meeting will be held in
quiet were the flimsy and circumstan- the I.CA hall, on Tuesday 7th Novemtial nature of the prosecutions case, ber, at 8.30 p.m. and the setting up of
that they were charged with "conspir- a local support group will be discussed .
acy" ratherthan a substantive charge, We wish to stress that we would like
the venue of the trial being Wincheter people of every political persuasion,
- a garrison town, the atmosphere . and none, to attend so that the entire
created by sections of the British media Maynooth community can be repre15th October, 1989

sented in this important humanitarian
and justice occasion.
Yours sincerely,
Seamus Feeney, Secretary, Maynooth
Town Football Club.
Peter Connell, P.R.O. Maynooth
Branch, Labour Party.
Liam Kavanagh , The Green Party, 149,
Kingsbry.
Mary and John Cullen, Main Street,
Maynooth .
Micheal and Dolores Quinn, 13 Laurence Ave .
Sean O'Siochain , P.R .O. Maynooth
Cumann , Fianna Fail.
Micheal Kelleher, Vice Chairman,
Maynooth Branch, Progressive Democrats .

COMMUNITY COUNCIL NOTES
The meeting took place on Monday 9th
October at 8 p.m. in the Post Primary
School. We would like to thank Mr.
Ashe and the VEC for the provision of
the premises again . However, the
change of venue must have had some
dramatic effect on the councillors since
the attendance was extremely disappointing .
COMMUNITY PROBLEMS
Two representatives of Maynooth
Relays were invited to attend the
meeting regarding the provision of cable
TV to the Moyglare Village area. They
explained that it was hoped cable television would be provided by Christmas
but that some logistic difficulties had
been encountered in bringing the cable
over the Canal and through the Town
Centre. This is the cause of the present delay. It was also stated that the
mast may have to be moved due to
building proposals on the present site
and that a new location will have to be
established. This is a longterm problem however. In reply to enquiries
concerning the out-lying areas, it was
said that the cost of providing the cable
TV would prove . prohibitively expen-

sive for the consumer and that a new
cable company was being set up to
service rural areas in general.
The council agreed to bring the following concerns and problems directly to
the Celbridge Area Committee of Kildare County Council for the direct attention of the officials.
(a) Application for Town Commission
Status.
(b) Future plans for Bond Bridge.
(c) An outline plan for environmental
work to be carried out by the SES
workers sponsored by Kildare County
Council in the Maynooth Area .
It was decided to approach the Council
in this manner 'due to the difficulties
which have been encountered in receiving acknowledgements or replies
to any of our recent correspondence. It
is hoped that this representation may
achieve a positive and fruitful result.
It was also stated that the sergeant
would be approached about speeding
in the area of Double Lane and the
provision of a STOP sign. Secondly,
it was felt that traffic directions were
also necessary at the junction of Parson Street and the University entrance,
otherwise someone will be killed there.

~

THE SPORTS COMPLEX
Three representatives of the council ,
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain, John McGinley and Peter Connell met with College
representatives Professor Smyth, Mr.
Pat Dalton and Mr. T . Ashe of the Post
Primary School and Pauline Madigan
the President of the Student's Union
regarding the present position of the
Sports Complex planned on the University site. It was decided that an
updated proposal be outlined by the
College and a meeting with the Minister of Sport be arranged. This should
take place befo re Christmas.
The SES workers are progressing
extremely well with the updated Information Directory. Muireann Ni Bhrolchain and Tom McMulion are the
Council representatives to the subcommittee . The proposed publication
date is November 1989.
The Tidy Towns report from Bord Failte was read to the Council by Richard
Farrell. It was extremely disappointing . The report concentrated on litter
and natural resources in particular for
complaint and dissatisfaction. The full

continued on page 6
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Doyles Shoe
p[lONE 285612

Centre

PHONE;

285612

The Family Shoe Store
Maynooth Shopping Centre
TIlE FAMILY SHOE STORE WITH
FULLY TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE

CLARKS,

STOCKIST OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
K-SHOES, DUBARRY, EASTCOAST, WESTCOAST .

SUE-L, GABOR,

LOAKES, WINSTANLEY, CRAFTMASTER,
BROOK ST, DELIA ETC.

IRISH DANCING PUMPS AND BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK

OUR SHOES .FIr AS WELL AS THEY LOOK,
DO YOURS?

DOYLES SHOE CENTRE

FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT OF TOWN.
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continued from page 4
report is published in this edition of the
magazine.

FUNDRAISING
EVENTS

CALENDAR OF

An appeal was made by the Chairperson to the various voluntary bodies
and societies within the town to publicise fundraising activities and flagdays
well in advance. This may be achieved
by notifying the Community Council
office well in advance either by phone
or with a written notice. This would
give the Community Council the ability
to collate a calendar of fund raising
events and thus avoid the clashes that
arise at present. Lack of foreknowledge concerning upcoming occasions
result in a bad response to some events
due to avoidable clashes with functions held by another organisation.
Maynooth is a growing town, but it can
only respond to and support a limited
demand from clubs and societies.
Therefore it is the duty of the community to ensure that fundraising
is spread evenly throughout the year
and that all groups are given the opportunityto raise fi nance. Inthiswaygood
will, co-operation and support may be
forthcoming . A calendar of events
should make this ideal more realistic.
THANK YOU CARTON DEMESNE
The Council would like to acknowledge
with heartfelt gratitude the generous
donation of £300 from Carton Demesne, from Michael Barry and Lee
Malahan. Thechequewasgiventothe
Community Council in lieu of the House
Opening which was planned provisionally for the September-October period.
Mr. Malahan has expressed his regret
that they were. unable to facilitate the
Community Council at the time. However, we are assured that the house
will.be made available to us for public
viewing in June 1990. It is hoped that
we can provide some additional services and shows on the grounds on the
occasion.

should do something' about some
problem in the town or outlying areas,
or if you have an idea or dream you
wish to see realised put yourself forward for election . That 'someone' who
could do 'something' is you.
We appeal in particularto the following
areas to ensure that they are represented on the Council, especially the
newer estates. They have no representatives or are seriously underrepresented at present.

Carton Court
Beaufield
Kingsbry (one councillor out of a possible 3)
Greenfield Phase 3
Outlying Area A (Carton Demesne,
Old Carton, Catherinestown, Kellystown, Blakestown).
Outlying Area C (Including Rowanstown, Dowdstown, Taghadoe, Smith stown, Tredstown, Cormickstown,
Crinstown, Laragh Demesne) .

We understand that in order for you to
process our application for Town
Commission status for Maynooth is is
necessary for us to send you a copy of
our application. Accordingly, we attach a copy of our application to the
Ministerforthe Environment dated 10th
May 1989.
We are amenable to changes in the
boundaries if necessary.
Yours sincerely,
John McGinley
Secretary.

(2)

Emmet Stagg T.D.,
Lodge Park,
Straffan, Co. Kildare.

Dear Emmet,
We need new, young, energetic blood
in the new Council to help those who
have given years of service to the community. It is unfair to expect the same
small group of people to carry on the
voluntary work, combating abuse and
talking the odd pearls of praise. This is
your community and improvements,
facilities, jobs etc cannot be achieved
without the involvement of a wider
sectorofthe population. In th is context
perhaps a higher number of seats
should also be offered to the student
populations and to the youth between
18-25 .
We will provide a detailed report in the
next Newsletter. Rememberthat anyone over 18 who is a permanent resident in Maynooth is currently entitled
to stand and vote in the Election. We
appeal to Residents' Associations in
particular to ensure that candidates
are put forward.

ELECTION TIME
We are now announcing that the next
election for Maynooth Community
Council will take place in February
1990. This is your opportunity to become more deeply involved in local
community affairs, to have a voice and
the chance to participate and become
active in all aspects of Maynooth life.
If you have often thought 'someone

Dear Sir,

Muireann Ni Bhrolchain

CORRESPONDENCE
(1)

Mr. G. Ward,
County Manager,
Kildare Gounty Council.

Re: Town Commisson Status For
Maynooth.
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We are writing to you in your capacity
as Chairman, Celbridge Area Committee of Kildare County Council. We
wou ld like to attend the next meeting of
the Committee to make a submission
on the following:

1. Position regarding Bond Bridge.

2. Discuss boundaries for Maynooth
Town Commission.
3. Provision of Social Employment
Scheme Team by the County Council
to attend to public areas neglected by
the County Council.
Our delegation will be :
Muireann Ni Bhrolchain,
The Lodge, Mariaville, Maynooth.
Dominic Nyland ,
836 Greenfield, Maynooth.
Tom McMullon,
63, Cluain Aoibhinn, Maynooth.
John McGinley,
50 Greenfield Drive, Maynooth.
Please let us know the date and time of
your meeting as soon as possible.
Yours sincerely
John McGinley
Secretary.

o

WaIte
COLISTOWN, KILCOCK,

DI/PO~
co.
0.
KILDARE

Tel: (01) 286663/286665
Emergency No. (088) 559651
FAX: 286653

We are offering a wheeled bin service whichmeans that we deliver .
a bin to you and you have the us-e of the bin exclusively for yourself.
We are an established and successful private waste disposal company
with a proven track record in efficiency and reliability.

~

L
t
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500 Litre Wheeled Bin

SHOPS AND SMALL BUSINESSES
240 Litre Wheeled Bin

HOUSEHOLD

)60 Litre Wheeled Bin

HOUSEHOLD

Litre Wheeled Bin

HOTELS, BARS AND BIGGER BUSINESSES
The charge for servIce of the 240 litre wheeled bin is £6.00 per month payable on a Direct Debit
basis only or £36.00 per half year or £70.00 per year payable in advance. The 240 litre bin holds
an average of three blac.k plastic bags. We also have a 360 litre wheeled bin available for larger
consumers .

• CLEANLINESS
General Tidiness is much
improved where bins are sited
and emptied.

• HYGIENE
Our secure hinged bin more
than satisfies Health Authorities,
keeps out scavengers, rodents .
and Hies etc.

• EFFORTLESS

GUARANTEED COLLECTION
COLISTOWN, KILCOCK, CO. KILDARE

Tel: (01) 286663/286665
Em.ergency No. (088) 559651

Because of our revolutionarv
wheel system there is no effort
in wheeling your bin to the
roadside .

• COST EFFECTIVE
There will be no need to go to
the dump anymore . buy blJck
polysllcks for th .:l t extr .l fut,r>,sh .
or replace bl01-- en bins rl'glll,\':y.

-----" MA YNOOTH CREDIT UNION
What an outstanding year Maynooth
Credit Union has just concluded. On
the 30th September 1989 we purchased the office in the harbour. This
indeed is a significant achievement for
so young a Credit Union. We have
been operating from the Credit Union
house since our inception on the 5th
March 1988 for the first six months
courtesy of Leixlip District Credit Union, and for the past year we rented
these premises. Now they belong to
the members of Maynooth Credit Union and we should all congratulate ourselves at this stage.
Now that Leixlip are no longer doing
business here we have an additional
opening night namely Friday in the
Harbour. See our opening hours at the
end of these notes.
SAVINGS PROTECTION SCHEME
On the 1st October 1989 'The Savi ngs
Protection Scheme' came into operation. All Credit Unions affiliated to the
Irish League of Credit Unions are
deemed to participate in the scheme.

OPENING HOURS
The Harbour
Thurs. 7 - 8.30 p.m.
Fri. 7 - 8.30 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.
Qulnnsworth Mall
Thurs. 7 - 8.30 p.m.
Fri. 7 - 8.30 p.m.
This protection scheme is an added
safeguard to all Credit Union ' members. In Ireland and other countries
financial institutions have failed in the
past because of poor management
and bad investment policies. As a
result in some cases, the Government
rescued the savers and in some cases
they lost thei r savings. So that this can
never happen in the Irish Credit Union
Movement and in the absence of any
Government Scheme for Credit Unions the movement has taken the inititive and set up the Savings Protection
Scheme conscious of the need to protect the savings of the one million individual members.

MAYNOOTH
RESIDENTS
AGAINST LOCAL CHARGES
We are delighted to report that our
target for the fighting fund collection
has been achieved and in thanking the
residents of the town for thetr ge nerosity, the committee especially wish to
thank all those in the various estates
who acted as our representatives for
the collection.
A.C.R.A. MEETING IN SETANTA
HOUSE, CELBRIDGE
On Wednesday 19th September a well
attended meeting decided to establish
a branch of ACRA in Co. Kildare. A
broad range of issues including local
charges, gaming machines and the
piped T.V. services were considered.
MRALC welcomes this development
as we beleive that ACRA can bring a
nationalfocus forthe campaign against
charges which here to now has been
somewhat localised and uncoordinated. Also with the very real threat of
the re-introduction by the Governent of
rates , disguised as a property tax, now
a strong possibility, ACRA's involvement is most tim.ely.
VICTORY IN WATERFORD
Residents' and tenants' associations
in Waterford won a great victory in their

struggle to get rid of water rates. On
27th September, approx. 1,000 residents surrounded three Corporation
'water rats' in their van after they had
disconnected supply to two homes.
After a two hour meeting between
Councillors, Gardai and residents' representatives, the Corporation announced that there would be no further
disconnections in the city for three
weeks. The crowd then released the
workmen unhurt. More importantly the
Waterford Corp9ration is now under
great pressure to drop local charges
for 1989.
THE LATE MICHAEL BYRNE R.I.P.
M.R.A.L.C. were shocked to learn of
the tragic and sudden death of our
committee member Michael Byrne.
Since Michael joined our committee
approx. 12 months ago he was fully
involved in all our work and indeed
during the Fighting Fund collection he
called to approx. 200 homes and presented our case in a most sincere and
articulate manner. To his wife Anotinette and four young daughters we
extend our heartfelt sympathy. As we
salute you Michael, we say that you will
live on in our hearts and yourideals will
continue to be our inspiration.
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Members' savings are protected up to
£10,000 . The scheme is funded by the
stabilisation fund and which now has
been transferred to the saving protection scheme fund . This fund at 1.10.89
is £9.4 million which is in excess of
1.5% of the total movements' savings
protected.
Maynooth Credit Union is affiliated to
the Irish League of Credit Unions and
complies with all their guidelines and
so comes under the saving protection
scheme.
Our annual General Meeting will take
place on Tuesday 21 st November in
the I.CA Hall. All members will be
notified and should make every effort
to attend as the Credit Union belongs
to the members and it is in your own
interest that you understand and participate in the operation of it. Helpers
are always required especially now
with our extra opening hours. Please
leave you r name and address with
teller if you have any time to spare.

MAYNOOTH
FIREMEN'S
SOCIAL CLUB
PRIVATE
MEMBERS'
DRAW:
September Results
£100 - Clair Green
£50 - Jim Lynam
£20 - Joe O'Riordan
5 x £10
Bernie Owens· Julie Dunne
Sean Donovan· Gerry Mulcahy
Cissie Dempsey

DIARY DATES
2.11.89
I.C.A. Meeting 8.00 p.m.
18.11.89
Jumble Sale Community Games,
I.C.A. Hall
25.11.89
Carnation Day Multiple Sclerosis
24.11.89
Post Primary School Debs Ball

•

MAYNOOTH

•

CREDIT UNION
OPENING HOURS
HARBOUR
THUR

7 -8. 30PM

FRI

7"-8 30PM

SAT

G

lOAM-12.30PM

QU I NNSWORTH M'-\LL

•

THUR

7 -8 30PM

FRI

7-8.30PM

e

• All Are Welcome • •
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ROYAL CANAL AMENITY GROUP
This month we can report success in
ourtwo recentfundraising endeavours.
On Thursday 28th October our Table
Quiz took place at the Setanta House
Celbridge. While numbers were slightly
lowerthan expected those present were
given plenty to think about. Question
setter Declan O'Connor, although
confining the questions to Ireland and
Irish matters coverd a wide range of
topics. Question caller Peter Hussey
as always presented the questions in a
professional and articulate manner.
One week later it was back to the same
venue for our annual Fashion Show.
The fashions this year were courtesy
of Libra Design (one of Irelands leading designers and manufacturers of
ladies' clothes). Family Album (now a
household name in Ireland) and F.M.K.
Casuals, one of Maynooth's leading
'Gents Outfitters'.
The fashion show had some extra
features this year as well as the usual
raffle. These included a prize for the
'Best Dressed Lady' on the evening
and free drinks for all members of the
audience. These drinks were kindly
sponsored by Cantrell and Cochrane
and Premier Daries to whom we extend our sincere thanks. The prize for

Eugina Gregory modelling.

Best Dressed lady at the Fashion Show, Mary O'Melia being congratulated by
Philip McDermott.
the best dressed lady which was won Royal Canal Staff, Maynooth Office
by Mary O'Melia, Cluain Aoibhinn, Supplies, those who assisted in the
Maynooth, was sponsored by Quinns- dressing rooms and Darren mcDerworth Maynooth to whom we extend mott who distributed the free drinks,
Leaf Ltd., who provided refreshments
our thanks.
The fashion show started with the dis- forthe Junior models and finally to the
play from the Family Album collection management and staff of the Setanta
modelled by junior models from House Hotel.
Maynooth. The first half closed with a The next item to be undertaken by the
selection from F.M.K. Casuals committee is the Carol Singing at
Maynooth, modelled by Van and Christmas. This will take place in the
Richard who are more often seen city centre. Work on the second side
managing your local Quinnsworth wall on the slipway is now at the advanced stage and should be completed
Supermarket.
At the interval the raffle was held and before the end of the year.
the winners were: Marion Brennan (£50
Libra Design voucher), Mrs. Goodwin
(£50 Family Album voucher), Mrs.
Murray (Bottle of whiskey), Mrs. Minogue (set of glasses). Congratulations
to all.
The second half opened with another
selection from F.M .K. This was followed
by the Libra selection. An excellent job
was done by all the models and the
evening concluded with dancing to the
music of 'The sound of the Sixties
Showband'. The Committee would
like to thank the followingwithoutwhose
help the Fashion Show could not have
gone ahead:
All the models who took part, oursponsors and advertisers, those who provided the fashions, Sounds of the Sixties Showband, John Cunningham and
Dermot Farrell for programme production, compere Joan Howard Williams,
Georgina - modelling at the Show.
Gerry Fitzpatrick, Paul White, The
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
·CARVERY LUNCH
SERVED FROM 12 NOON TO 3 PM EACH DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAY
CHILDREN'S MENU AVAILABLE
THE PLOUGH RESTAURMri' OFFERS AN EXCELLENT
A-LA-CARTE MENU
FROM 5 PM TO 10 PM EACH DAY.
BAR MENU IS AVAILABLE FROM 3 PM TO 9 PM DAILY
ON PRODUCTION OF STUDENT'S CARD,
50P REDUCTION OFF MAIN COURSES.
NOW OPEN FOR CHRISTMAS FUNCTIONS
WEDDINGS, 21ST PARTIES,

~'TC.

RING MARY ON 286323 OR 285772
FOR BOOKINGS
WE OFFER EFFICIENT SERVICE, COUPLED
WITH EXCELLENT CUISINE TO GUARANTEE
A SATISFIED CUSTOMER.
CALL IN, YOU'RE WELCOME.
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I.C.A. NOTES
The October meeting was held on
Thursday the 5th. Madam President
welcomed all members. Sympathy
was extended to Maisie McMyler on
the death of her aunt. Congratulations
to Patricia O'Neill on the birth of a
beautiful baby boy and to Mary Doyle
onthe birth of hergrand daughter. The
October competition a flower arrangement 'Harvest Festival' was won by
Mary Doyle 1st. and Betty Farrell 2nd
in the advanced section and by Mary
Flynn 1st., Margaret Gee 2nd and Brid
Shiels 3rd in the novice section. Anne
Doohan was presented with a brannaire for soft toymaking. Congratulations Anne.
The guild competition for November is
a newspaper hat. All activities continue as usual with handcrafts on
Mondays at 8 p.m. Badminton on
Tuesday and Thursday 10.30 -12 noon.
Set dancing on Wednesday at 8p.m.
The guild came 2nd in the Federation
set dancing competition for the Patsy
Lawler Cup. Congratulations to all
who spent many hours practising for
this competition.
The guild came 3rd at Federation level
in the A.I.B. Guild of the year awards.
In the Kildare Drama
Festival Maynooth Guild were once
again to the fore when they took the
over all prize for the best play of the
Festival and were awarded the Brownie
Barber Memorial Trophy. As well as
winning the overall award Maynooth
Guild won 3 individual awards. Maisie
McMyler won best actress award and
Patti Lavin and Mary Doyle were
awarded certificates for their acting
performances. The play they performed was "Slander" and the cast
were as follows: Maisie McMyler, Mary
Doyle, Patti Lavin, Bridie Moore, Marion
Sou han, Madeline Stynes and Betty
Farrell and it was produced by Joan
Shannon. Great praise is due to all
these guild members who are continuously keeping the flag flying for
Maynooth Guild by taking part in all
these Competitions. New members
are always welcome.

~town StOttlJ
NEWSAGENTS
M\'f'I\(XJJH

CD.

KI~

FH 01- 285833

Opening Hours. 7.30 am - 10 pm

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards - Magazines
(

KlLOOOK TEL: 287311
FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:
* BODY REPAIRS
* SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
~ 287311

Dan Logan Co Ltd
I¥Rl3ERS1OI\N tv1<\YNnJH
~ 288468
Fill IMvfDIA1E I:EL IVERY

COAL ANTHRACITE ETC.
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME.
BEST QUALITY COAL, SLACK, ANTHRACITE,
PEAT BRIQUETTES, AND ALL TYPES
OF SOLID FUEL SUPPLIED

.,.:J;;;:

~~/~,g~~"-

'6' 1

285367rP -~
A Personal Home Hair Styling Service

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING

Apology
Last month's notes should have read:
we sympathise with Imelda Delaney
on the death of her sister-in-law.
Apologies Imelda.
Geraldine Tracy
PRO

A BABYSITTER IVlJ1LE YOU HAVE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
OWN PERSONAL STYLIST? HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OlvN 1I0ME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY. SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH
TRIM AND BLOW DRY FOR MUM. DAD AND FOUR CHILDREN [J2.00

DIAL-Ar-:SIYLE AT 285361 Fill 'fUR APFOINIM::Nl J
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CITY CENTRE
SECRETARIAL SERVICES
STUDENTS
for your
THESES. ESSAYS ,. NOTES. C.V.s
Contact THE PROFESSIONAL TYPING COMPANY
at 724415 - 724692
All our work done on Word Processors
from £1.20 per page.
For a low cost ,- efficient Typing Service
CITY CENTRE SECRETARIAL SERVICES
9B Lower Abbey Street
Dublin 1.
(Opposite China Showrooms)
FOR COLLECTION SERVICE ON
THESES AND REPORTS
PHONE 724000
- --
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__ F .ROB~.L.EMS? ·

IMAR

ENGINEERING CO. LTD
ALUMINIUM DEPT.
4A Kilbarrack Ind Est, Sutton
)

vIe repair: Patio Doors ,Resi Doors,

Windows, Shop Fronts,
Conservatories, Double Glazed Units, Locks,

Hinges, etc
Tel: 393679

-

242921 After 6pm
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- - - - T I D y TOWNS REPORT - - - - We received the long awaited report
from Bord Failte towards the end of
September and reprint it here in full.
Judging took place over the three
month period from June to August and
there were at least two visits from the
judges during this time. As you can
see from the report a greater community involvement is an absolute requirement for the development of

Maynooth"s potential beauty spots.
If anyone wishes to comment on the
report, we will be delighted to hear from
them in the Community Council Office.
We would also appreciate their presence on our tidying projects.
The committee have decided that photographs will be taken of the areas
outlined in the report as being in urgent
need of attention. These will be taken

monthly and hopefully published in the
Newsletter.
Over the next few months we will be
canvassing for moral and active support in our aims and activities.
Further details can be obtained from
Richard Farrell, Secretary, Tidy Towns
Committee, c/o Community Council.
Maynooth.

1989 Tidy Towns Competition
EFFORT - assessment may take into account
sustained effort over a number of years or the
overcoming of special local difficulties.
Whilst there is some evidence of individual effort, community effort appears
to be lacking. Previous reports indicate that you should draw up an action
plan which may motivate community
effort. Until such time as greater effort
is in evidence, Maynooth will lose marks
in this section.
Marks: Max
198B
1989
40
26
24
TIDINESS- appropriate placing of litter bins,
absence of litter, advertising hoardings and
indiscriminate dumping.

Litter and general untidiness are the
greatest problems in Maynooth. Litter
was in evidence everywhere. The area
in front of the college with the Church of
Ireland and castles was well presented,
but even here litterwas a problem. The
amenity area and lane behind the Main
Street have good potential but were
heavily weeded and Uttered. Flyposting
was in evidence at many locations.
Marks:

Max
35

1988
13

1989
12

Progress Report
Centre: Maynooth Category: E
County: Kildare
1989 marks: 109
PRESENTATION OF BUILDINGSshops, business premises, banks, 'factories,
historic and public buildings, derelict sites and
buildings, statues and monuments.

There are some excellent buildings in
Maynooth. The buildings on the Main
Street and the entrance to the College
are well presented. A good use of
flowers was noted at Cassidy"s and the
Country Shop. The toilet block, which
is so prominent, continues to be a
problem with
litter, graffiti and
flyposting. There is an increased usage
of handwritten signs which should be
encouraged further.
Marks:
Max
1988
1989
35
30
30
PRESENTATION OF NATURAL
AMENITIES - open spaces, village greens,
river banks, foreshore, parks, trees.

Open spaces throughout require attention. Th~ play area near the Health
Centre is neglected and needs a major
refurbishment. The work at the canal
harbour appears to have been abandoned and what has been achieved is

in danger of becoming derelict.
Marks:
Max
1988
1989
30
18
16
APPEARANCE OF APPROACH
ROADS - verges, streets, back lanes and
footpaths. Also car parks, seats, telephone
kiosks, post boxes, litter bins, pumps and road
signs.

The Dublin and Galway appraoches
are marred by overgrown verges and
the planted area opposite the livestock Mart is totally overgrown. Minor
appraoches require attention also.
Weeds have continued to be allowed
to grow freely on walls and kerbs.
Marks:
Max
1988
1989
40
12
12
PRESENTATION OF RESIDENTIAL
AREAS - including open spaces
Some excellent individual presentations were noted but overall more attention to details, such as replaCing
broken trees, removing weeds from
gutters and litter control, is required.
Marks: Max
1988
1989
20
15
15
Total Marks:
Max
1988
1989
200
114
109

-MAYNOOTH STUDENTS' UNION NEWS
The Students" Union is hoping that this
year Maynooth College will achieve
Constituent Status, a formal academic
appeals procedure, improved medical
facilities plus many more important
areas of interest to the students. A
total of 659 students entered first year
this year, 457 Arts and 202 Science
students. This does not include first
year BA Theology students, nor does
it include first year repeat students.

This is an increase of 21.3% from last
years" number of first year students.

The President of the Students" Union,
Pauline Madigan stated that: "Even
though we welcome the increase in the
number of students into Maynooth
College, we are extremely concerned
with how the college shall cope with
such numbers. Both academically and
socially, the facilities in Maynooth
College cannot adequately cope with
such large numbers. The Students"
Union building is insured for just 650
students and cannot cope with the
increase in the demand both for lunches
and for entertainment."
On Thursday 16th November a refer-
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endum will be held in the college with
the following motion to be voted on:

"That Maynooth Students" Union will
provide pregnancy counselling on all
pregnancy options, including the option of abortion."

The Students" Union wishes all students both "old and new" a rewarding,
knowledgeable and most importantly
a constructive new year.

TREE
FELLING IN

AIDAN'S

CARTON

MAYNOOTH.

DEMESNE
The owners and manager of Carton
Demesne are aware of the concern
expressed by some of the community
in Maynooth about treefelling on the
Estate. Some trees, visible from the
Dublin Road and the Dunboyne Road
have had to be felled due to their age
and extremely dangerous condition.
Consultations were held with experts
from Kildare County Council, tree surgeons and eventually the Department
of the Environment.
We would also add that 3,000 young
oaks have been planted in the environs of the house itself. Those trees
which have been felled are being replaced, but the young shoots cannot
yet be seen over the high Carton wall.
It is hoped to plant mature trees of
approximately 6 feet tall close to the
perimeter ofthe estate which will quickly
become visible to the community.

-Toba~conist

-

Newsagent-

CLOSING. TINES
lOPN. (THURS-FRIDAY)
11 PH. (SAT-WED)

Have it

FRAMED
Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors
MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH

BETWEEN ALAN FRAZERS AND TOP OF THE CROP
Tel: 286166

Carton Demesne Management

MAYNOOTH
FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB
The Chairman Eileen Burns at the
September meeting, welcomed everyone back after the summer holidays,
congratulating all the members who
did well atthe local flower shows. Then
said she was sorry the A.G.M. was
changed from the 16th October to the
23rd October. Our next meeting is the
20th November. The demonstrator is
Denise Fanning from Dublin.
The Christmas meeting on December
11th we are having Mrs Maforce WaIter from the North, Chairman of
N.I.G.F.A.S. There will be a bumper
Christmas Sales table at this rneeting
intheS.V.D. Hostel. More details later.
All meetingsat8.00 p.m. inthe MAD.E.
Centre Post Primary School Maynooth
unless stated.
PRO
Felicity Satchwell

M·ULLIGAN'S
GARDEN SHEDS

KILCOCK

H-I:N: 287397

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £11

ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED
CHILDRENS & TEEN FASHIONS
MAIN STREET, CELBRIDGE
PHONE: 288535
ANORAKS FROM £7.99
50% COTTON FLEECE LINED TRACK SUITS
SIZES 24-34 £7.99
50% COTTON FLEECE LINED TRACK SUIT BOTTOMS
SIZES 24-34 £3.99
ITALIA '90 TOPS AND TRACK SUITS
DENIM/JEANS AND JACKETS
KNI.TWEAR * 'SWEAT SlIIRTS * FRENCH POL OS
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- - - - - DUBLIN ARTS DIARY - - - - Lorca's classic op~ned in the Gate
Theatre on 16th September and has
made a huge impact on The Dublin
Theatre Festival since then. It will run
until mid November but booking will
need to be made in advance as each
night sees a packed house.

"The House of Bernarda Alba"
Gate Theatre
narda's regime." The eldest sister,
Amelia, is to marry a wealthy young
Romeo of the village, Pepe, with whom
Adela is already in love. The entrance
of Pepe to this household sparks off
long suppressed jealousies and passions among est all the daughters and
results in tragiC consequences.

"The House of BernardaAlba" is Lorca's
last play, written just before he was
murdered in 1936 and displays his
maturing mastery of classical tragedy The all female cast gives a tremenin his peculiarly impressionistic style . dous performance and conveys, in the
The play deals with .. the themes of ,dialectic of black and white , pain and
claustraphobic suppression (of emo- conflict, the concept of womanhood
tions, of expression of sexuality, of ·as perceived by Lorca in rural Spain
women) in the hierarchically structured and the terrible seclusion imposed
household of Bernarda Alba. Ber- upon the expression of their sexuality
narda is a womam whose second by the twin forces of capitalism and
husband has just died and who im- patriarchy. Joan O'Hara, towering
poses a period of rigid mourning on the beyond the script, reinforces the fact
inhabitants of the house (her five that there are few actresses in these
daughters, servants, mother and her- isles who can ever hope to match her
self). She attempts to control the minds excellence. As Bernarda Alba she is
and bodies of all those around her and nothing short of terrifying - managing
suceeds in dOing so where all but the
to convey the enormous difficulties of
youngest daughter (Adela) are cona woman struggling to maintain order
cerned. Adela is the only symbol of
in the face of conflicting pictures of
organic spontanaeity in the house
truth and social propriety. She is
hold - her sisters are toiling beneath
balanced against the softer colours of
the weight of shame and twisted sexLa Poncia (played magnificently by Pat
ual frustration incurred during BerLeavy) her maid who attempts in vain

to bring understanding to the narrow
vision of Bernarda and so relax the
torment of her daughters.
A poisonous atmosphere prevails
throughoutthe production and the overwhelming predominance of white on
the set emphasises the sterility of the
entrenched household.
Lorca, raging at the malformation of
life to which these women were subjected must surely have been inspired
by his own experience as a homosexual whose natural impluses and feelings were denied expression in the
conservative Spanish countryside of
his birth. The motivating force in the
play is the festering of desire (images
of imprisonment abound - indeed,
Bernarda 's mother is locked away due
to her progressing senility) and the results incurred due to this breach from
nature.

A stunning and powerful production
which impresses from all angles . It is
likely to be one of the most memorable
theatre productions this year so don't
miss it. Check press for booking information.

- - - - C I T I Z E N CONSUMER----Now that we are gone through the
season of mists and mellow fruitfulness, we are approaching the festive
season, Christmas and the New Year
at a rate of knots. Like it or not, we are
all susceptible to paying acute attention to· the festive and self-indulgent
elements of Yuletide. The manufacturers of Solpedeine, Resolve, and other
medical equivalents of the "hair of the
dog" will rejoice too.
One experience that could mar the
festivities in a very painful sense for
each of us on"the morning after" would
be the knowledge that we have been
stupid enough to drive while over the
legal alcohol limit and have paid for our
indiscretion by being arrested and
charged under the appropriate sections of the Road Traffic Acts.
So let us dweJl uneasily but wholesomely for the length of this article on
the Drunk driving laws and perhaps to
disabuse ourselves of some fo the old
wives' tales and confortable assumptions which some people still have about
the operation of the law.

The principal drink driving provisions
are:
Driving or attempting to drive a mechanically propelled vehicle (m.p.v.)
(1) while intoxicated, i.e., under the
influence of drink or drugs to the extent
of being incapable of driving properly
or (2) while there is present in one's
blood or urine within three hours of
being arrested a concentration of alcohol greater than the prescribed levels
for blood (100 milligrms. per 100 milliltrs) or urine (135 mgs. per 100 mltrs).
(3) intoxication (drink or drugs) while
IN CHARGE (as opposed to driving or
attempting to drive) of an m.p.v. by
virtue of being incapable or (4) of concentration of alcohol (levels as above).
(5) refusal to undergo a breath test
(6) refusal in relation to provision of
specimens of blood or urine.
(7) refusal to accompany a garda to the
garda-station
(8) taking steps to frustrate a prosecution.
The first two pOints to be made here
are that while it is not i"egal in itself to

have drink or drugs in one's body,
there are very stringent contro ls over
the levels of drink or other drugs, or
combination of these, which is permissible. Indeed, the average person may
not consume more than two/three
drinks before straying across the
threshold. There are steps afoot to
reduce the levels even lower in the
future; if the EC has its way the blood!
alcohol limit will be half the Irish current
level throughout the Community.
The next point to be made about the
principal charges, particularly numbers
1 to 4 above, is that the subjective
charges so susceptible to attack by,
and therefore beloved of, lawyers are
being less and less used. In other
words, the Gardai became increasingly wary of proferring charges which
were based only on their personal
perception or observation of the Defendant driver's behaviour. This could
be open to alternative interpretation
and hence be undermined before the
Court by the Defence lawyer.
So the general pattern now is that the

continued on page 18
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Curragh,
Co. Kildare.
Phone 045 - 41376

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
BALLROOM & OLD-TIME DANCING
MUSIC BY THE PORTEMOES
DANCING 9 - 12 ADMISSION £1.50
BAR 11.00
SUNDAY LUNCH
SERVED EVERY SUNDAY·12.30 TO 2.30
EVERY TUESDAY NIGFIT
TRADITIONAL IRISH SET IJANCING
INSTRUCTION FROM 8 P.M.
CONTINUOUS SETS
FROM 9.30 P.M.
QUALIFIED EXPERIENCED
INSTRUCTOR
GREAT FUN! GETS YOU FIT!
ADMISSION £1.50
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 15TH
OFFICE PARTY NIGHT
FULL DINNER:: YOUR OWN GROUP SETTING
MUSIC BY THE' 'PARTNERS
NOW BOOKING - ENQUIRE FOR FULL DETAILS
ALL PRIVATE FUNCTIONS, SOCIAL FUNCTIONS.
SOME DATES STILL AVAILABLE FOR CHRISTMAS.
WE SPECIALIZE IN WEDDINGS.
ONE WEDDING PER DAY.
ENQUIRE FOR DETAILS
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continued from page 16
Garda's personal observations are only
virtually home and dried because the
of importance to enable hi m to properly
law has now been tightened up to the
arrest the driver. Once that is done and
extent that IT IS PRESUMED that all
the latter is brought to the station and a ensuing steps ha,,;:e been properly
sample of blood or urine taken by a performed once the driver is arrested
doctor and sent for analysis, the whole and brought to the station. In other
issue is taken out of the subjective words, it is up to the Defendant to
realm. It is then a matter of the cold convince the court that such procelogic of the figure for the concentration dures were carried out improperly.
of alcohol in the blood or urine of the There is a slightly stronger possibility
Defendant which emerges from the of being acquitted under a Section
Jest; the matter is out of the hands of 50(2) charge if one can convince the
the Gardai. The charge under Section court that (a) you had no intentto drivel
49 (2) of the Act, or under Section 50(2) were not "in charge" or that the vehicle
as appropriate, relating.to concentra- was not an m.p.v. at the time, say by
tion of alcohol, is then made against major mechanical defect which would
the Defendant, who by that stage has not allow the car to be drivable. If those
already been notified of the results of arguments fail, one is subject to the
the test done on his sample by the perils already described above.
One should also mention that all the
Analytical Bureau.
Therefore, in respect to the Section 49 "dodges" beloved of pub raconteurs
(2) charge and Garda evidence before and Myles na gCopaleen enthusiasts
the court, the only realistic point of have long since been seen off by the
attack is the question of the proper or law. Hence, there is no refuge any
lawful arrest of the Defendant, which, if more in :invalid, sets everything else at nought, • the swig from the hip-flask after aror alternatively a technical examina- rest;
tion of the summons for significant • feigned incapacity to give a sample of
blood or urine (one can be charged
defects.
Once the gardai have overcome these after certain formalities are observed
hurdles successfully, the charge is . with a refusal to provide)

SAMHAIN AGUS SUAIMHNES
Ta an geimhreadh chugaihn i gceart
anois. Is de as a bheith congarach go
leor don tuath Ie ngeithe na seasur a
thabhairt faoi ndeara. Nf hamhain go
raibh samhradh buf grefne againn i
mbliana, bhf fomhar fial torthuil ann.
An bhlian ab ea f chun muisirium (1<3.Saon-ofche), chum smeara dubha agus
coarthade gach sort. Thaitintorthafna
bliana seo go mor Ie lucht deanta tiona
- gura fada buan i mbun oibre iad.
Faoi thUs na mfosa seo, beidh deireadh
leis Ie bailfu na gconna capaill. Le
hOfche Sahmna fein, cuirfear tUs
spleodrach Ie treimhse chiuin. Beidh
leanaf scoile an-sasta sos cupla la. Is
maith ata se tuillte acu, agus an meid
obair bhaile agus bru ata orthu fiu sna
bun ranganna. Gan dabht, beidh na
muinteoirf sasta sos a ghlacadh leis:
cuid acu 0 ranganna a bhflJiI Hon na
ndaltas ionta an-mh6r. Ta an meid sin
bru agus cungstaidear ar siul na laethanta seo gur deacair oideachas
leathen a chur ar ar leanaf. Ba bhrea
an smaoineamh e ag muinteorf airithe
ligint do na da~ai teachaint ar an gCluich
Mor an mhi seo caite. Nfl aon dabht na
gur mhuscail bua na foirnebrod agus
ard-mheanna. Ba bhrea an

·claiming that no proof of the status of
the registered medical practitioner has
been given, or that the sample has
been improperly sealed, or improperly
delivered to the bureau. So, then to the
penalties, for offences under Section
49 (driving or attempting to drive), if
convicted, the judge HAS NO OPTION
underthe law but to disqualify you from
driving for a minimum of 12 months.
Fines are maximum £1000. There is
also a discretion to jail the driver for up
to six months. The benefits of the
Probation Act are expressly prohibited
here.
As regards Section 50, disqualification
is not mandatory FOR A FIRST OFFENCE, but is for subsequent offences
within a period of three years, along
with the prospect of a fine and possible
imprisonment.
Endorsements of licence are mandatory for these offences also. There are
stiff penalties too forthe other offences
listed above.
There, then, is the plain truth. The
State and the law takes an increasingly
serious view of these charges.
It is indeed no longer a laughing matter.
Sean O'Siothchain.

PARENTS'
ASSOCIATION

rud e leis dea-iompar an lucht
feachanna a bheith mar eiseamlar ag
na leana!. Aon rud a spreagann fein
mhUinin sa duine og, is fiu go mor e na
laethanta seo. Is minic a bhfonn
deagoirf na hEireann maireach, gan
siurail i gcomortas lena gcomhaosanaigh 0 thiortha eile. Sa sao I ina
mhairimid nf haon mhaith an t-eolas
gan an teanntas ba dhual a bheith leis.
Folcoir
Gneithe - features
fial - generous The A.G.M. of the above association
torthuil fruitful
i mblian - this year was held on Wednesday September
an-bhliain - a great year
20th . A decision was taken to raise the
chun - for
caortha - berries annual subscription to £5 per annum.
lucht deanta trona - those who make We hope that all parents will make an
wine
. effort to contribute. These funds are
used to purchase sports equipment
gura fada buan iad - lo~g life to them
and special items, finance which is not
cnonna capaill - conkers
available from any other source.
spleodrach - fun filled
treimhse - a period of time
tuillte - deserved
We take this opportunity to thank all
bun-ranganna - elementary classes
parents for their generous support in
mhuscail - it awakens
brod - pride
the past.
dea-iompair - good behaviour
eiseamlar - example
fein-mhuinfn - self confidence
Rose Dillane
comh aosanaigh - peers
PRO
teanntas - push, drive
Parents Association GNS
ba dhual - natural

PRESENTATION
CONVENT
MAYNOOTH
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J!12c/zadJf~c
~p~~~
CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606
VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF .FRAMES INCLUDING YVES ST. LAURENT,
MENRAD, SAFILO, & BENE'ITON BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 MaiQ St." Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 282062
PH: 2'43964

--INTEL COME TO NORTH KILDARE-Two Community Council representatives were among those invited to attend the lavish reception given by the
INTEL corporation and the LOA to
launch details of their proposed factory
on Tuesday 3rd of October. The
Chairperson, Muireann Ni Bhrolchain
and the secretary John McGinley were
present in Castletown House where it
was announced that the LOA site
between Maynooth and Leixlip was to
be taken over entirely by the Californian based Corporation.
Mr. Desmond O'Malley T.O. Minister
for Industry and Commerce welcomed
the proposed investment of IR£550
million pounds on the site of which
IR£250 million will be spent on research and development. He described
it as 'one of the largest and most significant international investments for electronics this decade . . . secured for
Ireland.' The target is 2,600 jobs over
10 years and 1,000 in the first five
years. INTEL opened offices in Dublin
immediately and temporary facilities
are to be renovated and opened in
Palmerstown until construction begins
with a 150,000 sq. foot initial building.
Half a mi Ilion square feet wi II be utilised
eventually in three phases. The first
building will be a computer systems
manufacturing plant followed by a
'wafer fabrication plant and the third
phase will involve the complete integration of the project by the addition of
a finishing and test centre.'
INTEL is one of the most important
electronicscompaniesintheworldand
was responsible for the invention of
componants like the microprocessor

and the EPROM, a technical term which
stands for e rasible programmable read
only memory used in such applications
as traffic light timing and automobile
engine control instructions. Mr. O'Malley stated that 'It is estimated that 70%
of all Pcs produced worldwide rely on
Intel technology. For example every
IBM personal computer incorporates
several INTEL microprocessors'.
The job opportunities for the local
expanding young population in
Maynooth and Leixlip will give North
Kildare confidence and hope for their
future. There will be jobs available to
engineers as 255 of employees recruited will be graduates and emigrants
who agreed to return to Ireland was a
major factor in the decision by INTEL to
locate their European manufacturing
base in Ireland. Apart from graduates
there will be jobs for young people who
will be trained in the electronic activities associated with the development.
The opportunities for our young well
educated schoolleavers in Maynooth
and Leixlip are promising. Additionally
the construction on the site will employ
many people in the initial stage of
development. Obviously th e impact on
the services industry will also be
enormous, not only locally but throughout Ireland. The company have agreed
with the LOA to spend IR£50 million
per annum by the fifth year of production in Ireland on wages and the purchase of materials and services. The
cumulative effect is estimated at 10,000
jobs approximately in the Maynoothl
Leixlip area.
Among those presenton behalf of the.
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INTEL Corporation were the Chairman, Gordon Moore and Bernard Giroud president of INTEL Europe whose
headquarters are in Paris, France. Mr.
Moore announced 'We chose to build
in Ireland because of its outstanding.
combination of well educated, skilled
people and good economic conditons
and governmental support.'
The company pride themselves on
being good neighbours to the communities in which they locate their plants.
This is a heartening comment for the
towns of Maynooth and Leixlip and we
look forward to co-operating with them
and their co-operation with our community. An indication of their interest
was the wide range of invites to the
reception including Leixlip Town Commissioners, local politicians, local bank
managers, school prinCipals, representatives from FAS, Kildare County
Council, S1. Patrick's College,
Maynooth, as well as strong representation from the IDA and INTEL who
were extremeiy helpful and informative.
The attraction of the Leixlip site included the young, growing, well edu cated population, attractive countryside, a large site close to water and a
sewerage plant. It appears that INTEL
policy is to choose a country area rather
than a large built up city environment.
We hope that these plans reach fruition by 1999 and that the infra-structure such as high quality roads will
accompany this development. We
heartily welcome this announcement
and look forward to a long, fruitful relationship with the INTEL Corporation.

POLITICAL PARTY NOTES
Michael Byrne· AI) Appreciation
The recent tragic death of Michael
Byrne, Laurence Ave. has shocked his
many friends and colleagues in
Maynooth. Michael was above all else
a caring husband and father to his wife
Antoinette and his four little girls Victoria, Teri-Ann, Jenifer and Charlotte.
The Labour Party in Maynooth extends
its deepest sympathy at their terrible
loss. For those of us in the Labour
Party who knew him, Michael was a
model of sincerity, loyalty and commitment.
His belief in a just society based on
socialist principles was matched by a
willingness to work hard for those beliefs. Michael was always available,
even on the coldest wettest night, to
attend a meeting ordeliver leaflets. As
vice-chairperson of the Maynooth
branch he was a regular contributor to
discussions at branch meetings and

SBLABOUR
PARTY NOTES
none who heard him could doubt the
sincerity with which he spoke.
Michael's commitment to his community was also reflected in his involvement in his local resident's association
and in this and in many other ways he
contributed generously to the life of the
community. The most appropriate
memorialwe can give him is to emulate
his efforts with the same dedication
that was his hallmark.
Ar dheis De go raibh a anam.
WATER LOGGING AT MOYGLARE
ROAD
Deputy Emmet Stagg has made representations to Kildare Co . Council on
behalf of the Post Primary School
regarding the problem of water logging
onthe roadway nearthe school. Inwet

~
WORKERS '
~

THE INTEL PROJECT
The announcement by the American
Intel Corpor~tio~ of its intention.to
develop a major Integrated electronIcs
project at the IDA's industrial estate at
Collinstown, between Maynooth and
Leixlip will, if fully completed, represent the most significant economic
boost to the local area in a long time.
While by no means all of the 2,600 jobs
to be created will go to locals, at the
same time the project will give renewed
hope to schoolleavers in the area at a
time when the emigrant plane has
become the only option for most.
In the past, foreign investment in Ireland has been the focus of much criticism and scepticism. Manyfirms have
failed to meet grandiose initial job targets, while there have been a number
of prominent cases of closures and pull
outs. Even those firms which have
prospered here have tended to focus
on low skill assembly jobs, and have
developed few links otherwise with the
local economy.

There are two aspects of the Intel
project which make it potentially different. Firstly, while the bulk of earlier
American investments in electronics

..

PARTY NOTES

have come from smaller and less stable
firms, Intel is one of the giants in the
business, and the scale of its investment at Collinstown will ensure that it
will not be of the "fly-by-night" variety.
Secondly, while the initial phase of the
Intel project will be an assembly type
operation, the subsequent phases will,
if realised, be of a "high-tech" nature,
with a substantial skilled labour requirement.
Preferably, the Workers' Party would
like to see Irish industry developing
under Irish ownership and believes
that only the state possesses the scale
of resources capable
competing in
the international economy. However,
the Party welcomes the Intel investment because of its potential to offer
substantial and relatively i'tigh quality
employment to Irish people in Ireland.

to

The Workers' Party will, however, be
most vigilant in seeking an early realisation of the project's job targets and in
ensuring that as many jobs as possible
go to local people.

weather this is proving a great inconvenience to pedestrians.
PEDESTRIANS CROSSING AT MAIN
STREET
Following representations from Deputy Stagg the pedestrian crossing light
has been repaired and is again operational. Deputy Stagg has also asked
the Council to improve the condition of
the surface of the crossing .
KINGSBRY ESTATE
Deputy Stagg has been in contact with
Ki ldare Co. Council regarding a number of issues brought to his attention by
Kingsbry Residents' Association.
Drumconnor Construction were instructed by the Council to have a secure cover fitted on an open manhole
and then leave the immediate area in a
safe condition. A play area at the end
of the estate is to be completed and a
wall dividing the play area from ajoining houses raised to a height of six feet.

LOCAL ELECTIONS
Elections to local authorities throughout Ireland are scheduled to be held in
1990. However, already there are signs
that Fianna Fail , fearful of losing again
many of the gains made in the last local
elections in 1985, intend to postpone
next year's elections to an indefinite
later date. The pretext for doi ng so will
probably be that an in-depth review of
the structure and functioning of local
authorities is being carried out. Exactly the same excuse has been used
before by Fianna Fail, but nothing ever
came of it.
The Minister for the Environment is
within his legal rights if he decided to
postpone the elections. However, the
Workers' Party considers it totally
unacceptable that these elections can
be put off for purely party political
advantage. It also further demeans
the status of local authorities (which
have seen thei r standing eroded by
successive governments over the
years) to have these elections played
about at the whim of national politicians. The Workers' party will seek an
amendment to the relevant legislation
in the pail to make the holding of local
elections compulsory when they are
due.

continued on page 22
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~ AND V1S1l'S

[Jj

£ 1. SI-[P

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR EVERYONE
BRASSWARE, GIFT SETS,
EA
FAMILY GAMES
& TOYS FOR THE YOUNG
;.>

DEPOSIT SECURES ANY ITEM
LINKS CATALOGUE ALSO AVAILABLE

Rene Guinot approved Clinic

lPSfAIRS
1HE CIlNIRY SHP
I\1t\)NXJIH

WAXING SLENDERTONE ELECTROLYSIS CATHIODERMIE FACIALS
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS EYELASH TINTING EYEBROW TINTING
BLEACHING MANICURES MAKE UP
FULL RANGE OF RENE GUINOT CLEANSERS, TONERS, MOISTURISERS
OPENING HOURS
WED/FRI/SAT lOAM - 5.l5PM
TUES/THURS lOAM··- 7.30PM (LATE OPENING SIDE GATE)
STUDENTS & O.A.P. REDUCTIONS FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
ANN CAREY C T.D.E.S.C.O.S.A.C.
TEL: 286272
ACQUIRE YOUR TAN FOR THAT SPECIAL OCCASION
R.U.V.A 37 TURBO SUN BED
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continued from page 20
Meanwhile, it is of great importance
that the distribution of representatives
oncounty councils be reviewed before
the next local elections are held. The
population of County Kildare has continued to grow rapidly since the last
elections, with the result that an increase in the level of representation
within the county is now warranted.
Most of this population growth has
occurred in the north ofthe county, and
it is here that the extra representation
is particularly needed.

BARTON'S
NEWSAGENTS CONFECTIONERS TOBACCONISTS

BOOKS
MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

BOXES OF CHOCOLATES
SHELL PETROL STATION
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCHUR NAISIUNTA

For too long, the north of the county
has been regarded by certain influential elements within Kildare County
Council as an extension of Dublin for
which the County Council has no real
responsibility. An increase in the
North's representation, to reflect the
population of the area, is vital in order
to achieve a better service for the area.

NATIONAL COLLECTION
We wish to thank all those who subscribed so generously to the recent
Workers' Party national door-to-door
collection in Maynooth. As the only
one of the major political parties not to
receive business donations, the Workers' Party depends entirely on such
donations in order to enable it to continue its work on behalf of the working
class people of Ireland.

CLARIFICATIONS
AND
CORRECTIONS
We apolgise for typing errors in last
month's advertisement for the Celbridge Tutorial College where some
words were spelt incorrectly. We
emphasise that the mistakes were
entirely ours.
Apologies are also due to our crossword addicts who will have noticed that
a clue was missing in Crossword No.
23. We regret any annoyance caused.
Due to severe shortage of space in last
months issue we were unable to include the results of Maynooth Golfing
Society's President's Prize in September. We reprint them in this issue.

GRLTCN~

* CURTAIN CARE.

*

*

LEAIHER & EVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
* REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.
OPEN 6 DAYS
l\1\Yl'Wll-I 9-rPPINJ CENTRE
FH: 285511

CDvPLETE PCCUNTINJ SERVICE AVAIlABLE

NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
PERSONAL ATTENT10N OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT * PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING * STOCK ""'>r"---,
CONTROL * ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
& RETURNS
CASH FLOW * BUDGETS * ETC.
CONTACT
MICl-EAL~,

fDv1t\.
5 ~AN MY, l\1\YN.:XJlH A-Q\E 285246,.....-~

Jim's Shoe Repairs
MAYNOOTII SHOPPING CENTRE
Gent~ Leather Sales
Stitched On
f

•

Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait
Heels Lowen'(1
Shoes Strclc!H'<!
Now ~ated End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Pilck Ent r ;;;l<
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~ AAR1)\lARl( ~
ELECTRICAL & ALARMS
CHRIS & PETER KEOGH
INSTALLATIONS REPAIRS MAINTENANCE
24_HOURS.
TEI...EFHl\E 507201

FLAT,CONVERTIONS
EXTRA SOCKETS
EXTRA LIGHTS
IMMERSION HEATERS
HOUSE WIRING

9.0.

ELECTRIC SHOWERS
EXTRACTOR FANS
STORAGE HEATERS
COOKER REPAIRS
SMOKE DE,TECTORS

oonanecsoo

IF YOU HAVE TH~ PROPERTY WE HAVE THE COUSTOMERS !!

M. I. ;\. \' . I.

ERTY HOUSE, MAYNOOTH. CO.

EDUCATIONAL

BUlWING SOCIE1Y
~t;.~t~·
.::::::=
WHY NOT CALL TO DISCUSS THE SALE OF YOUR
PROPERTY WITHOUT OBLIGATION
.h

~

I

-

Branch Office:

Established over 100 years

Athy, Co. Kildare

Dublin Road,
Maynooth
ALTERNATORS
STARTERS
and

Repair or

DYNA

Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611
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GREEN NOTES

IXNJIAN'S ~
lNIT' 7 :M\YNXJIH SHFPII\G CENIRE

THINK GLOBALLY·
ACT LOCALLY
"Think Globally - Act Locally" is a slogan which summarizes Green thinking
in many areas. Faced with Global
crises - deforestation, thinning of the
ozone layer, the greenhouse effect,
the planned plundering of the Antartic
- many people feel helpless. But the
cumulative result of many individuals'
actions can be very effective. Already
many products display "non - CFC"
stickers in response to public reaction.
What action can individuals take locally to begin to have an effect on
issues like those mentioned and others? Planting trees and caring for trees
already planted. Ensuring that trees
knocked down during road or building
construction are replaced by contacting local councillors orthose in authority if necessary. Using smokeless fuels
for heating when possible, using unleaded petrol, walking, cycling or using
public transport instead of using the
car when possible, recycling bottles,
jars etc. Decisions like these would
imporve the locality, would make an
impact on the pollution levels and would
begin to control the use of the Earth's
limited resources. When people see
themselves in the context of the environment, and think of their relationship
to it and impact on it - the air we
breathe, the soil which grows the food
we eat, the water we use, the natural
resources we use to give energy and
heat, and much more - then they might
begin to think globally and as a result
act locally.

RECYCLING
Anybody interested in becoming involved in acan - recycling scheme (soft
- drink and beer cans only) or a paper
- recycling scheme please contact me
at 286069 or 149 Kingsbry.
THE GREEN PARTY AND NON
VIOLENCE
The Green Party is the only political
party in Ireland which has the principle
of non-violence written into its constitution. Non-violence and non-agression
are at the very core of Green thinking.
Therefore the Gre'en Party would not
support any organisation which would
attempt to achieve its aims by violent
means.

L1am Kavanagh

LARGE SELECTION GREETING CARDS
ALL YOUR STATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES CHOCOLATES
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

IRENE MC CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.O
DIPLOMA & TUTORINCLUDING FACIAL TREATMENT, REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE,
AROMA THERA PY, SPECIAL CLASSES, ARM & LEG TREATMENT
RENE GUINOT, CATHIODERMIE, BIO-PEELING
GELOIDE
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS,
BODY TREATMENTS, SUN BED,
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
a.G<LEY'S lAl'E, M\IN S1REET LEIXL IP

(01) 244366/244973

qj~rI~JVn
B. CIMvtA. C.A
J .W·.. M.JI1-JERN & CD.

CR4RTERED ACCOUNTANTS
KIl\GSCOJ{i'
NAAS CD KIl..IY'RE

PHONE: 286751
TEL (045) 66535
FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENTS
('

(lijpat

l'=Iaid-tt CO. Ltd
lARPCH M\YNXJIH FH: 286508

WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHER~
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE
~

286508

'--------------------------.---./
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BLINDS
~IS M\LCJ\E
BL IN:JvW<ERS, LIMI1Eb
UXliRIN6(H, lEIXL IP

244943 PNYfIl'vE

e

1

YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED

CLEANALL SERVICES

LEIXLIP

THE CLEANING SPECIALISTS
CARPETS - UPHOLSTERY - CAR VALETING
DAILY OFFICE 'CLEANING
CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVICE

LeixIip Phone: 242777
Presented by: Darrell Scanlon

CoPoL MOTOR
FACTORS

~\jin

st.,

t{J.ynoottl, Tel: 01/286628/286301

Co. Kildare.

~?

~f

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND T~ACTORS, )~ . ;\
,~,..... BATTERIES ,PLUGS ,
(\-A.-~
EXHAUST.S, BRAKE PADS ~l~)
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OCK GOBLIN
Let's start this issue's Rock Goblin with
the international music acts coming tQ
play Dublin. Beautiful South, November 6; The Wonder Stuff, November
10; both at the S,FX. Transvlslon
Vamp, November 12 at the Point, and
Sam Brown, Novembj3r 19, at the
Olympia. All highly recommended.
I have an album and badges up for
grabs in our Dorian Mood competition. All the answers are in their profile.
Dorian Mood, formed in early 1985,
are a five piece comprising brothers
Graham and Roland Hoek, John White,
Paul McQuillan and Gavin Kierans. In
the four years they have been together
they have notched up a fair share of
public attention with the recording of a
Dave Fanning session on the strength
of their first demo tape, a TV appearance on "Visual Eyes" and, in Novem·
ber 1986, the release of their debut
single, "It's a Funny Thing", acclaimed
as a pop classic. During 1987 OM
gained a good live reputation with their
non-stop gigging policy.

DORIAN MOOD
Dorian Mood have now released their Closer to home. Congratulations to
debut album, "Can't Stand Still", on Maynooth band, The Quest, on playtheir own Big Mood recording label. ing their way into the semi-finals of the
This seven song album is unusual in BOSE Sunday World Band Slam
that it has been recorded, engineered Competition.
and produced by the band themselves
in their own 8 Track Studio in less than
Rumour has it, that Warsaw, the winfive hours.
ners of Maynooth's Battle of the Bands
earlier this year, are preparing to go
Dorian Mood are currently on a nation
wide tour and your chance to see them into the studio to record a demo tape.
Scale the Heigh,s have just finished
is on November 3 when they play TCD.
recording a new demo tape and preproduction work on their next single
due for release early next year along
with a video. In May STH recorded
their Dave Fanning session which has
received considerable air play since.
Listen out tor the new demo. STH are
currently preparing tor a nation wide
tour in November.

Calling on all bands out there - send
in a photograph, biography and Press
Release relating to what you are doing.
Now to the Dorian Mood Album and
Badge Competition.

1. Where are Dorian Mood from?
2. How many members are in Dorian
Mood?
3. What is the name of Dorian Mood's
debut single?
4. What is the name of Dorian Mood's
debut album?
5. How long did it take to record Dorian
Mood's album?
Answers to the Rock Goblin, Maynooth
Newsletter, Town Centre Mall ,
Maynooth, before Frl. 17th Nov. 1989.

SCALE THE HEIGHTS
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G. MULCAHY
F aniily Butcher
Greenfield Shopping Centre
Maynooth.

FINEST QUALITY MEATS,
BAKED HAM,
HOME CURED HAM,
MEAT LOAF,
ROAST BEEF

FRESH PORK SAUSAGES MADE DAILY
FRESH FISH DAILY
JOIN OUR XMAS CLUB.

&

mY Q;EAl\JI1\G
CREENf I Ell SI--CPP Il\G- CENTRE N1\XNXJTI-I
H-I: 285928

~

NOVEMBER SPECIALS *

DUVETS FROM £5
CURTAINS £1 PER POUND
STUDENTS WASH AND DRY £3.50
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PROTECTION AND SECURITY
OF THE ELDERLY
The Gardai in Maynooth were pleased
to be invited to be associated with
"Active Age Week" especially in its
objective to mobilise support within the
Community for the care of the elderly.
Through our column we wish to assure
our Senior Citizens that Maynooth is a
very safe place for them to reside and
now with the long dark winter nights
upon us, hereunder are some security '
suggestions, which if applied sensibly
and where practical would assist in
keeping the area safe and peaceful for
our elderly.
1. Front and rear doors should be fitted
with good quality 5 lever mortice dead
locks. All windows should be fitted in
your house with good safety catches.
2. Never leave your doors unlocked;
an open door is an invitation to thieves.
Rear doors and windows should always be closed securely when speaking with unknown callers at the front
doo~
,
3. Fit a strong door chain to both the
front and back doors and use it at all
times. A chain will let you openhhb
door a few inches to see the caller
before admitting him/he~
4. Door viewers are very useful for
seeing callers before the door is
opened.
5. Take special care of yourdoorkeys.
Never hide them outside the house in
what might appear to be a safe place.
6. Keys should always be turned in
locks even when in the house. If you
lose a key the lock should be changed
immediately.
7. Never give any personal information
concerning yourself or neighbours to
strangers who may call or telephone
you.

8. When strangers call to your home,
note a full description of them, their car
and especially the Reg. No. and any
other noticeable features. Your alertness and actions could lead to their
identification by the Gardai and perhaps the prevention of further crime.
9. Persons claiming to be Inspectors or
any kind of official should always be
asked to produce proper identification
and let you be fully satisfied before you
admit such persons. If in any doubt
refuse entry and contact a neighbour
or the Gardai.
10. If a forced entry is in progress take
immediate steps to call for help. Use a
telephone if available and if necessary
shout, scream and use a whistle or any
other means by which the alarm may
be raised.
11. If you do not have a telephone you
should make arrangements for a system of signals to a neighbour indicating
when you are in need of help.
12. Keep the minimum amount of
money and valuables in your home.
Never leave such items exposed to the
public view. Surplus cash/valuables
can be depoSited for safe keeping in
banks or other financial institutions.
13. Keep important telephone numbers i.e. Gardai, Doctor, Priest, reliable
neighbour etc. in a conspicious location near your telephone in case of
emergency. A telephone extension to
your bedroom w'iII assist in raising an
early alarm.

14. It is advisable to keep a list of Serial
No. markings of all valuables in your
home and if possible you should arrange forthe use of the Garda Property
Marking Scheme.
15. Good lighting inside and outside
your home will greatly assist in preventing intruision . Time switches can
be used to provide cut-off with great
effect.
16. Never carry more cash on your
person than you require. Women
should always take the greatest care of
their handbags when containing cash
and valuables.
ADVICE IN CASE OF FIRE IN THE
HOME
1. Close the door of the room on fire this will help to contain the fire.
2. Alert the household to get everyone
out.
3. Call the Firebrigade by dialling 999
(Ask for Firebrigade Service).
4. When Firebrigade answers state
clearly:
(a) Address of house.
b) Directions to same indicting exact
ouse No. etc.
. Alert neighbours and make sure that
everyone is out of the house.
6. Your motto should be "Get Out";
"Get the Firebrigade Out"; "Stay Out".
HALLOWEEN
Play your part to make it enjoyable but
safe and trouble free. Children and
young people: Enjoy yourselves but
avoid valdalism and 'rowdyism'.
Parents: Exercise control over your
children's activities (at least up to 18
years). Know where they are and who
they are with especially on Halloween
weekend.
Thank you for your support and cooperation.

t

Your local Gardai

TRIPS DOWN MEMORY LANE
MAYNOOTH DRAMATIC
SOCIETY
SAT. 21st MARCH 1939
The Maynooth Dramatic Society who
scored with such an outstanding
success last year excelled themselves
on Sunday night of last week with their
latest production 'The New Bosson'.
The performance was also shown on
the previous Sunday and on both nights
there was an extremely large attendance who needless to add, were delighted with the presentation. Rarely

'indeed, has this drama of humour,
intrigue, changing situation and enterprise been presented with such artistry, realism and enterprise and each
of the characters was played to perfection, so that the entire drama moved
along with precision and smoothness.
The characters were:
Ellen Carey; a farmer: Miss J. Weafer
Luke: her son; Mrs. J. Doyle
Peter: an uncle; Mr. P. Weafer
Ned Shay: man servant; Mr. E. Kiernan

Mary Kehoe: A servant girl; Miss M.
Keane
Rabbit Hamil: a poacher; M~ J. SUllivan
Sally: His daughter; Miss G. Caulfield
John Henly: Coin Merchant; Mr. D.
Coyne
'
Biddy: His daughter; Miss U. Flood

The orchestra which was one of the big
successes of the night consisted of:
Pianist: Miss M. Dunne
Cornet: Mr. S. Kavanagh

continued on page 30
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HITCHIN POST
LEIXLIP
FH: 01-244704/245587
BOOK YOUR CHRISTMAS PARTY NOW
FOUR COURSE TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS DINNER WITH MUSIC BY FRAN KELLY AND
HIS BAND PLUS SPECIAL GUEST BRENDAN
SAVAGE
(IRELAND'S FUNNIEST COMEDIAN)
-- . _--_."
- '- -- -- .
ALSO ' HEART TO HEART
SPECIAL ATTRACTION FOR THE 7TH AND 8TH DECEMBER
JOE DOLAN.
WITH FOUR COURSE TRADITIONAL CHRISTMAS DINNER.
SHADOWS NITE CLUB PRESENT DISCO EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
MUSIC I N OUR ARKLE LOUNGE EVERY SATURDAY AND SUNDAY NIGIIT
NO COVER CHARGE.
LOUNGE AVAILABLE FOR .WEDDINGS, ANNIVERSARIES, 21ST BIRTHDAYS ,
LADIES CLUBS AND RESIDENTS ASSOCIATIONS WELCOME.

HARDWATER (SCALE & SCUM) , DIRT , BAD S!1ELL ,
BAD TASTE, IRON , HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend an
economical solution to the problem .
Water Softeners, Iron Removal, Domestic Filters,
COmmercial, Farm and Industrial use
Also pumps for wells , irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warrens t own ( Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.

SALES AND SERVICE

I
i

I

I

Tel. 01-259631 (24 flours)

~~~~~.~:~~~

Supp;~tYourlocal Coal Merchant ~~~~

BILLY McCRORY
*

Prime PoLish and Texan Economy Coals
CALL US ANYTIME
and SLack
MAYNOOTH
DUNBOYNE
* Anthracite and Extracite
286 85 9
251202
* Grade 'A' Anthracite
24 Hour Answering Service
No Delivery Charge
* SmokeLess Wonder CoaL
YOU HAVE TRIED.ALL THE REST
* CoaLite and CodL Briquettes
NOW TRY THE BEST,
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continued from page 28
Violinist: Mr. S. Weafer
Effects: Mr. D. Coyne

COFFEE MORNING IN AID OF
ST MARY'S CHURCH OF IRELAND

A dance - the Minuet was executed in
fine style by the Misses H. O'Neill and
B. Keyes and Messers T.Keyes and M.
Browne.
At the conclusion of the entertainment
the very Rev. Father McSweeney
thanked the artists for their splendid
performances. Proceeds in aid of the
parochial funds.

MAYNOOTH SPORTS
13th July 1940

FOOTBALL
Maynooth 3.6

~

RESTORATION FUND

~

SATURDAY DECEMBER 2ND

BETWEEN 10.30 'AM - 12 PM
I.C.A. HALL
CAKE STALL, CLOTHES GOOD AS NEW ETC.

l

ffi1RICGE WIffiIAL CILLffE
M.<\'rNXJIH R}\[). <E.lRlIXE ~-"IAII

Leixlip 0.5

Maynooth J. Farrelly Captain
L. Farrelly, T. Nolan, J . Holbrook, S.
Byme, G. Tracy, J. Murtagh, B. Keyes,
M. Nolan, O. Travers.

SPORTS
Boys U/8 75 yards
1. M. Murtagh
2. C. Buckley

TEL: 272100

THERE ARE STILL A NUMBER, OF PLACES AVAILABLE
!1ITIIIN OUR LEAVING CERT CLASSES
IN THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS.
CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, GERMAN, (HONOURS).
THESE COURSES ARE OF THE HIGHEST' STANDARD
AND OF PROVEN RELIABILITY IN
BOTH TUITION AND GUIDENCE.
INQUIRIES TO THE SECRETARY AT 272100
--."

Girls U/8 75 yards

_\
1. Maureen O'Riordan
2. Niamh Donovan (Leixlip)

100 yards Boys 8-12
1. Owen Byrne
2. Sean Greely (Rathcoffey)

Girls 8-12
1. Nan Nolan (Leixlip)
2. Eillen McCartan

100 yards Boys 0/12 Parish Championship
1. M O'Neill (Lady Chapel)
2. Seamus Dunne (Clonfert)

100 ycP.ds Girls 0/12 Parish Championship
1. Molly Reilly
2. Imelda Murphy

CREENFlflD

~

t..·1'\)NDlH .AN) CELffUlXiE
Openin,.g Hours:
Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
10am ) ' pm (Sunday)
Monthly Specials in every department.

One free
I.S.A.C. Stamp with every £1 you
spend for the gift you always wanted.
Spend £5 and you receive a free ticket which
will enter you in our monthly draw.
JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW.
AGENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS, . COAL AND BRIQUETTS.

Home Nursing
. f)A Y & NiCIfT CI\I~ L
PROVI()E()

REA~ONAI\L E IV\ TE~

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE
FOR ALL OCCASIONS

c5eamus grant

CONTACT: C. Cld ford S.R.N
Three Legged Race

Phone (0 I) 28 ~8 39

33, LAURENCE AVENUE,
MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE .

1. Ita Burke and Brid Connelly
2. Genny Gill and Molly Reilly (Rathcoffey)

Phone 286132
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Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Private Montessori Sellool
IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT, MAYNOOTH
flGES 2J - 6 YEARS
FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT
TO ENROL FOR JANUARY 1990
CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - THURS. A1' 3.00PM

*LIMITED NUMBER OF VACANCIES AVAILABLE*
TEACHER: MRS CAROLINE FORAN. HOME ADDRESS: GLENIDAN COURT, ENFIELD
MONTESSORI DIP. IN EDUCATING 2 -12 YEARS
CERTIFICATE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
THIS SCHOOL IS ON THE RECOMMENDED LIST OF MONTESSORI SCHOOLS AND HAS
FULLY TRAINED MONTESSORI DIPLOMA TEACHERS - GIVE YOUR CHILD THEIR
FUTURE FOUNDATION UNDER EXPERT TUITION

Typing (Thesis, Wedding Books, letters etc)
Word Processing Service & Tuition
Application Forms
Income Tax
Wages, P.A.Y.E., P.R.S.I.
Telephone & Mailing Service
Secretarial Relief
Photocopying
VAT Reports
Book Keeping
Time Costing
Professional C. V. 's
•

Book- Binding

Confidentiality Assured· Telephone 01-285726
Open Weekdays 9.00 am. - 6.00 p.m.
Saturdays By Appointment
.

:c:;,.

~

Contact: Cermel Cahlr
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So you think I can fly. And that I wear
ridiculous hats with points and spend
my life chasing bats and frogs. Deadly
nightshade how are you! Let me put
you straight on a few gross presumptions about witches.
First and foremost I have never attempted to straddle the shaft of a broomstick in the aspiration of becoming airborne . This is a belief most commonly
associated with the great terror of the
17th century when my sisters and
brothers were ruthlessly hunted, tortured and murdered. During torture
many of us were forced to 'confess' to
the trumped up charges of the inquisitors. One of these was that witches
flew to their secret meetings in moonlight on broomsticks. Under the most
sinister forms of torture of course,
women and men 'confessed' to doing
whatever the torturers wanted to hear.
Not alone this, they were also forced to
name lists of people they had supposedly seen at these midnight meetings
(called sabbats) so anyone who immediately came to mind was mentioned .
This resulted in hundreds of innocents
being systematically tortured and
burned. The notion of flying on broom
sticks perhaps originated from the fact
that some women used numerous
herbs to induce hallucination. One
effect of this was the conviction that
one cou ld fly, which , through fear induced rumour, became the basis for a
belief that these women actually had
the power of flight and that they used
broomsticks to transport them. Follow
me closer along this path and I will let
you into a little secret. Everywhere in
the world where there was and is a
belief in witches the power of flight
was/is accorded to us. Think for a
moment about flying. Consider that it
might be a metaphor for freedom or
sexuality and then consider that witches generally lived autonomous lives
(away from direct influence of male
authority) . Putting two and two together then, we could arrive at the
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of 'witch' and created a catalogue of
superstition which inevitably led to
their persecution.
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conclusion that the figure of the witch
expresses both the longing for freedom and for sexuality in a non-maledominated environment. This perhaps
added to the need of society to purge
witches as much as it increased misogyny in general.
Another superstition was that witches
had carnal knowledge of the devil and
were devotees of Satan. However, if
you examine your history closely
enough, you will discoverthat in Christian times, anyone whom those in
power considered to be subversive
were usually labelled with an association with the devil. Witches were supposed to meet with him at their regu lar
sabbats (a group of witches together
was called a coven) . This , of course,
gave the authorities ample excuse to
persecute and destroy whomsoever
they wished. This 'particular notion of
the devil probably had its origins in
pagan festivities associated with Cern,
or the Horned God, where fertility rites
were often practised. By deformation,
assimilation and superstition, the fertility rites became major orgies and the
Horned God the devil. And into this
mixum of belief was thrown the witch.
My sisters were usually herbalists and
midwives during the Middle Ages. With
the advent of institutionalised medicine the 'wise woman of the village'
became more and more of a hindrance
to doctors who had studied medicine
and who now set up practices, How to
effectively rid the 'medical profession'
of these herbalists (who -maintained
the popular allegiance of the village
folk) was the problem. And so, with the
aid of the churches and the 'power of
righteousness' they evolved the stigma

You will, no doubt, have heard of me
cat. Pyewackit. Or some such name
which con notates deviance . There's
more to me cat than meets the eye and
more to the notion of a witch's pet than
was ever invented during the great
persecutions, During the time of terror
it was believed that a witch's cat (any
ani mal associated with a witch was
called his/her familiar) was his/her
accomplice in malice and one who was
begotten of the devil. The idea most
likely originated in the pagan belief in
the sensitivity to the spirit world of
certain animals and birds and in the
notion that some of those (crows, serpents, cats, dogs) were actually embodiements of certain deities . Naturally, respect and reverence was
accorded to these creatures and their
company was sought during religious
festivities and ceremonies . Forwomen
living alone and interested in harmonious co-existence with the otherworld,
a cat was the ideal choice of housemate . In pre Christian Ireland, the
spiritworld was visible to mortals for
one night of
the year (Halloween or Samhain) and
it was extremely dangerous to do
anything out of the ordinary on this
evening. The superstition surrounding
Samhain filtered down to the Middle
Ages and early modern times and of
course, witches were associated with it
in popular opinion and, to a large extent ,still are .
We have come a long way from goatdemons, strappados and thumbscrews
but we are still a very misunderstood
crowd. Witches in short, are those of
us who are not af raid to fly , who se arch
for freedom from oppression and who
try to evolve a peaceful co -existence
with nature. Doesn't this include most
of us? If not, shouldn't it?
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P.BRADY

CUXK I-DJSE M'\)1\(XJlH CO. K I IJ.:Yo.RE
A--Il'E 286225

LOUNGE ,BAR C.I.E BU::; STOP

FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB
SOUP, SANDWICHES,COFFEE & MEAT PIES ALWAYS
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CHRISTMAS

TABLE

COMMUNITY

QUIZ

COUNCIL ....._ _;;::...

&
HAYNOOTH

tOWN

SOCCER

CLUB

Thursday 7th December
in
Caulfields 8.30 p.m.
Cash Prizes + Seasonal Vouchers
FUN

EI1ENT

WITH

CHRISTMAS

AND

LOCAL

THEMES

(Raffle on the night)
Table of 4 £10.00

THINKING ABOUT BIRTHDAYS ?
THINK ABOUT BOOKS
CHILDREN AND ADULTS
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MAYNOOTH MORTALITY

SOCIETY

Maynooth Mortality Society
Senior Citizens' Party in
The Arts Block,
Kilcock Road,
on September 3rd.
The Societyheld a Social evening on
Sunday September 3rd 1989 to commemorate the 152nd anniversary of
the foundirig of the society. 220 of our
senior members attended. The evening began with Mass celebrated by
Fr. John Nevin and Fr. Paddy Monahan.
Music rendered by The Folk Group.
Readings by Jim Brady. Mass was
celebrated in the Lecture Hall of the
Art's Block Kilcock Road.

A sit down meal followed this being
prepared by our own chef committee
member Derek Horan and his brother
Damien. After the meal a presentation
of Waterford Glass was made to Frank
Donnelly by Fr. John Nevin to mark 30
years service as Hon. Auditor to the
society. A bouquet of flowers was
presented to Ms. Helen Donnelly by
Ms. Tara Walsh, Greenfield. Music
and dancing continued on to a late
hour in the capable hands of Kevin
McGovern, Gabriel Flood, and The Folk
Group. The Committee regret that our
party goers were unable to consume
all at their disposal as we had to return
two barre lis of Deerto our donors. The
attendance included the following: Fr.
Supple P.P., Rev. John Nevin, Rev.
Paddy Monahan, Bernard Durkan,
T.D., Emmett Stagg T.D., Colm Purcell
M.C.C., Rev. Gavin Williamson. Apologies were received for non attendance
by the following due to prior committments: Rt. Rev. Mons. Ledwith, Fr.
Peter Dowling, Fr. G. Begley, Alan
Dukes, T.D., Sean Power T.D., C.
McCreevy T.D., Gerry Brady M.C.C.,
and Damien Maguire Solicitor. The
committee would like to extend their
most sincere thanks tothe following for
their kindness and generosity:

Monsignor Ledwith Maynooth College,
Father Delahunty Salesian House, Fr.
Casey College Museum, Uam Green
Maynooth College, John ·~nd Elthne

Geroid MacTeighrnion(Chairman), Jim Nolan (PreSident),
Miss Ann Daly (Oldest Member) , cutting the cake

Mr & Mrs. G. Edwards, Mrs. L. Mee, Mr & Mrs. J. Dowling.

Mrs K. O'Neill, J. O'Neill, Mrs E. Henrick. B. Henrick.

continued on page 37
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WASHING MACHINE
COMPANY
fAST EFfICIENT REPAIRS ON WASHING MACHINES, ruMBLE DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS; TOASTERS, IRONS, KrntES, FRIDGES, HAIR DRYERS
.SPIN DRYERS, QISHWASHERS, ELECTRIC FIRES, HEATERS

HOOVER'BEnOIH'PHllllPS'lnOESIT'THOR
ZAnUSSI·CAnOY· SIEmEns· HOTPOlnT· PHllCO
ElECTROlUH' PAm· nllPISH 'TRICITY' BELLInG
JACHSOn 'CREOA' HRUPPS ·novum .HEnwooo

~ -57233:S·

519492

Clond8J.kin :- North City - Celbridge
Dunlaoghaire - City Centre

SALES

' ~~3!J

* ~ BEPAIBS * SPARE PARTS

FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE,

JUST ARRIVED
NOW OPEN

CLASSIFIED -CASUALS
MENSWEAR
CENTRE ARCADE MAIN ST.MAYNOOTH
(BESIDE PATRICK'S RESTAURANT)

*
*
*

JEANS
JACKETS
SHIRTS

* SWEATERS

*

*
*

SWEATSHIRTS
TROUSERS

LEATHERS

* WE OFFER A FRESH NEW

LOOK TO OUR CUSTOMERS
WITH UP TO THE MINUTE STYLE
IN SHIRTS, JEANS AND CASUAL WEAR

*

*

HIGH QUALITY GARMENTS AT KEENEST PRICES.
CLASSIFIED CASUALS IS A SHOP NOT TO BE MISSED
* LOOKING FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Signforthose born in April orMay (6)
5. Arm muscles (6)
10. Maynooth group, sounds like what's
left when the fire goes out (7)
11. Get snug with the lumps of golden
shoe polish (7)
12. What's left after threshing (4)
13. Follow a victim (5)
15.A small container (4)
17. Sometimes the best card (3)
19. Shock at a rum situation (6)
21. A useful animal to fetch things (6)
22. Where the passenger sits (7)
23. A minor storm (6)
25. Gives up dividends (6)
28. Upset bin and write with it (3)
30. Name for the last word (4)
31. Can Buddy spare me and Sid together (5)
32. It's the gore we're afraid of (4)
35. What the well dressed seminarian
wears (7)
36. The romantic singer is determined

NO. 24

BY SPRITE

(7)
37. Not singular (6)
38. Eva got away from the District
Electoral Division in the end (6).
DOWN
2. At first, Mother's confused, and forgets all (7)
3. Do this with your brain when suffering from 2 down (4)

Name •••••• "4_ ........................ .

Address ......... , ................................. .

.............. , ............ ......................... .
Solution to Crossword No. 23

4. This seat is for a snooze (6)
5. Make a mess (6)
6. Sounds like two thirds of the
Soviet secret service are careful (4)
7. Cranky (7)
8. Firing in the air for a conclusion (6)
9. Let Rose be the stableman at the
inn (6)
14. Praise from the Agricultural
Credit Corporation upsets Liam (7)
16. There's enough in I am pleased
(5)
18. Gin's mate (5)
20. Sounds like beer makes you sick

(3)
21. Yiddish chap (3)
23. What's rare may be sacred (6)
24. Kitchen item to suit Len (7)
26. Case from a worm on greenless
fruit (7)
27. Private Investigator (6)
28. Fb/e cent element (6)
29. c'areful of the existence of goods
(6)
33. Grim (4)
.34. Return of a gas old st~ry.~

WINNER OF CROSSWORD NO. 23
Susan Durack,
158 Kingsbry,
Maynooth
Entries mlJst be In by Monday

Nov. 20th at 5.00 p.m.

continued fromyl ge 34
Carey Geraldine Bar, Phil, Noel, Mrs.
Breda Brady Clock House, Ossie Brady
the Brady familyTimahoe, James Barry
Main St., John and Larry Swan Main
St., Patsy Burke, Liam Reilly, Alan Fay
P & L Bakery Leixlip, Aileen McCarthy
Cantrell & Cochrane, The Student's
Union, Kilcock Road, Gerry Doran
Doran Meats Dalkey, Eugene Murphy
Galtee Meat Products, Noel Fortune
Carton Bros., Tayto Crisps, Gallaghers Cigarettes, Mr. Guest A.I.B., Jim
Doyle of Security Staff Maynooth College, Willie Kiernan amplification,
Gabriel Flood, Kevin McGovern, The
Folk Group, John Saults, Damien
Maguire, Mrs. Hatton, Gerry Brady,
Trish Nyland, Theresa Walsh Tara's
Mother, Tom Kavanagh of the students union.
A very sincere thanks to the ladies and
gents who helped with the serving of
the meal and refreshments : Patsy
Dunne , Bridget Saults, Mary Nolan,
Margaret Nolan, Miss Mary Nolan, Nell
Byrne, Nellie Nolan, Kathleen Murphy,
Helen Doyle, Bridie O'Brien, Marie
Brady, Larry O'Brien, Tom Flanagan,
Billy Nolan, Derek Horan, Owen Byrne,
Damien Horan.
The committee very much regret that
the party had to be confined to our
senior members. Hopefully following
numerous requests we will be able to
cater for all our members at next years'
celebrations. Thanking ali our members and friends on behalf of the society.
Jim Nolan President
G. McTeigrnain Chairman
Paddy Nolan Secretary
Kevin Murphy Ass/Secretary

ADVERTISEMENT
RATES
Full Page
Half Page
Third Page
Quarter Double
Column

£40
£22
£15
£1 2

Discount of 20% for new businesses
on first advertisement only.
Discount of 10% on advertisements
taken for six months orover if payment
is made in advance.
A fee of £2 is charged for classified
advertisements. Of course, there is nc
charge on acknowledgements, notices,
i.e . birthdays, missing items, etc.

Kiernan's
rv1\.IN S1REET ,rv1\.'.rNXJIH

GROCERIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACH DAY

or

q?

g~e ~acey
\\eX) IN:}

F1-OIURA.FHY

ErD IE

'JRA(E'{

TEL: 381420
83 KINVPRA.

p~,

N\VPN RYV,

DJ3LIN 7

LEIXL IP ClEPNIl\G SERVICE
TCNY ~ & ~ 38 CEIW{ P~.

1EL: 244857

•

.

\

· PAINTING & DECORATING .
~
· INTERIOR & EXTERIOR .
· PROFESSIONAL WALLPAPERING
CHIMNEY CLEANING AT ITS BEST
~
BRUSHES VACUUM & SCREEN .
• GUTTERS CLEANED, LEAKS FIXED
•
· ROOF TILES REPAIRED OR REPLACED .
ALL WORK GUARANTEW
YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST NOW USE THE BEST
YOU WILL FIND US IN THE GREEN PAGES & GOLDEN PAGES.
I

;~==============~================~)

RAINBOW
CAR WASH
Also a Professional and Mini~
Valeting Service Available
LIAM Me DONNELL

Maynooth Shopping Centre, Tel. 285742
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Extr. copies of the children's colouring competition page are available
In the Community Council Office.

NAME ______________----------------ADDAESS ____________________________________

AGI ______________________________________
Entrtes ,oost be the original work of entrants.

Categories: Age 4-7 and 8-12
Entries must be In by Monday, Nov. 20th at 5.00 p.m.
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JOE MOORE
Straffan Road, Maynooth.
TEI,EVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE.
FREE ESTIMATES
MONDAY -

SATURDAY~9a.m.

- 9p.m.

SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE PHONE FOR DETAILS
NEH & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARANtEED
TELEPHONE : 285586.

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Unde,-t.ken .nd Complete Funeral Fum_en;
WREATHS
HEADSTONES
MOURNING COACHES

NEW FUNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH

I)
.

PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230 045/68482

UNDER~AKERS TO
MA YNOOTH MORTALITY
.'. ...:'
SOCIETY
(FUNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)

FUNERAL WREATHS

t .

'-

J'

•

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399

iFlapnootlJ 3Trturllrrs
Main Street, Maynooth
Co Kildare

(01) 285946
STOCKIST OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
SEIKO, ROVADA, CITIZEN, ADEC, Q & Q, DIGITAL
A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY! ROLLED GOLD & SILVER JEWELLERY
BROS & LIGHTERS
GALWAY & CAVAN CRYSTALS
BET.T,EEK & DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED
39

Children's
Corner.
-~
0
___
are receiying Signa. s fr~

JOIn-up. a~
pidurey
u.

0-.-

-the safellite ....

.'!O

FILL IN iHE CROSSWORD TO FINO ,1U::

WINNERS OF OCTOBER
COLOURING COMPETITION

Rr!h rJ
~~lflrO '
A
~

8-12 yrs.
1. Thomas Mullarkey
77 Maynooth Park.

OF A

~

I.

r'

2. Annette McCullagh,
St. Martin's, Greenfield.
3. David Lee,
Pagestown, Maynooth.

3.

4.

S.

4-7 yrs.
1.' Sharon Cummins

6.

Crewhill.

J J
5·
\

2. Christopher Flynn
Derrinstown Stud.
2. Erin O'Connel
Caroline's Montessori Scliool.
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COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE
Telephone: 285477 during opening
hours only.

SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
6AM-10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-8.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE
~.
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
/
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
LOTTERES

Q. I have been in receipt of Disability

CIE COMMUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS

Opening Hours
Wed.10-12 Thurs. 7 - 8
Fri. 10 - 12 2 - 4

Benefit for twelve months. I've been
MONTHLY, FAMILY ONE DAY
told I can transfer to the Invalidity
Pension. However, I have some savings, and am worried thatthey might be
CfllRlIXE IUIlIDINJ SlPPLIES & SERVICES
taxed if I decide to apply for the pen38?vt\YNXJIH RW.) CHffilIXE
sion.
TEL: 288841 OPEN 6 ~YS
A. It is correct that having been on
Disability (D.B.) for more than twelve
C:=c
Br I.
SPECIAL OFFER
months (52 weeks) you may transfer to
PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
the Invalidity Pension if that is to your
advantage.
~
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
Like all long term Social Welfare payFULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
ments - the Invalidity Pension is taxc·
8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
able. Other taxable payments include
,~
SAND, GRA VEL CEMENT
Retirement Pension, Contributory Old
~
& BLOCKS.
Age Pensions, and Contributory Widows Pension.
1
~®~
The Inspector can assess you directly
if you are in receipt of Invalidity Pension or any of the above - alternatively
FOR YOUR
he can simply restrict your tax free
~IOi\U
allowances by the amount of the inHEATING
come concerned. In this latter case,
tfii<
any other income you have including
income from savings might become
",J
liable for tax.
1:
Your savings will always be subject t o ' ~
D.I.R.T. Tax in any case. Unless they
WINTER GRADE
are in the Credit Union or some of the
KEENEST PRICES
Post Office Schemes, (enquire at your
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE FROM YOUR LOCAL OIL
P.O.). Only persons over 65 or persons permanently incapacitated can
DISTRIBUTOR
CONTACT
287797 OR 287265
claim an exemption from D.I.R.T.
MONDAY - -FRIDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p. m.
Essentially where you have a choice of ,
Y
9
1

4

"""I-.r:::-.
(;'.'5:\

4l

'

r

HAXOL
DISTRIBUTORS
JOHN BROWNE
KILCOCK OIL
DI STRI BUTORS LTD

)1
a.m. p.m.
l,-=====================~
,...
,
SA TURDA

payments
are allowed
choose the
one
that isyou
to your
advantage.
You will have to decide for yourself
which payment is to your advantage,
bearing in mind that Disability Benefit
is not taxable whereas Invalidity Benefit is taxable but can bring with it entitlement to the 'Perks'.
You may be interested in a new publication "Entitlements for the Over 60's"
which is available from your local
Community Information Centre.
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre which provides a free and
confidential service to the public.

MURPHY BROS.
045/97397

U N D ERT A K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTH
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
If FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN ,STREET, MAYNOOTH. PHONE:286366
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103 Carton Court,
Maynooth.
: (01) 286593

a.m. - 12.15 p.m.

FEES:

PAYABLE WEEKLY OR MONTHLY
RANGE OF ACTIVITIES TO INCLUDE
Montessori Programme Learning Through Play,Arts + Crafts, Basic Irish.
Please contact Angie at the above
P.E.A.C.H. MONTESSORI & I.P.P.A. TRAINED

You've heard of "New York! New York!
the city .that never sleeps", but how
about "Maynooth! Maynooth ! the village that never eats"? At least, that
could be the theme song for many 01
the traders on the street, as revealed
by a quick inspection of premises open
during lunch hour suggested recently.
Nearly all the shops remain open
through the day without a break. Among
the notable exceptions that we spotted
were Jim Moore's shoe repair shop
(featured in this column last month)
and Shades Boutique, both in Quinnsworth Mall, and CPL Motor Factors.
Another lunch-time closer is the Post
Office. And of course the banks close
between 12.30 and 1.30 - but with the
banking hours in this country, you have
to take them by surprise to catch them
open at all.

And how many of the Maynooth shops
still observe Wednesday as an early
closing day? Certainly the most promi'nent ofthose to maintain the tradition is
the old established concern of Ua
Buachalla's'. The custom of a quiet mid
week period,in the community would
be well worth observing, but it is meaningless given that so many of our inhabitants now work outside Maynooth,
and thatthe through traffic never takes
time off. Is it my imagination, or has the
volume of traffic on the main road
become markedly heavier in the past
twelve months,or so? As the schOOlS

STREET
TALKING
finish the day at three, and as the
workers come home around five, cars
can be stacked nose to tail along the
street without moving. And at weekends - Friday afternoon and Sunday
night - sensible locals just don't take
the car out at all. Trying to get out of the
Straffan road by Brady's to turn right
towards Dublin at these times, the only
salvation is the (slightly illegal) stratagem of nipping out to press the pedestrian crossing button so that the traffic
lights go red for a moment.

So, what difference will the proposed
by-pass make to all this? Quieter
streets, we hope, so long as there isn't
too much access traffic on the Straffan
Road. But as to 'the effect on local
shopping patterns, that is another
question. How many of our shops are
dependent on the passing trade of the
national route N4 passing through
Maynooth? With predominantly local
custom, the {)Id custom of early closing
could become meaningful again.

Anyway if the stress outside is all to
much, try a facial. Here's an account of
the benefits that might accrue, supplied to us by Ann Carey of the 'Cameo
Beauty Clinic' (Country Shop). What I
want to know is do they treat men? And
what about the parts a facial can not
reach?

One of the most enjoyable ways of
relaxing for an hour is to have a facial.
There are many different types of facials, which vary from the basic facial ,
which usually consists just of a deep
cleansing, toning, massage and a
mask. Inthebasicfacial, make up may
be applied afterwards, although it's best
that the face be let free of make up for
at least 3 hours if not longer.
Full facials in a Beauty Clinic generafly
begin with a deep cleanse and toning
of the skin followed by a close examination of the face. Here the skin type
and whatever imperfections which may
be present are noted. Depending on
whatever routine the therapist chooses,
the skin may be steamed so that the
blackheads may be removed. Then
the face is massaged, using differeht
movements, the muscles ' of thEi face
are toned and relaxed, the massage
usually lasts 15 minutes. After the
massage a mask is applied which is left
to penetrate; At this point it is time for
a therapist to leave the client t6 relax

continued on page 44
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BRUCE BETTING OFFICE
NEW BETTING OFFICE BESIDE
THE LEINSTER ARMS
TEL: 286644
1.
2.
3.

Horses taken aL board prices or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
We pay 20% bonus on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63.
On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place

6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - 15 runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice treblei, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-CAST.
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events ..

ARE

!2£

LIVING IN 'TWO-CHANNEL LAND' ?

SYSTEMS INSTALLED FROM £ 379.00
i

INCLUDINro INSTALLATION, V.A.T., AND I2-MONTH WARRANTY.
PERFECT RECEPTION GUARANTEED IN ALL
AREAS ON 8 NEW CHANNELS.
2 SPORTS CHANNELS !!
24-HOUR NEWS CHANNEL !!
MOVIE CHANNEL, MTV MUSIC, CHILDRENS' ETC.

HC>MESE~UR1TY

TELEPHONES
I

&

2-LINE SYSTEMS INSTALLED FROM £360 +10% VAT,

,

CORDLESS PHONES FROM £79- £399.
ANSWERINro MACHINES FROM £79.

BURGLAR ALARMS INSTALLED FROM
£295.
SMOKE ALARMS, EXTINGUISHERS,
SECURITY LIGHTS.

CALL RESTRICTORS AND PRINT-OUT UNITS FROM £39.

EDUCATIONAL TOYS.e'.COM!,UTERS

SAFE & SOUND
The Square, Maynooth '
TEL. 01 286960
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continued from page 42
(and even nod off in nine out of ten
cases). The facial is concluded by
removing the mask with damp sponges,
toning and moisturising the skin.

NUZSTOP
fvlt\IN SIREET

There are many facials that can only be
performed by a qualified Beauty Therapist. One of these is the unique Cathiodermie facial, which benefits ' all skin
types. This treatment must be performed by a therapist who has been
approved by Rene Guinot Limited
because it involves the operation of a
galvanic/high frequency machine which
involves special training.

The Galvance current is emilted via
rollers which are placed on the face.
The rollers with the addition of a gel,
deepcleanse the skin, loosening the
pores and releasing the dirt and grease
which have accumulated in the deeper
layers of the skin. The treatment is
then continued by an extraction of the
blackheads which are usually present
on the nose and chin area. An oxygenated cream is then applied to the face,
which changes into ozone with the
application of the high frequency
machine. This has a purifying effect on
the skin and also releases oxygen into
it. This treatment is concluded by a
soothing massage mask, tone and
moisturising.

The treatment as already stated is
suitable for all skin types as different
J!lgredients are used depending on the
particular type of skin. It has shown
amazing effects when used regularly
on acne and problem skin. A cathiodennie is recommended every 4-5 weeks
for normal skins. The local salons
which provide this treatment are
"Cameo Beauty Clinic" (Country Shop)
Maynooth, 286?72, Tir na N6g Beauty
Salon Leixlip, 244366. Also available
in these salons are a wide range of,
Rene Guinot products, which include
cleansers, toners and moisturiser for
different skin types.

CIGARETTES SWEETS CHOCOLATES
SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
LIGHT GROCERY
T-SHIRTS, BACK PATCHES
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
SELECTION OF FRUIT

~tlldio
:I "
I
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Onell

DESIGN
MAIN HAIR
STREET
MAYNOOTII
~ .
OVER COONAN AUCTIONEERS ~('1 i
PH: 285711

\

MON - SAT 9.30 A.M. - 5.00 P.M.
LATE NIGHT FRI - 7.00 P.M.
STUDENTS & OLD AGE PENSIONERS
AND UNEMPLOYED AT SPECIAL RATES

.

MAYNOOTH CYCLE CENTRE
MAIN ST'. MAYNOOTH
TEL: 285239
(FEN

6 D\YS

gAM. -6fM.

V\ID 1. 3-FM

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW
FOR CYCLES AND TOYS
BARBI~KIDDICRAFTJMeCCANO,

TRACTORS ETC .

DONOVAN'S
NEWSAGENTS

<FfN TIlL·9 P.M
Remember 'wrinkles are where smiles
used to be' but we can help prevent
them for a while, by looking after our
skins. Acathiodermie performed every
5 weeks costs approx 40p a .tIay and
you could spend It' on worse: Go on
treat yourself, after all If you don't who
will?

M\)NXJlH

E'X]-J.

NIGIT

SlN)\Y - 8 P.M.

24 HOUR FILM DEVELOPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE PILM.
SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB: ALL FILMS ONLY £1.50 PER NIGHT.
AUTHORISED AGENT
FOR .NATIONAL LOTTERY.
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MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
No.1 Town Mall
--=====::::=::::::==~,""IQ
Maynooth
(Off Main St.) Ph. 286888
NOW OPEN
Roller, Vertical,
Venetian,
Festoon and Roman Blinds.
Made To Order
ALL MAKE OF MATERIAL SUPPLIED
All Measuring and Estimating FREE

9\{9rtfi 1(j[aare 'Irave[

TEL: 285308/285425
fvINTER SUN
TENERIFE 1 WK NOV. FROM £265 2 SHARING
GRAN CANARIA 1 WK DEC FROM £189 3 SHARING
LANZAROTE 1 WK DEC FROM £265 2 SHARING
HALAGA 1 WK £230.00 2 SHARING
SKI.
BULGARI/1 1 ft'K JAN FROM £210.00 2 SHARING
HIB HOTEL
AUSTRIA 1 WK JAN FROM £216.00 2 SHARING
BIB BASIC

Captains Hill, Leixlip
Tel: (01) 245268
Contact: Marie or Catherine

Main St., Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285308
Contact: Paula or Michelle
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SPORTS NEWS
The season got off to a mixed start,
primarily due to the unavailability of a
number of players of advancing years;
witness the receeding hairlines and
missing teeth, particu larly Joe Carey's.
Ironically we did well in the preliminary
shield competition, contrary to the usual
tradition of losing all matches.
BRADLEY SHIELD
Dunboyne (1) 1
College Green (0) 1
Despite some poor refereeing both
sides contrived to play an attractive
game. Philip Purcell came through
with this annual goal and was substitutedimmediately. Last year he scored
a second, hence depriving the club of
a tidy bet placed with a certain bookie
that he wouldn't score more than one.
This goal cancelled out Dunboyne's
interval lead.
College Rovers (0) 1
College Green (0) 1
The trip to Drumree presentea us with
a repeat of last year's fixture in that
total possession failed to beatthe home
side's keeper in the opening half.
Uncharacteristically Paddy McGovern
missed a first half penalty. Cluain
Aoibhinn man Aidan Siggins snatched
an opportunistic goal on his debut.
Paul Broughan cancelled out Rover's
equaliser with a winner from the spot.
LEAGUE DIVISION 2 - M.D.L. _.
College Green (0) 0
Rossin Rovers (0) 1
In what may yet prove to be one of the
better games of the season, an outrageous fluke ball hopped over Hugh
Reilly'S head to give Rossin the points.
We should have won having had marginally the better of the exchanges, but
undeniably the bottom line should have
been a point. A lack of killer instinct
perhaps? No sour grapes however,
Rossin were a fine side who played

COLLEGE
GREEN F.C.
good, open football and were well
served by a goalkeeper who pulled off
some spectacular saves. It was easy
to see how Rossin just missed out on
promotion last year and are one of the
favourites to go up to Div 1A in 1990.
College Green (0) 0
Agher Park (2) 3
A very depleted side keptthe margin to
three against mediocre opposition,
thanks to Hugh Reilly's'/ oet minding.
The only other worthy (or should it be
unworthy) feature was an utterly blithering display of refereeing, which while
it had no bearing on the result frustrated both sides no end.
Dumcar Celtic (0) 0
College Green (1) 2
The long journey into the farthest
stretches of the "Wee County" provided a stronger XI with a fine result.
An excellent pitch, facilities and good
footballingopposition madeita memorable morning. Kevin Sullivan a thinking man's Chris t00rris, had afine game
on his debut in the right back slot. John
Hughes (thinking man's Vinny Jones)
had an eventful outing. The opening
goal came from a direct free kick from
thirty yards out. Paul Broughanstepped
over it, while Paddy McGovern placed
a beautiful shot in the roof of the net.
The psychological killer goal came just
after the second half resumption. Ray
Broughan, the RogerVadimofCollege
Green,' drove a fierce shot which the
keeper only parried. Ray gratefully
planted the rebound from the edge of
the six yard box, while the Celtic defenders failed to come to their goalkeeper's aid. Over all this was a very
accomplished performance. Aidan

Qunne pulled off a crucial second half
save, finger tip (like around) the post,
reminiscent of Gordon Banks (he
pays me well to say things like that).
College Green (1) 1
Cabra Utd. (0) 1
The Kingscourt men took an 82nd
minute equaliser with some aplomb.
We probably deserved to be hit with
this sucker punch, given an all round
lack of commitment the opposite of
what was evidenced against Drumcar
the previous week. We could argue
that our defence was too deep and
square, that midfield faded and that
our attack lacked decisiveness, but
these were only the symptoms. The
opening goal came when Eanna
O'Boyle swept down the right wing,
crossed the box and tee'd the ball up
for Donegal's answer to Stanley Matthews , Ciaran McGroarty to finish from
the left. Sadly we should have finished
Cabra Utd off in the second half and
didn't. Ironically the goal conceeded
against Rossin also came with eight
minutes to go. In fairness we couldn't
quibble with a share of the spoils. Dublin
referee Jim Galvin gave a virtuoso performance.
A win against Ratoath Harps at the
October Bank Holiday weekend, or
even a draw will put us in the shield
Quarter Finals.
Farewell to Hugh Reilly who has set off
for the wilds of Belturbet. A presentation was made to Hugh to mark the
occasion inthe clubhouse McGovern's
Grill, Bar & Disco) Welcome to new
recruits Aidan Siggins, Kevin Sullivan,
Martin O'Dea, Paul Allen and Thomas
Martin who have all made their debuts
this season. We look forward to seeing
.Navan O'tv'lahoney's man Richie Green
in the green and white hoops.
Yours in sport Declan Forde

- - _. MAYNOOT~GOLFING
1st Overall T. Flatley (24) 35 pts.
SOCIETY
2nd T. Sheehan (16) 27 pts.

'I

2nd Overall J. McBride (11) 33 pts.
3rd Overall J. Duffin (16) 31 pts.
.
(on last 6)
Gross: E. LedwIth (9) 20 pts.

LONGFORD _ Sept: 9th
PRESIDENrS PRIZE RESULTS
Class ;!

Class 1
1st N. O'Halloran (9) 28 pts.
2nd S. Laheen (13) 27 pts.
3rd G. Ledwith (12) 26 (on back 9)

1st J. Murray (15) 31 pts. (on last 6)
2nd T. Sheehan (16) 27 pts.
3rd J. Fitzgerald (16) 30 pts.
Class 3
1st M. Hall (16) 31 pts.
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3rd F. Regan 918) 25 pts.
Front 9 L. Farrelly (11) 15 pts.
Back 9 J. Hogan 919) 17 pIs.
Par 5s D. Casey 4 pts
'ar 3s P. Brazil 6 pOints
Visitors
M. Kelly (17) 26 pts.
2nd H. Carty (14) 23 pts.

MY CROFrCN L1D.

SERVICE

&

SALES

MAIN MITSUBISHI DEALER

.t..

PARTS

",h ltl

~H1SIIPISHI

LEASING

OF41U1

CELBR.IDGE ROAD,
MAYNOOTH.
PH: 01-286439

\dt

DAY NURSERY,
A WHOLE NEW IDEA IN NURSERY CARE.
KIDS KOTTAGE DAY NURSERY WAS SET UP IN SEPTEMI3t:R BY GERALDINE SCANLON.
A GRADUATE IN CHILDCARE FROM BOTH THE COLLEGE OF CATERING CATHAL BRUGHA STREET
AND THE LONDON MONTESSORI CENTRE, WHO HAS SPENT THE PAST 7 YEARS IvORKING I'IITH
NURSERY CHILDREN.
IT IS LOCATED IN A COTTAGE IN OLD GREENFIELD AND IS TOTALLY GIVEN OVER TO DAY
NURSERY SERVICES. THE AIM OF THE NURSERY IS TO PROVIDE A HAPPY STIMULATING
AND HOMELY ATMOSPHERE.
OPENING AT 7.30 A.M. IT IS IDEAL FOR. THOSE WHO WISH TO 'CATCH THE FIRST TRAIN
AND STAYS OPEN UNTIL 6.30 P.M.
SERVICES OFFERED INCLUDE FULL DAY CARE AT VERY REASONABLE RATES.
OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE ARE MONTESSORI SESSIONS 9.30 - 12.30.
TODDLER GROUP 9.30 - 12.30 AND AFTERSCHOOL CHILDREN WHO CAN BE LEFT AT THE
NURSERY BY THE LOCAL SCHOOL BUS.
MEALS WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED.
THE PLAY FACILITIES IN THE NURSERY ARE EXTENSIVE AND ARE DESIGNED TO CATER FOR
CHILDRENS NEEDS IN ORDER TO PROMOTE SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT.
PARENTS ARE INVITED TO DROP IN FOR A CHAT WITH GERALDINE OR IF THIS IS NOT CONVENIENT
SHE CAN BE CONTACTED AT 285633 ANYTIME.
PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.
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This month pride of place goes to our
U 14 and U 16 Football team who played
some outstanding matches all season
as can be seen from the following.

Kildare U14 Football League Final
Maynooth 2 goal 5 points
Kilcullen 5 pOints

w

Maynooth U14 team crowned a eat
year with this convincing win over Kilcullen in the final of the Kildare League
played in ideal conditions in Naas.
Kilcullen showed from the start that
they meant business and had the
Maynooth lads in some difficulty early
on, but with Michael Meally, Kenneth
Killoran, and man of the match Derek
Fleming in goals they found scores
hard to come by.
In the second half Maynooth settled
into their game and having time with a
serious hand injury they knew that
nothing short of an overall improvement would do and they set about their
task in admirable fashion. With Padrgig Hogan now playing exc~lIently at
centre half back, Martin Donnelly and
Edward Mitchell winning midfield and
forwards of the calibre of Paul Garvey,
Hugh Nevin, Austin Noonan, Allen

GAA NOTES
O'Shea, Colin Browne and Peter Burke,
Maynooth soon began to get the vital
scores and the game was as good as
over when Martin Donnelly scored a
goal from a free kick. When the final
whistle sounded justice was done and
Maynooth were the champions. The
Maynooth captain Kenneth Killoran was
presented with the cup by Tommy
Merriman Sec. Bord na Nog, and as he
held it aloft there was prolonged applause from the sizeable crowd. Celebrations continued for some time CUlminating with a meal for the players in
the Leinster Arms where the chairman
of the Club Mick Gillick thanked the
players and all concerned for a job well
done.
U16 Football Final
Milltown 2 goals 4 points
Maynooth 1 goal 3 pOints

The U16 team failed to make it a double
for the club when they were beaten by
a good Milltown Team played in poor
conditions at Clane. Maynooth were in
trouble early on because they could
not take advantage of a strong wind
and could only manage to finish level at
half time. Early in the second half
Milltown took control, but to their credit

Maynooth never gave up and their
efforts were rewarded when they drew
level. Luck however was not with them
and with a very doubtful penalty decision going aginst them it was obvious
that it was not going to be their day.
Maynooth had outstanding players in
Michael O'Farrell, Kenneth Killoran,
Mike O'Shea, Caoimhin Flood, Micheal Madden, Joey Nevin, David Mahony, Gerard Horn and Freddie Leavy.

To show their appreciation to the team,
the club provided a meal forthe players
in the Leinster Arms immediately after
the game and even though they were
beaten all of the players enjoyed themselves showing their true character in
thatthey are as gracious in defeat as in
victory. The true mark of sportsmen.

The victorious U14 team
Back Row: UR. M. Ryan (Selector), A. Noonan, A. O'Shea.
P. Hogan, E. Mitchell, D. Fleming, M. Meally, M. Donnelly, P. Garvey, A. Killoran (Selector).
Front Row: LlR. J. Nevin (Selector), S. Noonan, C. Browne ,
H. Nevin, K. Killoran (Capt.), P. Lacey, P. Burke, M. Halley, G. Kelly, L. Lacey (Selector) .

continued on page 50
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KeJIJ.ed~
JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone (01) 288086

Wooderaft Ltd.
We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
* Towel Rails
! ~.~-~...~f;~~:_o~:~._
* Cutlery Insets
',:
,I,:'
.........
:..~/I:::) .. ...... t..... .' _
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans
/~

Kitchen & Bedroom units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
* Pine
* Laminated Colours
* Textured Melamine

l,.EIXLIP

\

1 FACTORY

;)

\.

10 A.M. UNTIL 8 P.M. MONDAY TO FRIDAY
10 A.M. UNTIL 5 P.M. SATURDAY.
AT JOHNINSTOWN, MAYNOOTH

I
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ROUTE TO

!'~ENN£OY wOOOC ...... "T SHOWN THUS

SCALE: M. INCH TO 1 Mll.Ii

Service

l-leating

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN

TEL:

285387

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE
WREATHS, tfOURNING COACHES, HEADSTONES ETC.
NEW FUNERAL

HOME (No Charge} AT KILCOCK,

SPACIOUS, ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR
YOUR LOCAL FUNERAL UNDERTAKER
PHONE:

49

TO DuaLIN

: LUCAN

OVIOSTO~~A~~~STOWH
'.~-.~.:~"

(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)

./

__

continued from page48
U16 Football League Semi Final
Suncroft 1 goal 8 points
Maynooth 1 goal 4 pOints
For the second Saturday running the
Maynooth lads had to endure some
bad luck and thus lost out yet again.
For the last 10 mins o'f the game they
virtually owned the ball" but instead of
tapping the ball over the bar they insisted on trying for goals and that is
why they lost this one. Outstanding for
Maynooth were Kenneth Killoran,
Lochcann O'Donnell and Caoimhin
Flood.

TOM FLOOD CUP
This year the Tom Flood toumament
was played off in September and once
again proved to be very successful.
The final, one of the best games seen
at Maynootti for some time, was contested by Rathcoffey and Laragh.
Laragh won by a narrow margin. We
wish to thank all who helped to make
this tournament a great success.

Kenneth Killoran being prE'sented with the cup by Tommy
Merriman, Sec. Bord na Nog.
U14 Football Dublin League

The Dublin league team made a good
start to their campaign with a well

merited victory over WhiteHall. The
team showed great spirit and had outstanding players in Peter Lacey, Hughie
Nevin, Peter Burke and Patrick Farrell.
Michael Caden PRO

MAYNOOTH TOWN A.F.e. - - - With the new season now in full swing
results have not been as we would
have wished. However, the prospects
of better things to come has heartened
club connections considerably and we
look forward to an upsurge in improvements. We regretto report that matters
other than our exploits on the playing
field have taken precedence since our
last club report. Our efforts to have the
lane cleaned up have been thwarted
by the uncaring number of people who
are continuing to dump refuse adjacent to our pitch. On one recent occasion several sacks of rubbish were
brazenly left lying against the gate.
We had to move the sacks to gain
entry. We have now suspended clean
up operations whilst we await confirmation from Kildare County Council if
gates will be provided at either end of
the lane in an effort to pufan end to this
practice. A local car was recently
found dumping at one end of the lane
but made its getaway with lights out before we cOUld apprehend the culprit.
We also .regret to report that the vandalism against the club has not ended
with the burning of our dressing rooms
within the lastcupleof weeks a person

or persons unknown have tried to
remove our goal posts. The goal posts
have been damaged and will need to
be repaired before our next game. We
suspectthattheculprits may have been
disturbed during their activity hence
the reason for the damage not being
greater. In this age of greater enlightenment must we once again endure
the harassment of this vandalism which
was so common in the late fifties and
early sixties. We rode the storm then
and survived and there is reason to
believe that recent events will dampen
our efforts to make the club one which
ourtown can be proud of and which will
once again bring rwards to all concerned.

RECENT RESULTS
League Division 2 Maynooth Town 1 Derry Rovers 0
A Martin Foy goal was the only score of
a game which we dominated for long
periods but were unable to convert into
scores. This was a good result against
a team which contained some ex
Edender'ry Town players.
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Dalton Cup 3rd Round
Villa Utd. 2
Maynooth Town 3
We looked to beheading for defeat in
this cup game when we conceded an
early two goals. With Gerry Moen
having a superb game we soon recovered from this setback and settled down
to play some excellent football. Goals
by Tony Kearns, Tom Newcombe and
Michael Kelly gave us a deserved win
and a place in the 4th round.

The club extends best wishes for the
future to club player Noel Kearns and
his bride Margaret Ganaghan.
The club extends condolences to Ben
Daly and family on the recent death of
his mother.
MAVNOOTH J30VS~
SOCCER CLUB
The under 14 and under 16 teams
have been campaigning very successfully in the respective leagues and
should be in the hunt for honours at the
season's end. Results and team news
in next issue.

· SEAN POWER
~IN

SIREEJ:
1v1t\l'l\tXJIH

TEL 286643/285754
N.B. WE ARE MOVING NEXT DOOR
PLENTY OF PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY
DURING OUR OPENING WEEK
BET WITH S.P AT S.P

TRI
IKS
CENTRE POINT MALL,
MAYNOOTH

TRICIA·!
S HAIRSALON HAS MOVED NEXT
-

DOOR TO CUT 'N' STYLE
FREE CONDITIONING" TREATMENT WITH
"

BODYWAVES AND COLOURS
REDUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS
---.

P~D

OPEN:~

"

SENIOR CITIZENS

MON - SAT

9.30 -

6.00 PM

LATE OPENING FRIDAY 'TIL 8.000 PM
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As all the events have now been
completed for this year we now have
. something new for you to work on
during the winter months. The following project competition is open to under
25 year olds on 31 st July 1990. It is a
local history competiti9n called 'Community Roots'. The closing date for
receipt of entries to Maynooth Community Games is 31st January 1990.

1. Participants shall prepare a project
on their particular subject.
2. Submission may be made in either
group or individual form in the following
categories.
(a) 18-25 yrs. (b) 15-18 yrs.
Theme: 'Exploring your Community
Roots'
(c) 12-15 yrs (d) Under 12 yrs
Theme : 'What was daily life like when
your grandmother, grandfather or any
body else of similar age was your age'.
3. Participants must be under the age
on 31/07/90 and projects must be

MAYNOOTH
COMMUNIT¥
GAMES
signed by participant(s) .

4. Maximum of eight entries per county
will be accepted for National Finals
which will be held atthe Mansion House,
Dublin on Saturday 3rd March 1990.

Maynooth Community
Games
Coffee Morning and
Jumble Sale
on Sat. 18th November
10.30 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.
in
I.C.A. Hall, Maynooth

Please support generously

ACK,NOWLEDGEMENTS
The wife and family of the late Michael
Byme, 35 Laurence Avenue, wish to
acknowledge the beautiful tribute paid
by the friends and people of Maynooth
to my darling husband and fatherto our
four beautiful girls. Michael was a
prominent member of the Maynooth
branch of the Labour Party and the
tribute paid to him by his idol, Deputy
Emmet Stagg, and comrades, made
his family very proud as I am sure
Michael was. Michael was also a vice
treasurer of .our residents' association
from which I am sure he will be sorely
missed. The amount of floral tributes
and mass cards still seem unreal to the
family and were greatly appreciated.

Michael'S ' memory will always stay
strong in my heart as I am sure it will in
yours and also 'in your prayers. The
holy mass will be offered up for your intentions.

5. Exhibition space 8ft x 8ft will be
provided for each entry at the National
Finals . .
6. Preliminary adludication will be carried out by a panel of judges in the
county. Group A winners at National
level will receive Catherine Cunningham perpetual Trophy. Group B winners at National level will receive
George Burrel Perpetual shield. Group
C winners at National level will receive
Bill Esmonde Perpetual Shield and
Group D winners at National level will
receive Fr. McCabe Perpetual Shield.
There are also some special awards to
be won. The overall winner from individual categories A and B and overall
winners of C and D will receive a week
end for two to London courtesy of Ryan
Air. Entries can be sent to Norah
McDermott, Secretary, Maynooth
Community Games, Community Council Office, Main Street, Maynooth, before 31 stJanuary 1990.

SYMPATHY - - To the wife, daughters, brother, sisters, mother-in-law, father-in-law,
brother-in-law, Sisters-in-law, family
and friends of the late Michael Byrne,
Laurence Ave., (formerly Kilcock).
To John O'Rourke, The Roost, on the
death of his mother in Sallins.

To the brother, sister, Sister-in-law,
nieces, nephews, grand-nieces, grand
nephews, family and friends of the late
Michael McDermott, Ballymagillan
(formerly Burenmore, Castlebar).
To Paddy Moran, Greenfield of! the
death of his uncle in Dunboyne:

.Nephews , nieces, reiatives and friends
of the late Nora Brady, lona Road and
Greenfield, Maynooth.
To Ben Daly, Mariaville on the death of
his mother in Kilcock.
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The staff of the Newsletter and of the
Community Council wish to express
their sincere sympathy to the family
and friends of Hugh Lyons who tragically died recently. Mr. Lyons was a
frequent advertiser with the Newsletter and always supported us generously, forwhich we are extremely grateful.

To the family, relatives and friends of
the late Kathleen Doherty, Rai l Park.

To the wife, daughters, brothers, sonin-law, grandchildren, relatives and
friends of the late Paddy Downey,
Greenfield (formerly Kilbrook, Enfield) .
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Orchard Nurseries
and arden Centre

The Orchards, Dublin Road,
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
Telephone 28890J

AUTUMN IS THE NATURAL TIME FOR PLANTING
CHEER Up·ftfINTER GREY

I

AG . PLANT
BULBS
NOW .

-~

GARDEN FEA

~

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT BULBS
~ FOR SPRING COLOUR
NEW SEASONS srOCK FOR SALE NOW

011 BEDDING PLANTS FOR SPRING COWUR
OAK COAL BUNKERS - OAK TUBS

)
PLEASE ASK FOR ASSISTANCE;
OUR PROFESSIONAL STAFF
ARE HERE TO HELP

J1,--------,1
(- DUBLIN

UiL

ARDCLOUGH ~

~--.~
G(!ouioe:i:largains
,

for your Garden
Well Worth
A Visit!

We Accept
Access and Visa

~
CELBRIDGE TOWN
CLANE~
,...-----1
_
, ~(
1"
o

ALPlnES,[OnIFERS &HEATHERS

I
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PUZZLED?
about where to get
your

PRINTING REQUIREMENTS
then look no further
j

!

"';>-L

Contact

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Color Printers, Stationers, Graphic Designers, & General Printers

Dunboyne Road, Mpynooth, County Kildare, Ireland
Telephone (01) 286440/286695

Price40p

DECEMBER 1989

ISSUE No. 149
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(BUMPER CHRISTMAS ISSUE)
Students' Union News
CoHege Notes
Dublin Arts Diary
Christmas Recipes
Extra Competitions
Sports,News
Forthcoming Festive Events

Graduation Photographs
Rock Goblin
Citizen Consumer
Street Talking
Garda
Residents' Assoc. News
& Photos

Having

)

a

Party?
Hire all your requirements from us
(Delpb/Cutlery/Glass/Table Linen/Tables and
Chairs etc.)

I

OR GIVE YOURSELF A TREA T
AND LET US LOOK AFTER ALL YOUR CA TERING -

Petsp O'Bpi6R
Gat6PiRf1 GO. htd.
" WOODVILLE", PAGESTOWN, MAYNOOTH. PHONE: 286566

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A .HAPPY NEW YEAR
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( EDITORIAL)
MAYNOOTH NEWSLETTER
published by
MAYNOOTHCO~TY

What's in a name?

COUNCIL
Editorial Board
Kay McKeogh
Peter Denman
Ann McStravick
Peter Hussey
Suzanne Redmond
Helen O'Connor Watson
Martin O'Brien
Donal O'Donoghue
The opinions and statements expressed in
the articles are those of the contributors
and not necessarily those of the Editorial.
All matter to be included in the next edition
on the Newslettetr should be addressed to:The Editor,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall, Maynooth
Tel: (01) 285922
Maximun number of words 500 per
article
Copydate:
Monday, Dec.llth at 5.00p.m.EDITORIAL STATEMENT
The Maynooth Newsletter is published as
a service to the people and organisations of
the neighbourhood. It is an 'open access'
publication and will generally carry any
material submitted to it, subject to the law
of the land and to editorial j udgement. The
judgement is exercised by the editorial
committee in order to preserve the independence and balance of the Newsletter.
The committee reserves the right to niter,
abridge or omit material which in its opinion might rend the Newsletter the promoter or mouth-piece of sectional interests.
Any contributor seeking further guide-lines
in this matter is invited to contact the
committee.
NOTE TO CONTRIBUTORS
We request all our contributors to make
sure their material is legible. If possible,
material should be typed, but as not everyone has access to typewriters, the best way
to present material is to use either neat
legible writing or block letters, on one side
of the paper.

The recent upsurge in house building
in Maynooth is of course a welcome
development. It means an increase in
population, which will benefit the local business people, schools and other
organisations.
One of the great attractions of
Maynooth is its sense of History - the
Castle, The College, the Round Tower
in Taghadoe, Crew Hill are all around
us to remind us of a rich and eventful
past. Unfortunately our history is in
danger of disappearing beneath the
tide of inane estate names. Wood~_ands, Ashleigh, Kingsbry, or
Beaufield might as well be in some
anonymous commuter town in Greater
London Metropolitan area. They add
little to a sense ofidentity for Maynooth
dwellers.
The Newsletter calls on the developers to exercise some sensitivity when
racking their brains for more and more
esoteric estate names. Forget about
the dreary names from other settings.
There is enough inspiration to be found
in townland names, the College and
Carton, for the foreseeable future.

Trees

Else where in this issue we publish a
photograph showing the result of
someone's lack of regard for our heritage of trees. We have already commented in an earlier issue on the vandalism which the .trees in the Main
Street have suffered at the hands of
people who would be surprised to be
numbered among that horde.
These trees belong to the people of
Maynooth. If there is a need to prune
them, they should be treated by a
qualified tree surgeon, who will en•sure that they are not hacked about,left
exposed to decay. These trees have
been an important part of the streetscape for many years.' Would those
who are responsible for trying to kill
them please stoo.
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Where are they now?
Where are all the organisations which
existed in Maynooth some years ago?
According to the compilers of the
Maynooth Directory, they have been
decimated, or else they are suffering
from paralysis of the pen. The
Newsletter has been requested by the
Maynooth Directory Committee to
tum the thumbscrews tighter on those
organisations which do not submittheir
details to the Community Council Office before 10th December 1989.
So, secretaries and organisers of residents' associations, sport organisations, voluntary societies, subversive
groups, and any other assembly ac~
tively seeking members, to contact the
Office as soon as possible. Otherwise
they will miss their chance to star in
the Golden Pages of the Maynooth
Directory, without which no house
could call itself a home.
And finally
We wish all our readers a very Happy
Christmas • and a prosperous New
Year. See you all at the Square on
New Years' Eve.
Due to printing problems
this issue has more
typographical
errors than usual. £5 to
the reader who finds
the mo s t m i s - s pel lin g s !
(Entries in
before
cop Y d ate
pie a s e. )

/::==::;R;;;;IG;;;:;H;;;T;;:;T;;;:';O;R;E;:;;;;P:;L:;Y;:::::=-~\
In fairness to our readers and given that
this magazine is not insured against libel
damages or costs, we undertake the following: In the case of errors of fact we will
publish corrections when we become aware
of such.
In the care of unfairly impugning the reputation of any person we hereby offer that
person or their representative the right to
reply in this magazine subject only to reasonable lengh, the laws of libel and our
right to respond to such reply.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
Where have all the
telephones gone ?

Winchester Three
Dear Editor,
Any readers who may wish to express
their solidarity with the Winchester
Three may write to them at the following addresses:
Finbar Cullen,
Frankland Prison,
Finchal Avenue,
Braeside,
Durham DH1 550, England.
John McCann
Frankland Prison,
(as above).
Martina Shanahan,
Old Elvet Prison,
Durham DHl 3HU,
England.
Yours etc.
Tony Nelson, Sec.
Maynooth Winchester Support Group

Submission by a deputation to Celbridge Area Committee, Kildare County
Council
The isolation and neglect by Kildare
County Council of the Maynooth Area
has given rise to much concern among
the residents of Maynooth. Our submission to you today is an attempt to
improve on the serious problems that
exist.
Our submission concentrates on three
specific issues:
1. POSITION REGARDING BOND
BRIDGE
2. MA YNOOTH TOWN COMISSION
BOUNDARIES
3. PUBLIC AREAS NEGLECTED BY KIL
DARE COUNTY COUNCIL

1. Pbsition regarding Bond Bridge
This has been an itern of contention for
some 8 years now. The condition of
the bridge is so serious that it is a
danger to both pedestrians and motorists.
2. Maynooth Town Commission
Boundaries
Our application was made to the

Once upon a time, not so long ago
there used to be three phone boxes in
Maynooth's main thoroughfare.
Droves of weary students, would queue
up religiously every Thursday and
Friday night, to reverse the charges,
phoning home.
Realisation of the missing phone box
caused great anguish among the student body. Many of them are still
shell-shocked and continue to prop up
the Bank ofIreland. Others are trying
to cope with the trauma of adopting to
the environment of the existing phones.
A spokesperson for the Student's Union stated that at a recent union meeting voted unanimously that a commemorative plaque mark the site of the
ill-fated kiosk.

COMMUNITY
COUNCIL NOTES
Minister for the Environment on 10th
May 1989. (copy attached) As required by the Towns Improvement
(Ireland) Act 1854, a copy of the
application was published in IRIS
OIFIGIUIL as well as local papers.
We are amenable to changes in the
boundaries.
3. Public Areas Neglected by Kildare County Council
At the outset we would like to say that
it is not the officials of the Council
that we are blaming for this neglect.
We accept that financial resources
from the government are il1adequate
and that Kildare County Council cannot give proper customer service as a
result of this. Nevertheless,we feel
that ,Maynooth has suffered inordinately in this regard.
Maynooth Community Council employ 7 workers under the Social
Employment Scheme and 7 workers
under the Teamwork Scheme. These
workers operate in an office environment and it is not feasible for

Theories regarding its disappearance
abound. Many students believe that
they sighted a phone -box with a remarkable likeness to the vanished one,
in a tool shed in Quain Aoibhinn. Students residing in the aforesaid location
have always believed themselves to be
slighted by Telecom Eireann. One of
their representatives, when questioned
on the alleged theft replied 'No comment'. However, he did say that unless
the union agreed to provide a bus service from the estate at weekends, the
phone queues would get longer.

Cno,
558 O'Neill Park,
Maynooth..

Maynooth Community Council to
extend the SES outdoors as we lack
the capacity to supervise outdoor work.
Accordingly, we are now asking Kildare County Council to recruit SES
workers to attend to the following
public areas presently neglected. Our
detailed submission was sent to the
County Manager on the 26th October
(copy attached):
(a) Laraghbryan and GrangewilHam Cemetaries
Traditionally this was looked after by
Kildare County Council. However, in
recent years, they have been excluded
from the estimates. This has meant
that the graveyards are not maintained,
except by a few volunteer workers
prior to Cemetery Sunday each year.
(b) Carton Avenue
This was taken over by Kildare County
Council in the early' 80's. This potentially beautiful avenue has been neglected by Kildare County Council
and is now in a very sad state.
We are aware that the Councils preliminary report was sent to the Departmant of the Environment 18 months
Continued on page 6
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~ .. Doyles Shoe
~l ~1SS6'1
ntre ~28S612
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The Famtly Shoe Store

Maynooth Shopping Centre
WITH FULLY TRAINED STAFF IN ATTENDANCE

Sincere Christmas Wishes
to all our customers

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING BRANDS
CLARKS, K SHOES.. OU8ARRY,

",

1fi.;~

ROHDE SARAH JAMES, lOAKt;:5. GABOR ~->~
WESTCOAST, 'EASTCOST . &: NICKS DENVER
IRISH DANCING PUMPS & BALLET PUMPS IN STOCK

Winter Collection- Super selection

OUTSTANDING VARIETY AND CHOICE

LADIES' BOOTS
FROM

£19.99

Our shoes fit
as 'well as
they look.

KIDDIES' BOOTS
rRO~

£17.99

Do yours?

Doyles Shoe Centre
FOR IN TOWN SERVICE OUT OF TOWN
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ago. Approval had not yet come
through: We are also aware that substantial contributions towards that cost
has already been collected in special
development levies' from the area.
Unless approval is forthcoming for a
new bridge in the immediate future,
we are asking the Council to resurface
the roadway and to install traffic lights
as a temporary measure in order to
ensure the safety of the bridge.
(c) Pound Park
The local residents have -done their
best to maintain this park. However,
despite their efforts , it now needs
urgent attention. Public lighting here
here would not go amiss either.
(d) The Public Toilet in the Square
This building has done more than
anything else in Maynooth to lower
morals and to diminish residents efforts in community activity.
The building has contributed directly
and indirectly to the continued reduction in marks awarded under the Tidy
Towns Competition.
While we appreciate that this is probably not suited to an SES we, nevertheless, want action from Kildare County
Council in this respect.
Nothing short of demolition will satisfy the residents of Maynooth.
(e) The Boreen (Opposite Cattle
Mart leading to Dunboyne Road)
This road has been used by travellers
as a parking spot for their caravans. So
as not to attract travellers, Kildare
County Council have not carried out
maintenance on the road and it is now
musable because of enormous pot1oles. However, if the potholes are
filled in it is likely that the travellers
will again locate there. We feel that
the only solution is to close off this
road to caravans by fitting lockable
one bar goalpost gates at both ends of
the road. (Similar to the halting site
entrance)
We should not forget that Maynooth
was one of the few communities in
Ireland to look for a halting site for
travellers. It would be a pity if this
good will was damaged through indiscriminate parking in the area.
In addition the future of Maynooth
Soccer Club is in danger as they play in

a field off the Boreen. The owner of
the field has threatened to withdraw its
use from the Soccer Oub because of
the presence of the travellers in the
Boreen.
Unlike other towns in County Kildare,
Maynooth has not been provided with
any playing pitches by Kildare County
Council. We feel that the least the
Council owes the youth of Maynooth
is the security of the soccer club's only
pitch. This can be achieved through
adopting our prosposal of fitting the
gates and the SES workers could tidy
up the road which is more like a rubbish dump than a roadway.
(t) The Children's Playground at

the Harbour
This has now taken on the status of a
derelict site. The Community Council
cannot maintain it as it is not possible
for anyone other than local authorities
to get insurance for playgrounds.
We understand that if Kildare County
Council was to take the playground in
charge your insurance would cover it.
We would be prepared to pay Kildare
County Council the cost of this insurance in return for the Council using
SES workers to get the playground
back to a usable state.
The other alternative is demolition of
the site entirely. Not only is it unsightly and derelict but it is also a
hazard to the children who still use the
damaged equipment.
In conclusion, in relation to point 3 of

our submission, we feel that the
employment of a team of 7/8 SES
workers plus supervisor should be
sufficient to cover the work outlined.

John Me Ginley
(Secretary)

Public Area neglected by
Kildare County Council
Correspondence
Emergency Item:
Kildare County Council took charge
ofthetieesinMaynoothinl983. These
trees are 150 years old and form a
unique cross pattern from Canon
Avenue, Main Street, the Harbour and
Mill Street. A tree surgeon examined
these trees on behalf of Kildare Co.

Co. in 1985 and found that up to a
dozen needed to be replaced. However, none have been replaced and no
pruning has been carried · out. On
Saturaday 4th November in the early
hours of the morning the tree outside
O'Neill's Butchers was mutilated by a
local resident. This individual has
carried out similar action in the past
and presumably has been paid for it.
These trees have a preservation order
on them and the action carried out on
Saturday is nothing short of vandalism. We are now asking Kildare
County Council to:
1. Advise residents that there is a
preservation order on these trees and
that people who interfere with these
will be prosecuted.
2.· So as to ensure that further unofficial pruning does not take place Kildare County Council should carry out
pruning professionally as soon as
possible.
3. Replace diseased trees without
further delay so as to preserve the
character of the town.

John Me Ginley
Secretary
CORRESPONDENCE
The Manager,
Customer Services,
Dublin Bus,
59 Upper O'Connell Street,
Dublin.
Dear Manager,
We have had a number of complaints
concerning the location of your bus
stop on Dublin Road, Maynooth, going
towards Dublin (opposite Leinster Park
entrance). This is a dangerous location
and is a hazard to residents, pedestrians and motorists as both the road and
path are narrow. We consider that a
more suitable location would be adjacent to the O'Neill Park entrance,
~pposite Quinnsworth Supermarket.
We look forward to your co-operation
on this matter.
Yours sincerely,
John McGinley
Secretary.
REPLY
Dear Mr. Mc Ginley,
I Tefer to your letter of 27th October,
1989 and the complaint concerning

Continued on page8
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Waite DI/PO,.
COllSTOWN, KILCOCK,

co.

KILDARE

Tel: (01) 286663/286665
Emergency No. (088) 559651
FAX: 286653

We are offering a wheeled bin service which means that we deliver
a bin to you and you have the us-e of the bin exclusively for yourself.
We are an established and successful private waste disposal company
with a proven track record in efficiency and reliability.

L

t
d.
-

500 Litre Wheeled Bin

SHOPS AND SMALL BUSINESSES

240 Litre Wheeled Bin

HOUSEHOLD

360 Litre Wheeled Bin

HOUSEHOLD

Litre Wheeled Bin
HOTELS, BARS AND BIGGER BUSINESSE0

The charge for servlce of the 240 litre wheeled bin is £6.00 per month payable on a Direct Debit
basis only or £36.00 per half year or £70.00 per year payable in advance. The 240 litre bin holds
an average of three black plastic bags. We also have a 360 litre wheeled bin available for larger
consumers .

• CLEANLINESS
General Tidiness is .uch
i.proved where bins are sited
and e.ptied.

GUARANTEED COLLECTION
COLISTOWN, KILCOCK. CO. KILDARE

• HYGIENE

Tel: (01) 286663/286665
Health Authorities,

Our secure 'hinged bin .ore

than satiefies
keeps out scavengers, rodents
and flies etc.

E.".rgency No. (088) 559651
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• EFFORTLESS
Because of our revolutionary
wheel systelll there is no effort
in wheeling your bin to the
roadside.
• COST FFFECTIVE
There will be no need to go to
the duap anymore, buy black
poly sacks for that extra rubbish,
or replace broken bins regularly.

Continued from page 6
the location of the bus stop on Dublin
Road, Maynooth going towards Dublin.
I will have your suggestion for new
location implemented.
Thank you for bringing the matter to
my attention
P. Corcoran,
District Superintendent.

Mr. Dec1an Foley,
Secretary,
Maynooth Chamber of Commerce,
Market House,
Maynooth,
Co. Kildare.
7th November, 1989.

RE:
CHRISTMAS UGHTSONTREESIN
MAIN STREET

Dear Mr. Foley,
We hope that you will again be erecting lights on the trees for the Christmas period. They added greatly to the
atmosphere last year and this year
needed more than ever because of the
recent multilation of some tree~ by
locals.
Can we respectfully suggest that the
lights be spread more evenly this year,
i.e. there seemed to be very few at the
Dublin end of the Main Street last
year,

We will as usual be mounting a Christmas tree on top of the public toilets.

Telecom Eireann,
Payphone Section,
4th Floor,
Yours sincerely,
Block C,
Cumberland House,
Fenian House,
John McGinley,
Dublin 2.
Secretary.
16th November, 1989.
Dear
Mr.
Kett,
The County Manager, Kildare
I refer to our telephone conversation of
County Council,
the 15th November 1989 concerning
St. Mary's,
the removal of the double public
Naas,
payphones
outside the Bank of IreCo. Kildare.
land,
Maynooth.
16th November, 1989.
Our Council is very concerned and
annoyed that the phones should be
removed without being replaced elseDear Mr. Ward,
where in the Main Street. at the same
We would like to thank you for the time. Maynooth is a University Town,
courtesy shown us at your meeting of with 2,750 students, who require the
regular use ofpayphones. In addition
10th November 1989.
At our meeting of the 13th Novem- we have an increased resident populaber1989 we agreed to your boundaries tion as well as a continuous flow of
for the proposed Maynooth Town traffic. Your revenue intake from these
Commission. We would be pleased if phones must surely show that replaceyou advised the Minster of the Envi- ments are required immediatly.
ronment accordingly as well as a map We are extremely disappointed that
of same:
the general public (your customers)
Also, we would like your written deci- could be treated is such a callous way
sions on the other matters that we and we are asking you to make every
effort possible to have new phones
placed before you.
installed by 1st December 1989.
Yours faithfully,
John Mc Ginley
P.S.
The footpath outside the Irish
Yours sincerely,
Permanent Building Society! fruit Shop
would be a suitable location in our
John McGinley
opinion.
Secretary.
Continued on page10

Kildare County
Council
Require urgently S.E.S. workers for
evironmental work in Maynooth area.
To be eligible you must be (a) over 25
years of age, (b) in receipt of unemployment benefit for a year or unemployment assistance for a week,
(c) signing on with PAS.
Salary £65 single with no adult dependent. £92 with adult dependent.
Work Schedule 2 1/2 day week!
week on, week off I 2 weeks on, 2
weeks off.
Contact County Manager, St. Mary's'
Tel: 045 - 97071
Some of the walkers before the Tony Smith Memorial 1OK Walk in aid of
the The Old Peoples' Committee.
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BIKES GALORE

SANTA CLAUS
IS LANDING IN MAYNOOTH
BY HELICOPTER

SATURDAY 9th DECEMBER
AT 2.00 P.M.
in The Harbour Field
o
o

•
•
•
•

FREE DRAW FOR BICYCLES
SHOPPING BONANZA
FREE GIFTS
MUSIC

This page entitles you to enter a free draw for bicycles, all yo.u have to do is write
your name and address below and put it into Santa's sack on the day - the draw
takes place at 4 p.m.
* Only entries on the day accepted

?c~

______________________________~
Name:---------------

Address:--------------

This Event
is sponsored by
MAYNOOTH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
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, .-----.......
- - - - - - - - COMMUNITY
The meeting opened with an information brieffrom Joan Howard-Williams
regarding the formation of a committee in Maynooth to look after the future of the Castle. Part of the plan
envisaged would be the provision of a
"visitors reception area"in the Castle
and to have floodlighting provided.
The Community Council were requested to give support to this committee and to have councillors as
members. In answerto the Secretary's
request, Mrs. Howard-Williams stated
that, to her knowledge, the group did
not wish to commit itself as a subcommittee of the Council itself. The
College authorities and the Office of
Public Works have also been contacted as has Mr. David Noll-Cain. It
is envisaged that monies may be made
available for the preservation of National Monuments from the E.C. after
1992. Four councillors put themselves
forward as members of the committee: Gabriel Martin, Richard Farrell,
Eilis O'Malley and John McGinley.
The Council also received a request
for support to the newly formed
Winchester Three Support Group.
This was agreed and also that a copy
of the Newsletter be sent monthly to
Finbarr Cullen, so that he might receive news from his home town.

MEETING WITH
CELBRIDGE AREA
COMMITTEE OF
KILDARE COUNTY
COUNCIL
The Chairperson, Secretary and Tom
McMullon attended the meeting with
this committee on Friday 10th November at 4 p.m. The submission
which was presented to them was read
out to the mee~g by John McGinley.
He reported the following: (a) The
County Manager highlighted the fact
that the environmental work which
was submitted could only be carried
out if SES workers were available in
Maynooth. Also that it was extremely
difficult to find workers in the North
Kildare area due to the proliferation of
other Social Employment Schemes.
He asked the Community Council
representatives to help in the search

(/\COUNCIL
MEETINg1

"r D

for workers. The Manager is also
circulating all businesses in the town
to inform them that it is an offence to
tamper with the trees in any way, that
there is a preservation order on them,
and that anyone who commits this
offence is liable for prosecution. The
County Council were not prepared to
demolish the Thing, but there was a
new plan drawn up which will be sent
to the Community Council for their
perusal.
A full response in writing will be sent
to the Community Council outlining
the Committee's reaction to other
suggestions made in the submission.

TOWN COMMISSION
STATUS
The County Council refused the original boundaries (similar to those used
for Community Council elections)
which were part of the submission to
the Minister for the environment. New
boundaries were put forward by them
which added to the existing Development plan boundaries encompassing
1.625 acres and catering for a possible
population growth up to 28,OOOpeople.
These new boundaries were accepted
by the Community Council and a new
submission will be made to the Minister on this basis.

COMMUNITY
PROBLEMS
A survey carried out in the Moyglare
Road area showed that the vast majority were in fvour of having Cable TV
brought to the area and it is hoped that
this will be carried out as quickly as
possible. The residents also held a
meeting wIth Maynooth relays concerning the service.
Some of the streetlighting in Greenfield Estate has been vandalised and
the ESB is to be contacted in this
10

regard. It was pointed out that a householder in Laurence Avenue is having
trouble with students in the house next
door, where the landlord is not prepared to co-operate. The S.U. representative undertook to take up the
case.
The two phonebooths were removed
from their location outside the Bank
of Ireland by Bord Telecom (not by
vandals!). This was due to the lack of
planning permission from Kildare
County Council and an objection from
the Bank that they posed a security
threat to PASS machine users. The
Secretary is to write to Bord Telecom
requesting their re-Iocation as an urgent necessity.
A complaint was received regarding
the location of the bus stop on the
Dublin Road across the road from
Quinnsworth from some residents of
the town houses there. Bus Eireann
have been contacted regarding relocation.

TIDY TOWN REPORT
The committee thanked the representatives who attended the meeting with
the Celbridge Area Committee for
their efforts to gain co-operation from
Kildare County Council. The Tidy
Towns are to meet with Bord Failte to
discuss the marking for the Tidy
Towns Competition and some of the
more unfavourable remarks that were
made, especially regarding the Royal
Canal area. The prizegiving for the
Tidy Estates will be held during the
Table Quiz to be held in Caulfields on
Thursday, December 7th at 8.30 p.m.

SOCIAL AND
RECREATIONAL
The usual Christmas Tree will be
erected in the Square, on the "Thing"
and work is commencing on the St.
Patrick's Day Parade. A letter will
also be sent to the Chamber of Commerce enquiring as to their plans for
lighting the town for Christmas.
Muireann Ni BhrolcMin

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
PHONE: 286323/285772

CARVERY LUNCHES EVERY DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAYS

WEEK-DAY CHRISTMAS LUNCHES FOR LARGE
OR SMALL PARTIES
AVAILABLE ON BOOKING
CLOSED FOR LUNCHES
24TH 25TH AND 26TH DECEMBER.
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
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Congratualtions to the following students of Maynooth Post-Primary
School who graduated this year and
who now go into employment or further studies.
Our good wishes are also extended to
those who have directly entered the
field of employment.
We hope the career aspjrations of one
and all will be fulfilled in these difficult times
Stephen Gillespie Bachelor
Arts,Maynooth College.

MAYNOOTH POST
-PRIMARY
SCHOOL NOTES
Bettina Hayes Degree in History of
Art and Oassical Civilization (T.C.D.)
Coleman Corrigan
Diploma in
Computer Science (Galway RTC)
Frank McMyler Diploma in Meat
Science (V.C.c.)

of

Colette Dunning Bachelor of Arts,
Maynooth College.
Declan Doyle Diploma in Mechanical Engineering.

Alan Lavin City of Guilds Refridgeration Technician (Cork RTC &
Bolton Street College of Tech.)
Bernadette Travers Pharmaceutical
Technican (T.C.D.)

Eva Donnelly Degree in Industrial
Chemistry (London University)

Siobhan Bennett Bachelor of Education (Hons) St. Patrick's College
Druncondra.

Noelle Donnelly Bachelor of Arts,
D.B.S., M.B.S. (VCD)

Margaret Cremin
Bachelor of
Science Maynooth College

Last month saw the release of the
Guildford Four but it also was thefirst
anniversary of the Trial and sentencing
of the Winchester Three John McCann,
Martina Shanahan and Finbar Cullan
(from Maynooth). They had been
charged with conspiring with persons
unknown to murder Tom King, British
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, and also with "conspiring with
persons unknown to murder persons
unknown".
To mark the anniversary in Finbar's
home town an information meeting
was held in the I.C.A. Hall on Tuesday
7th · November. The event attracted
wide community support with over
100 people in attendance. Two local
T.D.'s Emmett Stagg and Bernard
DuIKan sent messages of support for
the meeting.
The meeting was chaired by Nuala
Kelly of the Irish Commission for
Prisoners Overseas, a group Sponsored
by the Catholic Hierarchy. The two
principal speakers were Mary Cullen,
motherofFmbar, and Paddy Shanahan,
brother.of Martina. Mary Cullen outlined how the three have·become the

Maynooth
Winchester Three
Support Group
victims of a miscarrage of justice by
the British legal system. She recalled
that immediatey after their arrests the
British gutter and quality press was fed
a series Of leaks by the Winchester
Police which deliberately created, in
the minds of the British public, the
impression that the three were guilty.
Then the prosecution and judiciary
combined to ensure that the trial was
held in British Army heartland during
the Conservative Party's cQnference
in Brighton, its first there since the
1.R.A.bombing there in 1984. Next,
she explained that the panel of jurors
was vetted by the Special Branch. She
then outlined the meagre circumstantial evidence presented by the prosecution, and how a mid-trial intervention by the alleged victim of the conspiracy, Tom King, adversely reflected
on the decision of the three to concentrate their defence on legal argument~.

Roisin Dunbar Bachelor of Arts
(hons) Maynooth College
Thomas Ashe Bachelor of Commerce (Hons) V.C.D.
Graham Whittaker
Bachelor of
Chemistry (Hons) London University
Aisling Colclough Bachelor of Science Maynooth College
Lyndan Mullan
(Hons) T.C.D.

Civil Engineering

Thomas Bean Mechanical Engineering (Hons) T.C.D.
Thomas O'Neill Certificate in Computers (Carlow RTC)
Liz Dunbar Bachelor of Science
(North London Polytechnic)
Robert Kilduff Diploma in Electrical Engineering (Kevin Street) transferred to Degree course Electrial
Engineering.
Mr. King had stated m.at in the context
of Northern Irish trials the exercise of
the right to silence could be interpreted
as an admission of guilt. Finally, Mary
Cullen stated t1:l1lt the families considered the basic injustice to be not just
the savage 25 years sentences, but the
actual convictions. They must be
overturned.
Paddy Shanahan then movingly described the effect of events had on his
life. He described the mistreatment of
Martina in custody and the arrest of
himself and another sister Deirdre
under the Prevention of Terrorism Act
while visiting her in prision. An exclusion order has been served on Deirdre,
to whom Martina was extremely close.
Paddy concluded that the families
were not asking for justice for the
three, but demanding it.
Following questions and discussion
from the floor it was decided to form
a local Maynooth Winchester Three
Support Group. Representatives from
the soccer club and Maynooth College
students were included in the group.
The group held its first meeting on
Friday 10th November and decided on

Continued on page14
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~~~~~~~-~ .:~,~~Support Your Local Coal Merchant
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BILLY McCRORY
* Prime PoLish and Texan Economy Coals
and SLack
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CALL US ANYTIME
MAYNOOTH

Anthracit~ and Extracite

'. .
&

286859

Grade fA' Anthracite
SmokeLess Wonder CoaL
CoaLite and CodL Briquettes

.

CLEANALL SERVICES

DUNBOYNE

251202

24 Hour Answering Service
No Delivery Charge
YOU HAVE TRIED ALL THE REST
NOW TRY THE BEST.

LEIXLIP

THE CLEANING SPECIALISTS
CARPETS - UPHOLSTERY - CAR VALETING
DAILY OFFICE CLEANING
CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVICE
BOOK EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

LeixIip Phone: 242777
PROPRIETOR: DARRELL SCANLON
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

~~~~~~-~~ .={1~l-'
Supp~rt YourL~c~1 Coal Merchant -~~~p~~~

BILLY McCRORY
THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR CUSTOM
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
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Continued from page12
two items for immediate attention.
1. To support the Candlelit Parade for
Justice in Parnell Sq. Saturday 9th
December at 3.30 p.m.

Light for Justice Candlelite Parade
Sat. 9th Dec. Assembling Parnell
Sq. 3.30 p.m.
To celebrate release of Guildford
Four and demand justice for
Birmingham Six and
Winchester Three.
Please come along.
Coach leaves Convent Gates
Maynooth 2.15 p.m.
Price £2.50 return.
Family groups welcome.

2. To organise the sale of Christmas
greeting cards to be sent to the Winchester Three.

Tom Nelson, Sec.
Maynooth Winchester Three
Support Group.

Maynooth Winchester Three
Support Group

14 Kingsbry, Maynooth.
Phone - 285865

COURT ACTION
As we go to press a High Court action
by a Celbridge resident against Kildare Co. Co. is planned for late November. Catherine O'Connor of Dara
Court is seeking an interlocutory injunction requiring K.c.c. to re-connect her water supply. She is also
seeking an order from the Court requiring K.C.C. to furnish her copies of
the County Manager's. Orders for Local
charges for the years 1983 to 1989. It
is believed that some of those are legally defective and the Manager has
consistently refused to make these
available to residents and also to individual county Councillors. All Councillors are entitled to this information
according to rules governing County
Councils.
We await with great anticipation the
outcome of this court action which
could have great significance for all
householders in Kildare.
As Children's Book Weekconincided
this year with Halloween, the
Maynooth Bookshop had a very'special visitor on Saturday 28th Novem:
ber. By 3 o'clock the shop was full of
excited children of all ages from 4 40, anxiously awaiting the arrival of
Terry Hasset Henry. Terry read from
her book "The Witch Who Couldn't"
and talked to a captivated audience for
over an hour. She then signed copies -

MAYNOOTH
RESIDENTS
AGAINST
LOCAL CHARGES

inisting on re-connection fees.
Sean MacMahuna, Gen. Sec. of
Conradh na Gaeilge has welcomed the
Council's recognition of its duty to the
irish language and to Irish speakers,
"belated as it is " and described the
Council's attitude as arrogant.Maith a'
fear, Damien agus a Sheain.

PICKET AT COUNCIL

IRISH SPEAKER DEFIES
MEETING
COUNCIL
An tU,\st'lOamienMacAodh ofLeixlip Members of M.R.A.L.C. were preshad his water supply cut off recently ent with residents from all
because he has refused to pay bills areas of Kildare at a picket on the
submitted to him in English. While he Council's meeting of 13th November
objects to local charges he is willing to which was to consider the estimates
pay his bill but he wants to do his for 1990. Councillors were reminded
business through Irish. He requested that Local Elections are due in 1990
bills in Irish a number of times but and that we will be informing residents
K.c.c. is now only prepared to do so in the run up to these elections of
when the matter has been referred to Councillors' voting record in relation
the Ombudsman's Offices. He is now to Local Charges. We repeated our
prepared to pay the bill but not any demands that they adopt estimates
reconnection fees saying that he would without charges and insist on suffihave paid already ifhe had got his bill cient funds from Government to proin Irish. The Council are reported to be vide necessary services.

INMAYNOOTH

Guess the number of nuts in the jar.
Winner Linda Filbert
Over 7 Painting Competition:
1st Conor McCaffery, Lucan.
2nd Fergal Nangle, Maynooth Park.

of her book for her new found friends.
Terry Hasset Henry returned on Friday 3rd November to present prizes to
the WInners ot our Children's Book
Week Competitions. These included:

Under 7 Colouring Competition:
1st Sharon Cummins, Moyglare.
2nd Rebecca Doyle, Rail Park.
3rd Aoife McDermott, Rail Park
Michael Reilly, Leixlip.

CHILDREN'S

BOOK WEEK
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Lismard House, Tullow Street, Carlow.
Tel: (0503) 41044
Advertising: (0503) 41048
OUR BROADCA STING
AREA

SWITCH ON THE WINNING TEAM

C.K.R 97.3 FH STEREO
THE VOICE OF LEINSTER
TELEPHONE: 0503
0503
0503
FAX NUMBER 0503

41044 (REQUEST LINE)
41046 (NEWSROOM)
41048 (ADVERTISING)
41047

/V -

-~/

/F.M:- 97.3"
\

PROGRAMMED FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
ARE YOU Wlrn THE WINNING TEAM?
1?

OLD PEOPLE'S
COMMITTEE

Active Age Week
Active age week was held from Ist8th October. The week started with a
good turn out for the table quiz which
was organised and run by Brian O'Malley and Richard Farrell. The winners
were:
1st. D. ayden, c. Feighery, K. Canavan. C. Reilly.
Joint 2nd; L.Bennett, A. Burke, G.
McTiernan, B. Saults, M. Dunne, E
Hande, J & M. O'Reilly.
3rd;
J.Donovan, P.Dowling, M.
Fagan, A. Kenny.
The committee table also put up a
commendable perfOImance!
Following the quiz we were happy to
welcome our local gardi and also the
divisional Crime Prevention Officer,
Sgt,. Bill White, who gave a very
helpful talk on home security. The
evening was rounded off with an
excellent tea. Our thanks to Mr. T.
Ashe for the use of the school premises.

On Tuesday we visited the museum in
Maynooth College which was most
enjoyable. We were sad that Fr.
Micheal Casey was not well enough
to give us the benefit of his wealth of
information and are glad that he is
recovered - we all send our very best
wishes. Our thanks to the College and
to Mr. Barton for the use of the coach.
Thursday morning we had a special
Bingo session with extra prizes which
was very, well attended. In the evening there was a sing along in Caulfield's with Josie Moore, Kevin and
Gabriel Flood in charge of the entertai:np1ent and Mr. & Mrs. Carey very
kindly providing sandwiches and tea.

P._ BRADY
.
.

.

It was a very relaxed evening enjoyed

by young and old alike.
The week ended on Sunday 8th October with involvement by the labour
Party and the ICA. The former ran the
annual Tony Smith Memorial Walk,
the proceeds of which they verykindly
donated to the Old People's Committee coal fund. The ICA members provided refreshments for the walkers
and the old people and also put on a
varied and most enjoyable entertainment. During the evening a good
number of the elderly participated in a
Memory Session - recounting funny
or unusual incidents from times gone
by. Prizes were awarded; 1st Rosie Hart: A meal for 2 at the
Country Shop Restaurant, donated by
John Bennett.
2nd. Molly Cahalane: Joint of Beef
provided by O'Neill's
3rd. Ann Daly: Box of chocolates
from Barry's
So ended amostenjoyable week which
provided something for everyone.

a very successful event thanks to the
generosity of so many people - those
who bought raffle tickets, gave donations and goods and prizes, gave of
their time and talents in so many ways
and supported us on the day. To each
and everyone of you who helped in
any .way we would like to say a very
big thank you. This is our main fund
raising event of the year and we rely
on it for buying coal, providing holidays and putting on social events which
brighten the lives of so many of the
older members of our community.

Raffle Winners
The winners of the main raffle were:
Hamper:
£50
£25

Evelyn Lane, 30 Carton
Court.
Seamus Grant, 33
Lawrence Ave.
Vincent Mulready, 752,
Greenfield.

The winners in the second raffle:
1st. 3rd prizes (2 cakes) Jimmy Mee,
Mariaville.
2nd. prize (Whiskey) Mrs. Moore,
Straffan Road.

Entertainer of the Year
Competition

Christmas Party

Mrs. Ruth Morrisey took part in the
LionslRTE over 55 Entertainer of the
Year competition and we would like
to congratulate her on ·reaching the
finals. She was supported by a good
crowd of the Maynooth old people.

The next party will take place on
Sunday,lOthDecemberintheS.V.D.
Hostel. It will be preceeded by mass
at 3.30 p.m. This is the Christmas
party and we look forward to seeing
everyone there.

Sale Of Work

Members of the committee will be
visiting the old people in hospital
during the 2nd and 3rd week of November. Finally we would like to
wish everyone a very happy Christmas and every blessing for the comming year.
P.R.O.

Our annual sale of work with he wheel
of fortune took place on Sunday
November 19th and we are not yet
surehow much money has been raised:
we will give you details in next month's
Newsletter. We are certain that it was

CLCXK I-illSE l\1\YNXJIH
FHl'£ 286225

co.

KIl1)\RE

LOUNGE BAR C.l.B BUS STOP

FOR BEST DRINKS AND DELICIOUS PUB GRUB '-C:.::_
"
•

~'..

SOUP, SANDWICHES, COFFEE &
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DAY NURSERY, MAYNOOTH.
A WHOLE NEW IDEA IN NURSERY CARE.
KIDS KOTTAGE DAY· NURSERY WAS SET UP IN SEPTEMBER BY GERALDINE SCANLON.
A GRADUATE OF CHILDCARE FROM BOTH THE COLLEGE OF CATERING CATHAL BRUGHA STREET
AND THE LONDON MONTESSORI CENTRE, WHO HAS SPENT THE PAST 7 YEARS WORKING WITH
NURSERY CHILDREN.
IT IS LOCATED IN A COTTAGE IN OLD GREENFIELD AND IS TOTALLY GIVEN OVER TO DAY
NURSERY SERVICES. THE AIM OF THE NURSERY IS TO PROVIDE A HAPPY STIMULATING
AND HOMELY ATMOSPHERE.
OPENING AT 7.30 A.M. IT IS IDEAL FOR THOSE WHO WISH TO CATCH THE FIRST TRAIN
AND STAYS OPEN UNTIL 6.30 P.M.
SERVICES OFFERED INCLUDE FULL DAY CARE AT VERY REASONABLE RATES.
OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE ARElMONTESSORI SESSIONS 9.30 - 12.30.
TODDLER GROUP 9.30 - 12.30 AND AFTERSGHOOL CHILDREN WHO CAN BE LEFT AT THE
NURSERY BY THE L09AL SCHOOL BUS.
MEALS WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED.
THE PLAY FACILITIES IN THE NURSERY ARE EXTENSIVE AND ARE DESIGNED TO CATER FOR
CHILDRENS NEEDS IN ORDER TO PROMOTE SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT.
PARENTS ARE INVITED TO DROP IN FOR A CHAT WITH GERALDINE OR IF THIS IS NOT CONVENIENT
SHE CAN BE CONTACTED AT 285633 ANYTIME.
PRICES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

SPORTS LOCKER LTD.
Sports Goods • Trophies • Medals
BEST RANGE, BEST PRICES
LET YOUR CHRISTMAS PRESENT BE A SPORTY PR
TOMMY MC DONNELL AND STAFF
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY AND HOLY CHRISTMAS
AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.

I\.
W

UNIT 5 lW\YNOOTH SHOPPING CEN1RE, CD KILDARFfi
PH: 285742
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Student's Union
News

Referenda:
In the last edition of the Maynooth
Newsletter, you were infonned that
there was to be a referendum held on
whether or not Maynooth Students' shall be contacting the relevant auUnion would distribute infonnation thorities with reference to the lack of
adequate lighting facilities, shortage
on abortion.
of
phone booths, and neglected areas
Since then another UGM (the supreme
governing body of the Union) was aroundMaynooth, especially thefootheld and it was voted not to hold a pathfrom the canal harbour to the stareferendum on this issue. This means tion. He advised us on what to do rethat Maynooth Students'Union sup- garding problems we have within the
ports its present policy of not distribut- college. We are extremely grateful to
ing infonnation on abortion. How- Mr. Durkan for giving us both his
ever, much to a lot of peoples' surprise, advice and his help."
at that UGM it was decided to hold a
referendum on the following motion:
"That Maynooth Students' Union dis- Medical Facilities
affiliates from USI".
John O'Sullivan, the Vice President!
The referendum was held on Wednes- Welfare Officer is currently'working
day 22nd and the following are the on improving facilities for the sturesults: Yes: 675 - No: 553. The mo- dents. He stated; "/ am currently
working on achieveing a campus based
tion was carried.
medical provision for all students in
the College. At present the service
Politics
The President, Pauline Madigan, and provided by the College, a psychiatrist
John O'Sullivan, Vice President met who calls once a week and a counselwith Bernard Durkan T.D. recently, lor, cater for the psychological well
and the meeting proved quite success- being ofstudents. The Students'Union
ful. Pauline stated the following: "We feels that while the college is providspoke to Mr. Durkan on quite a wide ing this necessary service, the students
range ofissues, namely lightingfacili- also need campus based care of their
ties around the town, the shortage of physical health.
telephone booths throughout This campaign has the support of the
Maynooth and the Winchester 3 case. students and we are currently encourWe also spoke to Mr. Durkan about aging students to sign a petition to ascertain the exact level ofsupport among
certain difficulities we have within the
students."
college which included our needfor a

sports complex, improved medical
Safety in and Outside
facilities and an extension to the Students' Union building. With reference Campus
to education, Mr. Durkan agreed that The students' union is also carrying
the points system and the 2/4 honours out a survey at the moment with referrule were totally unfair. Mr.Durkan . ence to safety both on campus and also
At a well attended meeting of Residents Associations and community
activists held in the Setanta House
Hotel, Celbridge, on Sept. 19th a new
branch of ACRA was fonned. A
committee representative of many
towns in Kildare was selected and the
branch has now been ratified by National Delegate meeting of ACRA.
ACRA has a proud record of achievement on behalf of householders
throughout Ireland, including the
abolition of Domestic Rates in 1978.
and great progress in ridding the country of Ground Rents.

ACRA

County Kildare
Branch Notes
The Kildare branch will involve itself
in issues such as Gaming Machines,
Kildare's atrocious roads, lackofproper
attention to green spaces throughout
the county, increased burglaries of
homes and the proper funding of Kildare County Council.
All Residents Associations in the
county will be invited to affiliate to the
branch over the coming months. We
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around Maynooth town. The result of
the survey was as follows: 69-5% of
those surveyed felt that they were not
completely safe from attack on campus or in the town. 75 % of women and
24% of men felt afraid when going
home in the evening from college.
There were 27 attacks reported in the
survey - 20 instigated against students
going home and 7 against students on
campus. 18 of the victims blamed the
attacks on locals, 2 stated the fault lay
with lack of security, 1 with the fact
that they were' being followed' and six
made no comment on this aspect. All
of the seven attacks on campus were
stated to have been sexual assaults and
of these, 3 occurred when the victim
(female) was not alone.

Entertainment
Many good bands have played at the
Students' Union since Octoberincluding, "DorianMood", "FiddlersGreen",
"During Stonedown", "Power of
Dreams", "Dog Eat Dog", "Royal
Flush" and the "Outpatients". The
entertainment officer, Shane Heslin is
highly appreciated for his good choice
of bands. We also show videos, have
an 'alternative music' night; ceilis and
table quizs so students, you have no
excuse there's something there for all
of you to enjoy.
It is quite obvious that things are pretty
hecic in the Students' Union at the
moment.
The President, Pauline Madigan and
Vice President, John O'Sullivan are
available in the Students' Union Office
from Monday - Friday 9.30 a.m. 5.00 p.m., so if you have any queries,
new ideas, or just want to have a·chat,
please call over.
believe that the county branch will
enable all Associations in the county
to co-ordinate their efforts in a centralised and democratic manner so that
together we can make progress on the
larger problems that beset us all.
Yours sincerely,
Micheal Quinn, Secretary.
13, Laurence Avenue, Maynooth.
Tel: 285258
CHAIRPERSON:
TRESURER:
. Catherine O'Connor Tony Beatty,
116 Dara Court,
15, Newtown,
Celbridge.
Leixlip.
Tel: 271319
Tel: 242686

MAYNOOTH
FLOWER AND
GARDEN CLUB

Playschool Kingsbry
Naionra'
AT 39 KINGSBRY

The A.G.M. was held on the 23rd
October 1989 at the M.A.D.E. centre.
The Committee for 1990: Chairperson
- Eileen BlIms; Vice Chairperson Betty Farrell; Secretary - Imelda
Desmond; Ass, Secretary - Mary
Doyle; Treasurer Catherine Mulready;
Ass. Treasuer - Kathleen Cleary;
Contest Secretary - Ester Hendrick;
Sales table - Maureen Stephens, Catherine Fields; Hostessess - Felicity
Satchwell, Catherine Hodge, Sheila
Doherty; P.R.O. - Joan Weld Moore.
The Christmas meeting will be held in
the S.V.D. Hostel on December 11th
7.3Opm. There will be a bumper Christmas Sales table, also our Christmas
Charity 'Bring and Buy' table. Our
Christmas Charity is ALONE. Our
guest speaker and demonstrator is
Majorie Walker from the North and
Chairperson of N.I.G.F.A.S. Everyone is very welcome to join us on this
very special evening. Admission £2
for non members (tea and mince pies
served after the demonstration and
raffle). Dates for Diary: Friday 8th
Dec, 8pm. Christmas Fair with flowers will beheld in North Kildare Club.
Demonstrators: Felicity
Satchwell and Eithna Nugent. Light
refreshements 'Z.30 - 8.00pm
Tickets £5.00
Monday 11th December Christmas
demonstrations by MaIjorie Walker to
be held in the S.V.D. hostel, 7.30pm.
£2 admission.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the editors and the staff of the
Newsletter for all their support and
help throughout my year as PRO,
putting up with my scribble and spelling mistakes and keeping in touch with
me each month. I wish Maynooth
Newsletter and staff all the very best
for the future and 1990.

HRS 10 - 12.30 MON-FRI
RUN BY
QUALIFIED PLAYGROUP TEACHER
ENQUIRIES

_

PH:

285777

vlt1a,ljHooth - Cc/bridgc - £CiX/;P.
C.l/'S Limited
YOl R U)C. . H. L-1X/-C. . .w .'>ER I "fer:.

CARS - :\lI:\Y BlS - C()\CH 11110.: - C\R HEVL\L

Ca~{Jll e
Phone

O'S/wa

OI-286;):~9 /239222 211l0CH SEHYICE
Weddings, Funerals, Business, So(" ial
Distance no object.
Kee nest Rates

M\ I N STREET, M\YNOOTH
TEL: 28552 1

MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS EASY BY ORDERING YOUR
CHRISTMAS CAKE, MINCE PIES, YULE WG, TRIFLE SPONGE ETC.
OPEN DAILY 8.30 AM - 6.30 PM
LATE OPENING THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
SEASONS GREETINGS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

Home Nursing

MINI-BUS
FOR HIRE

DAY & NIGHT CARE
PROVIDED

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

REASONABLE RATES

cSeamus grant

CONTACT: C. CLIFFORD S.R.N
33. LAURENCE AVENUE,
MA YNOOTH, CO. KILDARE

PHONE (01) 286686
Felicity Satchwell
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Phone 28 6132

(

I.e.A. Notes)

The November meeting was held on
Thursday 2nd. Madam President,
Madeline Stynes welcomed all members. Sympathy was extended to Mrs.
Margaret Gee on the death of her aunt
and sister-in -law and to Mrs Anna
Dolan on the death of her father.
Congratulations to Mrs. Felicity
Satchwell on being placed 4th in the
Rathbourne Candle National Flower
Arranging competition. Well Done.
The N9vember Competition ~ Newspaper Hat' was won by Mrs Mary
Doyle (lst),Mrs Anne Doohan (2nd),
and Mrs Betty Farrell (3rd). Congratulations to Breeda Donovan of
Phoenix Newsagents who is our representative in the Guarranteed Irish
Sales Person o/the year. Breeda goes
forward to the regional heat in the
Greville Arm's Hotel, Mullingar on
November 28th. Good Luck Breeda.
During Active Age Week our members hosted an evening of enterainment and refreshments for our Senior
Citizens·of Maynooth. Thanks to our
entertainers: Jim Cunningham and
his daughter Ethna, Alan and Liz
Monaghan, Betty Farrell, Ellen May
Curran, Maher School of dancing.
Thanks to Jim for acting as M.C. for
the evening. The I.e.A. will be in
Dublin carol singing on Saturday
December 16th from 11 -2 so we are
hoping for a good tum out.
The competition for December is a
'christmas paper cracker'. All activities continue as usual with handcrafts
on Mondays at 8pm., badminton on
Tuesday's and Thursday's 10.30 12.noon. Set dancing resumes again
on Wednesday at 8pm. We are holding an LCA.Dinner Dance on Thursday 14th December at the Springfield
Hotel. This Christmas night out promises to be a great success - so let's get
out the glad rags and have a ball. The
December meeting will be held on
Thursday 7th with a social afterwards. 'We always love to see new
members so if you are thinking of
joining why not come along on the
7th, we would like to meet you.

Complete ACCOUNTING SERVICE available
NO ASSIGNMENT TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
PERSONAL ATTENT10N OF QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT
VAT

II
,

*

PAYE * LEDGERS * COSTING *
CONTROL ,* ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
& RETURNS
CASH FLOW

.

* BUDGETS
CONTACT

*

ETC.

MICHAEL GLEESON, FCMA "

5 STRAFFAN WAY, M\YNXJIH Pl-Il'-E 285246:- - - - "
Wishing all our Customers
a Peaceful Christmas & a Happy New Year

TONY MENTON & SONS

(h.4-/-/
'<~ k

38 Cedar Park. Tel. 244857

D~orating. ~~~t::;;

• Painting &
• Interior & Exterior

•

'

i.
"

"I

: ~~~!~:~i~~:;n~~~,~~p~~~nf:st . ~.

,. Brushes Vacuum & Screen •
" ';'. .
•
• Gutters Cleaned Leaks Fixed •
t"
,
• Roof tiles repaired or replaced •. -.::.; . ;

You have tried the rest now use the best
You will find us in the green ' pages & Golden pages
Happy Christmas to all our Customers

FOR YOUR

HOME
HEATING
OIL

~~;.-..-.

HAXOL
DISTRIBUTORS

JOHN BROWNE
KILCOCK OIL
DISTRIBUTORS LTD

WINTER GRADE
KEENEST PRICES
FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE FROM YOUR LOCAL OIL
DISTRIBUTOR
CONTACT
287797 OR 287265
MONDAY - ' FRIDAY 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
SATURDAY
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
IXNNAN', S~
~II'G CENIRE
PHONE NO: 285847
OPEN 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
THURS - FRI 9 A.M. - 9 P.M

lNIT' 7:M\YNXJIH

ALL YOURSTATIONERY REQUIRMENTS
LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS FROM £1.99
MAGAZINES, CHOCOLATES
.
AND GIFTS NOW IN STOCK

-V

WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS
A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS

Geraldine Tracey
P.R.O.
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ELDORADO
take away
GREENFIELD'SHOPPING CENTRE,
MAYNOOTH .
o{t

MONDAY
SNACK BOXES lpe
2pe
3pe

SPECIALS "t

1.25
1.BO
2.45

TUESDAY
REG BURGER & CHIPS
WEDNESDAY
FISH & CHIPS

HAPPy CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR.
1~~:==========-~'-=-=-='-=-=-=--=-=-=-=-=-=--=-==-=-=-=--=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=-:.:::-=-=--=:--=-=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=-=-=-=--=-=-=-=-=-=-=--:::-',

Proprietors Noel & Ann Cassidy.

The Management and
Staff wish all their

The side walls at the slipway are now
almost completed and we hope to
remove the dam in the harbour over
the next few weeks.
The next phase will be to remove the
mountain of soil leading to the harbour
and then seal the whole area. Work on
Carton harbour and a wildlife island
is also under consideration. Our fundraising continues and the draw for
our Christmaas raffle takes place in
The Roost on Tuesday the 5th December, hopefully we will have some
entertainment for the evening. The
response we had from the
Maynooth,Kilcock, Leixlip and Celbridge areas was very encouraging, the
praise and the best wishes we got for
the project was heartening. In fact

ROYAL CANAL
AMENITY GROUP
some ex-Maynooth people now living
in Cork are delighted with the work
and one man with a Brussels address
bought tickets (it will be an interesting
situation is he wins the Quinnsworth
voucher).
The Bard Failte Tidy Towns report
regarding the Canal, as most people
are aware is incorrect. They said "The
work on the canal harbour appears to
have been abandoned". We contacted
Bard F ailte who informed us that they
did not inspect Maynooth, it was reported on by a contractor. Needless to
21

say some people were annoyed by this
report most of all the 20 F AS
workers who worked in all weathers
with effort and enthusiasm since last
March. Bard Failte's Tidy Towns assessment contractors must not recognise a major engineering project when
they see one.We are in continued contact with them regarding the matter.
The Christmas Carol singing in Dublin is going ahead and we are sharing
the event with other voluntary groups
in the town, so if any group wishes to
make some money they can contact us
at 286463 or 286442.
The committee take this opportunity
to wish all our supporters and friends a
very Happy Christmas.

Maynooth Tidy
Towns Report
We will be presenting the 1989 best
area and best shop trophies at the
Community Council Table Quiz in
Caulfield's 7th December 1989.

Following meetings with the Tidy
Town Committee and Bord Failte we
are currently working on an improved
plan for Maynooth.

We will be asking for all group and
associations to help us improve our
environment in Maynooth by taking
an active part in our plans for 1990.

Richard Farrell
Secretary.

Tidying Rail Park for Tidy Estates
Competition.

Another tree, untouched

One of the vandalised trees on the
Main Street.
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A COUNTRY

Lgj,

SHOP RESTAURANT

TELEPHONE (01) 286993
UNDER NEW MANAGE14ENT

OPEN FOR BREAKFAST 8.30 AM.
NOW SERVING HOT MEALS
THROUGHOUT THE DAY
LATe AFTERNOON ECONOMY LUNCHES FROM 3PM
NOW TAKING BOOKINGS FOR CHRISTMAS LUNCHES
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS

iii i

AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

iii j

Comhairle
Chondae
Chill Dara
Kildare County eo\Jncii

St. Mary's Naas.

Ph 0 l'Ie (045)97071

H. LY0Il$.
County Secretary.

KILDARE COUNTY COUNCIL WISHES TO CONFIRM THAT IT IS
OWNER OF ALL TREES ALONG THE MAIN STREET IN MAYNOOTH.
ANY UNAUTHORISED INTERFERENCE WITH THE SAID TREES BY
ANY PERSON OR PERSONS WILL BE CONSIDERED BY THE
COUNCIL AS A MATTER FOR LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.
H. LYONS,
COUNTY SECRETARY.
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ULLIGAN'

( BAND BULLETIN)
Once again we have arrived at the end
of another year and we are glad to
report on another successful twelve
months. The younger members have
graduated to join the 'veterans' and
now fOnD the major part of the band.
They have made marvellous strides
over the past year and must be praised
for their enthusiasm and dedication.
We hope they will stay with us for
many years to come.
The new music classes for trombone
and percussion have also made great
strides. The instructors are highly
delighted with the progress made in
such a short space of time and I'm sure
it won't be long until we see the fruits
of their labours.
At this point we would like to pay
tribute to all those who extended tremendous support to our recent Race
Night. Over the next year we hope to
raise the necessary funds for a new
uniform and the Race Night was a
most successful beginning.
Last month we had our annual mass
for deceased members and this without doubt is the most important day of
the year for the band. It gives our
members a tremendous honour to pay
tribute to those past members who
have given freely oftheir time to ensure
that the tradition of the bands in the
town continues and we hope that
this tradition will stand the test of
time. We would like to thank Fr.
Supple for his assistance and kind
words during the mass.
Coming events include a house concert in the Band Hall at 8.30pm on
Thursday 9th December. This event
is starting, in particular for the parents
and relatives of Band members but
there is an open invitation to anyone
else who cares to come along. You
will be most welcome.
DecemberheraldsthearrivalofChristmas carols and we hope to continue
another band tradition during the
weeks leading up to Christmas with
our carol recitals. We hope weather
permitting to visit as many areas, as
possible but we will be at the Quinnsworth Shopping Centre at some
stage during Christmas Week.

1

GARDEN SHEDSKILCOCK
."'~.v

fHl\E 287397

..v~it

TOP QUALITY SHEDS AVAILABLE
FROM £140
ALSO SUPER LAP FENCING PANELS
6' X 6' £11

ALL TYPES OF FENCING AND TIMBER SUPPLIED
r

MURPHY BROS.
045/97397

U N DE RT A K E R S 045/97397

COMPLETE FUNERAL SERVICE TO MAYNOOTII
AND SURROUNDING AREAS FOR MANY YEARS
PHONE: NAAS (045) 97397 DAY OR NIGHT
"FUNERAL HOME NOW AVAILABLE"
LOCAL AGENT PADDY DESMOND
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTH PHONE:286366

,.
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,======================================J

Ste.p- In -Style

I

JEWELLERY
LARGE SELECTION OF FASHION JEWELLERY
AT REASONABLE PRICES
HAIR ACCESSORIES
SCARVES AND THE LATEST FASHION IN BELTS
AT CENTRE POINT SHOES LTD.
OPPOSITE COUNTRY SHOP
MILL STREET
LATEST COWURS AND STYLES IN LADIES, GENTS, TEENAGERS
KIDDIES SHOES AND SLIPPERS

Gerald Mac Cann

B.F.A. M.I.P.P.A •.

102 rvDYGLARE VI LLP(E Ni\YNXJ1l-I
~:

~

286488

PROFESSIUNAL PHOTOGRAPHY

~

~IAL AND COMMERCIAL PHaTOGRAPHY
VIDEO'S AND FILM MAKING
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(

APPLEDAY

)

The Apple Day Committee would like
to thank every body who hepled on
Friday 6th October, selling apples and
apple men in aid of the Irish Heart
Foundation. The total amount raised
in Maynooth was £1424.00.
A special word of thanks to all who
contributed to make the day such a
successful one.
The total amount raised nation wide is
£150,000.00.

f~

CARLTCN Q£Al\JERS
* CURTAIN CARE.
~ * LEA1RER & EVENING WEAR.
* SPECIALISTS IN SUEDE.
I
* REPAIRS & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SHIRT & LAUNDRY SERVICE.
* SAME DAY SERVICE INCL. SATURDAY.

I

OPEN 6 DAYS
M\YNXJH-I 9-rPPIl'G ONIRE

A-1:

Carmel Nolan.
Secretary.

NUZSTOP
fvt\IN S1REEf M\Yf\lXJIH

MAYNOOTH
SUMMER PROJECT
At this time of the year we would like
to introduce you to your hard working
committee for 1990.

TEL NO: 286072

SPECIALISE IN CARDS, COOKED MEATS, GIFTS, TOYS.
DAILY PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
STATIONERY
CIGARETTES
SWEETS CHOCOLATES LIGHT GROCERY
ALSO SILVER-WARE GIFTS T-SHIRTS
BACK PATCHES

Chairperson - Madeline Stynes
Vice Chairperson - Paul Shannon
Secretary - Mary Horn
Treasurer - Catherine Mulready
P.R.O. - Norah Mc Dermott.

•

Committee: Josie Moore, Joan Shannon, Margaret Loane, Delma Walsh,
Des Walsh, Mary Mc Mahon, Sheila
Jolly, Judy Brady, Juliann Kennedy,
Carmel Nolan, Mary King, Ann Brady,
Margaret Kirwin, Margaret Gannon.
Already all these people are working
and the Christmas Fair is organised for
Dec 8th in the LC.A. Hall from 10 am
- 1pm. Anyone with items for this sale
can leave them with any of the above
committee members. We will also be
expecting to see all our Summer Project Children at the sale. This will be
your opportunity to do your Christmas
shopping at bargain prices. Don't forget you have a day off school that day
so save it for the Christmas Fair. We
wish you all a very Happy Christmas
and prosperous New Year.

o - we have not sunk into preChristmas depravity here in the Newsletter Office and printed this ad. upside down. It was requested to be
inserted in this fashion. So there!.

285511

7 A.M - 9.30 P.M. (MON - FRI)
OPENING HOURS: 8.00 A.M - 8 .30 P.M. (SAT - SUN)

~;;tmli~~~~~;;V;;;¥;';v,:~,,~
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OFFER ENDS 31StDECEMBER

HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL MY PATRONS
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Philip Behan Associates
CHIMNEY CLEANING SERVICE
Vacuum & Brushes
Cowls, Back Boiler Scrapers Supplied
-------------- ALSO-------------CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING SERVICE

Shampoo & Steam Suction Method

,4

75 RIVERFOREST, LEIXLIP.

PHONE: 244073-281856

~

q
Tel: 694888 (Unit 1514, Days)
~--------------------------~------~------~--~
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(jlESIDENTS' ASSOCIATIONS NOTES)
Many of the residents .expressed dismay and annoyance after seeing the
result of the Tidy Estates Competition
in October Newsletter. Granted there
was much truth in the comments - for
example, throughout the summer the
front greens were constantly littered
with sweet papers, freezepop, wrappers, crispbags etc. items green, "metal and concrete block inwhich only children would have been stallation" - kindly left to us by the
eating. Weurge parents tomakechil- developers. This is currently on the
dren bring home their rubbish or put
market so prospective buyers should
the papers in the bin and to show
contact the developers to arrange
good example by not littering them- terms.
selves. However, no account seemed Finally be patient, Rome wasn't built
to have been taken of the fact that the in a day, and although the developers
builders had not left the estate as they tried their best, neither was Kingsbry.
were 'completing' it prior to its being It's a large unwildly estate and it will
taken over by the cOuncil.
take time to bring it to its full potenThis fact would account for much of tial. As you will read, things are
the rubble etc. mentioned in the re- already happening.
port. The obvious wilderness cannot
be controlled by the residents as they
Entrance Stone
are too large. We are still waiting for
A stone for the entrance of the estate
those areas to be developed - the esshould be in place as you read this. It
tate will not be fully taken over until
is a large impressive looking monothey are built on.
lith, o,utshining the efforts from the
There was no mention of the many neighbouring estates. That should be
people in the bungalows and cul-deworth an extra couple of points next
sacs who obviously put a great deal of
year.
time and effort into their areas - garTree Planting
dens, verges, greens.
Also, no mention was made of The committee bought ten trees and
these have been planted in various
Kingsbry's contribution to the arts
with our modern sculpture - the large, common areas of the estate. They are

good big trees, in contrast to some of
the dwarf specimes provided by the
developers. Work has been going on
for some time to tidy up the existing
trees, removing broken branches,
replacing broken trees, removing
grass and weeds from around the base
of the trees. Hopefully the trees will
be still there next year for a few more
points.

After many years of pressl.lre from the
Residents' Association,
Kildare
County Council finally erected and
connected public lighting on the "Back
Road" on Wednesday 1st Nov 1989. It
has taken countless hours of meetings,
letter writing and approaches to our
public representatives to reach this
point, which proves how important an
active Residents Association is to this
estate.
The Secretary has requested a meeting
with Kildare County Council to discuss the possiblity of the residents
making a contribution towards the
taking-in-charge of the estate. However, the Council is slow to respond to
any correspondence to date.
Many residents have approached the
Committee relating to the destruction

and not have the link Road coming
through the most densely populated
area of the town.

KINGSBRY
RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATION
NOTES

CARTON COURT
RESIDENTS'
ASSOCIATI ON
of two of the road signs and a recently
erected tree at the telephone kiosk.
Once again, we appeal to residents,
children, and students to please treat
the trees and signs with respect and
ensure a mature development of the
estate.
This Residents' Association is still in
total oppostion to the Council's plan to
use the Straffan Road as the link road
to the proposed by-pass of Maynooth.
Surely the idea behind the by pass is to
take the traffic away from Maynooth
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Childrens' Christmas
Party
The Children's Christmas Party will
be held on Sunday 17th December
upstairs in the Leinster Arms. There
will be fun and games, goodies for
all the kids and a visit from Santa,·
who might have sornthing for any
good boys and girls who happened
to the there. Last year's party was
a tremendous success and hopefully this year's will be just as good,
if not better. Any residents with
ideas about the party ego face painting, magician, trapeze/high wire act
contact any member of the committee.
I don't know if this will get us any
points for community effort but,
Lord knows, we're trying:

Liam Kavanagh

The Committee has received a number
of complaints from residents regarding the nuisance of dogs on the estate.
It appears from the complaints that
some owners of the dogs let them out
at night causing a disturbance. The
Committee requests dog owners to
ensure that their-dogs are not allowed
to roam the estate causing distress to
residents, who fear for their own safety
and that of their children.
By the time that you read the above,
the A.G.M. will have taken place on
Wed. 29th November and hopefully
with anew committee in control. Please
Continued or. page28

On the picture below the ball is missing. Can you spot the ball?
Place an X where you think it may be.

~(ff!P@~ !P~Il!£@~

Name:

Age:

Address:

School:
Class:
Please return your entry before
Ulster Bank.
.MAYNOOTH.

15 DECEMBER 1989

~~ Ulster Bank
the friendly bqnk,
27

to
Account Number

I I I
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Continued from page26
support the Committee of your Residents' Association who put in many
hours in helping to develop and pro-

tect both you and your children's environment
Finally. a word of congratulations to

our Vice-Chainnan Phil Dix and his
wife on the recent birth of their daughter.

CLUAIN
AOIBHINN
NOTES
OuainAoibhinn's "Young Generation' pictured after the recent fashion show
hosted by the R.C.A.G. Maynooth.

Back row: L to R, Paul Harney, Sinead
0' Melia, OrIa Doran, Naomh Harney,
Sarah Sheehan, Karen Glennon, Irene
0' Brien; Andrew Mc Mullon.

Middle row: L to R Marlene Filbert,
Amanda Smith, Karrie Lynch , Kathryn
Walsh, Elinor Scully, Paula Ryan,
Lynda Filbert.

Front row: L to R : Joanne Cunningham, Christine Sheehan, Michelle
Cunningham, Lynsey Glennon, Ciaran
Ryan and Alan Filbert.

Our recent 'Table Quiz' was a great
success. It was organised to raise
much needed funds for the ileostomy
Assocation. Sincere thanks to question Master, Denis Lynch who set some
br1iin testing questions. Thanks also to
the estate's 'Young 'Generation' who
acted as stewards gathering answers
papers etc. Also to be thanked are: The
management and staff of The Roost
for the use of the premises, our sponsors: Allied Irish Bank, Bank oflre-

land, Ulster Bank, Mr. Bennett of
the Country Shop Restaurtant (now
resident with us) Alan Frazer, Kehoe's, Brady's Clock House, Caulfield's; Bernard Durkin K.C.C.,
Emmet Stagg, T.D., K.c.c., Logan's
Coal Ltd, Aiden's, Diffney for Men
Dublin (FredO'Melia), Maynooth
Cycle Centre, Billie's, Maynooth
Book Shop. A very special word of
thanks to all those who took part in the
various clubs and assocations who en-

tered teams.
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At a recent Royal Canal Amenity
Group fashion show many of the children made their modelling debut. Congratulations to all who took part. Your
Christmas night out will take place in
early December (more about this later).
Our 'Neighbourhood Watch Scheme'
is now up and running and most residents should have received folders at
this stage.

CHRISTMAS

SHOPPING
By train
Spedal Saturday SboppiDg Service
ON SATURDAYS ONLY FROM 2ND DECEMBER TO 23RD DECEMBER 1989 A SPECIAL
SERVICE WILL OPERATE ON THE MAYNOOTH LINE AS UNDER:
TRAINS FROM CONNOLLY STATION

TRAINS FROM MAYNOOTH

15.40
16.23
17.10
19.00

09.12
10.17
10.55
12.25
14.10

13.40
14.55
16.25
17.55
18.30

08.15
08.25
10.10
11.40
13.10

FREQUENT DART CONNECTIONS TO/FROM TARA ST. PEARSEsBLACKROCK. DUN LA OGHA IRE ,
BRAY, HOWTH. ETC •

AVOID THE USUAL CHRISTMAS HASSLE OF TRAFFIC JAMS, CITY PARKING
BUS QUEUES, ETC.
FREE CAR PARKING
AT MAYNOOTH & LEIXLIP STATIONS OR GET YOUR PARTNER TO DROP
YOU AT THE STATION AND MEET YOU ON YOUR RETURN.

FARES
SPL. FAMILY TICKET £4.
UNLIMITED ALL-DAY SUBURBAN RAIL TRAVEL.
WHY NOT GET OUT EARLY, BRING THE KIDS ON THE DART. THEN DO YOUR SHOPPING AND
RETURN HOME IN THE AFTERNOON?
'USUAL FARES WUL ALSO APPLY TO CITY CENTRE STATIONS

SINGLE JOURNEy

Maynooth

Leixlip

£1.25

90p
50p

ADULT
CHILD

£0.50

FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT

G.Ionsi11a

90p
50p

MAYNOOTH STATION PHONE: 285509
LEIXLIP STATION
243550

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
a

- gq
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--_4 (j>OLITICALPARTYNOTES)
MA YNOOTH BRANCH
ESTABLISHED
Since the last issue of the Newsletter,
a separate branch of the Workers'
Party has been established in
Maynooth. Most of the members had
previously been part of the highly
successful Leixlip Branch which
scored a stunning victory in theTown
Commission elections. The Maynooth
branch looks forward to similar success when Maynooth is finally grantee
a Town Commission of its own.
The special nature of Maynooth was
reflected by the many students in attendance at the inaugural meeting. The
party will maintain links with the
College and its student group will be
working closely with the local branch.
The Maynooth branch will emphasise
local issues and concern itself with
matters affecting the town.
Commissioner Catherine Murphy of
Leixlip attended the inaugural meeting, at which the following commitee
was elected:
Chair: Proinnsias Breathnach
Vice-Chair: J. Walsh
Secretary: Kay MacKeogh
Treasurer: Eamonn MacKeogh
P.R.O. Fiachra 0 Ceilleachair
Youth Officer: Colm 0 hAodha
Women's Officer: Paddy Daly
Education Officer: Proinnsias
Breathnach
Pruning of Trees on Main St.
At the Co. Council meeting held on the
6th NovemberEmmet Stagg, TDraised
the issue of the inappropriate pruning
of trees in the Main Street by local residents. As a result, the Council agreed
to issue a statement (published elsewhere in the Newsletter) advising the
public tampering with the trees are
liable to prosecution. The vicious pruning carried out some weeks ago means
that we have an eyesore rather than an
attractive tree gracing part of our main
street.

WORKERS'
PARTY NOTES
Left Co- operation?
North Kildare in recent times has been
regarded as one of the most prominent
areas in the country in terms ofleft cooperation, with good and close relations between the Labour and Workers' Parties. However, the Workers'
Party was both disappointed and astonished when the Labour Party in the
Dail recently voted to transfer to Fine
Gael valuable time which, under existing arrangements, would have gone
to the Workers' Party. This includes
time for priority questions and private
members' bills. This means that bills
tabled by theWorker's Party designed
to improve the position of the disadvantaged people in our society, will
not now come up until next February
at the earliest.
This is most regrettable behaviour from
an allegedly socialist party, and greatly
damages the spirit ofleft co-operation.
Many in the Workers' Party have wondered whether ordinary grassrootmembers of the Labour Party are aware of
this attack by their parliamentary party
against their socialist colleagues. This
sort of thing only leads to disaffection
and indifference and assists Alan
Dukes's claim to be leader of the opposition. We can only hope that it does
not get in the way of further advances
that can be made together both locally
and nationally.

LABOUR
PARTY NOTES
Kingsbry Bus Stop
As the request of Kingsbry Residents
Association Deputy Stagg has been in
contact with Bus Eireann asking that
the bus stop currently located close to
the entrance to Kingsbry be moved
along the road closer to Maynooth. At
present it constitutes a traffic hazard as
it blocks the sightline of traffic coming
from Kingsbry estate on to the Straffan
Rd.
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Environmental Protectioh
In early November the Worker's Party
held a conference on the environment,
which called for the establishment of a
totally independent environmental
agency. This agency should assess the
manner in which local authorities discharge their responsibilities a..,d report
on this publicly. The conference also
proposed the establishment of County
Environmental Protection Offices,
protection for workers who report
abuses by their employment in the
pollution control industry, urban renewal, adequate housing, effective land
use zoning, and protection of water
~ality.

College Activities
The Workers' Party stand at the recent
College Political Day attracted a lot of
interest, and reflect the renewed interest among students in social and
political issues which has become
evident in recent times.
The Party Leader, Proinsias de Rossa,
will be coming to the College on
Tuesday Decem ber 19 to participate in
the Literary and Debating Society's
annual "Santa Claus" debate. This
debate will be held in Callan Hall and
is open to the public.

Further Information
The Workers' Party weekly newspaper, "The Irish People" costs only 15p
per week and is most informative and
educational. If you would like to suscribe (door-to-door delivery is provided) or obtain further information
on the Workers' Party or the
Maynooth branch, contact 285241.
The Boreen
The Branch are hopeful that a recent
meeting between Deputy Stagg and
Mr. Carrick, the County Engineer, will
result in major improvements in the
condition of the Boreen (opposite the
Livestock Mart). At the m9ment the
area is in a digraceful condition - the
surface is potholed and the ditches are
being used as a dumping ground. Mr.
Carrick has visited the site and has indicated to Deputy Stagg that a decision will be made soon on closing off
the Boreen either with gates or 7 foot
Continued

CLASSIFIED

CASUAI~S

CENTRE POINT MALL

"FOR QUALITY VARIETY AND & VALUE
SHOP AT CLASSIFIED CASUALS

TEENAGERS

*
*

JEANS
SHIRTS
SWEATERS
SWEATSHIRTS
JACKETS

DEPOSIT SECURES ANY ARTICLE
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE
* SELECTION OF

QUALITY GIFTS FROM
HANKIES, TIES, CRAVETS, SOCKS & JOCKS SCARVES, SHIRTS, LEATHER BELTS
TO
* SWEATSHIRTS " SWEATERS TROUSERS SPORTS JACKETS SHIRTS,
CASUAL JACKETS JEANS AND DENIMS TO QUALITY LEATHERS

* ALL AT KE1~EST PRICES
WHY GO FURTHER TO SHOP WHEN YOU HAVE QUALITY, VARIETY, VALUE AND COMFORT AT
CLASSIFIED CASUALS

HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING YOU.

WELCOME TO COME AND

1

BRO~~~_A.!l_OU~p____________________

J
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COYNE & BERGIN FAMILY BUfGIERS

UNIT 9 MAYNOOTI-I SIC
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TEL:

289066

ORDER NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
FREE RANGE TURKEYS
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FRESH HOME CURED LOW SALT HAMS
KEENEST PRICES & PERSONAL SERVICE
IIIIIIIIII
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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metal barriers which will restrict access.
Winchester Three
Maynooth Branch of the Labour Party
welcomes the setting up of a Winchester Three Support Group in the
town. It is appropriate that Finbar
Cullen's home town should signify its
concemforthe plight of the three young
people who received such savage sentances. With the release of the Guildford Four and the spotlight being turned
on the Birmingham Six, and on the
quality of British justice in general, it is
important that the miscarrige of justice
that the Winchester trial represents
should not be forgotten. Last year
many were amazed when the Birmingham Six appeal was dismissed by Lord
Lane on all counts even though the
hearing had shown that the prosecution
case was riddled with confusion and inconsistencies. MicheaIMansfield, who
represented the Birmingham Six, has
since stated that he believes that the
Winchester trial was even more biased
and unfair. On the grounds of justice
and humanitarian concern Finbar Cullen and the Winchester Three demand
oursupport. We wish the Support Group
well.
Provision of Stop Signs at
Leinster Cottages
Deputy Stagg has again raised the provision of stop signs 'at Leinster Cottages with the County Engineer. The
volume and speed oftraffic along Pound

The Cumunn has started its renewed
activities since the Gerneral Election
with an appraisal of its own position
within the town and the manner in
which it services the requirements of
its local Public Representatives.
Atrecentmeetings, speakers constantly
stressed the need for a more positive
and planned approach to be better able
to react to and to anticipate local
issues and requirements as they happen. In this way our Public Representatives' team will benefit from greater
volume of information about the areas
for which they are responsible and in
turn they will be better equipped to
serve the needs of the electorate.
The reaction to the Cumann members'
views has been very positive and after

Emmet Stagg T.D, John ~Ginley, Muireann Ni
Bhrolchain and Seamus O'Reily at the launch of
the M.S Care Foundation Carnation Day
Lane - Back Lane - Double Lane is
proving a major hazard to pedestrians.
Stop signs are required to stop the flow
of traffic from Pound Lane to Back
Lane - this will give right of way to
traffic on Double Lane.
Provision of Lighting on
Accomadation Road.
Following representation from John
McGinley, Deputy Stagg has been in
cOntact with Iarnrod Eireann seeking
the provision of lighting along Accomodation Rd. which runs between the
railway station and Bond Bridge at
Newtown. It was pointed out that quite
a number of rail passengers use this
route walking to and from the station

C Fianna Fail Notes

)

apd that during the winter months this
must be done in pitch darkness.
Replacement of Trees
Perhaps the outstanding feature of our
Main Street is under threat. The trees
which line the Main Street are well
over 100 years old and it is important
that a proper programme of replacement be started immediately. As part
of their planting programme for Autumn '89 Kildare Co. Council ' have
promised to replace any trees which
have been removed or damaged over
the last few years with lime trees. The
Branch have asked Deputy Stagg to
ensure the Council carry out this work
immediately.

up to a short few years ago. And that
......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___'
services didn't just happen: Pat was
the Christmas break, detailed prospos- one of the people who lobbied and
als will be discussed by the membell cajoled and eventually moved the
and the local Councillors and T.D.
beaurocratic mountain to put the comAs the year draws to close, we wel- muter service on the Maynooth line.
come the arrival of new member while Perhaps not a "Village Hamdan" but
bewailing the departureofan old friend,
a good citzen and a useful member of
neighbour and colleague in Pat McIn- the communtiy.
tyre who has moved off to a new
challenge in another part, of Ireland. Finally, while we cannot predict what
Pat was in many respects an admirable Albert Reynolds has in his Christmas
model for those who would wish to stocking for the New Year budget, the
make their corner of it a better place Chairman and officers' of the Cumann
for everyone . Probably all those who wish all the people of Maynooth a
travel by train each day to and from happy and peaceful Christmas and a
Dublin and thank their stars that they , New Year filled with optimism and
don't go by bus never give a thought to hope.
Sean O'Siothchain P.R.O.
the fact that there was no such service

·N~ STYLE
CENTRE POINT MALL,
MAYNOOTH
TRICIA·!S HAIRSALON HAS MOVED NEXT
DOOR TO CUT 'N' STYLE
FREE CONDITIONING TREATMENT 1ljITH
BODYWAVES AND COLOURS
REDUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS
P~D SENIOR CITIZENS

C1JT

WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A
PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR •
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IF YOU HA VE TIl~ PROPERTY WE HAVE TIlE COUSTOMERS ::
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PROPERTY HOUSE, MAYNOOTH. CO. KILDARE
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~~WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRisTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR~
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Branch Offic e : A tll y. Co . Kildare.

Established over 100 years

JAMES SMYTH
HIGH QUALITY MEAT.
MAIN STREET, MAYNOOTHo
HAMS, TURKEYS,
BEEF, LAMB, PORK, BACON,

TEL (01) 286643
SPECIALIST IN DEEP-FREEZE.

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTCMERS A HAPPY -CHRISTMAS
. - . .... .. .
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MAYNOOTH COMMUNITY COUNCIL
CHRISTMAS TALENT COMPETITION

~

CAULFIELD'S LOUNGE
THURSDAY 14TH DECEMBER

8.)0 P.M.
NO ENTRY FEE!
RAFFLE ON THE NIGHT!
HAVE SOME CRACK AND A SING SONG

FOR THE FESTIVE SEASON!
WINNER WILL BE FEATURED ON THE CHRISTY WALSH
SUNDAY SHOW ON CARLOW KILDARE RADIO 97.3 FM
CHRISTMAS

TABLE

COMMUNITY

QUIZ

COUNCIL ....._ _~

&
HAYNOOTH

TOWN

SOCCER

CLUB

Thursday 7th December
in
Caulfields

8.30 p.m.

Cash Prizes + Seasonal Vouchers
FUN

EVENT

WITH

CHRISTMAS

AND

LOCAL

THEMES

PRESENTATION OF TIDY ESTATES COMPETITION/BEST SHOP FRONTS PRIZES
AT

INTERVAL

(Raffle on the night)
Table of 4 £10.00
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WE'RE IN IT !
THEiREINIT!

ARE YOU IN IT ?
More to Discover
THE MAYNOOTH INFORMATION DIRECTORY
COMING OUT JANUARY 1990
Book your place by telephoning
285922 immediately
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Sherry Trifle

(BOB'S KITCHEN)

4-6
3-4

trifle sponge cakes
tablespoon jam (apricot or
raspberry are particularly
suitable)
4-6 tablespoons sweet sherry
(best quality possible)
25-50g/1-2 oz blanched almonds
about 12 ratafia buscuits

a layer of the cream, then use the
remaining cream to pipe around the
trifle. Halve the cherries, cut the angelica into leaves or narrow strips and
arrange on the cream. Any almonds
left can be browned under the grill and
used as decoration. Serves 6 to 8.

CUSTARD
3
egg yolks
25-50g/1-20z sugar
600m111 pint milk
vanilla pod or few drops vinnilla essence

VARIATIONS
Make a thick cusard sauce with custard powder, sugar and milk instead of
egg yolks.
Top the spongecakes with well-drained
sliced canned pears or peaches; use
sweetened berry fruit such as raspberries; use a little fruit syrup and less
sherry to moisten the sponge cakes.
Top the sponge cakes with a fruitflavoured jelly; allow to cool and set
then add the cold custard.
Dilute the sherry with a syrup made by
boiling 3 tablespoons water and 25g/
10z sugar together for 20r 3 minutes ..

DECORATION
150-300ml/ 1/4- pint double or
whipping cream,lighty whippped
few glace cherries angelica
Split the sponge cakes and sandwich
together again with the jam. Put into
the serving dish or individual dishes.
Sprinkle the sherry over the spOnge
cakes, so they are evenly moistened.
Coarsly chop half the almonds and
sprinkle over the sponges with the
ratafia biscuits.
Meanwhile whisk the egg yolks with
the sugar. Warm the milk, pour over
the egg mixture and add the vanilla
pod or essence. Cook the custard in the
top of a double saucepan or basin over
hot, but not boiling water until sufficiently thick to coat the back of a
wooden spoon. Remove the vanilla
. pod. Pour the hot custard slowly over
. the sponge cakes; cover immediatly
with a plate or foil to exclude the air,
this is very important when using
custard powder, see below. Allow the
trifle to become quite cold. Top with

Christmas Pudding
225g/80z fine soft breadcrumbs
llOg/40z flour, preferably plain
225g/80z shredded suet, or see under
variations
225g/80z moist brown sugar
450g/11b seedless or stoned and
chopped raisins
255g/80z sultanas
225 g/80z currants
llOg/40z dried apricots, finely
chopped
50g/2oz dried prunes, stoned and
finelly chopped
255g/8z mixed candied peel, chopped
llOg/40z glace cherried, chopped
11Og/40z cooking apple (weight when
peeled), grated
llOg/40z blanched almonds, chopped

1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
1 teaspoon grated orange rind
1/2-1 teaspoon ground nutmeg
1-2 teaspoons mixed spice
1/2-1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
4 large eggs
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon orange juice
1 tablespoon black treacle
150ml/l/4 pint stout or ale
1 wineglass brandy or rum

I make a fairly large amount of the
Christmas Pudding mixture for I like
to offer it to visitors from abroad who
have heard of, but never tasted, our
traditional pudding. It is important to
allow this recipe to mature for at least
six weeks.
To give virtually the same amount I
have 'rounded off metric amounts to
correspond with the Imperial. Mix all
the ingredients together. I like to leave
the uncooked pudding mixture standing overnight, so that the flavours blend
better. It also allows all members of
the family to stir the mixture and wish.
Grease four 1.5 litre / 2 1(2 pint or two
2.5 litre / 4 1/2 pint basins; put in the
mixture. Cover well with greaseproof
paper and foil. A Christmas pudding
does not rise in the same way as a light
sponge pudding, but it swells in cooking , so never fill the basins too full. If
you press the mixture down firmly you
can cut neater slices of the cooked
pudding, but my recipe gives a crumbly pudding rather than a solid one.
Steam each pudding for 6-8 hours
depending upon the size; take off the
damp cover at once; cool the puddings, then put on dry covers. Store in
a cool dry place. On Christmas morning steam for another 2 to 3 hours.

~~-------------------~,.
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VANITY FAVRE
UNIT 1 TI-IE MALL M'\YNOOTH
PH: 286137
A DAY OF BEAUTY
HAVE YOU EVER FELT YOU NEED PLENTY OF PAMPERING AND ATTENTION.
SOMETHING TO REVITALISE YOU?
WELL NOW WE HAVE THE ANSWER •••.
WE WILL ANALYSE YOUR SKIN TYPE,
GIVE YOU A COMPLETE FACIAL WHICH ~rrLL INCLUDE
CLEANSE, TONE AND MOISTURISE
DEEP CLEANSING MASK.
HIGH FREQUENCY - TO STIMULATE THE SKIN
FACIAL MASSAGE
THEN HAVE YOUR EYEBROWS SHAPED, MAKE- UP APPLIED,
EYELASH TIN,T, NAILS MANICURED
AND FOR THAT FINISHING TOUCH HAVE YOUR HAIR CONDITIONED AND BLOW DRY ETC.
WHAT A LOVELY GIFT TO YOUR WIFE OR THAT SPECIAL FRIEND OR RELATIVE
GENTLEMEN! WHY NOT TREAT yOuR WIFE OR GIRLFRIEND?
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE
£25.00 EVERYTHING INCLUDED

SETANTA HOUSE OOTEL
CELBRIDGE,
00. K I LOARE
TEL:. 27 1 1 1 1 OR 2 OR 3

FAX: 273387

BAR LUNCHES SERVED DAILY FROM 12.30
EVENING DINNER IN OUR EXCLUSIVE RESTAURANT
SERVED FROM 6.30
BOOKING ADVISABLE
SUNDAY LUNCHES A SPECIALITY

ACCOMODATION ALL BEDROOMS WITH BATHROOM OR SHOWER IN SUITE
EARLY FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS PARTY OR FUNCTION.
BOOK FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS DAY LUNCH AND NEW YEARS EVE BALL
BOOK
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I am sure your readers would like to
know the kind of monies which are
now available to the Town Commission following the estimates meeting.
Firstly I fully support the application
to the Minister Mr. Flynn requesting
Town Commission status for
Maynooth.
The total of the estimate as adopted is
£62,300 and the main benefits to the
town will be:£5,000 has been allocated for open
spaces and the Commissioners decided
to make the majority of this amount
available by way of a grant to the
various residents' associations for estate improvements.
£5,000 has been allocated for addition~ street cleaning. £4,000 of this
will be for the hiring of a mechanical
sweeper plus operator on a regular
basis. The balance of £ 1,000 will
provide for daily emptying of litter
bins.
£1,000 has been allocated for additionallitter bins.
£3,000 has been allocated for tourism,
industry and commerce.
This money will be used to prepare a
. tourist plan for the town to encourage
the setting up of more registered bed!
breakfasts and possibly to have a pro-

DRINK - DRIVING
In last monthe edition of the Newsletter a very detailed aspect ofthe DRINK
- DRIVING Laws were discussed in
the "Citizen Consumer' column. Howeverin the lead up to Christmas we feel
obliged to comment briefly on this
important subject.
Hereunder are a few "GOLDEN
RULES" which should be beneficial,
if applied sensibly over the Christmas
period.

1. Better not to drink and drive.
Plan befor.e you set out to any function/party.
2. "NOT MORE THAN TWO";
Any more than TWO glasses of beer
or wine or TWO half. measures of
spirits could put you over the legal
limit for driving.
3. Never lend your car to a drinker
especially over the coming weeks of
temptation.

Leixlip Town
Commissioners

Results of Annual
Estimates Meeting
for 1990
motional video of Leixlip.
£500 of this £3,000 will be given to the
Leixlip Salmon Festival.
£1,000 from the 1989 Estimate has
been allocated towards the Christmas
street lights.
£1,000 has been granted to the Tidy
Towns' Association.
In this regard the TidyTowns' Committee submit a project to the Commissioners for approval.
£5,600 has been added to the fund the
Commissioners set up last year for the
provision of a Town Hall. This fund
now stands at £15,600.
The Commissioners Pelieve that at
some stage in the future a suitable
building could come on the market
th~t they would acquire with other
interested bodies ororganisations, such
as FAS, Gardai, etc.

(GARDA TALK)
4. Give a lead - "DONT PUSH DRINK
ON DRIVERS". (This applies to
friends in company. barmen and publicans and others with moral responsibility in the drink business. The vigilance and support oj all interested
parties is requested during the festive
period.)

£2,000 has been allocated for additional street signs similar to the signs
affixed to buildings in the City Centre
and the £2,000 is for additional signs.
£4,000 has been allocated for street
furniture and decoration. This will include park-bench type seating. The
Commissioners are also interested in
providing a town fountain at a suitable
site in the town.
£3,200 has been added to the fund to
have all overhead E.S.B. wiring put
underground in the Main Street. This
fund now stands at £7,000.
I am sure you will agree from these
allocations of money that it is most
desirable for any town and shows
clearly the great benefit of a Town
Commission.
If any of your readers would like to
know more about the workings of a
Town Commission, its function, responsibility and duties they can contact me most evenings from 6 - 7 p.m.
at home or I am available every Saturday morning in the Leinster Anns
(upstairs - side entrance) from 11 - 12
o'clock.
Is Mise,
Councillor Colm Purcell,
Chairperson,
Lelxlip Town Commission.

2. Your Insurance Premium will increase by at least 100%; Example Premium of £500 will become £ 1,000
because of your wreckless irresponsibility. Further you may not be offered
Comprehensive Insurance Cover for
quite some time.

REMEMBER:

NOTE: The Gardai will be rigidly
enforcing the Drink - Driving Laws
over the Christmas period. There is a
Taxi service and serveral private
coaches available in Maynooth: Note
their telephone numbers and USE them.

1. IF YOU GET A DRINK - DRIVrNG Conviction - In addition to the
nonnal Statutory penalties of £1000
fine; Loss of Licence for 12 months
and a possible 6 months in prison, you
must then also infonn your Insurance
Company of the Court Conviction.

Avoid becoming a statistic ofthe annual
seaonal carnage on our roads because
of your lack of courtesy, consideration
and care for others. This Christmas,
PLEASE, be sensible and avert the
tragic consequences and penalties of
Drink- Driving.
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Continued en page 4-2.
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HI
I
eM NYFast Efficient Repairs on
Washing Machines, Tumble
Dryers, Vacuum Cleaners,
Toasters, Irons, Kettles,
Fridges, Hair Dryers,
Dishwashers, Electric Fires,
Heaters.
HOOVER, BENDIX, PHILLIPS,
INDESIT, THOR, ZANUSSI,
CANDY,SIEMENS, HOTPOINT,
PHILCO, ELECTROLUX,
FAM, NILFISK, TRICIT,(,
BELLlNG,JACKSON, CREDA,
KRUPPS, NOVUM, KENWOOD

Now ring

the
professionals

Clondalkin • North City • Celbridge
Dun Laoghaire • City Centre

Fast Efficient Repairs for all
our Domestic A liances
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DOMESTIC/ELECTRIC
.

MAIN STREET, CELBRIDGE

1:t
1::i

*Winter Scene Colouring Competition

.

6PR/ZES 0
SELECT/O: £s PLus
TO BE 1" BOXEs

ryON

-------------------

I
The perfect picture Two children building a
snowman. But it lacks
colour. All you have to do
is colour it in to the best of
your ability.

I

Compelltloll-Rules:

:

Name

:

1. The competition is open to all children under 12 years, except
those related to employees.
.
.
2. The judges' decision is final. The six prizes of £5 plus
selection boxes will be awarded to the competitors who submit, in
the opinion of the judges, the most colourful and original pictures.
3. The closing date is: 10th December, 1989
4. Send your entry to: Domestic Electric, Main Street, Celbrldge.

I
I

Address

I
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,
I
I ----------- I

I Phone·
•

Age _ _

I

1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

SALES

DO

*

REPAfRS

*

SPARE PARTS

*

ALL TYPES & MAKES

Ie/ELECTRIC

SPAREPARTS
FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS
WASHING MACHINES
TUMBLE DRYERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
TOASTERS; KETTLES
IRONS; FRIDGES
COOKERS; SPINDRYERS
DISHWASHERS; HAIR DRYERS
ELECTRIC FIRES; HEATERS
R FAST AND EFFICIENT SERVICE, WITH A SMILE, GUARANTEED TO LAST!
DUBLIN & NORTH KILDARE-FREE DELIVERY

({j: 519492·572333
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Continued from page38
PARKING
People attending mass on Sunday will
have noticed the Garda Parking cones,
prohibiting parking at the Island and
around the walls. This was a neccessary step following numerous complaints from interested parties. These
complaints were justified. Considerable conjestion and confusion was
caused by careless and thoughtless
motorists virtually abandoning their
cars anywhere as close as possible to
ths Church gate with no consideration
for other road users on this very busy
thorough fare. Motorists travelling to
Moyglare and from the Kilcock directions were worst affected by the indiscriminate parking. The situation has
improved and the Gardai wish to thank
the majority of motorists who responded positively to their initiative.
We ask motorists who take their cars
to mass to avail of the carpark of the
Boys National School,MoyglareRoad,
a short walking distance from the
Church. Please obey the parking cones
- they are put there for your guidance
and assistance.
As another year draws to a close the
Gardai wish to take the opportunity
through this colunm to express.' Qur
gratitude and appreciation to' everyone whao assisted us in any way during 1989. We also thank the Editorial
Staff of the Newsletter for their assistance and understanding in facilitating the publishing of our monthly column. Finally to all the people of
Maynooth we convey Christmas greetings and we look forward to a productive and peace :ful New Year for all.

~(j,

T

NEWSAGENTS CONFECTIONERS

BOXES OF CHOCOLATES

MAGAZINES

FRUIT
GROCERIES

STATIONERY

ICECREAM

SHELL PETROL STATION
BOOKS
THE NATIONAL LOTTERY
AN CRANNCHUR NAISIUNTA
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY XMAS
~ GREENFIELD SUPERMARKETS ~

~ MAYNOOTH AND CELBRIDGE ~
Maynooth: 9am - 10pm (Monday to Friday)
9am - 8 pm (Saturday)
10am ) pm (Sunday)
Monthly Specials in every department.
One free I.S.A.C. Stamp
spend for the gift you
Spend £5 and you receive a
will enter you in our

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB NOW.
AGENT FOR LOTTERY, GAS, COAL AND BRIQUETTES

The Community Council
Offices will be closed from
Thursday 21st December 1989
and will re-open on
Wednesday 3rd January.
Boy Scouts will collect your old
Christmas tree for £1.00. l;eave your
name and address in Aidan's Shop,
The Square.

•

r;:==========;;==;===~~====;;=====;=====;;===::~
~--------~

**

,." Jim's Shoe Repairs

_~

~)

Maynioth shoPPinientre
.

I

Ladies & Gents Heels
While U Wait
Shoes stretched, Heels Lowered
Gents Leather Soles Stitched Or

Now located End Unit, Opposite Rear Car Park Entrance.

Wishing all our Customers

- .....

Your Local Gardai

with every £1 you
always wanted.
free ticket which
monthly draw.

a Peaceful Christmas

--

~pat ~C!id tt Co. ltd
lJ'RPG-! M\)N)JJH

cd
11

~~~=---.

A-I: 286508

WASHING MACHINES DISHWASHER::>
.
ELECTRIC COOKERS TUMBLE DRIERS
VACUUM CLEANERS KETTLES ETC
REPAIRS & SERVICE
I?f-[N:

286508

A Happy Chr'istmas to aU our Customers
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TOP OF THE CROP
Mt\IN SlREET
Mt\.YNOOTH

THE FRUIT & VEG SHOP
WHOLESALE/RETAIL
\

01-286586

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
A HAPPY AND PEACEFUL CHRISTMAS

\

~ ~\ J~~

'~~'~I{\(~;
J.

HIDDEN TREASURES
MILL . SlREET,
,~ . I '.

M\YN<XJn-I

WHATS HIDDEN?
ALL«YOUR GIRL FRIENDS, FIANOEES"WIFES LINGERIE
ANYTHING ELSE?
OH YES!
f

YOUR GRANNIES KNICKERS, THERMAL VESTS
LONG JOHNS, BRAS, AND CORSETS,

NIGHTDRESSES AND DRESSING GOWNS
HAPPY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

BALLYGORAN MAYNCX>TH
HAPPY CHRISTMAS

TEL: 01-285532

SERVICING - SUN ELECTRONIC TUNING EQUIPMENT.
PANTtL BEATING - SPRAY PAINTING MODERN CLASSICS STRAIGHTENING BENCH.
BERGER PAINTS COWUR MATCHING SYSTEM
CAR SALES AND RECOVERY SERVICE
HONDA VISION 50cc WITH HELMET 1985 ONLY 80 MILES
NISSAN SENTRA '1984
I

RENAULT 4L 1980
PEUGEOT 305 1980
OPEL ASCONA DIESEL 1983
V W CAVALIER GLS HB 1980
FORD FIESTA 1977
HAVE A HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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THE

AN<ZLER
lREI1\NO
CAM E C("lARSE t;' SEA
I: " 1__: " -... ! of

I :~: ,

IR£24.95
Publisher: Country House
Publicatiot/: Oct. 1989

£17.95

Stg.

£29.95

Publisher: BBC Books
Publicatiot/ : Oct. 1989

Stg.

Publisher: Longman and Chronicle
Publicatioll : Oct. 1989

A BOOK OR
A BOOK TOKEN

A
CHRISTMAS GIFT
for ,CHILDREN & ADU'LTS

IR£4.99
Pu blisher: Town House
Publicatioll : Oct. 1989'

IR£4.95
Publisher: Town House
Publicatiot/ : Oct. 1989

~

4

£10.95

Stg.

Publisher: Andre Deutsch
Puhlicatioll: Oct. 1989
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£5.99

Stg.

Publishl'l': Methuen
Published

JR£4.99
£14.95

Pllblisher: Gill & Macmillan
j'lIbli(<lfitlll: Oct. 1989

Stg.

IR£12.99

I'll/dish,.,.: Macdonald/
Queen Anne Press
Pllh/i(,lIi(lll: Oct. 1989

Pllhlishcr: Gill & Macmillan
Pllhli(,lfi"lI : Sept. 1989

~

?

THE MAYNOOTH BOOKSHOP
The

Square~

,..t

Maynooth, County Kildare.
Phone 286702

THE IRISII

HOME
DIARY
&DI.RECTORY

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS SUNDAY OPENINGS
10th, 17th, & 24th December
ll.a.m. - 6 p.m.

~
~

£17.50

l~~ij

IR£4.95
I'II/,lish,.,.: I.P.A.
I'lIhli(,lfi(lll : Oct. 1989

Stg.

JR£12.99

JR£S.99

Pllhlishcr: Oxford University Press
Pllhli(,lIi(lll: Oct. 1989

1'lIhlislICr: Mercier Press
1'lIhli(,ui(lll: Oct. 1989

1'lIhlishlT: Gill & Macmillan
1'lIhli(, lIi(llI : Oct. 1989
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Scrooged

(VIDEO REVIEWS)

Starring Bill Murray.
Rating; 8/10
This Chrisunas movie, based on the
well worn tale of 'Scrooge' is a sheer
delight After the numerous helpings
of food and drink on Christmas day,
this movie is ideal for that Chrisunas
night lull.
Bill Murray is his ever comic self and
as the nasty corporate executive, is
taken throught his past, present and
future lives by an assortment of oddball characters. With cameo perfonnances by John Forsythe and John
Houseman, to name but a few, this
movie is all round family entertainment and therefore a must for the
Christmas period.

The classic 1950s' story of 'Dead on
Arrival' is redone here with great flair
and imagination. The story of a unversity professor, who mysteriously
finds himself poisoned with no
antedote and only 48 hours to find out
who dunnit, is fast moving, enjoyable
and surprising. The twist in the tale at
the end is brilliant and in keeping with
that old style of movie which endures
to this day. Watch out for good
perfonnances from Meg Ryan, who
as alwayS compliments Dennis Quaids'
style of acting and also a nice perfonnance by Charlotte Rampling, who
surprisingly plays a mother of two
teenagers. Could this be the mature
perfonnances we are to expect from
her in the future? This story isa great
yam and thoroughly enjoyable.

D.O.A.
Starring Dennis Quaid, Meg Ryan,
Charlotte Rampling
Rating; 9/10

The Top Ten Videos.
Compiled from the latest records of

the country's top dealers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Twins
D.O.A.
Willow
Die Hard
Cocktail
The Dead Pool
They Live
Warlock
Tequila Sunrise
A Fish Called Wanda

Reccommended for
Christmas
Don't forget 'Who FramedRogerRabbit', for the kids, this Chrisunas and
The Dawning' (p.G.), about a girl in
Ireland growing up suddenly. 'Alien
Nation'is a good watch and The Accused is a hard hitting, realistic and
shocking tale. Suffice to say - 'Happy
videoing over the Christmas' .
9;D

Until several years ago it was possible
to obtain unrestricted tax relief for
interest payments on loans taken out
for any purpose. Successive budgets
and finance acts have limited the types
of loans and amounts of interest which
qualify for tax relief. For the purposes
of clarity it is perhaps preferable to
concentrate on which interest payments
now qualify for tax relief, rather than
outline in detail the gradual steps by
governments to curtail eligible
amounts.
A. Mortgage InterestlMain residence Loans.
Interest on loan obtained for the purchase, repair or improvement of main
residences is allowable for tax relief
subject to the following restrictions on
the amounts allowable in anyone tax
year.
Single person 80% x £2,000 =£ 1,600
limit
Widowed person 80% x £2,900 =
£2,320 limit
Married 80% x £4,000 =£3,200 limit
Note
1. It must be the taxpayer's sole or
main residence.
2. Interest on money borrowed to
repair or improve the residence also
_qualifies for tax relief.

-MONEY
MATTERS
TAX RELIEF ON INTEREST

D. Trade Interest
Interest paid on money used for the
purposes of a trade or profession is allowable in full for income tax purposes.

PAYMENTS
B. Bridging Loans
If you sell your home and buy a new
one, you may be entitled to special
interest relief on the bridging loan, in
addition to your mortgage repayments.
The amounts allowable are restricted
and calculated in the same manner as
in (A) above.
Interest relief on a bridging loan is
confined to a period of 12 months from
the date it was first obtained.
C. Interest on Rented Premises
Interest on loans used to purchase, repair or improve premises which are
rented out. Interest payments can be
offset against rented income received
when calculating tax due. If interest
paY.IDents are above the rents received
in anyone year, the excess cannot be
allowed against other income in that
year, but may be carried forward and
used against rental income in later
years. The 80% restriction on mortgages and bridging loans does not apply
here.
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E. Loans to Finance Partnership
Interest on loans borrowed by an individual to acquire a share in a partnership carrying on a business or profession, or to lend money to such a partnership is allowed in full in calculating
taxable income. Only active partners
who participate in the business are
entitled to this deduction.
F. Loans for the Financing of Companies
Interest on money borrowed to buy
shares in, or lend to, a trading company may be admissable in whole or in
part time directors or employees of
such companies.
There are restriction rules as to the
amount allowable as a deduction depending on whether the company is a
public or private company and the percentage of shareholding acquired.
Martin Doyle
Certified Public Accountant

DON

OUTER SPACE
COMES TO
MAYNOOTH!

_. NEW AGENTS
,

7 A M. - 9.30 P.M. (MaN -FRI)

s.oO

OPFNING HOURS

A.M - S.30 P.M. (SAT-SUN)

24 HOUR FILM DErEWPING SERVICE - £3.99 AND A FREE FILM.

In Japuary, an unique opportunity
arises to view some experimental
equipment which was sent into outer
space on flight 51A of the Discovery
shuttle in 1984. The 3M Company
exhibition will be sited in the foyer of
the New Arts Block in St. Patrick's
College, Maynooth. For the first time
in Ireland and only the second time in
Europe the first crystals grown on board
a space ship can be seen.

SAME DAY DRY CLEANING.
JOIN OUR VIDEO CLUB: ALL FILMS ONLY £1.50 PER NTGHT.
AUTHORISED AGENT FOR NATIONAL LOTTERY.

PHONE: 285813
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

~~.====~===================~,

Dan Logan Co Ltd
,v. ... BARJ3ERS1(W\lM'\)NXJIH1!'..j
'I.e . .

~

Fill IMvfl)IATEI::EL IVERY

The experiments were conducted iri
six football-size, stainless-steel reactors designed and built by 3M Crystalgrowing in space is quite different to
crystal-glowing on Earth where the
gravitational force causes the glowing
crystals to fall to the bottom of the
mother liquor. In Space, the embry~
onic crystals remain suspended in the
mother liquor, and so they can be
grown to large size with exceptional

COAL ANTHRACITE ETC.
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME.
BEST QUALITY COAL, SLACK, ANTHRACITE,
PEAT BRIQUETTES, AND ALL TYPES
OF SOLID FUEL SUPPLIED
A Happy Christmas to 011 our Customer~
,

* '"

•

-

-

.

• •

KlLOOOK TEL: 287311

All the equipment and typical crystals
will be available for inspection at the
exhibition. This will surely be a great
opportunity to get a glimpse of the
world of the 21st Century.

Right Revd.
Monsigneur M. Ledwith,
President,
St. Patrick's College,
Maynooth.

"

~ 'p ermot Kelly l.imited,

purity.

As President of the College , it is my
pleasure to invite as many as possible
to visit the exhibition, and I hope that
the local schools can make arrangements for senior class visits, when
staff members, both from the College
and 3M will be available to answer
questions and provide further information.
The exact dates for the exhibition will
be announced as soon as possible.

288468

FOR TOP VALUE CONTACT US FIRST FOR:

*

* BODY REPAIR,S

SERVICE AND PARTS
* NEW AND USED CARS & VANS .'~:a
FOR TEXACO HEATING AND FUEL OIL
PHONE 287311
~

~~~~~~~~~

~

or-

(cj'd{z:;e ~acey
\\H])IN'J FHJItXRAA-lY

EIDIE 1RACEY

TEL: 381420
83 KINVARA PARK, NAVAN ROAD,
DUBLIN 7

WISHING ALL-OUR CUSTOMERS A PEACEI~L,CHRISTMAS
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TIlls issue's Rock Goblin has a very
Irish and local content. Forthcomming gigs in December to check out
are: the Moving Hearts Reunion gig at
the Point on Dec. 1st. Clannad who
have just fInished an extensive tour of
Australia and New Zealand, at the
Point on Dec. 16th
Cry Before Dawn kick off a month
long Irish tour on Nov.23rd. They
play the National Stadium, Dublin, on
Dec, 15th. Van Morrison who is
twenty-fIve years in the music business this year is at the Point on Dec.
17th. Tickets for U2's Point Depot
gigs on Dec. 26th, 27th, 30th, and 31 st,
are like gold dust. Paul Me Guinness,
the band's manager says they may sell
up to £500 a piece on the Black Market
despite all efforts made to see that this
does not happen. So if you are one of
the lucky ones who has got a ticket,
look after it!

( ROCK GOB~IN)

tional and local newspapers, and had
serveral radio interviews.
The story is : on Wednesday October
25th, it was officially announced that
Scale the Heights were selected for the
1989 '7Up and Coming Tour'.
The '7UP and Coming Tour' is designed to bring public attention the
best of unsigned talent in Ireland at
present. and to provide a nationwide
platform for a promising young rock
band - Scale the Heights in this instance. The band were chosen by a
panel chaired by Keith Donald, Popular Music Officer with the Arts Council, Damien Corless, Deputy Editor of
Hot Press and Ian Wilson. Producer
with Radio 2FM.
The nationwide tour which Scale the
Heights undertook visited the following colleges around Ireland: Trinty Col' lege, Dublin, at which they were
Maynooth Band, The Quest, compris- supported by Maynooth band Hayday;
ing of Tony Newman (Vo'cal, Guitar), UCG Galway, Waterford RTC, UniPat Tracey (Guitar), Paul O'Sullivan versityof Limerick, Sligo RTC, UCC
(Bass, Vocals) and Paul Flynn
Cork, fInishing up in UCD Belfield.
( Drums), feature on a compilation album along with Mary Stokes Blues Comprising David O'Driscoll (VoBand and the Oliver Brothers Inc, to cals) , Tony Doherty (Guitars), Liam
name but a few. The idea behind the Kirkpatrick (bass) and Paul McAllisablum which is due for release before ter (Drums), Scale the Heights formed
Christmas is to bring these bands to the three years ago, played the usual trail
public eye. The Quest frequently play of support slots, residencies in the
the area. They are well worth a look. Baggot Inn and various other venues
In the last issue I said that Maynooth throughtout Dublin city.
band Scale the Heights would be going In late 1987 the band stopped their
on an extensive Irish tour in November gigging activities as they were dissat- an under statement - I admit, since isfied with their musical direction,
they were mentioned in all our N a- , and concentrated on their song writing

Well, price control is not a new phenomenon: we had versions of it in the
forties during the Emergency when
the old Departmeent of Supplies was
responsible for ensuring, among other
things, that the Black Market didn't
flourish.
It was in an effort to get the factors that
influenced inflation under control that
the Government sought to maintain a
National Wages Agreement in place.

As part of the negotiations with the
Congress of Trade Unions at the time,

CITIZEN
CONSUMER
So what's all the noise
about Price Control
anyway?
the issue of Price Control became an
important bargaining counter.
The sort of measures which are now
being mentioned bring us back to the
hey-day of Price Control which was
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technique. Emerging in early 1988
with a whole new range of songs,
Scale the Heights then began playing
extensively in Dublin city and the
surrounding areas. The band began to
attract media attention and were described as being a band with 'defInite
possibilities'. Their reputation as a
good 'live' band also increased.
During this period, with television
appearances on suchRTE programmes
as 'Borderline' and playing support on
anA House Irish tour, the profile grew
enormously, culminating in the recording of their debut single 'Goodbye to
All That" which was released by WEA
Records in February 1989. The single
received very good reviews being
described as 'a tasty' slice ofpop guitar
pop'.
Scale the Heights also did a "Dave
Fanning Session' in June of this year.
To cap it all, Scale the Heights have
now been nominated along with No
Sweat (a Kilcock connection, Paul
Quinn being the lead singer) and others ,in the 'Best New Irish Band category in this year's Smithwicks / Hot
Press Music Critics' awards.
Your chance to see Scale the Heights
live will be on Friday, Dec. 8th, at The
B aggot Inn, Dublin. Not to be missed!
Again lam calling on all bands in the
area to send in a photograph; biographyand press releases, or any other information relating to what you are
doing, to
Rock Goblin.,
Maynooth Newsletter,
Town Centre Mall,
Maynooth.

from about 1973 to about 1980. At the
beginning of the seventies, some of the
comfortable assumptions on which our
economic strengths were based received a severe shaking. Oil prices
climbed, inflation meant something
more than filling a balloon with hot air,
and economists wrangled over GDP
versus GNP, etc.

At about this time too there was born
what people such as hob economists
like to call the "Psychology of Inflation" , In other words people became
Continued

The Flower Pot
TOWN CENTRE MALL
MAIN ST.,

(Opposj te A. LB .)

PHONE: 285386

Your Interflora Florist
CHRISTMAS EVE DELIVERIES
ACCESS, VISA & AMEX ACCEPTED BY PHONE
CHRISTMAS

ACCESSORIES

OASIS, RIBBON, CANDLES. ROBINS
CONTAINERS, SILKFLOWERS , HOLLY.
CHOICE CUT FLOWERS,

FLOWERING PLANTS

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

OPEN CHRISTMAS EVE 9.00 AM - 2.00 PM

SEAN POWER

T.D.
TELEPHONE HOME 045 75621
DAIL 789911

CLINICS: ON THE 2ND THURSDAY OF EACH MONTH
DEC. 14TH AIDAN BYRNES KILCOCK 7.00
DEC. 14TH CAULFIELDS MAYNOOTH 7.30
DEC 14TH CAPTAINS INN LEIXLIP 8.00
DEC 14TH KILDROUGHT LOUNGE CELBRIDGE 8.30
I MEET CONSTITUENTS AT MY HOME IN CARAGH
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT FROM 7.00P . M.

SEAN POWER BOOKMAKER
MAIN ST., MAYNOOTH TEL: 285754
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
.
AND NEW YEAR FULL OF WINNERS
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so punchy at the almost weekly rises in
the prices of basic commodities that
they hardly bothered to ask the price
any more, nor count the change.

J.~
NEWSAGENTS TOBACCONIST_CONFECTIONERS

The idea was to inspect applications
for price rises in key commodity areas
to see if they were justified. Of course,
politicians, in perceiving the dangers
to themselves, sought to distance the
Government and in particular the Minister for Industry and Commerce from
the title of Minister for Rising Prices.

SELECTION OF LIGHTERS
6AM-10PM MON TO SAT
LARGE SELECTION OF JEWELLERY
SUN 7AM-B.30PM
SCHOOL ITEMS PARKER PENS- GIFT WARE
COOKED MEATS A SPECIALITY
LARGE SELECTION OF CARDS .
TOYS - GIFTS
CORK CRYSTAL
L01TERES
CIE CO/1MUTER TICKETS WEEKLY, MONTHLY AND STUDENTS
MONTHLY t FAMILY ONE DAY

And so, the National Prices Commission came into being. This body had
representatives of the employer, union
and consumer persuasions on it and
they assessed price proposals put to
them by industry.

The Commission then "recommended"
an approved price increase to the
Minister who "raised no objection" to
their judgement.

PH: 286304
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IRENE MC CLOSKEY,C.I.D.E.S.C.
DIPLOMA & TUTOR

INCLUDING FACIAL TREATMENT, REMEDIAL CAMOUFLAGE,
AROMA THERAPY , SPECIAL CLASSES, ARM & LEG TREATMENT
RENE GUINOT. CATHIODERMIE, BIO-PEELING
GELOIDE
PRESCRIPTION FACIALS,
BODY TREATMENTS, SllN RED,
ELECTROLYSIS AND RED VEIN TREATMENTS
,
fl.n<LE.y's IAl'E, M\IN S1REEf J.EIXL~P
j

.~

lot) 244366/244973

The legislative basis was the Prices
and Charges (Notification of Increases). Order which required
Manufactures / wholesalers / suppliers of over a certain turnover / share of
the market to submit their pricing plans
for approval. Civil Servants with no
forinal training handled the applications and scrutinised them diligently,
assessing them according to established guidelines. There was a backup services of a consultancy unit and
professional accountants. During the
Seventies, the Prices Division of the
Department of Industry and Commerce was an extremely high-profile
area with large resources of personnel. The sanctioned prices were
closely moni tored and regulated at the
shop door by a Prices Inspectorate
which, in its Halcyon Days, numbered over fifty and who policed a
system of Maximum Prices Order on
everything from Petrol to Frozen
Chickens, along with a wide range of
Retail Prices Display orders, requiring retailers to give the customer information on what he would pay inside.

Sean 0' Siothchain

A Happy Christmas to all our Customers

~

f?lJdty

,--

B.Comm.A.C.A.

J.W. Mulhern & Co.
KINGSCOURT

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

PHONE 286751

Naas
MERRY CHRISTMAS
Co. Kildare. TO ALLOUR CUSTOMERS Tel: (045) 66535

FEES DISCUSSED BEFORE ANY ASSIGNMENT

-_ _-----------_
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., .:;;;;:: 285367~ - "
A Personal Home Hair Styling Service

TIRED OF WAITING AT THE HAIRDRESSERS? PROBLEMS GETTING
A, BABYSITTER WHILE YOU HAVE YOUR HAIR DONE? LIKE YOUR
OWN PERSONAL STYLIST? HAVE YOUR HAIR STYLED BY AN EXPERIENCED STYLIST IN THE COMFORT OF YouR OWN HOME AT A
TIME THAT SUITS YOU BEST. LATE APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
FOR WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY.
SPECIAL FAMILY RATES: WASH,
TRIM AND BLOW DRY FOR MUM DAD AND FOUR CHILDREN -£12.00

DIAL-Ai-.SIYLE AT 285367 RR IDR AProINIMNf
Very Happy Christmas and a Prosperous New Ye~

---.-----~------~.=~===- ~==~-==-==========
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uc e ·Bet ting Office
BESIDE THE LEINSTER ARMS

TEL: 286644
1.

Horses taken aL board prices or morning prices if SP
is greater we pay SP!
We pay 20% bonus ,on all up YANKEE'S, LUCKY 15, LUCKY
31, LUCKY 63~
On all Handicaps we pay t odds a place

2.
3.

I

6 or 7 runners 1st & 2nd. 8 - "IS runners 1, 2 & 3rd.
16 - or more runners 1,2,3,& 4.
4. Every day we have a free draw on losing dockets.
Prize = SOp LUCKY 15, Saturday's prize = £1 LUCKY 15.
5. Morning prices daily.
6. Special betting daily - incl. £100 bonus Yankee,
Choice trebles, Special Doubles. £100 FREE TRI-GAST. ~t
7. Ante Post Betting on all Main Events..
<;::~lf:}

t
f

••~

';fSPECIAL CHRISTMAS DRAWS

~

~~1k

A very important book
for everybody who
earns money. ~

r
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BanklY
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---------------\~£~----~

lrelann
The bank

.
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. •. ··WE AT THE MAYNOOTH BRANCH WISH AL L OUR CUSTOMERS A
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
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\ of a lifetime
PHONE: 286811

.. J

()
GRADUATION CONFERRINGS '89

Paula Higgins (degree of Doctorate in Science) with parents

Micheal and Phylis Higgins.

Tnedelightsaysitall! MarcellaDuffy, conferred with a B.A. (Hons) and

Margo D'Alton,

awarded a Master of Arts degree at the recent NUl graduation in Maynooth.
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Getting there by degree's ! Louise Ward(B.A. Hons) and Ria Ismair (B.A. Hons) after the NUl
ceremony.

Mary O'Brien, awarded a B.A.Hons degree,

Patricia Rice and 'Patricia O'Rourke - Congratulations!
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Winners of Colour
Competition
November 1989
8-12 years
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4-7 years

1st

Sally Ann Kehoe
1st
Kehoe's Delicatessen,
Main Street,
Maynooth.

2nd

Darragh Carr,
21 Rail Park,
Maynooth.

2nd

Stacey Me Govern,
820 Greenfield
Maynooth.

3rd

Noel Daly
548 O'Neill Park
Maynooth.

3rd

Triona Cahill,
Leinster Park
MaynootIl

Tim O'Flaherty,
Parson Lodge,
Maynooth.

Cjrapliic Cj{ass ana %iTTor Co. ~
Open 6 days a week 9.30 - 5.30.
£. ~j Pound Lane

It.1

~~~jJ

Maynooth \~
v
Phone: 286953.
:~ll types of glass cut and glazed.
Full glazing service.
liVe manufacture

High Qllality Bevelled Engraved
and Sondblasted Mirrors & Glass.
Dlillblc glazed units.
Slzell.'es . Tabletops. Perspex.
Laminated Safety Glass.
Wishing all our cj.Jstomers the compliments of the season
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ENGINEERING CO. LTD
ALUMINIUM DEPT.
4A Kilbarrack Ind Est, Sutton

We repair: Patio Doors, Resi Doors,
Windows, Shop Fronts,
Conservatories, Double Glazed Units, Locks,
Hinges, etc
Tel: 393679

242921 After 6pm
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COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
CENTRE NOTES
Q. I understand that some sections of
the Departmant of Social Welfare have
recently moved. Could you tell me
which section and to where they have
moved?

GERARD ffiADY & CD
M'\IN SIREEf M'\Yf'UJIH CD KIJ.IlARE
PH: 285201

INSURANCE AGENTS FOR IRISH BUILDING SOCIETY
AUCTIONEERS AND VALUERS ESTATE AGENTS
HOUSES URGENTLY REQUIRED IN ALL' AREAS

Bl

Have it
:1
'\

I

I'

Prints Canvasses Water Colours
Photos Mirrors

Opening Hours:Wednesday 10-12
Thurs day 7-8
Friday
10-12
2-4
This column has been compiled by
Maynooth Community Information
Centre, The Library, Main Street,
which provides a free and confidential service to the public.

I

I

II

MAIN STREET
MAYNOOTH
BETWEEN ALAN FRAZER'S AND TOP OF THE CROP

II
I

I.

i:

Tel: 286166

4£

&AIDAN'S

Due to go shortly to the same address
are:
Widows' Contributory Pension
Widows' Non-Contributory Pension
Orphans' Contributory Allowance
Orphans' Non-Contributory Allowance
Deserted Wifes' Benefit
Deserted Wifes' Allowance
If you need to phone Sligo Office with
regard to any of the above, your call to
Dublin (01) 748444 will be automatically rerouted to Sligo at no extra cost.

0

~®~

( ' .,

A. As part of an ongoing process of
decentralisation the following sections
have moved to the Pension Service
Office, College Road, Sligo.
Telephone (071) 69800 / (01)748444

Old Age Contributory Pension
Old Age Non-Contributory Pension
Retirement pension
Blind Pension
Free Electricity
Free Television Licence (B/W)
Free Bottled Gas
Free Telephone Rental
Free Travel
Unmarried Mothers' Allowance
Prisoners Wifes' Allowance
SingleWoman's Allowance

~

FOR LOAN APPROVED CLIENTS

MA YNOOTH.

S,.aee\,5

-Tobacconist -

~

__

Grocer'jes

Newsagent-

CLOSING TIMES

~

lOPM. (THURS-FRIDAY)
llPf.1. (SAT-WED)

WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPy CHRISTMAS
CEURlIXE EUIllDINJ SLWLIES & SERVICES
38 M<\YNXJIH ~ CEURIIXE
""'r:TEL: 288841 CHN 6 D\YS
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SPECIAL OFFER
PAVING SLABS FROM 99P
SUPPLY AND FIT SERVICE
FULL RANGE ON DISPLAY
8' X 6' GARDEN SHEDS £199
SAND, GRA VEL CEMENT
& BLOCKS.
WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS
A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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THE PLANT PLACE
DUBLIN ROAD, MAYNOO1H

TEL: 0 1 - 28602 1

BOUQUETS, HOLLY WREATHS, POT PLANTS
ORDER NOW AND AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT.
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
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DUNNE'S

~
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THE SPECIALIST IN TV, VIDEO HI-FI & SATELLITE DISHES
OPp~
MAIN STREET, CELBRIDGE, CO KILDARE
~ ~
SALES 288211 - SERVICE 27.3461
,

Master Care se.."iee '
--What we sell we ser~iee' ~~
MITSUBISHI RENTAL PURCHASE
21" FST T.V. PLUS T.V
VIDEO COMBINATION STAND Ell VIDEO AND
E1BO TAPE.
£6.99 PER WEEK OVER 4B MONTHS
A.P.R. - 20.9%
3 YEAR FULL GUARANTEE ON T. V. OPTIONS
1 YEAR GUARANTEE ON VIDEO
LEADING BRANDS STOCKED
SONY - MITSUBISHI - PANASONIC
THE ULTIMATE
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Across
1.
Peaceful, unruffled (6)
5.
She who handbags opponents
(6)
10. A fonner US representative
who harasses public speak
ers (7)
11. K stared at the lightless hour
before dawn (7)
12. Contaminated poultry? (4)
13. Two Legged creature (5)
15. Maynooth vegetable family (4)
17. Bashful (3)
19. Under pressure from mixed
up rude SS man (6)
21. Bad egg is parcelled up (6)
22. Confuse the Nile asp and fmd
a dog (7)
23.
Cereal to quench thirst with
wine or water (6)
25.
Confuse Easter with a tormentor (6)
28.
Where to keep things hot
beside the fire (3)
30. Upset the cast and get fired
(4)
31. , FrenchLadies (5)
32. Make a dupe of the greedy
sea bird (4)
35. Nag, alas, for the Italian dish
(7)
36.
37.
38.

Lady, run a place to wash
cloths (7)
Trees which tremble (6)
Sew far with the crackers (6)

Down
2.
Japanese varnish (7)
Group of fanatics (4)
3.
4.
Inner layer of skin (4)
5.
Sound like a mixture of
( melody (6)
6.
Vidal seems bloody by name
(4)
7.
Beer and a cig together could
sink the Titanic (7)
8.
Rubbed away at the bit (6)
9.
Mixed up no date with made
amends (6)
14. Sounds like an admirer of
Thomas belongs to the opera
(7)
16. Sounds like the donkey consumed the property (5)
18. Explosions of tempestuous
laughter (5)
20. Spot the type to come in from
the cold (3)
21. Petrol that's always sixpence
cheaper (3)

C rossword No 25
By Sprite
23.

24.

26.

27.
Condiment after the Bachelor
of Arts found in the Giants'
28.
Causeway (6)
29.
Intolerant bigots who like a
chase? (7)
33.
34.

Should Dennot tremble with
fear? (7)
Celbridge company passes on
broadcasts in Maynooth (6)
Pester (6)
Could Saul roar like this and
be a writer? (6)
Cast amorous glances at (4)
Ride the waves (4)

NalTle ................ . ........... ~ ~ ..... .

Addr eS5 ................................... .

Solution to Crossword No. 24

Winner of £5 for correct solution to
Crossword No. 24.
Mary Callaghan, 145 Kingbry,
Maynooth.
Closing date for receipt of entries:
Monday, December 11th at 5.00 p.m.
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Ge.-ard Mulcahy
FAM I LY BUfGlERS
GREENFIELD
rvtAYNOOTH
PH: 286317

ORDER TAKEN FOR NYD TURKEYS PALE HAMS AND SMOKED HAMS
SPICE BEEF, COCKTAIL SAUSAGES,
SAUSAGE MEAT, STUFFING,
A SPECIALITY
FINEST QUALITY MEATS,

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

MA.Yl\KlO11-I CYCLE CENTRE
MA. I N SlREET, MAYNCXYn-I

TEL 285239
CALL IN AND SEE
OUR SELECTION OF CYCLES AND TOYS

~-,.-.Ij

CHOOSE FROM
KIDDIES'TRIKES TO MOUNTAIN BIKES.
WE STOCK BARBIE, MECCANQ, KIDDICRAFT AND ROLLY TOYS.
OPEN 6 DAYS
9 AM - 6 PM
WED 1.30 PM
WE WOULD LIKE TO WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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------CpUBLIN ARTS DIARY) - - - - - This month sees a new development in this column with reviews coming in from our readers. We have selected one
of these and printed it below. We encourage more of you to put pen to paper and send in material for not only this.
but other sections of the magazine as well.

"DEAD POETS' SOCIETY"
'Allpoetsaremad'RobertBartononce
said. fohn Keating (Robin Williams)
who is appointed English teacher at
Weldon boys' school, endeavours to
de-mystify poetry through his very
unorthodox methods. The boys are a
very credible assortment and it is
evident from an early stage that Neil
Perry their leader, will assume a pivotal role in the drama.
Keating is the teacher everyone would
love to have had. One of his first
actions is to get his pupils to rip out the
unfortunate Pritchard's introduction
to poetry. He epitomizes free thinking and creativity, and urges his

charges to 'seize the day' and 'make
your lives extraordinary'.
On learning that their English teacher
was formerly involved in the 'Dead
Poets' Society, the class decide to reestablish this mythical group. Concurrent with this, Neil Perry realises
his ambition to act. with the lead role
in 'Twelth Night', against the wishes
of his father. While Neil basks in his
shortlived glory, Perry senior whisks
him away to tragic consequences.
Keating is charged- by the Weldon
authorities as responsible for the society's misdemeanours, and is duly dismissed. However, in a very hearten-

DIARY DATES

Hugh Durham's wedding photograph
ofMs. Bernadette Fox (Kingsbry) with
her husband, Mr. Kenneth Barry after
the cermony recently in Ladychapel.

Copydate:
Monday,
Dec.11th at
5.00p.m.

Saturday 2nd December
- Church of Ireland Sale of Work
from 1O-12p.m. in I.C.A. Hall.
Tuesday Sth December
R.C.A.G .• Raffle and Cabaret Night
in the Roost.
Thursday December 7th
Table Quiz MCC/MTFC
Friday 8th
Sale of Work - Summer Project in
I.C.A. Hall lO-lp.m.
Christmas Fair with flowers in
North Kildare Club
Maynooth A.F.e. Christmas Party
in Kilcloon Inn.
December 9th
Santa Claus to Maynooth in
helicopter.
Monday 11th December
- Christmas Demonstration in
S.V.D. 7.30 p.m. Flower ClUb.
Thursday 14th
- I.e.A. Dinner DanceSpringfield.
Thursday 14th
- Talent Contest in Caulfield's run
by Maynooth Community Council.
Sunday 17th
- Maynooth A.F.c. trip to Wexford.
Thursday 21st
Community Council and Office
Staff get together in Caulfield's
8.30 p.m.
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ing scene, his former pupils stand by
him one by one.
This film is of the tragi-comedy stable.
It possesses some keen acting. most
notably from the leads, but Nowlan,
the acerbic school principal is very
true to form. Visually, the film is
quite striking, but the storyline is tedious in parts. and the music score was
notable by its absence.
If Dead Poets' Society has a message,
it is that free thinking succeeds - albeit
at a cost.
Christina Hession
2 the Court

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Brady: The family of the late Bridie
Brady. Kilcock Rd .• Maynooth wish
to thank most sincerely all those who
sympathised with them in their sad
bereavement, those who attended
removal, Mass and funeral, those
who sent Mass Cards, seraphic certificates. letters of sympathy and everlasting gifts. We wish to thank our
very sincere and kind friends and
neighbours for all the help and support they have given us not only at the
time of our dear mother's illness and
death but are still doing so; to the
members of all the various committees that Bridie was a member of, not
only for their kindness but for the full
and happy life she had and for the
many friends she held so dear in all
these associations. For the priests of
our Parish here in Maynooth and
Hereford in England. For the nurses
and doctors of Sarah Siddon's Ward at
Hereford General Hospital. As it
would be impossible to thank everyone in person, we hope this acknowledgement will be accepted by all in
grateful appreciation. The Holy Sacrifice of the Mass has been offered for
the intentions of all.

* (C'([1L mm @ (f)) *
TEL: 286272

CATHiODERMIE, BIOPEEL.lNG, GELOIDE FACIALS. ·
WAXING, ELECTROLYSIS, SLENDER TONE , MAKE UP.
EAR PIERCING. TURBO SUNBED.
FULL RANGE OF RENE GUINOT PRODUCTS
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS COSMETIC SETS GIFT VOUCHER~~
.
OPENING HOURS TUESDAY THURSDAY 10 - 7.30 PM
·
WEDNESDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY 10 - 5.15 PM
HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

;fflapnootb j{eU1eIlers

O ~L
/J)

Main Street, Maynooth (01) 285946
Co. Kildare

~

>v

STOCKISTS OF ALL LEADING WATCH BRANDS
~'

SEIKO, ROVADA, CITZEN, ADEC, Q &. Q, DIGITAL

~

A LARGE SELECTION OF
9ct GOLD JEWELLERY, ROLLED GOLD &. SILVER JEWELLERY
•
BIROS &. LIGHTERS

CIl>/~

.

fJj

~.t

$\~a

GALWAY, CAVAN & TIPPERARY CRYSTALS IN STOCK

'13ET.T.EEK & DONEGAL CHINA
WATCHES & JEWELLERY REPAIRED

$ ~p,:;""cl

ALL REPAIRS MUST BE COLLECTED BEFORE CHRISTMAS

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A PEACE1<l]L , CHRISTMAS . & HAPPY NEW YEAR ~~~

DEPOSITS TAKEN ON CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Photography

HughDurham

64 The Grove, Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
Tel 211834

GETTING MARRIED IN 1990?
TO AVOID DISAPPOINMENT BOOK NOW

AWARD WINNING PHOTOGRAPHY
WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
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A few months back "Street Talking"
did a Maynooth list, itemising the
various traders and other concerns in
the town. Already it is slipping out of
date. A new butcher's shop has opened
for .business in the Shopping Centre,
while "Shade's" boutique just across
the mall from it has closed. Meanwhile I see there is a new art gallery in
the "Country Shop" premises, selling
prints and some originals. It fits in
well with the general tenor of activity
at the Country Shop where the air of
elegant gentility provides a haven of
calm round the comer of the street.
Even though the food downstairs tends
to be unadventurously stodgy for my
taste - or at least it was up to the last
time I ate there which, I admit, was a
while ago - there is no doubt that the
cafe is the place to sit and be seen in the
town. Among those spotted there
recently was the leading Irish poet,
Derek Mahon.
Fug
But at least the air in the cafe is reasonbly good - the oafish cigarette
smokers may do their best to poison
the air but their effect is only partial. In
the pubs it seems that if you want to
have a few drinks you have also got to
take the smoke of all the other people
as well. Not only does it fug the air,
choke your lungs, and make your eyes
sore, it leaves your clothes impregnated with a stale odour all through the
next day. Smokers stink, as nonsmokers smell. Why should we have
to put up with it? These thoughts were
prompted in the aftermath of a night
spent in "The Roost", the liveliest pub
in town, which has spent a reported

Increased 1st yeaif,S
There was a significant increase in the
intake of First Year students in
Maynooth College this year. This
was concentrated in the National
University side of the College, with
the number of newcomers in Arts and
Science jumpingJrom 553 to 668, an
increase of 12%.<This was partly due
to a higher than expected uptake by
applicants of offers of places - a reflection of the growing pressure on

~TREET TALKING)
fabulous sum on its women's loo.lt is,
by all accounts, a wonderful marmoreal sight - but wouldn't such money be
more effecti vel y spent on an air -cleaning system? Not only would it literally create a better atmosphere, it
could also help in keeping the place
cleaner.
Gifts
No, of course you don't need reminding that Christmas is rearing its lovely
stocking. Plenty of suggestions about
gifts to be had elsewhere, but for what
their worth here are some "Street-Talking" suggestions with something of a
local flavour:
1. Why not give a Christmas tree? No,
not one of those pointed green things
that spill needles all over your carpet,
but a rooted living one such as a
mountain ash or birch, all ready for
planting. They can be put in at almost
any time of the year. Anyone with a
patch of garden will apppreciate it, and
it will last not just all year round but for
many years. Call to Hardiman's
Garden Centre across from Quinnsworth.
2. How about a book? I see Barry's still
have some copies of Mary Cullen's
history of Maynooth on their shelves.
. This little book can transform the
awareness of the town we live in, tracing its development from the earliest
times down to the present.
3. On similar lines, it's . astonishing
how many people are without a good
map of the locality in which they live.
Get them one of the half-inch to one
mile Ordinance Survey maps of the
area. As it happens, Maynooth is on
the boundary of their divisions, so our

town is on the northern edge of the
Kildare-Wicklow map, and just off the
southern limit of the Meath, but both
are of considerable interest.
4. For toddlers, the best thing I've seen
so far is a wooden pull-along duck that
waddles, wags its head, and says
"quack". In shiny natural wood it's
available for £3.99 from Donovan's in
Greenfield.
5. When not dealing with children, the
secret of a good present is to give
something the recipient has always
had in the back of her /his mind but
would hardly get it for himself. If you
are feeling expansive, why not a gift
certificate for some flying lessons from
Weston? It's quite easy to arrange,just
call in to pay airfield or ring Weston
Ltd at 280435 or 280659. Expect to
pay something getting on towards a
pound a minute, but half-an -hour
would be quite a good introductory
time. Even more exciting, and cheaper,
is another form of flying - to be had in
Kildare, although a little further afield.
Dublin Gliding Oub operates at weekends from Gowran Grang Airfield just
the other side of Naas. No, this is not
hang-gliding, but proper gliding in a
sailplane that is first towed to 2,000
feet before casting free to fly silently
and steadily over the countryside. An
air experience flight, with a chance to
take the controls of a two seater aircraft aircraft, costs
£13.00, or a month's temporary membership is £30.00. Ring 983994 for
further details and gift certs.
6. Still in the range of the unusual, why
not some exotic food? You don't have
to give a box of chocolates. Kehoe's .
Delicatessen must be first port of call
here.

(COLLEGE NOTES) - - - - - - graduating from secondary school set

places in the Irish Universities generally.
With no corresponding increase in
funds for staff, the enlarged intake
places further pressure on staff / student ratios and on laboratory space. In
addition, pressure is now being placed
on lecture space also, with some departments finding it difficult to provide adequate accomodation for their
First Year classes. With the numbers

to continue growing for the
next eight years, it seems that something will have to be done soon about
the impending staffing and space crisis in the College.
The College Residence Officer, Mrs.
Marie Kelly, managed to fmd places
for all the additional students this year,
and is to be congratulated, along with
her staff, for the long hours and sterling work put in. Whether the availaContinued
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~Stlldio One~~
HAIR DESIGN

MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH

NOW OPEN TILL
5.30 EVERY EVENING AND 7 PM ON FRIDAYS
NOW STOCKING NEXUS
CHRISTMAS HOURS
OPEN TILL 8.00

14TH, 15TH, 21ST AND 22ND

OPEN TILL 6.00 EVERY OTHER DAY
CHRISTMAS EVE TAM - 1 PM APPOINTMENT ONLY
WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

PICTURE GALLERY NOW OPEN.
DRY MOUNTING FRAMING SERVICE AVd [LARll;;
COME IN AND CHOOSE FROM OUR WIDE RANGE OF PRINTS - FRAMED AND UNFRAMEJ)
IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS
MERRY CHRISTMAS

a Prosperous New Year

WE HAVE A HUGE RANGE OF CANDLES IN STOCK. ALSO POTTERY, GLASS, WOOLS
SWEATERS, RUGS, HATS, CAPS, SILK AND WOOL SCARVES, LEATHER BAGS', CARDS,
CROSS PENS, JEWELLERY (OLD AND NEW), GOLD CHAIN BY THE INCH, POT POURRI,
OLD AND NEW LINEN & LACE, SMALL ANTIQUES, PINE FURNITURE AND LOTS, LOTS MORE
GIFTS TO· SUIT ALL TASTES AND POCKETS
OPENING HOURS:

MONDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30 AM TO 5.30 PM.
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE WILL OPEN UNTIL
9.00 PM. ON THURSDAYS AND FRIDAYS
SATURDAYS UNTIL 7.00 PM. FROM 1st DRCEMBER
UNTIL CHRISTMAS.
WE WILL ALSO OPEN ON SUNDAY, CHRISTMAS EVE.

bility of new housing in Maynooth
will keep pace with the future growth
ofstudent numbers remains to be seen..
The total number of ful-time students
in the Collefge is now approaching
2,500, of whom 2,000 are in the National University side and 500 in the
Pontifical side. The rapid growth in
the fonner in recent years would seem
to provide a strong case for Maynooth
becoming a Constituent College of
the National Unversity, rather than
having "Recognised " status as at
present.

Graduations
November, as usual, witnessed the
annual series of conferring cennonies
in the College. NUl Degree Day, on
Nov. 8th, saw a record number of
degrees and diplomas being awarded.
While the number of B .Sc. degrees
awarded remained much the same as
the previous year, at 95, the number
of B.A. awards shot up from 230 to
280. Perhaps of more significance for
Maynooth's standing as a university
institution was the virtual doubling of
the of the number of postgraduate
degrees ( maaster and doctorates)

awarded, from 28 to 50. In addition,.
some 220 NUl diplomas (mainly in
Eduaction, Community Work and
Adult Education) were awarded.
The big increase in Arts dregrees put
renewed pressure on the Aula Maxima as a venue for the conferring
ceremonies, given the large number
of relatives and friends who also wish
to be present. It looks as thought
either a further subdivision of the
ceremony (the Arts and Science ceremonies are at present separated) or a
different venue will have to be contemplated. The NUl Graduation Ball
this year was held in the Ambassador
Hotel in Kill.
The Pontifical Degree Day took place
on November 14. In all, 144Maynooth
graduates were conferred with degrees
and diplomas, including 54 B.D.
awards, 45 B.A. (theol.) awards, 2
B.A. (Philosophy) awards, 6 postgraduate degrees and 37 diplomas.
The Pontifical Graduation Ball was
held in the Keadeen Hotel, Newbridge.
Finally, on Nov. 11th,some 2,500
certificates and diplomas from the
College's own Extra Mural Studies

programme were awarded. This is a
major part of the College's selVice to
the community of which many are not
fully aware. In all the College runs
courses in some 80 different centres
(some in Britain), a major organisational effort handled with typical
aplomb by the Extramural Studies
Organiser, Mary Ryan.
We thank the various members of
College staff who provided the column with the above infonnation.

Science Block
Considerable excitement was occasioned in the College by a newspaper
report that the proposed new Sciencr
building had been included in the Government estimates for 1990. It was
not possible to confinn this by the
time of going to press, although there
had been an amount of confidence
that the project would get approval in
the near future. Apart from being
badly needed, this project will provide the College with a major morale
boost after many years of cutbacks,
and will also provide a considerable
amount of construction work in the
locality.

GET 8 NEW CHANNELS FOR CHEISTMAS
SYSTEMS INSTALLED FROM £ 379.00
INCLUDING INSTALLATION, V.A.T., AND 12-MONTH WARRANTY.
PERFECT RECEPTION GUARANTEED IN ALL
AREAS ON 8 NEW CHANNELS
2 SPORTS CHANNELS !!
24-HOUR NEWS CHANNEL !!
MOVIE CHANNEL, MTV MUSIC, CHILDRENS' ETC.

HOME SECURITY

TOYS

BURGLAR ALARMS INSTALLED FROM £295.
SMOKE ALARMS, EXTINGUISHERS,
SECURITY LIGHTS.

A LARGE SELECTION OF TOYS NOW AV1LLJ.J1'I.DJw.c;
FOR CHRISTMAS

TELEPHONES

COMPUTERS

CORDLESS PHONE FROM £79 - £399.
ANSwERING MACHINES FROM £79.
CALL RESTRICTORS AND PRINT - OUT
UNITS FROM £39.
~~

FROM £49~99

EDUCATIONAL TOYS • COMPUTERS

...

~ SAFE & SOUND ( £ U

The Square, Maynooth

~~

TEL: 01 286960
WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR'
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BLINDS
IXNI S M\I...CN::

BL IN>vW<ERS, Ll1vtIiEb
ClXXlRIN6G-I, LEIXL IP
244943 PNYrllv£

THE
COMPLIMENTS
OF THE SEAS,ON
to ~II our customers

e

YOUR LOCAL BLINDMAKER
FACTORY PRICES
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
WE MANUFACTURE TOP QUALITY ROLLER, VENETIAN AND VERTICAL BLINDS
FULL REPAIR SERVICES TO ALL TYPES
HAVE YOUR OLD ROLLER BLIND REVERSED

House Pride
11/12 Maynooth Shopping Centre, Maynooth
Co. Kildare
PHONE NO: 285544
QUALITY SERVICE AND VALUE FOR THOSE WHO TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR HOME
5 LIT. BERGER SUPERFLAT £10.00
5 LIT. MASONARY PAINTS £11.99
5 LIT. BERGER SUPER SILK £11.99
5 LIT. BUDGET PAINTS £4.99
LARGE RANGE OF TOOLS IN STOCK

HOUSEHOLD GOODS AND MATERIALS

ODD ROLLS OF WALLPAPER £1.00
LARGE

RANG~

OF SHADES AND LIGHT FITTINGS IN STOCK

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

-------------_._-----------------------::::=========================-=-==-------------------....

,-

Dublin Road,
Maynooth
ALTERNATORS
STARTERS
Repair or
Exchange Units

12or24 Volt
Telephone: (01) 286611

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR.
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Caroline's Private Montessori$chool
is now in its third year and is proving to
be amazingly successful. The Principal, Mrs Caroline S. Foran Mont.
Dip. Ed, trained in Dublin and following her conferring, was offered a teaching position in the College School. She
then opened her own school in
Maynooth, and it was officially opened
by the President of the Montessori
Society of Ireland and London, on 7th
September 1987.
The school is situated in the Convent
Grounds, off Main Street, Maynooth.
It has full Montessori curriculum and
equipment with the teachers fully

CAROLINE'S
PRIVATE
MONTESSORI
SCHOOL
trained and experienced in the prestigious Montessori method of Education.
Pupils start at approx. 2 1f2 years and
stay up to 7 years. They travel from a
large area including Maynooth,
Kilcock, Enfield, Baltracey, Donadea,
Garadice, Ballygoran, Donaghstown,
Kilcloon, Straffan, Newtownmaccabe,
Moyglare, Clane, Celbridge and
Leixlip. This school has· also being

Class of 1988 -1989 from Caroline's

Front row left to right: Richard Bruton
J...ydia O'Connor, Antonia de Burgh,
Eimear O'Rourke, Fintan Lalor, Edel
King, Patrick Robinson.
2nd row left to right: Cathal Smyth,
Laragh de Burgh, Mark Watson,
AideenDunne,James
Keegan,Duireann Duignan, Damien

Montes~ori

featured in the Irish Times Christmas
Book report on Dec. 10th, 1988.

BookingsforSeptember1990and 1991
are already in and a limited number of
vacancies remain. If you are interested
in enrolling your child for January
1990, Easter1990, or September 1990
or 1991 please write to Mrs Caroline
S. Foran Mont, Dip. Ed. Principal Caroline's Montessori School,
Glenidan Court, Enfield, Co. Meath
for enrollment fonn.
Give your child their future foundation
under expert tuition.

School, Convent Grounds, ' Maynooth,

Co. Kildare.

Insert: Sarah Geraghty

Rebecca Ryan, Barry Coughlan, Roisfn
Lally, and Principal Teacher: Mrs
Caroline S. Foran, Mont. Dip. Ed.

Back row left to right: Assistant
teaCher: Mrs MargaretPayne, Teacher;
Miss Marie Reilly, Jamie O'Neill,
Sinead Redmond, Daniel Murphy,
Rebecca Hayden, David Robinson,

3rd row left to right: Amanda Lyons,
Erin O'Connell, James Hoare, Katie
Rearden, Ronayne O'Mahony, Fiona
Ryah, Enda Holmes.

Maloney.
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~
Caroline's Montessori School
Maynooth Co. Kildare

Pri~ate

Montessori Sellool

IN GROUNDS OF THE PRESENTATION CONVENT, MAYNOOTH
!lGES 25- - 6 YEARS
FULL MONTESSORI CURRICULUM AND EQUIPMENT
TO ENROL FOR JANUARY 1990
CALL TO SCHOOL MON. - THURS. A1' 3.00PM

*LIMITED NUMBER OF VACANCIES AVAILABLE*
TEACHER: MRS CAROLINE FORAN. HOME ADDRESS: GLENIDAN COURT, ENFIELD
MONTESSORI DIP. IN EDUCATING 2 -12 YEARS
CERTIFICATE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION
THIS SCHOOL IS ON THE RECOMMENDED LIST OF MONTESSORI SCHOOLS AND HAS
FULLY TRAINED MONTESSORI DIPLOMA TEACHERS - GIVE YOUR CHILD THEIR
FUTURE FOUNDATION UNDER EXPERT TUITION

UA
J. BUCKLEY.

MAIN ST.

HAYNOOTH.

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
ELECTRICAL GOODS
TOASTERS FROM
JUG KETTLE'S
RUSSELL HOBB KETTLES
BID STEAM IRONS
MIR STEAM IRONS
HAIR DRYER'S
CARVING KNIVES
CURLING TONG'S
KEY CUTTING
WE STOCK RECHARGER

£23.95

£20.65
£22.95
£24.75
£22.95

D.I.Y TOOLS
BID DRILL'S
BID SANDER
BID JIGSAW
TOOL BOXES £10.95
HAND SAW FROM £8.45
SET OF WOOD CHISELS
STANLEY PLANES

SERVICE WHILE-U-WAIT
AND RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

WiSHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND
- - - - --

~ PROSPEROUS

NEW YEAR
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-----(SPORTS NEWS)----The final outing of the year, for the '89
season was the Seamus Moore Memorial Outing to Edenderry on October
28th last. Up to 40 people including
caddies and visitors travelled to pay
tribute to the late Seamus Moore who
was a very highly regarded andpopular member of the society. I would,like
to take this opportunity to thank Mrs.
Moore and family (four of whom are
current members of the society) for
their continued support of the event
and for the magnificent prize they
sponsored on the day .
Congratulations are due to the overall
winners, Mr. Tony Dunning (13)
41 pts., and all the other prizewinners
listed below
Edenderry
Oct. 28
Seamus Moore Memorial Outing
Results
1st Overall T. Dunning (13)
2nd Overall D. Casey (15)
(on last 12)
3rd Overall W. Moore (19)
Class 1
1st R. Delamere (12)
(on Back 9)
2nd S. Feeney (8)
3rd T. Fay (6)
Class 2
1st M. Dempsey (14) 37
2nd J. Duffm (14)
3rd J. Downey (14)

Pts
41
38
38

37
37
36

1st, Prize £300
Ollie Geoghegan C/o Manor Mills
Ticket no. 141

MAYNOOTH
GOLFING
SOCIETY
Class
1st
2nd
3rd

3
P.Foy (28)
P. Brazil (32)
S. Moore (25)

Front 9

2nd,Prize £150
John Duffin, Clara, Co. Offaly
Ticket no. 351
35
34
34

J. Ryan (11)
(on back 6)
J. Moore (9) 20

17

Par 5's

L. Farrely (11)
(on back 6)
M.Doyle (16)

Visitors

S. Tyrrell (18)

37.

Back 9
Par 3's

5 prizes of £10 each
Emma Collins

459

10

T, Weste c/o RTV.

319

9

P. McNiffen
c/o Sean Moore

The results ot' two competitions,
namely the' Golfers of the Year' and
the Matchplay '89 were also announced on the day. The title "Golfer
of the Year ' 89 " went to Domnic
Nyland with a score of 174pts. The
matchplay , 89 competition was w(;m
by Gerry McTernan and Gabriel Ledwith who beat Willie Couglan and
Niall O'Halloran in the final, prior to
our outing to Edenderry. Congratulations to Domnic, Gerry and Gabriel on
their victories.
Maynooth Golfing Society

34
33

500 Club Draw
Oct 27
Results

C G.A.A. NOTES )_

CentenaryWinterLeaguebeingplayed
underthenewproposedrules. Priorto
the commencement of the Winter - - - - - - - - - - - league the club had the unuasual prob- in the end Oogherinkoe won the day
lemofhavingtoappointnewselectors thanks to a controversial goal in the
to look after the team during the league last couple ofmlnutes.
and as some of the present ones were Ournext game against Ballytague was
unable to continue until the end of the also a fast, free flowing game but for
year. That problem sorted out, our some wasted chances Maynooth could
first game was away to Clogheriukoe have won.
and as expected it took some time to
adjust to the rule change. The game Since then Maynooth have adapted
was a fast and free flowing game and well to the new rules and have had
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3rd Prize
£75
C. Farrington c/o Ray Delemere
Ticket no. 47

363

Angela Brazil

73

M. Maher
c/o Bristol Myers Co.

298

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank my fellow committee
members, society members, our President, Mr. J.C. Carey 'and our -many
sponsors , too numerous to mention,
for their help and support in making
the ' 89 season such a resounding success. I would like to remind everyone
that our A.G.M. will be held in January
and members will be notified. Finally, I would like to wish all concerned a very happy and peaceful
Christmas.
Sean Tracey
Hon. Secretary.

wins against Cappagh, Confey, Straffan and Rathcoffey. The new rules are
leading to a much faster and free flowing game and our younger players,
PaulStynes,AidanBurke,JohnNevin,
Liam O'Toole, Sean Molloy and
JohnO'Toole, have been very irripressive.
We would like to congratulate Pascal
Ennis and Micheal Nevin on being
;elected on the County Senior Team.
We wish them all the best.

FUNERAL UNDERTAKERS

t

ROCHFORT & SONS
CONN AUGHT ST~,~KILCOCK
FUNERAL HOME (NO CHARGE) OPENED
NEXT TO KILCOCK POST OFFICE
ELEGANT EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DECOR

t

FULL FUNERAL AND CREMATION SERVICE, MOURNING,
COACHES, WREATHS, HEADSTONES, ETC,

PHONE 287470

nAMAYNOOTJrS

(f(l8

~l

~

SHOP

~

CENTRE POINT SHOPPING CENTRE ·

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR EVERYONE
~ J3RASSWARE, GIFT SETS" ..... .
'V 'p.
FAMILY GAMES
TOYS FOR THE YOUNG
.l~
. ::
'OW

ALL LINKS CATALOGUE ORDERS
MUST BE PLACED BEFORE DECEMBER 8TH

e.l.ledy
JOHNINSTOWN
MAYNOOTH
Telephone (01) 288086
Kitchen & Bedroom units
* Natural Oak
* Mahogany
* Pine
* Laminated Colours
'1'p.v1r·1l-r""d Melamine

ooderaft Ltd.
We can supply a
complete range of:
* Worktops
* Stainless Steel Sink Tops
* Wire Baskets
. .N.O~:~. _~ ...
* Towel Rails
f" .~ ' .. __ &""M~~
* Cu·nery Insets
,
("
.,:
* Waste Bins
* Extractor Fans
.~
!
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•

\

:

AT JOHNINSTOWN, MAYNOOTH
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WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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(QUOTATION AND PLANNING SERVICE)
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The exploits to two schoolboy teams
have been a joy to behold this season.
In the under 16 section Maynooth
have been showing excellent form
and recent results have now placed us
in a challenging position behind the
League Leaders.
Consistent performances by Paul
Byrne, Micheal Farrell, Enda Carr
and the rest of the panel have been a
feature of our games.

MAYNOOTH BOY'S
SOCCER CLUB
Our under 14 team have not lost a
league game since the second game of
the season in September and when
one considers that some of this team
are eligile for this age group next
season it is an outstanding perfonnance. Leading scorer Paul Flood has
been scoring at a regular rate with

The month gone by was. generally a
good one. By waving money under
their noses we managed to revive a
few players into producing the goods.
League Division 2 Meath Dis. L.
Killua Wanders (0) 1
College Green (1) 2
One to tell the grand children! Percy
French wouldn't have been able to
compose a ditty for this one - if he had
it would have been to the tune of 'Are
you right there Micheal'. The field was
something to behold. Several denizens of Clonmellon were busily removing certain organic waste products by fork on our arrival - a wasteful
exercise; nobody would sit beside
McGroarty on the return journey . As
for the on-site boulders and hillocks of
grass, surfice to say that their disturbance would have breached several
national monuments' statutes. The goal
posts were a marvel of civil engineering construction, primarily constructed
of redundant scaffold tubes and 9' x 4'
cross members. McGroarty scored
two classic goals; a flick on from a
McGovern comer and a run from
halfway which left us 2 - 0 up. Killua
got a consolation in the dying minutes.
Christy Moore must have a song about
Clonmellon.

inspired introduction of subsitute A lIen
produced the first goal. The second
substitute, Joe Buckley was felled in
the penalty box and Paul Broughan
converted the resultant spot-kick on
90 minutes. I always trusted young
Broughan!

which we deserved. The pitch (?) was
almost as bad as the previous week.
Newtown were a good side and for
their sake, what a pity it is that they
have to put up with those atrocious
conditions every other week.

League Division 2
Trim Town
College Green

Bradley Shield
College Green
Rathoath Harps 2nds

(0) 3
(0) 0

This was a superb performance. Ratoath have had a jinx on us for the last
two seasons and this was finally buried. Second half goal.s fromM c Groarty
and Ray Broughan (2) saw Rathoath
off, when we only need to draw to
qualify for the quater-finals. Having
made a double substitution with 22
minutes to go, we ended up with 10
men after'Swartzinegger'Hughes had
to leave due to injury. One of the
biggest home games of the season (we
should have kept the sheep off the
field) witnessed an accomplished performance.

(1) 1
(0) 3

A defensive mix-up gave the home
side a 1-0 lead in the very entertaining
game. However, second half goals
from our three most impressive players, Martin O'Shea, Tony O"Connor
and Paddy Mc Govern gave us the
points, against a very useful Trim
Town side. O'Dea's goal came after
a shot from Ray Broughan, was
knocked into his path, O'Connor had
been giving classic examples in how
to head down, before he gave us the
lead goal (this must be worth a pint in
'The Roost' next Thursday Tony?). Mc
Govern's free-kick from 35 yards was
a peach; the man walks on water.

M.D.L. Challenge Cup; 1st Round

League Division 2
College Green
Summerhill Celtic

Billy Glennon close behind him. Other
members of the panel who have contributed greatly are Jonathan Flynn,
Stephen King, Brendan Hanly, Tony
Byrne, Padraig Flood, Colm Carroll,
Tommy Fay, Adrian Kelly, Trevor
Alcorn and reserves John Greene,
Fergal Ward, Conor Mc Ginlev
Adrian Fay also playing their part. J '
The club extend best wishes for the
festive season to all.

(0) 2
(2) 2

It would be fair to say that every shot
in Summehill is played in an uncompromising fashion; even the volley ball
team get physical. A good Summerhill
side put us to the sword in the first half
an took in a 2 - 0 lead. However, the

Ratoath Harps
College Green
League Division 2
Newtown Utd (2) 3
College Green (0) 0
We travelled very understrength to the
North Meath venue and got the result
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(1st team)

(0) 2
(0) 3

This had to be one of our finest hours.
As already explained in the afore going
text, yon Ratoath side ( their 2nd and
3rd at that) had always been our bogey
side. Granted that we have made the
quarter and semi-finals in two of the

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
FOR ALL MAKES OF CARS
TRUCKS AND T~ACTORS,
BATTERIES ,PLUGS ,
EXHAUST=S, BRAKE PADS

~~,

WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

_______________________

~==================:============:==========.=._=

~

- - - J'

----------------------------------------------------------------------~-----~-~==~

OLIVER REILLY LTD.
Und~taltrn

and Complrtr Funtral Fumilhrn
HEADSTONES
MOURNING COACHES

WREATHS

NEW F1JNERAL PARLOUR AT TOWN CENTRE MALL MAYNOOTH
PROSPEROUS NAAS CO KILDARE 045/68230

FUNERAL WREATHS

e.·

045/68482

t

UNDERTAKERS TO
MA YNOOTII MORTALITY
.. . ...:'
SOCIETY
(F1JNERAL PARLOUR FREE TO SOCIETY MEMBERS)
'

,-:J

.

•

PARTICULARS AND ARRANGEMENTS CONTACT:
PADDY NOLAN, (SEC) 41 GREENFIELD DRIVE PHONE 286312
KEVIN MURPHY, O'NEILL PARK PHONE 286399

~~~-----------------------------------------------------------.------------========~::~==.~

l

l-leating

Service

OIL FIRED BOILER BURNER SERVICE
AND HEATING SYSTEMS MAINTENANCE
ALSO HEATING EFFICIENCY TESTING
You could be wasting
over 50% of your oil.

24 HR SERVICE 7 DAYS A WEEK
DERMOT BRADLEY

49 CLUAIN AOIBHINN
TEL: 285387
A Happy Christmas
to all our Customers
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last three years, but currently we are in
the lower half of Div 2 (there are Div
1 , 1A and 2) and Ratoath are second
in Division 1 and fancied for the cup
by most knowledgable pundits and
the dean is away! Mervyn Ennis is the
.Ratoath mentor and the Oscar Traynor
sides leading player! Is the scene
.

.

set for a moral victory (ie a 0-6 defeat)?
In the ftrst half we totally outplayed
our illustrious opposition and still
ended up 0-0. Aidan Dunne produced
a superlative save after 43 minutes,
while his opposite number did well to
make two similar stops in the same
,period. After 55 minutes the host side
took the lead due to slack covering, but
captain courageous McGovern ran
half the lenght of the field before rifling a 20 yard to the roof of the net
after 65 minutes. Young Mc Groarty
made it 2-1 ten minutes later. We
thought we had it WON, but credit to
Ratoath, a lob from the right wing was
tucked inside the far post on 80 minutes. With three minutes remaining
Kevin Sullivan (our Paddy Mulligan)
putabeautifulcrossinforJohnHughes
to nod home from the edge of the
penality box. Hughes and Buckley
were unluckly notto make it 4-2 in the
dying moments. An historic achievement no doubt. Manager O'Connor
said something about 'over the moon'.
Mc Govern was simply McGovern. It
is now abundantly c1earthatJoe Buckley is in fact Nat Lofthouse playing
under an assumed name.
With the advent (sic) of the Christmas
season we would like to wish all
members, friends, supporters a Happy
Christmas and prosperous New Year.

flcwtown StOfctl
NEWSAGENTS
M<\YNXJIH CD.

KI~

FH 01 - 285833
Opening Hours. 7.30 am - 10 pm
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
GROCER - FUEL - GAS
Fancy Goods - Sweets
Cards - Magazines

GOGARTY GI I LDRENS & TEEN FASH I ONS
MAIN STREET, CELBRIDGE
PHONE: 288535

• DENIM/JEANS· JACKETS • COATS •
• ANORAKS 6 - 24 MONTHS FROM £7. 99 •
• ANORAKS 3 - 14 YEARS FROM £11.99 •
• GIRLS HOODED COATS 3 - 8 YEARS FROM £12.99 •
~ GIRLS 80% WOOL COATS 3 - 8 YEARS FROM £27.99 •
• KNITWEAR. REVERSIBLE SWEATSHIRTS •
• BOYS/GIRLS FLEECE LINED CHECK SLACKS •

CRAFTS - CAKES - BOOKS
- CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS & BRIC - A - BRAC
ANY

vv.··u·....

Yours sincerely
Declan Forde.

Rlernans
College Green F.e. Committee:
Chairperson/P.R.O. - Declan Forde
(01) 285709
Daytime:
(01) 613111
Secretary - Paul Brougban
(01) 285536
Joint Treasurers - Tony O'Coimor
and Joe Carey
Team Managers - Tony O'Connor
and Paul Brougban

MAIN STREET MAYNOOTH. PH: 286294

GROCERIES, CONFECTIONERY,
COOKED MEATS, STATIONERY,
NEWSPAPERS, CHOCOLATES,
FANCY GOODS, TOYS
LARGE SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS
OPEN 8.30 A.M. TO 7P.M EACH DAY
WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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TOWN CENTRE FUELS
MAYNOOTH

-

TEL 286853

FOR TOP QUALITY FUELS
All in sealed bags weight guaranteed
STOCKISTS OF 'FLO GAS

For Fast & Friendly Delivery
• BbACK DIAMOND POLISH
Th~ premium quality house
coal.

a lib
QUAUTY COALS.

• FIRE FLAME TEXAN
The premium coal with a fast
lighting, bright, attractive
flame.

• COL SMOKELESS
High performance smokeless
coal.
• GOLD GLO
Grade 'A' Anthracite. The top
quality fuel for appliances.
• STANDARD ANTHRACITE
The economy priced
anthracite.

• ENGLISH
Finest quality house coal.

• ANTHRACITE
BEANS & GRAINS
For hopper f.ed appliances.
• QUALITY SLACK
The great coal stretcher.

• LOGS & BRIQUETTES
Quality logs & briquettes.

• WONDER COAL
The exclusive COL coal
additive for intense heat.

'-----------------------------------

• GAS
Large and small cylinders of
gas.
-------------------------------,----~,

MAYNOOTH CURTAINS
No.1 Town Mall
Maynooth
(Off Main St.) Ph. 286888
NOW OPEN
Roller, Vertical,
Venetian,
Festoon and Roman Blinds.
Made To Order'
ALL MAKE OF MATERIAL SUPPLIED
All Measuring and Estimating FREE

WISHING ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS
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After our success in the Dublin League
last year when we finished runner up
to St Margaret's who are the only team
to beat us we have entered a team in the
league again this year. We gotoffto a
good start with a win against Whitehall
Colmalls by 2 goals 3 points to one
goal.
Our. next game was against Craobh
.C iarian who have three games played
more than Maynooth and are unbeaten
This game played at Fairview was a
very keenly contested one. In the
second half Maynooth had about 80%

In recent games results have been
somewhat mixed and when we seemed
to be getting our act together fate dealt
us a cruel blow on a number of occasions. In the recent game against
Stores Celtic Maynooth 2nd were
showing improved form when outstanding midfield Dave Faherty had
the misfortune to break hIs leg in a
tackle. This incident had a noticeable
effect on the younger members of the
team and subsequently their performance was greatly affected thereafter
and eventually were beaten 4 - 1 having been level for a long time. Ronnie
Thompson had an excellent game for
Maynooth at right full and he got good
support from Dave ThompsoI1 and
Norman Kavanagh.

Division 2
Ballyouister 1 Maynooth 2
Maynooth hit top form in this game
against their near neighbours and
were rewarded with two points for
\ which they had to fight extremely
hard. With goals from Joe O'Rriordan and Martin McTernan and an excellent all round performance by Dave
Thompson Maynooth showed much
improved form. It is hoped this result
will boost the corlfiden~ of this extremely young team and help them
string a sequence of good results together which combined with their unquestioned enthusiasm will stand them
in good stead for the long haul ahead.
Premier Division
The first's made their exit from the
Dalton Cup at the 4th Round stage
when going down by three goals to

Under 14 Dublin
League
of the play but were unable to get the
vital scores and in the end lost by one
point. Craobh Ciaran 0-5, Maynooth
0-4. The following is the Maynooth
panel of players: Ian Hayes, Mark
Nugent, John Higgins, David Nevin,
Peter Grant, Ronan Murphy, Peter
Burke, N. Gillick, Hugh Nevin, Oliver
Nevin, S. Griffin, Cathal Ryan, D.

MAYNOOTH
TOWN A.F.e.
Grangewoodbine.
Our league results have been disappointing and while the commitment
from the players has been first class,
lady luck needs to shine on us soon to
help us out of our present situation.
Sean Moores recent injury has further
aggravated the problem of injuries.

Slievenamon 3 Maynooth 0
Maynooth had their much stronger
opponents for most of this game and
the scoreline does not do justice following a hard fought game . .Two late
goals put paid to Maynooth's chances
ofsecuring an equaliser and left Slievenamon with a flattering scoreline.

Maynooth 1 Landsdown Rgs 3
It looked as if the floodgates would
open when Rangers opened the scoring in the 5th minute but this setback
only seemed to spur the home team to
greater effort. Noel Kearns equalised
with a free kick from thirty yards. The
superior fitness of the league leader
stood them in good stead in the latter
stage of the game and they eventually
won handsomely.

7.4

Murtagh, J. Roister, J. Lawlor, B. Mc
Glinchey, A. Gaffuey, B. Sweeney, P.
Farrell, P. Hawkins, D. Walsh, Enda
Kerr.
I would like to take this opportunity in
wishing all our players, members and
supporters a very Happy Christmas
and a prosperous New Year.
Our annual general meeting will be
held at the Athletic Hall, beside Post
Primary School on Sunday 14th January 1990 at 2pm. See you then.
Mieheal Mae Uillie
Cathaoirleach

Some dates for your diary
Thursday 7th Dec: Table Quiz in
Association with Community Council, in Caulfield's.
Friday 8th Dec: Christmas Party in
Kilcloon Inn where the crack will be
ninety. Singing and dancing also, so
a good night should be the order.
Sunday 17th Dec: Club trip to Wexford Town to take on the local side.
After the game refreshments will be
provided at Jim Brady's local watering hole.
The club extends best wishes to Dave
and Sean for a speedy recovery from
their recent injuries and while Sean
has now dispensed with the crutches
we sincerly hope that Dave will be
able to do likewise in the not too
distant future.

In our previous report the name of
Noel Kearn's bride should have read
Margaret Gaughan. ·We had better put
that right lest anyone think that he had
taken the plunge twice.
Condolences are extended to Paul
McCourt on the death of his father. At
the recent meeting to form a back up
committee in an effort tosecure an
appeal for the Winchester Three it
was good to see the large number of
members who turned out to lend their
support to the campaign. The club
would like to take this opportunity to
extend best wishes for Christmas and
the New Year to all.

,

------------------------------------------------------

II ~

JOE MOORE

Straffan Road , Maynooth.
TEI,EVISION & VIDEO REPAIRS
ALL REPAIRS GUARANTEED. SAME DAY SERVICE.
FREE ESTIMATES

MONDAY - SATURDAY~9a.m. - 9p.m.
SATELLITE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE PHONE FOR DETAILS
NEhT & SECOND-HAND TV AND VIDEO SETS FULLY GUARANTEED
TELEPHONE : 285586.
WE WISH ALL OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

=====================-~~~==~=---====-:==--=--==--=-=-=.~

HARDWATER (SCA1GE & SCUM), DIRT, BAD SI1ELL,
BAD TASTE, IRON, HARMFUL BACTERIA
We can test water and recommend an
economical solution to the problem.
Water Softeners, Iron Removal, Domestic Filters,
COmmercial, Farm and Industrial use
Also pumps for wells, irrigation and slurry
John J. Dinsmore & Co.,
Warre ns town ( Trim Road),
Drumree,
Co. Meath.
-

-

SALES AND SERVICE

Tel. 01-259631 (24 ffours)
-

ft•

.If1icIwdJf~c ~p~~~

--

CONTACT LENS PRACTITIONERS
DUBLIN ROAD MAYNOOTH PHONE NO. 286606
VERY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF FRAMES INCLUDING YVES ST. LAURENT,
MENRAD, SAFILO, & BENETTON BUDGET FRAMES
TOP QUALITY LENSES USED IN ALL SPECTACLES INCLUDING PLASTIC,
ULTRA THIN ZEISS TITAL & VARILUX BIFOCALS
PROMPT TWO DAY SERVICE ON ALMOST ALL SPECTACLES
MEDICAL CARD & SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS CATERED FOR
APPOINTMENTS TAKEN DAILY
BRANCHES AT: 9 MaiQ St." Leixlip: Also Main St., Lucan.
PH: 243964
PH: 282062
75
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" - - - - - - - - - - ( SYMPATHY) - - - - - - - - Sympathy to Mrs Angela Barnwall, Newtown, Maynooth on the
death of her mother, Mrs Philom-

ena Gill.

Sympathy to Mrs Kathleen Me Atamney, Leinster Park, Maynooth on
the death of her mother Mrs Margaret
o'Mullan.

Wife, sons, daughters, grandchildren,
sister, brother, relatives and friends of
the late William Joseph Mc Court,
Carton.

Mrs. Brid Farrell Greenfield and Jack
(Dublin), Kevin and Adie (England),
on the death of their brother-in-law
Christopher Tobin.

Daughter, sons, brothers, sisters,
(Mother Consiglio LOieto Convent
Ranchi, India) son-in-law, grand children, relatives, friends of the late
Patrick Joseph Frayne, Bairaheen.

Sympathy to the wife and relatives of
the late Desie Tracey, Coill Dubh,
and late of Leinster Cottages,
Maynooth.

)----

---------- (
CONGRATULATIONS
To Paula Higgins, Rail Park, daughter
of Michael and Phylis Higgins who
received her degree of Doctorate in Congratulations to Noel Kearins and
Science from St. Patrick's College, Margaret Gaughan on their recent
Maynooth, specialising in Chemistry wedding in St. Conleth's Church,
Development. Paula completed her Newbridge.
Post Doctorate in research in Kingston Congratulations to Noel on receiving
University, London and is presently his degree, Bachelor of Business Studemployed with Unilever in London. ies at Dublin City University on FriShe is a past pupil of Presentation day October 20th. from their many
Convent Maynooth and Scoil Iosa, friends in Dublin and Maynooth.
Kilcock.
Congratulations to Paddy and Bernie
Foy, Parson St who celebrate their
To Thomas Bean who was 'conferred Pearl Wedding Anniversary (30 years)
with the B.A. Maths and B.A.!. Mec. on the 28th December.
Eng. (Hons) degrees at Trinity College on 9 /11/89 where he studied for
four years. He has now commenced
work in the U.K.
Thomas commenced his school career with the Presentation Sisters,
Maynooth then with the Boy's National School, and finally, with
Maynooth Post Primary School, all of
whom prepared him for a successful
College Career. Thomas is younger
son of Marl(aret and Liam Bean 'Lemar' Dunboyne Road, Maynooth.

Congratulations to the following who
were awarded B.A. degrees from St.
Patrick's College, Maynooth last
month:
Louise Ward, Mary O'Brien, Ria
Ismair, Mel Duffy, Patricia Rice and
PatriciaO'Rourke. Brendan Devine,
Helen Ryan and Margo D' Alton were
among those awarded with M.A. degrees. Congratulations to all.

Congratulations to Aine Mc Loughtin
(O'Neill Park) and Jo~ Kelly (Tallaght) who were married in St. Mary's
Church, Maynooth Oct. 28th.

John Curran , Mooneycooley and
Mary Dunne, Killyagh Tullamore
who were married in S1. Patrick's
Church, Killeagh on Novenber4th.

Congratulations to Rosemary (formerly Curran, Mooneycooley) and
Billy Reynolds, Timard on the birth
of a baby boy, brother for Susan
Clare and Julie Ann. Also best
wishes and good luck in their new
home.

Congratulations to Ann Nolan, 85
Newtown, Maynooth who celebrated
her 21st Birthday on Tuesday 19th
October. A party was held in Slim's
and was attended by her parents, sisters and a host of friends.
Lots of Love, Mam & Dad and sisters.

Birthday Greetings
) - ------------Happy Birthday to Aisling Bean ( _______________
John Fanning, Greenfield age 17
'Nuada'
Dunboyne Road,
on December 31st. Best wishes
Maynoothwhocelebratesherbirth- Happy birthday to Jim Smyth
from Daddy, Mammie and sister
day on December 14th age 4 years. (Butcher) Main Street, Maynooth Sharon. Also best wishes to Daddy
From her Daddy, Mammy, brother who celebrates his birthday on
and Mammie, birthday on Dec 13th
Brian and Grandparents.
December 16th.
and Dec 9thfromlohn and Sharon.
Birthday Greetings to Mrs. Nuala
Quinn, Straffan Way on 11th December from the Nolan Family.
Happy Birthday to Eithne Cunningham 20th DeCember from Rachel,
Mammy, Daddy and everyone!

Belated birthday greetings to Orla
Gannon who was 9 years old on 28th
October and to Brian whose 11 th birthday is on the 3rd December. Love to
you both from Mammy, Kevin, and
Brendan. Mulhussey. Kilcock.
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Congratulations to Noel Brilly. Quain Aoibhinn who celebrates his 21st
birthday on the 20th December from
Bridgie and family.
Birthday greetings to Maria Morrissey
Baltracey, Maynooth Dec 17th.
Continued

MOULIN ROUGE
Dunboyne Road, Maynooth
Tel: 286618

~OUR FIRST STEP IN LA TEST FASHION)
.
Stockists of:
Libra Designs • Marian Donaldson
A. B. Anders • Jean Express etc.
Open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
Closed All-day Wednesday

Ii

THANK YOU ALL FOR YOUR CUSTOM IN '89. HAPPY CHRISTMAS
AND HAPPY NEW YEAR. LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN '90

•
DUBLIN ROAD, MAYNOOTH, CO KILDARE PH: 285607
L-.::...::.:----

FOOD, GOOD VALUE, PERSONAL SERVICE

FARRELL'S FRESH IDEAS

MEATS, FISH, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
COLLAR BACON 1. 49 lLB
3LB CHIP MUSHROOMS 1. 65
SHOULDER BACON 2. 69 EACH
~vf~c>r '. '~ /~;~ 10 APPLES 99p
BACK RASHERS 1. 99 1 LB
c); ~~~, 3LB BANANAS 99p
lLB STREAKY RASHERS } 1 59 ....
."'-~ FRESH SALMON AND SMOKED SALMON
lLB SAUSAGES
•
ORDER YOUR FRESH TURKEYS AND HAMS AT KEENEST PRICES
FULL SELECTION OF COLD MEATS, CHEESES AND FRESH FISH DAILY
FINEST QUALITY FRUIT AND VEG DELIVERED DAILY
PH: IN ORDERS 285607
PIZZAS MADE TO ORDER. HOME MADE COLESLAWS
FRESH IDEAS
SEASONS GREETINGS TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS

n

¢.

f,

Flood's Betting Office
THE SQUARE

~

MAYNOOTH

PHONE: 286096
rvE PAY DOUBLE RESULT i.e WE PAY 1st PAST THE POST AND RULES
WINS EITHER WAY YOU WIN.
WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL
WINNING YANKEES.
...---------------t
WE PAY 10% BONUS ON ALL
LIAM FLOOD BOOKMAKER
WINNING FORECASTS.
WISHES ALL HIS
EARLY MORNING PRICES
AVAILABLE EVERY DAY.
CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS

OF RACING IF YOUR SELECTION

COME IN AND TRY
OUR SPECIALITY BETS.
LUCKY 15 PLACE POT.
STRIKE LUCKY. UNION JACK.
ALSO SPECIAL TREBLE AND
£200 BONUS YANKEE DAILY
~

WE PAY A SPECIAL 2 POINTS EXTRA IF YOUR SELECTION WINS AT 10/1 OR OVER
AND THE FAV. STARTS AT LESS THAN 4/1.

~f ODD'S PLACE 1-2-3 IN HANDICAPS 12 OR MORE RUNNERS 6 -

~~

7 RUNNERS f ODD'S

PLACE (1-2) ODD'S PLACE. 1-2-3-4 IN HANDICAPS OF 16 OR MORE

'17

~

~~

Love and best wishes to Richard Mc
Govern, Greenfield who celebrates
his 8th birthday on November 14th.
From his loving Nannie Unaand Uncle
Kevin.

Happy birthday to Liam Bean
'Lemar'
Dunboyne Road,
Maynooth who celebrates his birthday on December 16th.

All our love and a very happy birthday
to Richard McGovern, Greenfield
age 8 years on Nov 14th. Best wishes
from Daddy, Mammy andBrotherThomas.

Happy 8th birthday to Richard Mc
Govern, Greenfield Nov 14th. With
lots of love and best wishes from
Micheal, Eileen and girls.

Paddy Carr Main Street, 80 years
young on November 9th. Best
wishes from Tom and Gerry

Happy birthday to Grainne Kelly,
Cluain Aoibhinn, who celebrates her
birthday on 6th December from
Mammy and Eoin.

Love and best wishes to Noel
McGovern Greenfield who celebrates
his birthday on Dec 31st From Mam,
Kevin, Micheal and Family. Enjoy
your day Noel.

Best wishes for a very happy birthday
to Siobhan O'Keeffe, Enfield on Dec
IOthfrom Una McGovern andfamily
in Maynooth.

"A Teenager at last"
Happy thirteenth Birthday to Eimear
Hogan on 30th December. With best
wishes from Yvonne Nolan.

John Connor (Germany) Greenfield,
November 13th.

Happy Birthday to Lily Murphy,
Greenfield who celebrated her birthday on the 27th November.

To Noel Mc Govern, Greenfield
Happy birthday Dec 31st, from your
loving wife Marie.

CLASSIFIED
ADS
For Sale
Girl's Raleigh bicycle suitable from
5 yrs to 10 yrs

If you wish to mclude newsworthy
items relating to Maynooth in the
Leinster Leader or in the Leader Advertiser, Please contact Peter Hussey
at Maynooth Community Council
Office (Tel: 285922) on or before
Monday of each week at 5pm.

Also child's keyboard both in
perfect condition.
. Phone: 285433

Cocatiel s Budgies
For Sale
Ideal Christmas Pets.
Phone 286746
anytime or call to
Mick Mc Govern, Greenfield.

Are you looking for a job?
Contact Carmel Cahir,
Moyglare Secretarial Services,
Moyglare Village, Maynooth.
For professional C. V.
Crib set, 11 figures, 6 inches high
(approx) £12 per set
Tel: 243402

For Sale size 12
Tweed coat (as new) £20
Tweed suit
£20
Blueleatherlacket
£20
Grey Wool suit
£25
Grey pin striped trouser suit £10
Brown corderoy suit
£20

Grinds available in French, Irish and
History. Qualified teacher. Please call
to 104 Kinsbry Maynooth any evening
after6pm.

Contact 285922

Copydate:
Monday, Dec.11th at 5.00p.m.

Dr Maurice Cowhey wishes to

For Sale
1 Smoked GI as s Di n i ng Room
Ta b lew i t h 4
rna t chi n g
chairs£130: 1 free standlnK_wardrobewith lock £40
-Ph : 251 940 aft e r 5 • 300m

advise his patients that his surgery
telephone number has been
changed. ,The new surgery number
is 01- 289044.
78'

Or char d Nurseries
and Garden Centre

C

T he Orchards, Dublin Road,
Celbridge, Co. Kildare.
Telephone 288903

I TMAS-

* GIFT TOKENS - THE PERFECT GIFT
* GARDEN HAMPERS
<~
* EXOTIC AND UNUSUAL PLANT ARRANGEMENTS-..
* LARGE I NDOOR PLANT SPECIMENS
'IL . ~
* BONSAI TREES - AIR PLANTS
j
* GARDEN BOOKS

1

0' 0
H IS MA

E

~~

NON SHED NOBILIS - PINE - NORWAY SPRUCE
~NEW ... ARTIFICTALCANADIAN PINE CHRISTMAS 'l'REE
\ ~(EXCELLENT IMITATION) HEIGHT - 6 AND 7 FEET
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
UNUSUAL SELECTION OF FAIRY LIGHTS AND ORNAMENTS

PET CORNER

'I

*

BIRDS - CAGES - EXTENSIVE RANGE
OF ACCESSORI ES ORNAMENTAL CONCRET~
~Dt.F ~N<n:
BIRD BATHS
l.UO\N ~O USU!l ·
* FISH - EXTENSIVE RANGE OF TANKSl~ ~VfJlr
'PLANTS - AND ACCESSORIES
~
J" .,----~AQUARIUM CABINETS
~
g Cf.LB~I OG-t; : 1owN
* WI LD BI RD GIFT PACKS - BI RD TABLES
~
* VARNISHED OAK COAL BUNKERS
~

lUi,=="==:

I

Wei! yvorth ~ ;

A VISit!
We A ccept

.

'

VI SI1' OUR UNIQUE GARDEN CENTR E
·OPE.N MON-SAT 9 . 00 A. M - 6 .30 P. M.
SUNDAY l.00 P.M - 6. 30 P.M.

Access and·Visa
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WILL MAKE
MORE PEOPLE HAPPY THIS CHRISTMAS
THAN WE DID
IN THE WHOLE OF LAST YEAR

THE CARDINAL PRESS LIMITED
Dunboyne Road, Maynooth, County Kildare
' Telephone 01 - 286695 Fax 01 -286440

HAPPY CHRISTMAS & A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR TO ONE AND ALL

